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Monday, September 15, 2014

Opening Plenary Lecture

PL0000
Industrial Application of Atmospheric Pressure Non-Thermal Plasmas
Thomas Hammer
Siemens AG, CT RTC PET, Erlangen, Germany
thomas.hammer@siemens.com
In the last three decades numerous efforts have been made developing atmospheric
pressure non-thermal plasmas (APNTP) for industrial applications. These applications
are aiming on cost reduction, improved product quality, and reduced environmental
impact of industrial production processes. Development of APNTP actuators has been
supported by fundamental research on dielectric breakdown in gas mixtures,
spatial-temporal developmentand electrical properties of gas discharges, formation
and reactions of chemically active species, and fluid dynamics.Imaging and laser
spectroscopy as well asmodeling and numerical simulation turned out to be essential
for successful application oriented research. Sophisticated solid state power supply
concepts coupling electrical energy efficiently into the plasma have been devised.
Depending on the type of plasma actuator and application these power supplies
provide DC voltage, continuous or pulsed AC voltages with frequencies from some 10
kHz up to some 10 MHz, or pulsed repetitive voltages.
APNTP applications being part of industrial production processes cover e.g. surface
conditioning and coating utilizing dielectric barrier discharges or atmospheric pressure
plasma jets. Here the benefit of non-thermal plasma application is reducing utilization
of chemicals being harmful for health or environment or, in the best case, substituting
such chemicals completely. For cleaning of exhaust gases from industrial production
processes APNTP often is combined with filtering or catalysis. Since here treatment of
large volume flows is required corona discharges or large stacks of DBDs are utilized.
The development of cleaning technologies based on plasma assisted catalysis is
challenging since it requires understanding how plasma processes and catalytic
processes interact with each other. However, recently methods for the
characterization of plasma catalytic processes as well as reactor concepts for efficient
exhaust gas cleaning have successfully been developed.
Keywords
atmospheric pressure plasma
environmental technology
dielectric barrier discharge
plasma jet
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Plenary Lecture

PL0001
Synthesis of nano-objects by plasmas from 1 to 1 billion Pa: where are we
heading?
THIERRY BELMONTE, A. Hamdan, C. Noël, T. Gries, G. Henrion
Institut Jean Lamour, NANCY, France
thierry.belmonte@univ-lorraine.fr
Whether they are used under reduced pressure, at atmospheric pressure, or in liquids
where thousands of bars are reached at breakdown, discharges can be used to
synthesize nano-objects that find important applications in the fields of energy,
medicine or food industry. The control of the size, shape and composition of these
elemental building units that can be assembled in complex architectures is essential
to obtain the properties expected by end-users. A thorough understanding of basic
processes controlling the growth of these nano-objects is the Gordian knot to be
untied in any discharge condition. Indeed, surface states affect dramatically the final
properties and they have to be tuned to control the nano-object quantum behaviour.
Increasing the pressure is the most effective way to increase the production yield but
the control of the synthesis is all the more difficult. Time scales must be shortened
accordingly, requiring pulsed power supplies. If early works focused on continuous
processes operated at low pressure, many attempts are made nowadays to use
atmospheric discharges. A special effort has to be made to control impurities in these
reactive media. Then, working with liquids is recommended to bypass this obstacle.
This can be achieved either by using a plasma as a “switch” in an electrochemical cell
or by creating the discharge directly inside the liquid. In this latter case, physics of
plasmas is fascinating. Recently, it has taken benefit from the advent of generators
with picosecond rise time that provide an ideal way to probe breakdown phenomena.
However, a lot still needs to be done, mainly to improve our understanding of
electrode erosion that controls the synthesis of nanoparticles.
Keywords
nanofilms
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Plenary Lecture

PL0002
Plasma-enhanced ALD: unique opportunities for surface engineering and thin
film growth
Erwin Kessels
Eindhoven University of Technology, Eindhoven, Netherlands
w.m.m.kessels@tue.nl
In the last decade, atomic layer deposition (ALD) has become a very important
technique, especially in the semiconductor industry as it enables film properties and
process conditions which cannot be achieved by other techniques. ALD is a CVD-like
deposition method in which precursors are injected into the reactor chamber
alternately and in which the reactions are driven by the surface chemistry and not by
thermal decomposition. The so-obtained self-limiting growth behavior allows for the
deposition of uniform, ultrathin films with Ångstrom-level resolution and with a high
conformality on demanding 3D surface topologies. However, to further extend the
process conditions and the capabilities of ALD, novel approaches are being
investigated such that ALD can also be used in many more applications than just in
the semiconductor industry. One approach that has been explored in the last years is
plasma-enhanced ALD. Using plasma species during one step of the cyclic deposition
process allows for more freedom in processing conditions (lower substrate
temperatures, more choice inprecursors, etc.) and for a wider range of material
properties compared with the conventional thermally-driven ALD method. This will be
illustrated in this presentation and it will be shown that this enables new applications
such as in the field photovoltaics, protective coatings, and large area electronics. Also
novel approaches beyond single-wafer semiconductor processing will be discussed,
including batch, spatial, atmospheric and roll-to-roll ALD.
Keywords
ALD
plasma
photovoltaics
protective coatings
electronics
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Plenary Lecture

PL0003
Ion-surface interaction in plasma processing
Wolfhard Moeller
Helmholtz-Zentrum Dresden-Rossendorf, Dresden, Germany
w.moeller@hzdr.de
Whereas studies of ion-surface interaction have been a significant issue in nuclear
fusion research through about four decades, corresponding knowledge in the area of
low-pressure plasma processing can still be considered as marginal. Qualitatively, it is
well accepted that energetic ion bombardment is essential for several processes of
low-pressure plasma surface treatment or plasma-assisted deposition of thin films.
For the latter, it plays an important role in determining the growing thin film structure
and stoichiometry. However, more quantitative models are only available for a few
selected processes and for specific materials.
The lecture will briefly review the state of knowledge. It will particularly focus on the
process physics of non-reactive and reactive magnetron sputtering. Open questions
will be addressed in connection with recent experimental findings and computer
simulation results, such as describing self-organized topographical and stoichiometric
pattern formation under ion bombardment, and the characteristics of sputtering from
such modified surfaces.
Keywords
ion-surface interaction
magnetron sputtering
computer simulation
ion-induced surface patterning
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Plenary Lecture

PL0004
Advanced Plasma Diagnostics in Plasma Processing Science and Technology
~Comprehensively understanding of plasma processes from gas phase to
surface reactions~
Masaru Hori
Nagoya University, Nagoya, Japan
mhori@k5.dion.ne.jp
About 40 years have passed since the low temperature plasma was introduced to
material processes. The plasma science and technology is continuously developing
the nano-size fabrication where the atomic size level etching and deposition are
already requested and synthesisof novel function thin films, hyper dimensional
surface modification and so on. Additionally, the nonequilibrium reactions induced by
the plasma in the gas phase, surfaces and sub surfaces in the materials have become
clear by the progress of diagnostics technologies. Furthermore, the nonequilibrium
atmospheric pressure plasma and in-liquid plasmas have been invented resulting in
the functional materials synthesis with an ultrahigh speed, bio and medical
applications such as selectively killing cancers against normal cells, the inactivation of
fungal spores, sterilization of killing bacteria and virus and so on. Eventually, plasma
science and technologies are leading and supporting all industries and bring not only
the green innovation but also the life innovation.The most important key issue toward
the future plasma processes is diagnostics as a driving force to establish the process
science to develop the innovations without try and error approach. The lecture will
introduce the advanced diagnostics in in-situ studies on gas, surface and subsurface
reactions on deposition, etching and surface modification in low pressure,
atmospheric pressure and in-liquid plasmas.
Finally, the concept of future plasma science and processing in green and life
innovations on the basis of diagnostics will be mentioned.
Keywords
in-situ
etching
deposition
low pressure plasma
atmospheric pressure plasma
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Plenary Lecture

PL0005
Dealing with extreme heat: from multilayers to self-organization
Jose L. Endrino
Cranfield University, Cranfield, United Kingdom
j.l.endrino@cranfield.ac.uk
New generation of coatings that allow for a wide variety of solutions, such as
protecting of turbine blade materials at high temperature for improved engine
efficiency, reduction in the combustion temperature of natural gas for lowering
emissions, and efficiently machining difficult to cut materials, are today in high
demand. This plenary lecture is about some of the successful coating materials that
allow us to deal with the extreme heat involved.
The thermal conductivity challenge, faced by material engineers and engine
designers, to produce thermal resistances that can excess 200C across a layer as
thick as twice a human hair, is achieved through the innovative use of plasma
assisted PVD and the design of structured multi-layered thermal barrier coatings. The
design of new TBC coating systems has most recently progressed in the ability to
create multilayer self-diagnostic coating systems that can monitor component life
in-situ in addition to thermal protection.
Similarly, the design of noble metal thin film catalysts are of critical importance
nowadays in relation to chemical engineering processes and catalytic applications at
lower temperatures and therefore it is another “hot topic” of coating research.
Pd-based films on YSZ substrates are capable of showing better catalytic activity and
lower cost than Pt-based films, and can meet the challenge for the pollution control in
natural gas combustion by lowering the process temperature.
Finally, manufacturing tooling applications working under heavy loads and
temperatures above 1200 °C is another major challenge for high-temperature coating
architects. The major portion of frictional energy during machining transforms to heat
and dissipates mostly through chip removal, into the workpiece and the surrounding
environment, as well as within the tribofilm layer. The adaptive characteristics of some
nanostructured coating materials can develop dynamically entirely during the
interaction with such severe conditions by regenerating nanoscaled tribofilms through
self-organization.
Keywords
Multilayers
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Plenary Lecture

PL0006
Plasmas in medicine - from surface modification to direct therapeutic use
Klaus-Dieter Weltmann, R. Bussiahn, J. Ehlbeck, T. Gerling, M. Polak, U. Schnabel,
Th. von Woedtke
INP Greifswald e.V., Greifswald, Germany
weltmann@inp-greifswald.de
Worldwide, plasma medicine is developing rapidly to a new independent field comparable to laser medicine several years ago. Plasma Medicine can be divided into
three areas:
a) plasma-assisted modification of biorelevant materials,
b) plasma-based bio-decontamination / sterilization and
c) - as a central field - the direct use of plasma for therapeutic applications.
The plasma modification of biorelevant materials is an established method- for
example- to optimize biocompatibility / functionality of implants or cell culture systems.
Plasmas for the antimicrobial treatment of medical equipment, pharmaceutical
products or packaging materials are worldwide under construction. However, both
areas are more or less indirect plasma medical applications. The big challenge now is
the application of non-thermal atmospheric pressure plasmas ¬ directly on or in the
human body.
The plasma-based bio-decontamination or even the first surgical plasma applications
are essentially based on the lethal effect of plasma on living systems. Nevertheless,
low-temperature plasmas have a large additional potential for therapeutic applications
based on non-lethal, stimulating plasma effects on living cells and living tissue. A very
promising application is the treatment of chronic wounds. A selective antimicrobial
(antiseptic) treatment, which does not damage surrounding tissue, combined with a
controlled stimulation of tissue regeneration could revolutionize the treatment of
wounds. Other applications are the treatment of skin and dental disease, tissue
engineering or tumor treatment. From plasma medicine will be significant applications
in medical practice expected. Nevertheless, much basic research is still required. The
complex mechanisms concerning the effects of plasmas on living cells and living
tissue must be understood in detail for avoiding side effects and identifying systematic
treatment options.
Keywords
Plasmas in medicine
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Plenary Lecture

PL0007
The (re)evolution of conventional/old materials: metal oxides and cellulose
Elvira Fortunato, Pedro Barquinha, Luis Pereira, Rodrigo Martins
CENIMAT|I3N, FCT-UNL, Caparica, Portugal
emf@fct.unl.pt
Transparent electronics has arrived and is contributing for generating a free real state
electronics that is able to add new electronic functionalities onto surfaces, which
currently are not used in this manner and where silicon cannot contribute [1,2]. The
already high performance developed n- and p-type TFTs have been processed by
physical vapour deposition (PVD) techniques like rf magnetron sputtering at room
temperature which is already compatible with the use of low cost and flexible
substrates (polymers, cellulose paper, among others). Besides that a tremendous
development is coming through solution-based technologies very exciting for ink-jet
printing, where the theoretical limitations are becoming practical evidences. In this
presentation we will review some of the most promising new technologies for n- and
p-type thin film transistors based on oxide semiconductors and its currently and future
applications.
On the other way round, there is today a strong interest in the use of biopolymers for
applications like in the electronic and biomedical or clinic industries, mainly driven by
low-cost applications. Cellulose is the earth’s major biopolymer and is of tremendous
global economic importance. The possibility of developing entirely new kinds of
products based on cellulose is of current interest, in order to enhance and to add new
functionalities to conventional cellulose fiber based-paper. We briefly present our
results aiming the application of paper-based microfluidics in the development of
diagnostic tests.
[1] E. Fortunato, P. Barquinha, and R. Martins, "Oxide Semiconductor Thin-Film
Transistors: A Review of Recent Advances," Advanced Materials, vol. 24, pp.
2945-2986, Jun 2012.
[2] P. Barquinha, R. Martins, L. Pereira and E. Fortunato, Transparent Oxide
Electronics: From Materials to Devices. West Sussex: Wiley & Sons (March 2012).
ISBN 9780470683736.
Keywords
metal oxides
paper electronics
thin film transistors
cellulose
thin films
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Plenary Lecture

PL0008
Plasma-liquid interactions induced by electrical discharges in aqueous
solutions
Petr Lukes
Institute of Plasma Physics AS CR, Prague, Czech Republic
lukes@ipp.cas.cz
Interactions between the plasma and liquid have become of considerable interest
during recent years, and the generation electrical discharge plasmas in liquids and
gas-liquid environments is under investigation for a range of applications. Depending
on the type of discharge, its energy, and the chemical composition of the surrounding
environment various types of physical processes (ultraviolet radiation, overpressure
shock waves) and plasma-chemical reactions can be initiated and a number of
primary and secondary species can be formed in the liquid (e.g., OH, H, O radicals,
H2O2, H2, O2, O3). Much of the work has focused on discharges in, over, and in
contact with liquid water. Many organic compounds and microorganism have been
degraded and inactivated in water using various types of electrical discharges. The
main mechanism of plasmachemical decomposition of organic compounds in water
involves oxidation processes initiated by OH radicals, ozone, and hydrogen peroxide.
Furthermore, in gas-liquid discharge environments, the nature of the gas phase
(typically air) affects the formation of gas-phase species, which, in turn, transfer into
the liquid (e.g., ozone, nitrogen-based reactive species) and contribute to the
plasmachemical and inactivation processes in water. The aqueous solution
composition can affect the plasmachemical reactions also through the presence of
electrolytes and radical quenchers. Conductivity affects the electrical discharge in
water, leading to lower rates of formation of some active species, but higher rates of
formation of UV light. The nature of the liquid-phase electrode can also affect the
reactions in the liquid. Although direct electrochemical reactions may not be
important, ions and particles released into solution from the electrode can affect
solution chemistry and induce plasma-surface reactions. In addition to the use for
chemical decontamination processes, plasma in liquid can be used for material
processing and synthesis (e.g., production of H2 and polymers from liquid
hydrocarbons, or production of nanoparticles). In this talk an overview of basic
principles of electrical discharge plasmas in liquids will be presented with particular
emphasis on elementary chemical processes induced by non-equilibrium plasma in
water.
Keywords
plasma-liquid interactions
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KN0100
Computer simulation of film growth by Monte-Carlo: toward a virtual coater ?
Stephane Lucas
University of Namur, Namur, Belgium
stephane.lucas@unamur.be
One of the growth drivers for thin film deposition technology is the growing demand
for products for which a thin layer can increase their lifespan or give them better
properties.
Their development usually involves several steps: research taking place in a lab-scale
coater (sample size ≈ cm2); process transfer to pilot-scale coater (sample size
typically ≈ A3); scaling up to full scale production. Unfortunately, plasma scaling up is
very time-consuming, frustrating and costly because it induces changes in partial
pressure, plasma density, species flux, radiated thermal fluxes, …. A whole set of
parameters are experimentally investigated at each step in order to find the proper
deposition conditions that will reproduce the lab-scale results. This induces long time
to market period, substantial operating and capex expenditures. In order to reduce
these costs, delays but also the environmental impact, one could think of a software
that would simulate film growth taking into account the characteristics of coaters so
that film functionalities could be predicted in silico. Such a virtual coater (VC) would
handle process variation from vessel to vessel.
We are developing a three dimensional kinetic Monte Carlo code NASCAM that has
been recently extended to simulate thick film growth (single layer or multi-layered
system up to 100 nm). Diffusion of atomic species is implemented and
temperature/time evolution of a given structure can be predicted. It allows the
simulation of one million of incident particles a day and the simulation of a system at
high temperature without suffering large computational time. Using this VC, one can
predict how energetic ion bombardments can change the film nanostructure, impact
the overall density, surface roughness and voids number and size. Required inputs
are taken from literature or are evaluated by MC or DSMC/PIC-MC simulations for a
given coater geometry.
In this lecture, we will compare side by side experimental results and VC simulations
of metallic film grown by various techniques like DC magnetron, HIPIMS, GLAD, …. in
various coaters.
Ongoing developments will be also presented.
Keywords
Flim growth simulation
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OR0101
Growth simulation of DC magnetron sputtered films of aluminum, titanium and
chromium
AHCENE SIAD1, Aurélien BESNARD2, Corinne NOUVEAU2, Michael James
WALOCK3
1
Arts et Métiers ParisTech, LaBoMaP, Cluny, France 2Arts et Metiers ParisTech LaBoMaP, Cluny, France 3University of Alabama at Birmingham, Birmingham, United
States

Ahcene.SIAD@ensam.eu
The functionality of mechanical parts can be improved by a number of different
methods. One of the key methods used is the deposition of coatings by reactive
magnetron sputtering (RMS). Control of the RMS process is important for the tuning
of the different coating properties, which will provide an optimal answer to a particular
solicitation; simulation is an interesting way for this work. The PVD process can be
separated into three steps: ejection of atoms from the target, transport to the
substrate, and growth of the thin films. Software has been developed for each step in
the process. SRIM [1] is a Monte Carlo computer program that calculates the
interactions of energetic ions with amorphous targets (ion implantation and atom
ejection); SIMTRA [2] simulates the transport of the atoms from target to substrate. By
combining these two programs, the energy and angular distribution of the sputtered
particles impinging on the substrate can be determined. This information is important
of the determination of the film microstructure. These microstructures are mainly due
to complex interactions between the gaseous species and the surface of the substrate
or the growing film. The development of a capable model to properly simulate the
dynamics of microstructure evolution, during the deposition, is a particularly difficult
task [3]. In this study, we have focused on using Simul3D [4] software to simulate the
third step: growth of the film. To this end, we have developed a series of thin metal
films using magnetron sputtering. The microstructures of these coatings are
compared to the results of simulation work using Simul3D [4] software.
[1] The Stopping and Range of Ions in Matter, 2010, http://www.srim.org.
[2] K. Van Aeken et al, J. Phys D : Appl. Phys. 41 (2008) 205307.
[3] Alain Dollet, Procédés Matériaux et Energie Solaire (PROMES) - CNRS,France
(2009).
[4] A. Besnard et al, IOP Conf. Series: Mater. Sci. Eng. 12 (2010) 012011.
Keywords
Growth simulation, Magnetron sputtering, Thin films
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OR0102
Role of Energetic Species in the Growth of Porous TiO2 Thin Films by Physical
Vapor Deposition
Alberto Palmero, Rafael Alvarez, Carmen Lopez-Santos, Manuel Oliva, Victor Rico,
José Cotrino, Agustin R. Gonzalez-Elipe
Materials Science Institute of Seville, Seville, Spain
alberto.palmero@csic.es
In this presentation we show the main morphological features of TiO2 thin films
deposited by two different physical vapor deposition techniques at oblique angles:
magnetron sputtering and electron beam-assisted physical vapor deposition. Although
both techniques share common features, in the former, films are grown by the
incorporation of both, thermalized species with an isotropic momentum distribution
and ballistic high kinetic energy species with a narrow momentum distribution, and
under the impingement of plasma ions. In the latter, however, the vapor species arrive
at the film surface with low kinetic energy and with a narrow momentum distribution
function in absence of plasma. Experimental analyses on the films’ densities and
morphologies are carried out and discussed under the light of the results of a Monte
Carlo growth model. In general, columnar structures with different tilt angle, density
and porosity are found depending on the energy and momentum distribution of the
deposition species.
Keywords
Porous Films
Magnetron Sputtering
Atomistic Model
PVD
OAD
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OR0103
Growth simulation of TiAlN films elaborated on a planetary substrate holder
Aurelien Besnard1, Luc Carpentier2
1

Arts et Metiers ParisTech - LaBoMaP, Cluny, France 2FEMTO-ST, Besancon, France
aurelien.besnard@ensam.eu

The work focused on the use of simulation tools to predict the influence of the process
on the growth and the structure of thin film. In our study TiAlN coatings are elaborated
in a reactive magnetron sputtering system, where the substrate holder has a planetary
motion. This double rotation should optimize the uniformity of the coating on the
substrate, and particularly for complex shaped substrates. The targets are at 350 mm
to the axis of the substrate holder and with an angle of 200° between both normal (i.
e. quasi symmetrical configuration). The motion of the holder can be either circular or
alternative between fixed angles. The rotation speed of the holder is set and the gear
ratio is 12. Even if the thickness of the coating is uniform, the question still stays for
the dependence of composition uniformity to the position of the holder and the rotation
speed.
SIMTRA [1] simulations are done for a number of selected positions of the substrate
holder with the experimental conditions (pressure, dimensions, material of the targets
etc.). The calculated angular distributions on the substrate are used in Simul3D [2],
with the corresponding percent of each target. This percent is linked to the rotation
speed and to the motion (circular or alternative). The density and the composition are
obtained level by level from the substrate to the top of the film and give conclusion on
the uniformity inside the coating related to the process.
[1] K. Van Aeken, S. Mahieu, D. Depla J. Phys D: Appl. Phys. 41 (2008) 205307
[2] A. Besnard, N. Martin, L. Carpentier, IOP Conf. Series: Mater. Sci. Eng. 12 (2010)
012011
Keywords
Simulation
Composition
Density
Sputtering
Rotative substrate holder
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OR0104
Molecular dynamics study of the growth of various crystalline phases of metal
oxides
Jiri Houska
NTIS, University of West Bohemia, Plzen, Czech Republic
jhouska@ntis.zcu.cz
Because of different properties exhibited by individual phases of metal oxides, it is
necessary to define pathways for preparation of desired phases. We study their
growth using atom-by-atom molecular dynamics (MD) simulations. We focus on the
effect of intrinsic process parameters such as particle energy, ion fraction in the
particle flux, temperature and growth template. We identify which interaction
potentials allow such simulations and which do not.
First, we study the growth of TiO2 and Al2O3. In the case of TiO2, experiments indicate
that the deposition of rutile requires higher temperatures and/or energies compared to
anatase. However, MD simulations allow us to disentangle crystal nucleation and
crystal growth, and show that the growth of (previously nucleated) rutile can take
place in a wider range of process parameters compared to anatase. In the case of Al2
O3, MD simulations allow us to identify that an energy of 50-70eV (at 300K) or
30-40eV (at 800K) is ideal for the growth of (previously nucleated) α-Al2O3. In both
cases, the crystal growth is supported (the amorphization is slowed down) if the
crystal (column) is sufficiently wide compared to the thermal spike size.
Second, we show that if there is an energy window for a formation of some phase, all
film-forming atoms have to be considered separately and have the correct energy
(correct averaged energy per atom is insufficient). This phenomenon is demonstrated
when the optimum-energy atoms are accompanied by (i) slow (≤1 eV) neutrals as well
as (ii) few percent of high-energy (up to 400 eV) atoms (e.g. O-). Moreover, we study
the role of high-energy particles which do not form films but reflect from their surface.
Although these particles (e.g. Ar and O2) can in principle also cause film
amorphization, it would require extremely high number of particle impacts. That is, this
effect is less likely than the amorphization caused by film-forming particles (e.g. metal
and O).
Keywords
film growth
metal oxides
molecular dynamics
TiO2
Al2O3
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KN0200
Optical characterization of nanostructures for advanced antireflection coatings
Ulrike Schulz1, Stephane Bruynnoghe2, Diana Tonova2, Peter Munzert1, Friedrich
Rickelt1, Norbert Kaiser1
1

Fraunhofer IOF, Jena, Germany 2Carl Zeiss Jena GmbH, Oberkochen, Germany
ulrike.schulz@iof.fraunhofer.de

Direct plasma etching is a powerful method for producing antireflective nanostructures
on optical polymers and on vacuum deposited organic layers. The structure depth
achievable in this way is limited to approximately 120 nm. Due to this limitation, the
reflectance performance of surfaces modified by plasma etching is sufficient in the
visible spectral range for normal light incidence only. A more sophisticated application
is a curved lens in which the AR function is maintained throughout the visible spectral
range and over and broad range of incident light angles. Extended broadband AR
performance is required in that case.
To overcome the limitations of singe nanostructured layers, several thin film
combinations have been investigated which use nanostructured layers as last layer.
The effective refractive index of such a nanostructured last layer is typically below 1.2
and may exhibit a gradient character over its depth.
In this work, combinations of interference stacks with a nanostructured melamine
layer as last layer and the combination of at least two nanostructured layers will be
introduced. The design of multilayer systems requires the correct description of the
optical properties of its nanostructured components. Spectrophotometric
measurements alone were found not to be sufficient to simulate the depth profile of
the refractive index correctly because typically ambiguous results had been obtained.
Scanning electron micrographs were used to determine filling factor and structure
depths. By using these data, the optical models could be constrained. The simulated
refractive index profile of the nanostructure was proved experimentally by applying the
nanostructured melamine layer as last layer in different broadband AR-coatings.
Keywords
optical properties
antireflection coatings
nanostructures
plasma etching
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Photoluminescence studies of erbium-doped semiconductors have received
increasing attention since the pioneering work of Ennen et al. in 1982*. When triply
ionized, Er+3 ions are able to exhibit radiative transitions from inter- 4f levels that,
depending on the host matrix, can give rise to infrared, visible, and/or ultraviolet
luminescence. Accordingly, various Er-doped compounds have been extensively
investigated towards the development of photonic devices. In this work, TiOxNy thin
films doped with Er were grown on crystalline silicon substrates through ion beam
deposition (IBD) by sputtering a pure titanium target (99.999%) decorated with erbium
pieces. The growth occurred by keeping the substrate at 500oC and by using different
mixtures of nitrogen and oxygen high-purity gases. After deposition, the films had their
chemical composition and environment analyzed, in situ, by X-ray photoelectron
spectroscopy (XPS). Then, the films were removed from vacuum conditions and
thermally annealed under a flow of oxygen at 250, 500, 750, and 1000oC for 30 min.
In order to investigate the influence of the thermal treatments, the films were
investigated by means of glazing incidence (1o) XRD measurements and Raman
spectroscopy. Photoluminescence experiments were also carried out by exciting the
films with 488 nm photons. The experimental results indicated that either the
composition or the structure of the films changed depending on the temperature of
thermal treatment. Both the Anatase and Rutile phases of TiO2 were observed in the
films after annealing at 750oC and 1000oC, respectively. In fact, these phases
correspond to different chemical environments near the Er+3, which gave rise to
differences in the intensity and/or spectral characteristics of the Er3+-related
photoluminescence . That was the case for the light emission observed in the visible
(~ 520-550 nm and ~ 650nm) as well as in the near-infrared (~1540 nm) regions. The
main characteristics of these transitions, and the influence of the nitrogen
concentration on the properties of the TiOxNy films, will be presented and discussed in
view of deposition conditions and experimental results. *H. Ennen, et al., Appl. Phys.
Lett. 43 (1983) 943
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Electrical and mechanical properties of nanocomposite transition metal
carbide/amorphous carbon (nc-TM-C/a-C) coatings are determined by film
composition and nanostructure, in particular the a-C fraction. This information can
typically be acquired by techniques like XPS and TEM, although they come with
drawbacks like high complexity, high cost, and long analysis time. The industry, for its
part, desires fast and also non-destructive analysis. Optical methods are very
interesting from that perspective, and e.g. in situ spectroscopic ellipsometry (SE) can
be used for real time monitoring of coating properties during growth. However, there is
a lack of scientific results on how such optical methods and models can be used to
characterize carbide nanocomposites. Our objective is to explore if optical
observables can be correlated to physical properties of the coatings.
TM-C/a-C(:H) coatings (TM = Ti, Nb, Cr) grown by magnetron sputtering were
included in the study. Reflectance spectra were recorded using spectrophotometry in
the visible range, and all data were also transformed into the CIE 1976 L*a*b* color
space. Further data were obtained by Mueller-matrix SE in the visible and
near-infrared ranges in order to study reflection-induced changes in polarization of
light.
The lightness (L*) was found to exhibit a linear correlation to the concentration of C-C
bonds (i.e. amorphous carbon), as determined by high resolution XPS. This new
empirical method can thus be used for fast optical quantification of the a-C fraction.
Moreover, SE data indicate that there is a smaller surface roughness and/or a thinner
oxide layer for carbon-rich coatings. One challenge is to quantify such surface effects
so that the true film optical properties can be determined to find interband transitions
and free electron contributions. This is demonstrated using a Drude model to
successfully estimate the coating conductivity with reasonable agreement to 4-point
probe results. Further results and models will be presented.
Keywords
carbide, nanocomposite, optical methods, spectrophotometry, ellipsometry
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Perovskite oxides with the general formula of ABO3structure have received
considerable attention owing to their potential applications such as catalysts, sensors,
fuel cells, and environmental monitoring systems etc. The structural and electrical
properties of these materials are strongly depending on the oxygen which plays a key
role in chemical, structural and physical properties. The oxygen can be substituted by
nitrogen in perovskite structures to form oxynitride compounds. The resulting
oxynitrides have smaller band gaps than oxides of similar composition because of the
relatively high energy of the nitrogen 2p states that make up the top of the valence
band. As consequence, the incorporation of the nitride ions strongly affected the
perovskite properties.
In this work, we investigate the electrical and optical properties of new REFeO3-xNx (
RE: La, Pr, Nd and Sm) thin films. The constitutive elements of the perovskite are
deposited at room temperature from two metallic targets RE and Fe onto (100)
undoped Si single-crystal substrate. The RE and Fe contents inside the growing films
were controlled by the current applied to the targets. The chemical stoichiometry of
the deposited material was checked by energy dispersive X-ray analyses. The
amorphous as-deposited LaFeO3 thin films were annealed and characterised by in
situ XRD measurements in a furnace under controlled atmosphere. To describe the
crystallisation kinetic, the Johnson-Mehl-Avrami approach and the Arrhenius law have
been applied. Then, oxynitrides REFeO3-xNx were prepared from crystalline REFeO3
thin films by thermal ammonolysis of the oxide under a NH3 flow for a duration of 4
hours at the temperature of 700°C. DC electrical resistance (measured with the
four-probe method) and infrared transmittance were performed by using a Linkam
Examina Probe equipment allowing us to scan temperature from -180°C to 600°C.
Keywords
Perovskite
Thin film
Oxynitride
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In this contribution, surface smoothing and polishing of relevant optical media, which
are commonly used for high-end optical devices and systems, by means of a
dielectric barrier discharge (DBD) argon plasma at atmospheric pressure is
presented. Optically polished fused silica, boron crown glass, sapphire and glass
ceramic surfaces were investigated. For these media, a reduction of the initial surface
roughness by approx. 18-27% was achieved after a maximum plasma treatment
duration of 150 seconds. Further, the surface waviness was decreased by 32-81%,
depending on the particular material. For comparison, surface smoothing and
polishing was also performed on lapped fused silica surfaces. Here, a significant
decrease in surface roughness by 56% and, as a result, an increase in transmission
was determined after a plasma treatment duration of 60 seconds. Due to the used
“cold” DBD plasma (approx. 88°C) and the inert process gas, argon, thermal and
plasma-chemical interactions can be excluded to be the underlying mechanisms. The
observed surface smoothing is rather initiated by plasma-physical effects, in particular
high electric field strengths at roughness peaks and surface texture maxima as
confirmed by simulation results. Relating to imaging optics, the presented plasma
smoothing method allows minimising several disturbing optical effects such as surface
scattering, blurring and image distortions. Owing to the plasma parameters,
temperature-sensitive optical media can be finished without inducing any thermal
stress or activating chemical modifications of the near-surface bulk material layer.
Keywords
surface roughness
smoothing
scattering
optical media
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In the last years atmospheric plasma has gain an increasing interest in the field of
Cultural Heritage. Isolated experimentations that yet generated interesting results
have drawn the attention of a wider community working on coating removal, oxide
reduction and sterilization applications.Thanks to this growing multidisciplinary
interest, the EU funded in 2011 the PANNA project, which includes the atmospheric
plasma as a novel cleaning tool for cultural heritage. Plasma cleaning has some
advantages compared to standard techniques as it avoids the use of solvents, is
contactless and contrary to laser it works by a surface chemical action and not with
mechanical shock or local heating. Moreover atmospheric plasma has alreadyshown
good results in reducing mode for corroded metal surface layer conversion and in
oxidation mode for biological cleaning and organic layer removal.
An overview of the state of the art in this application field will be presented,
highlighting where its application has been found most useful. Moreover the main
results of the PANNA project, focused on metals, stone and wall painting applications
will be presented.
In the PANNA project an atmospheric plasma prototype has been developed in order
to optimize the balance between low sample heating, no damaging and efficiency.
Results on soot, Paraloid B72, epoxies and acrylic copolymers removal from wall
painting surfaces are comparable, in terms of efficacy, with those obtained with
traditional methods, although they require a longer treatment time. Moreover the
plasma cleaning can be performed without hampering health status of the binder and
of the pigment. On metals some corrosion layers can be reduced depending on their
stability and some corrosion product overlay and morphology change in the
nanometer range can also emerge.
Keywords
cultural heritage
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In the present study, we demonstrated that a surface nitride layer with high surface
hardness and good cell attachment performance could be produced on an arbitrary
area of a titanium (Ti) substrate by using focused low-power pulsed Nd:YAG laser
irradiation accompanied by nitrogen gas blow. A focused laser beam induced nitrogen
plasma in the vicinity of the Ti substrate surface. This plasma made it possible to form
a nitride layer with a sufficient thickness, even when the laser power was low. The
produced surface layer was approximately 1100 nm in thickness and was composed
of TiN and Ti; the concentration of TiN eventually decreased with increasing depth.
The hardness of the laser-treated surface was approximately 7.5 GPa, which was
approximately five times that of the untreated Ti surface. Furthermore, the surface
wettability of the Ti substrate was drastically improved by treating it focused
low-power laser; further, this treatment also enhanced the cell attachment
performance of the substrate for osteoblast-like cells. We concluded that the surface
modification using laser induced nitrogen plasma is an excellent technique for Ti
materials that can simultaneously improve their wear resistance and cell attachment
performance.
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A modeling framework for the investigation of plasma induced surface
roughness
George Kokkoris
NCSR Demokritos, Athens, Greece
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The interaction of plasma with surfaces, either during plasma etching or plasma
enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD), usually induces roughness on the
surfaces. Given that roughness may affect diverse applications of the surfaces (e.g.
wetting properties, cell growth), it is of primary importance to control (manipulate) it.
The first requirement for the control is the quantification of roughness, i.e. the
characterization of rough surface morphologies. The second requirement is the
understanding of the mechanisms inducing the surface roughness. For this, a Monte
Carlo modeling framework for surface morphology evolution has been developed;1 the
plasma processed substrate is represented by a lattice of cubic cells. The roughness
comes from the interplay of ions, reactive neutral species causing etching, and
depositing neutral species. The latter are dominant in PECVD; a small amount of
them exists in plasma etching, where they are called etch-inhibitors2 or impurities.
Their origin may be the sputtered material from the electrode and the reactor walls,3
or reactions in the plasma bulk e.g. during recipes for anisotropic etching (gas
chopping, cryogenic processes). The co-deposition or – simultaneous to – plasma
etching – deposition of etch-inhibitors, offers flexibility with respect to roughness
control: It is a process with more degrees of freedom, where both subtraction and
addition of material occurs.
Mechanisms and conditions delivering “needle-like” morphology, dots, and holes are
demonstrated. Mechanisms inducing periodic morphologies are investigated. The
simulations show that the etching rate selectivity (substrate over etch-inhibitors), the
sticking probability, and the amount of etch-inhibitors are critical factors for the
emergence of periodicity.
1. G. Kokkoris and E. Gogolides, J. Phys D: Appl. Phys. 45, 165204 (2012).
2. G. Kokkoris, V. Constantoudis, P. Angelikopoulos, G. Boulousis and E. Gogolides,
Phys. Rev. B 76, 193405 (2007).
3. M. Martin and G. Cunge, J. Vac. Sci. Technol. B 26, 1281-1288 (2008).
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Micro and nano pillars on surfaces are often used as model topography for several
applications (including biological, energy e.t.c). However, vacuum plasma etching is
mostly used for their fabrication, as example on silicon, following expensive
lithographic schemes to define the pattern. In this work we explore the possibility of
creating ordered nanostructured topographies using nanosphere (colloidal)
lithography[1] followed by atmospheric pressure plasma etching[2] in Ar/SF6 gaseous
admixture. Such approach might be a cost-effective alternative to optical lithography.
Thorough surface characterization regarding the topography (both SEM and AFM
measurements) and wettability (contact angle measurements) was undertaken. The
final aim will be the utilization of such surfaces to guide the selective attachment of
cells on the surface. This could be done by altering atmospheric plasma etching
conditions and changing the surface chemistry selectively, in combination with the
creation of ordered nanostructured surfaces.
[1] K. Ellinas, A. Smyrnakis, A. Malainou, A. Tserepi, E. Gogolides, ““Mesh-assisted”
colloidal lithography and plasma etching: A route to large-area, uniform, ordered
nano-pillar and nanopost fabrication on versatile substrates”, Microelectronic
Engineering, 88 (8), 2011, 2547-2551.
[2] E.R Ionita, M.D. Ionita, C.E. Stancu, M. Teodorescu, G. Dinescu, “Small size
plasma tools for material processing at atmospheric pressure”, Applied Surface
Science, 255, 10, 2009, 5448-5452.
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The article reports on the amount of atoms and ions in the magnetron discharge
generated in Ar and Ne sputtering gas at low powers ranging from 20 to 100 W at
constant sputtering gas pressure p = 3 Pa.
The magnetron was equipped with silver target. The amount of (i) gas atoms (X = Ar,
Ne) and metal atoms (Ag), (ii) gas ions (X+ = Ar+, Ne+) and metal (Ag+) ions and (iii)
oxygen O+ ions generated in a residual gas atmosphere in the deposition chamber at
three values of the base pressure p0 are given. It was found that the gas ions X+
dominate over Ag+ ions in both Ar and Ne magnetron discharges. The amount of O
atoms generated at different values of p0 is compared with the amount of Ag atoms
sputtered at different deposition rates aD of the silver film sputtered from Ag target of
an unbalanced magnetron. This comparison shows a great problem in the formation
of pure metallic films at low deposition rates aD and high values of the base pressure
p0. It is shown that the Ag films sputtered at low rates aD<30 nm/min in the deposition
chamber evacuated to a base pressure p0 = 5x10-3 Pa are strongly contaminated by
oxygen from the residual gas atmosphere. It means that no pure Ag films can be
produced in deposition machines evacuated by a diffusion pump.
Keywords
mag. discharge
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Ag film
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Plasma polymer coatings present a number of processing advantages over other
coating techniques, such as excellent coating unformity, thickness control, and
adhesion. They might be of relevance for application in optical multilayer structures. It
is to be expected that organic-polymeric coatings will not reach the high refractive
index values achievable with inorganic coatings but plasma polymers are
mechanically advantageous by being far less brittle. This study aimed to explore how
high a value of the refractive index can be achieved with purely organic homogeneous
cplasma polymers while maintaining film stability. We extended this to gradient
refractive index coatings. Plasma polymers containing bromine incorporated into a
hydrocarbon network were produced from bromoethane, bromopentane, and
1,4-dibromobutane. XPS and FTIR analyses showed incorporation of high bromine
contents. Variable Angle Spectroscopic Ellipsometry analysis determined the
refractive indices to be in the range of 1.64 to 1.87 when fitted using Cauchy and
Tauc-Lorentz optical models. AFM revealed that the plasma polymers possessed
surface roughness, by artefacts attributed to the incorporation of plasma polymer
nanoparticles. The highest bromine content coatings showed the highest incidence of
such artefacts.
Keywords
optical coating
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Gas sensors are an important tool in various areas for example in industrial process
control as well as security applications or in research itself. A useful gas detector
should be selective, precise, lifelong stable and easy to build. In the presented
research a new noninvasive gas detection technique is investigated based on the
SPR effect with ellipsometric readout.
The sensor consists of a gold layer (40 nm) top-coated with a doped metal-oxide
(SnO2, 5nm).The coating was attached by magnetron sputtering with doped targets
with different doping concentration and doping material. In the past, it could be shown
that, without the top-coating, these type of sensors can detect various gases, e.g. CO,
H2, O2, O3, He, N2, with sensitivities down to the ppm range (in air). With the help of
the doped-metal oxide, the sensitivity increases dramatically by a factor of 100.
Furthermore, a selectivity for specific gases was observed which depends on the
doping of the coating. Changing the properties of the plasma coating process gives
access to a big variety of different layers and enables us to find the best conditions for
the determined gas in selectivity and sensitivity. The result of the sputtering progress
is analyzed and characterized by using optical methods, mainly spectroscopic
ellipsometry (SE). Further methods like AFM and XPS are used to identify the
structure of the surface to avoid roughness or defects as possible reasons for the
observed effects.
Keywords
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Femtosecond lasers, like titanium sapphire, typically generate pulses with a power
density of about 1 J/cm2 or above. Refractive optical coatings are used as mirrors,
antireflection coatings or dichroics for frequency multiplying. The long-term laser
durability of these coatings is currently one of the limiting factors.
Advanced optical thin film design is the key to increase laser durability significantly:
either by multi-index or rugate designs, or by optimizing the electric field distribution
within the coating.
Multi-index or gradient/rugate designs offer additional degrees of freedom, and can
simplify or even enable challenging designs. They can also help to increase laser
durability. Such gradient thin film stacks can be designed ab initio without any start- or
index profile approximations by using a new design software developed by Carl Zeiss.
With this software, a rugate omnidirectional AR coating was calculated and
transferred to three different multi-index systems. All three examples were realized
using ion beam sputter technology, and characterized at Laser Zentrum Hannover.
Here we present comparative measurements of the optical performance together with
femtosecond LIDT measurements
The electric field distribution within a thin film stack can be optimized to avoid peak
intensities in critical layers using refractive index engineering and/or layer thickness
grading. Femtosecond laser mirrors were designed and realized at Zeiss and
characterized at Laser Zentrum Hannover. Here we present LIDT measurements of
electric field optimized mirrors, which are almost a factor of three higher compared to
a standard laser mirror.
The authors currently work on further developments and demonstrators. The latest
technology development results will be summarized in this presentation.
Keywords
Femtosecond laser coatings
Laser damage thresholds
Multilayer films
Gradient index coatings
Refractive index engineering
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Both their mechanical stability and decorative properties make anodized aluminum
surfaces relevant for many industrial and commercial applications. However, the
anodizing process will only give a satisfactorily decorative appearance on wrought
aluminum alloys, and often other materials, such as cast aluminum, plastics or steel,
are more useful from other design considerations. PVD techniques allow layers of
aluminum to be deposited on a variety of substrates, which extends the possibility of
anodizing beyond wrought aluminum products. In this study we investigate the
possibility of changing the optical properties of the anodized layer by co-sputtering
zirconium along with aluminum. Coatings of about 15 µm thickness, with zirconium
concentration between 6 and 23 wt-% are DC-sputtered on aluminum substrates in an
industrial PVD unit (CemeCon CC800). After deposition no precipitates are observed
in SEM, and only aluminum peaks are seen in the XRD spectrum. However, after a
heat treatment (4 hours at 550oC), large baton-shaped precipitates are clearly visible
in cross-section SEM. The precipitates are about 1 µm in length and 100-200 nm in
thickness. EDX confirms that these structures consist of aluminum and zirconium, and
the XRD spectrum shows a peak relating to Al3Zr. Anodizing of the samples is done
at two different voltages: 12.5 V and 20 V. Both the anodizing voltage and the
zirconium concentration have a clear effect on the visual appearance of the coating:
Higher zirconium concentration and lower anodizing voltage result in a darker sample.
TEM images reveal that when anodizing is conducted at 12.5 V, anodizing of the
precipitates is incomplete, leaving a metallic core in the precipitate. This core is highly
light absorbing, and will lead to a darker appearance.
Keywords
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One of the requirements of an innovative optical material is the ability of a substance
to change color when its temperature changes. This property can be described and
analyzed by thermochromism. Researchers have found a variety of thermochromic
materials such as thermochromic liquid crystals, thermochromic dyes, cuprous
mercury iodide (Cu2HgI4), vanadium dioxide (VO2), and rare earth (RE)
perovskite-type oxide REMO3 (M: transition metal). The thermochromic effect in
REMO3 is due to the lanthanum contraction, along the 4f rare earth series of the
periodic table, which produces profound effects with the progression of various
transport properties.
We present the electrical and optical properties of three families of perovskites:
nickelates, cobaltites and manganites. The constitutive elements of the perovskite are
deposited at room temperature from two metallic targets RE and M onto (100)
undoped Si single-crystal substrate. The RE and M contents were controlled by the
current applied to the targets. The chemical stoichiometry of the deposited material
was checked by energy dispersive X-ray analyses. We performed a subsequent
annealing in air at 700°C to form crystalline films. X-ray diffraction was performed
before and after annealing. DC electrical resistance and infrared transmittance were
measured with the four-probe method scanning temperature from -180°C to 600°C
using a Linkam Examina Probe equipment. These perovskites can be utilized to
create a large variety of smart devices, for example they can be fitted on a spacecraft
surface or on thermal solar captor in order to automatically control the emissive heat
transfer without assistances of any electrical instrument.
Keywords
perovskite
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Since last decade the technology of optical coatings deposition by ion sputtering of
solid targets in a reactive gas atmosphere (RGA) has been actively developed; this
method possesses great advantages over conventional electron-beam evaporation
with ion assistance. Magnetron sputtering (MS) can be successfully implemented with
various types of electrical power supply of the discharge: DC or non-modulated, RF
and mid-frequency pulse voltage (MFP). The development of novel methods of MS
power supply is relevant in order to improve the optical coatings characteristics and
meet the new requirements for device applications [1]. The present paper is dedicated
to the research on application of super high-power (MW→GW) MS short pulses
(0,1-10 us) for optical coatings deposition. The main problem consists in the choice
and practical realization of generation method of the high-dense magnetron discharge
with small duration at high steepness of ion target current increase and low pressure
of sputtering and reactive gases. The optimal electronic commutator and related
electrical circuit topology have been being chosen. The combination (hybrid) of
high-power modulated RF discharge and short-pulses MF unipolar discharge is
investigated, as well as the behavior of RGA (O2) and the process of oxide coating
synthesis on substrate under existing conditions is analyzed. Great attention is paid to
the processes on a target surface, where high-intensive ion bombardment leads not
only to sputtering, but also to overheating of the surface. Eventually, it is expected
that high-quality of various types of optical coatings could be achieved at optimal
choice of hybrid electrical supply parameters for magnetron discharge and RGA
parameters with higher deposition rate compared with conventional HiPPMS.
[1]. N.F. Abramov et al., "Fabrication of nanogradient coatings for laser devices using
the method of magnetron sputtering",QUANTUM ELECTRONICS, 2013,43(9),
791–794.
Keywords
Optical coatings;Optical coatings deposition;High power magnetron
sputtering;Reactive sputtering;Power supply system
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Surface processes with atmospheric-pressure non-equilibrium plasmas have attracted
great interests due to remarkable effects including functionalization of soft materials
and medical treatments. Especially applications to medical treatments have been
extensively investigated worldwide as a new scientific field referred to as "Plasma
Medicine" [1]. For development of innovative plasma technologies based on scientific
approach, it is of great significance to understand basic characteristics of discharge
as well as fundamental processes involved in plasma interactions with soft materials.
So far our research group has carried out a series of investigations on plasma
interactions with soft materials on the basis of surface analyses using XPS [2,3]. In
this presentation, these studies are extended further to investigate characteristics of
atmospheric-pressure discharges and interaction with soft materials in air and liquid
for development of advanced plasma technologies for soft materials processing and
plasma medicine.
The atmospheric-pressure discharge characteristics have been examined in terms of
frequency dependence on gas-breakdown properties and dynamic behaviours of the
atmospheric-pressure discharges have been investigated using an ICCD camera, in
which O and He spectrum lines have been selectively detected through optical
band-pass filter. Furthermore, the atmospheric-pressure plasma interactions with soft
materials including amino acids have been studied for investigations of the
modification characteristics of the molecular structure.
This work has been partly supported by The Grant-in-Aid for Scientific Research on
Innovative Areas “Plasma Medical Innovation” from MEXT.
[1] G. Fridman, et al., Plasma Chem. Plasma Process. 27 (2007) 163; [2] Y.
Setsuhara, et al., Thin Solid Films 518 (2009) 6492.; [3] Y. Setsuhara, et al., Current
Appl. Phys. 13 (2013) S59.
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Modern diagnostics in medicine or biotechnology often use chips or sensor systems
that require polymer or glass surfaces with a patterned chemical and/or physical
modification [1]. Such patterning is commercially achieved using photolithographic
processes, often involving numerous process steps. An alternative new patterning
technology with reduced number of process steps and manufacturing cost, and
avoiding the use of hazardous chemicals, is based on the use of
atmospheric-pressure plasmas with control of the ignition areas of the discharges.
Such area-selective ignition is achieved by placing suitable metallic structures in the
plasma gap of basically standard dielectric barrier discharge (DBD) equipment.
Plasma deposition or surface treatment takes place solely in the area of local
discharges. Hence, the structure of the metal will be transferred to the layer structure.
Metal structures that were used in experiments so far included metal wire meshes
with various wire diameters and mesh dimensions to produce dot patterns, or metal
foams to create non-regular structures. In other experiments laser-structured metallic
coatings on the surface of the dielectric inside the discharge gap were successfully
used to achieve a local plasma treatment. A lateral resolution of less than 500
microns with defined topography was realized. Using this technology for
plasma-assisted chemical vapor deposition with 3-aminopropyl-trimethoxy-silane as a
precursor, a significant increase of the surface density of primary amines as
compared to an unstructured coating can be achieved. This allows coupling a higher
number of biomolecules on such surfaces. Moreover with defined area-selective
topographic structures, super-hydrophobic surfaces can be generated exhibiting good
stability towards water and other liquids. Super-hydrophobic layers equipped with a
pattern of hydrophilic dots show properties interesting e.g. for lab-on-a-chip devices.
[1] E. Szili et al., Biosens. Bioelectron. 2004, 19, 1395.
Keywords
dielectric barrier discharge
patterned surface treatment
medical diagnostics
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Plasma enhanced chemical vapour deposition (PECVD) at atmospheric
pressure (AP) of organosilicon films for adhesion promotion on
Ti-15V-3Cr-3Sn-3V
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The recent generation of aircraft is manly built out of CRFP. Titanium β-alloys (e.g.
Ti-15V-3Cr-3Sn-3V) are applied in areas where high strength and excellent corrosion
resistance is required. The increased use of Titanium alloys has highlighted the need
for structural bonding as joining method. However long-term stable adhesion on
Titanium is still an issue. Currently mainly hazardous wet-chemical processes are
applied to improve adhesion on Titanium alloys. The use of environmentally friendly
processes could enable long-term stable adhesive Ti joints. Plasma enhanced
chemical vapour deposition (PECVD) at atmospheric pressure (AP) of silicon dioxide
films has already found many applications in different areas of industry. In this paper,
a linearly extended and scalable DC arc plasma source is used for the deposition of
silica layers on Ti-15V-3Cr-3Sn-3V. The influence of different working angles (90° to
30°), different working distances (20 mm, 40 mm) and two different remote gas
feeding systems (anodized Aluminium (Al) and Boron Nitride (BN)) are evaluated for
HMDSO as precursor.
The organosilicon films are deposited on the titanium alloy after alkaline etching. The
morphology of the surface was investigated by means of SEM. The characterization
of the deposited plasma layer was carried out using XPS and FTIR for chemical
composition. The measurements show that using the BN remote gas feeding system
Si-CH3 groups - detectable for 40 mm working distance - disappear with decreasing
distance. The treatment with the Al remote gas feeding system indicates formation of
Si-CH3 groups independent of the working distance.
Adhesive bonding tests were performed in comparison to the standard used chemical
pre-treatment “NaTESi”. The influence of the different parameters on adhesion
properties was evaluated by the wedge test. Samples treated with the Al remote gas
feeding system show better results i.e. lower crack growth in comparison to the
BN-system. The results show that AP-plasma can be used to improve the adhesion
on Ti-15V-3Cr-3Sn-3V.
Keywords
PECVD-AP
Titanium
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Atmospheric pressure plasma copolymerisation of phosphorus- and
silicon-containing precursors to promote flame retardant properties to
PolyCarbonate
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An innovative way to improve flame retardant properties of a polymer (polycarbonate)
has been studied. This method relates the use of halogen-free coatings, which
present several advantages compared to the bulk additives as it does not modify the
intrinsic properties of the materials, it is easily processed and may be used onto
several materials. Furthermore, there is a strong tendency to avoid halogenated
compounds on account on their highly toxic aspect. Phosphorus-based compounds
constitute an important group of flame retardants and is known to be even more
efficient when associated to nitrogen- and silicon-based compounds due to synergistic
effects.
This study is dedicated to the deposition of phosphorus-, nitrogen- and
silicon-containing coatings thanks to an AP-PECVD process to promote flame
retardant properties. Deposition of dense and adherent thin films have been
performed by direct DBD at atmospheric pressure in a controlled atmosphere.
Nitrogen was used as gas process and a mixture of HMDSO/TEP was introduced into
the discharge to promote the thin films. The coatings were widely tailored by varying
the mixing ratio of the precursors as well as by adding oxygen (O2) into the nitrogen
gas process. The influences of the gas mixture and of the electrical parameters were
investigated on the chemical composition, deposition rate and morphology of the
coatings and related to the flame retardant properties. The coatings were analysed
using SEM, Profilometer, FTIR spectroscopy, XPS, Mass Spectrometry (MS),
Solid-state NMR (31P and 29Si NMR) and Thermogravimetric Analysis (TGA).
Cone calorimeter measurments have been carried out under severe conditions (50
kW/m2) to evaluate the fire-retardant properties obtained for the different coatings.
Results clearly evidence a significative improvement of the fire-retardant properties of
the polycarbonate as it appears that the decrease of the pHRR is at least as high as
30% with an increase of the time to ignition of at least 40%.
Keywords
Flame retardant coatings, AP-PECVD (DBD), HMDSO/TEP, Cone calorimeter
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Pulsed electrospark treatment in argon and in-liquid
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Pulsed electrospark deposition/treatment (PED) is used for various applications in the
cases when coatings or surface layers with both controlling roughness and chemical
composition are required. Special features of the PED (short heat-up pulses 10–6-10–3
s and high rates of warm-up and cool-down) require the optimization of deposition
conditions (pulse duration, current, frequency, media) to provide alloying and
chemical reactions as well as to avoid overheating and thermal decomposition of
deposited material. In the present study two types of PED coatings are considered:
MAX-phase Cr2AlCcoatings deposition in argon and bioactive layers deposition
in-liquid. In all experiments, Tiwere used as substrates. The results obtained show
that TiC layer developed during the initial stage of PED at the coating/substrate
interface as a result of chemical reaction between Cr2AlC electrode (anode) and Ti
substrate (cathode), which further acted as a diffusion barrier. In the case of
high-energy PED in Ar atmosphere, the TiC layer quickly developed on Ti substrate
and acted further as cathode with erosion-resistant higher than anode, therefore Cr2
AlC with lamellar structure became a main phase.PED in-liquid was applied to
facilitate bioactive functionally graded sublayers on Ti. Sinteredelectrodes with
composition (100% - X)Ti + X% Ca3(PO4)2 and electrodes synthesizedusing
themixture with the composition (100% – X)(Ti + 0.5C) + X% Ca3(PO4)2 were used.
The structure and phase composition of layers were investigated depending on the
type of liquid. It was shown that PED in-water provided the excess of oxygen content
and resulted in the formation of TiO2 in near-surface layer that positively effect on
biocompatibility.
Keywords
electrospark deposition
plasma in-liquid
tribology
biocompatibility
coating
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Radical production around gas-liquid boundary irradiated by the atmospheric
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An atmospheric pressure discharge plasma is expected to enhance plasma
application including material processing which are not resistant to the vacuum
condition. One example is the application in the bio-physical field or chemical field in
the liquid phase. Dielectric barrier discharge (DBD) with helium gas flow and a
low-frequency power supply[1] has attracted large attention, because of its simplicity
and stability of produced plasma, and been widely proposed for application of various
biophysical field.
It is found and reported recently that a tumor inducing compound in aqueous solution
is decomposed with the DBD plasma jet.[2,3] For industrial application, new plasma
source with cheap argon gas is constructed and effect of working gas is compared.
Relation between decompositon effect and radical is, however, still unclear, since
radical production process in the solution is an open question. If transfer of radicals
produced in plasma discharge area to the liquid is dominante, correlation of the
radical concentration in gas phase and liquid phase would be found. So we develope
the measurement method of radial concentration both in gas and in liquid.
We will report the radical concentration in gas and liquid, and the effect of working gas
on radical production.
Reference
(1) M.Teschke,etal.:IEEETrans.PlasmaSci.33(2005)310.
(2) S.Kongmany,H.Matsuura,etal. : J.Phys.:Conf.Ser.441(2013)01200 6.
(3) S.Kongmany, Y.Onishi,H.Matsuura,etal.:Proc.8 th ICRP(Fukuoka,2012).
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Structuring of thin solid films at the micro- and nano-scale is presently one of the most
exciting challenges of materials science. Reactive Gas Pulsing Process (RGPP) and
GLancing Angle Deposition (GLAD) are sputtering techniques recently developed to
deposit thin films exhibit original architectures. The first technique enables an
adjustment of thin film composition and structure. Homogeneous oxides, nitrides or
oxynitrides compounds are produced or metal/oxide periodic multilayers can be
grown. The second one uses an oblique incidence of the particles flux to play on the
architecture of the films. Inclined columns, zigzags, helices or even more complex
shapes are obtained for metallic, semiconducting or dielectric materials. Both
techniques leads to unusual structuring of thin films. They also extend the range of
physical properties compared to the conventional methods. A non-exhaustive analysis
of optical, electrical and mechanical behaviors of these films will be presented and, in
the end, emphasis will be on the RGPP + GLAD combination.
Keywords
Reactive sputtering
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Low emissivity (low-E) coatings consisting of dielectric/silver/dielectric multi-layer
stacks are applied to large-area architectural glazing to reduce heat losses from
buildings. In this work TiO2/Ag/TiO2 stacks were deposited onto soda-lime glass by
pulsed DC reactive magnetron sputtering. The coatings were annealed in the range
100–600 oC to study silver diffusion through neighbouring layers. Depth profiling
analysis was performed on these samples using time-of-flight secondary ion mass
spectrometry and selected samples were also analysed by X-ray photoelectron
spectroscopy and Rutherford backscattering spectrometry. Fick’s second diffusion law
was used to find diffusion coefficient values and to investigate the temperature
dependence of silver diffusion. To investigate film morphology and composition,
scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy
(EDX) were performed. The purpose of this study is the requirement for the
understanding of the issue of silver diffusion during annealing treatments used in
glass fabrication and the results obtained show that silver diffuses through the
adjacent layers in a stack during heat treatment. However, in the temperature range
investigated, the diffusion rates did not follow an Arrhenius dependence. At higher
temperatures and longer annealing times sodium also diffuses from the glass into the
coating, replacing the silver between the titania layers.
Keywords
magnetron sputtering
diffusion
Low-E films
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Composition of Nanosize Multilayer TiN/MoN Coatings Fabricated Using C-PVD
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Results of complex investigations of nanostructure TiN and MoN coatings and
multilayer TiN/MoN coatings are presented in the paper. Coatings were deposited
using modern method of cathode arc evaporation, so called C-PVD method. Element
and phase composition of the coatings, its tribological, physical and mechanical
properties, such as friction coefficient, wear, adhesion, hardness, elasticity modulus
are compared. Probably ways of destruction of the coatings are considered.
Alternating layers of Molybdenum nitride and Titanium nitride on the steel substrate
were explored using TEM, RBS, XRD, SEM with EDX, microhardness measurements,
and wear, friction and adhesion tests. Locally, partial epitaxy and columnar growth
were observed in the multilayer and across interfaces. A 100 nm thin
molybdenum-titanium carbonitride interlayer was evidenced between the substrate
and the multilayer. Molybdenum nitride and titanium nitride layers contain small grains
and are well crystallized but weakly textured, the {100} component being
predominant. Layers were identified as stoichiometric face-centered cubic (fcc) TiN
and cubic γ-Mo2N. In very few cases, non-cubic molybdenum nitride phases were
also detected. Influence of the nanozise layer thickness on structure and properties of
nanocomposite multilayer TiN/MoN coatings was detected. Thickness of the
nanolayers was 2, 10, 20 and 40 nm, total thickness of the coating was 10 mkm.
Concentration of Ti and Mo changes through the thickness of the layer. Maximal
hardness was 28 - 31 GPa for different layer’s thickness. TiN/MoN coating’s
resistance to cutting and during tribotechnical tests was much bigger, than for TiN
coatings. The lowest friction coefficient 0.09 - 0.12 was observed in nanostructure
multilayer coatings with 10 and 20 nm layer’s thickness.
Keywords
Ti-Mo-N
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The use of multi stack coatings is more and more present in different daily use
applications and products. Despite the large variety of applicability, the main function
for this type of multi film structures is still the barrier applications. Between food
protection and new emergent technologies encapsulation, such as organic devices
and film structures, the advancements are concentrated in the search for solutions
that are technically and economically viable.In this work we present a comparative
analysis of metal-oxide/diacrylate polymer multilayer barriers coated onto a
transparent PEN and PET, but also, on daily-use paper substrate. The introduction of
different substrates, such as paper, brings into play new and promising applications
and markets. The application of the barrier film directly onto the paper substrate, while
replacing lamination processes, results in lower process costs and reduced usage of
materials.The polymer multilayers (PML) were deposited by vacuum flash evaporation
followed by a curing process (provided by electron-beam), while the metal-oxide thin
films were deposited by reactive sputtering. This study focuses on the comparison of
barriers films deposited in different substrates in order to better evaluate the
performance of barrier films deposited on paper. The main results to be presented
make reference to barrier properties concerning oxygen transference rate (OTR) and
water vapour transference rate (WVTR).Morphology and microstructure of the films
and surface topology of the metal-oxide and PML films were studied using Atomic
Force Microscopy (AFM) and Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM). Mechanical
characterization of the polymer/inorganic multilayer structure takes into consideration
the combined properties (morphology, structure and chemical) of the films and the
substrates. Dynamical Mechanical Analysis (DMA) in shear mode and at low
frequencies (at room temperature) was performed using the processed structures.
Keywords
Ultra High Barrier
Multilayer
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Beside of high loads and strong abrasive wear conditions, tools for heavy duty
applications have to face steady growing operation temperatures. In direct contact
with hard to machine materials, the surface temperature of a cutting tool can reach
more than 1000 °C. To provide a sufficient protection for productive tools,
hardcoatings must combine outstanding mechanical properties with thermal stability
and chemical inertness at high temperatures. Nanostructured nitride hard coatings
like (Ti,Al,Cr,Si)N have the potential to fulfill these requirements. (Ti,Al,Cr,Si)N
coatings with different composition and mechanical properties were deposited by
pulsed magnetron sputtering techniques. Pulsed magnetron sputtering offers a fairly
free choice of the utilized target materials and enables a flexible coating design. The
influence of alloying elements in particular of silicon and chromium was studied. The
nanostructure of the deposited coating systems characterized by XRD and TEM
investigations, will be shown. The developed (Ti,Al,Cr,Si)N coatings were combined
with an additional superhard c-BN layer system in a subsequent sputtering process.
For this purpose c-BN coatings were reactively sputtered from a boron carbide target
using a sophisticated interlayer system. The suitability of the coatings for high
temperature applications was investigated by applying temper tests and subsequent
characterization. Thus favorable coating compositions for applications at
temperatures > 1000 °C could be identified. An aim was also to study the influence of
thermal loads on the coating nanostructure. A high temperature tribometer was used
to investigate the interaction of the prepared coatings in contact with different
workpiece materials like hardened steel, titanium or nickel based super alloys.
Annealing tests and high temperature tribometer tests up to 1100 °C showed an
obvious improvement of (Ti,Al,Cr,Si)N compared to (Ti,Al)N coatings, and especially
c-BN coatings had a superior chemical inertness which is unique compared to all
other tested samples. The results are in agreement with the good cutting performance
of (Ti,Al,Cr,Si)N and c-BN coated WC-Co tools in machining tests.
Keywords
hardcoating
high temperature applications
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We present a study of the crystalline perfection of ultrathin hexagonal boron nitride
(h-BN) films based on infrared (IR) and X-ray absorption near edge structure
(XANES) spectroscopies. These techniques provide intense and clear spectral
features which can be related to the crystalline perfection (domain size and defect
concentration) of the ultrathin films. We are using ion beam assisted deposition
(IBAD) to produce high quality hexagonal boron nitride films, with thicknesses
between 1 and 100 nm, by boron evaporation simultaneous to nitrogen ion
bombardment. IR and XANES reveal that the quality of h-BN layers can be controlled
through ion bombarment and heat treatments, and provide unique information to
optimize the growth conditions.
The growth of an atom-thick h-BN monolayer is relatively easy by chemical vapor
deposition using template surfaces, and its characterization is made in plain view (2D)
by scanning probe microscopies. However, the growth of crystalline ultrathin BN
layers, with thicknesses of a few nanometers, remains a challenge. This is also the
case for its characerization, that requires three dimensional (3D) information. X-ray
diffraction is difficult to use in these ultrathin layers because of the low scattering
factor from low-Z elements and the smalll diffraction volume. In spite, XANES and IR
provide relevant information connected to the structural details of the h-BN layers, and
their growth parameters.
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Reactive High Power Impulse Magnetron Sputtering is a promising deposition
technique with many interesting properties. Because of the high plasma densities and
dynamic nature of the process, many basic aspects of the ongoing physical processes
are still unclear. In this contribution, we study the evolution of the target surface
composition in reactive HiPIMS. Using Ti and Al targets in Ar+O2 and Ar+N2 mixtures,
the formation and removal of the corresponding compound at the surface is
determined from the time evolution of discharge current waveforms. For comparison,
pulsed DC process is also analysed.
Our results show that the ion dose, required to remove the compound from a
poisoned sputtering target, is at least 10 times higher in HiPIMS as compared to pulse
DC sputtering. Although the compound removal is comparable for both O and N,
target poisoning is much slower in the Ar+N2 atmosphere. The slow cleaning in
HiPIMS cannot be explained by sputtering only, as evaluated with simulations using
the code TRIDYN. In addition to surface effect, significant fraction of the sputtered
reactive gas is “recycled” in the HiPIMS discharge and returns back to the target
surface. Because the ultimate goal is to provide a reliable description of the sputtering
dynamics, the sputtered flux is analysed by mass spectroscopy.
Keywords
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The onset and development of self-sputtering (SS) in HiPIMS have been studied
using a plasma chemical model and a set of experimental data from Ar/Al as well as
Ar/Ti discharges. The model is used to unravel how the internal discharge physics
evolves with pulse power and time, and how it is related to features in the discharge
current-voltage-time characteristics such as current densities, maxima, kinks, and
slopes. The connection between the self-sputter process and the discharge
characteristics is quantified and discussed in terms of three parameters: a critical
target current density Jcrit based on the maximum refill rate of Ar gas above the target,
a self-sputtering recycling factor ΠSS-recycle, and an approximation α of the probabilities
of ionization of species that come from the target (both sputtered metal and
embedded Ar atoms). With increasing voltage, and pulse power, the discharges can
be described as following a route where the role of self-sputtering increases in four
steps: process gas sputtering, gas-sustained self-sputtering, self-sustained
self-sputtering, and self-sputtering runaway. Details on the internal mechanisms and
reactions will be discussed. Furthermore, a general survey of the discharge behavior
based on seven different target materials (Al, C, Cu, Cr, Nb ,Ti, W) will also be
presented. These materials have been divided into three groups based on the
discharge current evolution after the initial current peak, where any transients
associated with gas rarefaction and the dynamics of the pulse initiation can be
assumed to have died out. For current densities around Jcrit/3 to Jcrit they all change
character, but in different ways for different target materials. Materials which we class
as belonging to Group 1 (C, Cr, and W) seem to develop only limited self-sputter
recycling. Group 2 materials (Al and Cu) show signs of gas-sustained self-sputtering,
whereas finally materials in Group 3 (Nb and Ti) develop high currents, generally
irreproducible and associated with self-sputtering runaway.
Keywords
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We have proposed a pulsed reactive gas flow control (RGFC) of the reactive
high-power impulse magnetron sputtering (HiPIMS) to avoid substantial problems with
arcing on target surfaces during reactive sputter depositions of dielectric films at high
target power densities and with low deposition rates achieved [1].Using this process
control, we are able to maintain sputter deposition of the dielectric stoichiometric films
in the region between a more and less metallic mode, and to utilize exclusive benefits
of the HiPIMS discharges, such as intense sputtering of atoms from the target, very
high degrees of dissociation of RG molecules in the flux onto the substrate, strong
“sputtering wind” of the sputtered atoms, highly ionized fluxes of particles to substrate
and enhanced energies of the ions bombarding the growing films, in preparation of
the films.HiPIMS with the pulsed RGFC was used for high-rate reactive depositions of
densified, optically transparent zirconium and hafnium dioxide films on a floating
substrate at a distance of 100 mm from the target. An optimized location of the
oxygen gas inlets in front of the target and their orientation to the substrate surface
made it possible to improve quality of the films due to minimized arcing at the
sputtered target and to enhance their deposition rates up to 120 nm/min for the
zirconium dioxide films and even up to 345 nm/min for the hafnium dioxide films at a
deposition-averaged target power density close to 50 Wcm-2 and a voltage pulse
duration of 200 µs. Details of the deposition processes, including an energy-resolved
mass spectrometry at the substrate position and computer simulations, and measured
properties of the films will be presented.
Reference
[1] J. Vlcek, J.Rezek, J.Houska, R. Cerstvy, R. Bugyi, Process stabilization and a
significant enhancement of the deposition rate in reactive high-power impulse
magnetron sputtering of ZrO2 and Ta2O5 films, Surf. Coat. Technol. 236 (2013) 550.
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It is well accepted that the bulk gas in magnetron sputtering undergoes rarefaction
near the cathode. This effect, known in direct current (DC) and pulsed-DC sputtering,
is especially pronounced in the high-power impulse magnetron sputtering (HiPIMS)
case, where it may affect numerous discharge parameters, and is not yet well
understood [1].
This study is devoted to the rarefaction related phenomena in short-pulsed (< 50μs)
HiPIMS. The time-resolved diagnostics of the HiPIMS discharges is performed using
optical emission spectroscopy (OES), resonant optical absorption spectroscopy
(ROAS), laser-induced fluorescence (LIF), and LIF imaging techniques. Both
non-reactive and reactive cases are characterized.
The obtained data is analysed in order to generalize the observed time-resolved
effects, which may be related to gas rarefaction. The time-resolved behaviour of the
neutral and ionized ground state (Ti, W, Ti+), as well as metastables (ArM, TiM, OM)
species is analyzed. The obtained time-resolved patterns are compared in terms of
the particles number density, their velocity distribution functions, ground
state/metastable sub-levels populations, etc. In addition, the non-reactive HiPIMS
cases are compared to the reactive ones (Ar+O2 mixture).
One of the main conclusions which can be drawn is the rarefaction in HiPIMS affects
not only the bulk gas, but to a certain extent the sputtering species, which is related to
the species number density and their velocity distribution. In the first case, a depletion
of the ground state density at the end of the plasma on-time is observable, whereas in
the second case the sputtered particles velocity may increase several times in the
same time interval [2].
[1]. J. T. Gudmundsson et al. J. Vac. Sci. Technol. A. 30 (2012) 030801.
[2]. M. Palmucci, N. Britun et al. J. Appl. Phys.114 (2013) 113302.
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HPPMS is an ionized physical vapor deposition (i-PVD) technology utilizing pulse
target power densities of several kWcm-2. The systematical deposition of
corrosion-resistant TaNx coatings over time by HPPMS has revealed the importance
of target erosion for this technique. It substantially influences the discharge
parameters and hence, coating properties, seriously affecting process reproducibility.
It has been found that as the target erodes, the magnetic field strength at the target
surface is much stronger and the race track larger compared to a new target.
Consequently, target peak current density (Ip) continuously increases, leading to a
denser plasma discharge in front of the target. Higher Ip implies higher ionization
degree of the plasma discharge, and therefore, the development of denser
microstructure TaNx films is expected due to higher ion bombardment into the growing
films. However, once a critical value is reached, increasing Ip brings back the
signature of columnar growth that was completely suppressed for optimized TaNx films
grown by HPPMS. Stronger self-sputtering effect seems to be responsible for this
fact, trapping the sputtered ions in the vicinity of the target, diminishing the ion flux
towards the growing film and hindering an effective densification. Thus, the relation
between plasma discharge parameters and coating properties in terms of target
erosion is analyzed in this work. For this purpose, optical emission spectroscopy
(OES) measurements have been carried out in front of the target and at the substrate
position for different target erosion values. This is correlated with microstructure
analysis by scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and corrosion resistance
measurements obtained from electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) and
potentiodynamic polarization (LSV) of deposited TaNx films. It is concluded that a
regular monitoring of target erosion is needed for the deposition of an optimized TaNx
coating. This conclusion may be applicable to any coating deposited by HPPMS.
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Recently, a combination of HiPIMS with simultaneous operation of pulsed dc
discharge (hybrid HiPIMS) has proved a possibility to ignite HiPIMS discharge at
approximately one order of magnitude lower pressure due to pre-ionisation effect.
Furthermore, the hybrid HiPIMS has been just able to deposit photocatalytical thin
films on polycarbonate foil. In this work, the HiPIMS plasma and mid-frequency pulsed
dc discharge have been investigated by temporally- and spatially-resolved plasma
monitor and Langmuir probe. The 2” in diameter titanium target mounted on an
unbalanced magnetron has been used as a sputtering source with pure argon
atmosphere. The duty cycle 1% and pulse on-time in range from 50 µs to 100 µs has
been used for the HiPIMS power supply. The pulsed dc source has operated at
frequencies in range from 100 kHz to 350 kHz (MF p-dc) and has been parallel
connected via a transformer to the HiPIMS power supply. The plasma monitor Hiden
EQP 1000 was placed perpendicularly to the target face. The ion velocity distribution
functions (IVDF) have been investigated for different modes of operations: pure
HiPIMS, pure MF p-dc and their mutual combination. The advantage of our MF p-dc
power supply was the possibility to connect arbitrary external offset voltage on the MF
p-dc power supply output so that voltage pulses on the cathode can attain positive
values. Obtained experimental results have demonstrated that we were able to tailor
IVDF shape by modification of the offset voltage on the MF p-dc power supply output.
The hybrid HiPIMS mode of operation with offset voltage 90 V has produced argon
ions with energies higher than 100 eV whilst titanium IVDFs have not been influenced
by the applied MF p-dc voltage. Time-resolved measurements pointed out different
decay times of titanium and argon ions having strong effect on formation of energetic
tails of argon ions thanks to applied external voltage offset.
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The development of High Power Impulse Magnetron Sputtering (HiPIMS) since the
early 2000 impacted drastically the Conventional Magnetron Sputtering (CMS),
worldwide used in industries. Even if the ionization of sputtered particles is very
effective in HiPIMS, the back attraction reduces the deposition rate compared to
CMS. To overcome this limitation, very recently we have developed the multiple short
pulse approach.
Numerical modelling of the HiPIMS plasma was performed by time-dependent
Particle-In-Cells (PIC) Monte Carlo Collision (MCC) approach in two dimensions. The
modelling of high density plasma by PIC-MCC is very challenging in the case of
HiPIMS plasmas because the Debye length is very short (< 10 µm) and the time-step
is limited by the Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy’s criterion. Recently, the implementation of a
non-uniform mesh has produced good qualitative results in a reasonable computation
time [1].
Here is investigated the effect of high power multiple short pulses (< 5 µs) on the
HiPIMS plasma. The interest of multi-pulses lies in the possibility of operating in a
high non equilibrium quasi-steady-state regime, for the sputtering species, different of
long-pulse HiPIMS. Using short-pulses, successive ionization sequences occur in
front of the substrate even at the very low operation pressure (0.4 Pa). Numerical
results obtained all along the pulse sequence will be presented and discussed, such
as the evolutions of plasma density, current, voltage, and electron energy distribution
function. Current and voltage temporal predictions will be compared to experimental
measurements obtained for similar conditions of pressure, applied voltage and pulse
duty-cycle.
[1] T. M. Minea, C. Costin, A. Revel, D. Lundin, L. Caillault, Kinetics of plasma species
and their ionization in short-HiPIMS by particle modeling, Surf. Coat. & Technol.
(2014), Available online 5 December 2013
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The lifetime of tools in a given cutting operation is related to the adhesion of the
coating to the substrate. Adhesion is commonly enhanced by the use of gaseous
plasma to preclean the substrate and present a surface free of oxides for the growth
of the coating. Metal plasmas produce a shallow implantation of metal into the
substrate which enhances wettability during nucleation of coatings of the same
material.
The effects of metal ion implantation on the depth and chemistry of the interface and
the microstructure of the surface are studied in a wider range than available from
conventional metal ion sources.
In this experiment tungsten carbide (WC), high speed steel and stainless steel were
treated in the environment of a High Power Impulse Magnetron Sputtering plasma.
The plasma chemistry was evaluated quantitatively by a combination of optical
emission spectroscopy and plasma-sampling energy-resolved mass spectroscopy.
Ion-to-neutral ratios were obtained from ion flux and deposition rate measurements.
The results indicated that rarefaction of metal species may take place.
The plasma diagnostics results were used as input to modelling calculations of
penetration depth and chemistry near the substrate surface. Metal ions were found to
penetrate approximately 4 nm into WC. The maximum implanted content of metal was
found to increase as plasma became metal ion dominated and the metal ionisation
degree increased.
Surface roughness of polished substrates increased due to the pretreatment as
observed by atomic force microscopy, whereas as-received surfaces showed
negligible differences. The etching removed preferentially smaller grains leaving
behind a stronger substrate. Grain boundaries were preferentially etched and
wavinesswas used to quantify the effect.
The mechanisms linking the plasma chemistry, surface chemistry and the adhesion of
the coatings are discussed in view of improving adhesion.
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HiPIMS is characterised by short power pulses with an extremely short signal rise
time. A completely new way of designing HiPIMS power supplies and for integrating
them into a commercial coating machine will be presented. This novel approach
avoids any cable between the HiPIMS pluse units and the respective cathodes. This
paper presents how this new hardware design turns advantages of the HiPIMS
technology such as enhanced film adhesion and coating uniformity all around 3D
objects into user benefits.
Commercially used coatings for cutting tools are frequently of the Ti1-xAlxN type.
Adding Si to the composition is a proven technique for machining materials above 55
HRC. The study shows how a dedicated HiPIMS multilayer film design considerably
improves the adhesion characterised by scratch loads of 130 N and provides an
appropriate toughness to support ultra hard TiSiN layers. SEM cross sections show a
dense morphology of HiPIMS coatings. Performed nanoindenter test data reveal how
HiPIMS films combine high hardness and relatively low Young’s modulus indicating a
high coating toughness in a way most favourable for metal cutting.
Indexable inserts account for about 60% of the worldwide metal cutting market.
HiPIMS accelerates the trend of using PVD sputter coatings for inserts by a hitherto
unachieved evenness of the coating distribution all around flank and rake face as well
as a perfect film formation at the cutting edge. Case studies show how the effective
bombardment of the growing film with highly ionized species further improves the
coating morphology and thereby the wear resistance.
Keywords
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Thermal stability, a characteristic which describes the ability of a material to maintain
its structure and properties in a wide temperature range, is a critical property for hard
and wear resistant protective coatings designed for use at elevated temperatures. The
present study gives a detailed description of structural changes in TiAlSiCN coatings
with a “comb” like nanocomposite structure in a wide temperature range of 25-1600o
C. The structure, elemental and phase composition of the coatings were studied by
means of X-ray diffraction, scanning and transmission electron microscopy, X-ray
photoelectron spectroscopy, and Raman spectroscopy. Three distinct stages were
identified. (i) Below 1200oC, only a change of fcc phase stoichiometry and phase
transformations inside the amorphous phase were observed to occur due to a
short-range redistribution of elements inside each phase component. (ii) The “comb”
like nanocomposite morphology remained mainly unchanged up to the temperature of
1300oC, but additional processes took place between 1200 and 1300oC: Al atoms
started to diffuse towards the coating surface and both carbon content and defect
density in the fcc phase decreased. (iii) Above 1300oC, diffusion processes were
activated resulting in the recrystallization of the structure which completed at 1400oC.
When annealing temperature was further raised, the structural changes in the fcc
grains were controlled by long-range Si and Al diffusion. At 1500oC, intensive Al
diffusion towards the surface resulted in the formation of a thin h-AlN layer, which,
however, completely decomposed at 1600oC. The main cubic (Ti,Al)(C,N) phase was
stable in a wide temperature range between 25 and 1600oC, although its elemental
composition was changed during heat treatments. The TiAlSiCN coatings with a
“comb” like nanocomposite structure were demonstrated by high hardness above 38
GPa in the temperature range of 25-1300oC.
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Cu/hard plasma polymer nanocomposites prepared by means of gas
aggregation source
Jan Hanuš, Ondřej Kylián, Tereza Steinhartová, Andrei Choukourov, Jaroslav Kousal,
Hynek Biederman
Charles University in Prague, Prague, Czech Republic
jan.hanus@gmail.com
Due to their advantageous hardness and tribological properties, hard plasma polymer
coatings are nowadays widely used in many applications in machinery and
automotive industry. In addition these materials have also excellent barrier properties,
they are not toxic and they are in general transparent which makes them very
promising material for food packaging industry. In the present work the main focus
was paid to the possibility to incorporate copper clusters into hard polymeric coatings
in order to obtain films with high barrier properties and antibacterial character.
The polymeric matrix was deposited in a mixture of Ar and organic precursor. The
substrates were placed on planar electrode connected to the RF power supply, while
for Cu nanoparticles (NPs) production gas aggregation cluster source (GAS) was
used. During simultaneous deposition of the polymeric matrix and Cu NPs no Cu NPs
reached the substrate unless pulsed RF discharge was used. Effects of the RF power
and the duty cycle on the properties of the matrix were studied by means of XPS,
ellipsometry, UV-Vis spectrophotometry and nanoindentation.
Two different strategies were tested. First, the NPs were deposited at constant
conditions in the GAS while RF duty cycle was changed. In the second case,
magnetron current in the GAS varied form 50 mA up to 300 mA and the parameters
for matrix deposition were kept constant.
It was found that in both cases Cu NPs are incorporated in hard polymeric coating.
Those films exhibit anomalous absorption with the maximum ~ 600 nm and increasing
amount of Cu NPs leads to the change of the mechanical properties of the films. An
ellipsometric model was constructed to describe the optical properties of the
nanocomposites and to determine the volume fraction of the Cu NPs.
Acknowledgement
This work was supported by the grantGACR13-09853S from the Grant Agency of the
Czech Republic.
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Diamond like carbon (DLC) coatings are widely used as wear protective coatings
allowing to increase the lifetime of different components exposed to tribological wear
and corrosion. Moreover, these coatings are biocompatible which has prompted their
use in different biomedical devices. The incorporation of Ag nanoparticles in DLC
coatings allows to improve the performance of medical devices, owing to silver
antibacterial properties, which can be interesting for biomedical devices.
The co-deposition of Ag-DLC coatings by dual magnetron sputtering leads to
formation of nanocomposite coatings, with Ag nanoparticles dispersed in carbon
matrix, being the size of these clusters strongly dependent on the amount of Ag
incorporated in DLC. Moreover, this deposition method leads to a non-uniform
nanoparticle size distribution across the coatings thickness. Inert gas condensation is
pointed as a new route for nanoclusters production, which can be combined with
conventional sputtering systems. In this production method, Ag clusters are produced
inside the gas aggregation cluster source, and thus their size can be controlled
independently.
In this work, Ag-DLC coatings were deposited by two different routes: i) dual
magnetron sputtering and ii) combining magnetron sputtering (deposition of DLC) with
inert gas condensation (Ag nanoparticles). The Ag nanoparticles size and grain size
were evaluated by means of SEM/TEM and XRD analysis, respectively. Ag
nanoparticles produced by gas aggregation cluster source have size varying between
20 nm to 65 nm, while in magnetron sputtering Ag-nps are less more constant. The
major limitation of the later deposition method is the poor uniformity of Ag deposition
in large substrates.
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Photocatalytic coatings such as TiO2 thin films are very attractive for many potential
applications such as self-cleaning, bactericidal effect or water splitting.
In a previous work, we reported the growth of TiOx photocatalytic thin films with an
atmospheric pressure N2 plasma torch and the injection of TTiP into the downstream
discharge. Excellent photocatalytic activities have been measured on the as grown
thin films with substrate temperature deposition lower than 190°C. The high
photocatalytic activity seemed related to the formation of crystalline nanoparticles in
the gas phase that are further embedded in an amorphous oxide thin film.
Nevertheless, the adhesion of the nanoparticles to the substrate must be enhanced in
order to get long lasting photocatalytic properties.
In order to improve the thin films mechanical properties, we grew nanocomposites
TiO2/SiO2 thin films. These nanocomposites thin films are made of TiO2 nanoparticles
embedded in a SiOx layers and they are synthesized by an ULS AcXys atmospheric
pressure plasma torch. The process uses a dual injection in the torch post-discharge
in order to produce TiO2 anatase nanoparticles (TTiP precursor) embedded in an
amorphous SiOx matrix (HMDSO). By this method we were able to combine the
mechanical properties of SiOx thin films (dense barrier layer) with the photocatalytic
properties of TiO2 nanoparticles. In addition, we investigate the possibility to embed
commercial TiO2 nanoparticles into an amorphous SiOx matrix.
The morphology, composition and nanostructuration of the as grown layers is
correlated to photocatalytic activity. In addition, the mechanical properties of the film
(hardness, adhesion of the nanoparticles) are assessed in order to define the best
compromise between photoactivity and scratch resistance.
Keywords
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Silicon based nanostructured materials represent a promising choice for a wide
variety of applications ranging from solar energy conversion to light-emitting devices
and batteries. The size tunable optical, mechanical and thermal properties exhibited
by nano-scale aggregates, as compared to bulk materials, result even more appealing
in the case of silicon, most established semiconductor in photovoltaic and electronic
industries.
In the last few years silicon nano-crystals direct deposition via non-thermal plasma
methods has attracted a great deal of interest given the advantage of allowing both
low temperature and narrow size distribution synthesis at the same time, not feasible
with the most established chemical methods.
In the present work a novel large area plasma-based technique exploiting a
combination of a PECVD system together with an inseminated sonic jet is presented
and discussed. The desired material stoichiometry, chemical composition and
crystallinity is produced by igniting the plasma discharge with different gas mixtures,
usually comprising of one or more inert gases, like Ar and H2, and a gaseous
precursor of silicon, SiH4. Fine control over morphology is obtained by tuning the
expanding jet properties, resulting in nano-structures ranging from porous/aerogel-like
to compact/columnar.
Hydrogenated amorphous silicon deposition is achieved in Ar-H2 diluted SiH4 plasma
under low H2 content, with a measured bandgap value around 2 eV.A proper
balancing of the relative amount of Ar, promoting deposition rate, and H2, enhancing
crystallization but resulting in etching of the growing material, results in the synthesis
of polymorphous silicon films, comprising of silicon nano-crystals embedded in an
amorphous silicon matrix (with bandgap value intermediate with respect to the two
phases).
The large degree of control over the material properties, both in terms of bandgap and
morphology, make the above presented technique suitable for applications in several
fields. Water splitting systems can be fabricated by exploiting the large bandgap of
hydrogenated amorphous silicon, whereas hybrid nc-Si/P3HT structures can be
foreseen for photovoltaics.
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Control of surface wettability is of great importance in wide range of technological
applications. In this study we report possibility to cover full range of surface wetting
character from super-hydrophilic to super-hydrophobic one by using PECVD
performed with different mixtures of HMDSO/O2 and in combination with nanoparticle
deposition.
First, smooth films (RMS roughness below 1 nm) with different chemical composition
ranging from SiOxCyHz to SiOx were prepared by variation of the HMDSO to O2 ratio.
Differences in chemical composition resulted in coatings with static contact angle of
water ranging from 110o (SiOxCyHz films) down to 10o (SiOx films). In order to extend
the range of water contact angles, the films had to be nanostructured. This was
achieved using C:H nanoparticles (diameter 110 nm) generated by gas aggregation
sources. This two-step process involved deposition of films of nanoparticles that were
in the subsequent step overcoated either by SiOxCyHz or SiOx thin film. This approach
enabled to control independently surface chemical composition of the coatings, which
was given by the overcoat layer, and roughness of the films, which depended on the
amount of nanoparticles that formed underlying film. AFM study of samples with
different surface densities of deposited C:H nanoparticles revealed that surfaces with
root-mean-square roughness from 1 nm to 200 nm may be prepared in this way. As
consequence of increasing roughness also the wettability of prepared samples varied.
It was found that already small increase in the roughness resulted in
super-hydrophilicity of samples when SiOx was used as an overcoat, whereas in case
of hydrophobic SiOxCyHz overcoats the contact angle of water gradually raised up to
value close to 170o with increasing surface roughness. The increase of value of water
contact angle for samples with higher roughness was also accompanied by decrease
of its hysteresis and the samples become slippery.
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Since their introduction more than a decade ago, the Mn+1AXn (n=1 to 3) phases have
become well established as thin films. For the Ti-Si-C system, growth of the stable
phase Ti3SiC2, the new phase Ti4SiC3 and two intergrown structures Ti5Si2C3 and
Ti7Si2C5 have been demonstrated using magnetron sputtering from separate
elemental sources. However, deposition from a single compound source is less
explored - in particular with respect to epitaxial growth without seed layer. In this
study, a Ti3SiC2 compound target 3inch in diameter was used to grow Ti-Si-C thin
films under ultra-high vacuum conditions on Al2O3(0001) and 1000 Å SiO2/ Si(100)
substrates without pre-grown TiC seed-layers. The influence of growth temperature,
sputtering power, and substrate-film lattice mismatch on phase formation and epitaxy,
was investigated. X-ray diffraction (XRD) shows that films containing MAX-phases are
deposited on Al2O3(0001) at temperatures above 750 oC, where transmission electron
microscopy confirms epitaxial growth of 0001 oriented Ti3SiC2 and Ti4SiC3 in 111
oriented TiC at 970 oC. The most favorable growth conditions for Ti3SiC2 were found
at 850 oC, but in a phase mixture with TiC together with Ti4SiC3 and Ti7Si2C5. The
growth of 111 oriented TiC is favored at lower temperatures on the Al2O3(0001)
substrates and is prevailing on the 1000Å SiO2/ Si(100) substrates. In XRD, TiC
exhibits decreasing peak intensities below 500 oC, indicating a nanocrystalline growth
behavior. At 850 oC, MAX-phase formation on Al2O3(0001) substrates is restricted to
sputtering powers ≥ 150 W, while lower sputtering powers results in in formation of
111 oriented TiC films. Four-point probe measurements on the films deposited on Al2
O3(0001) substrates show resistivity values in the range ~120 to ~ 450 mWcm, where
the lowest values coincided with the most favorable conditions for growth of Ti3SiC2.
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Thin film solar cells have the potential to offer a low cost alternative to bulk solar cells
but there are some challenges to be met. Thin film devices must be designed to
maximise light absorption across the solar spectrum and maintain a high degree of
charge collection efficiency at low cost. The enhancement of light absorption has
been achieved by the scattering of light at rough interfaces generated by etching or
lithographic techniques but improvement is needed. Here, we present cost effective
technique for generating short range texture modulation with length scales on the
order of 50-300nm for CIGS solar cells. The objectives for this project are to reduce
the thickness of the active layer from 2.5µm to 1µm in the case of CIGS solar cells
and from 300nm to 150nm in amorphous silicon solar cells. The proposed structures
will utilise hot embossed asymmetric periodic gratings in glass onto which additional
texture modulation will be provided by molybdenum nanoparticle deposition.We report
on the roughness, uniformity and porosity of conformal molybdenum thin film
reflective coatings which play an important role in CIGS solar cells by maintaining
stability and controlling sodium diffusion into the absorption layer at high
temperatures. We also present our progress in developing a molybdenum
nanoparticle deposition process which can create short range texture modulation with
length scales on the order of 50-300nm. We will show how careful tuning of the
process parameters and the instrument design can produce nanoparticles with the
size, shape and areal density required for efficient use of the solar spectrum.
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From the first generation to the thin film solar cell generation, the decrease of active
layer thickness reduces the light absorption. The simulation of the entire cell’s optical
properties is becoming crucial and the addition of an optimized antireflective layer is
an interesting way to overcome this effect. Our challenge is to explore powerful and
economical routes to develop complex antireflective systems for thin film Si-based
solar cells using reactive sputtering, a cheap and well-controlled industrial process.
We are currently focusing on the deposition of multilayers and gradient layer using
only one target sputtered. In this work, we investigate the control of thin film refractive
index via tuning the elemental composition of SiOxNy layers deposited by
radiofrequency magnetron sputtering, using a pure silicon target and an Ar/O2/N2
atmosphere. In a first step of our work, monolayers of SiOxNy were obtained: (i) by
using various reactive gas (O2 and N2) flow rates and (ii) by pulsing the injected O2
flow rate with different parameters Ton and Toff. After a deep study of the process by
Time Resolved Optical Emission Spectroscopy, we identify sputtering regimes. We
demonstrated that by both methods we are able to deposit SiOxNy films with an
elemental composition ranging from an oxide to a nitride (determined by RBS). Their
structure was also analyzed by FTIR and XPS. Moreover, studies by spectroscopic
ellipsometry and UV-visible absorption spectroscopy showed that this control of film
composition leads to a control of their refractive index and also their optical gap. In a
second step, several multilayers and gradient layers were optimized from
electromagnetic models and were deposited by changing the pulse parameters (Ton
and Toff) during film growth. RBS, GD-OES and ellipsometry techniques allow us to
investigate the agreement with gradient optimized by numeric simulations.
Keywords
Pulsing gas process
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APPJ: “Swiss Knife” for Surface Engineering?
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The surface engineering market is huge and industrials have an increasing demand
for efficient, clean and reliable surface engineering tools. In this talk, through different
examples, we will demonstrate that non-equilibrium atmospheric pressure plasma jets
(APPJ) can improve the functionality of existing products and give efficient solutions
to previously insurmountable engineering problems. As compared to other discharge
technologies, the advantage of APPJ is the separation between the plasma
generation and the application region.
Among the different applications of APPJ studied by the international plasma
community, i.e. aerospace, automotive, biomedical or packaging just to mention a
few, we will focus our talk on the surface activation of polymers for bonding
applications and on AP-PECVD for the deposition of polymers and copolymers as well
as oxide thin/thick films (TiO2, SiOx) at high deposition rate (2-40 µm/s).
It is well known that plasma jets contain highly reactive species (radicals,
metastables, vibrationally excited molecules…) which promote a very rich chemistry.
However, we will also highlight the important role of heat transfer phenomena on the
surface modifications by using moderately “hot” plasma jets (i.e. Tg ~ 1000-1500 K).
Indeed, the combination of both effects can give rise to the formation of specific
nanostructures, phase transformation at the surface of the treated materials, as well
as the possibility to obtain polymers or copolymers, deposited at a high rate and
presenting an enhanced stability as compared to those deposited by cooler
discharges.
Finally, the practical advantages of APPJ are mainly due to their capacity to be easily
integrated into existing production line, to treat complex 3D shapes, as well as the
possibility to use liquid precursors (aerosol) for deposition. We will also illustrate these
two important points by showing some applications.
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Enabling ionized PECVD by high power pulsed plasma discharges
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By applying a power scheme similar to that of high-power impulse magnetron
sputtering (HiPIMS), a novel plasma enhanced CVD (PECVD) technique has been
developed [1, 2] which seeks to combine high plasma densities and energetic particle
bombardment, found in HiPIMS, with the advantages from PECVD such as a high
deposition rate and the capability to coat complex and porous surfaces. In this
PECVD method, a plasma is generated above the substrate by a hollow cathode
discharge controlled by a combination of direct current (DC) and short, few tens of µs,
high-power pulses (HiPP) with a low, a few %, duty factor. The effect of the high
power pulses is investigated by adjusting the HiPP/DC average power ratio while
keeping the total power constant. Using carbon films deposited from acetylene in an
argon plasma ignited by a copper hollow cathode, as model system, the HiPP/DC
ratio in the plasma discharge is found to affect the plasma density and film deposition
significantly: Measurements of the discharge currents and optical emissions from the
plasma indicate a higher plasma density as well as a strong increase in deposition
rate with higher HiPP/DC ratio. Investigations of the bulk plasma verified the presence
of Ar+, C+ as well as Cu+ for HiPP/DC > 0, whereas these ions were not detected in
pure DC mode (HiPP/DC=0).The increased deposition rate with higher HiPP/DC is
ascribed to a more efficient plasma chemistry generated by a denser plasma.
Deposition rates in the range 20-30 μm/h have been obtained for amorphous, copper
containing carbon films with a low hydrogen content of 4-8 at%. The high degree of
ionization of the plasma has enabled tailoring of the microstructure of the deposited
carbon films by controlling the ion bombardment of the film during deposition by
applying a negative substrate bias.
[1] H. Pedersen et al. Surf. Coat. Technol. 206, 4562 (2012).
[2] D. Lundin and H. Pedersen, Physics Procedia 46, 3 (2013).
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Temperature influence on the silicon interlayer growth for amorphous carbon
films deposited on AISI 4140 steel by pulsed-DC PECVD
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Marcelo Maia da Costa2, Israel Baumvol1, Fernando Alvarez3
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Metallic interlayers containing Al, Cr, W, Ti or Si are commonly employed in order to
improve adherence of amorphous carbon (a-C) films on ferrous alloys. These
elements have tendency to react with carbon as compared with the substrate
material, forming more and stronger chemical bonds. There are several works
reporting the deposition of a nanometric Si interlayer between a-C and metallic
substrates for improving adhesion in PECVD process. The interlayer can be
deposited from different Si sources such as gaseous (silane) or liquids sources
(tetramethylsilane, tetraethoxysilane, hexamethyldisiloxan). Although the use of a Si
interlayer for improving the adhesion of a-C:H in ferrous alloys is well known, the
deposition processing parameters are not specified in most of the works, in particular
the temperature.
In this paper, a systematic study of the physical-chemical properties of the Si
interlayer at different deposition temperatures (100oC to 550oC) and its effect on the
adhesion of a- C:H thin films deposited by pulsed-DC PECVD on AISI 4140 combined
with electrostatic plasma confinement are reported. The in-depth Si profiles obtained
by glow discharge optical emission spectroscopy, Si atoms do not diffuse into the
ferrous alloys in the studied temperatures range. The thickness of the Si interlayer
evolution on the deposition temperature is analyzed. A transition temperature (~300o
C) was found where a-C thin films is obtained without spallation, delamination, or
blistering deleterious effects. The improved adhesion is associated with the chemical
species formed on the Si interlayer. Finally, these findings and its relation with
temperature are presented and discussed.
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Correlation between plasma phase and thin films deposition in ICP exited
PECVD with Zirconium Tetra tert-Butoxide as precursor
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ZrOxCyHz metal-organic thin films were deposited by PECVD with a very low
pressure Inductive Coupled Plasma (ICP) with the use of Zirconium Tetra
tert-Butoxide (ZTB) as precursor and oxygen as oxidant gas. Analysis of the plasma
phase and of the subsequently deposited thin films provides unique insight on the
complex mechanism taking place in PECVD with “exotic” precursors. The plasma
phase was probed with in situ Fourier Transform Infra-Red spectrometry (FTIR) and
Mass Spectrometry (MS) during the deposition process, assuring thus exactly the
same conditions for all the diagnostics. Furthermore X-Ray Photoelectron
Spectroscopy (XPS), Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy (FTIR) and X-Ray
Diffraction (XRD) were used to investigate the resulting thin films.
Increase in injected power leads to increased fragmentation in the plasma phase, the
resulting films experience a gradual but important composition change. At high power
the films composition tend towards the precursor composition.
At first, little addition of oxygen does not seem to have any influence on the plasma or
the films. Then, when the threshold of 80% partial pressure of O2 is reached the films
experience a transition from organic to inorganic. This transition is known and
attributed to oxygen etching, but the threshold is here explained by the ratio O/H
arriving on the film surface.
This way, a wide range of film compositions can be obtained with a single precursor,
simply by tuning the power and the addition of oxidant gas. Furthermore the transition
from organic to inorganic films can be predicted with the composition of the molecule
(ex: TEOS, HMDSO, but also exotic precursors), without lengthy calibrations.
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UV- and scratch protection coatings on polycarbonate with microwave PECVD
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Polycarbonate (PC) is a versatile material with many advantageous properties like
high transparency, low weight and high impact resistance. However, for exterior
applications, for example in the automotive sector or in architecture, the PC needs
appropriate protection coatings to prevent damages of the surface from scratches,
UV-radiation and weathering.
Therefore, in this work a combined UV- and scratch resistant coating for PC with a
microwave PECVD process was investigated. In a first step, the two coating types
were studied seperately. Zincoxide (ZnO) was used as anorganic UV-absorber which
was deposited out of Diethylzinc (DEZ) and oxygen. SiOx-based coatings from
Hexamethyldisiloxane (HMDSO) and oxygen were used as scratch resistant layers.
Both coatings were produced in a lab coater on 10 × 15 cm2 PC substrates using an
array of four Duo-Plasmalines as the plasma source. The Duo-Plasmalines are
operated at 2.45 GHz with up to 2 × 3 kW cw. The two protection coatings were united
in an elaborate layer design combining the UV-protection of ZnO and the
scratch-resistance of the SiOx films.
The coating systems showed a high transparency of 90 % in the visible region and a
high absorbance of 3 at 340 nm in the UV-region. In the case of the SiOx coatings, a
deposition rate of up to 60 µm/min could be obtained. The coatings also had a good
adhesion to the PC substrate and had a high abrasion resistance in the
Taber-Abrasion-Test of ΔHaze = 1.5 - 3.4 % after 1000 cycles. Weathering tests were
made to investigate the effectiveness and long-term stability of the protective
coatings.
The deposition process and the film properties of both coatings depending on the
deposition parameters will be presented.
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Deposition of hydrophobic thin films by plasma polymerization of fluorinated
carbon monomers for dropwise condensation in heat exchangers
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The efficiency of condensation heat exchangers increases when the vapor condenses
in the form of drops instead of a continuous film. It is known that hydrophobic thin
films promote dropwise condensation if they withstand the operating conditions in
heat exchangers. Recently, we have shown that silicon-based plasma polymers are
suitable for this application. This study now aims for further improvements through
fluorinated carbon based films with potentially stronger hydrophobicity.
Hydrophobic plasma polymer films were fabricated by PECVD using fluorinated
precursors (Pentafluorostyrene, Hexafluorobenzene, Perfluorobutylethylene and
Methacrylic acid-trifluoroethylester). In order to identify the most promising precursors,
thin films were deposited on copper, glass and silicon substrates with varied process
pressure, power modulation and gas composition. We performed surface energy
measurements, infrared spectroscopy and climate and boiling tests in order to obtain
information about film structure, stability and hydrophobicity. The films exhibited low
surface energies with water contact angles as high as 117°. The hydrophobicity of the
films rose with the fluorine/carbon-ratio of the precursor. It decreases with decreasing
hydrogen content, especially at higher process power. Furthermore, the application of
continuous process power improved both hydrophobicity and stability of the
films.These findings are different from known optimizing paths for hydrophobic
silicon-based plasma polymers. The film stability on copper was further improved by a
TiO2 adhesion layer and intensive plasma substrate cleaning. This is a further step
towards the applicability of fluorinated carbon plasma polymers for condensation
applications.
Keywords
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Monomer deficient conditions used to control physical properties of plasma
polymer films in wide ranges by RF power
Vladimir Cech, Lukas Hoferek, Rutul Trivedi, Sona Kontarova
Brno University of Technology, Brno, Czech Republic
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We found out that the monomer deficient conditions enable to control mechanical and
optical properties of plasma polymer films by RF power using plasma-enhanced
chemical vapor deposition. The monomer deficient conditions may be characterized
by the plasma process pressure (plasma switched on) lower than the basic process
pressure (plasma switched off), which means that the concentration of reactive
species is not insignificant or is even comparable with the concentration of monomer
molecules. The monomer deficient conditions are achieved at lower monomer flow
rates (0.5-10 sccm) operated at lower basic process pressures (1-5 Pa). In this study,
we plasma polymerized tetravinylsilane at a mass flow rate of 3.8sccm operated at a
basic process pressure of 3.0 Pa, and RF power ranging 10-70 W using continuous
wave. The plasma process pressure decreased from 1.7 Pa (10 W) to 1.1 Pa (70 W)
at enhanced power. The plasma species were monitored by mass spectrometry and
correlated with chemical properties of deposited films and the deposition rate at a
given RF power. The organic/inorganic character (C/Si ratio) of plasma polymer was
varied from 4.6 to 7.3 with enhanced power. Optical properties of plasma polymer
were analyzed by spectroscopic ellipsometry in the range 250-830 nm. The refractive
index was 1.7 (10 W)-2.1 (70 W) for a wavelength of 633 nm, the extinction coefficient
was 0.18 (10 W)-0.30 (70 W) for a wavelength of 250 nm, and the band gap was
controlled by RF power in range 2.0 (10 W)-1.2 eV (70 W). The Young’s modulus and
hardness of plasma polymer could be varied from 12GPa (10 W) to 81 GPa (70 W)
and from 0.84 to 8.8GPa, respectively, as was determined from nanoindentation
measurements. The physical properties of plasma polymer are related to increased
polymer cross-linking expressed via the density 1.5 (10 W)-1.8 g cm-3 (70 W). The RF
power may be considered as an effective tool for tailoring of plasma polymer with
respect to its application.
Keywords
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A highly productive, versatile linear PECVD source especially designed for
industrial use
Michael Liehr, Dieter Wurczinger, Clemens Ringpfeil
W&L Coating Systems GmbH, Reichelsheim, Germany
m.liehr@wl-coating.com
High deposition rates on substrates are usually most welcome for the economic
aspects of vacuum coating but they are counter-productive for maintenance issues.
Thick layers may form on the inner surfaces of such devices over too short time
cycles which may be subject to stress induced delamination causing damage on
substrates. RCS, a linear plasma enhanced CVD apparatus will be presented
specifically designed for extended duty cycles. Those inner surfaces of the deposition
source which are primarily exposed to the coating process can be operated at
elevated temperatures to reduce growth rates of self-coatings which can eventually be
removed mechanically during short interruptions of the deposition process without
breaking the vacuum. The plasma source is equipped with two linear permanent
magnet bars in a symmetric, rotatable, tubular twin arrangement which allows for joint
twisting under vacuum conditions. Thus, the spatial location of the linear plasma can
be varied over a substantial range to optimize individual process conditions. The
magnets can either form a double magnetic mirror with magnetic lines of force
perpendicular to the plasma stream or a cusp field parallel to the plasma stream.
While plasma-forming gas is supplied in the vicinity of the power injection point of the
plasma source the necessary film-forming gaseous precursors (organic or
metal-organic) are supplied by a heated gas inlet system which allows to change both
position and angle of inclination of a linear gas nozzle array during operation. The
operating pressure of the deposition source stretches from the working conditions of
magnetron sputtering (10-3 hPa range) to several hPa. The deposition source is
primarily designed for an operation frequency of 2.45 GHz with either standing or
travelling waves in c/w or pulsed mode but is also ready for other frequencies as low
as the acoustic range. Currently, the laboratory device RCS 3-700 is fitted with a 3 kW
(4.5 kW pulse power), 2.45 GHz microwave generator for a 700 mm long plasma.
Keywords
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In the past decade, automotive, racing, petroleum, aviation, as well as, aerospace and
wind Industries have shown interest in improving the efficiency, viability and life time
of their products applying coatings by PVD technology.
Automotive industries are recognized as one of the biggest consumers of carbon
coatings in drive and engine systems, valve train components and piston accessories.
However, they face ongoing challenges meeting fuel efficiency, reliability, and cost
targets.
Aerospace industries avoid cold welding during deployment of satellite panels in a
vacuum environment by applying high hydrogenated DLC coatings in hold-down
device of the groove locking system.
In many of the above applications, more and more plastic parts can be found. These
plastic parts often need to satisfy tight functional requirements. Carbon coatings are
one possible way to match them. Many components and parts nowadays require not
only functionality, but also an appealing decorative finish. DLC coatings offer both.
This paper reports the properties of DLC (also known as a-C:H) deposited by
Microwave technology in an industrial PVD coater. The advantages of the microwave
technology include, among others, higher productivity, based on the much higher
deposition rate in comparison to the conventional methods, improved etching
performance, lower thermal load and ability to coat on nonconductive substrates, like
plastics. All these have the potential to promote the Microwave technology as an
additional coating technology to provide enhanced features to the existing DLC
coating methods.
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10B4C Thin Films for the Next Generation of Neutron Detectors
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The 3He-crisis urgently requires a new generation of large area neutron detectors for
neutron research facilities like the European Spallation Source (ESS) or in radiation
scanners at, e.g., airports. Here we present neutron converting thin films that can
replace 3He in the next generation of neutron detectors. The films consist of 10
B-enriched 10B4C and are developed using materials theory, advanced diagnostics
techniques, and industrial production processes. A full-scale detector at the ESS
needs in total ~1000 m2 of two-side coated Al-blades with ~1 μm thick 10B4C films. We
show that it is possible to produce large areas with excellent adhesion, high film
purity, and low costs from 10B4C targets in an industrial DC magnetron sputter
deposition (PVD) system. We also report about the developments of thermally
activated and plasma enhanced chemical vapor deposition (CVD) processes. The
coatings have been characterized with techniques including SEM, TEM, ERDA,
ToF-SIMS, XRR, and neutron scattering. Substrate temperatures of 400 °C result in
PVD films with a density close to bulk values and good adhesion to film thicknesses
above 3 μm. The 10B content is close to 80 at.%, i.e. full isotope enrichment, with
impurity levels of less than 1 at.% of H, N, and O. The residual stresses decrease with
increasing substrate temperatures. Neutron radiation hardness tests promise a
lifetime of many hundred years in a detector. Parallel simulation work supports the
experiments. Several detector prototypes with 10B4C thin film technology have been
tested for their neutron performance and, in collaboration with the ILL detector group,
two full segments are or have been built as technology demonstrators for the existing
IN5 and IN6 flagship instruments at the ILL in France, respectively. Neutron detection
efficiencies equivalent to 3He technology were obtained. Compared to 3He, the new 10
B technology promises superior resolution in time, energy, and space and has the
potential to replace most 3He-containing detectors at the ESS, where the first
neutrons will be produced in 2019.
Keywords
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The study of the energy transfers between plasma and substrate surfaces is a ofmajor
interrest for many plasma-based material modification processes, including
magnetron sputter deposition. It is well known that the global energy deposited during
the growth determines the properties of the films. Investigation of the real time
evolution of the energy flux at the substrate position could also give insight into the
mechanismes involved in the deposition process itself. We have previously shown
that, these kinds od measurements could aslo provide interesting information about
the sputtering process, for instance heating of the target surface as a result of the ion
bombardement [1].
In this contribution we will focus on real time energy flux measurements performed
with a thermopile (heat flux sensor) during transition steps in magnetron sputter
deposition. For instance, the magnetic transition of a Ni target (magnetically clamped)
at the Curie temperature has been clearly evidenced when measuring the energy
fluxes at the substrate position. Evolution of the energy flux as a result of the
modification of the sputtered target surface chemistry (transition between metal and
oxide modes) in reactive Ar/O2 atmosphere will also be presented.The measured
values depend on the thermo-physical properties of the sputtered metals and formed
oxides.
[1] P.-A. Cormier et al., Thin Solid Films 545 (2013) 44-49
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Reactive gas gradients for combinatorial reactive magnetron sputtering of
nitrides, oxides and oxynitrides
Moritz to Baben, Marcus Hans, Jochen M. Schneider
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Reactive magnetron sputtering is often used to synthesize stable as well as
metastable phases by sputtering of a metal target in reactive gas atmosphere (e.g. N2
or O2). Using two or more metal targets, lateral metal concentration gradients can be
achieved and the influence of metal composition on properties of e.g. oxides or
nitrides can be studied by utilizing spatially resolved analytical methods. This
deposition strategy is called combinatorial magnetron sputtering [1]. To date, a growth
technique where lateral non-metal concentration gradients can be achieved by
magnetron sputtering has not been reported. Here, it is shown that reactive gas
gradients can be used for combinatorial reactive magnetron sputtering to study the
effect of off-stoichiometry in nitrides, oxides and even oxynitrides. As model systems,
TiNx (0 < x < 1) and TiOy (0 < y < 2) have been analyzed by EDX, XRD and
Nanoindentation. For TiAlNx and TiAlNxOy, EDX and XRD results are reported and
discussed. For TiAlNxOy a NaCl structured phase can be observed if the N/O ratio is
larger than 1, while for lower N/O ratio an amorphous phase can be observed.
[1]: Gebhardt T, Music D, Takahashi T, Schneider JM. Thin Solid Films
2012;520:5491.
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Synthesis and Characteristics of CrZrON Films Synthesized using an
Unbalanced Magnetron Sputtering Process
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For several decades, CrZrN films have been studied extensively due to their
advantages such as high hardness, low surface roughness, and low friction coefficient
compared with CrN films. However, above 500˚C, the mechanical properties of CrZrN
films significantly deteriorated due to the rapid oxidation of Zr atoms in the films.
Recently, it has been reported that metal oxynitride films had superior thermal stability
in comparison with metal nitride films. In this work, CrZrON films were synthesized
with various oxygen to nitrogen ratios using an unbalanced magnetron sputtering
process. The characteristics of CrZrON films were investigated by X-ray diffraction
(XRD), field emission scanning electron microscope (FE-SEM), X-ray photoelectrons
spectroscopy (XPS), energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS), and the microhardness
tester. It was found that the microstructure and the thermal stability of CrZrON films
depended on the chemical composition. Results indicated that the microstructure of
CrZrON films changed from columnar to featureless structure with increasing O/(N+O)
ratio. In the XRD patterns, the CrZrON phase was not detected but the crystalline Cr2
O3 and Cr(Zr)N phase were only observed. However, the formation of the CrZrON
phase was confirmed by XPS. Therefore, it could be concluded that the CrZrON films
mainly consisted of the crystalline Cr2O3 phase and Cr(Zr)N phase and the
amorphous CrZrON phases. The thermal stability of CrZrON films were better than
those of CrZrN films which could be attributed to the dense microstructure and the
mixed phases in films. Detailed experimental results will be presented.
Keywords
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Surface Modifications of Nanostructured Shape Memory Thin Films
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In the present study different methods have been used for surface modifications of
NiTi based SMA, NiMnSn based FSMA and PZT/SMA thin films grown on silicon
substrate using dc magnetron sputtering technique. Hard and adherentnanorystalline
protective coatings of approximate thickness 200nm were used to improve the
texture, electrical, mechanical and wear properties of SMA thin films without
sacrificing the phase transformation effect. The FSMA films were bombarded with 200
MeV Au ions and 450 keV Ar ions in order to investigate the effect of ion irradiation on
characteristic transformation temperatures and thus on shape memory behavior.
Transmission electron microscope (TEM) images along with the diffraction patterns of
X-rays and electrons confirm that martensite phase transforms to austenite phase at a
Au ion fluence of 6 x 1012 ions/cm2 and a complete amorphization occurs at a fluence
3 x 1013 ions/cm2, whereas ion irradiation has a minimal effect on the austenitic
structure. This work gives a possibility to acquire a better control on the properties of
FSMA thin films using ion irradiation and is important for investigating the acceptable
radiation limits for the applications of these materials in radiation zones such as in
space or nuclear reactors.Further NiTi/PZT and NiTiCu/AlN/NiTiCu heterostructures
with different intermediate layers were fabricated and studied for vibration damping
mechanism useful for MEMS applications. Creep and impact tests were performed to
obtain damping parameters like hardness (H), elastic modulus (E'), loss modulus (E"),
damping factor (tan δ) and figure of merit (FOM). A hold time of 50s during creep test
shows a significant improvement in tanδ in these heterostructures. The impact test
demonstrates the damping capacity and coefficient of restitution (e = vout/vin) of all the
films and heterostructures. Higher hardness and excellent figure of merit in NiTi/PZT
makes them attractive damping material for MEMS applications.
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Magnetron sputtering of superelastic composite NiTi thin films
Soroush Momeni, Wolfgang Tillmann
Institute of Materials Engineering, Dortmund, Germany
soroush.momeni@tu-dortmund.de
In recent years, NiTi shape memory alloys (SMA) thin films have been widely used as
promising high-performance materials in the field of biomedical and
microelectromechanical (MEMS) systems. However, there are still important problems
such as their unsatisfactory mechanical and tribological properties including a limited
hardness and wear resistance. This study aimed at deposition of layered composite
thin films made of NiTi and TiCN on Si (100) substrate by means of DC magnetron
sputtering. Subsequently, microstructures, mechanical properties and shape memory
behavior of these bilayers were investigated using Nanoindentation, X-ray diffraction
(XRD), scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and differential scanning calorimetry
(DSC). The results of this study confirmed that the presence of TiCN layer on NiTi thin
film modifies its mechanical properties while maintaining the shape memory effects.
The initial findings of this research work show the potential for the fabrication of
self-healing composite NiTi based films.
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Fabrication of nanogradient optical coatings by magnetron sputtering
Anatoly Kuzmichev1, Oleg Volpian 2, Grigoriy Ermakov 2, Yuriy Obod 2, Roman
Dronskiy3
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Nowadays, much attention is paid on coatings with refractive index n distributed with
nanometer variation within coatings. They are called as nanogradient coatings. The
challenge is to develop a fabrication method, which could provide the desired
thickness profile of n. Analysis of different approaches shows that the most
appropriate is middle frequency pulse (MFP) magnetron discharge co-sputtering of
several materials in a reactive gas atmosphere of constant composition at constant
sputtering power of each component. The MFP technology is chosen because it
provides the stable precisely controlled operation of magnetrons. The automated
two-magnetrons installation for sputtering two materials (e.g. Si and Ti) has been
developed. During deposition the location of several substrates varies in a plane
above the magnetrons in accordance with the coating program. Each substrate
rotates around its own axis and revolves around a common axis for all substrates, and
the coordinate of the common axis is changed accordingly to the program. Two
sputtered atom flows are mixed above the magnetrons and there is some distribution
of the mixed atom flow composition on the substrate plane. The substrates intercept
the atoms sputtered from both the magnetron targets, and thus, the instantaneous
(current) composition of the deposited matter depends on the common axis
coordinate. The duration of each common axis position is defined by the program,
then we obtain the desired profile of n. The programs are able to provide different
profiles of n (e.g. n varies from n(SiO2) to n(TiO2) with sine wave modulation) for
fabrication of subwavelength photonic barriers, hyperwide antireflection coatings,
phase correctors, filters and polarizers, gradient metacoatings [1] with excellent
characteristics. [1] O.D. Volpian, A.I. Kuzmichev, Negative wave refraction.
Introduction to physics and technology of electromagnetic metamaterials. Kiev, 2012.
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Large area and low temperature growth of 2D MoS2 films by magnetron
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Stevenson 1, Adam Waite 1
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2-deminesional (2D) MoS2 offers tunable band gap, high mobility, and photovoltaic
efficiency important for many electronic, sensor, and power generation devices.
Typical preparation approaches with chemical or mechanical exfoliation lack
scalability and uniformity over appreciable areas and chemical vapor deposition
processes require high substrate temperatures. Few-layer MoS2 growth under
non-equilibrium magnetron sputtering conditions was developed to overcome these
limitations [1]. In this process, the adatom surface mobility is maximized through the
control of incident flux kinetic energies, densities, and arriving angle while avoiding
defect formation. Amorphous SiO2, crystalline (0001) oriented Al2O3 and graphite
substrates were used to grow few monolayer thick MoS2 films at substrate
temperatures of 350 C. Continuous 2D MoS2 films with well-aligned basal planes were
produced over 4 cm2 areas. Their characteristics were similar to few-layer MoS2 films
produced by exfoliation with a direct band gap of approximately 1.9 eV. The electron
mobility measured for as-grown MoS2 films was strongly dependent on film thickness
and substrate choice. The mobility was over 1100 cm2 V-1 s-1 for a tri-layer MoS2
sample grown on amorphous SiO2. Such record high mobility value was preliminary
attributed to a reduction of charge carrier scattering by phonons resulting from the
nanoscale domain size observed in the films.
[1] “High charge carrier mobility in continuous ultra-thin MoS2 films grown by low
temperature physical vapor deposition over large areas”, C. Muratore, J.J. Hu, B.
Wang, M.A. Haque, J.E. Bultman, M. L. Jesperson, P.J. Shamberger, A.A.
Voevodin, J. Advanced Materials, submitted.
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Applications of transition metal nitride thin films as electrode in
supercapacitors
Jean-François PIERSON1, Said BOUHTIYYA 1, Fabien CAPON 1, Raul
LUCIO-PORTO 2, Thierry BROUSSE 2
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The high hardness and the low friction coefficient of transition metal nitride (TMN)
films allow their use as protective coatings. These materials exhibit also functional
properties that make TMN films suitable for applications in energy storage devices.
This talk aims to screen the potential use of nitride thin films in supercapacitors.
TMN films were deposited on glass substrates by reactive magnetron sputtering of
TM targets (TM = Sc, Ti, V, Cr, Mn, Fe, Co, Ni, Cu, Nb and Ru). Only Cu- and
Ni-based films crystallized in a TM3N-like structure while most of the deposited films
exhibit a metal to nitrogen atomic ratio of 1. Only limited information about the
structure of MnN and RuN is available in the literature. Subsequently, the structure of
these two nitrides is described for the first time. Both MnN and RuN films exhibit a
strong preferred orientation in the [111] direction and a grain size in the 10 – 25 nm
range. X-ray diffraction analyses and the Rietveld’s method evidence that both RuN
and MnN thin films crystallize in a ZnS-like structure with lattice constant of 0.451 and
0.428 nm, respectively.
The electrochemical properties of the deposited films were determined by cyclic
voltammetry in electrolytes KOH. ScN, Ni3N, FeN, CrN have shown a poor
capacitance suggesting that only double layer is involved in the charge storage
mechanism. The large capacitance of MnN, RuN and VN and the nearly rectangular
shape of the voltammograms suggest a pseudofaradaic process. Among the various
nitrides tested, VN exhibits the highest capacitance that is mainly governed by a
surface mechanism. Finally, vanadium nitride thin films have been used to make
nitride/nitride microdevices with high cycling behavior (more than 10,000 times).
Keywords
Energy storage
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Constitution, microstructure and electrochemical behaviour of magnetron
sputtered Li-Ni-Mn-Co-O thin film cathodes for lithium-ion batteries as a
function of working gas and annealing pressure
Marc Strafela, Julian Fischer, Harald Leiste, Monika Rinke, Thomas Bergfeldt, Sven
Ulrich, Hans Jürgen Seifert
Karlsruhe Institute of Technology, Eggenstein-Leopoldshafen, Germany
marc.strafela@kit.edu
Compared to the commercial LiCoO2 cathode material for lithium-ion batteries Li(Ni1/3
Mn1/3Co1/3)O2 has a good thermal stability, high reversible capacity (290 mAhg-1), good
rate capability and is environmentally friendlier. In this work Li-Ni-Mn-Co-O thin film
cathodes have been deposited onto Si and stainless steel substrates by non-reactive
r.f. magnetron sputtering from a ceramic Li1.25(Ni0.42Mn0.21Co0.37)O2 target at various
argon working gas pressures from 0.2 to 20 Pa. Coating thickness is about 1 µm.
Composition and microstructure were investigated comprehensively. It was found that
the elemental composition varies with argon working gas pressure which was
determined by inductively coupled plasma optical emission spectroscopy (ICP-OES)
in combination with carrier gas hot extraction (CGHE). The as-deposited films are
nanocrystalline and show their highest grade of crystallinity in the range between 0.2
Pa to 0.5 Pa and at 7 Pa argon working gas pressure. To increase the grade of
crystallinity the films deposited at 0.5 and 7 Pa argon working gas pressure were
annealed in a furnace. The samples were annealed at different pressures from 10
mPa to 80 kPa for one hour at 600 °C in a argon/oxygen atmosphere (Ar:O2 = 80:20).
The microstructure of the films varies with annealing gas pressure and was
characterized by X-ray diffraction (XRD) and by unpolarized micro-Raman
spectroscopy at room temperature. Electrochemical characterizations of as deposited
and annealed films were carried out by cyclic voltammetry and galvanostatic cycling in
Li-Ni-Mn-Co-O half cells against metallic lithium. Correlations between process
parameters, constitution, microstructure and electrochemical behaviour are discussed
in detail. These films are promising candidates for manufacturing of all solid state thin
film batteries.
Keywords
Lithium-ion battery
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Reactive magnetron sputtering of Nb-doped TiO2 films: Relation between
composition and electrical properties
Stefan Seeger1, Klaus Ellmer2, Rainald Mientus1, Michael Weise1, Johanna Reck1
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The deposition of niobium doped titanium dioxide onto glass substrates at room
temperature, followed by thermal annealing in a reducing atmosphere is a promising
preparation route for polycrystalline Nb:TiO2 films with a high electrical conductivity
and a high transparency [1]. In this work we have used dc reactive magnetron
sputtering from a metallic titanium target (3.1 at% Nb) in an oxygen/argon atmosphere
to prepare Nb:TiO2 films. Electrical, structural and optical properties of thermally
annealed Nb:TiO2 films depends strongly on the chemical composition of the X-ray
amorphous as-deposited films. Therefore, the Nb:TiO2 films were deposited as a
function of the oxygen flow and investigated by Hall and conductivity measurements,
optical measurements as well as by Rutherford Backscattering Spectrometry (RBS).
By varying the oxygen flow, the sputtering mode changes from metallic to oxidic,
accompanied by a sharp discharge voltage rise at a certain oxygen flow FO2. The
oxygen-to-metal ratio of sputtered Nb:TiO2 films increases at this FO2 value. The RBS
analysis revealed also an increase of the Nb-to-Ti ratio for as-deposited films by a
factor of 2 above that in the target. We discuss this result as caused by the change of
the sputtering yields of titanium and niobium atoms due to the oxidation of the target
surface. The oxygen-to-metal ratio in the amorphous Nb:TiO2 films can be sensitively
controlled by the adjustment of the discharge voltage at a fixed oxygen flow.
Moreover, the initial composition of as-deposited Nb:TiO2 films determines decisively
the crystallographic structure after thermal annealing at 400 °C, particularly the
formation of anatase and the size of the crystallites. Polycrystalline Nb:TiO2 films
(anatase) with a low resistivity (ρ = 1.1 x 10-3 Ω cm), a carrier concentration of n = 6.5
x 1020 cm-3 and an electron mobility µe = 8 cm²/Vs with high optical transmittance of
about T > 90 % have been prepared.
[1] Yamada, N., et al., Jap. J. Appl. Phys., 2007. 46: p. 5275-5277.
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Plasma enhanced supersonic inseminated jet deposition of hierarchical
nanostructures for dye sensitized solar cells.
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Dye sensitized solar cells (DSC) have been widely studied as promising and
economical PV technology. Research efforts have been focused on enhancing the
performance by increasing the specific surface available for photoelectrochemical
reactions and increasing charge collection and transport. Recently [1] these issues
were tackled using photoanodes fabricated by PLD based on novel hyperbranched
nanostructures. Surface area was maximized for dye chemisorption while maintaining
high degree of crystallinity and high scattering cross section for visible light,
enhancing the optical thickness of the devices. We report about nanostructured thin
film synthesis obtained coupling PECVD and inseminated sonic jet techniques in a
single reactor design for one-step, high yield deposition (1µmmin-1) of TiO2 thin films
with controlled porosity on large areas (100cm2). This novel process is based on the
segmentation of the gas phase material synthesis in two separate steps: (i) precursor
dissociation chemistry control in a reactive plasma; (ii) nanoparticles nucleation and
aggregation control by means of a sonic jet. The morphological properties of the
nanostructured films can be tuned, through plasma process parameters and aerosol
gas dynamic of the sonic jet flow field, in order to tailor the optoelectrical properties of
synthesised material. Such TiO2 photoanodes consisting of anatase crystals
assembled in quasi 1-D arrays of high aspect ratio hierarchical mesostructures are
fabricated onto FTO covered glass surfaces by self-assembly from the gas phase.
Structural and morphological characteristics of TiO2 nanostructured photoanodes can
be optimized to achieve simultaneously high specific surface area for optimal dye
uptake and broadband light scattering. As an example of the efficacy of the new
process, we present the results of the first functional tests on DSC. [1] Passoni L. et
al.; ACS Nano 2013,7(11),10023.
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Dielectric Layers on Crystalline Silicon Solar Cells Deposited in a Batch
Sputtering System
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A batch sputtering equipment has been developed for a pilot plant as a viable
alternative to the existing PECVD and expensive high-throughput sputtering plants.
Opportunities for a wide use of the system have been explored, especially for new
designs of colored solar cells using multilayer dielectric films. The batch sputtering
system has been designed for 5“ Si substrates (36 in a batch), with two rectangular
targets. Very good homogeneity of sputtered layers (±2%) across the cell has been
achieved as well as < ±5% cell-to-cell homogeneity.
The properties of deposited dielectric films SiNx, SiO2, Al2O3, TiO2, and their
combinations in multilayers ares reported. These layers have been deposited by
pulsed reactive magnetron sputtering in Ar/O2 or Ar/N2 from silicon, aluminum, and
titanium targets. Deposition parameters of selected multilayer structures have been
optimized with regard to possible choice of the solar cell surface color, while obtaining
good electrical parameters of the cell.
The optical properties of the layers were studied by ellipsometry and correlated with
resulting solar cell efficiency. Significant decrease of the output short-current density
has been measured for solar cells with non-stoichiometric SiNx layers, while
maintaining good cell voltage. This corresponds to increased light transmission of
SiNx, particularly in the blue light wavelength spectrum. The cell parameters have
been improved using stoichiometric Si3N4 films.
Keywords
reactive sputtering
solar cell
optical coating
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Synthesis of porous crystalline TiO2 thin films by glancing angle reactive
magnetron sputtering
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Nowadays, the efficient use of renewable energies represents a major economic and
environmental issue. Among the potential solutions, the Dye Sensitive Solar Cells
(DSSC)present many advantages. In order to improve the efficiency of DSSC, TiO2
nanoparticles, which are usually used as photo-anode, could be replaced by
nanostructured TiO2 thin films. Indeed, a photo-anode of ordered porous
nano-columnar TiO2 would provide large surface area for dye absorption,fast electron
transfer path[1] and would lead to a better impregnation of the organic polymer used
as electrolyte, leading to a better charge collection [2]. In this work, nanostructured
TiO2 thin films are synthesized by reactive magnetron sputtering combined with
Glancing Angle Deposition (GLAD), in order to control both the crystalline structure
and the microstructure of the films. The substrate temperature, the substrate bias
voltage and the rotation speed were varied in order to determine the best
experimental conditions leading to ultra-porous films with anatase TiO2 columns. The
chemical composition, the crystalline structure and the morphology of the films were
analyzed by XPS, XRD, SEM and AFM, respectively. The preliminary data reveal that
the increase of the substrate temperature up to 450°C leads to anatase film with an
increase of the roughness degree (from 30 to 35 nm). On the contrary, denser rutile
films were obtained when the substrate bias voltage was increased. Starting at -100V,
the energy provided by the ions becomes too large and promotes scale structure by
merging columns while the roughness decreases sharply (from 30 to 10 nm). On the
other hand, by rotating the substrate (from 0.06 to 3 rpm) during the deposition
process, films with larger columns (from 20 to 100 nm) and higher degree of
roughness (from 30 to 36 nm) were obtained due to an enhanced shadowing effect. A
substrate heated at 450°C and biased at a low voltage equal to -50V seems to be an
optimal condition to synthesize an anatase columnar and porous thin film.
[1] H-Y Yang and al, Thin Solid Films 518 (2009) 1590–1594.[2] L González-García
and al,Journal of Photochemistry and Photobiology A: Chemistry241 (2012) 58-66.
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Synthesis and characterization of Pr2NiO4-δ coatings deposited by reactive
magnetron sputtering using plasma emission monitoring
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Rare-earth nickelates with K2NiF4 structure, namely Ln2NiO4-δ (Ln= La, Pr, Nd) are
assumed to be promising cathode materials for Fuel Cells (IT-SOFC). Such materials
exhibit both high mixed ionic-electronic conductivity (MIEC) properties and high
catalytic activity. Their thermal expansion coefficient is very close to that of electrolyte
materials (13.6 10-6 K-1, 11.9 10-6 K-1 and 11.6 10-6 K-1 for Pr2NiO4, CGO and
YSZ respectively). Using MIEC material allows transforming the common triple-phase
boundary (cathode/electrolyte/gas phase required to form oxide ions into a double
contact (cathode/gas phase) and lowering the cathode polarization. Therefore, the
deposition of a dense cathode layer providing a fine microstructure with high
electrochemical properties may be manufactured by reactive magnetron sputtering.
Pr2NiO4-δ coatings were co-sputtered by reactive magnetron sputtering on different
substrates from metallic Pr and Ni targets in the presence of reactive argon-oxygen
gas mixtures. The reactor is a 100-litre sputtering chamber pumped down via a turbo
molecular pump allowing base vacuum of about 10-4 Pa. The deposition stage is
controlled by Plasma Emission Monitoring (PEM) which consists in monitoring the
reactive gas flow in order to maintain constant the optical emission of a sputtered
metallic species (in this case Pr), which is proportional to the sputtered metal flow.
Once determined the setpoint to synthesize Pr2O3, the discharge current on the
nickel target is adjusted to obtain the convenient composition for praseodymium
nickelate. The as-deposited coatings are amorphous, and crystallize under K2NiF4
phase with appropriate annealing parameters. The structural and chemical features of
these coatings were determined by X-Ray Diffraction and Scanning Electron
Microscopy. Their electrical properties were evaluated using four points probe method
and Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy (EIS) as function of the temperature.
Keywords
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Hard nanostructured Hf–B–Si–C films with high electrical conductivity prepared
by pulsed magnetron sputtering
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Hf–B–Si–C films were deposited on silicon and glass substrates using pulsed
magnetron co-sputtering of a single B4C–Hf–Si target (at a fixed 15% Hf fraction and a
varying 0-50% Si fraction in the target erosion area) in pure argon. We focus on the
effect of the Si content. We found that the nanocolumnar Si-free Hf–B–C films exhibit
a high hardness of 37 GPa and a high electrical conductivity (electrical resistivity of
1.8×10-6 Ωm). However, the high hardness of these films is accompanied by a high
compressive stress of 4.9 GPa. The highly textured nanocolumnar Hf–B–Si–C films
prepared at 1% Si fraction in the target erosion area exhibit a similar high hardness at
a lower compressive stress of 1.8 GPa. A further increase in the Si fraction in the
target erosion area to 7.5% results in a formation of nanocomposite Hf–B–Si–C films
with a high hardness of 37 GPa, a low compressive stress of 0.9 GPa and
significantly improved oxidation resistance in air (mass gain after annealing to 800 °C
is below 0.03 mg/cm2). We obtained a relatively high H/E* ratio of around 0.15,
indicating a high elastic strain to failure, for all these nanostructured HfB2-based films.
The highest oxidation resistance in air (almost no mass change after annealing up to
800 °C) was achieved for the amorphous Hf–B–Si–C films prepared at 30% Si fraction
in the target erosion area. All films exhibit a high electrical conductivity (electrical
resistivity on the order of 10-6 Ωm) and very smooth defect-free surfaces with an
average roughness below 1 nm. The films may be used as a new class of hard and
electrically conductive protective coatings with a high oxidation resistance at elevated
temperatures.
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Plasma processes are in widespread use for manufacturing eco-friendly products.
Photovoltaic (PV) cells produced with plasma processes generate electricity with no
pollution. Low-e glass reduces energy used for heating and cooling indoor
environments. Plasma-based coating processes are replacing wet chemistry
processes and reducing use of, for example, hexavalent chromium. Catalytic coatings
enable surfaces that are exposed to the outdoors to be self-cleaning. The next step is
to look at the processes themselves, to take action to make them more eco-friendly. A
specially designed plasma source has been developed for processing the exhaust
from plasma chambers. The idea is to abate the gases at the point of use, with an
abatement process customized to the needs of the specific situation. These sources
are implemented as integrated systems, with self-contained power supplies and
controls. An auxiliary gas source is added to the process exhaust to optimize cracking
of molecules exiting the process chamber. These systems have already been fielded
in significant quantities, with demonstrated field performance and reliability.
Processes can also be more eco-friendly by consuming less power. Increasing
efficiencies of power supplies can provide some benefit. Even greater benefit comes
from increasing process efficiency. A factor of five increase of deposition rate at the
same power can be achieved in some reactive sputtering processes by using an
alternative control approach. A voltage mode controller has been integrated into
mid-frequency AC and pulsed-DC power supplies specifically designed for driving
large-area dual magnetron sputtering (DMS) processes. Increased rate and reduced
power consumption have been demonstrated at industrial scale. This paper discusses
industrial implementation of technologies to make plasma processes even more
eco-friendly by abating process exhaust gases at the point of use, and reducing
process power consumption.
Keywords
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Industrial plasma technology for permanent chemical modification of textile
surfaces
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Plasma processing has a great impact on materials science to tailor specific surface
properties and resultant surface has huge importance in technical applications such
as medical, automobile, electronics, semiconductor and textiles [1]. This paper
focuses on the background of the plasma technology, its technological developments
in textile field and current potential applications in industry. In particular for composite
preparations, the adhesion of polymer matrix and its infiltration behaviour on
plasma-treated high performance fibres such as carbon, glass, basalt, polyester and
polyamide have been found to be improved greatly. One of our recent developments
is the deposition of a permanent hydrophilic coating by an industrial vacuum plasma
reactor for separation and filtration applications. Furthermore, the possibility of
substituting traditional waterproofing processes with plasma technology was also
evaluated in our continuous development. A good water repellent finishing can be
achieved using silane plasma, whereas a wash permanent hydrophobic and
oleophobic coating was obtained with plasma pretreatment followed by grafting with
perflouracrylates. The coated surface have been characterized using a variety of
techniques, including contact angle measurement, Bundesmann test, and spray test.
The durability and stability of the coatings have been proved by 50 washing cycles
(ISO 6330-2A) and 60,000 Martindale rubbing cycles (SN 198514). The interfacial
adhesion of the plasma-treated substrates was measured by assessing fracture
tensile strengths using pull-off test. These novel non-aqueous, energy efficient
vacuum plasma processes can be profitably transferred into textile industry for various
technological applications such as adhesion, hydrophilicity, water, oil, soil, and stain
repellency.
Literature
[1] M. M. Hossain, G. Günter, Melliand Textilberichte 2011, 3, 149
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Atmospheric pressure plasma - deposition of layers with tailor-made properties
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Because of the wide range of potential applications the atmospheric pressure plasma
technology is numbered among the key technologies in surface treatment. It is
already used in practically all fields of industry to activate and clean surfaces in order
to improve the adhesion of glues and paints and to achieve better long-term
durability.The plasma system presented is also suitable for depositing layers having
different functionalities. With such a "plasmapolymerization system" anticorrosion,
adhesion promotion, and release coatings could already be successfully transferred to
the industrial process.For many applications a higher treatment with or a more
homogenous coating is required. Using new rotating deposition jets and multiple jet
systems a higher treatment width per jet could be achieved. The technique is now
available for coating large surfaces. The coating could be deposited very uniformly
over the entire width. With ellipsometric studies the result could be confirmed. An
optically transparent protective coating could be realizedin an industrial process very
successfully.Using organic precursors the deposition of amorphous hydrocarbon
coatings could be realized. The coatings were characterized by IR-ATR, XPS, contact
angle measurement and ellipsometry. The coatings show an excellent
adhesion-promoting effect on the curing of different types of rubber on various metal
surfaces. This application is currently in the stage of industrial
application.Functionalized precursors could be deposited for the first time largely
preserving the structure of the molecule. This has particular importance for
adhesion-promotion coatings. Today there is already a facility for depositing a layer
on a glass component in industrial application. After the coating deposition a
polyurethane foam sealing is applied. Not only the initial bond strength but also the
long time durability could be improved significantly. A wet chemical primer system is
not necessary.
Keywords
plasmapolymerisation
hybrid bonding
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RF efficiency and mtbf-progress
Bernhard Schlolaut
TRUMPF Huettinger GmbH + Co. KG, Freiburg, Germany
Sina.Wagner@de.trumpf.com
The comprehensive report outlines new technologies, which are realized in a
“small-size-version” for high power units called TruPlasma RF 3000 12 and 24kW.
The break through of modern design realized in an industrial packing points out, how
rough plasma applications can work smooth, especially by the view of efficiency and
mtbf, when sophisticated arc-management and smart rf-design balance sudden ups
and downs of power-demands in critical situations.
Keywords
MTBF progress
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Green efficiency
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The Effect of Annealing on Aluminum Doped Zinc Oxide Thin Films Fabricated
by Rectangular Filtered Vacuum Arc Deposition on Large Flat Glass Substrates
Raymond Boxman1, Moran Press-Yekymov2, Eda Goldenberg3
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Highly transparent, conducting, stabile Aluminum Doped Zinc Oxide (AZO) films are a
candidate for replacing expensive indium oxide (ITO) films in devices including thin
film transistors and electrodes for solar cells and displays. Filtered vacuum arc
deposition (FVAD) could be used to coat large areas and offers advantages over
other large area deposition techniques: no impurities, high packing density, good
adhesion, and cost-effectiveness. The objectives of this study were to determine the
effects of post-deposition annealing temperature and duration on the properties of
AZO films produced in a large FVAD system. Film microstructure, and electrical and
optical properties were determined as functions of the annealing parameters. The
AZO thin films were deposited using a zinc cathode that contained 9%at. aluminum.
Post-deposition annealing in air at 250oC for 15 minutes best improved the electrical
conductivity, It reduced r to 1.5×10-3 W cm, and increased ne and m to 4.5×1019cm-3
and 90cm2V-1s-1, respectively. r was stable over a period of 60 days. The annealing at
250oC for 15 min slightly affected the transmission; it increased the average T in the
visible and near infrared region. Annealing at 250oC shifted the UV edge of the
transmission band to shorter wavelength, increasing the band gap from 3.32 eV to
3.36 eV, while 150oC and 300oC annealing did not affect it. The main PL emission
peak was observed at 372 and 376 nm, indicating that the optical band gap of the
AZO films was in the range of 3.29 eV to 3.33 eV. Annealing improved the PL
emission intensity, demonstrating improved film structure. Annealing at 150 and 250o
C for 15 minutes increased the crystal grain size up to ~37 nm, and at 300oC to ~38
nm.
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20 years AlxTiyN hard coatings with two third at% of Al and one third at% Ti by
cathodic vacuum arc evaporation: basics and industrial applications
Joerg Vetter1, Lennart Karlsson2, Jacob Sjoelen2, Jon Andersson2, Wolfgang Köck3,
Jürgen Müller1, Peter Polcik4
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Sulzer Metaplas, Bergisch Gladbach, Germany 2SECO TOOLS, Fagersta, Sweden 3
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In the last two decades there have been considerable advances in the development of
wear resistant coatings based on the ternary Ti-Al-N system. This system combines
high oxidation resistance (formation of aluminum oxide on the surface) and high hot
hardness (hardening by spinodal decomposition) and can be deposited in a variety of
growth structure by cathodic vacuum arc. The Al-rich coating of the chemical
composition of two third Al and one third Ti of the total metallic content in at%, mostly
termed Al0,66Ti0.34 N or Al0,67Ti0.33 N, was first synthesized by cathodic vacuum arc
evaporation in 1994 (company METAPLAS, Germany). One important step was the
development of cathodes by a proper powder metallurgical process. The presentation
will highlight aspects of the state of the art of cathode manufacturing and reaction
during arcing on cathodes surface.
Due to the metastable nature of Ti-Al-N coatings, the phase content and
microstructure of the coatings can be very sensitive to changes in process
parameters, especially in that high Al content regime. Different microstructural
morphologies ranging from fine grained, almost glass-like, to coarse grained columnar
can be deposited. The tailoring of coating properties to fit the requirements of different
applications is still a hot topic in research and industrial applications.
The application of the coatings cover a wide industrial field including cutting inserts,
shaft tools, forming tools, functional decorative applications and show also a potential
for wear parts.
Keywords
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Impact of Fe on the structural evolution of cathodic arc evaporated Al-Cr-O
coatings
Christian Martin Koller1, Jürgen Ramm2, Szilárd Kolozsvári3, Matthias Bartosik1, Jörg
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Among the large number of industrially synthesised coatings Al-based oxides
combine unique properties which are essential for high temperature application, e.g.
chemical inertness, high hardness, and resistance against mechanical and thermal
load. However, to efficiently make use of these films as protective coatings deployed
on various bulk materials, it is necessary to synthesise Al2O3 in its thermodynamically
stable corundum (α) structure at temperatures ≤ 600 °C. This, however, turns out to
be still challenging for industrially scaled PVD. The formation of ternary (Al1-xCrx)2O3
coatings was on this account recently introduced as a particularly promising approach
to overcome this issue. Nonetheless, there is still space for further optimisation of
single–phased alumina film growth in order to ascertain an optimum level of
performance during application.
In this work we approach the issue of stabilising single–phased cathodic arc
evaporated corundum–type (Al1-xCrx)2O3 coatings by alloying Fe to form quaternary
(Al1-x-yCrxFey)2O3 oxides. Systematic adaptation of deposition parameters and
variations in chemical composition provide the basis for comprehensive XRD and
electron microscopy studies. We find that even though the formation of cubic
multi–phased coatings is predominant at deposition temperatures as low as 550 °C, a
strong increase in XRD peak intensities indicative for a hexagonal structure, hence an
increase in α phase fractions, upon alloying Fe can be obtained. Based on
complementary TEM studies we were able to determine large corundum structured
crystallites embedded in the cubic matrix, with phase fractions being proportional to
the incorporated Fe content. Our results demonstrate the potential of Fe to influence
the corundum phase formation in CAE (Al1-xCrx)2O3 coatings. This represents a
promising basis for controlled single–phase corundum–type (Al1-xCrx)2O3 low
temperature deposition for industrial application.
Keywords
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oxide coatings
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Nano-structured multilayer composite coatings by filtered cathodic vacuum arc
deposition on cutting tools
Alexey Vereschaka1, Anatoly Vereschaka2, Alexander Kabanov2, Andre Batako3
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This paper presents an investigation into the formation of nanostructured multilayered
composite coating using an innovative Filtered Cathodic Vacuum Arc Deposition
(FCVAD), which is implemented on the VIT-2 station. This equipment has a 5 kW
source of wide beam of fast neutral molecules delivering energies up to 10 keV, a
system that generates a homogeneous plasma discharge in the PVD reactor in which
there are neither metal atoms nor ions; and, a source of metal plasma with filtration of
macro and micro particles.The investigation was carried out on samples of cutting
carbide inserts (type P30, S20, S30) which were coated using a three-layered
architecture based on Ti-TiN-(Ti1-(x+y)CrxAly)N, Zr-ZrN-(Zr1-(x+y)CxAly)N
compound. The studies of the structure and properties of the developed coatings
showed a significant improvement in the quality of the coating with well defined
nano-grain size structure between 10 and 15 nm, and the thickness of sublayers was
about 20-30 nm. More importantly no microdroplets were found in these coating. In
addition high adhesion strength of the coating to the carbide substrate was
observed.Experimental studies of cutting properties of developed coatings were
undertaken in traverse turning and face milling of low-alloyed steels and nickel alloys.
The findings of this investigation are presented here with a significant increase of the
operational tool life due to the developed coatings. A comparative study showed that
the new coatings have a superior performance over the uncoated inserta and the
counterparts commercially available on the market.
Keywords
Nano-structured multilayer
composite coatings
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Advanced Plasma Process to Design Functional Thin Films that Stabilize
Electrodes in Lithium Batteries
Nils Mainusch1, Enrico Flade 2, Leander Löwenthal1, Deike Hatscher2, Sebastian
Dahle 3, René Gustus3, Mark Olschewski3, Bastian Westphal4, Arno Kwade4,
Wolfgang Viöl1
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The calendar life of any Lithium Battery (LIB) is limited. One reason for power and
capacity fade is the deterioration of anodes that contain graphite as host material.
During cycling graphite suffers from volume changes. The boundary between the
current collector and the active material is crucial, because the materials possess
divergent elastic properties. Compressive strain results in the anode’s disintegration.
In order to stabilize the laminate, functional coatings can be implemented. So called
“primers” have to procure excellent adhesion. Moreover they need to be electrical
conductive and inert. Motivated by this, we developed a novel plasma process and
tailored a particular functional film for battery electrodes. First, adhesive strength
between substrate and primer itself is fundamental. Second, any primer must adopt or
chemically bond the join partner. In our approach, we initially fused graphite micro
particles with PVDF by melt coating. Processing the dry blend in an atmospheric
pressure plasma jet, we rapidly deposited thin films on foil at moderate temperatures.
The resulting “plasma primer” proved to be firmly affixed to the substrate. REM
revealed the film to consist of a polymer matrix which embeds small graphite flakes
and carbon fragments. These particulates constitute a network that provides electron
percolation. XPS measurements showed a particular peak, indicating a new C-F bond
in the composite film that does not occur in spectra of pure PVDF. This bond is
reported to be exceptionally strong [1]. This might explain why tensile adhesive
strength was found to be 10 times higher than in pristine anodes. Ongoing studies
include the insertion of graphene. Totally, we presume the “plasma primer” to be
highly beneficial for graphite anodes in LIB and further applications. [1] M. Yoo et al.,
Polymer 44 (2003) 4197-4204.
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Atmospheric Pressure Sputtering: First applications
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Applications of a metal deposition system at atmospheric pressure are presented. A
microwave driven plasma source generates ionized inert gases like argon or helium.
Design of an integrated microwave power supply for power range of 20W – 100W at
2.54GHz is given. A dc-biased metallic target wire is placed in the microwave
discharge. Ion acceleration and sputtering occurs, even at atmospheric pressure with
high collision rates. In order to have a stand-alone and integrated deposition system,
the arc management and DC Supply up to 100W has been manufactured. Deposition
strongly depends on geometry and process parameters, showing a limited process
window with stable plasma conditions. Electromagnetic and thermal simulations have
been performed in order to design the resonator working in the ISM Band of 2.4GHz –
2.5GHz. It has been shown that the plasma density strongly influences the resonance
frequency and therefore the reflected power of microwaves. Due to the high local
thermal power density at the target of about 250W/cm² a detailed simulation of the
thermal fluxes and cooling system had to be performed. Progress of the system
design toward commercial application is given. Deposition results are shown for
different metal depositions on glass and silicon wafers for reference. Coating
characterization using REM, EDX, AFM, scratch testing, depth profiling will be
discussed. First commercial applications and a discussion of the possible market
segments will be given.
Keywords
atmospheric plasma
deposition
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industrial application
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Deposition at atmospheric pressure of superhydrophilic coatings on prepainted
steel for self-cleaning purposes
Francis Boydens1, Alain Daniel2, François Reniers1
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Painted steel is a widely used material for the construction of different buildings. A
surface treatment can be applied to this painted steel to render it self-cleaning, which
reduces maintenance costs and preserves the initial aesthetics of the buildings.
Current technologies allow the deposition of self-cleaning coatings using vacuum
techniques, however, in this research the feasibility of depositing self-cleaning
coatings at atmospheric pressure is investigated as a cost efficient alternative.
In order to achieve this goal titanium dioxide (TiO2) was selected to be deposited. TiO2
is well known for its superhydrophilic surface properties and acts as a photocatalyst
under UV irradiation, making it an excellent candidate for self-cleaning coatings.
The TiO2 coatings were deposited using atmospheric pressure plasmas generated by
a dielectric barrier discharge (DBD) as well as an RF linear torch. The advantages
and drawbacks of either method are discussed based on the comparison of the
surface composition, measured by XPS, and the deposition rate. The self-cleaning
and anti-staining properties of the coated painted steel are analyzed by means of a
cycle of carbon black fouling and cleaning, as well as contact angle measurements,
both before and after UV irradiation and outdoor exposure. These results, together
with SEM and XRD analyses are correlated to the surface composition and show
interesting prospects for thin film deposition at atmospheric pressure.
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The quality of microwave waveguide components is determined by the electrical
properties of the thin sub-surface layer of the waveguide inner walls. In this work we
present a deposition apparatus for coating of inner walls of the waveguide
components. This apparatus uses principles of magnetron sputtering method.
Nevertheless, the design of the apparatus has been significantly modified because of
low transverse dimensions and significant length of the waveguide. For experiments,
we used waveguides for band 8.2 to 12.4 GHz with cross-section dimensions 10.2 x
22.9 mm2 and length 250 mm. The inner walls of the waveguide were coated by 1 um
of silver layer. The thickness uniformity of the coating was controlled by continuous
movement of the magnetic field along the waveguide. The deposition rate was
estimated from the coating thickness on the “witness” silicon substrate placed inside
the waveguide during the sputtering process. The deposition conditions were
optimized for high deposition rate. For sputtering, we used argon gas flowing through
the waveguide. The argon pressure during the deposition process was about 20 Pa.
Silver exhibits excellent electrical properties. But it suffers of sulfidation and oxidation
when exposed to air. Therefore the surface of the silver was protected by ultrathin
layer of gold or palladium deposited by the same technique as the silver layer. The
waveguides attenuation was measured by the microwave standing waves
measurement setup.
Keywords
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Transparent photocatalytic and self-cleaning coatings deposited by reactive
magnetron sputtering and plasma assisted chemical vapour deposition
processes
Parnia Navabpour, Kevin Cooke, Hailin Sun
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parnia.navabpour@miba.com
Self-cleaning and antifouling surfaces are of interest for a great number of
applications, including food and beverage processing, medical devices and surfaces,
filtration membranes, and optical or ultrasonic sensors used in monitoring instruments
in polluted environments.
Photocatalytic TiO2 coatings have been widely investigated as self-cleaning surfaces,
although these coatings require illumination of UV light to be activated. The use of
dopants can shift the wavelength of the light required to activate the surface to the
visible region. TiO2 and doped-TiO2 were deposited using reactive Closed Field
UnBalanced Magnetron Sputter Ion Plating (CFUBMSIP) from elemental targets.
Coatings were characterised using a number of methods to determine coating
structure and composition, water contact angle, photocatalytic activity and mechanical
durability. It was possible to obtain coatings with good photocatalytic properties and
high mechanical durability without the need for subsequent high temperature
annealing. The use of silver as dopant also resulted in antimicrobial properties against
E. Coli, which made the coatings effective in the dark as well as the light.
Hydrophobic antifouling coatings were deposited using plasma assisted chemical
vapour deposition (PACVD) and hybrid PVD/PACVD processes. The coated surfaces
showed less fouling than uncoated stainless steel and glass controls against a
number of foulants, demonstrating their applicability for sensing instruments used in
oceanography and food processing.
Coatings deposited using CFUBMSIP and PACVD have excellent mechanical
durability and it is possible to tailor the functionality of the coatings for specific
applications. Furthermore, the above processes are industrially proven thus providing
a route to competitive advantage in the production of antifouling and self-cleaning
surfaces.
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Plasma Assisted Chemical Vapour Deposition (PACVD) offers a unique way to
fabricate complex diamond structures in which the thickness and purity of the different
stacked layers can be accurately controlled. However producing CVD diamond films
with a low dislocation density still remains a challenge. On the other hand, efficient
n-type doping is still not available but simple unipolar devices can be first foreseen
using boron as a p-type dopant. This will however require that the amount of
incorporated boron is controlled over a wide range of concentrations and thicknesses
up to hundreds of µm in order to develop vertical components. More recently, the NV
centre in diamond is regarded as a promising candidate for applications in spintronics
or magnetometry. Even if ion implantation is the most common technique to generate
a controlled density of NV centres, defects generated during implantation significantly
hamper the centre’s coherence times. Thus, CVD diamond growth with controlled
Nitrogen concentration could be an alternative for developing NV applications.
In a first part, deposition conditions required to obtain high quality material with boron
or nitrogen doping will be described. It will be shown in particular that only a very
narrow window of deposition parameters can lead to thick heavily boron doped films
having a good morphology without the nucleation of unepitaxial crystals. Nitrogen
incorporation during CVD diamond growth will be also discussed as a function of
process parameters and it will be shown that substrate temperature is a useful tuning
parameter allowing the stack of high-quality diamond layers having a varying content
of luminescent defects.
In a second part, it will be shown that, in spite of the high crystalline quality of the
material as judged by high resolution X-ray diffraction, birefringence pictures and
plasma etching of the surface reveal high dislocation densities and innovative
strategies aiming at reducing the amount of extended defects incorporated will be
presented.
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Hydrogenated amorphous carbon (a-C:H) thin films are among the best coating
solutions for the reduction of automotive fuel consumption because of its very good
tribological properties. Friction losses are indeed the main source of energetic
consumption in an automotive engine. 80 % of friction occurring in the valve train
system is only due to the cam-tappet contact, representing 20 % of the total losses in
the engine. That is why the reduction of friction coefficient in dry and lubricated
conditions is still in demand. Quite high values for hardness are also required to
withstand the severity of this contact.
Many metallic elements have been introduced in the DLC (Diamond-Like Carbon)
matrix to modify their tribological properties. In particular, elements which are not able
to form carbide phases like Al enable to benefit from doping without altering the matrix
properties. For Al-DLC, a decrease in friction can be achieved in dry conditions with a
friction coefficient of 0.02 for a DLC containing less than 17.6 at. % Al, while pure DLC
exhibits a friction coefficient of 0.11. But a more severe wear for Al-DLC than pure
a-C:H is also observed [1]. The objective of this work is thus to obtain a-C:H:Al with
lower friction than standard a-C:H keeping a high level of wear resistance.
Al-DLC films are produced by a hybrid PECVD - magnetron sputtering process using
different power on the Al target to explore various Al/C ratios. X-ray photoelectron
spectroscopy is performed to determine the chemical composition of the films and the
structure is observed by Raman spectroscopy. Then hardness and Young’s modulus
are measured by nanoindentation. To conclude, tribological tests are performed with
an alternative ball-on-disc tribometer to measure wear resistance and friction
coefficient in dry and lubricated conditions with various lubricants containing additives
designed to react with Al.
[1] Dai W. et al., 2011, J. Alloys Compd., 509(13), pp.4626–4631
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A recent review [1] on the uses of diamond-like carbon on marketed medical implants
is presented. It covers the interaction of different cells and tissue with DLC and
alloyed DLC to generate desired cell reactions as well as hindering the release of
toxic elements. In vitro results of DLC preventing thrombus formation in vascular
applications are summarized as well as the problems of transferring these results to in
vivo applications.
Since DLC is known for its extremely low wear, articulating joint replacements free of
wear particles are a desired implementation. However, several in vivo studies using
DLC coatings on articulating joints resulted in failure due to partial coating
delamination several years after implantation [2, 3]. It is shown that this delayed
delamination is caused by corrosion-assisted dissolution of the adhesion-promoting
interlayer. The main issue for successful long-term in vivo applications of DLC
coatings on implants is thus to predict the in vivo survival time and especially the
long-term adhesion stability of the coating. The formation of reaction products at the
few atomic layers interface, usually a metal carbide, will be addressed. Furthermore,
any contamination from residual gas or any cross contamination will result in a
different reactively formed interface material with different properties. Delamination
can then occur by a slowly advancing crack in this thin carbidic layer governed by the
laws of stress corrosion cracking (SCC) or by crevice corrosion (CC). It will be shown
that in case of a stable adhesion promoting interlayer, DLC coated articulating spinal
disk implants show no detectable wear of the coating up to 101million articulations on
a simulator corresponding to about 100years of in vivo articulation.
[1] R. Hauert, K. Thorwarth et al. Surf. Coat. Technol., 233 (2013) 119
[2] G. Taeger et al. Mat.-wiss. u. Werkstofftech., 34 (2003) 1094
[3] T.J. Joyce et al. Wear, 263 (2007) 1050–1054
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Composite materials – esp. carbon fiber reinforced plastics (CFRP) and CFRP
stacked with aluminum and titanium - are used in aerospace industry as an important
and emerging material. Milling and drilling processes show new challenges for cutting
tools including fiber delamination and rapid tool wear due to the abrasive behavior of
CFRP. Diamond coated cemented carbides are well suited to enable sufficient tool
performance. In particular multilayer nanocrystalline diamond layers from CemeCon
AG grown by Hot Filament CVD with very smooth surfaces and excellent adhesion
are state of the art for CFRP cutting applications.
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Arc evaporated tetrahedral amorphous carbon (ta-C) has been successfully
introduced as a high wear resistant, low friction tribological coating on valve train
components in recent years. The high temperature resistance together with high
hardness and low friction compared to classical a-C:H coating make it an excellent
coating for several components in modern high-performance engines.
High-temperature stability of different ta-C coatings has been examined by annealing,
results will be presented.
A successful spin-off of the development of the coating in the automotive industry is
the use of it on cutting tools for applications where built-up edge (BUE) is a limiting
factor in the performance. Typical applications are machining of non-ferro metals like
aluminium, but also plastics like polycarbonate and carbon reinforced plastics.
Examples of the performance improvement of a factor three vs. uncoated tools and
tools with typical nitride based coatings will be presented. Analysis results of tools
after machining of aluminium will be shown as well.
Keywords
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Recently, with increasing demands for energy saving by friction reduction and lifetime
extension by wear reduction in mechanical elements, the application of DLC
(Diamond-Like Carbon) is spreading gradually and steadily. In this field, higher-speed
coating method with applicability to 3-dimensional shapes is strongly desired. Thus,
we have proposed a high-speed coating method of DLC with a novel plasma CVD
employing high-density plasma (ne~1011−1013 cm−3), which is sustained by microwave
propagation along plasma-sheath interface on metal surface. In our previous work, a
considerably high deposition rate of 156 μm/h and hardness of 20.8 GPa was
obtained. However, much higher deposition rate is necessary to obtain a sufficient
thickness (2~3 µm) without softening of the substrate by heat. Therefore, in this work,
we further discovered the local enhancement of deposition rate by gas blowing in the
same DLC coating method.
DLC were deposited to alloy steel substrate (SKH51) that is 13 mm square. For gas
blowing, the glass nozzle of inner diameter 1 mm was installed at a distance of about
1 mm from the substrate. In the coating process, the flow rates of gases, Ar, methane,
and tetramethylsilane (TMS) were controlled to be 40, 200 and 20 sccm, respectively.
The deposition rate and hardness of DLC were 153 μm/h and 17.5 GPa, respectively,
without gas blowing, while they were 1065 μm/h and 16.3 GPa beneath the nozzle
outlet with gas blowing. XPS analysis showed that Si/C ratio of the DLC beneath the
nozzle outlet with gas blowing is 1.02, being much higher than that (0.09) of the DLC
without gas blowing. This result indicated that the contribution of TMS to deposition
was increased to cause the increase of the deposition rate accompanied by the
increase of Si content in the film. One of the possible reasons for this phenomena is
that TMS gas is depleted near substrates without gas blowing in our
microwave-assisted high-speed DLC coatings and the gas blowing suppresses it.
Keywords
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Carbon based films have been recognized as advanced coating materials for many
applications requiring multi-functional properties. Carbon nucleation and growth of film
is closely associated and controlled by bombardment of energetic species on the
substrate surface. Then nuclei size, nucleation sites and related film grain size control
the film microstructure, which can affect film properties including surface morphology,
physical and electrical properties. Therefore, the energy control of particles and
modulation during plasma processing is crucial for synthesis of the film. The major
aim of this study is to investigate the relationship between the microstructure and
physical properties of porous carbon (p-C) films as a function of the working pressure.
In this work, Porous carbon films are synthesized using Ar plasmas in an unbalanced
magnetron sputtering system (UBM). The structure, surface roughness, and porous of
the films are found to be strongly dependent on the working pressure, and energies of
the deposited particles. By controlling the process parameters, the film structure can
be selected to be amorphous or porous carbon. It is seen that there is a transition
from a amorphous to porous carbon film structure at 120 mTorr working pressure with
substrate temperature about 220 °C. At the same time the ion flux is decreased from
1.3 ~ 0.12 mA/cm2. Measurements shows that the resistivity of carbon films ranges
from 0.05 to 1000 Ωcm, depending on film structure and plasma parameters.
Keywords
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Amorphous carbon coatings are largely used for automotive component. Depending
on the component, the coating can be used for example to reduce seizure, or for
friction reduction. The mechanical components in an automotive engine can operate
under different lubrication regimes from boundary to hydrodynamic, depending on the
conception and on the solicitation parameters. To attempt to understand friction
reduction by applying a DLC coating, friction tests were done using a cylinder on flat
linear alternative configuration, with parameters allowing observing the transition
between different lubrication regimes.In the previous studies, the protocol test was
carried out at high and low temperature in order to benefit of the variation of the oil
viscosity to explore different lubrication regime to overcome the limitation in sliding
speed of the system. Modification of the tribometer has allowed to increase the
maximum speed from 160 mm/s to nearly 500 mm/s so that it becomes possible to
observe the regime transition from boundary to mixed at high temperature which is
more representative of the solicitations in an engine. Four combinations of DLC
coated and uncoated steel surfaces were tested. For all these tests, the tribological
contact is partly immersed in commercial SAE 5W30 additivated oil. A first test phase
is carried out at 110°C and 300 rpm4 for 18000 cycles, allowing boundary regime to
make the running in. After running in, short tests were done to record the friction
coefficient at higher speed, up to 1500 rpm, allowing maximum speed of 500
mm/s.The general trend indicates that the roughness of mirror polished steel
increases. For DLC coated surfaces the roughness decreases on the side of the
cylinder and was unchanged on the flat samples. The main role of DLC coatings
seems to allow the surfaces to be even more polished, after use, contrary to metallic
surfaces. This seems to be the major parameter, explaining the friction reduction by
DLC. After tribology tests, examinations also have indicatedthat the wettability on the
DLC coatings was modified in the friction area.
Keywords
DLC
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Carbon-based micro-crystals and micro-balls deposition using filamentary
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Thin plasma filaments are produced by propagation of ionization waves from a spiked
driven electrode in a quartz tube of a micro jet in a point-plane configuration, in Ar/CH4
(2400sccm/2sccm) at atmospheric pressure. Position of touch points of filaments on a
substrate surface is controlled by applying various substrate configuration (flat surface
and inner surface of cavity) and geometry of a grounded electrode, that is placed
under the dielectric substrate. As a result of this, gas conditions at the touch point of
plasma filament are varied from Ar to air. Amorphous hydrocarbon (a-C:H) film is
deposited in the area similar to cross-section of the tube on the substrate, due to the
flux of radicals produced in the filamentary discharge. Moreover, some carbon-based
materials are formed at the touch points on the substrate surface during the filament
touch time (about 1 µs). By applying a disc grounded electrode, touch points of
plasma filaments on the flat substrate are placed inside of the tube cross-sectional
area, and are saved from ambient air by Ar flow. Under these conditions, carbon
based micro-balls are produced and incorporated in the a-C:H film. By applying a ring
grounded electrode, mostly all filaments' touch points are placed on the surface of flat
substrate outside of the tube cross-sectional area, and the deposited a-C:H film is
almost homogeneous. By deposition in the closed cavity, under conditions with air
admixture, micro-crystals of different geometry are formed with no a-C:H film
deposition. Dimension of µ-balls and µ-crystals is about 1 µm (0.5 - 2 µm) and
corresponds to about 1010 - 1012 carbon atoms. By variation of deposition time, only
number of µ-balls and µ-crystals are changed, while their dimension-distribution
remains constant.
Deposition of µ-balls and µ-crystals cannot be explained by diffusion of neutral
species or by drift of ions because of extreme high growth rate (about 109 nm/s).
Possibly 1). carbon based material is polymerized in the plasma channel and
transported to the substrate surface, or 2). Plasma soliton is formed as the ionization
wave is propagated, and transported its constituent trapped carbon ions to the surface
of the substrate. Mechanism of this transport and characterization of µ-materials,
which are formed under different gas conditions in our experiment, will be studied in
the future.
Keywords
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Plasmas in High-Density-Media : Supercritical Fluid Plasmas and Cryoplasmas
Kazuo Terashima, Sven Stauss, Keiichiro Urabe, Hitoshi Muneoka
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In these days, much attention has been paid to plasmas generated in
high-density-media, such as atmospheric plasmas and plasmas in liquid,in the field of
materials processing. Most of them have been achieved with uses of microplasma
technology and/or nanosecond pulsed discharge plasma technology.
In this Keynote lecture, as examples of such advanced plasmas, we will give you two
topics, namely supercritical fluid plasmas and cryoplasmas. The current states of our
researches, including generations, charecterizations, and their applicatioins to
materials and device fabrication, will be reviewed.
Especially, we will focus on carbon nanomaterials synthesis by supercritical fluid
plasmas andeffect of cryogenic temperature on plasma chemistry in cryoplasmas.
Keywords
microspace plasmas
nanospace plasmas
cryoplasmas
supercritical fluid plasmas
carbon nanomaterials
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The first report of a hollow cathode was by F. Paschen, 1916. That study showed that
the system was capable of producing a high electron flux and relatively low ion and
neutral temperatures. The term "hollow cathode" has been used in reference to a
cathode with a cavity-like geometry, such that the plasma is partially bound by the
walls which are at the cathode potential. Just as the magnetic trapping of the
electrons in a magnetron results in an increase in the plasma density, in the hollow
cathode the geometry produces the high density plasma. At least 3 types of discharge
can be established in a hollow cathode, at low power and/or a low gas pressures the
plasma is a “conventional” discharge characterized by low currents and high voltages
(we call this a Discharge in a Hollow Cathode or D-HC). For an appropriate
combination of gas pressure and applied power and a given hollow cathode diameter,
the negative glow of the plasma can almost completely occupy the interior volume of
the cathode. Under this condition the plasma current can be 100 to 1000 times the
values for the “simple” D-HC discharge and the plasma density is correspondingly
large (we will call this a Hollow Cathode Discharge or HCD). If the cathode is not
cooled the discharge can transform into a dispersed arc as the electrode temperature
increases and Thermal-Field electron emission becomes an important additional
source of electrons (we will call this a Hollow Cathode Arc or HCA). The accepted
explanation for the HCD phenomenon involves the existence of high energy
“pendulum” electrons which are reflected from the sheaths on either side of the inside
of the cathode; the long trajectory of these electron is considered to produce a large
number of secondary electrons, with this producing the high plasma density and
plasma current. We will discuss some of the problems associated with the
well-accepted model and we propose a new explanation which has some important
implications.
Keywords
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High Efficient ECR Plasma Source for Minimal Semiconductor Fabrication
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The innovative project of Minimal Fabrication (Minimal Fab) for semiconductor on
0.5inch wafer is rapidly growing up with leadership of AIST, Japan. High speed
process with 1min/process and small scale facility with 30cmx40cmx144cm hight are
required. Of course, high speed, damage-less and uniform process for small wafer
should be established for each deposition, etching and ion doping systems. High
density miniature plasma source should be developed for each processes and
considered how to overcome the thermal damege and/or temporally varying reactor
wall. I expect that many plasma and process researchers participate in the project for
Renaissance of semiconductor fabrication.
Plasma generation in narrow closed space has been succeeded for the pressure of
0.01Torr and gap length of 500mm in Xenon gas for the 2nd harmonic Electron
Cyclotron Resonance (ECR). Resonant confinement of electrons at the 2nd harmonic
ECR leads to interesting microplasma characters: the higher electron density, the
lower plasma potential, the lower electron temperature and the effective power
absorption compared with the well-known ECR condition. For the condition of
sub-ECR (wce/w~0.8-0.9), both effects of resonant confinement and acceleration of
electrons are expected in medium size reactor. In the present experiments using
minimal size rector, the minimum ignition power, the reflected microwave power, and
the optical emission from plasma have been investigated for various magnetic flux
density and the magnetic configulations. From these experimental results, The
effective propertied for the ECR-related conditions were found to be high efficient and
high density for medium size plasma generation for Minimal Process reactors.
Keywords
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Low-pressure pulsed discharge forms in different magnetron configurations
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The contribution reports the recent advances in investigation of the quasi-stationary
discharges in magnetic field: the high-current impulse diffuse discharge (HCIDD) [1]
as well as the high-current impulse magnetron discharge (HCIMD). The low-pressure
(0.1–1 Pa) HCIDD is characterized by 1–20 ms duration, current density j ~ 1 A/cm2,
current I = 10–30 A, voltage U = 80–100 V, electron temperature Te ~ 8 eV, plasma
density n ~ 1017–1018 m−3. The main features of HCIDD (in the pressure range
0.1–500 Pa) are that the mentioned plasma parameters (Te and n) are uniform in the
glow region, while the plasma itself is free of metal species (so-called nonsputtering
magnetron regime [1]).
The low-pressure pulsed magnetron-type discharge regimes were investigated using
the synchronized fast gated camera (BIFO K011) and fiber optic spectrometers
(Avantes AvaSpec). The aluminum cathode was used. A mixture of Ar (0.5 Pa) and
CO2 (0.5 Pa) acted as the working gas. The experiments were carried out in two
discharge chamber configurations: the conventional planar magnetron device and the
apparatus with profiled electrodes, where the specially shaped cathode is immersed
into the cusped magnetic field [1]. The experimental results demonstrate strong
influence of the magnetic field magnitude and geometry on the discharge regime. The
stable cathodic spot arc, running arc with a diffuse region, high-current impulse diffuse
discharge (HCIDD) and high-current impulse magnetron discharge (HCIMD) were
observed. Their optical emission spectra were analyzed together with the fast camera
images and voltage and current traces. The successive stages of the formation of
each discharge regime are presented. The arcs and HCIMD are characterized by the
spectral lines corresponding to metal (Al) species, while the erosion-free HCIDD
spectra contain gas species only.
1. Khodachenko G. V. et al. // Plasma Phys. Rep. 38 (2012) 71
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Nitriding of austenitic stainless steel or CoCr alloys results in the formation of
expanded austenite, which is a widely investigated subject with several competing
theories about the nitrogen transport. Here, in situ XRD measurements obtained from
low energy broad beam nitrogen ion implantation into polycrystalline samples of CoCr
alloy Haynes 25 at different temperatures are shown. The current density was fixed at
130 µA/cm2, resulting in incident fluences of up to 2.5 × 1019 nitrogen atoms/cm2 for
typical process times of up to 3 hours. The temperature was adjusted by an
independently operating heating system.
Initially, a fast expansion of the fcc lattice concurrent with a anomalous diffusion is
observed, independently confirmed from the time evolution of the substrate reflections
and those of the expanded phase. The shape of the expanded peaks, while
asymmetric, cannot be described when assuming only the nitrogen depth profiles.
Additional factors, especially stress and stress gradients are present in a time varying
fashion. However, elevated temperatures of 475°C and above lead to a very fast
decomposition of the expanded phase, starting at the surface. While information from
the expanded phase is lost, no new, additional phase is visible at the beginning of this
decay. The gradual, low intensity appearance of CrN, Cr2N and an fcc phase points to
a nanostructured material undergoing subsequent grain growth processes, leading to
completely changing corrosion properties. The results indicate a similar temperature
and time dependence as for the decay of the expanded phase in austenitic stainless
steels.
Keywords
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Tungsten was selected as a plasma facing material for the ITER reactor. It will be
exposed to severe plasma conditions such as particles bombardment. High fluxes of
light ions on tungsten surface generate defects in the crystal. Helium ion flux
interaction with tungsten surface leads to vacancy defects generationand eventually
larger defects like helium/vacancy clusters [1]. Theselead to a deterioration of the
mechanical properties of tungsten and impact the yield and safety of the reactor. The
objective of this study is to observe the first steps of the implantation process at low
ion flux and kinetic energy, i.e. induced defect formation without sputtering.
For this study an ICP-RF plasma source was developed at the GREMI in Orleans,
France. Various plasma diagnostics are used to qualify the implantation conditions,
such as Langmuir Probe, Heat Flux Microsensor and an adapted grid system (RFA
type). Polished and annealed tungsten substrates are exposed to a 3He plasma in a
temperature range from 80 to 875 K. 3He is used in order to carry out Nuclear
Reaction Analyses.
The ion flux accessible with the ICP source varies between 1011 to 1014 at.cm-2.s-1.
Comparing Debye length to the mean free path of the He+ showed that the sheath is
non-collisional in these implantation conditions. The kinetic energy of the ions is thus
determined by the substrate bias voltage and can typically be varied between 50 eV
to 500 eV. Below –100 V substrate bias, it appears that the main part of the global
energy flux is delivered to the surface by He+ ions.
Surface characterizations with NRA technique showed low He retention rates (below
1021 at/m2) similar to the ones presented by P.E. Lhuillier[2]. Positron Annihilation
Spectroscopy and Thermal Desorption Spectroscopy are used to observe the defect
formation in tungsten substrates and the He retention as a function of the implantation
conditions. Molecular Dynamics modeling of the implantation process is carried out for
comparison with these experimental results.
[1] H. Iwakiri et al, J. Nuc. Mater 283±287 (2000) 1134±1138,
[2] P.E. Lhuillier et al, J. Nuc. Mater 433 (2013) 305–313
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Tungsten first wall material has been received intensive attentions as a promising
candidate first wall material in next step fusion reactors such as ITER project, due to
its high melting point and low sputtering yield. The brittle nature of tungsten materials
should be concerned for developing the first wall of fusion reactors, since cracking
failure may occur under impact of transient high heat fluxes during tokamak operation.
In this work, ITER grade tungsten materials are experimentally tested under fusion
level heat fluxes simulated with a high-intensity pulsed ion beam (HIPIB) technology,
and comparatively numerical simulation is performed to reveal thermal and dynamic
processes in the tungsten for understanding the tungsten cracking behavior. A
comprehensive heat transfer model is developed to study evolution of the coupled
temperature and stress fields concerning the effect of temperature and stain rate on
the thermophysical and mechanical properties with incorporating the material dynamic
constitutive equation. The numerical simulation is in good agreement with
experimental observations of cracking behavior on tungsten irradiated by HIPIB at
high power regime. Both compressive and tensile thermal stresses are generated at
ultrafast heating and cooling rates well above 106 K/s, and plastic deformation in the
thermal shock can reach a strain rate of 105 s-1 order as the thermal stress exceeding
the yield strength of tungsten, and as a consequence high residual stresses are
produced sufficient to cause cracking dependent on the irradiation power density.
Keywords
High-intensity pulsed ion beam
High heat flux
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Cracking
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New Circular Ion Sources for Fast Process Development
Victor Bellido-Gonzalez, Dermot Monaghan, Robert Brown, Alexander Azzopardi,
Ioritz Sorzabal-Bellido
Gencoa Ltd, Liverpool, United Kingdom
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Linear Ion Sources have been slowly pushing their way through into vacuum coating
technology arena from over 15 years. Still a large section of the industry could benefit
from the introduction of the technology for plasma treatment before, during or after
coating. The ion treatment would typically aim at improving coating adhesion, create a
denser or a reactively deposited coating (e.g. DLC, plasmapolymerization) or
nanotexturing or nanolayering of coating surface after deposition. As the demands for
an increased uptime for large area equipment is needed there is also an increased
difficulty of accessing such equipment for coating and process development
purposes. Having small R&D coating facility able to replicate industrial environment
would then be very desirable as it could minimise the risks involved in incorporating
new coating developments into the industrial coater under very tight time constrains.
For that purpose the development of suitable small scale components that could
replicate large industrial plasma functions are needed.
The present paper will present the development of one of these tools. A small
diameter circular ion source has been developed. This ion source would give
discharge properties similar to those of larger linear ion sources. Different applications
of the ion source will be demonstrates such as etching, nanotexturing and DLC
deposition on a variety of substrates.
Keywords
ion Source
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ion treatment
nanotexturing
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In pulsed atmospheric Dielectric Barrier Discharge (DBD) with extreme small voltage
rise time the reduced electric field strength E/N is increased and therefore the electric
energy transferred to the electrons becomes higher. Therefore, dissociation-,
excitation- as well as ionization-rates are increased and can improve the effectiveness
of the discharge. This improvement was shown in DBD- VUV radiation sources,
chemical processing and DBD actuators in aerodynamics.
Therefore, the general question arises: how fast must be the ramp-up time to get
specific pulse-related properties in DBD. In the contribution answers to this question
are given from experiments in a DBD. The ramp-up time was changed continuously
from 8kV/50ns to about 6kV/6µs sinusoidal voltage. Voltage, current and light
emission was measured time-resolved. The emitted light was also detected at two
different positions of the discharge to register the spatial development of the DBD in
the parallel plate configuration. The DBD was driven by an H-bridge, which is capable
to generate bipolar voltages with amplitudes up to 8kV and rising times less than
50ns. High-voltage solid-state switches are used for the H-bridge. In air only one light
emission signal could be detected in the aperture angle of the optical system during
the pulse ramp at the highest voltage slope (1.6 1011 V/s) and the signals appear at
both positions (distance 7.5 cm) simultaneously. This could indicate the existence of a
homogenous discharge without filaments (Atmospheric Pressure Glow Discharge,
APGD). The discharge current is in the order of 1.4 A, the duration time of the
discharge is about 25 ns. At the lowest voltage slope (1 109 V/s) several
discharge-filaments are detected during the pulse ramp. The filament-discharge
currents are about 5 mA and the duration time of one filament discharge is about 5 to
10 ns.
In the presentation the intermediate results between the highest and lowest voltage
slope will be discussed in detail and a comparison between pulsed DBD in air and in
argon is given.
Keywords
pulsed DBD, APGD
variable voltage slopes
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According to the high flexibility of magnetron sputter processes due to a large number
of adjustable parameters this technology provides a large spectrum of applications.
Magnetron sputtering allows the deposition of various coatings with particular
properties. Therefore, this method of coating manufacture is applied in several fields,
e.g. optics, semiconductor technology, refinement of materials, erosion protection etc.
For special applications metal oxides, metal nitrides or combined coatings are often
necessary to deposit by reactive plasma processes. By using reactive magnetron
sputtering a combination of high deposition rate and needed magnitude of reactive
gases (O2, N2) for optimized coating properties can be achieved.
During reactive sputtering various processes are taking place at the target including
amongst others the emission of target atoms and ions, reactive gas ions as well as
secondary electrons. Depending on the magnetic field, given by the setting of the
permanent magnets, the emission of electrons can play an important role [1].
In this work the effect of electron bombardment of the substrate is investigated by
determining the energy influx using a calorimetric probe [2]. The investigations are
focused on the sputtering of Mg and Al having a lower secondary electron emission
yield compared to their oxides, respectively [3]. In comparison to e.g. Cu the energy
influx varies significantly while changing the oxygen flow. The impact of target
poisoning on substrate heating using Al, Mg and Cu as target material will be shown
and discussed in detail. Moreover, the results concerning the effect of ions on the
energy flux for different bias voltages and operating modes will be presented.
[1] H. Kersten et al., NJP 5 (2003), 93.1 – 93.15
[2] M. Stahl et al., Rev. Sci. Instrum. 81 (2010), 013503
[3] D. Depla et al., J. Phys. D: Appl. Phys. 41 (2008), 202003 (4pp)
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The SPR gas sensors with sensitivity 0.5 ppm CO in air and 10 ppm methane in air
were already demonstrated by our group. The properties of the metal oxide
transducer are the key element enabling future improvements in the detection. The
control of the transducers properties is possible by the understanding to plasma
deposition processes. The transducer oxide coating has to be uniform and thick about
5 nm used in prove of principle example earlier. The investigated metal oxide is tin
oxide doped by iron in low concentrations (about 1 at.%). The direct comparison
between RF magnetron sputtering and DC pulsed magnetron sputtering in a reactive
and an inert atmosphere has been done in same plasma deposition system. The
deposition rate in DC pulsed sputtering is about 3 times faster with comparable
power. The deposited coatings were not uniformly thick but optical properties were not
significantly dependent on the thickness.The sputtering process was studied by Hiden
EQP. When SnO2 target was sputtered and mainly Sn+ and SnO+ ions were identified.
The expected SnO2+ ions were not identified. The ratio between SnO+/Sn+ was about
0.5 for DC pulsed plasmas. For RF ratio SnO+/Sn+ was from 1.4 to 0.2. The average
values were measured for 50 kHz DC pulsed plasma. The plasma potentials were
about 5 eV for typical DC pulsed process up to 20 eV for typical RF processes. We
observed strong influence of the substrate RF bias on the iron concentrations in the
films without significant influence to crystallographic structures. The iron concentration
was increased by substrate bias from 1 at.% at floating up to 15 at.% at -120 V of RF
bias for RF magnetron. The optical properties evaluated from spectroscopic
ellipsometry showed changes in n, k influenced by depositions. The uniformity of the
coating was improved by a substrate rotation option.
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Pulsed powering in mixed unipolar and bipolar mode – a new method for
influencing energetic substrate bombardment in magnetron sputtering
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A new method of pulsed powering the magnetron discharge using a pulsed switching
of the anode has been developed. Practically it is a combination of the conventional
unipolar and bipolar pulsed powering, where the time slices of both pulse modes can
be freely adjusted at a time scale smaller than 1 Millisecond, i.e. much shorter than
necessary for the deposition of one monolayer. This allows varying the average
plasma parameters freely between the typical values of unipolar and bipolar pulse
mode.
Experiments have been performed using the Double Ring Magnetron DRM400, pulse
unit UBS-C2 and an additional switching unit for the anode. This setup with two
independent discharge rings and powering channels allows the operation in the mixed
unipolar and bipolar mode. As most relevant parameter we define the pulse mode
ratio, i.e. the ratio between the time slice of bipolar mode with respect to the total time
of one cycle of combined mixed unipolar and bipolar mode. This pulse mode ratio can
be adjusted between 0 and 100%.
Langmuir probe measurements show that plasma density in the substrate vicinity
varies by factor of 4 at constant sputtering power when changing the pulse mode
ratio. This has been used for the optimization of film properties. During deposition of
piezoelectric AlN the film stress could be shifted between tensile and compressive by
changing the pulse mode ratio while maintaining piezoelectric properties. Deposition
of SiO2 films with low scattering losses while maintaining low substrate temperature
could be accomplished by optimization of the pulse mode ratio. Hence this new
parameter gives an additional degree of freedom for optimization of film properties
independent from sputtering power and deposition rate and in addition to classical
deposition parameters such as pressure or temperature.
Keywords
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The influence of reactive and non-reactive sputtering on structure, mechanical
properties, and thermal stability of Zr1-xAlxN thin films is investigated in detail.
Therefore, specially prepared powder metallurgical composite targets (metallic and
ceramic) have been used. Based on different growth conditions between reactive and
non-reactive deposition, the structure, mechanical properties, as well as thermal
stability of Zr1-xAlxN coatings is different. Non-reactive sputtering of a ceramic (ZrN)0.6
(AlN)0.4 target in Ar atmosphere results in the formation of a nr-Zr0.68Al0.32N coating. A
comparable chemical composition, r-Zr0.66Al0.34N, is obtained when using reactive
sputtering of a Zr0.6Al0.4 target in a mixed Ar/N2 atmosphere. However, the lower
deposition rate of 74 nm/min for nr-Zr0.68Al0.32N as compared to 100 nm/min for r-Zr0.66
Al0.34N suggests that the average delivered energy during film-growth is higher,
respectively, as for both depositions comparable substrate currents are obtained. The
combination to the different species provided, leads to the development of a well
defined crystalline cubic Zr1-xAlxN phase in nr-Zr0.68Al0.32N, whereas also w-AlN
domains–presumably (semi-)coherent to the cubic solid solution Zr1-xAlxN phase–are
present in r-Zr0.66Al0.34N. Due to the absence of (semi-)coherent w-AlN domains in
nr-Zr0.68Al0.32N, which could act as nucleation sites, the decomposition process of
c-Zr1-xAlxN is retarded. Only after annealing at 1270 °C, the formation of incoherent
w-AlN can be detected. Hence, their hardness remains very high with ~33 GPa even
after annealing at 1200 °C. The study highlights the importance of controlling the
deposition process to prepare well-defined coatings with high mechanical properties
and thermal stability.
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Can PVD coatings ensure corrosion protection? How to design PVD coatings
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The REACH Directive prohibits the use of Cr(VI)-processes and Ni-coatings from
2017 onwards. Therefore, the development of alternative coatings with comparable
properties is a key demand for industry. The alternative coatings must on the one
hand meet the requirements for hardness and corrosion resistance, and on the other
hand fulfil the current sustainability criteria in terms of resource conservation and
material consumption.
The most promising technology for replacing Cr and Ni coatings in terms of hardness
and wear resistance is the PVD technology. But here the question arises:
Can PVD coatings can ensure sufficient corrosion protection?
Although the Operation depth and the variety of PVD coatings in industrial
applications and processes is enormous, corrosion protection as a characteristic
feature of PVD coatings so far is regarded as inferior.
This lecture gives a brief survey of corrosion mechanisms of PVD coatings and
outlines ways to optimize the coatings with respect to their corrosion protection ability.
Special emphasis will be put on the substrate pre-treatment, the appropriate choice of
the coating material and its interaction with the substrate material as well as the
influence of the coating´s structural properties on the corrosion behavior.
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The commercialisation of PEM fuel cells for automotive applications from 2015
necessitates the cost reduction of coated metallic bipolar plates which are crucial to
fuel cell performance and durability.
Mass production is obviously one significant way to reduce cost, however the exact
bipolar plate assembly process route is not yet clear. At the lower volumes required
for today’s market, typically the bipolar plate assemblies are coated after forming and
welding, however using pre-coated material followed by forming and welding is likely
to be a cheaper option for larger volumes. The technical feasibility of this processing
route however is uncertain, and it is not known to what extent, the post forming
process may damage the coating.
Accordingly, in this work closed field unbalanced magnetron sputter ion plating
(CFUBMSIP) was used to deposita range of PVD coatings of different type, thickness
and plurality on to pre-formed and unformed (to be subsequently formed) 316L
stainless steel foils. The coatings were then analysed using a range of different
ex-situ techniques including SEM to examine resistance to crack propagation and
electrochemical measurements to examine differences in corrosion resistance. These
results were then used to infer the likely effect of these two processing routes on real
fuel cell performance and the implications for mass manufacture.
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Multi-element material systems allow us to develop new thin-film materials with
unique properties based on the control of their elemental and phase composition,
structure and architecture, and consequently physical and functional properties. In
addition, multi-element oxide or non-oxide ceramic coatings can be appropriate
candidates for high-temperature applications due to their excellent oxidation
resistance and thermal stability.
Recently, we have developed oxidation resistant and electrically conductive
Zr-B-Si-C(-N) films and the present study pay attention to high-temperature behaviour
of Hf-B-Si-C-N films in air. The films were deposited on Si(100) substrates by dc
pulsed magnetron co-sputtering of a single B4C-Hf-Si target (with fixed 15% Hf and
20% Si fractions in the target erosion area) in nitrogen-argon gas mixtures. The N
content in the as-deposited films was varied in a wide range by the N2 fraction in the
gas mixtures. The oxidation resistance of the Hf-Si-B-C-N films was investigated in
synthetic air using a symmetrical high-resolution thermogravimetric system. Changes
in the structure, elemental composition and surface morphology of the films subjected
to oxidation tests were analysed by X-ray diffraction, electron microscopy, Rutherford
backscattering spectroscopy and spectroscopic ellipsometry and optical microscopy.
The Hf-B-Si-C-N films, depending on the nitrogen content, can be divided into two
groups. The electrically conductive films prepared at a N2 fraction from 0 to 10% in the
gas mixture exhibit a hardness of about 22 GPa and electrical resistivity ranging from
4 to 1500 μΩ·m. Thermal stability of these properties is high and reaches 950°C in air
when the films are dynamically heated. A further increase of the N2 fraction in the gas
mixture leads to a rapid growth of the electrical resistivity up to non-measureable
values and a slight decrease of the hardness. Such films exhibit, however, the highest
oxidation resistance with negligible mass changes up to 1300°C.
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State of the art industrial applications require increased performance and efficiency,
which is in most cases linked to elevated process or combustion temperatures, even
beyond 1000°C. Materials exposed to these temperatures need protective coatings,
such as thermal barrier coatings (TBC), to withstand the applied mechanical and
thermal load. However, typical TBCs are mostly brittle and obtain inferior mechanical
properties, hence the area of use is limited. Refractory-metal-based thin films exhibit
the most promising properties to overcome these requirements, due to their high
melting points, thermal and mechanical properties, and electronic structure. The
excellent creep resistance of Mo-Si-B bulk materials constitute them as coatings for
Ni-based-superalloys for high temperature applications. Nevertheless Mo1-x-ySixBy
coatings are up to now not fully understood and the knowledge on this system
requires further investigations. Within this study we investigate the mechanical and
thermal properties as well as the oxidation behavior of sputter deposited
Mo1-x-ySixBy thin films in the high temperature regime. Based on the ternary system
and former bulk material studies we focus on compositions containing x and y ≤ 0.50,
and so distinguish between 12 different Mo1-x-ySixBy coatings. We used elemental
Mo, Si and B targets as well as powder metallurgical Mo-Si-B targets to reach all
preferred compositions. All coatings exhibit dense and columnar structures in the as
deposited state. Increasing Si and B contents lead to grain refinement, which is also
confirmed through XRD analysis. Vacuum annealing at 900°C stabilizes the
crystalline structures of three preferred phases Mo3Si, Mo5Si3, and Mo5SiB2. During
oxidation experiments the formation of a stable SiO2 protection layer on top of the
coatings after exposure to 900, 1100, and 1300°C for 1h could be observed.
Keywords
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Non-equilibrium plasma sources and processes with a focus on antibacterial
applications and sterilization
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Non-equilibrium atmospheric pressure plasmas (NTPs) offer an astounding versatility,
unprecedented in the field of plasma technology, relying on a wide range of physical
principles and source architectures for their generation and sustainment. Spanning
from dielectric and resistive barrier discharges to plasma guns, from jet-to-jet coupled
sources to the more energetic meso-plasmas, NTPs are being explored for an ever
increasing number of applications: decontamination and medical therapies, surface
modification of materials, thin film deposition and polymerization, nanofabrication and
liquid-mediated processes, just to name a few. The talk will consider the following
subjects that put together plasma sources and processes for different potential final
applications:
- investigation of the antimicrobial activity of a low power inductively coupled plasma
source at safe levels for eukaryotic cells
- investigation of the effectiveness of a Gatling machine gun-like plasma source for
bacterial inactivation and materials surface treatment
- comparison of the bacterial growth inhibition potential of different dielectric barrier
discharge operating regimes;
- effectiveness in bacterial load and organic compound reduction in water using a
plasma source for continuous treatment, without recirculation or gas injection;
- atmospheric pressure plasma for substrate functionalization and polymerization.
Keywords
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Gentle sanitation of fresh fruits and vegetables is highly demanded since especially
produce that is eaten raw increases the risk of food borne illnesses. Last noticed
outbreaks in Western Europe concerned EHEC (enterohemorrhagic Escherichia coli)
on seeds, Listeria monocytogenes on meat and Norovirus in frozen strawberries.
Especially children, immunocompromised and elderly people can get ill after
consumption of humanpathogen-contaminated food. These populations are also a
large clientele of hospitals. Currently used disinfection or sanitation methods for fresh
fruits and vegetables lack antimicrobial effectiveness, but are high in costs, water
consumption or chemicals. Non-thermal atmospheric pressure plasma offers a
promising opportunity for the preservation of fresh food. The antimicrobial effects of
plasma are well-known and investigated [1]. However, the diversity of plasma types
and sources as well as the complexity of plasma chemistry and a variety of food (size,
surface, and composition), each need is specific and requires individual adaptation.
Depending on the used plasma source, treatment time, microorganism and specimen,
reduction rates greater than 6 log were achieved [2, 3]. The product safety must be
increased without affecting the product quality. Sensory examinations showed only
little influences on texture, appearance and odor. The advantages of plasma and the
generated microbicidal compounds which led to high microbial inactivation on
specimens offer a wide rage of possible uses along the whole value chain. Besides
the scientific work, networking is essential for this kind of interdisciplinary research in
order to include the industrial requirements successfully.
References
[1] J. Ehlbeck, U. Schnabel, M. Polak, J. Winter, Th. von Woedtke, R. Brandenburg,
T. von dem Hagen, K.-D. Weltmann, J. Phys. D: Appl. Phys. 44, 18 pp. (2011).
[2] U. Schnabel, R. Niquet, U. Krohmann, M. Polak, O. Schlüter, K.-D. Weltmann, J.
Ehlbeck, J. Agric. Sci. Appl. 1, 100-106 (2012).
[3] M. Baier, J. Foerster, U. Schnabel, D. Knorr, J. Ehlbeck, W.B. Herppich, O.
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Atmospheric Pressure Plasma Jets (APPJs) have recently attracted particular
attention in the cleaning, grafting and modification of metallic and polymeric surfaces.
The basic advantages relative to the low pressure plasma systems is the simplicity of
the setup and the portability of the sources. In the present work we investigate the
effectiveness of APPJ to modify Polyethylene terephthalate (PET) surfaces into
antibacterial surfaces. The Jet operates at 13.56 MHz and for this study Ar and Ar/O2
mixtures were used for the PET surface treatment. The AAPJ was well characterized
by electrical point of view by means of voltage and current waveform. In addition,
Spatiotemporal Resolved Emission Spectroscopy measurements were performed in
order to investigate the effect of parameters on the jet structure and length. The
temperature of the PET substrates was monitored and controlled in order to avoid
heating from the plasma and thermal deterioration of the surface. The effect of plasma
treatment on surface properties was studied by measuring the variation of the
wettability of the samples (Static and Dynamic contact) as well as the surface
roughness using Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM). Furthermore, the chemical
modification of the PET surfaces was examined by using Infrared Spectroscopy (IR).
Modified substrates were placed in well tissue-culture plates containing the bacterial
suspension and initial adhesion was allowed to occur for 180 minutes at 37o C.
Quantification of bacterial adhesion on the film was conducted by the Colony Forming
Units counting (CFU) method and by SEM. The bacterial strains used in this study
were reference and clinical type culture Staphylococcus epidermidis that are slime
producing. A significant drop of adherent bacteria was observed for the plasma
treated samples relative to the untreated one. The effectiveness of APPJ treatment is
also discussed against the effectivenes of low pressure Ar/O2 plasma treatment
presented in a previous work.
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With the increase of life expectancy, knee and hip joint prosthesis are being widely
used worldwide, with concerns about the quality of life of patients and costs involved
in the treatment of patients requiring placement of orthopedic prostheses.
Staphylococcus epidermidis have emerged as one of the major nosocomial
pathogens associated with microbial infections, one of the major causes of the failure
of medical devices, that can happen at the time of the chirurgical procedure or
subsequently.
In order to minimize this drawback, the introduction of multifunctional coatings in the
biomaterial could be a step to improve their physical, mechanical, tribological and
biological properties and consequently avoid the revision surgeries by microbial
infection.
The main goal of this work was to produce multifunctional Ag-MeCN (with Me- Ti or
Zr) for antimicrobial coatings for hip prostheses. Metallic silver (content up to 11 at. %)
in MeCN matrix, was deposited onto stainless steel 316L, by DC reactive magnetron.
Silver have a historic performance in medicine due his potent antimicrobial activity
and antibacterial effect, with a broad-spectrum of activity in different types of
microorganisms which depends of the Ag+ ion released from metallic silver. Indeed,
silver antimicrobial activity of these coatings was enhanced by an activation
procedure, by immersion of the samples in a 5% (w/v) NaClO solution for 5 minutes.
After several washes, samples were tested using the halo method, using
Staphylococcus epidermidis IE 186 strain. Previously to activation the results showed
no antimicrobial activity, but samples with 11 at.% Ag showed antimicrobial activity,
after activation. As a result, electrochemical tests have been carried out in order to
understand the silver inactivity before activation and to propose a model for the silver
activation mechanism.
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This paper discusses three approaches to produce metal carbon films to address
triboological problems in key industrial applications. The first approach utilises the
effects of dynamic segregation and self-organisation growth mechanisms in Cr-C films
to achieve high wear resistance. High ion irradiation during coating growth of C-based
coatings can produce clusters of almost pure carbon surrounded by hard Me-carbide
phase. The clusters are arranged in a nanoscale multilayer structure with abnormally
large spacing between the individual layers of 25 nm. Cr-C films with carbon clusters
when used as a top coat on TiAlCrYN have shown excellent performance in dry
machining of Ni-based alloys. The second approach utilises the effect of low shear
strength interfaces in nanoscale multilayer structured V-C based films to control
coating wear mechanism. In TiAlCN/VCN coatings carbon segregates laterally during
the coating growth to produce weak phase at the interface between the individual
layers of TiAlCN and VCN. The low shear strength carbon based interfaces prevent
built up edge formation when machining Al and Ti alloys. The third approach utilises
tribochemical reactions to achieve low friction and high wear resistance of Me-C films
in boundary lubrication and elevated temperature. Mo-W- C coatings were deposited
by combined nonreactive HIPIMS and DC-sputtering technique. In pin-on-disc tests at
room temperature lubricated conditions using non-formulated engine oil (Mobil1
10W-60), the coatings showed friction coefficient of µ=0.033, which was lower than
that reported for a number of DLCs. At 200oC and lubricated conditions the friction
coefficient remained low of 0.05 compared to 0.08 measured for state-of- the-art DLC
coating in the same conditions. Raman spectroscopy of the wear debris revealed that
in lubricated conditions the wear product contained MoS2 phase. In boundary
lubrication condition, the friction behaviour of the Mo-W doped C coatings is
influenced by the formation of solid lubricants via tribochemical reactions at the
asperity contacts due to high flash temperatures. Mo-W-C films are potential
candidate to prolong the life time of automotive components.
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Usually it requires some severe effort to obtain tribological parameters like Archard's
wear depth parameter kd. Complex tribological experiments have to be performed and
analyzed. The paper features an approach where such parameters are extracted from
effective interaction potentials in combination more physical-oriented measurements
like Nanoindentation and physical scratch [1]. Thereby the effective potentials are built
up and fed from such tests. By using effective material potentials one can derive
critical loading situations leading to failure (decomposition strength) for any contact
situation. A subsequent connection of these decomposition or failure states with the
corresponding stress or strain distributions allows the development of rather
comprehensive tribological parameter models applicable in wear and fatigue
simulations as demonstrated in this work.
From this a new relatively general wear model has been developed on the basis of
the effective indenter concept by using the extended Hertzian approach for a great
variety of loading situations. The models do not only allow to analyze certain
tribological experiments like the well known pin-on disk test or the more recently
developed nano-fretting tests, but also to forward simulate such tests and even give
hints for better component life-time predictions. The work will show how the procedure
has to be applied in general and a small selection of practical examples will be
presented.
It will also be shown how the method can be used for the tribological surface and
coating optimization.
[1] Norbert Schwarzer: www.siomec.de/pubs/2014/001
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A tailored microstructure of a WSex coating was deposited by non-reactive magnetron
sputtering with argon using a WSe2 target, and a time-dependent d.c.-pulsed bias.
The microstructure is formed by three differenced sub-layers and a variable Se/W
ratio along its growing direction (W rich on bottom and Se rich on top) as determined
by cross-sectional scanning and transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and X-Ray
energy dispersive analysis using a probe of 1 nm size in STEM mode. Previous
studies [1] demonstrated that this designed structure was responsible of good
mechanical properties (H= 5 GPa; E=90 GPa), low friction (0.07) and low wear rates
(3×10-7 mm3 Nm-1) in ambient air. In this work the tribological properties were
measured in a high vacuum tribometer under variable pressures (atmospheric
pressure to 10-8 mbar). The measured friction coefficient values were always below
0.1 independently of the surrounding atmosphere even if environmental pressure is
varied during the test. High resolution transmission electron microscopy analysis
carried out in the tribological contact zone demonstrated an increased orientation of
WSe2 lamellas along the sliding direction, which may be responsible of the low
friction. Micro Raman spectroscopy study of the material transferred to the ball also
supported an increased ordering of the WSex phase.
[1] S. Dominguez-Meister, A. Justo, J.C. Sanchez-Lopez, Mat. Chem. Phys. 142
(2013) 186-194.
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Weight ratio of Ti alloys used in modern aircraft is increased due to good compatibility
with CFRP composites. Ti alloys, as represented by conventional Ti-6Al-4V, are
known to be hard-to-cut materials because of low thermal conductivity and high
chemical reactivity against tool material. Although conventional AlTiN coating is still
widely used for this application, apparently more advanced coating is necessary for
achieve high efficient machining.
Multilayer type of V containing coatings were developed. These coatings were
deposited by cathodic arc ion plating process using V and different types of metal or
alloy targets. These multilayer coatings were deposited on cutting inserts and
subjected to wet turning test of Ti. Different cutting speeds were used for the cutting
test and at the cutting speed of 100m/min, flank wear of AlTiN/VN coating is nearly
1/3 compared to standard AlTiN coating at the cutting length of 1500m. However, at
the cutting speed of 150 m/min, the wear amount of both coating was nearly same.
Further improvement was investigated by using different combination of nitride
coatings including TiCrAlSiYN, TiN and CrN. It was found that at the cutting speed of
150 m/min, TiN/VN and CrN/VN showed better tool life than TiCrAlSiYN/VN. But at
increased cutting speed of 175m/min, TiCrAlSiYN/VN and CrN/VN showed better tool
life. To explain this dependence on the cutting speed, temperature of the cutting edge
at each cutting speed was calculated. At the cutting speed of 150m/min, temperature
is more than 500 degree C where VN starts to be oxidized. When cutting speed is
increased up to 175m/min, expected temperature of the cutting edge is close to 600
degree C which is higher than oxidation temperature of TiN and VN, whereas CrN and
TiCrAlSiYN is stable at this temperature.
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Diamond-like carbon (DLC) coatings offer good friction and wear properties due to
their hardness and chemical inertness. Among these coatings the group of tetrahedral
amorphous carbon coatings (ta-C) show the highest hardness and in most cases
superior friction and wear properties due the high content of diamond-like sp3-bonded
carbon and the lack of hydrogen. Previous works also revealed that ta-C is capable to
reach an ultra-low friction or even super-low friction state with some lubricants. This
effect is facilitated by increasing sp3-content and temperature. Single crystalline
diamond, incorporating 100% sp3-bonded carbon atoms might therefore be also a
potential candidate for these low friction states.
In this study we investigated single crystalline and nano-crystalline diamond and
different ta-C coatings with various sp3-contens in an oscillating ball-on-flat test rig in
pure PAO-8 oil. We report on surprising friction and wear data depending on sp3
fraction and temperature. A wear phenomenon occurring only on highly sp3-bonded
ta-C associated with ultra-low friction was observed which did not occur on diamond.
Indications of the chemical nature of the activation and wear process are presented.
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Tribomicroplasma, which is a plasma generated in a small gap between insulators
sliding against each other, has been suspected as one of the main causes of
tribochemical reaction, decomposition of oil in the friction and one of the mechanisms
of generation and loss of friction charging phenomenon. It is also expected to apply
tribomicroplasma to in-situ coatings for contact track. Furthermore, it is strongly
desired to clarify the effect of tribomicroplasma on ultra-low friction phenomena.
However, tribomicroplasma is a very small localized plasma, and thus the effect of
tribomicroplasma on friction, wear, tribochemical reaction, etc., is not perfectly
clarified yet. In this study, we intended to enhance tribomicroplasma by application of
microwaves, and then clarify the effect of tribomicroplasma on friction. As a first step
of our study, how to make microwave power absorbed by tribomicroplasma was
considered by using electromagnetic wave simulation employing COMSOL (ver4.4).
To study the microwave propagation from waveguide to tribomicroplasma region,
tribomicroplasma with an electron density of 1016 m-3 was assumed between sapphire
pin 8 mm in diameter and 2-inch silicon disk coated with CNx (Carbon Nitride) thin
film; note that the dimensions of the pin and disk were taken from a pin-on-disk friction
tester employed practically for tribomicroplasma observation. In the numerical model
employed, we defined the plasma as a material having plasma equivalent dielectric
constant and plasma conductivity. As a waveguide for microwave, stripline is
constructed so that Cu line 1 mm in width and Cu back plate sandwiches the silicon
disk. Because the disk is rotated in an actual system, the Cu line was set 0.1 mm
above the silicon disk not to contact with the disk. Calculations were conducted for
microwave frequencies from 1 to 10 GHz with every 1 GHz. For comparison, the
model with no plasma region was also simulated. As the result, electric field was
increased at plasma region at all frequency calculated, and reaches the maximum at
8 GHz. It was confirmed that the proposed structure using stlipline can input
microwave power to tribomicroplasma.
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Tungsten disulfide, WS2, belongs to a group of transition metal dichalcogenides
(TMDs) with the theoretical possibility of exhibiting superlubricity, i.e. sliding almost
without friction. Extremely low friction levels have indeed been reported for these
materials, and formation of lubricating WS2 tribofilms is often observed for WS2-based
materials under varying conditions. However, the chemistry, structure and mechanical
properties of the coating material as well as the test environment have a profound
effect on the performance. A highly promising material for optimizing the possibilities
of WS2 superlubricity is WS2 combined with nitrogen. Extremely low friction levels
(µ<0.003) have recently been reported for an amorphous W-S-N coating sliding
against steel. In this work, a detailed structural description of amorphous W-S-N is
presented, with the aim of increasing the understanding of the mechanisms behind
the ultra-low friction of this material. A range of W-S-N coatings were deposited by
reactive magnetron sputtering from a WS2 target and N2 gas. The W-S-N coatings
were found to lack long-range ordering. The local atomic structure and chemical
bonds have been experimentally studied by EXAFS and XPS and modelled by ab
initio molecular dynamics, with excellent agreement between the experimental and
theoretical data. It is found that W atoms form bonds to W, S and N atoms, while part
of the N atoms form N2 units trapped in the material. The coatings have been
tribologically tested against steel counter-surfaces under various environmental
conditions. The W-S-N coatings exhibited ultra-low friction, down to µ=0.01, in N2
atmosphere, while oxidizing conditions (dry or humid air) lead to higher friction levels.
The wear marks on the coating and the steel balls were mapped by Raman
spectroscopy, showing the composition of tribofilms and wear debris for different
coating compositions and atmospheres. This study thus investigates ultra-low friction
W-S-N, from the atomic structure of the coating material to the performance and
tribofilm formation during sliding.
Keywords
WS2
reactive magnetron sputtering
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TiSiN coatings have been largely employed in several industrial applications involving
cutting tools, wear protection, machinery components and high temperature parts due
to their excellent oxidation resistance and high hardness. However, the main
drawback of the aforementioned coating system is their high friction coefficient,
typically in the range of 0.6 - 1.3 at room and high temperatures. Over the last years,
a lot of efforts has been carried out to develop self-lubricant coatings, that retains the
good properties of the common Ti(X)N (X= Cr, Al, Si, etc) ternary films and offers
lubricity through the formation of low-friction oxides. This is the case of the so called
Magnéli oxides formed by the oxidation of V. Over the whole ternary systems the
effect of V doping was only extensively studied for ternary CrAlN and TiAlN coatings
in single layer or multilayered configurations. Thus, the aim of this investigation was to
study the effect of V content on the oxidation and tribological properties of TiSi(V)N
coatings deposited by DC reactive magnetron sputtering. Comparison of the results
with those achieved for TiN, TiVN and TiSiN coatings prepared as references is also
provided. The oxidation resistance of films was characterized by thermo gravimetric
analysis and the tribological properties evaluated in pin-on-disc wear equipment,
using as counterparts Al2O3 and HSS balls. After tests both oxidized surfaces and
wear tracks were characterized with scanning electron microscopy (SEM-EDS) and
Raman spectroscopy. V additions increased the oxidation rate and decreased the
friction coefficient and volume loss of coatings. SEM and Raman analysis showed that
V2O5 phase is the responsible for this tribological performance. TiSiN displayed the
lowest wear resistance among all the tested coatings. In V rich films, when Al2O3 balls
were used in tests, the wear was driven by polishing wear, whilst when tested against
HSS balls adhesion wear took place.
Keywords
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New economical and ecological tendencies in the industrial area yield to increase
machining speeds together with a drastic restriction of lubricant-cooling fluids. As a
consequence, the surface of coated tools has to withstand extreme conditions,
especially in terms of temperature, which can locally reach 1000°C, and severe
deformation. Simple transition metals nitrides cannot sustain such extreme conditions.
Therefore, a new generation of coating enriched in aluminium, as it is the case for
AlTiN and AlCrN, and reactive elements, such as yttrium to form CrAlYN or AlTiYN,
has been developed.The aim of this paper is to characterize the high temperature
oxidation behaviour of AlCr(Y)N coatings deposited on a tool steel, and to determine
the effect of a further deformation of the surface.Influence of the microstructure and of
yttrium incorporation is studied through a metallurgical, oxidation resistance and
mechanical approach. 3 µm-thick films were synthesized by arc-evaporation of
Al60Cr40 and Al59.1Cr30.4Y1.5 targets into a PVD random arc reactor, using a constant
evaporation intensity of 80 A. Deposition was conducted for a bias voltage applied in
the range of -30/-60 V at a deposition pressure of 3 Pa. Surface defects are observed
using SEM, TEM and quantitatively determined by electrochemistry. Evolution of
phases and microstructure with temperature is deduced from in situ XRD
measurements. Quantitative oxidation experiments are performed using a
thermobalance in dry air. Of prime interest is also the cracking behavior, investigated
at a deep-scale through a micro-tensile test machine able to be implemented into the
SEM chamber. The dynamic of the surface is got through the DIC (Digital Image
Correlation) post-treatment.Both oxidation and deformation behaviors are then
discussed in light of the films' chemistry on the one hand (Al and/or Y's effect), and of
their microstructure on the other hand.
Keywords
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Energy Dissipation in Noble Gas Atmospheric Pressure Glow Discharges
(APGD)
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We present precision measurements of the energy, Eg, dissipated per period of the
applied ac voltage at kHz frequencies (4 ≤ f≤ 32 kHz) by atmospheric-pressure glow
discharges (APGD) in flows of helium and neon. Such data are important for
determining the efficiency of excimer light sources, for example. We report the
methodology and specific steps taken to achieve the desired degrees of precision and
reproducibility, and compare our results with data published in the literature.
Keywords
Glow discharge
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Afterglows of N2 flowing microwave discharges are studied at medium gas pressures
(1-20 Torr) for sterilization of medical instruments by N-atoms .It has been previously
observed [1] that the introduction of a small H2 quantity, less than 1% into N2 and
Ar-N2 microwave discharge produced a marked increase of N and H atom densities.
As a consequence, a thick nitride layer without oxide was obtained on an iron surface
[1]. The disappearance of oxides on the iron surface was interpreted as a reduction
effect by the H-atoms.The present study is to extend this previous work in the field of
sterilization. Density of N and O atoms and of N2(A) metastable molecules are
determined after NO titration in N2-H2 , Ar-N2-H2 and Ar-N2-O2 early afterglows of
flowing microwave discharges at 1 slm, 8 Torr and 150 W. The absolute density of N ,
O-atoms and N2(A) metastable molecules are obtained by comparing the NOβ (320
nm), N2 (580 nm) and N2 (316 nm) band intensities and by writing the appropriated
kinetic equations as recently reported [2].It is obtained the following results:1-The
N-atom density is in the range of 1015cm-3 in N2-H2 , Ar-N2 and Ar-N2-H2.The N- atom
density is lower by a factor 4 in Ar-N2-O2 gas mixtures.2-The O-atom density coming
from O2 impurity in the N2-xH2 discharges decreases with x from 7 1013 cm-3 for x=0 to
3 1013 cm-3 for x= 2.5%. Such a decrease is more important in Ar-N2-H2 than in N2-H2
.3-A strong O2 dissociation is measured in the Ar-x(N2-5%O2) gas mixtures ,
decreasing from a full dissociation O/2O2 when x<20% to an half dissociation when
x=50%. It can thus be estimated that the O2 impurity in N2-H2 , Ar-N2 and Ar-N2-H2 gas
mixtures is fully dissociated 4-The N2(A) metastable density is between 1011-1012 cm-3
in the studied gas mixtures.It is found two main interests of N2-H2 dilution into Ar. The
first one is to decrease the density of O-atom impurities. The second one is to
increase the N/N2 dissociation from 1% in the Ar-50%N2-2.5%H2 to about 20% in the
Ar-2%N2-0.1%H2.References 1- H.Malvos , H.Michel and A.Ricard , J.PhysD
Appl.Phys.27(1994)1328 ; 2-A Ricard, SG Oh and V Guerra, Plasma Sources Sci
Technol 22 (2013) 035009
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Novel non-thermal plasma sources like atmospheric pressure plasma enhanced
chemical vapor deposition(AP-PECVD) technology have received increased attention.
AP-PECVD can circumvent limitations of conventional low pressure methods such as
high costs, large footprint of vacuum equipment and the necessity to use batch
processing or complex transfer chambers. Generation of plasma suitable for high
quality thin film deposition on a polymeric web becomes a challenging task at
elevated gas pressure. Recently we have shown that APGD type of plasma can
produce high quality silica films in ambient air as a process gas1. The dynamics of the
discharge in plane parallel electrode geometry was studied in2. As the cylindrical
electrode geometry is more beneficial for in-line roll-to-roll processing, the electric field
and gas flow pattern between cylindrical electrodes will be non-uniform which would
affect discharge properties.In the present contribution we studied the formation and
time evolution of the high current dielectric barrier discharge in a roll-to-roll
AP-PECVD reactor with parallel bi-axial cylindrical electrode geometry. The discharge
was sustained in a mixture of nitrogen, oxygen and TEOS as a precursor for silica-like
film deposition. The behavior of the transient plasma in curvilinear geometry was
visualized by means of fast imaging from two orthogonal directions. The formation
and propagation of lateral ionization waves with the transverse light emission
structure similar to the low pressure glow discharge was observed at time scalebelow
1 µs. The instantaneous current density determined from the fast imaging data and
voltage-current waveforms was ~ 1A/cm2. Despite plasma spatial non-uniformity at
nanosecond time scale the deposition process on the web-rolled polymer results in
smooth and dense silica-like layers.
1. S.A. Starostin et al., Appl. Phys. Lett. 96, 061502 (2010)
2. S.A. Starostin et al., Plasma Sources Sci. Technol. 18045021 (2009)
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The development of new generations of low-pressure, high density plasma sources
has provided better performances in the field of plasma assisted surface treatment as
thermochemical nitriding. An innovative plasma source based on Cold Magnetic
Hollow Cathodes discharges sustained by a RF power supply (CMHC) [1] was
developed by IREIS. The purpose of this communication is to present some
properties of the plasma produced by this new type of source.
One of the key parameter for the development of an industrial plasma source for
thermochemical surface treatments is to obtain homogeneous plasma at the samples
position. However as will be shown, the consequence of combining hollow cathodes
and magnetic field is to provide strong non uniformity of the plasma. Therefore it is of
prime importance to study the spatial evolution of the discharge parameters.
Furthermore, the suitable operation of CMHC array is restricted to certain conditions
(esp. pressure and rf-power).
Hence, the operating limits of CMHC in pure argon, nitrogen and hydrogen gases will
be identify from a process parameters study which will be presented first.
Investigation of the plasma uniformity has been performed by means of optical
emission spectroscopy and Langmuir electrostatic probe plasma diagnostics. Electron
temperature (Te) and density (ne) were evaluated in pure argon plasma according to
pressure and RF power. Within the investigated parameter ranges, ne is about 1010
cm-3 and Te is close to 3eV. Moving the Langmuir probe laterally in front of the CMHC
and adjusting the distance between the probe tip and CMHC allowed us to get a 3D
mapping of these parameters. A very interesting feature of CMHC will be discussed,
which is the strong non-Maxwellian behaviour of the electron energy distribution
function due to the creation of hot electron beams (Te of≈ 15 eV) perpendicularly to
the cathodes.
[1] P. Maurin-Perrier, H. Chavanne, L. Poigt, US Patent App. 12/526,904, 2008
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The nitriding of Al alloys is, contrary to steels, characterized by an outer nitriding
mechanism. Therefore, the knowledge of the processes subsiding at the aluminum
surface during plasma nitriding is essential. The analysis of the plasma discharge give
direct information of the relations at the interface between material and process gas.
To date, the nitriding process control, with respect to the influence of the plasma duty
cycle, and the plasma properties are not yet enough investigated in detail. In this work
plasma nitriding of Al alloys was investigated with the help of optical emission
spectroscopy (OES). The plasma nitriding was carried out using different Al alloys and
process gas compositions (N2, N2+Ar, N2+H2) to investigate their influence on the
resulting plasma discharge. All nitriding treatments were performed at a process
temperature of 743±10K. The optical emission of the generated plasma was analyzed
by an Acton500 spectrograph with a focal length of 0.5m using a grating with
600groovesmm-1 and an ICCD detector unit (Andor iStar, DH734-18F-03). The range
of the spectra was λ=300–900nm recorded in steps of 25nm at an integration time of
100ms and 10accumulations. Using OES the development of the line intensities of
different gas species, e.g. atomic hydrogen, atomic argon, molecular nitrogen,
nitrogen ion, were analyzed. The temperature of the plasma discharge was
determined by means of the (0-0)-band of the first negative system of the N2+-ion. It
was established that the addition of Ar into the process gas leads to an increased gas
temperature of nitrogen for all treated Al alloys. In case of the AlMg alloy the line
intensity of the N2+-ion increased up to 4 times for all process gas compositions in
contrast to other Al alloys. The OES-monitoring of an entire nitriding treatment gives
information of the temporal progress of the nitride forming processes and offers the
possibility of additional process control. The relations between plasma discharge
characteristics with respect to the intensities of the selected spectral lines, the
nitriding treatment conditions and the structure of plasma nitrided layers on Al alloys
were examined and will be discussed.
Keywords
Plasma nitriding, OES, N2+-ion line intensity, Al alloys, aluminum nitride
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Sputter processes have reached a high state of development with respect to accuracy
and quality, and therefore, the process enters new applications in high end optics
manufacturing. Nevertheless, new photonic technologies impose ever increasing
demands on optical components , which cannot be fulfilled by the established
processes including even advanced ion beam sputtering (IBS). In this context, the
LZH installed a novel phase separating processes. In detail, a state of the art IBS
technology was combined with an electro-magnetic plasma guiding filter system,
which allows to guide selective species of the sputtered material. The separator is
mounted between the target and the substrates, and the magnetic field interacts with
the plasma, whereas the electrons are kept in the Larmor radius with respect to the
dimension of the separator tube. The guiding magnetic field is in the range of few tens
of mT, and consequently, the system can be realized with relatively small technical
effort.
However, the coating process using plasma guiding turned out to be very complex,
and the current investigation were focused on the optimization of the plasma guiding.
First of all, the guiding efficiency was optimized for different coating materials, like
Titania and Alumina. Dependent on the material, a gain in deposition rate of 100% to
200% could be observed. As a rule of thumb, only charged matter is involved in the
guiding process, and consequently, the degree of ionization is orders of magnitudes
higher in the separator than the fraction of ionized species sputtered from the target.
The second part of the investigation was addressed to the plasma properties. In these
experiments Retarding Field Analyzer measurements were correlated with the
distribution and the properties of the grown thin films. These analyses create a basis
for a detailed understanding of the underlying thin film growth process and may lead
to a tailored adjustment of the process parameters.
Keywords
Plasma guiding
Guiding of coating material
IBS
Phase separation
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We demonstrate the oopd1 (object oriented plasma device for one dimension)
particle-in-cell/Monte Carlo simulation tool for the capacitively coupled chlorine
discharge with a comprehensive reaction set [1]. We explore a typical capacitively
coupled chlorine discharge operated at both single frequency [1] and dual frequency
[2] using oopd1 and obtain key plasma parameters, including particle density,
effective electron temperature, electron energy probability function and ion energy
and angular distributions for both Cl+ and Cl2+ ions. The dependence of the plasma
parameters on the discharge pressure, driving frequency, driving current density and
secondary electron emission, is systematically investigated. As the pressure
increases from 5 mTorr to 100 mTorr, the heating mechanism evolves from both
stochasticand ohmic heating to predominantly ohmic heating and the electron heating
outweighs the ion heating at high pressure. Also, the density profile for Cl2+ and Cl−
ions becomes flat in the bulk region and the electronegativity increases with
increasing pressure. The creation of Cl+ ions in the sheath region is mainly due to
conversion from Cl2+ ions to Cl+ ions through non-resonant charge exchange, while in
the bulk region the creation of Cl+ ions is mainly ascribed to electron impact ionization
processes. As the low-frequency current density is increased the flux of Cl2+ ions to
the surface increases only slightly while the average energy of Cl2+ ions to the surface
increases almost linearly with increasing low-frequency current, which shows possible
independent control of the flux and energy of Cl2+ ions by varying the low-frequency
current in a dual-frequency capacitively coupled chlorine discharge.
[1] Shuo Huang and J. T. Gudmundsson, Plasma Sources Science and Technology
22(5) (2013) 055020
[2] Shuo Huang and J. T. Gudmundsson, Plasma Sources Science and Technology
(submitted 2013)
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To address the chemistry evolution and the surface interaction taking place in the
ionization region of a HiPIMS discharge, a Maxwellian equilibrium (or fluid) and a
kinetic volume averaged model for the electrons are developed. Both models self
consistently describe the evolution of the densities of heavy particles, together with
the energy and density of the electrons. The time varying Voltage-Current (V-I)
characteristics are an input to both models and they represent the power coupled to
the discharge. A multiplicative free parameter describes the efficiency of the power
coupling and is iteratively estimated to guarantee that the power obtained from the
model equates to the power imposed from the V-I characteristics. Two reference
discharges are analyzed: a low (Ipeak ≈ 1 A) and a high discharge current (Ipeak ≈
100 A). In the low current case, both the fluid and the kinetic model are able to
reproduce the V-I characteristics, even though they yield different results: the EEDF
calculated by the latter is highly non Maxwellian, therefore invalidating a fundamental
hypothesis on which the fluid model relies. As for the high current simulation, the
kinetic code is not able to reproduce the imposed V-I characteristic: the Ar gas suffers
a strong depletion, which results in reduced production of Ar ions, and finally in an
insufficient secondary electron production. To prove this point, the source rate of Ar
gas is artificially enhanced, and as a result, the experimental V-I characteristics can
be matched. Indeed, experimental observations of the high power regime show that
the discharge reorganizes itself in brighter ionization regions that rotate in the ExB
direction, referred to as spokes [see e.g. de los Arcos et al., J Phys D 46, 335201
(2013)]. It is speculated that the organization in spokes that move to regions of higher
gas density supplies the additional gas influx, that was artificially enhanced in the
kinetic model. In another publication, it is shown that a simple phenomenological
model, relying on the balance of ionization, electron loss and neutral refilling, is able
to reproduce the species density trends in steady state, in a frame co-moving with the
spoke [Gallian et al., Plasma Sources Sci. Technol., 055012, (2013)].
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In the 21st century, the operating temperatures of the titanium alloys are required to
be raised to adapt to the development of high performance aero-engine. The key
problem in the practical using of titanium alloy is its poor wear resistance at
high-temperature above 500°C. At present, high-temperature surface oxidation
resistance of titanium alloy has been a hot area of research. The double glow plasma
surface metallurgy technique, which offers some unique properties, provides a new
technical method to improve the antioxidant performance of titanium alloy.The paper
studied the best preparation conditions of the Ti-CrNi coating on the surface of TC4
alloy by the technology. The surface morphologies, microstructures and phases of
both coatings before and after oxidation were investigated using SEM, EDS and XRD.
The results show that: the thickness of coating was about 25~35 μm, which had a
good bond with TC4 alloy. And there was no holes detected in the coating. With the
increasing of Ni, the surface hardness of coating gradually decreased. However, the
hardness of mutual diffusion layer and sputtering-affected zone did not changed with
the amount of Ni.The paper studied the high-temperature oxidation mechanism of the
Ti-CrNi coating. When the Ti-CrNi coating was oxidized, Ni distributed in the oxide film
in two ways. The one was NiO oxide mixed with Cr2O3 film, the other was the
formation of an independent continuous NiO film. The distribution form of NiO was not
only related to the content of Ni in the coatings, but also to the influence of the
oxidation temperature. The Ni addition of a certain amount was able to enhance the
isothermal oxidation resistance performance of coatings. However, an excessively
high Ni content was to reduce the isothermal oxidation resistance of coatings.
Keywords
titanium alloy
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In the present work we report a new simple method for the deposition of biomolecule
containing composite coatings by means of Atmospheric-Pressure Dielectric Barrier
Discharge (AP-DBD). A biomolecule aqueous solution can be easily injected in a
atmospheric pressure plasma reactor and a monomer such as ethylene added to form
a organic matrix in which the macromolecule is dispersed. Biomolecules such as
Lysozyme (Lyz), an antibacterial protein, and RGD peptide, a typical cell growth
enhancer, have been tested. The use of mild plasma condition allows to not affect the
biomolecule structure hence the composite materials can have a correct bioactivity. A
deposition rate as high as 60 nm/min can be achieved.
X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy and FT-Infrared analysis confirm the structure
retention of the biomolecule, and scanning electron microscopy indicate a fairly
morphological homogeneous coating.
This plasma-polymerization technique could be a powerful and versatile tool
expecially in delivering systems.
Keywords
atmospheric pressure plasma
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Plasma polymerization of acrylic acid is an interesting research subject, since the
obtained coatings can have significant biomedical applications due to their high
surface density of carboxylic acid groups, which can be used for a broad range of
subsequent biochemical/biological reactions. In this work, plasma-polymerized acrylic
acid (PPAA) films are synthesized using a porous glass filter monomer inlet mounted
onto a dielectric barrier discharge reactor in order to improve the homogeneity of the
deposited PPAA films. Results show that compared to classic inlet systems such as a
one directional slot and ring diffusors, the porous glass inlet is able to deposit a more
uniform PPAA coating. Moreover, carefully planned experiments are conducted to
study the influence of discharge power, monomer concentration and treatment time
on the chemical composition and thickness of the PPAA films. These changes are
thoroughly analysed, making use of a broad range of techniques such as FT-IR
spectroscopy, x-ray photon spectroscopy (XPS), optical reflectance spectroscopy
(OPS), scanning electrode microscopy (SEM) and atomic force microscopy (AFM).
The chemical composition and thickness of the PPAA films can thus be tailored by
adjusting the operational parameters of the discharge. Based on literature, these
overall results also lead to the conclusion that independent of the set-up the same
trends can be observed when it comes to film growth rate as well as chemical
composition.
Keywords
dielectric barrier discharge
acrylic acid
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XPS
OPS
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The bio-applications of amine thin films, such as a biomolecule immobilization,
biosensors or a cell adhesion enhancement require good layer stability in water.
However, typically for allylamine or ammonia/ethylene plasma polymerization,
increased plasma polymer cross-linking, leading to improved film stability, is achieved
on the expenses of the amine-group density. Cyclopropylamine (CPA) is a promising
non-toxic monomer recently used for the deposition of amine-rich thin films.
Nevertheless, the water stability and bio-applications of CPA plasma polymers were
not yet reported. In this work, low pressure capacitively coupled plasma
polymerization of CPA is studied with respect to the discharge mode, continuous
wave and pulsed, and CPA flow rate. In pulsed discharges, it is possible to deposit
films with the N/C ratio above 0.24 using higher monomer flow rate. At the optimized
monomer flow rate the film exhibits only 20 % thickness loss after 48 hours of
immersion in water and still contains about 5 at.% of the NHx environment.
The antibody specific to human serum albumin (anti-HSA) is attached to the plasma
coated quartz crystal microbalance (QCM) surface via crosslinkage obtained by
intermediate reaction with glutaraldehyde. All steps of the bio-immobilization are
controlled by XPS and FT-IR to characterize surface and layer (bulk) chemistry. The
thickness loss and the homogeneity of the deposited coating after immobilization and
biosensor operation are studied by SEM imaging and ellipsometry. Finally, the affinity
of the anti-HSA functionalized QCM biosensor towards the target analyte HSA is
tested.
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Biosensor technology and lab-on-chip devices are maturing fast. The use of digital
printing with micro discharges allows for new opportunities in tailoring the surface of a
material, while keeping the bulk properties intact. This allows for a wider range of
material selection, when considering issues such as matching of a materials surface
tension to a fluid, or specific and non-specific binding. For example, 2D surface
microfluidic channels have been made that are based purely on surface energy
properties, amino-functionalities are introduced in biosensors in order to specifically
bind biomarkers for the detection of diseases from human blood samples, and an
electrode layout was manufactured using an additional wet chemistry step.
The μPlasmaPrint setup used here consists of a pin-to-plate dielectric barrier
discharge at atmospheric pressure. Grounded needles in a printhead move towards
and away from a powered substrate, in turn
igniting and stopping several micro discharges, based on a digital image or pattern.
By introducing precursors to the plasma region, specific surface functionalities can be
printed.
Typical discharge dimensions and electrical characteristics for this setup have been
measured and evaluated. Plasma currents of 10 mA were found, with a power density
of 10 mW per print spot. Plasma polymerized amino-containing nano-layers have
been characterized using XPS, ATR-FTIR, ellipsometry and fluorescent imaging. The
composition of the plasma polymerized layers has been investigated as a function of
the plasma exposure time. The exposure time of the surface to the micro plasmas
was varied by increasing the amount of print repeats. XPS measurements have
shown that films deposited from (3-aminopropyl)-trimethoxysilane precursor contain
between 5 and 9 atomic percent of amine functionalities, depending on the number of
print repeats. Through fluorescent imaging the amine density was estimated at 0.3
amine functional groups per nm².
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Drug release is becoming increasingly important in the field of bone tissue
engineering. Calcium Phosphates (CaP), are the most suitable biomaterial for bone
regeneration, due to their composition that mimics that of natural bone. Differences in
microstructure between low-temperature CaPs and sintered ceramics can lead to
significant differences in drug loading and release. In all these materials, the release
of molecules from the material is mainly controlled by diffusion from the matrices and
several variables may influence it (i.e. specific surface area, drug affinity to the
material, surface topography). Catalyst and solvent free low pressure inductively
excited RF plasma polymerization coatings were used to develop multilayer
biodegradable and biocompatible PCL-co-PEG (poly (ε-caprolactone)-poly (ethylene
glycol) copolymer) coatings for the controlled delivery of Methylene blue (MB) used as
a model molecule as well as Simvastatin, the drug used to promote bone generation.
Multilayer drug delivery device can be tailored in such a way to have controlled
cell-surface interactions and barrier layer dependent release. Ellipsometric
measurements were performed to understand the influence of the stability and
swelling of the different coatings. CaP surfaces was characterized before and after
polymerization in order to see the changes in microstructure (SEM), chemical
composition (XPS), wettability (contact angle), and specific surface area (BET). The
thickness of the layer deposited was measured (FIB) and the release from untreated
and plasma-polymerized CaPs was investigated. CaPs surfaces were successfully
coated by plasma polymerization, leading to significant changes in surface
topography, and in their physical and chemical properties. The drug release was
successfully modified thanks to the plasma polymerization treatment performed,
opening new routes for the design of CaP matrices for controlled release applications.
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Gold is often used as a substrate for biomedical diagnostic devices. For example,
surface plasmon resonance (SPR) effects are used to follow interactions of surface
immobilized bio-molecules. The gold surface can be coated with self-assembled
monolayers (SAM) of thiols in good quality. Alkylthiols are available with various
functional groups at the other end of the alkylchain.
While the thiol SAMs have been used quite often in scientific investigations, they have
limitations when a stronger adhesion is required e.g. due to extensive liquid
processing steps. We investigated an integrated process for the preparation of gold
substrates with a stable organic functionalization. Pre-cleaned gold substrates
(detergent, ultrasound) were exposed to low-pressure oxygen plasma to remove the
adsorbate layer and the detergent. Immediately after this cleaning step, the gold
surface was coated with a thin hydrocarbon layer from ethane or acetylene plasma. At
the end of the deposition process, carbon dioxide was added to the process gas.
Stopped at this point, a surface with carboxylic acid groups is obtained. Alternatively,
the plasma chamber can be flooded with diamino ethane vapour which provides
primary amino groups for the further processing.
This type of coatings and also the actual biofunctional coating prepared as a
poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG) based network were subjected to extensive stability
testing including ultrasound treatment in water, isopropanol, and DMSO, exposure to
concentrated trifluoro acetic acid (used for protecting group cleaving procedures in
peptide synthesis), and UV treatment in water and triethanolamine in n-methyl
pyrrolidone.
Finally, the coatings were tested in an arrangement for the programmed synthesis of
peptides using a 2 million micro-mirror array. In a typical synthesis run for 15 amino
acid long peptides the substrate is exposed to i.a. about 1500 washing steps and 2 h
UV irradiation with 20 mW/ cm2. After being exposed to this procedure, the substrates
and the PEG network did not show any damage.
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In the presentation an overview will be given concerning the preparation of an
antibacterial layer system for additional modification of wound dressings and its
bactericidal and cytotoxic activity. The layer system was applied by using a novel
atmospheric pressure plasma chemical vapour deposition (APCVD) technique on a
variety of textile substrates, which are suitable as wound dressing materials. Previous
experiments on glass showed a high potential of these APCVD layers for use as a low
cost antibacterial coating with good mechanical stability. [1] The investigated textile
materials included a compound of polyester and viscose and a regenerated cellulose
fiber (Lyocell). The antibactericidal activity of the produced wound dressings was
investigated against different bacteria like Staphylococcus aureus and Klebsiella
pneumoniae and was checked using direct and non direct methodes (AATCC
100-2004 standard test method or the microplate laser nephelometry). The cytotoxic
potential of the coated wound dressings was verified employing human keratinocytes
(HaCaT). As a result of our investigations, a therapeutic window was found with a
high antibacterial potential but low cytotoxic properties. Furthermore, with a specific
coating procedure a gradient of the active agent in the deposited thin films can be
realised to control the progress of the antibacterial effect. The APCVD technique is
suitable for low cost modification of antibacterial textiles. Further investigations
concentrate on the use of alternative commercially interesting textile materials and an
upscaling of the coating process.
References:
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This study reports on calcium-phosphate-based coatings such as pure hydroxyapatite
as well as doped with silicate or silver ions. Thin nanostructured calcium
phosphate-based coatings were deposited by RF-magnetron sputtering (RFMS).
As-deposited coatings are dense, pore-free and their composition resembled that of
the precursor target composition. The coatings consisted of hydroxyapatite as all of
the observed X-ray diffraction peaks matched the ICCD 09-432 card. Different
structure (columnar and equiaxed), morphology, stoichiometry and thickness of the
coatings are obtained by variation of the deposition control parameters (rf-power,
negative bias, deposition time). The coatings were nanocrystalline with an average
crystallites size in the range 45-70 nm. A negative substrate bias allowed us to vary
the Ca/P ratio between 1.53 and 4. The adhesion strength of the coatings exceeds 30
MPa. The MTT test showed that the cell viability for the coatings with the different
Ca/P ratios was up to 70 percent higher than that in case of the control substrates.
Osteoblast-like cells attached and grew well on the surface of the coatings. Based on
the obtained results, we suggest that RFMS-deposited coatings are prospective to be
used in clinical practice, i.e. in stomatology or craniofacial medicine.
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Low pressure plasma treatments have been extensively studied for the deposition of
barrier coatings for drug elution. The objective of this study is to investigate the
performance of atmospheric plasma polymerized siloxane coatings deposited on
polystyrene substrates to control the level of drug release. The plasma polymerized
coatings investigated were tetraethyl orthosilicate (TEOS) and polydimethylsiloxane
(PDMS). These liquid precursors were nebulized into a He or He / O2 atmospheric
plasma jet (PlasmaStreamTM) and deposited onto a polystyrene substrate. The drug
elution studies were carried out using Rifampicin; this was dissolved in methanol and
sprayed onto the substrates using a nebulizer. Polymer ‘sandwich’ structures were
formed in which the Rifampicin was held between two plasma polymerised coatings.
The first layer applied directly on the polystyrene substrate consisted of a TEOS
coating. This was deposited under conditions in which a high level of roughness (Ra
approx. 200 nm) was achieved. The Rifampicin was then applied and after drying the
PDMS top layer was deposited. Both the thickness and plasma polymerization
conditions of this top layer were found to significantly influence the duration of
Rifampicin elution. Antimicrobial activity was tested against M. luteus, using an agar
diffusion assay. The inhibitor zone obtained around extracted physiological saline,
which had been in contact with the coating for different periods of time, was used to
measure antimicrobial activity. The bioactivity of the ‘sandwich’ structure was
demonstrated to increase from 2 to 6 days with the application of the ‘top’ PDMS
layer. Having successfully demonstrated the performance of the drug eluting coating
on flat polymer samples, the deposition treatment was then applied to 10 cm lengths
of PVC tubing. This was successfully achieved by rotation the tubing under the helium
plasma jet.
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In the first part of the presentation basic concepts of mechanical properties of thin
films will be reviewed. In the second part recent results on elevated temperature
performance of a wide range of chromium nitride-based hard coatings using in situ
micro-compression testing will be reported. This allows the first direct measurement of
the high temperature compressive strength, rather than the hardness, of such
coatings. The microstructure of the coatings was analyzed using X-ray diffraction and
focused ion beam cross sectioning followed by electron microscopy. Micropillars were
examined using electron microscopy before, during and after compression. Trends in
deformation behavior and failure stress with temperature are discussed in relation to
the coatings’ microstructures and their room temperature mechanical properties.
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Titanium (Ti) implant restorations have to fulfill certain requirements in terms of
mechanical, biocompatible and esthetic properties. In certain cases, a gray
discoloration of the soft tissue can be observed using Ti implants, resulting in an
undesired esthetic outcome. Therefore, a new coating system would enhance the
esthetics of dental implants. Above all, clinical success of dental implant systems
depends strongly on their reliability. The coating should not only be esthetically
pleasing and chemically durable, but it should also withstand cyclic stresses as they
are present during chewing motions.
In this study, four different coatings (Ti-ZrO2, Ti-Al-ZrO2, Ti-Ag-ZrO2 and Ti-TiO2/SiO2)
were deposited on various substrates by reactive magnetron sputtering. The coating
structure and thickness were different for each coating system and their color is
formed by mirror and light interference phenomena. The purpose of these coating
systems is to increase the brightness of the underlying substrate material and
therefore to avoid esthetic complications of dental implants. In vitro color evaluation
showed that the optical appearance of soft tissue was improved by coatings
developed in this study. In order to characterize the mechanical properties of these
coating systems, nanoindentation was carried out using two different indenter
geometries (Berkovich and cube corner). The ZrO2 coating systems exhibited reduced
moduli (Er) between 130 and 150 GPa and high hardness (H) values between 8 and
10 GPa, while the TiO2/SiO2 coated samples showed lower values around 70 GPa for
Er and around 6 GPa for H, respectively. Examinations with the scanning electron
microscope revealed several crack morphologies. The fracture toughness (Kc) could
be easily determined for the coating system Ti-TiO2/SiO2, since this system behaves
brittlely and showed exemplary crack patterns for the quantification of Kc. By contrast,
the systems Ti-ZrO2, Ti-Al-ZrO2 and Ti-Ag-ZrO2 predominantly exhibited cracking at
the indenter sides rather than the corners, especially coating systems with Al or Ag,
which exhibited a high resistance to crack propagation due to their ductile
intermediate layer.
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The knowledge of the mechanical properties is of great importance for the application
of polymers. Instrumented indentation testing (Nanoindentation) can be used to
quantitatively determine the viscoelastic properties of polymers. One method is the
dynamic indentation testing. In this method a small oscillatory force or displacement is
imparted to the indenter. Another method is the quasi static indentation testing. In this
method the load or displacement is held at a fixed value and the change in
displacement (creep) or load (relaxation) is recorded over a period of time. Using an
appropriate mechanical model it is possible to calculate values for the time constant of
creep, storage and loss modulus from the resulting load and displacement signals.
N. Schwarzer [1] developed a concept of estimation of time dependent modulus from
the holding and unloading parts of the indentation force displacement curve. Further a
relation between the parameters describing the time dependence of the modulus and
the storage and lost modulus are given.
On basis of a large experimental variation of parameters of quasi static and dynamic
indentation testing the influence of maximum force, loading, holding and unloading
time as well as the frequency and the amplitude of oscillation on the finally estimated
viscoelastic properties will be shown and discussed.
Comparing the results for storage and loss modulus from standard dynamic
indentation testing with values calculated from quasi static indentation tests using the
relation given in [1] the range of experimental parameters for which an agreement can
be expected will be given and discussed.
[1] N. Schwarzer: From interatomic interaction potentials via Einstein field equation
techniques to time dependent contact mechanics. Accepted for publication in
Materials Research Express
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The paper deals with the effect of the film thickness of modern nano-structured PVD
coated tools on the cutting performance. In this way, it is possible to assess the
potential of using effectively thicker nano-composite coatings even their higher
manufacturing cost.
PVD (Ti46Al54)N coatings, with thickness from 2 up to 8μm, were deposited on
cemented carbide inserts and numerous tests were conducted on the coated tools for
determining the film properties. The coating structures were considered consisting of
individual layers, with their own mechanical properties. In this context, it was taken
into account that every layer is exposed to an annealing after its deposition at the
PVD process temperature. The annealing duration corresponds to the rest time, up to
the deposition of the overall coating thickness. This phenomenon was approached by
appropriate annealing procedures, which were conducted in vacuum using the coated
specimens. The graded film strength properties were determined via nanoindentations
on the as deposited and annealed inserts, coupled with appropriate FEM simulations
to attain the related stress-strain curves. The films’ brittleness was evaluated by
nano-impact tests. The behaviour of the applied coatings under dynamic loads was
characterized via impact tests at various impact force durations, which resemble with
the developed ones during milling. The milling investigations were carried out using
the steel 42CrMo4 as workpiece material. According to the attained results, higher
film thickness in the case of nano-composite films leads to an impressive increase of
the cutting performance.
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The tunable TaOxNy thin film coatingswere studied systematically on their mechanical
properties as well as their biocompatibility, in terms of O/N ratio. Mainly, it is believed
that Ta-based coatings are known to be biocompatible with good mechanical property
and corrosion resistance. According to the preliminary studies and published
literatures, it can be summarized that the incorporation of small amount of oxygen
may be beneficial to the improvement of mechanical properties. As for
biocompatibility, it is not quite understood the relationships among O/N ratio, surface
properties, and bio-reactions. However, it is generally agreed that biocompatibility
depends mainly on surface topography and functionality, with the minimization of
wear and corrosion. Therefore, it is important to study the effect of O/N ratio on
surface topography, surface energy, provided that wear and corrosion are minimized.
The effects of O/N ratios on the mechanical and biocompatible behaviors for the
tunable TaOxNy thin films were studied. It is found that small amount of oxygen
caused the incrase of hardness and H/E ratio, and made the surface rougher, which is
beneficail for the cells to adhere and grow on the film's surface. How O/N ratio affects
surface and structure's chemo-physical properties and functionality, and eventuality
the biocompatibility are discussed.
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Recently, LSI (Large Scale Integration circuit) is minitualized to improve processing
speed. However, unexpected fracture occured in LSI,because there are weak
interfaces between Cu and insulation layers in LSI. Since LSI has complicated
microstructures, it is impossible to evaluate local interface strength by applying
conventional technique. Therefore, local interface strength evaluation is fundamental
to maintain mechanical reliability of LSI. Then, a micron-scale evaliation technique
has been developed where small blocks of the insulation layer material on Cu
conductive layer are used as specimens, and crack extension is simulated by FEM to
evaluate Cu/SiN interface strength in an LSI. Interface adhesion strength can be
successfully evaluated by using this technique. In our previous study, it was applied
also to a model structure made of copper single crystal to evaluate essential Cu/SiN
interface strength.
It is considered that interface adhesion strength was indeed affected by plasma
treatment. Therefore, it is important to understand quantitatively the effect of plasma
on the interface strengthin order to improve mechanical reliability of LSI. In this study,
The effect of plasma treatment on the interface strength was investigated by using a
similar model structure. Local interface crack extension test and crack extension
simulation with a newFE model including the effect of crystal plasticity were
conducted with specimens made on the model structures with and without plasma
etching. Since apparent interface strength is expected to consist of interface adhesion
energy and accompanied plastic deformation energy dissipated in Cu, a new
analytical technique was developed to evaluate there two components independently.
Physical effect of plasma treatment on the Cu surface and resulting characteristics of
mechanical deformation along the interface to determain the apparent strength are
discussed quantitatively in the presentation.
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Magnetron sputtering of conventional polymers in configuration of a gas aggregation
source (GAS) has been established as a novel method of fabrication of organic
nano-particles (NPs) [1, 2]. In this work, sputtering of poly(tetrafluoroethylene) was
performed at different parameters and the mechanism of NP formation was analyzed
by studying chemical composition and morphology of the deposits collected in the
GAS at different distances from the magnetron as well as outside of the GAS.
It was found that NPs are formed in the immediate proximity of the magnetron target
through random recombination of a variety of radicals. Their size is limited to
approximately 25-30 nm. The NPs have cross-linked structure and show only 30%
retention of the CF2 groups. Travelling away from the magnetron, the NPs do not
change their size and tend to precipitate within the GAS. Simultaneously, a
continuous polymeric phase starts to develop on the substrates positioned in the
regions remote from the magnetron in and outside of the GAS. XPS and FTIR
analysis show that the polymeric phase consists of uncross-linked (CF2)x oligomers.
Step-growth gas-phase polymerization of CF2 bi-radicals is brought forward to explain
the observed phenomenon. Reaching the substrates, the (CF2)x oligomers adopt,
partially, crystalline helical conformations, the ratio between the crystalline and the
amorphous phase increasing with the distance from the magnetron. For the films
deposited outside the GAS, the continuous polymeric phase dominates and it is
responsible for high (85%) retention of the CF2 groups and for super-hydrophobic
behavior of such coatings.
Acknowledgments: this work was supported by the Grant Agency of the Czech
Republic through the grant GACR13-09853S.
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The utilization of plasma processing for synthesizing nanoparticles is explored for a
case where the properties of single particles needs to be preserved and
agglomeration of nanoparticles is undesired. As a source of material for the synthesis
of nanoparticels, a hollow cathode was used as sputter target and high power pulses
were applied to the cathode to achieve a high degree of ionization of the sputtered
material. The nanoparticles grow from the sputtered material and they attain a
negative potential (and a negative charge) which is defined by a balance of electron
and ion currents onto the nanoparticle. Due to the negative charge, agglomeration of
nanoparticles in the gas phase of the plasma can be prevented. However, this also
means that coagulation is impeded and the growth by this process becomes slow. To
circumvent a phase of slow growth, growth by collection of ions can be fostered in
order to increase the growth rate. This is possible because the collection cross
section of ions can be much larger - of the order of 100 for an electron temperature of
3 eV and an ion temperature of 0.025 eV (300 K) – than the collection cross section of
neutrals. In this contribution, the synthesis of copper nanoparticles is presented. The
effect of a fast growth by fostering growth by collection of ions was investigated and a
good agreement between theoretical estimations and experimental measurements of
the growth rate was found, confirming a higher growth rate by collection of ions than
by collection of neutrals. The growth by collection of ions allows also for controlling
the size of nanoparticles via the pulse parameters (i.e., frequency, pulse width and
peak current). This behavior can be understood in terms of an interaction between
consecutive pulses and the applied average power.
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The use of biomassas afeedstock for both fuel and chemical production is a hot topic
today and various conversion technologies are being considered.In the case of
lignocellullose, a critical roadblock is the intrinsic stability of the lignocellulose
structure, making it very recalcitrant to hydrolysis or other chemical reactions.
Therefore, an appropriate pretreatment is required to enable the chemocatalytic
conversion to useful chemicals. Current pretreatment techniques, such as ball-milling,
acid pretreatment, ammonia fiber expansion, etc., all suffer from the same
disadvantages, namely high energy consumption or the use of toxic or expensive
chemicals. Therefore, dry plasma pretreatment can be a viable alternative as it does
not require the use of solvents. In this research, a dynamic DBD (dielectric barrier
discharge) process was developed for the treatment of cellullose powder. This system
is a semi-continuous powder downflow reactor in which the powder flows directly
through the plasma at atmospheric pressure. Both air/oxygen and argon/oxygen
mixtures in different ratios (100/0 – 50/50) have been tested. The power input was
varied between 150 and 450W while maintaining a frequency of 52 kHz. Results show
an enhanced solubility in water, without the use of any kind of catalyst, from 0,3% to
2% after air plasma treatment. This is due to the functionalization of the surface with
oxygen and nitrogen groups and the reduction in particle size by 25%, as confirmed
by laser diffraction spectroscopy. According to X-ray diffraction analysis, no
morphological changes are introduced on the cellulose powder, apart from the
reduction in particle size, which indicates that the plasma pretreatment predominantly
affects the chemical structure of the cellulose. The crystallinity remains approximately
equal while there might be an effect on the degree of polymerization.
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The polyethylene powder is widely used as a precursor in various industrial
processes. It is popular due to its lightweight, good mechanical properties and
chemical resistance. However, its wettability is poor. This property is governed mainly
by surface energy of the powder. To increase the surface energy, presence of polar
functional groups on the surface is necessary. In this work, the air plasma treatment
was used to achieve such change. The plasma modification is usually single step
process and allows one to create wide range of chemistry on the surface of almost
any material. The fluidized bed reactor (FBR) was selected in case of this study as it
is capable of powder modification.
Although the industrial processes usually follow immediately one after another, the
stability of the modification is important in case of storage of the modified material. For
this reason the treated powder surface and its ageing in ambient (9 months) was
investigated by XPS. Electrokinetic analysis of the powder was also performed to
support the XPS measurements. The morphology was studied by SEM.
The treatment with RF power 20W ranging from 2s to 960s resulted in increasing
oxygen content with longer treatment which saturated at 20s. Longer treatment did
not increase the oxygen content further. The increased surface concentration of
oxygen containing groups (estimated by XPS) due to the modification was followed by
subsequent decrease during storage (hydrophobic recovery). The higher power (50
W) resulted in higher C=O bonds content that increased during ageing. The
morphology changes caused by the plasma treatment were studied by SEM. Partial
melting of the powder surface was observed by SEM in case of 50 W plasma
treatment.
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Deposition of collagen coatings onto silicone powders using an atmospheric
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The coating of powder particles in an atmospheric plasma creates a number of
difficulties associated with achieving homogeneous particle coverage, prevention of
agglomeration and containment. In this study the use of a novel helium atmospheric
plasma system for the coating of silicone polymer particles was investigated. Two
types of commercial silicone polymer particles were studied, with mean particle size of
74 and 37µm. The powder particles were agitated using a fluidised bed system in a
helium plasma. Initial studies focused on the activation of the powder particles in the
plasma. The effect of the following treatment parameters on powder activation were
evaluated - applied power, He flow rate, treatment time, quantity of powder treated,
the level of fluidization and the capacity of the plasma chamber. Significantly longer
treatment times were required compared with flat substrates to achieve complete
surface activation. For example 1 hour of plasma treatment was required to decrease
the water contact angle of the treated particles from 125° to <10°. Further studies
involved the deposition of a plasma polymerized collagen coating onto the silicone
powder using the atmospheric plasma system. The collagen dissolved in 0.01 N
hydrochloric acid was introduced into the plasma chamber using a piezoelectric
nebulizer system. Coating properties were investigated based on surface energy
measurements (contact angle), FIB-SEM, FTIR and XPS examination. For some of
the characterisation studies (i.e. contact angle measurements), it was necessary to
form pressed pellets of the coated silicone powder, in order to obtain these
experimental measurements. The silicone particles exhibited relatively homogeneous
coatings of collagen with thickness in the range 50 to 200 nm.
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In this work, a process that allows the production of nanoparticles (NPs) in a vacuum
environment is described. In the deposition machine, metal and inorganic particles are
generated using a modified gas flow sputtering (GFS) source. This is a specially
designed hollow cathode where the plasma is ignited between two parallel metal
plates (targets). A stream of Ar removes the sputtered atoms which thermalize in the
inert gas atmosphere and condense on the substrate to form nanoparticles or
clusters.
This technology was first used for the deposition of Pt NPs on TiO2 coated glasses in
order to improve its photocatalytic activity. The process parameters (power, sputtering
time, gas flow) were varied and the relations between deposition conditions and
properties of the NPs (quantity, size, size distribution) were analyzed. Besides, by
using reactive gases compound nanoparticles can be synthesized and deposited with
this tool. TiO2 NPs layers were deposited on glass substrates by sputtering Ti atoms
in presence of O2, and the effect of gas content and post-annealing treatment on their
structure and photocatalytic properties was investigated.
All samples were widely characterized by Scanning and Transmission Electron
Microscopy (SEM and TEM), XRD, UV-Vis spectroscopy and X-ray photoelectron
spectroscopy (XPS). The ability of the coatings to purify water and their self-cleaning
properties under UV-A irradiation has been evaluated using the bleaching reaction of
methylene blue and the decomposition of stearic acid. Moreover, the photoinduced
superhydrophilicity of the layer was tested by following the variation of the water
contact angle with the irradiation time.
This study demonstrates the suitability of the GFS for the controlled deposition of
metal and metal-oxide NPs. Furthermore, the activity shown by the as prepared
samples in the tested reactions proved the potential of this technology for the
production of new materials with enhanced photocatalytic properties.
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Nitriding of alloys with FCC austenitic-like structure has encountered important
research activities within the last decades. The Fe-based austenitic stainless steels
(ASS, e.g. AISI 304 or 316) are still the main studied alloys. Thanks to nitriding at
moderate temperature (<450°C), their mechanical properties (hardness, fatigue and
wear resistance…) are significantly improved without altering their corrosion
resistance. Diffusion mechanism in the presence of traps was proposed to explain the
deep nitrogen profile with surface concentration up to 25 to 35 at.%. Nitrogen
incorporation in the initial FCC γ phase forms the metastable FCC expanded phase
(S- or γN phase) which decomposes in nitrides during long-term annealing. The
induced expansion of the γN cell is followed by a complex mechanical response, with
compressive stresses development and elasto-plastic deformations of the nitrided
layer (swelling, roughness development, lattice rotations). This presentation will
summarize our latest results concerning the nitriding of austenitic Fe-, Co- and
Ni-based austenitic alloys by plasma assisted thermal diffusion at moderate
temperature. The composition, microstructure and stability of the obtained γN phase,
as well as the diffusion mechanisms, were studied as a function of the γ phase
composition and the presence of pre-existent precipitates. Most of Ni-based
superalloys are strengthened by dispersed precipitates (0.01 to a few µm) of γ' Ni3(Al,
Ti, Ta) or γ” Ni3Nb phases. Their behaviour under nitriding was shown to be different
in polycrystalline and in single crystals superalloys. Various reasons, like grain size,
crystallographic orientation, γ / γ’ interface coherency or γ’ composition, were
examined to explain such difference. Finally prospective researches aiming to better
understand the low temperature nitriding of such austenitic alloys will be propose.
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Texturing steels surface by ionic bombardment is a route to modify the effects of
plasma nitriding processes because it is influenced by defects (surface and bulk)
created by ion impact*. Effects such as stress, plastic deformation, sputtering,
vacancies, and roughening modify the properties of the nitride case. In this work we
reported the influence of Xe+ ion bombardment on both the surface and
micro-structure properties of AISI 316L and 4140 steel. The surface patterns are
studied as a function of the ion incidence angle. The bombarded surface topography
shows nanometric patterns on the steel crystalline grains. The surface roughness
(rms) increases from ~1.5 (polished) up to 20nm by varying the ion impinging angle
from 0°to 60°. The in-depth microstrain induced by the bombardment was studied by
synchrotron grazing incidence X-ray diffraction. The effect of bombardment on pulsed
plasma nitriding process in the studied steel is reported. SEM analysis reveals
microstructure changes of the nitrided layer influencing the in-depth hardness profiles.
In nitrided austenitic SS316L, pre-bombardment treatment leads to a thick compact
case, higher hardness, and smooth hardness gradient, as compared with the non
pre-bombarded nitrided sample. In nitrided pre-bombarded AISI4140 the diffusion
zone shows long nitrides needles (~1-4µm) that modify the hardness profile. Without
pre-bombarding the sample exhibits finer size nitrides precipitates uniformly
distributed in the case. Finally, the studied properties of pulsed plasma nitrided
samples are reported and discussed as a function of the Xe+ pre-bombardment
incidence angle. *E. A. Ochoa et al. Mat. Chem.& Phys., 143(2013) 116
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Plasma diffusion treatment has been used in industry for more than forty years now.
Many of the long-standing processes are still used daily. However extensive new
developments were necessary to keep plasma diffusion treatment competitive.
Industrial use of plasma nitriding and plasma carburizing of ferritic steel started in the
70s and 80s. This happened close to new developments in the automotive industry
like diesel direct injection systems and gearboxes with a fifth gear. Surface hardness
and wear resistance were the important technical features at this time.
Nowadays, the requirements of surface treatment processes are much more versatile.
As a matter of course the wear protection is still the reason for most of the plasma
diffusion treatments, but properties like corrosion protection, electrical conductivity or
surface morphology become more and more important. Therefore, over the years,
plasma diffusion processes were optimized and tailored to operating conditions.
Beside the desired technical properties of treated parts, the development of new steel
alloys and the application of austenitic stainless steel require changes in the methods.
A brief introduction to the plasma diffusion treatment outlines the way to the current
state of the technologies. Then the contribution exemplifies typical industrial
processes such as plasma nitriding and carburizing as well as new procedures like
active screen nitriding, the strip hollow cathode method and plasma boriding. A new
approach is the hollow cathode plasma diffusion process which enables nitriding of
strip steel in a continuous process. The prerequisite of short treatment time in a roll to
roll process is met by using a hollow cathode. Plasma nitriding of austenitic stainless
steel for 1200 s in the hollow cathode results in a 1.3 µm thick nitrided layer with
excellent electrical conductivity and improved wear resistance. The latest scientific
research shows efforts focused on plasma diffusion treatment of steel, titanium and
aluminum.
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Stainless steel typically shows good corrosion resistance but poor tribology. On the
other hand, nitriding can improve tribology of these alloys, but typically decreases
significantly corrosion resistance. Furthermore, conventional nitriding processes
present limitations on nitriding complex geometries. Overcoming these limitations,
Active Screen Plasma Nitriding (ASPN) provides more homogeneous temperature
distribution, lower arc tendency, and edge effects than conventional nitriding
processes. This study presents research on the ASPN of austenitic (316L) and
precipitation hardening martensitic (15-5PH and 17-4PH) stainless steel, and the
subsequent application of the treatment on complex geometries, i.e. inner surfaces of
cylindrically shaped parts. The nitrided surfaces were examined with AFM, SEM, XRD
and GDOES. As a result, relations between the ASPN surface compositions and
structures, and treatment conditions (temperatures, duration, bias, current densities,
etc.) have been established. In addition, the surface and cross-section hardness of
the nitrided samples have also been determined together with tribology properties
under controlled humidity conditions and different loads. Corrosion resistance of the
surfaces has also been established. Additionally, results obtained with ASPN
processes have been compared with conventional DC plasma nitriding processes.
Results have shown the dependency of the resulting surface composition and
microstructure on ASPN treatment parameters, and that good corrosion resistance
can be retained, e.g. 480h salt spray in ASPN treated 316L, while improving the
tribology performance of these alloys, thus achieving a good compromise between
these properties. In addition, ASPN can be applied to inner geometries with a high
degree of uniformity.
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A novel active screen plasma nitriding (ASPN) process provided excellent
temperature homogeneity in the load and showed further progress in the control of
nitriding potential. The main difference of the ASPN to conventional plasma process is
the replacement of the glow discharge from the components to a separate metal
mesh screen (active screen) surrounding the entire workload. Highly reactive gas
species are produced on the active screen and directed towards the component
surface. The principles of the ASPN process are based on the well known
phenomenon of post-discharge nitriding. Excited neutrals in different excitation states
and atomic nitrogen were found to play a decisive role in the nitriding process during
the post-discharge. Recently, the low admixtures of methane (below 1%) in the
process gas have indicated a considerable increase of nitrogen mass transfer due to
chemisorption phenomenon. For example, addition of 0.25% of methane to the
process gas leads to the significant increase of nitrogen surface concentration and
diffusion depth. The activation effect of methane can be attributed to the CN and HCN
radicals generated in the N2-H2-CH4 plasma. For the first time a combination of
several powerful optical spectroscopic methods: in-situ mid infrared tunable diode
laser absorption spectroscopy (TDLAS) and ex-situ Fourier transform infrared
spectroscopy (FTIR) together with the optical emission spectroscopy (OES) has been
applied in this work. In-situ diagnostics of chemical phenomena in the N2–H2–CH4
plasmas under variation of the process conditions such as process gas composition
with different admixtures of CH4, process temperature, working pressure and bias
activation power have been carried out in the large industrial scale ASPN system to
obtained valuable information about the concentration of active species in the vicinity
of the sample surface. A correlation to the metallurgical results of nitriding
experiments performed for selected process conditions should give us a clear hint
about the effective mechanisms of nitriding.
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Theoretical and technological aspects of plasma electrolysis (PE) as a high-speed
method of the treatment of metals and alloys are widely presented in a great number
of the investigations. This paper develops the model of heat transfer in anode PE.
Applying the voltage of 100–300 V to the anode sample the state of stationary heating
is reached which can be looked upon as the analog of film boiling. The continuous
and steady gas-vapor envelope (GVE) is formed: it is the heat source in the
multiphase system. The energy of the power supply source is emitted in GVE by
reason of the current passing through it as diffusion from the electrolyte and
dissolving of anode material.
The heat flux from GVE to the anode (0.1–1 MWt/m2) implies the increasing of the
temperature of the sample up to 1000°C. The predominant portion of the heat (1–3
MWt/m2 that equals 70–90%) is dissipated into the cooled electrolyte. Evaporation
from the interface of GVE and the aqueous solution is not more than 0.1 MWt/m2.
These facts allow to develop numerical scheme of heat transfer in anode PE. As a
result this model gives the temperature distribution over the treated surface and the
dependences on some processing characteristics (e.g. voltage, flow rate of the
electrolyte, etc.). The modification of the chamber framework and process control
allow to regulate surface properties (e.g. distribution of hardness and thickness of the
modified layers). Besides, there is potential of the energy-saving.
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Plasma polymer films are distinguished by their chemical composition, functionality,
and film density. The latter is determined by crosslinking and amount of terminal
groups. Both the incorporation of nitrogen and oxygen functional groups has attracted
high interest which raises the question of its stability in aqueous environments.
Interaction with water molecules yields oxidation of the plasma polymer films, but can
also trigger the release of oligomers due to hydrolysis reactions acting, e.g., on ester
or imine groups. Incorporation of the latter groups might be used for the controlled
degradation of plasma polymer films, however, high O/C and N/C ratios or low
cross-linking induce dissolution. Therefore, cross-linking, functionality and chemical
composition has to be adjusted by controlling both gas phase and surface processes
during plasma polymerization.
The deposition of nitrogen-functional plasma polymers has been studied from
NH3/C2H4 as well as N2/H2/C2H4 discharges. It was found that the incorporation of
more than 2at% NH2 groups yield leaching of polyamines that show adverse effects
on cell growth. For tissue engineering a washing step is thus required to remove the
leachable products that dissolve rapidly. C:H:N coatings can further be used for
biomedical applications, e.g., by attaching (bio) molecules.
Oxygen-functional plasma polymers were studied by using acetone discharges
resulting in the deposition of highly stable C:H:O plasma polymers which mainly
contain ether and carbonyl groups. Such coatings are, for example, required for blood
filtration. By depositing ester-rich C:H:O plasma polymers based on ester
group-containing monomers, on the other hand, degradable C:H:O layers are formed
that are suitable for controlled drug release and tissue engineering.
Also for hydrophobic siloxane coatings hydration is an important aspect enabling, e.g.,
the release of Ag ions from an embedded Ag reservoir. Finally, the stability of such
plasma nanocomposite coatings affects possible sensor applications.
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There exists a growing interest for cold plasma source development for its’ integration
in plasma physics technology or medicine today. More recently, the interest in the
potential of the atmospheric pressure plasma influence for surface treatment
applications was increased through the investigation of its accurate and sparing
effects on a surface. Atmospheric pressure plasma jets gained great recognition
because of safe, reliable, compact and easy to handle devices. Some of the plasma
torches and jets allow surface treatment area with typical diameters of only a few
hundreds of microns while typical DBD systems are efficiently operable on larger
surfaces but require a gap between the high voltage reactor electrodes and the
samples of only a few millimeters. The atmospheric pressure plasma jet that we use
allows us to effectively and evenly treat samples with different shape. The plasma jet
configuration is very flexible in terms of plasma parameters, such as discharge
voltage, gas flow, plasma treatment time, distance between plasma source and tube.
Therefore, a uniform gas discharge in argon can be ignited inside long flexible tubes
with inner diameters between 0.28 and 3.00 mm. Such polymer tubes are typically
used in medicine as e.g. catheters. Using an atmospheric pressure plasma jet source
allows us to achieve high treatment effects of the inner tube surface. The relation
between the plasma penetration in the tube and its inner diameter were investigated.
Furthermore water contact angle measurements show how the hydrophobic behavior
of the inner surface can shift to hydrophilic. Experiments on the variations of the
capillary tube characteristics proved the effectiveness of the plasma treatment, as the
results indicate the modification of the capillary action inside the tube. The chemical
changes on the tubes surfaces were studied by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy
(XPS).
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Plasma technology is an extremely attractive way in the surface modification of
polymers. The plasma-modified hydrophilic polymer surface easily experienced the
hydrophobic recovery to transfer to the hydrophobic state and even exhibited
hydrophobic over-recovery to convert to the higher hydrophobic state than the pristine
surface during the aging process. However the mechanism of hydrophobic
over-recovery for the plasma-modified polymer surface was not clear. In this work the
polyethylene (PE) surfaces were modified by oxygen capacitively coupled radio
frequency plasma (CCP) under a radio frequency (RF) power of 200 W for the
exposure time of 1 min and 5 min. The aging process of the plasma-modified PE was
studied at aging temperatures of 60 °C and 90 °C for an aging time of 24 h. The
as-modified hydrophilic PE surface under 200 W for 1 min underwent the hydrophobic
recovery into hydrophobicity on the post-aged surface at 60 °C after 24 h similar to
the pristine PE surface, and further hydrophobic over-recovery into higher
hydrophobicity of the post-aged surface at 90 °C after 24 h than the pristine surface.
The as-modified superhydrophilic PE surface under 200 W for 5 min underwent a
hydrophobic over-recovery into the superhydrophobicity at 60 °C and 90 °C after 24 h.
A time-dependent contact angle model on the nanotextured surface was developed
from the Cassie's equation for the heterogeneous surface containing different wetting
patches, to describe the hydrophobic over-recovery due to the surface restructuring.
The surface restructuring during aging process was quantitatively analysized using
the three surface restructuring parameters, i.e. the fraction of the surface area
covered by mobile and immobile polar groups (f pm) and (f pim) and the characteristic
time constant (τ) of the reorientation process.
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Amorphous hydrogenated carbon (a-C:H) coatings show a wide range of applications
especially thanks to their tuneable microstructure, which in turn determines their
physical and chemical properties. In this work, hard and soft a-C:H thin films were
synthesized by plasma-enhanced chemical vapour deposition (PECVD) in reactors
with, respectively, capacitive and inductive coupling using different gas precursors.
The samples were treated in a vacuum beam chamber in order to mimic the basic
surface processes on a-C:H films exposed to technological plasmas. An electron
cyclotron resonance (ECR) plasma source provided Ar+ ion beams with an energy of
400 eV and flux of the order of 1014 cm-2s-1 together with a background of UV photons.
The chemical state of the sample surface was monitored in real time by in-situ
Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) in reflection mode. At the onset of Ar+
bombardment, soft a-C:H films underwent a cross-linking stage with relatively high
sputter yield. This rate decreased until reaching a steady sputtering rate. On the
contrary, etching of hard a-C:H films was initially limited by a selective
dehydrogenation process, after which a stationary and homogeneous removal of the
active chemical groups took place. The emission of only UV photons from the source
permitted to identify competing mechanisms during film etching and a possible
synergy with Ar+ ions. The FTIR characterisation was combined with in-situ quartz
crystal microbalance (QCM) measurements in order to determine the mass variation
rate during treatment. The correlation between FTIR and QCM diagnostics sheds light
into the basic reactions occurring on the a-C:H samples submitted to incident beams
of ions and UV photons. In summary, this study analyzes the impact of the a-C:H
microstructure on the elementary surface processes triggered by Ar plasmas in a
time-resolved basis.
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We modified polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) surface using plasma irradiation and graft
copolymerization, for improving the adhesion strength of metal layer on PTFE. In
plasma process, we used an open-type plasma system with low cost gases. Ag nano
ink was applied to the modified PTFE surface. The adhesion strength of metal layer
on PTFE surface was almost reached to 0.6 N/mm, which satisfy industrial
requirements. PTFE has a low dielectric loss factor and low dielectric constant, and
thus is widely used as materials for high frequency application. However, PTFE are
chemically stable and its surface indicates hydrophobicity. Therefore, forming a highly
adhesive metal layer on its surface is difficult. In general, a sodium-naphthalene
complex solution is used as an etchant to improve the adhesion strength between
PTFE and metal layer, but this process has main two problems. The first is that the
etchant is harmful to the human body. The second is that the surface roughness of
PTFE treated using the etchant becomes as large as the micrometer order. Large
surface roughness causes high resistivity and high transmission loss. To resolve
these problems, a technique for surface modification of PTFE was developed. The
metallization process of PTFE involved the following four steps: (1) formation of
peroxy radicals on PTFE through Ar plasma irradiation; (2) graft copolymerization
including amino group on the activated PTFE; (3) application of Ag nano ink on the
PTFE surface using a spin coating method; and (4) heat treatment for hardening the
Ag ink. Optical emission spectra of the plasma were measured by a multichannel
spectrometer and a light fiber. Peroxy radicals formed on the PTFE surface were
characterized by electron spin resonance spectroscopy. The adhesion strengths of an
Ag layer on PTFE were measured using a commercially available peel tester
according to JIS K 6854-1. We successfully formed a highly adhesive metal layer on
the chemically inert polymer through a low-cost and environmentally friendly process.
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Plasma polymer thin films are of great interest in surface engineering in a wide range
of applications. Herein, by using soft atmospheric plasma deposition conditions and
by adapting these conditions to the used perfluorodecyl acrylate (PFDA) and dodecyl
acrylate (DOCA) precursors[1], it appears possible not only to get a high retention of
monomer functionalities but a polymerization close to conventional methods.
Molecular investigation revealed the presence of polymeric moieties and the
mechanism of plasma polymerization has been mainly based on the polymerization
by activation of the ethylenic groups. X-ray diffraction analyses have shown the
presence of a smectic lamellar where the polyacrylate backbone was the amorphous
phase and fluorinated and alkyl side chains were the hexagonal crystalline section.
The mechanism of the polymerization, which occurred under the optimized soft
plasma conditions, has been determined as based on the opening of the double bond
from acrylate groups according to a multi-techniques approach by using FTIR,
MALDI-TOF/MS and solid state NMR. The presence of smectic B crystalline phase in
the side chains has been evidenced by X–Ray diffraction and Differential Scanning
Calorimetry measurements, revealing the presence of isotropic transitions for both
monomers (5,3°C and 73,2°C for DOCA and PFDA respectively). MALDI-TOF/MS
analyses highlighted that pp(PFDA-co-DOCA) copolymers can be achieved by mixing
different monomers ratios in such soft plasma deposition conditions and intermediate
transition temperatures can be adjusted according to this PFDA/DOCA ratio. Finally
we present a thermal-responsive pp(PFDA-co-DOCA), which can switch from
superhydrophobic to hydrophobic surfaces reversibly according to the isotropic
transition temperature.
[1] J. Petersen, C. Becker, T. Fouquet, F. Addiego, V. Toniazzo, A. Dinia and D.
Ruch, RSC Advances , 2013, 3, 4416-4424.
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Metallization of plastic substrate is a well-known topic. Depending on the plastic used
the metallization becomes a real challenge. Especially using plasma processes the
interaction of the plasma during deposition and the polymer is crucial. Using high
power impulse magnetron sputtering HIPIMS offers the chance to increase the
content of ionized metal for forming the film on the substrate. The additional energy
provided by the ions seems to be beneficial for the improvement of adhesion.
Using different plastic substrate materials it could be shown that HIPIMS in
comparison to conventional sputtering significantly enhances the adhesion. Besides
the general improvement of adhesion a focus is on the direct metallization of PMMA.
First investigation showed that for the proper choice of pulse parameters an aluminum
layer can be deposited without any additional interlayer. The tesa and cross-cut test
were passed without any delamination. For better understanding the interface was
investigated and the results will be discussed.
Keywords
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In order to study the effects of hydrogen additions or oxygen-containing
contaminations in process gases on DBD-based surface functionalization of polymers,
a plasma-printing setup with a porous metal electrode was applied to generate micro
dielectric barrier discharges in contact with the polymer. A gas-carrying microporous
metal fiber compact of a few mm thickness plays the role of an electrode and
simultaneously provides exchange of gaseous species from a gas stream to individual
discharges enclosed in cavities with diameters in the range of 500 to 5000 µm. These
cavities are defined by via-holes within a structured dielectric or metallic “masking”
layer attached to the porous electrode. The porous electrode can be fed with two
different gases from spatially separate locations, allowing the generation of stationary
concentration gradients of plasma-chemically relevant molecules, such as N2, H2,
or O2, (or of film-forming precursors), in an inert gas background. By this means the
plasma-chemical generation of spot arrays with controlled gradients of
physicochemical surface properties can be achieved by plasma printing on polymer
surfaces. Gradually plasma-modified surfaces of LDPE or BOPP were characterized
using ATR-FTIR combined with electrophilic or nucleophilic derivatization reactions,
and SEM. N-containing gases (i. e., mixtures of N2 with H2 or NH3) were used to
introduce nitrogen-containing functional groups which, among other applications, can
be utilized for subsequent electrochemical metallization. The adhesion of metal films
obtained by electroless deposition was tested using different methods such as
tape-tests and pull-off test. This combinatorial approach demonstrates an efficient and
cost effective method to optimize pretreatment parameters for subsequent
metallization.
Keywords
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Plasma electrolytic oxidation (PEO) generates short-lived (order of ms) plasma
microdischarges at metal/electrolyte/gas interface during anodizing of light alloys (Al,
Mg, Ti) in aqueous electrolytes at voltages exceeding dielectric breakdown. The
resultant coatings exhibit exceptional hardness and wear-resistance among other
functional properties due to the presence of high-temperature ceramic phases. PEO
technology has been considered economically viable only for high-added value
applications due to its relatively high energy consumption. Previous studies of AC
PEO of high purity Al at constant RMS current have shown that conventional anodic
film precursors facilitate establishment of so-called "soft sparking" regime that
promotes coating growth rate [1]. The present study demonstrates that considerable
energy savings can also be achieved under voltage-controlled AC PEO. The effective
energy consumption of the PEO treatment of aluminium alloys was reduced by 40-50
% using porous anodic film formed in phosphoric acid. PEO was carried out on
wrought 1050-H18, 6082-T6 and as-cast A356-F alloys using square waveform with
constant RMS voltage in a simple alkaline silicate electrolyte. The generated coatings
were about 100 μm thick with micro hardness of 1400 HV. Precursor films facilitated
achievement of greater micro hardness. The transformation of porous film morphology
into PEO coating morphology has been characterized and the influence of pore
geometry on the mechanism of discharge is discussed. The surface preparation prior
to PEO has been shown as an important factor in the subsequent energy savings.
The achieved effective energy consumption values were 2.0-2.5 kW h-1 m-2 μm-1. The
energy consumptions in current- and voltage-controlled modes are discussed.
[1] E. Matykina, R. Arrabal, A. Mohamed, P. Skeldon, G.E. Thompson, Corr. Sci. 51
(2009) 2897-2905
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Performance of oxide coatings on magnesium produced by different plasma
anodising processes
Maximilian Sieber, Daniel Meyer, Ingolf Scharf, Thomas Lampke
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Electrolytes for plasma anodising of magnesium almost exclusively contain electrolyte
components in low concentrations (< 50 g/l) according to the current state of research
and technology. In these electrolytes mainly magnesium oxide is produced, which has
unfavourable characteristics like low hardness, strength and chemical resistance.
Further, the dissolution of substrate and coating material in the aqueous electrolyte
under high polarisation is competing the coating formation. The equilibrium between
coating formation and coating dissolution is shifted in favour of the dissolution for
process times longer than a few minutes, which limits the achievable coating
thickness. By using electrolytes with a high concentration of components passivating
the magnesium substrate, dense coatings can be produced at low current densities (<
10 A/dm²) with a growth rate of approx. 1 µm/min for process times of 20 to 30
minutes. These coatings consist of comparably hard spinels of magnesium with
metals supplied from the electrolyte (e.g. aluminium-magnesium-spinel).
The interactions of the magnesium substrate with the electrolyte components sodium
aluminate, potassium hydroxide and boric acid were investigated by polarisation
measurements up to 80 V in aqueous solutions of each component with different
concentrations. An electrolyte for the plasma anodising process was formulated,
which passivates the substrate and thus leads to a rapid discharge initiation. The
premature end of the process, which is typical for electrolytes strongly passivating the
substrate, was protracted by the addition of electrolyte components dissolving the
magnesium substrate and the oxide layer.
Hardness and corrosion resistance of the coatings produced in the formulated
electrolyte are compared to the bare magnesium substrate and to oxide coatings
produced by an alternative process route including thermal spraying of an aluminium
alloy on the substrate and the subsequent plasma anodising of the thermal-spray
coating.
Keywords
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Investigations of rare earth addition into PEO coatings on AM50
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Environmentally friendly Plasma Electrolytic Oxidation (PEO) coating containing Ce
species were prepared on magnesium alloy (AM50).The process was conducted in a
silicate based electrolyte using a AC power
source during 10 min.
The incorporation of Ce species into the coatings were carried out by four methods: i)
PEO after pre-treatment of a Ce-film obtained in conversion electrolyte containing
Ce(NO3)3, ii) Ce conversion post-treatment of a PEO coating based on salt aqueous
solution containing Ce Ce(NO3)3 , iii) PEO coating developed in Ce(NO3)3 containing
electrolyte and iv) PEO conducted in CeO2 particle-containing (<5mm) electrolyte.
The morphology and composition of the coatings developed under different conditions
were investigated by SEM. In particular, the Ce species distribution in the cross
section was analyzed using EDS mapping of
PEO coatings. The effectiveness of cerium addition was evaluated on the surface
morphology by EDS and XRD, confirming the formation of Ce-containing material.
The electrochemical corrosion properties were evaluated by potentiodynamic test and
electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) in 0.5 wt% NaCl up to 3 days of
immersion. A slightly improvement of the corrosion resistance was observed for the
PEO Ce-containing coatings for longer immersion times. This might be related to
presence of more stable Ce species in the coatings and the effective sealing of pores.
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Plasma electrolytic oxidation (PEO) is a novel surface modification technique on light
alloys to produce protective and functional coatings with good electrical, mechanical
and thermophysical properties. Formation of PEO coatings is assisted by plasma
microdischarge events that are difficult to study. In previous work [1] a methodological
approach to the diagnostics and modelling of the DC PEO processes has been
developed based on in-situ impedance spectroscopy (ISIS). Here, this approach is
used to provide new insights into the coating formation mechanisms and fundamental
discharge characteristics. The effects of microdischarge events on impedance spectra
during the DC PEO process are investigated for the first time. It is shown that the
plasma discharge plays a crucial role in coating formation. To verify the
characteristics of the microdischarge events, the electrochemical noise method (ECN)
is used. The noise resistance measured during the PEO process reflects the behavior
of the microdischarge events. Characteristics of the power spectral density are
derived to evaluate the spectral noise resistance in the frequency domain. The
spectral noise resistance is compared with ISIS spectra of the PEO process. A further
understanding is provided to the characteristics of microdischarge events by
combining ECN and ISIS methods. Verification of the characteristics of
microdischarge events facilitates investigation of discharge phenomena and
mechanisms of coating growth during the PEO process.
[1] E.V. Parfenov, A. Yerokhin, A. Matthews, Surface& Coatings Technology, 203
(2009) 2896-2904
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Influence of particle addition on wear and corrosion properties of plasma
electrolytic oxidation (PEO) coatings
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The influence of particle addition on corrosion and dry sliding wear behavior of
coatings prepared by plasma electrolytic oxidation (PEO) was investigated. PEO
coatings were produced on AM50 magnesium alloy from phosphate based electrolyte
(1 g/L KOH + 20 g/L Na3PO4) with and without Si3N4, SiC and SiO2 particle addition.
The particle addition is not helpful to improve the corrosion resistance of coatings,
while the wear resistance is improved in all cases. In the dry sliding oscillating wear
tests, all PEO coatings with particle addition exhibited better wear resistance than
without. Moreover, PEO coating with SiO2 particles incorporated showed an excellent
wear resistance, which might result from its reactive incorporation and new phase
formation. We will correlate microstructural features and phase composition with the
corrosion and dry sliding wear behavior to identify the uptake and incorporation
mechanism of different kinds of particles during PEO processing.
Keywords
Magnesium
PEO
Wear
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Influence of the current waveform on the micro-discharge appearance in the
Plasma Electrolytic Oxidation process
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The Plasma Electrolytic Oxidation (PEO) is an electrochemical process to produce
protective oxide coatings on light-weight metals (Al, Mg, Ti). Several investigations
have been carried out to improve the efficiency of the PEO process and one particular
way consists in adjusting the right electric regime1. Nevertheless, there is still no clear
understanding of the underlying discharge mechanisms that make possible metal
oxidation. By using a bipolar pulsed current, we have previously observed that
micro-discharge (MD) events are delayed with respect to the rising edge of the anodic
current2. It has been established that this delay is strongly dependant on the oxide
layer thickness. Origin of such phenomena has been proposed and consists in a
dielectric breakdown based on a local charge accumulation at the oxide
layer/electrolyte interface. The aim of the present communication is to give new
insight into the influence of the cathodic half-period of the current on the proposed
breakdown mechanism of the oxide layer. A particular attention is paid to the role of
the cathodic current amplitude (-7 < In (A) < 21) and the cathodic half-period duration
(1 < tn (ms) < 6). The PEO process was conducted on Al2214 aluminum alloy in a
solution containing potassium hydroxide [KOH] = 0.018 mol.L-1 andsilicate [Na2SiO3] =
0.066 mol.L-1 diluted in deionized water. The light emitted from MDs was detected by
a photomultiplier and the MD behavior was followed by means of fast-video imaging
(125 kfr./s). SEM observations were performed to characterized morphology of the
oxide layers. Results point out that coating growth rate is improved with the
combination of the highest cathodic charge quantity (highest In and tn). Within these
electrical conditions, results from video imaging show that the detrimental effect of
strong MDs is minimized (long duration > 0.3 ms, large size > 0.5 mm2). Results also
evidence an increase in the delay of MDs appearance with the increase in the
cathodic charge quantity. This is in good agreement with the proposed growth
mechanism of the oxide layers resulting from charge accumulation at the
layer/electrolyte interface until the layer breakdown occurs.
1
2

J. Martin et al., Surf.thCoat. Technol., vol. 221, 2013, pp. 70-76.
G. Henrion et al., 13 Int. Conf. on Plasma Surface Engineering (PSE), 2012.
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Recently, the plasma electrolytic oxidation (PEO), or the so-called micro-arc oxidation
(MAO) process has been widely studied and applied in industries due to its ability to
create functional oxide layers on light metals. In this work, the voltage and duty cycle
of PEO process were adjusted to prepare a series of titania (TiO2) films on pure
titanium plates. The chemical composition and microstructure of coatings were
determined by a field emission electron probe microanalyzer (FE-EPMA), X-ray
diffractometer (XRD) and scanning electron microscopy (SEM), respectively. The
hardness and adhesion of coatings were determined by the micro hardness tester and
scratch tester. The methylene blue degradation test was performed to evaluate the
photocatalytic performance of these TiO2 films. It was found that crystalline anatase
and rutile phases were formed after PEO treatment. Fine nano porous microstructure
and better methylene blue degradation ability were achieved when the lower voltage
was used during the PEO process. Effects of voltage and duty cycle on the
microstructure, adhesion and methylene blue degradation ability were further
discussed. It can be concluded that the TiO2 films fabricated in this work are
promising for photo-induced methylene blue degradation application.
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Little changes in the composition of an electrolyte may cause significant differences to
the characteristics of the coatings. Moreover, not only main chemical agents may
cause the difference, but also impurities and side agents that got into an electrolyte
unintentionally during the preparation of that electrolyte and even the quality of the
base water itself. In particular, this is the reason to use distilled water instead of tap
water even when large volumes of an electrolyte are required.Impurities in an
electrolyte that normally cause etching of a coating and/or metal itself (e.g. Cl- and
SO4- anions) can worsen coating characteristics in comparison with similar
characteristics of the coating deposited from an electrolyte based on distilled
water.The effects of Cl- and SO4- anions on the characteristics of coatings and
suggest improvements to the process allowing the use of tap water were studied. All
experiments were carried out using the most common alkaline silicate electrolyte. The
objects of the study were the electrolytes based on two types of tap water obtained
from two different sources. Those two types of water contain Cl- and SO4- anions as
well as soluble salts, which usually characterize the hardness of water. The coatings
deposited from the electrolyte based on distilled water were used as the ètalon.
Additionally, two model electrolytes were studied: one based on distilled water with
additions of Cl- anions and another one with SO4- anions. The thickness and
microhardness were chosen as control coatings characteristics.The comparison of the
experimental results showed that Cl- anions have the most negative influence on the
thickness and the microhardness of coatings. The influence deteriorates when SO4anions and tap water are used. The experiments carried out for different durations of
coating deposition processes allow us to conclude that tap water is admissible for
industry applications. However, process duration is to increase by 25%. It is
suggested that increasing process duration is a cost effective alternative to distilling
the base water.
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Wurtzite ZnO films were grown by dc reactive magnetron sputtering under oblique
angle deposition (OAD) with deposition angles in the range 0–85o both using a single
angle or in a zigzag configuration . The film microstructure and the surface
morphology of the samples were explored by HRSEM while the crystalline structure
and the composition were determined by XRD and RBS, respectively. Films were
found to be stoichiometric with a (001) preferential orientation and consisting of an
inclined columnar and porous structure, with columns tilting in the direction of the
incident flux. Angle-dependent Near Edge X-ray absorption Fine Structure (NEXAFS)
measurements were performed on the films to elucidate the chemical state and local
electronic structure of the oriented ZnO columns. For the different samples, a clear
anisotropy was observed at the O K- and Zn L3-edges consistent with the preferential
orientation of the c-axis. The optical properties of the ZnO films (refractive index, n,
extinction coefficient, k, transparency and bandgap) were also studied by
spectroscopic ellipsometry and UV-VIS-NIR spectrophotometry. The experimental
results reveal that the deposition angle, the Ar/O2 gas ratio and the distance between
the target and the substrate play a significant role in the composition, crystalline
structure and optical and electrical properties of the ZnO thin films. In particular, it has
been found that it is possible to control the variation of the refractive index value from
1.9 to 1.5, which is due to the high porosity of the films as a result of the
self-shadowing columnar structure produced during the process [1].
[1] D. Toledano et al, J. Phys. D: Appl. Phys. 46 (2013) 045306
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Nanostructured thin films offer outstanding mechanical features relative to single
phasematerials.Such arrangements were successfully exploited and extensively
studied in order to design relatively tough super-hard and ultra-hard ceramic–ceramic
nanocomposites. Although they seem to break the law of compromise,
ceramic–ceramic nanocomposites remain rather brittle. Metal–metal systems are in
essence softer but less brittle than their ceramic–ceramic counterpart. They are
particularly interesting due to a high hardness H achieved through Hall-Petch
hardening while keeping an elastic modulus E characteristic of metals. This is a
powerful strategy to significantly improve the H/E ratio, a parameter known to drive
the friction behavior of materials.
This study reports on the synthesis and properties of thin films in the Zr-W and Zr-Mo
systems. Magnetron co-sputtering was used to produce thin films with a wide range of
X. Structural analysis by X-ray diffraction and transmission electron microscopy
revealed that highly supersaturated solid solutions, Laves phases and
nanocomposites can be formed depending on the chemical composition. All films
exhibit a nanocrystalline character. Values of hardness above 10 GPa, and up to 15
GPa, and H/E ratio close to or higher than 0.1 are found in the Zr-W system,
associated to very low friction coefficients similarly to metallic glass films. An inverse
Hall-Petch behaviour is identified in Zr1-XMoX films.
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Plasma deposited TiAlN and TiAlNO wear resistant coatings on tool steels are of
interest for polymer processes such as extrusion and injection molding. In the here
presented approach, the surface chemical properties of TiAlN(O) films are studied as
a function of the deposition parameters by means of X-ray photoelectron
spectroscopy (XPS) [1]. The investigated coatings were synthesized via high power
pulsed magnetron sputtering (HPPMS). It could be shown that the surface
composition of TiAlN(O) films significantly differs from the integral film composition
due to oxidation of the surface near region upon contact with ambient atmosphere or
residual gas immediately after deposition [1]. These effects have to be taken into
account considering adhesion phenomena and the interaction with the polymer melt.
The formation of the oxygen adsorption layer on TiAlN at low oxygen partial pressure
was monitored in-situ by time resolved XPS spectroscopy with a time resolution of
several seconds. It could be shown that the kinetics of the oxidation reaction is quite
fast and occurs within a few minutes even at low oxygen partial pressures of less than
1·10-8 mbar. The experimentally observed preferential oxidation reaction of one
element (Ti vs. Al) was compared to DFT based simulations [2]. Furthermore, the
interactions of TiAlN(O) surfaces with model polymers were studied and correlated
with the surface chemical composition.
References:
[1] C.Gnoth, C.Kunze, M.Hans, M.toBaben, J.Emmerlich, J.M.Schneider,
G.Grundmeier, J. Phys. D: Appl. Phys. 46(8):084003, 2013
[2] C.Kunze, D. Music, M. to Baben, J.M. Schneider, G.Grundmeier, Appl. Surf. Sci.,
290, 504-508, 2014
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Over the last decades the AlxTi1-xN system gained a dominant role as protective
coating for cutting tools and is nowadays used in a manifold of different machining
applications. Among the most interesting features of AlxTi1-xN one finds the ability to
adjust mechanical, chemical and thermal properties as an almost linear function of the
Al-content, x. Although the coating properties can be easily modified this way it is
often not possible to deliberately tune or graduate the Al-content during the deposition
process in industrial scale physical vapour deposition processes due to constraints in
geometry and/or target assembly. Hence, the present work focuses on a systematic
variation of coating structure and morphology, maintaining a constant Al-content of
x~0.66. This high Al-content close to the metastable solubility limit is known to ensure
for high
thermal stability, oxidation resistance and mechanical properties, while at the same
time the highest driving force for spinodal decomposition is provided which results in
age-hardening during operation. On the other hand, relatively little knowledge is
available in literature concerning the thermal properties of AlxTi1-xN as a function of the
coating structure. Hence this contribution elucidates the correlation of structural
features on the thermal conductivity of arc deposited AlxTi1-xN coatings, utilizing
transmission and scanning electron microscopy techniques in combination with the
thermo-reflectance technique. Further a methodology is
proposed to effectively reduce the thermal conductivity while keeping a high level of
mechanical properties. Design and architecture of application tailored coatings require
a fundamental understanding of structure-property interactions at the nanometer scale
and will become of major importance in the future.
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Multicomponent coatings based on transitional metal nitride (TMN) satisfy the
increasing requirements as wear resistant layers on various products for industrial
applications, in particular, under high temperature conditions. By means of the
addition of metal and/or nonmetal elements, the optimization of films properties such
as hardness, friction coefficient, corrosion and radiation resistance is possible.
Alloying will also affect the phase formation (solid solution vs. nanocomposite), growth
stress and related microstructure.
In an effort to understand the synergetic effects of multicomponent alloying in hard
TMN coatings, we comparatively studied two quaternary systems: TiZrSiN and
TiZrAlN. Films were deposited at 600°C on (001) Si wafers by a reactive magnetron
co-sputtering from three elemental targets. A fixed dc power supply ratio at the Ti and
Zr cathodes (250 to 200 W) was used to ensure a film composition with constant Ti:Zr
ratio of 1:1, while the Al (resp. Si) content was controlled by adjusting the rf power
supply of the third cathode. Stoichiometric nitrogen content was achieved for all the
films by optimizing the N2 flow rate for each deposition conditions. Post-deposition
thermal annealing in vacuum was carried out at the temperatures of 800, 900 and
1000°C.
Two different structural evolutions are evidenced with the increase of third element:
with the increase of Al concentration there is a linear reduction in the lattice parameter
that testifies the formation of the substitutional TiZrAlN solid solution, while the lattice
parameter of TiZrSiN films did not change with the rise of Si content, suggesting that
silicon segregates at the grain boundaries to form a separate SiNx interfacial phase.
After annealing, the phase composition of TiZrSiN films is not altered, except at the
maximum concentration of silicon (13 аt.%) for which the ZrN (200) reflection appears
as a result of structural phase transformation.
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Currently, the topic icing is receiving more and more attention in many industrial
areas, such as the design and operation of aircrafts or wind energy plants. Icing of
wings or rotor blades results in loss of function of the iced surface. Wind turbines must
be switched off or the rotor blades have to be heated: this costs energy and money.
The aim of this project was to develop, produce, and analyze PECVD coated polymer
foils which allow influencing the formation of ice crystals and films and to reduce the
ice adhesion on the surface. Self-adhesive polyurethane polymer foils allow the
independent coating and structuring of the surface without structuring and coating the
surface of the rotor blades itself. The structuring of polymer foils was done by a hot
embossing process. The anti-icing top coating was applied by PECVD. Both
processes can be scaled up and done from roll-to-roll. The polyurethane is very shock
and scratch resistant and protects the surface from erosion. The functionalization
reduces the ice adhesion on the surface of more than 90% and delays the freezing of
water. The water wetting behaviour was studied in dependency of the structure
dimensions and PECVD top coatings.
For the evaluation of the functionalized surfaces, lab-based test methods were
developed in order to achieve atmospheric icing conditions and to study the freezing
delay/icing behaviour on plasma functionalized surfaces. The embossed and coated
polymer foils were applied and tested on rotor blades of a wind energy plant in urban
environment. The results will be presented.
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Zr distribution in co-sputtered Zr/a-C(:H) films
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Diamond-like carbon (DLC) has been widely studied for applications in the biomedical
field. However, it is well known that it presents high internal stress which significantly
limits the adhesion of the coating to metallic substrates, especially under highly
corrosive environment. In fact, the main problem of a-C coatings for biomedical
application is that the interface between substrate and functional coating can suffer a
corrosion process by the penetration of body liquid through imperfections or pinholes
that may exist on coatings surface. Co-sputtering transition metals (Ti, Cr, …) with
amorphous carbon (a-C) films gives rise to a peculiar structure based on carbide
nanograins embedded into the amorphous carbon matrix capable to tailor the
properties of DLC film. However, Ti cannot solve the adhesion problem due to low
corrosion resistance of TiC and Cr is not a biocompatible element. Zr is known to
have high corrosion resistance and biocompatibility, which can replace
advantageously Ti and Cr in DLC coatings. Thus, the aim of this study was to study
the incorporation of Zr in DLC (a-C_Zr) and its influence on the coating structure. The
films were deposited by magnetron sputtering with different Zr contents. For Zr
contents > 4 at.%, a broad peak was observed in the XRD pattern, suggesting the
presence of nc-ZrC phase. The application of Sherrer formula resulted in grain size
close to 1.5-2 nm. These results corroborated XPS results typical of nc spectral
features, where Zr atoms in the Zr-C grains are positioned in a high rate at the
interface with the amorphous carbon matrix. This nc-ZrC phase arrangement was also
studied by STEM and HRTEM in order to analyse their distribution and size in the
C-matrix as a function of Zr content.
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Characterization of transformation processes in annealed alumina films with
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Alumina is one of the most cost-effective and widely used material in the family of
engineering ceramics. It is also very promising as a thin-film material for surface
modification of machining tools. In most cases, magnetron sputtering produces
alumina films at temperatures lower than 600 °C, which results, however, in the films
with a metastable structure. A post-deposition annealing of these films leads to
successive changes in their structure.
The aim of present study is to characterize transformation processes and understand
transformation phenomena in magnetron sputtered alumina films with a metastable
structure. For this purpose, purely amorphous, amorphous/γ-phase and purely
γ-phase films were sputtered in an Ar+O2 mixture at selected process parameters
using a dual magnetron system equipped with two aluminum targets. Phase
transformation sequences with thermodynamic and kinetic data were systematically
analyzed by means of differential scanning calorimetry and ex-situ X-ray diffraction.
It will be shown that thermal stability of a pure γ-phase as-deposited structure
exceeds 1100°C as the film is heated in air at 40°C/min. On the contrary, an
amorphous as-deposited structure is thermally stable to approximately 900°C at the
same heating conditions when the amorphous to γ phase transformation starts
proceeding. Independently of the ratio of an amorphous to crystalline γ phase in the
as-deposited structure, the metastable γ phase transforms to the stable α phase at
temperature of approximately 1200°C. This phase transformation is accompanied by
the formation of the intermediate metastable θ phase without any detectable heat
released indicating second-order thermodynamic character of this process. Further, it
will be shown that the changes in transformation enthalpies for all observed
transformations are close to each other while the kinetic of the phase transformations
is influenced by the as-deposited structure of the films. The kinetic triplets for
mathematical description of the phase transformations in alumina films will be also
discussed in detail.
Keywords
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Thin films’ internal stress is often determined by the Stoney formula using the
measurements of the substrate curvature. In this study, we use an optical profilometer
to determine the curvature of the surface before and after coating. Two radiuses are
then obtained along the principal perpendicular directions of the surface. Three sets of
samples are considered with three TiN film thicknesses (500, 1000, and 2000 nm).
The substrates are cut in a single (001) silicon wafer (380 µm thick) with five different
shape and dimension, from square(10x10 and 15x15 mxm) to rectangle (10x13,
10x16 and 10x19 mmxmm). The coatings are elaborated by DC reactive magnetron
sputtering, with constant deposition parameter except process time for each set of five
samples.
If the Stoney hypothesis were completely fulfilled, the calculated stress should be
constant and independent of the size and shape of the substrates. As internal stress,
it should be only linked to process (composition, temperature and maybe thickness).
First, we show that the shape of the substrate influence strongly the deformation.
Second, the choice of the radius (mean value, minimum value, with or without initial
curvature correction) is critical to the determination of the stress.
A careful attention should be given to this technique to minimise the dispersion of the
calculated stress values and to ensure the relevance of the studies
Keywords
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Investigation on the diffusion behaviour of Fe, Cr, and C in arc evaporated TiNand CrN-based coatings and their influence on the thermal and mechanical
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Hard materials like CrN, TiN, CrAlN, and TiAlN are well established as protective
coatings for tools used in various machining and forming applications. Even though
the thermal stability and thermo-mechanical properties of such coatings have already
been investigated in numerous studies only little information is available concerning
the influence of transfer-material-diffusion during e.g. machining applications.
Therefore, thin layers of Fe, Cr, and C ─ which are common transfer-elements during
machining ─ were deposited on arc evaporated CrN, TiN, Al0.7Cr0.3N as well as on Ti0.5
Al0.5N coatings. The concentration-depth profiles after vacuum annealed for 30 min at
600, 800, and 1000 °C were evaluated by cross-sectional EDX line-scans as well as
by secondary ion mass spectroscopy. Additional to the determination of the diffusion
coefficients at high temperatures, low temperature annealing treatments at 600 °C for
10, 100, and 1000 min were carried out to investigate in more detail the in-depth
diffusion behaviour of Fe, Cr, and C. These results serve as a basis for a better
understanding of the complex interaction between coated tool and work-piece as well
as the influence of impurities on the thermal and mechanical behaviour of ceramic-like
protective coatings.
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Metallic thin films play an important role in several applications in photonics,
electronics, sensors and biophysics. Particular application requires the film of special
morphology, ie. isolated nanoparticles, arrays, or smooth surface. It is important to
choose proper deposition technique and understand mechanism of metal nucleation
and growth to better control the film properties. We chose aluminum and silver as
examples of metals where we demonstrated the serviceability of in-situ monitoring
toward preparation of film of desired properties. We investigated and compared the
growth of ultrathin metallic films by magnetron sputtering and pulsed laser deposition
(PLD) techniques.
A PLD technique was based on Nd:YAG laser operating at wavelength of 266 nm and
pulse length of 4 ns that ablated the metallic target. Magnetron sputtering was
performed at RF power varied from 30 to 100 W. Both experiments were carried out in
atmosphere of pressure varied from 0.5 to 3 Pa. We performed in-situ monitoring of
electrical and optical properties of the metallic growing layer. Electrical conductivity
and I-V curve were measured by four-wire technique. The optical properties (optical
constants) were obtained using spectroscopic ellipsometry. Plasma parameters were
characterized by mass and optical emission spectroscopy. We investigated
modification of the growth condition using different ambient, ie. Ne, Ar, Kr and Xe.
The results of the in-situ monitoring are correlated with the AFM and SEM analyses of
the surface morphology. The obtained results based on in-situ monitoring utilization
provide knowledge toward tailoring and synthesis of novel functional materials.
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Influence of growth time on crystalline structure, morphologic and optical
properties of Indium Oxide (In2O3) thin films
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Indium oxide (In2O3) thin films are successfully deposited on glass substrate at
different deposition timings by ultrasonic spray technique using chlorure Indium (InCl3)
material source (In) which is prepared with dissolvent Ethanol (C2H5-OH), the physical
properties of these film are characterized by XRD, MEB,UV-visible. XRD analysis
revaled that the films are polycrystalline in nature having centralized cubic crystal
structure and symmetry space group I213 with a preferred grain orientation along
(222) plan when the deposition timings changes from 4 to 10 min but after t=10 min
especially when t=13 min we found that the majority of grains preferred the plan (400).
The maximum value of grain size D=61,51 nm is attained for In2O3 films grown at t=10
min. the average transmittance is about 77%, thus the film are transparent in the
visible region. The optical gap energy is found to decrease from 3.8 to 3.62 ev with
growth time Increased from 4 to 10 min but after t=10 min the value of Eg will increase
to 3.84 ev. A systematic study on the influence of growth time on the properties of In2
O3 thin films deposited by ultrasonic spray at 400 0C has been reported.
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The surface lubrication property due to higher hardness and excellent abrasion
resistance of Diamond-Like Carbon (DLC) films is closely related to not only the
adhesion strength of between film and substrate but also to the residual stress in DLC
films. Unfortunately owing to amorphous structure of DLC films, it is not possible to
use X-ray residual stress measurement.
In this work, we have prepared DLC films and then used nondestructive Raman
microprobe spectroscopy technique for residual stress measurements. The
plasma-based ion implantation and deposition (PBIID) method was used for the
coating of the DLC film on a thin glass substrate. Raman spectrum of DLC film was
classified into the C-C uniting band in 1,150 cm-1, D (Disorder) band and G (Graphite)
band. The phonon deformation potential of graphite and diamond was combined, and
the phonon deformation potential of DLC film was calculated. In previous research,
we obtained that the first relational expression was obtained between the residual
stress (σr) in DLC film and the Raman shift (ω) of G band, σr = -565.6ω0-1(ω-ω0). And
the possibility of the residual stress measurement in DLC film by Raman microprobe
spectroscopy was found.
Then we examined the Raman shift of graphite band (G band) belonged to a graphite
structure in DLC film deposited with mixed gas of acetylene and toluene and the
relation to the residual stress. As a result, even for the mixed gas of acetylene and
toluene, the first relational expression was obtained between the residual stress in
DLC film and the Raman shift of G band. The stress constant obtained from the
Raman shift of G band was larger to use acetylene gas than that of toluene gas.
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Isotropic plasma-polymerized films were made from tetravinylsilane (TVS) monomer
and its mixture with argon or oxygen gas. Films were deposited on polished silicon
wafer (100) using plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposition at pulsed RF plasma
(13.56 MHz). The substrates were pretreated by argon plasma (10sccm, 5.7Pa, 5 W)
for 10min to improve the film adhesion. The films were prepared at a total mass flow
rate of 3.8 sccm (2.7 Pa), the content of argon or oxygen gas in a mixture ranging
0-92%, and the effective power operated from 2 to 250 W. The thickness of isotropic
films was varied from 10 nm to 1 µm. An in-situ phase-modulated spectroscopic
ellipsometer UVISEL (Jobin-Yvon) was employed to characterize the film thickness
and optical properties of deposited films in the spectral range 250-830 nm. The
dispersion dependence of the dielectric function was fitted using the five-parametric
Tauc-Lorentz formula. We found out that optical parameters of deposited films are
controlled by effective power and the band gap can be decreased from 2.8 eV (2 W)
to 0.8 eV (250 W) if pure TVS was used. The refractive index at a wavelength of 633
nm was ranging 1.6-2.4 for films deposited from pure monomer and the range was
similar (1.7-2.4) if TVS/Ar mixture was used, but was modified (1.5-2.2) if TVS/O2
mixture was applied. However, the power dependences of the refractive index differ
according to the content of gas in mixture. Next, well-defined multilayer (anisotropic)
films were deposited using pure monomer and its mixtures combining individual layers
polymerized at different powers. A realistic model of the multilayer structure was used
to analyze ellipsometric data and distinguish individual layers in the multilayered film,
evaluate their thicknesses and optical constants. Dispersion dependences for the
refractive index were well separated for each type of individual layer, if the thickness
was decreased from 100-10 nm, and corresponded to those of the single layer.
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Very thin thermoelectric layers were prepared by Pulsed Laser Deposition
from hot-pressed Bi2Te3 target. We present some transport and thermal
properties of the layers such as the thermal conductivity, in-plain
electrical conductivity, the Seebeck coefficient and the power factor.
Results of crystallinity, composition and surface morphology experiments
on the layers prepared with a different laser beam density are also
given.
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The high dielectric parameters, band gap and low values of dielectric loss tangent are
very important properties for various applications such as electronic devices, thin-film
capacitors and insulated coatings. Oxide ceramic films with electret properties are
applied in biomedicine for stimulation of positive biological processes by short-range
quasi-static electric field actions. The aim of the present study was the research of
surface and structural properties, electrophysical parameters of ceramic oxide
coatings Al2O3, Ta2O5 deposited in different Magnetron Sputtering regimes (constant
and pulsed bias potential regimes, activation regime by ion source). The ion source
was applied for cleaning and activation the surface of samples. The structure and
composition of the magnetron sputtering coatings were investigated by means of
photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) and X-ray diffraction (XRD) methods. The surface
topography and roughness parameters were evaluated by atomic force microscopy
(AFM) method. The analysis of capacity, dielectric constant, parameters of dielectric
loss tangent depending on the frequency of electromagnetic field for oxide ceramic
coatings deposited in the different sputtering regimes was made by LCR-meter
BR-2876. The surface was observed by scanning microprobe method (NTEGRA
Aura), phase contrast of film surface scan was analyzed and surface charge
distribution by Kelvin probe method was evaluated.
Results show that the coatings deposited in the regimes with ion source activation
demonstrate the best dielectric parameters due to the structural and stoichiometric
composition improvement.
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Recently great interest has been paid to amorphous silicon nitride thin films, which
have found a large range of application. Certain device processing requires a low
temperature of film deposition, thus making sputtering a potentially useful fabrication
technique. In order to investigate the influence of the radio frequency (RF) power on
the electrical properties of amorphous silicon nitride (a-SixNy), films were deposited
using power between 150 and 400 W.
The electrical measurements suggest the increase in the RF power induces the
establishment of the Pool-Frenkel conduction mechanism. An increase in the
resistivity and a decrease in the breakdown field of the film.
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Diagnostic studies for synthesis of Al doped ZnO film by magnetron sputtering
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Although magnetron sputtering (MS) processes have shown as an emerging method
foe acheiving high quality films for the industry, still there are lack of understanding in
correlation between the properties of the plasmas and the characteristics of the
deposited films. Therefore, the systematic experimental studies of plasma parameters
and the diagnostics of plasma in a MS reactor are crucial for understanding the
process to control the formation of film. For instance there is growing interest in
studies on ZnO based films for transparent electrode; however, it has not been
successfully introduced to industry yet because of its stron dependence of
conductivity on film thickness, process temperature, etc. In this work, we present
investigation of Al doped ZnO (AZO) film fabrication process using various diagnostic
tools, by utilizing low temperature deposition processfor the development of high
quality film. For the experiment, facing targets sputtering (FTS) has been utilized due
to its advantage of low process temperature and low concern of ion bombardment
damage to substrate. AZO films are fabricated on the glass substrates by varying the
process conditions, to examine and compare the relationships between film
characterizations and plasma parameters. For the plasma diagnostics we have used
Langmuir probe (LP) and optical emission diagnotic. The microstructure changes of
the films are examined by X-ray diffraction (XRD). The OES results show strong Ar
emission intensity lines of 3p54p - 3p54s transitions in 667-900 nm range. OES data
also shows considerable differences in the emission by varying DC applied power.
Measurements also show that there is clear signature ofsputtered Zn atoms, whoch
show stronger emission lones at ~472 nm (4s5s - 4s4p), 481 nm (4s5s 4s4p), and
307 nm (4s4p -4s2). We have used LP to measure the plasma density and electron
temperature. Results show that the OES measurements are in consistent with the LP
measurements.
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Improving the adhesion strength of PTFE coating on stainless steel and glass
substrates via atmospheric and reduced pressure plasma surface treatment
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The superior water repellency characteristic in Polytetrafluoroethene (PTFE) coating
makes it attractive for water-proof applications. This study aims to further increase the
adhesion strength of PTFE coatings on glass and stainless steel substrates by
employing plasma surface modifications. Before depositing PTFE coating via PECVD,
various substrates are first undergone reduced and atmospheric pressure plasma
treatment. Both specially designed atmospheric plasma jet and reduced pressure
plasma chamber with two plate-like electrodes generate plasma from different gases
including pure nitrogen, oxygen, argon, and mixture of argon and 7% hydrogen. From
AFM measurement on substrates, it is revealed that plasma produced from gas
mixture of argon and 7% of hydrogen exhibits the highest ion etching rate. The
increase in surface roughness also leads to an increase of the physical contact area
between PTFE film and the substrate. Furthermore, optical emission spectroscopy
(OES) provides a perspicacious look at the distributions of radicals inside plasma
which contribute to the surface etching phenomenon.
Film adhesion is evaluated by progressive load nano-scratch test for a more
quantitative measurement. The result reveals that after the substrate is treated by
plasma, the value of critical load that delaminates the deposited PTFE film is
increased, suggesting the effectiveness of plasma surface treatment on film adhesion
improvement. The grooves of the scratch marks are attributed to the plastic and
elastic co-deformation of film. By carefully examining the scratch grooves under SEM,
the individual contribution of the plastic and elastic deformation can be evaluated.
Plasma treated samples compared to the untreated ones show more of elastic
deformation since the film is more adhesive to the substrates. The physical
approaches are systematically suggested to pave the way for investigating the
improvement of PTFE film adhesion via plasma treatment.
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Water-based surface preparation processes : maintenance of cleaning baths
and recycling of rinse water.
Philippe Pousaz
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Adhesion level of PVC or CVD coating is in close connection with the surface
preparation conditions of the substrate. Water-based processes are usually appliedto
reachhigh surface quality requirements. Following technical parameters have to be
controlled for accessing high environmental and ecological standards:
- chemical content of the used detergents
-analysis and maintenance of the cleaning solutions
-control of rinse water consumption
- wastewater management.
The NGL paper includes two main topics:
1. Recommended analytical methods and physical treatments to lenghten the
operating life of the baths ( acid/base titration, surfactants dosage, surface
tension measuring, oil separation and membrane filtration equipments )
2. Recommended water treatment processes for high rinse efficiency before
substrates drying. Particular attention will be paid to water sawings. An
innovative rinse water recycling
process will be discussed in technical and economical terms.
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Diffuse Coplanar Surface Barrier Discharge (DCSBD) is a novel type of
atmospheric-pressure plasma source capable of generating diffuse “cold“
atmospheric-pressure plasma layers in air, oxygen and other standard plasma gases
at extremely high plasma power densities reaching the order of 100W/cm3. The
DCSBD plasma generated in ambient air consists of two optically different segments:
the diffuse plasma and the filamentary streamer plasma. We found that close contact
between a flat glass surface and the DCSBD plasma layer led to an increase in the
diffuse plasma, and contact with conductive ITO glass resulted in total extinction of
streamer plasma.
As indicated by XPS, MALDI and surface energy measurements, a 3-sec. treatment
with glass surface results in a complete hydrophilization of the glass surface due to a
significant reduction of adsorbed organic contaminants and an increase in surface
hydroxyl group density. The efficiency of the proprietary DCSBD-based method for
glass surface treatment will be demonstrated by the results for sol-gel TiO2layer
deposition, CONLOC glass bonding, lamination of PVB sheets, nanoparticle surface
immobilization and ITO conductive glass cleaning. Abrasive measurements on TiO2
coatings showed significant increases in adhesion and coating quality on
plasma-cleaned glass surfaces, whereas untreated glass surfaces showed poor
adhesion of TiO2coatings.
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Enhanced adhesion of decorative coatings on aluminium substrates produced
by CCP ion treatment
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The aim of the present investigation is the improvement of the adhesion of decorative
coatings on aluminium substrates by argon ion pre-treatment. The TiN coatings have
been deposited by reactive magnetron sputtering from rotatable targets. An RF ion
beam source (IPT) with ion energies up to 700eV and ion current densities up to
0.7mA/cm² has been applied for removing adsorbed hydrocarbons, water, and the
upper layers of the substrate material prior to the coating process. The effect of the
ion treatment on the topology of aluminium substrates has been investigated by AFM
and SEM. The adhesion of the TiN films has been quantified by a pull-off test
procedure.
Keywords
surface cleaning
ion beam
CCP
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High-rate sputter etching of substrates using hollow cathode arc discharge
Jens-Peter Heinß, Fred Fietzke, Christoph Metzner, Henry Morgner, Burkhard
Zimmermann
Fraunhofer-Institute FEP Dresden, Dresden, Germany
jens-peter.heinss@fep.fraunhofer.de
High quality vacuum depositions demand an intensive in-line pretreatment. A common
way for pre-treatment implementation is sputter etching with argon ions. For highly
productive and cost-effective processes with high material throughput high etching
rates are required. For instance, in case of metal strip coating a fast process is
demanded with an exposure time in the range of one second.
Therefore, a sputter etching process for metal substrates based on hollow cathode
arc discharge plasma sources has been developed. The acceleration voltage for
argon ions is applied to the plasma source. Consequently, the substrates can remain
on ground potential. This presents an advantageous simplification for the equipment
design. A description of the developed mechanical and electrical configuration will be
presented in the paper.
The arc discharge current was extended to 300A resulting in a power up to 20 kW. Ion
currents with a density up to 40mA/cm2 could be extracted from the plasma zone to
the substrate. The influence of different parameters (discharge current, gas flow,
pressure) on the ion current density will be depicted. By applying an additional
magnetic field the plasma cloud can be extended to operating distances up to one
meter. Using bias voltages up to 400V etching rates of 40nm/s were achieved on
copper substrates. Nearly defect free surfaces could be obtained after pretreatment
by implementation of a mid-frequency power source in combination with fast arc
detection and suppression.
Apart from high efficiency, the hollow cathode arc discharge etching is advantageous
compared to sputter etching by magnetron devices for the etching of thick
ferromagnetic substrates and substrates with 3D-structure. Furthermore, the
developed etching array can be arranged in arbitrary geometrical orientation in any
compartment. Together with the attractive etching rates the developed assembly is
predestined for installations in high throughput vacuum production lines.
Keywords
sputter etching
high-rate vacuum coating
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Plasma process using H2, N2 and NF3 mixture for High selectivity (SiN/SiO2)
etching
Youngyeon Ji, Hee-Sun Chae
PSK, Hwaseong, South Korea
showmeji@naver.com
High selectivity of silicon nitride/silicon oxide is required for nitride stripping. Silicon
nitride is one of the primary materials used in various micro-fabrication processes as a
dielectric, mask material. The selective etching of silicon nitride films has been an
important step in integrated circuit manufacturing for many years. Advanced device
integration continues to add more steps in which the selective removal of silicon
nitride becomes necessary. To solve these needs, we introduced a chemical dry
etching process. This process potentially offers a high etching selectivity of silicon
nitride over silicon oxide. In this report, selective etching of silicon nitride to silicon
oxide in a remote plasma reactor using NF3, H2 and N2 was investigated. The
chemical binding energy(Si-O bond: 8.3 eV, Si-N bond: 4.6 eV) and plasma density
was studied in the selective etching of silicon nitride using anhydrous hydrogen
fluoride.We confirmed the selectivity above 150:1 for silicon nitride to silicon oxide
using H2, N2 and NF3 gas mixture.
Keywords
silicon nitride etching
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Electrochemical Behavior of Reticulated Vitreous Carbon treated by Dielectric
Barrier Discharge (DBD) Plasma
Leide Silva1, Luiz Ferreira2, Alberto Santos3, Konstantin Kostov3
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During the last decade reticulated vitreous carbon (RVC) has been widely applied as
electrode in electrochemistry because of its excellent properties such as chemical
inertness, high surface area and high electrical conductivity. RVC can be used as
received or further modified to enhance some desired properties. It is well established
that chemical and physical methods of activation can produce materials with a
developed surface area and a controlled distribution of pores that determine the
electrode/electrolyte interface for electrochemical applications. Our main purpose was
to investigate the characteristics of a RVC electrode treated by dielectric barrier
discharge plasma. The samples were exposed to air-DBD plasma for 5.0 and 10.0
min. The other experimental parameters, such as the source frequency of 60 Hz and
a.c. voltage magnitude of 32 kV (peak to peak), were kept fixed. Results from SEM as
well as the electrochemical analysis showed a modification of RVC surface after the
DBD treatment. The Eletrochemical Specific Surface Areas were calculated from the
anodic current density peak of the Cyclic Voltamograms (CV) using a redox reaction
of Fe(CN)64-/3 that demonstrates an increase of the electrode active area. This finding
can be explained by increase of the roughness due to the etching the RVC surface
during the DBD processing. Higher anodic charges were attained from CV curves for
the treated samples than the one of the standard specimen for all pH solutions
(1Mol.L-1 Na2SO4 with pH variation 2-10). This behavior is probably due to the
oxidation of the RVC samples promoted by the DBD treatment. The Electrochemical
Impedance Spectroscopy (EIS) was acquired in 0.1 Mol.L-1 H2SO4 for determining the
capacitance of RVC electrodes. The capacitance of the treated samples increased of
about 40-60% compared to the capacitance of the untreated specimen. These results
confirm the effectiveness of DBD plasma for RVC surface modification, which is
important for the electrode applications.
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Surface modification of steel by plasma N-quench
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The steel used for machine components is treated with surface hardening
(Carburizing and gas nitriding) in order to improve wear resistance and fatigue
strength. However, they have some disadvantage. In carburizing, deformation is
occurred after treatment and this process emits greenhouse effect gas owing to using
carbon gas. In nitriding, treating time is long. Nitrogen infiltrating and quenching,
which is named “N-quench” has many good properties. In this treatment, specimen is
quenched after the nitrogen is infiltrated and diffused about 1000K or more in Fe-N
austenite phase, so the distortion is lower than carburizing, and the treating time is
shorter than nitriding. However, N-quench uses NH3, which is not safety for human.
In this study, novel heat treatment process “plasma N-quench” which applies plasma
to activate the nitrogen for infiltrating instead of the NH3 is examined. The nitrogen
concentration of surface is increased with increasing the nitrogen pressures in
vacuum chamber, because the active nitrogen increased with increasing the nitrogen
pressure. The surface hardness increased with the increased nitrogen pressures
owing to the increased-nitrogen concentration at the steel surface. The voids are
observed at high nitrogen concentration after nitrogen infiltration, and the voids
decrease the mechanical properties such as fatigue strength. The maximum nitrogen
concentration without void formation in plasma N-quench is higher than N-quench,
which used NH3. The specimen treated by N-quench is infiltrated with nitrogen and
also hydrogen, but the specimen treated by plasma N-quench contains only nitrogen.
Thus, the void is reduced owing to less amount of entering molecules in the specimen
treated by plasma N-quench.
Keywords
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Sub-Microsecond Pulsed Plasma Surface Modification as a Combinational, all
Atmospheric Pressure Approach to Nano-structured TCO Production
John Hodgkinson, Heather Yates, David Sheel
The University of Salford, Salford, United Kingdom
j.l.hodgkinson@salford.ac.uk
The use of atmospheric pressure (AP) CVD to produce highly developed Transparent
Conducting Oxides (TCO) for thin film photovoltaic systems has significant potential to
reduce manufacturing costs and increase the product scope via in-line processing
compared to off-line, low pressure techniques. A further advantage of APCVD is the
ability control surface morphology via growth parameters, a key factor in controlling
the distribution of scattered light at the TCO / absorber interface. The nano-scale
features may be further optimised via post growth etching, by, for example, to round
from sharp vertices or induce or exaggerate texture in a film material that is
intrinsically smooth. This is normally achieved via low pressure plasma treatments or
wet chemical processes, hence the presented AP plasma approach offers reduced
capital costs combined with ease of scalability and process integration. In this work
we describe the multi-scale manipulation of an APCVD ZnO surface for optimum
performance in Si micromorph solar cells via the application of an atmospheric
pressure plasma etch system. The objective is to facilitate the trade off between
transparency, light scattering and electrical conductivity whilst providing a suitable
surface for stable Si growth. The modified surfaces are evaluated via optical and
morphological properties. The use of audio frequency and sub-microsecond pulsed
plasmas for etching are compared in terms of activity and control.
Keywords
Pulsed Plasma
Etch
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Front- and Rearside Plasma Texturing of Crystalline Silicon Wafers for PV
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Jens Hirsch1, D. Lausch2, N. Bernhard1
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The current standard for surface texturing of crystalline silicon wafers for photovoltaic
applications is wet chemical etching. This process is used to increase the light
absorption of a solar cell through multiple reflections on the surface and to remove the
saw damage. However, well defined textures are only reachable for monocrystalline
silicon by applying a KOH solution. Here, upright pyramidal structures with {111} side
faces are formed. In case of a varying surface orientation which occurs in
multicrystalline silicon (mc-Si) the pyramidal structure is not upright anymore and
leading to highly reflective regions in dependence of their crystal grain orientation.
Furthermore, the handling and depollute of wet chemicals is dangerous and
expensive.
The frontside texturing of crystalline silicon through maskless reactive ion etching
(RIE) is an alternative method. Plasma technology allows the specifically texturing of
mono and multicrystalline silicon, hence pyramid like surface structures can be
produced on multicrystalline silicon of every orientation too. In this contribution, the
results of a wet chemical and a dry SF6/O2 plasma texture will be compared. Intense
attention is given to the light absorption, light trapping and to the surface
recombination velocity (SRV). In particular, in this contribution the influence of an
additionally plasma-textured rear-side for an increased rear side light reflectance and
hence for an increased light absorption in the bulk material will be investigated. The
result will be compared to only front-side plasma textured specimens. Finally, I first
attempt for simulating the influence on the light absorption by an additional textured
rear side will be given.
Keywords
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Controlled plasma ablation of fibre reinforced plastic composites with minimal
polymeric matrix charring
James Nicholas Barry1, Denis P. Dowling2
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Prior to bonding Fibre Reinforced Plastics (FRP) it is preferential to expose the fibre
structure in order to facilitate the ingress of the bonding agent and thus achieve high
bond strengths. In many cases the removal of the matrix material from the composite
structure is achieved by mechanical ablation. This includes the use of techniques
such as grit-blasting with SiC or Al2O3 particles, which also roughen the polymeric
matrix and may cause significant fibre damage. In this study the use of an air
atmospheric plasma treatment is investigated for the selective removal the upper
layer of epoxy matrix from a glass fibre reinforced composite. A key consideration with
this plasma treatment is to avoid any detrimental charring or burning affect to the
remaining epoxy as this will significantly reduce the adhesive bond strength.
The plasma ablations experiments were performed on 20 x 20 mm FRP samples
using a PlasmaTreat air atmospheric plasma system. The treatment parameters
varied were plasma cycle time (PCT), Voltage, plasma power, gas flow rate and
nozzle height. It was observed at higher PCT and Plasma Powers, the plasma
ablation process was aggressive and caused extensive charring and some fibre
damage, but over a certain range of PCT and Voltage values, controlled plasma
ablation was achieved. The absence of thermal damage was demonstrated using
reflectance FTIR. The rate of ablation was found to be in the range 20-100 μm/pass,
depending on the treatment conditions. Tensile testing of the bonded composites
showed that the controlled plasma ablation resulted in significantly higher bonding
strengths when compared to treatments in which thermal damage had occurred.
Higher tensile bonding strengths were also achieved compared with substrates which
had been ablated using Al2O3 powders. In conclusion, this research has shown that
air plasma jet ablation, if controlled, has the potential to be a viable alternative to the
conventional mechanical ablation process.
Keywords
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The Remote Plasma Source (RPS) – a powerful plasma tool for stripping SU-8
photo resist
Joachim Schneider, Jens Hofmann, Josef Mathuni, Alexander Mattheus, Markus
Reichmann, Markus Dingeldein, Klaus-Martin Baumgärtner
Muegge GmbH, Reichelsheim, Germany
joachim.schneider@muegge.de
Based on the rapid reactive radicals technology, the Remote Plasma Source (RPS) is
capable of stripping very thick layers of all kind of organic materials, e.g. SU-8 resist
in particular, with excellent throughput and free of residues for production of
micro-structures and micro-parts with high aspect ratio. Another outstanding
application of the RPS is the decapsulation of semiconductor devices for defect
location.
The RPS is based on 2.45 GHz microwave technology for generation of a low
pressure plasma inside the plasma chamber at low pressure conditions in the range
of 1-10 mbar. The substrate to be treated is located in a separate treatment chamber
for remote plasma surface treatment. As a consequence, virtually no ions but radicals
will contribute to the surface treatment. Due to the dense palsma excitation in the
RPS, a high amount of radicals is produced which is inevitable for efficient etching
and stripping processes on industrial level. The major advantages of the remote
plasma are the low thermal load on the substrates due to the almost complete lack of
ions outside the plasma chamber and the fast processing times achievable because
of the extremely high rates of radicals being directed to the surface of the substrates
for etching and stripping applications. As a consequence, pure chemical etching is
providing for high selectivity of the etching and stripping process at very high etching
rates which can be higher than 200 µm/h.
Keywords
remote microwave plasma
radicals
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stripping
decapsulation
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Improvement adhesion strength of PTFE Using Nitrogen Ion Irradiation
Ricardo Takata, Toru Iwao, Motoshige Yumoto
Tokyo city University, Tokyo-to, Tamazutsumi Setagaya-ku, Japan
g1381314@tcu.ac.jp
PTFE (PolyTetraFluoroEthylene) has many excellent characteristics, such as low
dielectric constant, low dielectric loss tangent, chemical stability and so on [1].
However, its surface inertness makes it difficult to adhere against metals or other
materials. To enhance adhesive strength of PTFE, it is necessary to improve
roughness and surface energy. In other words, it is important to toughen up binding
force between adhesive and adherend (i.e. adhesive interface). Further improvement
of adhesive strength can be achieved if it is possible to covalent binding on adhesive
interface. Further improvement of adhesive strength can be achieved if it is possible
to covalent binding on adhesive interface.
This work is devoted to nitrogen ion irradiation for the purpose of improving adhesive
strength between PTFE and epoxy adhesive. The reason of using nitrogen ion
irradiation is that epoxy group and amino group is reacting ring-opening
polymerization, which can help to covalent binding on adhesive interface. In the result,
adhesive strength improved to 1500 N/m from 20 N/m.
The chemical-bonding state at adhesive interface was examined by XPS(X-ray
photoelectron spectroscopy). N-CH bond caused polymerization reaction is used to
define binding of interface. The surface energy was measured by measuring the
contact angle using the sessile drop method. To study the adhesive strength, a 180°peel test was carried out.
[1] K. Asakura, Macromolecule dictionary the third edition, Corporate judicial person
Society of Polymer Science, ISBN4-254-25248-X(2005)
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Antimicrobial properties of stainless steel by silver ions surface modification
Cesar Aguzzoli, F.G. Echeverrigaray, C.A. Figueroa, S. Echeverrigaray, I.J.R.
Baumvol
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Biofilms are a form of proliferation that offers versatility and resistance to micro
-organisms, protecting them from the surrounding environment and allowing
adaptation in adverse conditions. The adherence and formation of pathogenic biofilms
on contact surfaces used in the health and food industries is the main cause of
increased contamination and infections that can, eventually, lead to public health
problems and economic order. This study aimed to evaluate the antimicrobial
properties of silver ions (Ag+) implanted on the surface of austenitic stainless steel
AISI 304 by the technique of ion implantation at low energies (4 keV) in an Ion Plating
Diversified equipment. This equipment was modified to make possible this type of
implantation, exclusively for superficial region of the samples. The bacteria used were
Escherichia coli (IBEc 101) and Staphylococcus aureus (ATCC 6538). The
performance of Monte Carlo simulations shows is crucial in determining the energies
to be used in deployments, as predicted approximately profiles dose/depth of Ag+
implanted in stainless steel. The physicochemical technique characterization was
used showed that RBS quantitative doses of silver, where concentrations of the silver
were in the order of 1016 atoms/cm2. The GD-OES indicates that silver is in fact
located on the steel surface, indicating a depth of penetration of less than 10 nm
silver. The biological results are encouraging, given the antimicrobial activity of Ag+
which has to be effective against the bacteria E. coli and S. aureus even when the pH
of the culture medium varies. Accordingly, this work defends the hypothesis to make
this process of surface modification on an industrial scale, although data are lacking
to prove its income and the total cost of the treated product. However, there is a
perspective of a total gain hundred times in yield compared to the high energy ion
implantation.
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Substoichiometric Titaniumoxides
Alexandra Pazidis, Rolf Reineke-Koch
Institut f. Solarenergieforschung Hameln, Emmerthal, Germany
pazidis@isfh.de
The potential of substochiometric titianiumoxide thin films as coatings for thermal
absorbers was evaluated with special interest in the thermochromic phases Ti2O3
and Ti3O5.
A coating for a thermal collector has distinct requirements concerning the optical
constants in the visible and infrared region, as the absorption of solar light has to be
as high as possible and the thermal emissivity as low as possible to ensure a
maximum of efficiency.
These type of selective coatings are already state of the art for commercial products.
But on hot sunny days, these collectors tend to overheat as the heat transport cycle is
stopped due to limited storage capacity. Hence there is interest in coatings that
change their optical behavior with temperature.
For a simple layer structure the ideal constants in the cold state and in a potentially
changed hot state were theoretically determined using commercial thin film software
and simplified calculation for the emissivity of single layers.
A mid-frequency sputter system with Plasma Emission Monitoring (PEM® from
Ardenne) was used to reactively deposit thin films with systematic variation of
stoichiometry from metallic titanium to TiO2. As optical constants for such films are
scarce the coatings were intensively optically analyzed using reflection, transmission
and ellipsometry spectra in die visible and infrared region and models for their
refractive indices were derived.
Stochiometry was determined by EDX-measurements and morphology by
REM-pictures. Specific resistance was calculated from four-point-probe
measurements and XRD-measurements were done to analyze the material phase.
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Fabrication of Al2O3 Films Doped With Rare-Earth Ions by Magnetron
Sputtering for Waveguide Lasers
Sergey Shkatula, Oleg Volpyan, Goergy Ermakov, Alexey Krikunov, Yuri Obod,
Andrey Okhrimchuk
SME "Fotron Auto" Ltd, Moscow, Russian Federation
s.shkatula@gmail.com
A channel waveguide is perspective architecture for efficient laser sources due to
intrinsic overlap of laser mode with pumped volume in laser media. Femtosecond
direct laser writing is proved to be a flexible technology for fabrication of channel
waveguide lasers in the bulk of crystals and glasses with core size ranging from few
microns to 100 μm. Main drawback of this approach is rather low refractive index
change between core and cladding that does not allow confine entire pump light of a
powerful multimode laser diode. Magnetron ion sputtering can provide any desirable
refractive index difference between core and cladding layers, and confine light of a
typical laser diode, which is highly divergent in one cross section only. In this report
we offer new architecture of a channel waveguide laser, based on amorphous Al2O3
film doped with Nd3+ and Er3+ ions, which was patterned by femtosecond laser
beam.
Amorphous films of Al2O3:Nd3+ and Al2O3:Er3+ with thicknesses of 1 - 50 µm was
manufactured by rf magnetron reactive sputtering on glass substrate with refractive
index of 1.52. Sputtered targets were Al99.5Nd0.5 and Al99.7Er0.3. Refractive index
of the Al2O3:Nd film was found to be 1.66. Then an additional cladding layer of SiO2
glass with thickness of 5 µm was placed by the same method above the aluminum
oxide film. Then a sample was mounted on Aerotech high precision three-dimensional
translation stage. 1-kHz repetition rate femtosecond laser beam was focused in the
Al2O3:Nd film by lens with numerical aperture NA=0.55, while the sample was
scanned perpendicular to laser beam with velocity of 0.5 mm/s. Refractive index
change in a track written in Al2O3 film was found to be negative, and we inscribed
several tracks on the opposite sides of un-exposed waveguide core to ensure wave
confinement in the direction along the films plane. The ends of waveguides were
polished for waveguide characterization.
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Thin layers deposited with plasma sputtering and e-beam evaporation as
reference samples for thickness determination by spectroscopic ellipsometry
Andreas Hertwig1, Dana Rosu2, Uwe Beck2
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Many current optical and optoelectronic systems rely on thin films technology. With
more complicated and large area optical systems available for energy conversion,
lighting, and optical functionality in architecture, the need for reliable mass production
of thin films has grown.
Quality control of thin films often uses optical methods because of their sensitivity,
reliability, ease of use and non-destructiveness. Like all other metrological methods,
these techniques have to be calibrated with standards or reference samples.
In this paper, we report ellipsometric investigations on different single layers of SiO2
and Si3N4 generated with vacuum coating technology (evaporation, plasma
sputtering, plasma-CVD). The homogeneity, reproducibility and stability of these
layers is characterised as well as their optical properties. Homogeneity studies are
carried out by means of advanced mapping and imaging technology. Precise
characterisation of the layers is achieved by wide spectrum ellipsometry (UV-MIR)
which gives access to chemical characteristics of the layer and allows for evaluation
of the coating process.
These parameters provide an important indication for the usefulness of these layers
as possible reference samples for optical surface characterisation techniques.
Keywords
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Reflective multilayer coatings with dielectric barriers for high concentration
photovoltaic by mid frequency dual magnetron sputtering
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First-surface mirrors based on reflective multilayer coatings have been developed and
tested for use as primary optics in High Concentration Photovoltaic (HCPV) system.
These coatings are able to provide high reflectance properties over a wavelength
range between 300 and 1800 nm, where multijunction cells for photovoltaic (PV)
generation are significantly active.
Nanometric multilayer dielectric-metal coatings processed by reactive and DC mid
frequency dual magnetron sputtering respectively can produce enhanced adherence
between interlayers and a reduction in the loss of reflectance, due to the degradation
of any of the reflective layers. Additionally, a good ageing resistance to UV radiation
and high humidity/temperature of the multilayer coating is a must for this specific
application.The design of multilayer mirrors for HCPV applications requires a detailed
knowledge of the optical behavior of materials forming the coating. Therefore, initial
computer simulation using CODE software followed by validation through optical
measurements of the coatings has been carried out in the study. The coatings, Al and
Ag films protected with either SiO2 or Si3N4 layers were developed on polycarbonate
substrate. The durability of the developed mirrors was evaluated through damp heat
and UV exposure tests.
An integrated total solar reflectance of 90% was obtained with Al/SiO2 multilayers,
without significant performance loss after damp-heat and UV tests (less than 1%).
Highest initial specular reflectance values up to 95% were obtained for silver-based
coatings but after damp-heat tests the reflectance decrease to 89%.
Keywords
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Applications of optical broadband monitoring for the precise online control of
deposition processes for precision optics
Toni Jochum
jobaTEC GmbH, Sankt Wendel, Germany
toni.jochum@jobatec.com
Today’s enhanced electron beam and sputter deposition processes enable the
production of thin films with high density, excellent temperature and environmental
stabilities and a minimum of absorption making them ideal for high end optical
applications including laser mirrors, sensors and color separation. As demands on
filter performance increase, optical stacks become more complex and process times
extend. Accurate, repeatable process control technology becomes essential for cost
effective high yield production.
The production of advanced optical coatings with complex spectral characteristics and
high performance is directly dependent on the stability of the deposition process and
on the accuracy of the monitoring system employed for controlling the thickness of the
constituent single layers. The present contribution is concentrated on the current state
in deposition control and manufacturing of coatings with improved precision. As major
topics the simulation of deposition processes, modern monitoring concepts, and the
handling of errors occurring during the deposition process will be discussed.
Keywords
broadband monitoring
optical stacks
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Spectrally selective SiC(N-Metal):H based optical multilayers for
thermodynamic Solar Energy conversion
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In concentrated solar power (CSP) plants, receivers are key components for electricity
production. As metallic receivers partly reflect solar light while strongly emitting IR
radiation when heated under solar flux, spectrally selective coatings deposited on
receivers are convenient solutions. Coatings contribute to reduce reflectance in visible
and NIR regions, leading to efficient absorption of solar radiation, and to limit IR
emittance, to prevent radiative emission hence thermal losses. To achieve such
spectral selectivity, coatings need to associate several materials in multilayer stacks.
SiCH and SiNCH coatings, grown by PACVD of organosilicon mixtures
(TetraMethylSilane) are used in thermomechanical applications for their good thermal
stability. Therefore, SiC(N)H thin films grown from Ar/TMS(NH3) plasmas (microwave
and Low Frequency PACVD discharges) were evaluated as absorber layers in
selective coatings for high temperature solar receivers (central tower, Fresnel). Films
with suitable optical properties (n, k measured by spectroscopic ellipsometry) were
obtained by investigating the influence of plasma process parameters (ion
bombardment, substrate temperature, TMS/NH3 ratio for N-containing films) on film
composition (FTIR, EDS, XPS). Absorption index k was higher for SiC:H materials,
especially when a substrate bias was applied, which caused preferential Si-Si and
C-C bonding. Spectral reflectance and transmittance of Metal/SiC(N):H stacks were
calculated using Fresnel equations, and solar absorptance and thermal emittance
were deduced. Optical properties of metal-SiC(N)H cermet layers were also
calculated by Bruggeman Effective Medium Approximation. SiC(N)H/Metal multilayers
containing (SiC(N):H/W) cermets and an antireflective SiCN:H topcoat, presented an
absorptance higher than 92% and thermal emittance at 500°C below 8% (13% at
700°C). Multilayer stacks synthesized by hybrid PVD/PACVD process were
characterized (reflectometry) and validate the interest of such thermally stable
solutions.
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Development of an electrochromic layer working on sodium ions intercalation
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Tungsten oxide, WO3, have potential applications as electrochromic films due to their
ability to color upon ion intercalation when a voltage is applied in aqueous solution
containing ions or in contact with a solid electrolyte. In the literature, small ions such
as proton H+ and lithium Li+ are usually inserted into WO3. Recently, the importance of
solid state electrochemical systems based on Na+ conductivity has been stressed out.
We therefore study the possibility to insert sodium ions Na+ from a sodium sulfate Na2
SO4 solution in WO3. The aim of this work is to understand the behavior of this
phenomenon and influence of the processing parameters on the intercalation rate.
Thus, the first step was to optimize the experimental conditions for the synthesis of
the electrochromic layer, i.e. WO3, using magnetron sputtering technique. The
influence of experimental parameters such as the working pressure, flow rates and
distances was studied. It allowed obtaining films with controlled morphology,
homogeneous composition and thickness.
Optical, electrical and structural properties have been characterized by using
spectrophotometry, electronic conductivity and energy dispersive X-ray spectrometry.
Finally, electrochemical analyses by cyclic voltamperometry and chronoamperometry
were performed in order to investigate the influence of the chemistry and
microstructure on the intercalation-deintercalation of sodium ions. We more
particularly evidence the importance of the oxygen substoichiometry on the electrical
conductivity. The latter is critical to produce electrochromic films with high cycling
rates.
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Fabrication of optical coatings based on oxides Ti, Zr, Si with high laser
resistance by magnetron sputtering.
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Various laser devices require thin film coatings that are resistant to intense laser
radiation. The production of such coatings by magnetron sputtering is an urgent task
in view of the obvious advantages of this method compared with a widely used
method of thermal evaporation.The most promising for these purposes are composite
films with high and low refractive index based on oxides of metals and
semiconductors. This paper investigates the processes of obtaining high refractive
index layers based on composites (TiO2)x(ZrO2)1-x and low refractive index layers
based on SiO2 by magnetron sputtering with plasma assisting.Dependence of the
optical properties of the films of the concentration parameter X and technological
conditions of deposition as well as peculiarities of chemical composition and structure
of the resulting films were investigated by optical (visible and infrared) and X-ray
photoelectron spectroscopy and electron microscopy. The influence of magnetron
sputtering process conditionson the obtained coatings resistance to intense laser
radiation was investigated for two types of lasers: single-mode pulsed laser with a
wavelength λ = 1064 nm and a pulse duration of 12 ns and a continuous single-mode
laser with a wavelength of λ = 1064 nm. On the basis of the research optical coatings
with complex spectral characteristics (parametric mirrors, broadband wide-angle
antireflection coating, etc.) that are resistant to intense continuous and pulsed laser
radiationwere obtained.
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A NEW TECHNIQUE OF THERMAL NOISE MEASUREMENT: USE OF AFM
CANTILEVERS COATED WITH DIELECTRIC MATERIALS
Vincent Dolique1, Jerome Degallaix1, Raffaelle Flaminio1, Daniele Forest1, Massimo
Granata1, Laurent Pinard1, Tianjun Li2, Ludovic Bellon2, Gianpietro Cagnoli1, Mickael
Geitner2
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In recent years an increasing number of devices and experiments are shown to be
limited by mechanical thermal noise. In particular sub-Hertz laser frequency
stabilization and gravitational wave detectors, that are able to measure fluctuations of
1e-18 m/sqrt(Hz) or less, are being limited by thermal noise in the dielectric coatings
deposited on mirrors.
So far the relaxation processes responsible of thermal noise have been investigated
with acoustic spectrometry and thermal noise levels have been inferred through the
fluctuation-dissipation theorem. We present a novel technique of structural relaxation
analysis based on the direct thermal noise measurements on AFM micro-cantilevers
and we compare it with the results obtained from the mechanical loss measurements.
The dielectric coatings are performed by ion beam sputtering (IBS): single thin films of
SiO2 and Ta2O5 are performed and different multilayers (mirrors) are also deposited.
An investigation on thermal noise level with different deposition parameters and
post-annealing temperatures will be also shown.
Keywords
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Multichannel in-situ optical control of layer thickness in interference films
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Production of optical coatings by magnetron sputtering with ion-assistance plasma is
a prospective process in optical manufacturing. For an effective control it is necessary
to use tools for in situ measuring optical properties of the coating, including refractive
index and optical thickness with high accuracy. Such precision control should be
provided for both thin (di < 15 nm) and thick layers (di > 150 nm) and be insensitive to
changes in process parameters. In addition, the control system must have sufficient
performance for modern sputtering process providing material deposition rate more
than 1nm/sec.
We have developed device that measure the refractive index and optical thickness in
situ and studied it in technological processes of optical coatings deposition by
magnetron sputtering with ion-assistance plasma. The device consists of two units. In
the first block, refractive index and optical thickness of depositing on special sample
layer is defined in situ by laser photometer. In the second block based on
spectrometers spectral characteristics of the coating is measured in situ on working
sample. Design of the device provides a measurement of these characteristics in all
positions of the technological process and thus the effective management of them,
including reengineering. The results of the system testing in process of optical
coatings based on composites of high- (TiO2, ZrO2, Ta2O5, Nb2O5) and the lowrefractive (SiO2) materials deposition by magnetron sputtering with ion-assistance
plasma is presented.
Keywords
Magnetron sputtering
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Surface Characterization of SiOx Films on AZ91D Magnesium Alloys by
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Nano SiOx films were deposited on AZ91D magnesium alloy substrates by
atmospheric pressure plasma jet (APPJ) from tetraethoxysilane (TEOS)/air gas
mixture, while oxygen (O2) gas was used as carrier gas bubbling precursors through
the reservoir. The influence of O2 gas flow rate which result in control of surface
morphology, microstructure, and chemical composition have been investigated in this
study. FTIR and XPS analyses proved that all the deposited SiOx films are inorganic
with an atomic ratio of O/Si around 2.0. The morphology of films was aggregated by
nano-scale size of grains with a thickness of 120 nm which gradually reduced in
thickness from lower to higher O2 gas flow rate. FESEM images also indicated a
smooth and dense films of SiOx films on AZ91D magnesium alloys. The corrosion
resistance of SiOx film was evaluated using potentiodynamic polarization
measurements in 3.5 wt% NaCl solutions. The experimental results confirmed that the
deposition of nano SiOx films by APPJ was providing higher anticorrosion resistance
for AZ91D magnesium alloys.
Keywords
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Water vapor permeation properties of SiOx bi-layer films deposited in
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Atmospheric pressure plasma enhanced chemical vapor (AP-PECVD) deposition is a
new and rapidly developing technology having clear benefits in terms of equipment
costs, footprint size and possibilities for in-line processing. Recently we have
demonstrated that substrate temperature and the energy spent per injected precursor
molecule have a strong impact on the morphology and quality of the moisture barriers
1
.
A remarkable power law dependency between water vapor transmission rate (WVTR)
and film thickness has been observed attibuted to the percolating nature of the
transport of moisture through these films. Based on this hypothesis bi-layer structures
comprising of a porous silica layer deposited on the polymer by the AP-PECVD
capped by few nanometers of alumina deposited by atomic layer deposition showed a
significant improvement in the moisture barrier performance and throughput of the
AP-PECVD process2.
In this contribution we present a further study on the characterization of the film
properties of the bi-layer architecture to enhance throughput of the AP-PECVD. In this
study the bi-layer consists of two silica layers deposited under different AP-PECVD
regimes to control film morphology of both layers. Process conditions of the layers will
be discussed in the frame of the energy spent per precursor molecule and the local
deposition rate. The film topology, composition and molecular network structure was
analyzed by AFM, ATR-FTIR, SE, SIMS and XPS methods. Gas permeation
properties were characterized by MOCON Aquatran and Ca-test. It was shown that
AP-PECVD grown silica thin films as thin as 5 nm deposited on a porous silica layer
can yield excellent moisture barriers having ~2*10-4 g/m2 day effective WVTR and
~1*10-5 g/m2 day intrinsic WVTR barrier performance.
1 S.A. Starostin et al. pres. at the AVS, Long Beach CA, 27 Oct ~ 1 Nov 2013.
2 W. Keuning et al. pres. at the SVC 2013, Providence Rhode Island, 2012.
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Surface modifications using atmospheric pressure plasma are used in various
industrial processes. An application is the functionalization of composite materials to
improve adhesion or adhesion promoting layers for structural bonding. In order to
meet the industrial demands, the Fraunhofer IWS has developed the LARGE (long
arc generator) plasma source. This plasma source operates at atmospheric pressure
and is designed for the plasma treatment of large surfaces. The LARGE forms a wide
plasma curtain and impinges at the treated surface with variable distances between 2
to 10 cm (arc length up to 350 mm). By adding a precursor gas, the LARGE can be
used, e. g. to modify the surface of polymers, to deposit SiOx films on metals or to
clean precision surface. The paper will discuss different afterglow plasma gas
mixtures characterized with respect to temperature, plasma species and torch
lengths. In the aircraft industry, an increasing demand for adhesion promotion layers
for titanium based materials is observed to replace polluting and unhealthy
substances. For this application, the plasma process has to be suitable for curved
surfaces with a working range of ± 40 mm. The paper will present several methods to
reach a high adhesive strength and long-term stability against environmental
influences (e. g. temperature, humidity) between the nanostructured and
functionalized Ti6Al4V-bonded joints. Furthermore, the SiO2 deposition as adhesion
promoting layer in an open system will be discussed. The SiO2 layer properties are
determined by many process parameters: By using the LARGE plasma, the chemical
composition depends on the precursor type. With TEOS Precursor carbon-free SiO2
layers will be formed. HMDSO precursor results in Si-CH3 bonds in the FTIR spectrum
of the layer. The morphology of the layers mainly depends on the distance between
the plasma source and the substrate. The paper will compare different distances and
the resulting layer morphology. Additionally, the oil film removal on aluminum as well
as the deposition of low-melting powders by the LARGE plasma will be presented.
Keywords
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The stability of plasma polymerized acrylic acid is a big issue for different applications,
and in particularly bio-applications. In this work water stable ppAA/MBA organic thin
films have been deposited with an atmospheric pressure air plasma jet. To obtain this
stability, MBA(N,N’’Methylene-Bis-Acrylamide), used as cross-linking agent, was
added to the AA precursor, which was sprayed directly in the plasma. After being
soaked for 24 h in water, no weight loss and no significant chemical change of the
coatings were obtained for optimized deposition parameters (25 kHz, 10m/min and a
MBA concentration of 0.05 g/mL in acrylic acid solution).This plasma process,
coupled to a home-made spraying system to inject the precursor, leads to very high
growth rates ranging from 1 to 13 10µm/min. The effects of the cross-linker
concentration in AA, of the jet speed and of the frequency on the properties of the
coatings were investigated. Two types of materials have been obtained depending on
the energy input into theplasma and in the growing film. This energy comes from the
plasma reactivity as well as its thermal effect. With a low energy (high jet speed and
low frequency), the films present a water soluble part with a certain organized
structure due to MBA molecules remaining on the surface and/or embedded in a
polymer matrix. When an ‘‘activation energy’’ is outreached, a more polymerized
material with a more amorphous structure is obtained. The cross-linker efficiency is
enhanced with power creating more chemical bonds(due to the opening of C=C bonds
in its structure) to form a network of polymeric chains. The cross-linked films obtained
have a higher degree of polymerization inducing a better stability to water. Both amide
and carboxyl groups in the films can be good candidates for biomedical applications
such as cell adhesion or to graft biomolecules such as enzymes.
Keywords
Plasma copolymerization
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coating stability
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Dielectric barrier discharge for deposition of highly porous TiO2 coatings
Artem Shelemin, Andrei Choukourov, Jaroslav Kousal, Danka Slavinska, Hynek
Biederman
Charles University in Prague, Prague, Czech Republic
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In recent years, low-temperature atmospheric pressure (AP) plasma was extensively
studied for fabrication of thin films. In particular, it has been shown that it can
effectively produce TiO2 coatings from volatile organometallic precursors.
Nevertheless, a lot of important aspects of such depositions have not been clarified
yet.
This work used titanium isopropoxide (TTIP) as a precursor. Synthetic air (80% N2
and 20% O2) and pure nitrogen were tested as carrier gases. The samples prepared
in synthetic air were highly porous and consisted of TiO2 nanoparticles of sizes
varying from 30 to 80 nm. On the other hand, the coatings deposited in pure nitrogen
exhibited different morphology and chemical composition. Their structure also showed
the porous character but in this case the nanoparticles were embedded in plasma
polymer phase. Analysis of Ti 2p and N 1s XPS of these coatings revealed that
doping of TiO2 with nitrogen occurs and resultant particles can be characterized by
the general formula TiO2-xNx. A series of experiments were performed with varying
power and flow rate of nitrogen. Both parameters were found to affect the chemical
composition inversely (similar to the Yasuda parameter for low pressure plasma
polymerization): higher power-to-flow ratio resulted in the coatings with high
concentration of Ti and O, and minimal of N and C content. Correspondingly,
morphological studies showed deficiency of plasma polymeric phase in such coatings.
The experiments with ambient air used as the carrier gas showed that it gives results
identical to those of synthetic air provided that ambient air is properly dried. These
results are promising in terms of increasing the cost efficiency of the suggested
depositions.
Acknowledgments: This work was performed under the COST Action MP1101 and
was supported by the grant LD 12066 from the program COST CZ financed by the
Ministry of Education, Youth and Sports of the Czech Republic
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Combinatorial methods can be used to diminish experimental effort and cost of
determining optimum conditions for surface-technological processes. While such
methods are well established in chemistry and biochemistry, systematic studies in
plasma-based surface science and technology are relatively rare.
The present contribution reports on design and testing of a new kind of reactors for
plasma-assisted chemical vapor deposition processes based on dielectric barrier
discharges (DBD-PACVD). In such a reactor, film deposition takes place on the walls
of a flat rectangular flow channel (height (z) < 2 mm, width (y) ≈ 0.1 to 0.2 m)
employing a laminar gas flow featuring concentration gradients ∂ci/∂y, for example of
the precursor and/or any other gaseous species, transverse to the flow direction (x).
To establish gradients over a length of roughly 0.1m at gas speeds of 0.1 to 1m/s a
combination of two modules is used: The “gradient mixer” consists of two halves each
providing manifolds with outlets of adjusted cross sections, allowing a controlled
mixing of defined volume flows of two gases feeding the channel from several
equidistant locations. The step-shaped concentration profile is then smoothed in a
“homogenizer”, using the mechanical mixing effect of a packed bed of glass spheres.
Using the obtained gas flow to feed a DBD reactor, surface treatment or coating can
be obtained from a continuous range of different gas compositions within one
experiment. Combined with spatially resolved surface characterization, the
investigation of plasma-surface interaction processes can thus substantially be
simplified.
The new reactor is tested using plasma polymerization of HMDSO and
copolymerization of unsaturated monomers, respectively. Process parameters derived
from this study were successfully transferred to a larger DBD system meeting
industrial requirements.
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Siloxane based priming is a widely used approach to match the surface properties in
composite materials. However nowadays, a feasible and interesting alternative to this
wet coupling technique is offered by atmospheric pressure (AP) plasma thin film
deposition being a dry, versatile and easy-to-implement technology.
We have studied the role of atmospheric plasma treatments and thin film deposition
on stainless steel (SS) plates to be used in composite materials. A parallel plate DBD
setup (PlasmaZone®) was used for the plasma deposition of an aminosiloxane.
Applied power, hydrolization/self-condensation degree of the siloxane precursor and
coating thickness were considered as crucial parameters for the adhesion
improvement in composites. A pre-treatment step using N2/O2 was required to graft
hydroxyl groups on the SS surface to enhance the siloxane bonding to the surface. A
plasma post treatment (N2/O2, 5min) was done for the curing of the plasma polymer
which was compared to a conventional thermal curing (100°C, 4h). FTIR and XPS
analysis were used for the chemical characterization of the plasma coating. The
majority of the work was carried out by using stainless steel plates and thermoset
epoxy resin composites. A dolly test was used to evaluate the adhesion strength at
the material interface. After plasma process optimization, a significant adhesion
improvement was measured with an adhesion increase from 30±3 MPa for the
untreated surface to more than 50±2 MPa for a plasma treated SS sample. In order to
evaluate the versatility of the plasma siloxane-based chemical modification, the
adhesion for SS plates versus thermoplastic polyamide was studied. By performing
SS symmetric dolly tests, the adhesion improved three times compared to the
untreated surface from 20±3 MPa to more than 60±3 MPa.
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If high electrical voltages on the electrodes in a suitable electrolyte are applied, a lot
of electrochemical and plasmaphysical phenomena occur. Under special conditions
and because of the high electrical potential gradient near the anode, a plasma zone is
formed. The thickness of this plasma zone is very small and this zone encloses the
anode with the exception of structures shielding the electrical field. On the cathode
side of the plasma zone, a virtual cathode serves as a provider of Hydrogen. The
anodic side of the plasma zone does not reach the anode and the plasma is
separated from the anode by a liquid formed from the electrolyte. This arrangement
serves for a high exchange of material which is removed from the anode and
transported through the plasma zone into the electrolyte. This material removal
process on the anode leads to several technical applications such as cleaning,
glossing, polishing of the surface and also burr removing.
However, every application and especially every material composition require the
adaption of the process setup in terms of electrolyte composition, temperature,
conductivity, voltage etc. Furthermore, since the reaction products generated in the
electrolyte are material-dependent, different recycling/reusing concepts have to be
applied. Especially in the area of micro structuring, surface engineering and
plasmaelectrolytic polishing, BTE has investigated different applications from medical
via automotive to precision manufacturing.
In the presentation, some of the ongoing processes and the necessary conditions will
be discussed, as well as fields of industrial application. Additionally, the position of
this plasma electrolytic process is shown in comparison with the known
electrochemical (ECM) and electrical discharge (EDM) material removal processes.
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Graphene and graphene related materials became rapidly progressing field in many
areas of basic and applied research. In our work we use microwave plasma torch
(2,45 GHz, 200-600 W) at atmospheric pressure to synthesize carbon nanosheets
consisting of 1 or several graphene layers with rectangular shape and typical size of
hundreds of nanometers. The synthesis is based on the decomposition of organic
precursor (ethanol, benzene 0.02-0.06 g/min) which is introduced by carried gas (Ar,
700-2800 sccm), in given, center or outer, channel of our nozzle. The torch is ignited
in argon (250-1000 sccm) flowing through the central channel. The plasma torch
system is enclosed in quartz tube (8 cm diameter, 20 cm length) with flanges. The
synthesized nanosheets are collected on silicon substrate located in the sample
holder below the top flange or from the tube wall. The deposition process (discharge
power, gas flows, substrate temperature) is investigated with aim to obtain maximum
amount of single layer graphene. Such prepared samples are analyzed by scanning
and transmission electron microscopy, Raman spectroscopy and energy-dispersive
X-ray spectroscopy (EDX). Such prepared nanosheets directly deposited or spray
coated on Si/SiO2 substrates, contacted by Ti/Au electrodes and tested as gas sensor
for detection of ammonia, ethanol and methane. Obtained results are compared to
multi-walled carbon nanotubes gas sensor performance.
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Micro and nano-patterning of surfaces is a trend challenge in the field of the
microelectronics, MEMS and micromechanical actuation systems assembled following
the bottom-up approach. This study demonstrates the possibility to deposit
sub-micrometric localised coatings − spots, lines or even more complex shapes −
thanks to a XY stage and a time resolved displacement, on silicon substrates using
chemical vapour deposition assisted by an argon atmospheric pressure plasma.
Acetylene diluted in argon was singly injected into the discharge region using a glass
capillary forged with a sub-micrometric diameter. Sub-micrometric hydrogenated
carbon spots and lines were successfully deposited under controlled atmospheric
conditions.
The kinetic of the deposition reaction was investigated according to the gaseous
precursor and geometric capillary configurations (capillary diameter, capillary distance
from the substrate…). Both patterned coatings and spot morphologies were
investigated by AFM and Scanning Electronic Microscopy. Furthermore, chemical
composition of large coated areas was investigated by Secondary Ions Mass
Spectrometry using an IMS-7f by Cameca and by Infrared transmittance spectra
recorded using an Agilent Cary 600 Fourier Transform infrared spectrometer in the
wavelength range from 1.27 to 25 microns. Kinetic reactions and chemical bonds
show that gaseous precursor reactions in the discharge region are strongly dependent
on the surrounding gas.
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Atmospheric pressure plasma (APP) sources become more and more interes- ting for
thin film deposition processes since they provide advantages com- pared to low
pressure plasma processes. The deposition process takes place under ambient
conditions. Low pressure equipment like load-locks, vacuum vessels and pumping
systems are no longer needed. Batch processes can be replaced by continuous ones.
However, APP thin film deposition processes still face some challenges. Since they
are investigated and understood insuf- ficiently, more and detailed insight into these
processes is needed to impro- ve and introduce them successfully into industrial
applications. The con- sumption of process gases is comparably high, while the usage
of thin film precursors is currently only in the range of a few percent and therefore
high- ly inefficient. The AiF/DFG cluster project Optimisation of Gas Efficiency in
Atmospheric Plasma Processes (OGAPlas) addresses the investigation of these APP
deposition processes comprehensively to get basic and detailed knowledge about
them and thereof find new ways to enhance the process efficiency with regard to their
consumption of resources making them more suitable and attractive for industrial
applications. Simulation and modelling has become a mighty tool for the clarification
of processes in gas discharges due to a constantly increasing available computing
power. Here, with the enhanced process efficiency of APP in view, detailed insight
into the plasma itself, the management of the gas flows and the processes during film
grow- th are desirable. Therefore, simulations of all these topics are performed in the
OGAPlas project. This presentation will give an overview of the simula- tion activities
of each project partner and their aims. Furthermore, selected results regarding the
progress in plasma and gas flow simulations as well as on the modelling of the
reactive film deposition will be presented.
This research is partly funded by the AiF and DFG.
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DAO (Durable Aesthetic Outdoor) project aims to develop different surface treatments
on prepainted steel for outdoor construction applications in order to maintain a clean
aspect of buildings in natural environments. Among the developed treatments,
superhydrophilic thin films can be used as efficient layers to generate easy or
self-cleaning properties on various kinds of surfaces.
The present work describes the achievement of transparent SiOxCyHz thin films that
combine anti-staining properties and superhydrophilicity, leading to a surface with a
high resistance to particles embedding and that can be easily cleaned by the spred of
water.
Thin coatings are deposited by an atmospheric pressure Dielectric Barrier Discharge
(DBD) system, using hexamethyldisiloxane (HMDSO) precursor activated in Ar-O2
plasmas.
The deposition system has been designed to coat continuously moving substrates in
order to fit with industrial roll to roll applications.
The deposited coatings are characterized in term of hydrophilicity, chemical
composition, anti-staining properties and durability in relation with the targeted
application.
Keywords
DBD
Atmospheric pressure
SiOxCyHz
easy-cleaning
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Wood is usually considered a fine, strong material, but one that requires regular and
meticulous maintenance, a characteristic that makes it less desirable when marketed
for outdoor applications. Liquid coatings are routinely used to protect wood against
deterioration; nevertheless these processes are often harmful, demanding high
material consumption, which is contrary to the tendency to move towards more
sustainable systems of production.
Plasma Enhanced Chemical Vapour Deposition (PECVD) has already demonstrated
its applicability in sustainable deposition of thin films using low material consumption
and atmospheric pressure. However, the process of coating wood operated by
plasma on this material is complex, because of the heterogeneous, anisotropic and
random structure of this natural polymer.
In the present work, we demonstrate the feasibility to deposit functional thin films with
Atmospheric Pressure Townsend Discharges on wood substrate. The influence of the
different parameters on the final properties has been studied. We have also explored
the deposition of nanocomposite coatings on this “novel” material. For this purpose,
we introduce nanoparticles dispersed in a polymerizing monomer.
The Townsend discharges are generated in a mixture of nitrogen as carrier gas,
nitrous oxide as oxidant gas, and hexamethyldisiloxane as monomer. In order to
improve the resistance of wood to UV radiation, nanoparticles of titanium dioxide
could be introduced by nebulizing stable colloidal solutions.
Chemical gradient composition of inorganic/organic thin films is characterized through
Fourier infrared spectroscopy and XPS analyses. The presence of nanoparticles is
confirmed by Raman and SEM analyses. Finally, in order to study the quality of the
coating, mechanical characterisation is made by nano-indentation and micro-scratch
analysis.
Keywords
Nanocomposite Thin Films
Wood
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Carboxyl-rich coatings are of high interests due to their wide application potential such
as: improvement of cell adhesion, immobilization of biomolecules and grafting of
complex molecular moieties. Bioapplications of such coatings require sufficient
stability in aqueous media. Crosslinkage of plasma polymerized carboxyl-containing
precursors improves the layer stability at the expense of the concentration of the
functional groups. Plasma copolymerization offers an additional possibility to tune the
film stability and carboxyl functionalization efficiency. In this work, the atmospheric
pressure plasma copolymerization of maleic anhydride (MA) and acetylene in
dielectric barrier discharge (DBD) is aimed at the deposition of a stable carboxyl rich
coatings. The stability of these plasma copolymers is achieved by the optimization of
the MA/acetylene ratio, plasma power and duty cycle. The surface chemistry and the
morphology of the coated substrates is studied by analytical techniques including
infrared spectroscopy, X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), atomic force
microscopy (AFM). The thickness loss and the layer stability after immersion in water
is monitored by ellipsometry and scanning electron microscopy (SEM). Finally, the cell
adhesion properties of the plasma coated substrates are characterized by the cell
culture assays with mouse skeletal myoblasts.
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High-rate and low-cost synthesis of nanoparticles by plasmas in liquids can be
achieved [1]. When spark discharges are ignited in a dielectric liquid, a strong heating
of the electrode material occurs, producing a metallic vapor from which nanoparticles
grow by condensation. However, the control of this process is quite arduous. Several
size distributions of particles are commonly obtained but the way they are created is
not yet precisely known.
We investigate here how nanoparticles, made from aluminum electrodes are
synthesized in three different dielectric liquids: water, heptane and liquid nitrogen. To
do so, discharges are triggered one at a time by a nanosecond high-voltage (+15 kV)
switch in microgap conditions (100 µm gap distance) to better control the number of
discharges and their reproducibility.
Nanoparticles are characterized by TEM. Particles with diameters larger than 100 nm
exhibit a Al2O3-core/Al-shell structure. Smaller nanoparticles are amorphous alumina
as shown by Electron Energy Loss Spectroscopy, whatever the dielectric liquid. The
origin of oxygen in alumina nanoparticles is necessarily due to air oxidation for
discharges in heptane and liquid nitrogen when the as-produced nanoparticles are
taken out of the liquid. For water, the oxidation process is not straightforward but likely
in two steps as it can be inferred from time-resolved optical emission spectroscopy.
This diagnostic shows different behaviors for each liquid. In the case of water, Al (308
nm) and O (777 nm) emission lines appear at the en of the spark, when the
background emission starts decaying. On the other hand, the AlO (484 nm) emission
begins 200 ns after the end of the spark, 100 ns after the rise of the Ha line. A
two-step oxidation process is then likely. In heptane, the Al (208 nm) line starts shortly
after breakdown, 150 ns before the end of the spark when the C2 Swan system starts
emitting.
[1] N. Sano, H. Wang, M. Chhowalla, i. Alexandrou and G.A.J. Amaratunga, Nature
414 (2001) 506
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Study of graphene etching using new type atmospheric pressure plasma
D.J. Kim , Y.K. Shim
Geniatech Inc., Korea
djkim86@naver.com
Abstract:
Graphene has been studied in a variety of biology, mechanical engineering,
optoelectronics, chemistry and sensors. Specially, many researchers have been tried
to a barrier membrane and display applications. In particular, Hong et. al.(1) was
synthesized large area graphene by CVD process and Ahn et al.(2) was implemented
flexible display using graphene. At this, graphene was transferred onto PET film that
was patterned using vacuum plasma. The technology of patterning the graphene is a
method using vacuum plasma, laser and lithography process. There are advantages
and disadvantages to both of these.
So, we are study to pattern of transferred graphene on to PET film using atmospheric
pressure plasma.We studied about new electrode structure of multi slit type that gas
consumption is the same as the hole type electrode and effect of treatment is better
than hole type electrode. And the characterizations of the new electrode in
atmospheric pressure plasma has been analyzed using OES(Optical Emission
Spectroscopy). Also, we are performed to patterning of the graphene using new
electrode module.
REFERENCE : (1) B-H. Hong, et al, Solid State Communications 152 (2012)
1350-1358
(2) J-H. Ahn, et al, Polymer Science and Technology Vol. 22, No. 2, 126-129(2011)
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Despite monumental changes in biopharmaceuticals manufacturing in recent
decades, the basic blueprint of most modern chromatography media (i.e. polymeric
beads bearing uniform pores and surface chemistry throughout their volume) remains
essentially unchanged.This point is beautifully highlighted by the unique separation
challenges posed by ‘biological nanoplexes’, a rapidly growing and diverse product
grouping (including naked plasmid DNA, viral vectors and virus-like particles)
characterized by large physical size, fragility, complex surfaces ‘plus’ chemical
similarity to smaller contaminating macromolecular components [1]. These
characteristics prohibit the efficient manufacture of nanoplexes using routes and
chromatographic materials established for therapeutic human proteins of much
smaller dimensions.
This contribution will focus on the in-situ modification of a commercial beaded anion
exchange adsorbent using atmospheric pressure plasma generated in gas bubbles
within an aqueous solution. It is shown that exposure to He-O2 plasma effectively
etches away surface functionality (>70% reductions in plasmid DNA binding capacity),
whilst leaving core functionality essentially intact (<10% loss of Cl- exchange and
protein binding capacities) [2]; thus producing bi-layered chromatography materials
exhibiting both size excluding and anion exchange functionalities within the same
bead.
The in-situ plasma technique offers several key advantages over previously reported
‘reaction-diffusion’ balancing and lamination routes to bi-layered supports. Key among
these is its potential use as a low cost generic ‘add on’ treatment, affording facile cost
effective conversion of a wide range of adsorbentsinto more sophisticated and
expensive layered varieties.
[1] Arpanaei et al. Journal of Chromatography A, 1217 (2010) 6905–6916
[2] Olszewski et al. Appl. Phys. Lett. 102, 204104 (2013)
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The exhaust air from large manufacturing plants has a high proportion of volatile
organic compounds (VOC). As an example, in industrial food production very odorous
chemical compounds in the exhaust air are included. Also in industrial waste and
sewage sludge processing traces of halogen compounds represent a major problem.
Especially in the exhaust gas of livestock breeding and animal fattening farms
extremely problematic compounds such as ammonia, hydrogen sulphide and
methane, are included.
This work deals with the reduction of methane load in the exhaust air by a dielectric
barrier discharge (DBD). In the stacked electrodes and barrier plates a DBD plasma is
operated in the direct or indirect operating mode to degrade the methane content in
the exhaust air. The external process parameters, such as electrical characteristics,
exhaust air flow and methane content, are correlated with the removal efficiencies.
The plasma is characterized by means of optical emission spectroscopy (OES).
The work is partly funded by the Federal Ministry of Education and Research of
Germany (BMBF) under project no.: 01LY1203
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Atmospheric pressure non-equilibrium discharge plasmas have been widely employed
in biomedical applications because such plasmas induce little thermal damage to
biomaterials. Dielectric-barrier-discharge(DBD) plasma jet is the most common
atmospheric pressure discharge system for biomedical applications. In this study, we
report the spectroscopic properties of DBD plasma jet in order to investigate the
characteristics of reactive particle-production. Further, we corried out absorption
spectroscopy to directly evaluate the number density of reactive O atoms.
The He atmospheric DBD plasma jet was ignited in a quartz tube wrapped with
copper metal strips of 45 and 15mm wide as the power and ground electrode,
respectively. The distance between the power and ground electrode was 7 mm. The
inner diameter of the quart tube was 4 mm. The repetition rate of positive pulse
voltage was changed fron 0.6 to 30 kHz. The flow rate of He gas was 0.5 - 10 slm.
Plasma-plum head traveled from the outlet of quartz tube at velocity of 30 - 70
km/sec. We observed the time dependence of He- and O-emission intensity in detail.
He-706 nm emission indicates the presence of energetic electron above 22.7 eV,
while O-777 nm emission suggests the existence of O metastable atoms. He emission
exhibited the almost same rise time with discharge current, and rapidly decayed with
time constant of about 500 nsec. On the other hand, the decay time constant of O
emission was as long as about 10 usec. The total O-777 nm emission intensity also
increased linearly with discharge frequency up to 5 kHz, and then was saturated. In
this study, the O-emission characteristics are discussed and compared with the
number density of O atoms measured with absorption spectroscopy.
This work is supported by MEXT.
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Fluorocarbon contaminates such as perfluorooctane acid or perfluorooctane sulfonate
can be found in waste water from several industrial branches, mostly related to the
textile industry. The problem arises from textile
finishing for oleophobic and hydrophobic properties where fluorocarbons are still
without equivalent alternative. Fluorocarbons can be either release during the
finishing process itself or off-site the textile industry in reconditioning facilities
(laundries), although high efforts are taken to remove the contaminations.
One way to remove residual contaminations by plasma processes has been
demonstrated in the past by our group for several toxic compounds [1-2]. The use of
plasma in contact with water has been shown to be efficient for removal of
halogenated compounds (see e.g. [3]). Like in the case of other contaminations, the
decontamination efficiency depends on many details in the plasma setup such as gas
composition,plasma excitation frequency, electrode and water flow configurations,
etc.. In our paper, we present the decontamination from fluorocarbons of artificially
contaminated water. Besides the plasma setups, the starting concentrations, gas
composition, and aids added to the water were varied. The reduction of the pollutant
and the major decomposition products were monitored by 19F NMR. It is shown that
the kinetics as well as the final concentrations significantly depends on the removal
route.
[1] Hijosa-Valsero, M., Molina, R., Schikora, H., Müller, M. and Bayona, J. M.; 2013;
Removal of priority pollutants from water by means of dielectric barrier discharge
atmospheric plasma; Journal of Hazardous Materials 262; 0; 664-673.
[2] Hijosa-Valsero, M., Molina, R., Schikora, H., Müller, M. and Bayona, J. M.; 2013;
Removal of cyanide from water by means of plasma discharge technology; Water
Research 47; 4; 1701-1707.
[3] Karuppiah, J., Reddy, P.M.K., Reddy, E.L., Subrahmanyam, Ch. ; 2013; Catalytic
Non-Thermal Plasma Reactor for Decomposition of Dilute Chlorobenzene; Plasma
Processes and Polymers 10; 12; 1074–1080.
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High-power impulse magnetron sputtering (HiPIMS) with a pulsed reactive gas
(oxygen) flow control [1] was used for high-rate reactive depositions of densified
stoichiometric ZrO2, HfO2 and Ta2O5 films on a floating substrate. The depositions
were performed using a strongly unbalanced magnetron with a planar Zr, Hf and Ta
target of 100 mm diameter in argon-oxygen gas mixtures at the total pressure close to
2 Pa. The repetition frequency was 500 Hz at the average target power density from
29 Wcm-2 to 54 Wcm-2 during a deposition with duty cycles from 2.5 % to 10 %. The
target-to-substrate distance was 100 mm. For the same duty cycle of 10 %, the
deposition rates were up to 120 nm/min for the ZrO2 films, up to 125 nm/min for the
Ta2O5 films and even up to 345 nm/min for the HfO2 films. In this presentation, we
report on discharge characteristics during the controlled reactive HiPIMS of these
films and on important quantities characterizing the reactive sputter deposition
processes, namely, the deposition rate of films, the deposition-averaged oxygen flow
rate and the deposition rate per deposition-averaged oxygen flow rate. A particular
attention will be paid to the choice of a suitable process control parameter, either the
average discharge current in a period of a pulsed power supply or the oxygen partial
pressure in a vacuum chamber, for a given deposition. It is based on a
time-dependent response of these two process parameters to constant flow rate
pulses of oxygen into the chamber.
Reference
[1] J. Vlcek, J.Rezek, J.Houska, R. Cerstvy, R. Bugyi, Process stabilization and a
significant enhancement of the deposition rate in reactive high-power impulse
magnetron sputtering of ZrO2 and Ta2O5 films, Surf. Coat. Technol. 236 (2013) 550.
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CrN coatings were depositedon High-speed steel substrate by HIPIMS technology.
The effect of ballmaterials on the tribological properties of CrN Coatings were
studied.The structure,morphology and mechanical properties of the coatings were
analysed by SEM, surface profile, nanohardness and micron-scratchtester. The
tribological properties of the coatings against different balls (9Cr18, Gcr15,Al2O3and
WC balls)were evaluated by CSM ball-on disk Tribometer in PFPE grease lubrication
conditionwith sliding speed of 20 cm/s, normal load of 5 N and limited sliding timeof
100min.
The result shows CrN coatings deposited by HIPIMS with dense columnar structure,
very smoth surface of Ra 9.7 nm, high hardness of 24.6GPa and good adhesion of 45
N. The sliding wear tests of CrN coatings sliding against different ballmaterials in
PFPE grease lubrication condition shows the range of friction coefficient of CrN
Coating sliding against 9Cr18, GCr15, Al2O3and WC balls is from 0.20 to 0.22. The
9Cr18,
GCr15, Al2O3and WC ball wear rates are 1.31×10-7mm3N-1m-1, 1.45×10-7mm3N
-1 -1
m , 8.40×10-10mm3N-1m-1and 1.97×10-9mm3N-1m-1respectively, and the wear rate of
CrN coatings are 6.91×10-8mm3N-1m-1, 7.46×10-8mm3N-1m-1, 1.93×10-8mm3N-1m-1and
1.97×10-9mm3N-1m-1respectively. In this study, the CrN Coatings against WC ball have
extremely low wear rate of 10-9mm3N-1m-1.
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Recently, the high power impulse magnetron sputtering (HIPIMS) technique has been
studied intensively due to its high peak power density to achieve unique thin film
properties, such as high hardness, good adhesion and tribological performance. In
this study, an AlCr alloy target was used to deposit AlxCr1-xN coatings under various
substrate DC (direct current) bias, ranging from -50V to -20V, at constant frequency of
1000 Hz and duty cycle of 3% by the HIPIMS technique. The experimental results
showed that a mixture of cubic and hexagonal AlxCr1-xN phases was found for each
coating. The x value, grain sizes, surface roughness and deposition rate of AlxCr1-xN
thin films increased as the substrate bias decreased from -50 V to -20 V. The
hardness was kept around 31 GPa when the substrate bias was in the range of -50V
to -30 V and decreased to 21GPa as the substrate bias decreased to -20 V.
Meanwhile, the wear resistance decreased with decreasing substrate bias. It can be
concluded that the higher deposition rate, good mechanical and tribological properties
were achieved for the AlxCr1-xN coating deposited using HIPIMS at -30V substrate
DC bias.
Keywords
High power impulse magnetron sputtering (HiPIMS)
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Transparent conductive oxides (TCO) are important materials that can be used in
many applications such as solar cells or flat panel displays. Aluminium doped zinc
oxide (AZO) is a possible alternative for the most common TCO material indium
doped tin oxide. It offers advantages such as lower material cost and abundance of
the raw materials. A common method to obtain thin films of AZO on large areas is
reactive DC magnetron sputtering. High power impulse magnetron sputtering
(HiPIMS) is an emerging technique that allows much higher instantaneous current
densities than DC magnetron sputtering, which results in a high degree of ionization
of the sputter gas as well as of the deposition material. This can lead to the growth of
films with improved properties such as a lower resistivity. In the present work, thin
films of AZO have been deposited on glass substrates without intentional heating
using reactive HiPIMS with an alloyed Zn/Al target with 3 at.% Al. The structural,
optical and electrical properties of the films were compared with those of AZO films
deposited using reactive DC magnetron sputtering from the same target.
The HiPIMS grown films show a similar transparency as the DC sputtered films, while
their electrical properties are better than those of the DC sputtered films. A resistivity
of 4x10-4 Ωcm can be reached on a large surface area despite the low deposition
temperature. The electrical properties can be further improved by annealing under
nitrogen atmosphere. The results are interpreted in terms of competition between the
target/film oxidation and instantaneous deposition rate.
Keywords
HiPIMS
Al-doped ZnO films
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Sputter deposited Alumina is commonly used as hard coating on cutting tools or as
insulator in electric or sensor applications. Especially as insulator a defect free thin
film is required since any defect will prevent the sensor operation. For industrial
application two approaches for deposition are of interest: the deposition from a
ceramic target and a reactive process from a metallic target. Processes from a
ceramic target need in comparison to a reactive process expensive power generators
but a less complex process. Processes from a metallic target require a fast and
sometimes complex process control but therefore have a higher deposition rate.
For this investigation a setup of two cylindrical cathodes of 550 mm and a
combination of a HIPIMS and MF-power generators using a commercially available
process control was used. This paper will present results regarding the current and
voltage characteristic and the ion to neutral ratio measured by time averaged optical
emission spectroscopy at the target. In comparison to the optical data, thin films were
prepared and investigated regarding the morphology (SEM) and electrical properties
(conductivity or insulation). All measurements were carried out using different pulse
sequences and different working points of the hysteresis loop.
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High Power Impulse Magnetron Sputtering (HIPIMS) deposition of novel functional
materials without any post-deposition treatment is of high interest. HIPIMS process
parameters are shown to influence the properties of films deposited onto electrically
floating substrates. In particular, it is shown that HIPIMS discharges are strongly
influenced by the shape and the strength of the magnetic field, which is, otherwise,
neglected when discharges and/or deposited films are compared.
The present contribution focuses on investigating the effect of magnetic field design
on plasma discharge dynamics and properties of deposited TiO2 films. For that reason
we employed a sputtering guns that enable to vary the strength and the shape
(balanced vs. unbalanced) of the magnetic field. In-situ time-resolved Langmuir probe
measurements and energy-resolved mass spectroscopy investigations were
performed in the substrate position during the deposition of thin films. Time and
spatially resolved energy distributions of electrons and ions are compared with
respect to the magnetic field and partial pressure of reactive gas admixture. Other
basic plasma parameters were also derived from the measured data and
subsequently compared.
Further, properties of films deposited were revealed using XRD and SEM techniques.
It is clearly proved that the HiPIMS plasma properties (especially properties of
electrons) are influenced by the magnetic field strength and also by the magnetic field
shape.
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Magnetron sputtering using highly ionized fluxes of sputtered material allows an
increased control over the energy and direction of the sputtered species. High-power
Impulse Magnetron Sputtering (HiPIMS) produces such highly ionized sputtering flux,
using very high target power densities. The cathode thermal load is kept at acceptable
levels by use of short pulses and very low duty cycles. Recently, a new design of
voltage oscillations package pulses has been proposed to reduce arc generation
associated with the very high target voltages and currents used. These have
produced virtually arc-free depositions during reactive deposition of insulating films.
This form of HiPIMS has been named deep oscillation magnetron sputtering (DOMS).
The deposition pressure is an important parameter in direct current magnetron
sputtering (DCMS) as it determines the mean free path and number of collisions
experienced by the sputtered species. At lower deposition pressures the energy of the
sputtered species is only marginally influenced by the gas phase collisions. At higher
pressure the energy distribution is thermalized and the incident angle distribution of
the sputtered species on the substrate widened. For the same reasons, the deposition
pressure is also an important parameter in HiPIMS. Additionally, the deposition
pressure also influences the ionization degree of the sputtered metallic flux and the
energy and direction distributions of the metallic ions arriving at the substrate.
In this work a DOMS power supply (CYPRIUM III from Zpulser) has been used to
deposit chromium (Cr) thin films to study of the influence of the kinetic effects
compared with DCMS discharge. For HiPIMS discharge, both the ionization efficiency
of the discharge and the degree of ionization of the sputtered metallic flux are highly
dependent on the deposition pressure. The Cr thin films were prepared at different
pressures using the same average power (1.2 kW) studying the influence on the
morphology, structure and mechanical properties.
Keywords
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Magnetron sputtering technologies are widely used for the deposition of thin films in
many commercial applications. In recent years, high power impulse magnetron
sputtering (HiPIMS) and modulated pulse power magnetron sputtering (MPP), a
variation of HIPIMS, have shown great advantages as compared to the conventional
(DCMS) and pulsed dc magnetron sputtering (PMS) techniques. Unlike the simple
one pulse shape in HIPMS, MPP generates a high density metal ion plasma by first
producing a weakly ionized plasma followed by a transition to a strongly ionized
plasma within one overall pulse. However, commercially available HiPIMS plasma
generators have not been able to create stable and arc-free discharges in many
reactive processes.
In this work a new method of generating an arc free discharge for reactive HiPIMS
has been used. A Cyprium plasma generator from ZPulser has been used to deposit
both Cr and CrN thin films on silicon and steel substrates using the new deep
oscillation magnetron sputtering (DOMS) technique. The effect of the peak current
and deposition pressure on the structural (X-Ray diffraction), chemical (Electron
Probe Micro-Analysis) and morphological (Scanning Electron Microscopy) properties
of the films was studied. All depositions were done at constant average power (1.2
KW) and a constant thickness of 1 micrometer was deposited for all the films. The
peak current increases with the deposition pressure while the peak voltage behaves
in a symmetrical way. Increasing the peak current at constant pressure (0.8 Pa)
allows the deposition of more compact Cr films. The columnar structure similar to the
one obtains by DCMS slowly transforms in a dense morphology without any porosity.
The hardness of the Cr films also increases from 9 to 16 GPa. The mechanical
properties of the CrN thin films (hardness and friction coefficient) were studied by
nano-indentation and pin-on-disk tests.
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Combination of Plasma based Ion Implantation and Deposition (PbII&D) and
High Power Impulse Magnetron Sputtering for the development of antimicrobial
surfaces on polymers
Martin Polak, Antje Quade, Thomas Weihe, Frank Hempel, Klaus-Dieter Weltmann
INP Greifswald, Greifswald, Germany
polak@inp-greifswald.de
For medical products in direct contact with patients the violation of hygienic strategies
as well as forced replacement times in most cases results in a nosocomial infection.
This can cause a serious decrease of the state of health of the patient and in some
cases these infection are extremely life-threatening. Costs deriving therefrom run into
billions per year. One possibility to decrease the risk for infections and simultaneously
increase the period for usage is the enhancement of these products with an
antimicrobial surface. For these applications copper and silver are advantageous
compared to conventional pharmaceuticals since these metals show a very high
antimicrobial effect against the majority of microorganisms and until now, no
resistances were found. Along with the enrichment of the polymers with silver or
copper nanoparticles and the deployment of Sol-Gel derived coatings the plasma
technology is proved suitable for surface modifications of polymers. For this purpose,
special methods like magnetron sputtering with DC or RF excitation as well as Plasma
based Ion Implantation and Deposition are well established. However, pulsed high
current processes like High Power Impulse Magnetron Sputtering are comparatively
new methods with high application potential. Especially the combination of HiPIMS
and PbII&D is advantageous and can further improve surface properties.
In this presentation the combination of both methods is analyzed in detail. Therefore,
surface analysis with XPS and XRD to obtain chemical composition and depth profiles
were performed. The morphology and roughness of modified surfaces was
investigated with AFM. The results show that the combination of both methods results
in a higher deposition rate compared to pure HiPIMS, the roughness is decreased and
the crystallite size is increased. Within 1 min treatment time of complex 3D-shaped
medical products an antimicrobial surface suitable for the inactivation of 6 log could
be developed.
Keywords
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High-rate reactive high-power impulse magnetron sputtering of hafnium dioxide
films
Alexandr Belosludtsev, Jiri Rezek, Jaroslav Vlcek, Jiri Houska, Radomir Cerstvy
University of West Bohemia, Plzen, Czech Republic
beloslud@kfy.zcu.cz
High-power impulse magnetron sputtering with a pulsed reactive gas (oxygen) flow
control [1] was used for high-rate reactive depositions of densified stoichiometric
hafnium dioxide films. The depositions were performed using a strongly unbalanced
magnetron with a planar hafnium target of 100 mm diameter in argon-oxygen gas
mixtures at the argon pressure of 2 Pa. The repetition frequency was 500 Hz at the
average target power density from 5 Wcm-2 to 54 Wcm-2 during a deposition with duty
cycles from 2.5% to 10%. The substrate temperatures were less than 165°C during
the depositions of films on a floating substrate at the distance of 100 mm from the
target. Usual deposition rates, being around 15 nm/min, were achieved for the target
power density of 5 Wcm-2. An optimized location of the oxygen gas inlets above the
target and their orientation to the substrate surface made it possible to improve quality
of the films due to minimized arcing at the sputtered target and to enhance their
deposition rates up to 345 nm/min for the hafnium dioxide films at the target power
density of 54 Wcm-2 and the duty cycle of 10%. This deposition rate was about 75% of
that achieved for pure hafnium films prepared under similar conditions. The hafnium
dioxide films were crystalline with a monoclinic phase. They exhibited hardness of 15
- 18 GPa, refractive index of 2.06 - 2.12 and extinction coefficient of 0.0001 – 0.001
(both at the wavelength of 550 nm).
Reference
[1] J. Vlcek, J.Rezek, J.Houska, R. Cerstvy, R. Bugyi, Process stabilization and a
significant enhancement of the deposition rate in reactive high-power impulse
magnetron sputtering of ZrO2 and Ta2O5 films, Surf. Coat. Technol. 236 (2013) 550.
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Determination of sputtered species densities in HIPIMS discharge by optical
emission spectroscopy
Petr Vasina, Matej Fekete, Peter Klein, Lenka Dosoudilova, Zdenek Navratil, Jaroslav
Hnilica, Pavel Dvorak
Masaryk University, Brno, Czech Republic
vasina@physics.muni.cz
Plasma emission from sputtered species is routinely measured in HIPIMS discharge
with aim to e.g. assess ionized fraction of sputtered species, prove gas rarefaction or
determine moment of transition from argon to metal dominated regimes. Direct
measurements of the sputtered species ground state number densities is performed
employing either laser induced fluorescence or absorption measurements. Since the
ground or metastable levels of sputtered species do not produce any optical signal
directly, it is difficult to obtain information about the number densities of the species in
these levels from optical emission spectroscopy. A variety of indirect methods,
however, have been developed mainly for rare gases to obtain information about the
metastable state number densities. The indirect methods include detailed modeling of
the production and loss mechanisms of levels of interest, the effect of metastables
and ground state species on plasma emissions, self-absorption of plasma radiation
and the effect of metastable atoms on the effective branching fractions of the specific
transition. The aim of our research is to accommodate mainly the technique based on
effective branching fraction developed previously for rare gases on HIPIMS
conditions. Titanium was selected as a case study to test the suitability of the
technique. The intensity ratios of carefully selected lines are used to determine the
absolute densities of sputtered species. At low sputtered species ground state
densities, these ratios of line intensities follow the ratios of corresponding Einstein
coefficients. At significant sputtered species ground state densities, these ratios differ
as the lines with higher oscillator strength are more effectively absorbed. Fitting
theoretically calculated branching rations to experimentally measured ratios of the line
intensities enables us to determine number densities of ground state sputtered
species from optical emission spectroscopy in a HIPIMS discharge. This research has
been supported by the CZ.1.05/2.1.00/03.0086 and GACR P205/12/0407 projects.
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Investigation of hybrid DCMS/HiPIMS Diamond Like Carbon coatings for
tribological applications.
Jérémy Courtier1, Pascal Briois1, Eric Monsifrot2, Frédéric Schuster3, Alain Billard4
1

UTBM, IRTES LERMPS, Belfort, France 2DEPHIS SARL, Etupes, France 3CEA,
Cross Cutting Program Adv Mat Saclay, Gif Sur Yvette, France 4UTBM, LRC CEA,
IRTES LERMPS, Belfort, France
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In the last three decades, the interest for Diamond Like Carbon (DLC) coatings
dramatically increased, thanks to their outstanding properties. Those coatings are
now used in many applications going from biomedical devices to engine
manufacturing. Many technics have been used for elaborating DLC coatings but the
High Power Pulse Magnetron Sputtering (HiPIMS) is believed to allow significant
improvement and versatility of carbon coatings properties.
In this study, we propose to investigate the synthesis of a-C and a-C:H thin films
deposited by hybrid DCMS/HiPIMS processes and to compare them to standard
DCMS films. Thin films were prepared on M2 steel discs, in a CemeCon CC800/9
Custom reactor. The a-C films are obtained from graphite targets and the a-C:H from
a graphite in the presence of pure argon or reactive acetylene-argon gas mixtures.
Adhesion of the coatings is verified using high load Rockwell C indentation. Films
morphology is studied in relation with the deposition conditions as well as deposition
rate assessed by thickness measurements performed from SEM observation of brittle
fracture cross sections. The films friction coefficient is measured using the pin-on-disc
method. In addition, the hardness of the deposited coatings is determined by the
means of nanoindentation using the Oliver-Pharr method.
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Structure and mechanical characteristics of Cr-B films produced by DC and
high Power Pulsed Magnetron Sputtering of a CrB2 target
David Horwat1, Philipp Vladimirovich Kiryukhantsev-Korneev2, Jean-François Pierson1
, Evgeny Alexandrovich Levashov2
1

Institut Jean Lamour, Nancy, France 2NATIONAL UNIVERSITY OF SCIENCE AND
TECHNOLOGY “MISIS”, Moscow, Russian Federation
david.horwat@univ-lorraine.fr

Chromium boride films are promissing due to their high mechanical and tribological
properties, good thermal stability, and excellent corrosion resistance. Various
deposition methods such as DC and RF magnetron sputtering, chemical vapour
deposition, electron beam thermal evaporation can be successfully used for Cr-B films
manufacturing. High Power Impulse Magnetron Sputtering (HiPIMS) have recently
emerged as a potential method to modify the structure and microstructure of thin films
and,
consequently their properties, in a larger extent than with conventional sputtering.
However literature data about HiPIMS deposition of Cr-B are still limited. The aim of
the present report is to study the structure and properties of Cr-B films produced from
ceramic target by HIPIMS technology. A 2” diameter CrB2 target was produced by
self-propagating high-temperature synthesis using exothermal powder mixture. For
HiPIMS experiments, the discharge voltage was fixed at 600 V, pulsed ON and OFF
times were kept to 400 and 2600 microseconds, respectively. Only the argon flow rate
was modified, which resulted in working pressures of 1 Pa and 2 Pa and very different
peak currents near 4 and 20 A, respectively.
Reference Cr-B films were also deposited by direct current magnetron sputtering with
a power of 350 W dissipated by the CrB2 target. Silicon plates, nickel foils and
cemented carbide disks were used as the substrates. The structure, chemical and
phase composition of coatings were studied by means of glow discharge optical
emission spectroscopy, Raman spectroscopy, XRD, TEM, SEM and, optical
profilometry. The films were characterised in terms of hardness, elastic modulus, and
elastic recovery. Films deposited at 1.7 Pa show the highest hardness of 33 GPa, H/E
above 0.1, high resistance to plastic deformation and the largest elastic recovery of
58%.
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Influence of the discharge regime on Ti thin films growth and properties in dc,
single pulsed and chopped high power impulse magnetron sputtering
Marcel Meško, René Heller, René Hübner, Matthias Krause
Helmholtz-Zentrum Dresden-Rossendorf, Dresden, Germany
m.mesko@hzdr.de
High power impulse magnetron sputtering (HiPIMS) has been becoming an appealing
deposition process for synthesis of high quality coatings over the last decade. It
utilizes average power similar to the dc magnetron sputtering (DCMS) applied on
magnetron target, which is however concentrated in short pulses. This ensures
generation of dense plasmas with high fraction of ionized film forming species. Control
over the energy and trajectory of ionized sputtered species can lead to the formation
of coatings with improved properties. Despite of certain advantages the HiPIMS
process has often a lower deposition rate compared to DCMS. This is one reason
which hinders the HiPIMS process from further exploration in industrial applications.
However more recently it has been shown that deposition rates of Ti thin films can be
significantly increased by so called chopped-HiPIMS (c-HiPIMS) technique [1]. In this
case a single HiPIMS pulse is decomposed into several individual pulses with
microsecond pulse off-times. C-HiPIMS can be especially effective in suppression of
thermal spikes on the target. The effect of thermal spikes is most pronounced during
long single HiPIMS pulses. It negatively influences mobility of arriving ad-atoms
leading to the formation of larger grains and rougher surface of Ti thin films [2]. In
present work we compare the density, crystallinity, roughness, and microstructure of
Ti thin films prepared by dc, single pulsed, and c-HiPIMS. Much attention has been
paid on role of microsecond pulse off-times on Ti thin films properties. Plasma
parameters have been measured to supplement our investigations.[1]P. M. Barker, E.
Lewin, and J. Patscheider, J. Vac. Sci. Technol. A 31 (2013) 0606041[2]F. J. Jing, T.
L. Yin, K. Yukimura, H. Sun, Y. X. Leng, and N. Huang Vacuum 86 (2012) 2114
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Effect of peak target power on the properties of Cr thin films sputtered by
HiPIMS in deep oscillations magnetron sputtering (DOMS) mode.
Fabio Ferreira, Ricardo Serra, João Oliveira, Albano Cavaleiro
SEG-CEMUC, Universidade de Coimbra, Coimbra, NIF: 501617582, Portugal
fabiodesousaferreira@gmail.com
The advent of High-power Impulse Magnetron Sputtering (HiPIMS) and its variant
Modulated Pulsed Power Magnetron Sputtering (MPPMS) allowed a new knob to
control the flux of sputtered species, i.e., a new knob to control the kinetic effects on
the growing film. Recently, a new design of the MPPMS pulses has been proposed to
reduce arc generation. This form of high power pulses has been named deep
oscillation magnetron sputtering (DOMS). In this work, the influence of the kinetic
effects induced by a DOMS discharge on Cr sputtered thin films was studied and
compared to a DCMS discharge. The Cr thin films were deposited with increasing
peak power at the same average power (1.2 kW) in order to minimize changes in the
thermal effects that also influence film growth. The influence of the peak power on the
morphology, structure and mechanical properties of Cr thin films was studied. The Cr
films deposited by DCMS have a columnar morphology, a [110] preferential
orientation, hardness between 7.2 e 8.5 GPa and a maximum Young modulus of 255
GPa, always lower than the value of the bulk material. Although substrate polarization
up to -110 V was used, some porosity always remained in the DCMS films. The
deposition rate of the Cr films deposited by DOMS decreases from 60 to 30 % of the
DCMS deposition rate with increasing peak power. The films also have a [110]
preferential orientation. Increasing the peak power changes the film morphology from
columnar to dense, increases the hardness up to 17 GPa, increases the lattice
parameter and decreases the grain size. The Young modulus of the films is always
close to the bulk material value showing all the films are porosity free.
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On the I-V characteristics in a reactive high power impulse magnetron
sputtering (HiPIMS)
Jon Tomas Gudmundsson1, Fridrik Magnus2, S. Shayestehaminzade3, Tryggvi K.
Tryggvason3, Olafur B. Sveinsson3, Sveinn Olafsson3
1

University of Iceland, Reykjavik, Iceland 2Department of Physics and Astronomy,
Uppsala University, Uppsala, Sweden 3Science Institute, University of Iceland,
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tumi@hi.is

Reactive high power impulse magnetron sputtering (HiPIMS) [1] provides both, a high
ionization fraction of sputtered material and a high dissociation fraction of the
molecular gas. Here we discuss the reactive high power impulse magnetron
sputtering (HiPIMS) of Ti target in Ar/N2 and Ar/O2 atmosphere. The current waveform
depends on if the discharge is operated in metal or poisoned mode. Furthermore, for
longer pulses (400 μs) the discharge current waveform is highly dependent on the
reactive gas flow rate, pulse repetition frequency and discharge voltage. The
discharge current increases with decreasing repetition frequency. This we attribute to
an increase in the secondary electron emission yield during the self-sputtering phase
of the pulse, as nitride [2] or oxide [3] forms on the target. We also discuss the growth
of TiN films on SiO2 at temperatures of 22-600 °C. The HiPIMS process produces
denser films at lower growth temperature and the surface is much smoother and have
a significantly lower resistivity than dc magnetron sputtered films on SiO2 at all growth
temperatures due to the reduced grain boundary scattering [4]. The mentioned
superior properties are observed for the HiPIMS grown films during the off-axis growth
compared to dc magnetron sputtered films[5].
[1] J. T. Gudmundsson, N. Brenning, D. Lundin and U. Helmersson, J. Vac. Sci.
Technol. A, 30 030801 (2012)
[2] F. Magnus, O. B. Sveinsson, S. Olafsson and J. T. Gudmundsson, J. Appl. Phys.,
110 083306 (2011)
[3] F. Magnus, T. K. Tryggvason, S. Olafsson and J. T. Gudmundsson, J. Vac. Sci.
Technol., 30 (2012) 050601
[4] F. Magnus, A. S. Ingason, S. Olafsson and J. T. Gudmundsson, IEEE Elec. Dev.
Lett., 33 (2012) 1045 - 1047
[5] S. Shayestehaminzadeh, T. K. Tryggvason, L. Karlsson, S. Olafsson and J. T.
Gudmundsson, Thin Solid Films, 548(5) (2013) 354 - 357
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Characterisation and properties of nano-composite thin film deposited by
Atmospheric Pressure Townsend Discharge
Jacopo Profili1, Nicolas Gherardi1, Luc Stafford2, Olivier Levasseur2
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Plasma Enhanced Chemical Vapour Deposition has already demonstrated its ability
for the realisation of nanocomposite thin films for industrial applications. In most
cases, low pressure plasma processes are used. However, recent works show the
feasibility of using atmospheric pressure processes to perform thin films with catalytic,
optical and/or anticorrosive properties. Furthermore, deposition of thin films at
atmospheric pressure opens the way to of cost-effective and eco-friendly industrial
developments.
The aim of this work is to study the relationships between the parameters of an
Atmospheric Pressure Townsend Discharge sustained in a gas mixture containing
nanoparticles and the properties of the multiphase films produced.
The Townsend discharges are produced using a plate-to-plate dielectric barrier
discharge, in a mixture of nitrogen as carrier gas, nitrous oxide as oxidant gas, an
organosilicon monomer, and metal oxide nanoparticles. The nanoparticles are
introduced by nebulizing different stable colloidal solutions in the plasma phase. The
films are made on silicon wafers or on dielectric substrates. The reactor used is a
longitudinal-flow reactor with laminar gas flow injection localized on one side of the
discharge. Such a configuration has been chosen as allows studying the deposit
properties as a function of the equivalent gas residence time in the discharge area.
Chemical composition is determined by XPS analysis and Fourier transformed
infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy. The presence of nanoparticles is confirmed by Raman
spectroscopy and SEM analysis. The morphology and the roughness of the coatings
are analysed by AFM and discussed with respect to surface energies measurements
obtained by contact angle measurements.
Our results show that nanocomposites thin films made with ceramic nanoparticles
embedded in an organosilicon matrix can be successfully synthetized. The influence
of different colloidal systems is presented and correlated with the final properties.
Keywords
Nano-composite Thin Films
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The Feasibility of Ultra-Hardness in Nanocomposite Coatings
Marcus Fuchs
Saxonian Institute of Surface Mechanics, Wachau, Germany
m.fuchs@siomec.de
The validity of indentation hardness values in excess of 100 GPa (ultra-hardness)
obtained by indentation measurements on nanocomposite TiN/a-Si3N4/TiSi2 coatings
has been critically discussed (e.g. [1], [2]) since they were first reported by S. Veprek
et al. in 1999 (e.g. [3], [4]). While the applied measurement and analysis methods as
well as their supporting theory have been examined in-depth, this work will answer the
question whether or not it is theoretically possible to obtain ultra-hardness values for
nano-composite TiN/a-Si3N4 and TiN/a-Si3N4/TiSi2 coatings by instrumented
indentation utilizing the first principles approaches presented in [5]. Also explicit limits,
which are necessary to reach hardness values in the vicinity of the ones of diamond,
will be calculated for lattice constant, elastic modulus, and Poisson's ratio by applying
these methods.
In addition, it will be elaborated how hard these nanocomposite materials actually
were by using the concept of the effectively shaped indenter [6] taking the
pressure-induced increase of the elastic modulus and the yield strength during
indentation testing into account.
[1] A.C. Fischer-Cripps, P. Karvánková, S. Vepřek, Surf. Coat. Technol. 200 (2006),
p.5645.
[2] Fischer-Cripps, A. C., S. J. Bull, and N. Schwarzer, Phil. Mag. 92 (2012), p.
1601-1630.
[3] A.Niederhofer, P. Nesladek, H.-D Männling, K. Moto, S. Vepřek, M. Jilek,
Surf.Coat.Tech. 120-121
(1999), p.173
[4] S. Vepřek, J. Vac. Sci. Technol. A 17 (1999), p.2401.
[5] N. Schwarzer, Phil. Mag. 92 (2012), p. 1631-1648.
[6] A. Bolshakov, W.C. Oliver and G.M. Pharr, MRS Proceedings, Vol. 356, p. 675 ,
1994.
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Effect of lithium and silicon oxides on formation of boron nitride
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Konsantin Firestein1, Andrei Matveev1, Dmitry Shtansky1, Dmitrii Golberg2
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Boron nitride (BN) nanostructures are prominent materials for reinforcement of
advanced coatings and composites because of their unique physical and chemical
properties. BN-nanotubes (BNNTs) have a high elasticity, an extremely high tensile
strength (up to ~35 GPa) and they are stable up to very high temperatures.
Elucidation of factors determining BN nanostructure morphology is therefore a very
important issue for their applications. The present work is devoted to study of the
influence of lithium and silicon oxides on morphology of the BN nanostructures. BN
was synthesized by a vapor transport method from boron oxide and ammonia. Boron
oxide vapor was produced via redox reactions in a mixture of B, MgO, and FeO
heated to 1150oC under a slow ammonia flow transporting the vapor to a high
temperature zone. Stripes of powders of lithium oxide and silica were pasted on a
long BN plate pre-placed in a high temperature furnace zone with the temperature
gradient from 1200°C to 1400°C. After the experiment, a newly formed BN was
observed only in the areas where the oxides were pasted. The yield of BN was
significantly higher in the zone where lithium oxide was applied. SEM analysis
revealed the long, thin and straight BNNTs in the lithium oxide area located in the
temperature range between 1280OC and 1300oC. In the higher temperature region,
the curved BNNTs appeared and both their diameter and amount increased with
temperature. Above 1350oC, only large round BN particles were found. In the area of
silica, BNNTs of similar morphology were found in the area located in the temperature
range of 1350OC-1380oC. The experiments have shown the following: (i) Li and Si
oxides promote the BN synthesis from boron oxide vapor, (ii) BNNTs growth is very
temperature sensitive and observed only in the narrow temperature range of about
20-30oC, (iii) lithium oxide facilitates BNNTs growth at lower temperature as
compared to silica.
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The Structure-Phase Compositions of Ni and Co Based Plasma-Detonation
Coatings after Modification by Plasma Jet
Darya Alontseva, Alexander Krasavin, Alyona Russakova
East Kazakhstan State Technical University, Ust-Kamenogorsk, Kazakhstan
dalontseva@mail.ru
Based on a series of experimental studies of the structure and properties of protective
powder Ni and Co based coatings applied by a high-speed plasma jet to the steel
substrate [1,2], we concluded that it is necessary to simulate the temperature
distribution during irradiation to justify the choice of such irradiation parameters as
power density and the speed of the source. Computer simulation of temperature
distribution in depth from the surface of coatings under direct current pulse plasma jet
was done, and certain parameters for additionaltreatment by irradiation were
proposed. The irradiation was carried out according to design conditions.
This paper presents new results of transmission electron microscopy (TEM), scanning
electron microscopy (SEM), X-ray diffraction (XRD) and atomic force microscopy
(AFM) investigation of the structure-phase compositions of such coatings after their
modification by plasma jet. The phase structure and morphology of precipitation of
strengthening nanoparticles from solid solution are defined. The coatings wear
resistance, corrosion and microhardness tests were performed.
It was found that the exposure of coatings to irradiation according to the
recommended modes leads to the evolution of the structural-phase state of coatings
and a significant increase of hardness, corrosion and wear resistance of the modified
coating. The mechanism of coating improvement after additional treatment by plasma
jet was indentified. In general the structure-phase changes are represented by the
increase of nanosized intermetallic phase volume concentration and the increase of
the width of the diffuse zone in the coating layer contacting the substrate.
References
1. Alontseva D., Pogrebnjak A., Klassen G. Proceedings of the 13th International
Conference on Plasma Surface Engineering, September 10–14, 2012,
Garmisch-Partenkirchen, Germany, P. 447-450.
2. Alontseva D., Russakova A. Advanced Materials Research, 2013, Vol. 702. – P.
94-99.
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Self-organized Ni particles deposited on TiNxOy coated ion patterned Si
substrate for carbon nanotubes growth
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Arrays of organized carbon nanotubes (CNTs) are an important requirement in
nano-electronic applications1. Therefore, feasible and reproducible catalytic templates
substrates to growth CNTs are demanded by technology requisite. In this work, we
report the deposition by a sequential in situ process of a lattice of self-organized
nickel nano-particles templates potentially used to growth organized CNTs. First,
crystalline Si (100) substrate is bombarded by low energy Xe+ ions (500eV) at room
temperature generating regular ripples2. Subsequently, a titanium oxy-nitride (TiNxOy)
thin film diffusion barrier is grown by ion beam sputtering (IBS) on the patterned Si
substrate. Next, nano-size nickel particles are deposited by IBS (750°C, 1 minute)
forming a well-defined 2-D lattice of Ni dots (template). After that, CNTs are grown by
chemical vapor deposition on the decorated substrate. Each deposition step is
analyzed in situ by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy. Complementary ex situ
measurements by X-ray diffraction, atomic force microscopy, and scanning electron
microscopy shows details of the TiNxOy crystalline orientation, the 2-D Ni organization,
and the morphology of the CNTs, respectively. The origin of the Ni self-organization
on the coated sculpted Si grooves is presented and discussed taking in account the
preferential Ni particles diffusion due to the surface topography and stress of the TiN
coated substrate. 1A. Jorio, G. Dresselhaus, M. S. Dresselhaus (Eds.): Carbon
Nanotubes, Topics Appl. Physics 111, 101–164, 2008, Springer-Verlag Berlin
Heidelberg 2008; 2Bradley R M and Harper J M E, J. Vac. Sci. Technol. A6, 4 2390-5,
1988
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The group of M.K. Sunkara proposed an original process [1] to grow metal oxide
nanowires at ultrahigh rates (on the scale of a minute) by atmospheric plasma. It is
based on the combination of a transition metal or a transition metal oxide with an
alkali salt to produce a powders mixture which is treated by a plasma at atmospheric
pressure. This process has some similarities with the hydrothermal synthesis
technique.
We showed recently that the synthesis of RuO2 nanowires was possible locally by
applying an atmospheric microwave micro-afterglow on a ruthenium substrate [2]. The
oxidation mechanism is two-fold. First, a nanostructure made of lamellae separated
by 20-50 nm covers the whole surface [530 K - 820 K]. Second, localized bunches of
nanowires are distributed randomly, their growth being driven by the local stress that
depends on the presence of emerging defects, probably screw dislocations [2].
In this work, we study the influence of two alkali salts, NaCl and KCl, deposited as
micrometric crystals on the surface. The presence of these crystals enhances the
growth of the nanowires all around them, created a circular area where nanowires are
found. Their average length decreases radially, from the crystal outwards. KCl
crystals, because of their sharper faces than NaCl, are visibly etched. TEM analyses
show that, for a given salt, different shapes of nanowires are synthesized. The growth
mechanism in our conditions seems to be very different from the mechanism
proposed by Kumar et al. [1] because of the low temperatures of the micro-afterglow
compared with direct plasma ( T ~1300 K [1] vs T < 800 K [2]).
Keywords
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Optical Anisotropy in Ordered Silver Nanodots produced by plasma ions
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Gallium Antimonite (GaSb) due to its unique lattice structure finds use in sophisticated
semiconductor applications such as infrared detectors infrared leds, transistors,
lasers, thermo-photovoltaic systems, etc. However, the nanostructure is also a
promising candidate for anti-reflection coatings and quantum dots [1, 2]. It was
reported [3] that under normal incidence ion bombardment of GaSb, a
self-organization mechanism enables the growth of a hexagonally ordered dot pattern
where shape and size depend on the ion fluence. In our present work we extend this
work by having deposited silver nanoparticles on this dotted pattern and study the
optical anisotropy that is present in the structure through spectroscopic ellipsometry in
the range 1.0 – 6.0 eV. The dotted pattern was grown at normal incidence for Ar+ion
energies from 600 eV to 1200 eV in steps on 200eV while keeping the ion fluence
same. Silver nanoparticles were deposited on this dotted pattern to study how the
effect of plasmonic coupling varies as the dotted pattern varies. Generalized
ellipsomtery was used to optically characterize the sample as it effectively captures
the optical anisotropy present in the structure. An effective medium based optical
model including uniaxial anisotropy is developed so as to fit the experimental data to
measure the changes in thickness (height) variation of the structure and the
plasmonic behaviour.
References:
[1] I. S. Nerbø, M. Kildemo, S. Le Roy, I. Simonsen, E. Søndergård, L. Holt and J. C.
Walmsley
Applied Optics 47 (2008).
[2.] I. S. Nerbø, S. Le Roy, M. Kildemo and E. Søndergård , Applied Physics Letters
94 (2009).
[3.] S. Facsko, T. Dekorsy, C. Koerdt, C. Trappe, H. Kurz, A. Vogt, H. L. Hartnagel,
Science 285 (1999) .
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Highly efficient nanoparticle generation in the gas phase by pulsed DC
magnetron sputtering in reactive gas admixtures
Oleksandr Polonskyi, Amir Mohammad Ahadi, Alexander Hinz, Egle Vasiliauskaite,
Thomas Strunskus, Franz Faupel
Christian-Albrechts University at Kiel, Kiel, Germany
olpo@tf.uni-kiel.de
Metal nanoparticles and their composites have received an increasing attention in the
last few decades due to their unique chemical, physical, mechanical, electrical, and
optical properties, resulting from their dimensions, which provide hosts of potential
applications in modern technology [1]. In the current work, we present the preparation
of various nanoparticles (Ag-, Al-, Ti-, Si-based) by means of a gas aggregation
source with pulsed reactive DC magnetron sputtering. Usually, argon was used as a
working gas, but in case of reactive materials (Ti, Al, Si) a low concentration of
oxygen or nitrogen was admixed, which is necessary for the cluster formation process
[2]. It was also shown that a gas aggregation cluster source based on pulsed reactive
DC magnetron sputtering gives rise to a huge increase in deposition rate of
nanoparticles by more than one order of magnitude compared to continuous operation
(e.g., TiOx nanoparticles) [3]. The above mentioned observation could provide an
opportunity for aggregation cluster sources to be more widely utilized in industrial
applications. The contribution is focused on the influence of reactive gas (O2, N2)
admixtures and pulsed discharge parameters on the formation and deposition of
nanoparticles by gas aggregation method. The behaviour of reactive and more noble
metals is compared. It is shown that the deposition rate is strongly dependent on duty
cycle and discharge repetition frequency. The prepared nanoparticles were
characterized with regard to chemical composition, morphology and optical properties.
[1] Faupel et al., Adv. Eng. Mater. 12(12), 1177 (2010).
[2] Peter et al., J. Appl. Phys., 112 114321 (2012).
[3] Polonskyi et al., Appl. Phys. Lett. 103, 033118 (2013)
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Characterization of nanostructure surfaces of fluoropolymers produced by
reactive plasma treatment
Cindy Steiner, Steffen Günther, Matthias Fahland
Fraunhofer FEP Dresden, Dresden, Germany
cindy.steiner@fep.fraunhofer.de
For the development of flexible and lightweight solar modules the commonly used
front pane made out of glass must be replaced by polymer based solutions. Special
demands like long-term environmental stability and high optical transmission have to
be met. The first demand may be solved by choosing a suitable polymer. An
additional improvement of optical properties by antireflective treatment addresses the
second demand.
A reactive dual-magnetron plasma process was used to achieve nanostructured
surfaces. This resulted in an increase of transmission. Until now the process is
primarily used for large area antireflective treatment of polyethylene terephthalate
(PET). Because of the required environmental stability, PET is inappropriate for the
use as solar module front pane. A better suited material class is fluoropolymer.
Therefore ethylene tetrafluoroethylene (ETFE) was used as a commercially available
material. The plasma treatment of ETFE was done in a pilot scale roll-to-roll-coater.
This paper discusses the influence of process parameters to the size and shape of
the nanostructures and to respective antireflective effects. Therefore untreated and
treated ETFE films were analyzed by scanning electron microscopy (SEM), atomic
force microscopy (AFM) and optical spectroscopy. Additional results will be presented
which show the stability of the nanostructured surface against outside weathering.
The influence of a top coat on the morphology and optical properties of the structures
will be discussed.
Keywords
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The growth of Nb-B-Al-O Nanocomposite Films by Multi-target Magnetron
Co-sputtering
Dejun Li1, N Liu2, L Dong2
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Nb-B-Al-O nanocomposite films were successfully deposited on Si(100) via
multi-target magnetron co-sputtering method. The structure, chemical composition
and binding energy of as-prepared films were characterized by X-ray diffractometry
(XRD), Energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) and X-ray photoelectron
spectroscopy (XPS). Various measurements were performed to investigate the
significant influences of substrate bias voltages, work pressure and deposition
temperature on microstructure, hardness, elastic modulus, residual stress and critical
fracture load of obtained nanocomposite films. Our results indicate that optimized
deposition process could produce the nanocomposite films with higher hardness,
higher fracture resistance, lower friction coefficient and stronger thermal stability. Our
studies demonstrated that the proposed Nb-B-Al-O films could be a promising
nanocomposite system in engineering applications.
Keywords
Nb-B-Al-O Nanocomposite Films
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Corrosion and microhardness behavior of electrodeposited Ni–Mo alloy
coatings in the presence of organic inhibitor
BEN TEMAM Hachemi1, GUETTAF TEMAM Elhachmi2
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Université de Biskra, Biskra, Algeria 2Laboratoire de Physique des Couches Minces
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ha_bentemam@yahoo.fr

Composite coatings of Ni-Mo were prepared by co-deposition of Mo metal with
electrolytically deposited nickel from a citrate bath onto pretreated Cu substrates at
pH of 6.5-7. The effect of molybdate concentration has been investigated using
different values of [MoO4-2]/Ni+2 molar ratios. The corrosion results were calculated
from polarization Tafel line in both 0.6M NaCl and 1M KOH solutions. The
microhardness and polarization resistance Rp of the prepared coatings are
remarkably lower than those of pure nickel coatings. The addition of organic inhibitor
in the electroplating bath shows a positive influence on the microhardness and
polarization resistance Rp.
Keywords
Nickel
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Deposition of Cu/a-C:H nanocomposite films
Tereza Steinhartová, Jan Hanuš, Ondřej Kylián, Andrei Choukourov, Jaroslav Kousal,
Hynek Biederman
Charles University in Prague, Prague, Czech Republic
einsteinhartova@gmail.com
Hard plasma polymer coatings are widely used in many industrial applications due to
their superior hardness and tribological properties. Such plasma polymer films have
also excellent barrier properties, they are not toxic and they are in general transparent
in the range of visible light. This makes them very promising material for food
packaging industry. The presented work is focused on the possibility to incorporate
copper clusters in to hard a-C:H coatings in order to obtain films with high barrier
properties and antibacterial character.
The polymeric matrix was deposited in an Ar/n-hexane mixture. The substrates were
placed on a planar electrode connected to the pulsed RF power supply. Effects of the
RF power and the duty cycle on the properties of the matrix were studied by means of
XPS, optical ellipsometry, UV-Vis spectrophotometry and nanoindentation technique.
Cu nanoparticles (NPs) were deposited by means of Haberland type gas aggregation
cluster source (GAS) with particle flux perpendicular to the substrates to be coated.
Two different strategies for composite films deposition were tested. First, the NPs
were deposited at constant conditions in the GAS while RF duty cycle was changed. It
was found that in case of constant deposition time total amount of clusters in the film
was almost constant while filling factor changed because of different deposition rate of
aC:H matrix. In the second case, the deposition rate of Cu NPs was varied by
magnetron current in the GAS while the parameters for matrix deposition were kept
constant. In this case both, total amount of Cu NPs and filling factor changed.
In both cases were Cu NPs embedded in the a-C:H matrix and such a films exhibit
anomalous absorption around 600 nm and presence of even small amount of Cu NPs
leads to the change of the mechanical properties of the films.
Acknowledgement: This work was supported by the grantGACR13-09853S from the
Grant Agency of the Czech Republic.
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Preparation of hard and moderately ductile Mo2BC coatings by pulsed DC
magnetron sputtering
Pavel Souček, Vilma Buršíková, Lukáš Zábranský, Monika Stupavská, Petr Vašina
Masaryk University, Brno, Czech Republic
soucek@physics.muni.cz
Standard ceramic materials nowadays used as protective coatings such as TiN,
TiAlN, c-BN, etc., exhibit high hardness and high stiffness. However these are often
connected to brittle behaviour of the coating thus limiting the lifetime of the coating
and of the coated tool as well. To overcome these limitations, a new generation of
materials with high hardness and moderate ductility is sought for.
Recently, nanolaminate Mo2BC coatings were predicted to have these advantageous
properties [1]. However deposition conditions so far necessary to deposit Mo2BC
coatings are a limiting factor. First, deposition process utilizing combinatorial DC
magnetron sputtering required substrate temperature of 900°C [1]. Secondly, a low
temperature synthesis method reducing the substrate temperature to 380°C required
using HiPIMS with compound Mo2BC target [2]. Both of these methods pose
significant problems with industrial scale production. High deposition temperatures
that are at or above tempering temperature of the tools would worsen the mechanical
properties of the coated tools and HiPIMS technology is still not widely used due to its
high cost and relatively complicated operation.
We propose to utilize pulsed DC magnetron sputtering as relatively simple tool to
produce Mo2BC coatings. Combinatorial magnetron sputtering of Mo, C and B4C
targets, where two targets are driven by DC and one is driven by pulsed DC to obtain
higher energy ions in the plasma to promote crystallization of the Mo2BC material, is
used. Substrates are further biased to increase the energy flux onto the substrate.
The effect of the pulsing parameters on the properties of the coating is described with
emphasis on the structure and the mechanical properties.
This research has been supported by GACR contract 205/12/0407 and R&D
CEPLANT centre project CZ.1.05/2.1.00/03.0086 funded by European Regional
Development Fund.
[1] J. Emmerlich et al., J. Phys. D: Appl. Phys. 42 (2009) 185406
[2] H. Bolvardiet al., Thin Solid Films 542 (2013) 5-7
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Characterization of boron nitride zirconium thin films prepared by PVD
Abdelouahad CHALA1, Shahnaz SIAD2, Mohamed Abdou Djouadi3
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France
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This work reports on the structure and mechanical properties of Zr-B-N thin films
prepared by reactive triode sputtering of ZrB2 target in a mixture of Ar+N2. The
deposition was made on silicon <100> and 32CDV13 low alloy steel. The composition
of the coatings was determined by Energy Dispersive Spectrometry (EDS)
microanalysis. SEM and TEM observations were also performed. To determine the
structure of the layers, FTIR and XRD analyses were realized. The mechanical
properties of the layers were determined by stress measurements. The influence of
deposition parameters such as substrate bias and nitrogen content on the properties
of the layers was studied. It was found that there is a strong correlation between the
structure and the mechanical properties such as the hardness, the stress and the
density of the films. The hard Zr-B-N films are characterized by many weak reflections
from poly-oriented ZrN and BN grains.
Keywords
boron nitride zirconium
PVD triode
thin films
stress
microstructure
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Nanocomposite and amorphous AlN-TiB2-TiSi2 coatings, its structure and
properties
Alexander Pogrebnjak1, Sergey Plotnikov2, Nazgul Erdybaeva2, Oleksandr Bondar1,
Alexander Pshyk1, Oleg Sobol3, Vyacheslav Beresnev3, Dmitriy Kolesnikov4,
Alexander Demyanenko1
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Belgorod State National Research University, Belgorod, Russian Federation
alexp@i.ua

The coatings investigated in this paper were deposited using the magnetron
sputtering of AlN-TiB2-TiSi2 target in Ar atmosphere. The investigation of
structure-phase composition, element composition, morphology and mechanical
properties before and after annealing up to 13500C was carried out. It was established
that after deposition of ion-plasma coatings by magnetron sputtering of the AlN-TiB2
-TiSi2 target, amorphous-like structure was formed. The high dispersity is explained by
high concentration of high amorphizing element – Boron. The statistical analysis
showed that the most of asperities had peaks in the range 15-20 nm. The lateral
dimensions of asperities at the bottom were~200 nm, and the width of asperities at
the half of height was approximately 70 nm. The roughness of the surface was
enhanced after high temperature annealing. All this provide high damping properties
of the coating, and amorphous-like structure makes promising the use of these
coatings as diffusion barriers in the form of independent elements, and as a
contacting layer in multilayer wear resistant coatings.
The concentration of elements in the coating was changed after annealing at 9000C
and further annealing at 13500C (especially after annealing at 13500C).The hardness
of as-deposited coatings was 15 GPa, but the value of hardness increased up to (22 –
23.5) GPa after annealing at 13500C. The value of the viscoplastic index was 0.07.
Polycrystalline structure was formed in the coating after annealing at 13500C.
Investigated coatings were implanted by Au+ ions, the doze was 1*1017 cm-2. We
explored the radiation resistance of such coatings.
Keywords
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Raman scattering (RS) spectroscopy is widely used for investigation of various
biological molecules and their interactions. The limitation of classical RS is the need
for a high sample concentration. This issue may be overcome by two methods: (i)
drop coating deposition Raman (DCDR) scattering and (ii) surface-enhanced Raman
scattering (SERS). In this contribution we explore the possibility to employ plasma
polymerized fluorocarbon films (pPTFE) and silver nanocomposites for both these
methods.
First, it was found that pPTFE films prepared by RF magnetron sputtering from PTFE
target in Ar atmosphere (pressure 2 Pa, RF power 100 W) are suitable substrates for
DCDR. Their hydrophobic character allows a formation of “coffee ring” drying pattern
of dropped sample. A majority of the sample is concentrated in the ring, where
reproducible Raman spectra with high signal level can be acquired. We were able to
obtain good DCDR spectra of testing biomolecules: porphyrins, aminoacids, proteins
and lipids. Second, Ag/pPTFE nanocomposites were prepared. Ag nanoclusters were
deposited on a film of sputtered PTFE either by RF magnetron sputtering or by gas
aggregation source. The nanoclusters were subsequently overcoated by pPTFE film
in order to increase the stability of these samples. As expected the thickness of
pPTFE overcoating layer (from 2 nm to 10 nm) influences the SERS enhancement.
The SERS signal was largely reduced with increasing thickness but still of good
quality as demonstrated by tested methylene blue adsorbate. Finally, such substrates
can be suitable to SERS of biomolecules with low affinity for silver surface, distance
dependence studies, as well as combination of DCDR and SERS techniques. All
these aspects will be examined and discussed.
Financial support from the Czech Science Foundation (P205/12/G118) and Charles
University Grant Agency (Contract 253386) is acknowledged.
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Simulations of the heat transfer through the water-polymer-interface on anti-ice
polymer films in dependence of micro-structures and PECVD coatings
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Fraunhofer IGB, Stuttgart, Germany
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The formation of ice on surfaces of technical devices or transportation vehicles can
lead to several problems like reduced functionality, reduced energy efficiency and
operational safety. As known de-icing methods require a high amount of energy or
environmentally harmful chemicals, research lately focused on passive de-icing by
functional surfaces with reduced ice adhesion (de-icing) or reduced formation of it
(anti-icing). Inspired by the Lotus-plant leaf from nature, such a “super-hydrophobic”
surface can be produced by the combination of micro-structures and a hydrophobic
surface coating. By a hot stamping process we have generated micro-structures on
PU films which were afterwards coated with fluorocarbons or silicones by PECVD
processes. With a thin film by a PECVD process it is possible to adjust the surface
chemistry while retaining the important surface micro-structure at the same time.
An important issue during ice formation is the heat transfer. Therefore, simulations of
the heat transfer through the interface between a water drop and a functional surface
are made. Different surfaces (flat / differently micro-structured) with and without
plasma-coatings are modeled and the simulations are compared to experiments. The
polymer surface varies in dependence of differently shaped and sized
micro-structures and plasma-coatings. The water-polymer-contact-area additionally
depends on the wetting state (Wenzel, Cassie-Baxter, or a mixed state), and the
wetting state is influenced by other factors such as the drop volume or the impact
speed of a water drop. The plasma-coating itself allows to lower the freezing point of
water. By additionally minimizing the contact area and therefore impeding the heat
transfer at the interface, a water drop is prevented from efficiently transferring its
latent heat (crystallization energy) and therefore its freezing is delayed.
Keywords
anti-ice polymer films
microstructures with PECVD coating
liquid-solid interface heat transfer simulations
liquid-solid contact area
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Silver/SiOxCyHz– polymer nanocomposite thin film prepared by a high rate
deposition system
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Christian-Albrechts University at Kiel, Kiel, Germany
olpo@tf.uni-kiel.de
Ag nanoparticles with sizes between 2 and 20 nm are produced in a gas aggregation
cluster source and are deposited through a focused beam at a high rate.
Simultaneously, a SiOxCyHz–polymer matrix is grown from the precursor
hexamethyldisiloxane in an RF plasma. The beam of clusters is deposited into the
growing polymer, forming the composite material. The benefits of the co-deposition
system are discussed. This process allows the rapid deposition of composite material
with varying metal nanocluster concentrations and properties. Since the cluster
generation is separated from the matrix growth, the properties of both can be
controlled independently. In this study, we present two types of nanocomposite
samples. In the first, the Ag nanoclusters are homogeneously distributed in the matrix,
in the second type the Ag nanoclusters form a layer which is covered by the matrix.
Nanocomposite thin films with wide range of filing factors were prepared. The
samples were investigated using transmission electron microscopy to determine the
morphology. Furthermore, the optical properties were probed using optical
transmission spectroscopy and the plasmonic resonance behaviour is discussed.

[1] Peter et al., J. Nanopart. Res. 15, 1710 (2013)
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PHOTOCATALYTIC and SELF-CLEANING COMPOSITE COATINGS ASSISTED
BY ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE PLASMA JET DEPOSITION
Marina Fantin1, Paolo Scopece1, Elena Fidone2, Alvise Benedetti2
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In this work we present a new method for the fabrication of nanostructured coatings
with improved photocatalytic properties, in which titania nanoparticles are deposited
on the surface of the interested substrate and embedded in a ceramic film obtained by
atmospheric pressure plasma jet (APPJ) deposition. In particular, the here used
strategy consists in a two-steps method in which nanoparticles are dispersed in a
liquid medium and deposited onto surface by an optimized spray-coating technique.
These nanoparticles does not form coherent films unless they are encapsulated in a
ceramic coating. The silica embedding is obtained via atmospheric plasma deposition
for a thickness corresponding to the nanoparticles deposit, to fully cover nanoparticles
and to create a complete bonding to the substrate.
Information on the photocatalytic properties of the coatings are obtained as a function
of UV irradiation time: FTIR spectroscopy is used to address the chemical changes in
stearic acid films deposited on the photocatalytic surface. Then UV filtering
capabilities of our film is studied through UV spectrometer. Thanks to this two-step
strategy these nanostructured coatings can be applied a wide range of different
substrates, as polymers, glasses or metals, so they could find application on different
industrial products.
Keywords
APPJ
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Rapid growth of copper oxide nanowires by an atmospheric pressure
micro-afterglow: investigation of the role of stress.
Thomas Gries, Ayman Altaweel, Sylvie Migot, Pascal Boulet, André Mézin, Thierry
Belmonte
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Copper oxide nanowires have been widely studied recently in various application
domains such as field emission devices, solar cells, gas sensors or heterogeneous
catalysts. In this context, thermal oxidation is a very attractive method to produce
copper oxide nanowires because of its ease of implementation. In this study, we
present an innovative strategy to synthesize nanowires. This very simple process
consists in exposing a copper film directly to the afterglow of an argon-oxygen
micro-plasma at atmospheric pressure. In the afterglow, molecular oxygen is strongly
dissociated into atomic oxygen, leading to a gain in oxidation rates at low temperature
in comparison with thermal oxidation. As a result of this, the growth of long and dense
nanowires is obtained for shorter treatment times (only a few minutes) at lower
surface temperatures (~ 550 K).
TEM analyses clearly indicate that most of the produced nanowires are
single-crystalline CuO with a monoclinic structure and random axial crystallographic
orientations. However, some nanowires exhibit a bi-crystalline structure with a
twin-boundary along their growth direction. The growth mechanism is driven by
stress-induced migration due to the development of stress gradients caused by the
formation of copper oxide layers CuO and Cu2O. In order to characterize the copper
oxide film underneath the nanowires, X-ray diffraction and SIMS measurements are
carried out. Residual stresses have been assessed by using the curvature method
and the sin2ψ method. A specific study based on the local stress evolution
measurement is proposed to determine accurately its influence on the growth of
copper oxide nanowires.
Keywords
copper oxide
nanowires
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Ar-N2 afterglow: application to nanoparticles synthesis.
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3-Aminopropyltriethoxysilane (APTES) is commonly used as a coupling agent in
composites, coatings, adhesive joints or glass fibers for covalently binding proteins to
inorganic surfaces. It is a colorless to light yellow transparent liquid ((C2H5O)3-Si-CH2
-CH2-CH2-NH2) from which a vapour is extracted in a controlled manner to feed
reactors in chemical vapour deposition processes for thin films deposition. The
presence in the coating of the primary amine functional groups (-NH2) is usually
sought but difficult to achieve, even in pulsed PECVD processes, because of their
high reactivity.To better understand how this precursor is decomposed in a
weakly-reactive gas medium, we chose to study its interaction in a late Ar-8.7vol.%N2
microwave afterglow by different gas diagnostics.
The APTES precursor, carried by a 30 sccm argon flow, is introduced downstream a
100W surfatron plasma sustained at 20 mbar. First, a 1.2 m long quartz tube with two
lateral inlets (one the plasma and one for the APTES) was mounted on a FTIR device
to probe the gas phase in situ, to evaluate the way the APTES bonds evolve
according to the experimental conditions and to detect the main by-products. Next,
optical emission spectroscopy is used to characterize the emissive species present in
the afterglow and to determine by absolute calibration, their concentrations and
temperatures.
Finally, other essential data for a complete modelling of the process, like wall
temperature (determined by infrared camera), electron density (measured by
microwave interferometry).
Above 20 mbar, nanoparticles made of APTES can be synthesized in the gas phase.
These nanoparticles are collected and studied. Their size distribution, their chemical
composition and their shape are investigated to better understand how these
nanoparticles are formed.
Keywords
Low-pressure plasma
APTES precursor
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We report the deposition of nanostructured ZnO thin films on Nanoporous Anodic
Alumina substrates (NAA) by DC reactive magnetron sputtering using a Zn metal
target under different experimental conditions (target-sample distance, power and
pressure). The film nanostructure and surface morphology of the samples were
explored by HRSEM and AFM while crystalline structure and chemical composition
were determined by XRD and RBS, respectively. ZnO nanostructured thin films
reproduce exactly the pores array of the NAA substrates mimicking their hexagonal
long range order. Nanostructured ZnO samples also are (o were) stoichiometric with
wurtzite type structure, highly textured and oriented in the (002) direction. The study
of the NAA pore size effect in the final morphology and properties of the
nanostructured ZnO is presented for different ZnO thicknesses. In particular, we were
able to control the pore size of the nanostructured ZnO films in the range of 15-65 nm
by choosing appropriate NAA lattice parameters and the sputtering deposition
condition. An optimal thickness of 30 nm was estimated for nanostructuring, obtaining,
ZnO/NAA replicas without ZnO diffusion into the alumina pores in all cases. The
optical properties of the ZnO/NAA films were studied by UV-VIS-NIR
spectrophotometry. In addition, Photoluminescence measurements performed on
nanostructured ZnO/NAA films showed that the excitonic emission peak shifts to
longer wavelengths when the pore size of the NAA increases. This behavior provides
the possibility of modulating the light emission in the wavelength range of 372-393 nm
through the pore size of the nanostructure.
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Fuel cells have emerged as alternatives to combustion engines and will have an
important role in future hydrogen fuel economy. Metal-based electrocatalysts are
usually employed in proton exchange membrane fuel cell (PEMFC) as cathode
electrocatalysts for oxygen reduction reactions. Supporting materials with high surface
area are essential to disperse catalyst particles (often nanoparticles), so as to reduce
the catalyst loading and thereby improving the fuel cell performance.
Boron-DopedDiamond (BDD) films exhibit very high chemical and electrochemical
stability with excellent mechanical strength. The potential range in which high stability
exists is greater than 3 V, much greater than conventional carbon-based electrode
materials such as glassy carbon. This excellent stability provides a rationale for the
use of diamond as a support for metal nanoparticles, because various modified
surfaces can be confidently used to enhance the bonding to these nanoparticles. For
diamond, electrochemical oxidation of the surface leads only to a change in the
termination from hydrogen to oxygen, with little actual loss of material. These
materials have high chemical and thermal stability, extreme hardness and strong
corrosion resistance. Moreover, they are chemically inert and have a very low
capacitive background current. All these properties made BDD electrodes very
attractive for their use in conductive support for electrocatalysis. Our work reports the
first results about the fabrication of BDD films obtained by PECVD method on which
transition metal thin films were deposited by PVD. Specific heat treatment allows us to
create metallic nanodroplets that interact with the diamond surface to form nanopores
and nanochannels inside the diamond film. The structure and the morphology of these
nanocomposites are presented through this work.
Keywords
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Metallic stents present several disadvantages such as corrosion and restenosis,
leading to health complications for the patient, or even death. In order to minimize
these disadvantages, new materials, like fibrous materials, have been used. To
minimize the reaction of the human body and fight the adhesion of microorganisms to
stent surface, some coatings have been developed, including the use of novel metals
with antimicrobial properties, like silver.
The main objective of this study was the development of a fibrous stent, with
antimicrobial properties, by incorporation of silver nanoparticles. The Ag nanoclusters
were prepared by gas aggregation cluster source based on a planar magnetron
following a Haberland concept. The nanoclusters were deposited in dependence on
the magnetron current, Ar pressure inside the cluster source. Different techniques like
X-ray diffraction (XRD), transmission electron microscopy (TEM), scanning electron
microscopy (SEM) were used to evaluate nanostructure and morphology. The
influence of the clusters nanostructure and morphology on Ag+ release rates were
studied by means of inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry (ICP-MS)
The biomaterials’ hydrophobicity and surface tension parameters were determined by
contact angle measurement. Films’ roughness and topography, parameters
influencing the wettability of the surface and microorganism adhesion, were
measured.
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Effects TiN and TaN barrier layers on the emergence of Ag and Cu particles and
the subsequent mechanical and antibacterial properties of TaN-(Ag,Cu)
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TaN–(Cu,Ag) nanocomposite films were deposited by reactive co-sputtering on
Si(001) and M2 tool steels. Prior to annealing, the films were deposited with a barrier
layer of TiN or TaN (with various thickness) in order to control the amount of emerged
Ag and Cu particles. As a result, the tribological and anti-bacterial behaviors can be
controlled. The films were then annealed using RTA (Rapid Thermal Annealing) at
200 °C–400 °C to induce the nucleation and growth of metal particles. Thes films’
structures, surface morphologies, and mechanical properties were analyzed. The
samples were tested for their anti-wear and anti-bacterial behaviors against
Gram-negative Escherichia coli, as function of barrier layer thickness. It is found that,
through the application of diffusion barrier, the antibacterial efficiency against E. coli
as well as the tribological properties can be changed and controlled, depending on the
layer thickness of TiN and TaN. In general, the films with TiN layer tended to allow
more Ag and Cu particles to form on the surface.
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The hydrophobicity of surfaces can be employed in the field of easy-cleaning
materials, microfluidic or biological devices. It is governed by the chemical
composition and the structure of the surface. For some applications such as dirt
repellency or easy-cleaning surfaces, superhydrophobic surfaces presenting a water
contact angle higher than 150° and a low sliding angle in order to prevent the
adhesion of dusts are needed. Among the promising materials, fluorinated surfaces
(PTFE like) generally provide a water contact angle up to 120°. Nevertheless, in order
to get the superhydrophobic situation, it is necessary to modify the topology of the
surface at the nanoscale.
CFx layer have been deposited on prepainted steel by sputtering a graphite target in
different Ar-CF4-C2H2 mixtures or by generating an inductive plasma in Ar-CF4. In
order to get the necessary roughness, the coatings have been (i) deposited on a
rough template, and (ii) deposited on a rough excimer laser irradiated surface.
The surface morphology was evaluated by atomic force microscopy and scanning
electron microscopy. The surface chemical composition was investigated by XPS
analysis and the wettability was determined by water contact angle measurement in
static mode.
We have studied the correlation between the surface structure and the wettability of
the surface coated or not by the CFx layer. The first results demonstrate that the
wettability of prepainted steels can be tuned from hydrophobic to superhydrophobic (>
150°), with respect to the structure of the surface and the composition of the CFx
coating.
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TiAlCrN coatings demonstrate a combination of high hardness, wear- and oxidation
resistance and are often used for lifetime increasing of cutting and forming tools. It’s
well known that boron introduction in metal nitride coatings significantly improves their
mechanical and tribological properties, thermal stability due to formation of
nanocomposite structure. The aim of present work is to study the B effect on the
structure and properties of Ti-Cr-Al-N coatings produced by Closed Field Unbalanced
Magnetron Sputtering (CFUBMS).
The deposition of TiCrAlBN coatings was fulfilled using an UDP-850 CFUBMS system
(Teer). During the sputtering of Ti, Cr, Al, and TiB targets, various technological
parameters were controlled: total and nitrogen partial pressure, substrate bias voltage
and rotation speed, magnetron power and frequency. The structure of coatings was
studied by means of glow discharge optical emission spectroscopy, X-ray diffraction,
and scanning electron microscopy. Hardness, elastic modulus, elastic recovery,
adhesion strength, and friction coefficient were measured using Nanohardness
Tester, Revetest, and Tribometer (all CSM). The coatings resistance to dynamic
impact loads was evaluated using Impact Tester (CemeCon). Wear-tracks and craters
were analysed by optical profiler Wyko (Veeco). The oxidation- and corrosion
resistance of the coatings were also examined.
The results obtained show that boron introduction in the TiAlCrN coatings suppressed
the columnar growth and significantly decreased the crystallite size. The effect of B
addition was more pronounced for the coatings deposited at higher rotation speeds
and working pressures. TiAlCrBN coatings exhibited better mechanical properties
(hardness increase up to 30%) and oxidation resistance (working temperature
reached 10000C) than that of the non-doped coatings.
Keywords
TiCrAlBN
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It has recently been shown [1, 2] that some important questions about the stability of
coated surfaces, like - Where and when do Hertzian cone cracks appear? How does
time dependent and/or high temperature behavior influence the phenomenological
observations on stability and reliability of coated surfaces? - often require the use of
very complex, inhomogeneous, multi-body or non-linear contact modeling. A more
general modeling tool box allowing to use existing contact problem solutions for
layered material to be adapted or extended in a very flexible manner to such broader
consideration would therefore be of great help to the coating community.
With the help of Wolfram Research the authors have developed such a toolbox by the
means of a combination of the contact mechanics software FilmDoctor® [3] and the
Computer Algebra System Mathematica® [4] via a so called MathLink communication
system.
This work will now show how MathLink can be used to access the FilmDoctor
software package from the Mathematica software. This allows to combine the well
known Mathematica software with the fast analytical solutions for contact experiments
provided by the software FilmDoctor. This could help a lot in the field of surface
optimization for new materials or material combinations, multi-layered and gradient
structures and intrinsic stress design, because not only more work can be done with
the help of the computer, but also the construction of distinct or extended models
does need significantly less time. Subsequently, with respect to optimum coating
designs especially for industrial applications, the tool box allows narrowing down the
search vector field for better performance, which will save time and money for testing
and building prototypes.
[1] N. Schwarzer, From interatomic interaction potentials via Einstein field equation
techniques to time dependent contact mechanics, submitted to Material Research
Express, accepted Jan 2014
[2] N. Schwarzer, Endlessly Touchable – the Next Generation of Surface and Coating
Optimization, www.siomec.de/pubs/2013/001
[3] www.siomec.de/FilmDoctor
[4] www.wolfram.com/mathematica
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First-principles Calculation
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Coating structural materials with Fe3Al based intermetallics have especial structures
and some excellent performances such as its high-temperature corrosion resistance,
environment and wear resistant features, but the room temperature ductility of Fe3Al
intermetallics limits its applications. At present, alloying strengthening is one of the
major methods be used to improve the performances of Fe3Al coating. Alloying
elements such as Cr, Mo, V or Ni generally is used.
In the present work, elastic constants, the structure stability, mechanical properties
and electronic structures of DO3 phase Fe3Al intermatallic compounds and Fe3Al
based ternary alloys containing Cr, Mo, W were investigated using first-principles
calculations with the plane-wave pseudo protential method based on the density
functional theory, as implemented in the CASTEP. The exchange correlation function
was treated under both the generalized gradient approximation and local density
approximation. Several models established. The total energies, cohesie energies,
lattice constants, elastic constants, density ofstates, and the charge densities of Fe3Al
and Fe-X-Al(X=Cr, Mo, W) are calculated. The stable crystal structuresof alloy
systems are determined due to the cohesive energy results. The calculated lattice
constants of Fe-X-Al(X=Cr, Mo, W) were found to be related to the atomic radii of the
alloy elements. The calculation and analysis of the elastic constants showed that
ductility of Fe3Al alloys was improved by the addition of Cr, Moor W. The results of
electronic structure analysis showed that Fe3Al were brittle, mainly due to the orbital
hybridization of the s, p and d state electron of Fe and the s and p state electrons of
Al, showing typical characteristics of a valence bond. Micro-mechanism for imroving
ductility of Fe3Al is that d orbital electron of alloying element is mainly involved in
hybridization of Fe3Al, alloying element Cr, Moor W decrease the directional property
in bonding of Fe3Al.
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Fe3Al Intermetallic Compounds Coating
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In this contribution the study of processes taking place during the preparation of thin
films by pulsed techniques is performed by methods of computational physics. When
depositing metal films on dielectric substrates, a three-dimensional growth occurs.
The complete growth process involves a number of atomic scale parameters, the
basic being the substrate temperature and deposition rate. Besides them the kinetic
energies of impinging atoms, state of the substrate and especially the duration of the
evaporation process are important physical parameters. The idea of variable
deposition times is applied in both pulsed plasma deposition and pulsed laser
deposition technologies.
For the analysis of initial growth stages the computational approach is very useful as it
enables us to study the influence of individual physical mechanisms separately [1],
[2]. We used following methods - computer simulation and image processing. In our
atomistic modelling of metal film growth the combination of two techniques was used:
the nucleation process and the initial stages of island growth were simulated by the
molecular dynamics approach, while the simulation of further growth stages was
performed by the kinetic Monte Carlo method. The combined molecular dynamics /
kinetic Monte Carlo approaches were used both for the preparation of simulated
structures and for their analysis. The further approach of computational physics was
the image analysis, applied to the results of simulation and to experimental data. The
main purpose of this study was to analyse the influence of basic mechanisms of the
initial stages of film growth in pulsed regimes in comparison with the classical
continuous methods of film preparation.
[1] Hrach R., Novotny D., Hruby V., Vacuum 86 (2012), 1223.
[2] Hrach R., Novotny D., Hruby V., Vacuum 90 (2013), 121.
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The effect of nitrogen vacancies on the phase stability, structural and mechanical
properties of cubic B1 Cr1-xMoxN1-y and Cr1-xWxN1-y solid solutions have been
investigated using first-principles calculations. The thermodynamic analyses show the
preferred isostructural decomposition pattern in the cubic B1 Cr1-xMoxN1-y and Cr1-xWx
N1-y. The calculated formation energies suggest that nitrogen vacancies energetically
stabilize the cubic B1 Cr1-xMoxN1-y and Cr1-xWxN1-y solid solutions and the good
agreement between theoretical results and existing experimentally measured lattice
parameters further supports the preferred nitrogen substoichiometry in the cubic B1
Cr1-xMoxN1-y and Cr1-xWxN1-y. A dependence of the mechanical properties on the
nitrogen vacancy content is predicted, and a comparison for the Young’s modulus, E,
shows good agreement with available experimental data. With the increasing nitrogen
vacancy content the bulk modulus, B, shear modulus, G, and Young’s modulus, E,
gradually decrease. Hence, the presence of nitrogen vacancies causes the increased
ductility, which originates from the weakening of hybridized sp3d2 N-p–TM-d
interaction, and strengthening of the metal–metal d–d bonding.
Keywords
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phase stability
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A main concern with outdoor clothes are their surface’s repellent properties, e.g.
against water. Hydrophobicity is easily achieved by several proven processes and
those are sufficient for most of the private use scenarios. But the demands regarding
protective workwear are more challenging, especially in respect to military usage. In
this case oil repellency, the so called oleophobicity, is also required, which is achieved
by applying fluorine containing finishes onto fabrics using wet chemical processes.
But the proven chemicals for doing so attract increasing public attention due to
ecological concerns about their ingredients. The affected manufacturers have already
reacted by replacing their recipes with those considered to be safer for health and
environment. However, meeting the performance customers were used to before the
change is challenging the industry. This is the motivation to investigate rather unusual
approaches for applying hydro- and oleophobic coatings. One of those approaches is
magnetron sputtering of PTFE, which is described in the following paper. Although the
literature gives some examples about using PTFE as a coating material for PVD
processes, the focus on textile substrates is rare and thus a lack of general
experience on this topic exists. Furthermore, fabrics exhibit complex
three-dimensional structures, making it difficult to carry out surface analysis to a
satisfactory extent. For the purpose of the presented work a flat geometry and
materials corresponding to common yarn compositions are chosen as substrates, i.e.
foils made from polyester, polyamide and viscose. The attained repellent effect is
measured by DSA, while SEM and AFM are used for topographical investigations and
chemical analysis is done by XPS. The results provide insights into the influence of
the examined process parameters on each material’s surface properties and facilitate
further investigations regarding the application on textile structures.
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This work reports on the chemical, microstructural and mechanical performance of
cathodic arc evaporated CrAlO based coatings for applications in the hot forming
industry. CrAlO coatings have attracted a strong interest due to possibility to
synthesise at low temperature (400ºC-500ºC) corundum-like (Cr,Al)2O3 hard
coatings. Whereas sputtering or ion beam assited deposition methods allow the
synthesis of these chemical formulations [1], arc evaporation of oxide coatings
produces a fast poissoning of the cathodes, excessive micro-droplet formation and
electrical screening of the growing films.
In this study, we have developed alternating CrAlO/CrAlN layers by cathodic arc
evaporation in the presence of a reactive O2/N2 atmosphere. The altenation of
conductive andnon conductive layers permits a greater ion bombardment that that
produced with single oxide coatings. In addition, the presence of N2 even during the
growth of CrAlO has shown to have beneficial effects to mitigate the poissoning of the
cathodes, in agreement to Najafi et al. [2].
The alternation of oxide and nitride phases is shown to decrease significantly the
amount of microdroples on the coating, providing a greater mechanical stability and
tribological performance. Scanning electron microscopy, x-ray diffraction and optical
emission spectroscopy confirmed the presence of dense, cubic faced (Cr,Al)Ox
phases with x~0.5.
The mechanical properties such as nano-indentation hardness, adhesion strength and
wear at room and high temperature will be discussed and correlated to the
microstructural design of the coatings in terms of bilayer period, and thickness ratio of
the oxide/nitride bilayer.
[1] Stüber et al. Thin Solid Films 519 (2011) 4025-4031
[2] Najafi et al. Surface & Coatings Technology 214 (2013) 46-52
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For deposit high quality CIGS films on large flexible plastic substrate at low
temperature, the technology of Se Ion Beam Assisted Reactive Magnetron Sputtering
was used. The effect of Se ion beam energy, current density, substrate temperature,
sputtering rate on CIGS films is studied. The high ion energy may cause permanent
damage to substrates and films, the low ion energy can’t satisfy the condition of high
crystal quality CIGS films. the excellent crystal CIGS films were deposited at below
350°C.
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Due to high interfacial shear stress generated at the interface during application,
monolithic TiC coatings exhibit high wear rates. In nanometric multilayer structure with
different modulus, the dislocation motion one material to another material is impeded
and it enhances hardness and fracture resistance. In this study, 2.0 µm thick
TiC/TiSiC nanometric multilayer with 5 nm periodicity is deposited using reactive
magnetron sputtering on modulus graded 5 µm TiC thick coating. To enhance
interface shear stress compatibility, modulus graded 5µm thickness TiC coatings are
deposited by changing Ti to C ratio. Tensile testing reveals that modulus graded TiC
coatings are capable of withstanding 12000µε. Modulus graded TiC coatings act as
interfacial shear stress dampers and appropriate surface for nanometric TiC/TiSiC top
coating. Top 2.0 µm nanometric multilayer coating shows enhanced resistance
contact damage compare with single layer TiC and TiSiC. Compressive stress in
above nanometric and graded 6.5 µm coating system is 3.8GPa. These coatings are
developed on Ti64 aerospace alloys.
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Multilayers that consist of two materials with the same crystal structure and a small
lattice mismatch may form coherent epitaxial growth which strengthens the system
[1-3]. In this regard, TiN/AlN is a very promising candidate due to its significant
performance and can grow epitaxally [3, 4]. AlN has a stable wurtzite structure (w)
with hexagonal symmetry and a metastable NaCl structure with cubic (c) symmetry
whose mechanical properties are superior from wurtzite phase. However, literature is
limited on the temperature dependence behavior of such hard coating multilayers
used in modern machining processes, it is necessary to investigate the materials
properties at the high temperatures and optimize the performance. Therefore, in the
present work, the formation of metastable cubic AlN and its effect on the high
temperature mechanical behavior of TiN/AlN nanomultilayers were studied. A series
of samples prepared by varying the AlN layer thickness from 1 to 5 nm while keeping
the TiN layer thickness constant at 5 nm in reactive magnetron sputtering. The
phases, microstructure and mechanical properties of multilayers were characterized
with XRD, SEM, TEM and nanoindentor. The mechanical behaviors of the films were
studied by using elevated temperature micro-compression. Micropillars were FIB
machined within the multilayered film with the substrate forming the base of
micro-pillars.
References:
[1] S. Veprek, J Vac Sci Technol A 17 (5) (1999) 2401-2420.
[2] G. Y. Li, Z. H. Han, J. W. Tian, J. H. Xu, M. Y. Gu, J Vac Sci Technol A 20 (3)
(2002) 674-677
[3] F.H. Mei, N. Shao, J.W. Dai, G.Y. Lia, Mater Lett 58 (2004) 3477–3480
[4] H. Jensen, J. Sobota, G. Sorensen, J Vac Sci Technol A 16 (1998) 1880-1884
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In the present study [NiTiCu/AlN]n/Si multilayers have been deposited on Si substrate
using magnetron sputtering technique. NiTiCu/AlN multilayers were grown on Si in
graded pattern with bilayer period n=1, 4, 8 and 12 and the effect of bilayer period on
surface morphology, phase transformation behaviour, mechanical and vibration
damping properties were studied. The multilayers were characterized in terms of
structural, morphological, mechanical and tribological properties by X-ray diffraction
(XRD), atomic force microscopy, field emission scanning electron microscopy and
nanoindentation. The bilayer period had great influence on
the hardness, toughness and damping properties of the NiTiCu/AlN/Si multilayers.
This enhancement in hardness, toughness and damping of the mutilayered structure
could be attributed to the different mechanisms for layer formation with nanometric
thickness such as the Hall–Petch effect and the number of interfaces (fcc/hexagonal)
that act as obstacles for the crack deflection and dissipation of mechanical vibrations.
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In the automotive industry, one of important processes is Aluminum (Al) Die Casting
(DC) which produces Al components such as engine cylinder block, transmission
case and their valve body. Al DC dies work in severe conditions, e.g. Al-sticking at
high temperature (max. 750℃) and thermal shock, which cause significant decrease of
die's lifetime. Therefore, the motor industry is awaking to the need for new protective
surface engineering technologies on Al DC dies.
In this study, TiAlCrSiCN coating for high temperature application is compared with
other coatings. TiAlCrSiCN coating is prepared by Arc Ion-Plating (AIP) equipment
with three different targets (TiAl, Cr, CrSi) and designed with nano-structured
multilayers. Adhesion and hardness (before and after annealing at 700 and 900℃) are
measured by scratch tester and micro indenter.Dipping and rotation tests in molten Al
bath are carried out to verify anti-sticking resistance of verious coatings. TiAlCrSiCN
coating shows the best performance for Al DC dies application and enhances the die's
lifetime over 200% in field test. Moreover, this coating has high wear resistance on
high temperature friction components, e.g. EGR (Exhaust Gas Recirculation) washer
in heavy dieselengines.
This work is conducted under the collaboration with Hyundai-Kia Motor
Group-Automotive.
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CrN is associated with good chemical and mechanical properties and therefore is
widely used in improvement of surface properties in several industrial applications.
Cr2O3 is also a highly recognized oxide material in either its alone-standing state or
being alloyed with other elements in ternary and quaternary material systems. As in
here, coatings comprising of multilayers of CrN and Cr2O3 can be good candidates
for applications with highly demanding performances in terms of both mechanical and
chemical properties. This work is then a brief look on the know-how and the
challenges in making industrially reproducible CrN/Cr2O3 coatings aimed for
applications in abrasive and corrosive environments.
Keywords
CrN
Cr2O3
corrosion
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The structures and properties of TiAlN/CrN multi-layer coated by dual rf
magnetron sputter
Yoon Kee Kim, Jin Ki Kim
Hanbat National University, Daejeon, South Korea
ykkim@hanbat.ac.kr
The typical micro hardness values of metal-nitride hard coatings are in the range of 30
Gpa. The hardness of a coating can be enhanced up to 50 Gpa by superlattice with
nanoscale multilayer of two metal-nitrides. TiAlN is well known hard coating for tools
because of its high oxidation resistance up to 800oC. So TiAlN is preferred partners in
superlattice structures for high-temperature application. In this work we try to deposit
TiAlN/CrN multi-layer by dual rf magnetron sputtering using TiAl alloy and Cr targets
in an Ar+N2 atmosphere. Each nitride layer thickness was varied by changing the
duration of substrate faced the target. We investigated the microstructure and
hardness of the TiAlN/CrN multi-layers up to 1000oC by cross-sectional TEM, EDS,
and nano-indentor. We will discuss the effects of interlayer thickness on
micro-hardness and thermal stability of the multi-layers.
Keywords
hard coating
TiAlN/CrN multilayer
nanoscale multilayer
microstructure
thermal stability
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Tribological behaviors of the Fe-Al-Cr-Nb alloyed layer deposited on 45# steel
via double glow plasma surface metallurgy
Xixi Luo, Zhengjun Yao, Pingze Zhang, Yu Chen, Dongbo Wei, Junmou Zhu,
Xiaofeng Wu, Hongqin Yang
NUAA, Nanjing, China
luoxixi19890628@aliyun.com
Fe-Al-Cr-Nb alloy has excellent wear resistance, which can be used to effectively
improve the wear resistance of the substrate by synthesizing a Fe-Al-Cr-Nb alloyed
layer onto the surface of the 45# steel via double glow plasma surface metallurgy
technology. The microstructures, phase constituents and composition distribution of
the Fe-Al-Cr-Nb alloyed layer are analyzed by scanning electronic microscopy (SEM),
X-ray diffraction (XRD) and energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS). It indicates that
the alloyed layer is homogeneous and compact, with the thickness of approximately
20 μm, which is composed of an exterior deposited layer and an interior diffused
layer. The alloyed elements exhibit a gradient distribution along the cross section.
Mechanical performance of the alloyed layer is measured by microhardness and
nanoindentation tests. It is found that the surface hardness of the alloyed layer
reaches 580 HV0.1, which is almost 2.8 times higher than that of the substrate. This
figure decreases gradually with the increase of depth from the surface of the alloyed
layer. Compared to the substrate, the alloyed layer has a much smaller displacement
and a larger elastic modulus. According to the friction and wear tests at room
temperature, the Fe-Al-Cr-Nb alloyed layer has a lower friction coefficient and a less
wear mass, implying that the Fe-Al-Cr-Nb alloyed layer can effectively improve the
surface hardness and wear resistance of the substrate.
Keywords
Fe-Al-Cr-Nb alloyed layer
double glow plasma surface technology
tribological behaviors
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Use of pulsed PECVD for low temperature deposition of TiSiO optical thin films
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Institut des matériaux Jean Rouxel, Nantes, France
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Titanium silicon oxide films (TiSiO) are attractive for a large range of applications
including high-k materials, optical coatings and waveguides as far as they benefit from
the homogeneity and insulating properties of silicon oxide and high values or
refractive index and permittivity of titanium oxide [1]. PECVD is a low temperature
deposition method which allows the accurate tuning of film properties. TiSiO films with
tunable fraction of Si can easily be obtained in O2/TTIP/HMDSO (oxygen / titanium
tetraisoproxide / hexamethyldisiloxane) plasmas, with a range of optical index from
1.46 (pure SiO2) to 2.2 (pure TiO2).
Here we investigate the deposition of TiSiO films in the diffusion plasma of an rf ICP
source (3mTorr, 400 W) [2] which can be operated in continuous (CW) or pulse mode.
It was previously shown that the substrate temperature could reach 130°C for the
TiSiO films deposited at the floating potential in the CW mode. In order to decrease
the deposition temperature, and obtain a process compatible with sensitive substrates
like polymers, pulse plasmas were investigated [3]. The frequency and the duty cycle
were varied in the 0.25-1 kHz and 10-100% range, respectively. The optical properties
and the thickness of the films were investigated by in and ex situ UV-Visible phase
modulated ellipsometry. The surface temperature was evaluated by irreversible
temperature labels stuck under the substrate. The first huge benefit of the pulsed
plasma is the decrease of the deposition temperature from 130°C to 40°C for a duty
cycle of 10%. Then, in the case of the TiSiO films deposited for a plasma-on time of
0.25ms, the film refractive index is shown to increase with the plasma off time. In
order to explain this variation, the film structure and composition are investigated by
SEM, FTIR and XPS.
[1] F. GRACIA, F. YUBERO, J.P. HOLGADO, J.P.ESPINOS, A.R.
GONZALEZ-ELIPE, T. GIRARDEAU, Thin Solid films 500, 19-26 (2006)
[2] D. LI, M. CARETTE, A. GRANIER, J.P. LANDESMAN and A. GOULLET, Thin
Solid Films 522, 366-371 (2012)
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Multi SWD plasma jet system for PECVD deposition of thin films
Jiri Olejnicek, Jiří Šmíd, Martin Čada, Štěpán Kment, Zdeněk Hubička, Lubomír
Jastrabík
Institute of Physics of ASCR, Prague, Czech Republic
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Multi plasma jet system with 4 independent nozzles working on the principle of
surface-wave discharge (SWD) has been developed. The system was optimized and
used for plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD) of nominally pure and
Al doped ZnO thin films. The surfatron source was powered by a microwave
magnetron generator working at a frequency of 2.45 GHz with the output power of
300 W per surfatron. The time-resolved properties of low-pressure plasma jet working
under deposition conditions in pulse mode were studied using Langmuir probe. It was
found that the plasma density inside the active plasma jet is about 1017 m-3 and
electron effective temperature can reach approximately 3eV. The electron energy and
the plasma density increase with distance from the plasma jet nozzle outlet. These
findings allow us to optimize the substrate position during the deposition process. The
set of ZnO samples with a thickness of 300 nm were prepared on Si, ITO and quartz
substrate. As a precursors Zink(II)-acetylacetonat (C10H14ZnO4) and
Aluminum-acetylacetonat (C15H21AlO6) were used. All samples were analyzed by
grazing incidence X-ray diffraction (XRD), scanning electron microscopy (SEM),
energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX), UV-light amperometry and optical
ellipsometry. All samples under study were crystalline in nature, revealed n-type
conductivity, were photo-electrochemically active and have optical band gap close to
3.5 eV. The deposition condition such as absorbed power, working pressure, flowrate
of Ar through precursor chamber, substrate and precursor temperature, mode of
plasma excitation and others had a strong influence on the final stoichiometry, grain
size of deposited films and surface morphology. More detailed results, physical
properties of deposited materials and experimental conditions will be discussed in the
poster.
Keywords
surfatron
thin films
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NH2-siloxane layers deposited in an Ar-N2 microwave afterglow using
3-Aminopropyltriethoxysilane (APTES): how to improve the amino-group
retention?
Elodie Lecoq1, Simon Bulou1, Magamou Gueye2, Thomas Gries2, Cedric Noel2,
Thierry Belmonte2, Patrick Choquet1
1

CRP Gabriel Lippmann, Belvaux, Luxembourg 2Institut jean Lamour, Nancy, France
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Amino-functionalized layers have gained a high interest in the field of immobilization
of bioactive molecules, improvement of implants biocompatibility and adhesion
enhancement. Plasma deposition of APTES is a promising way to obtain dense and
substrate-adherent siloxane coatings with amino-functionnalization. Nevertheless, we
have shown in a previous work that the conservation of the primary amine functional
groups during the deposition process constitutes a challenge. In order to obtain
coatings with optimal properties, the objective is thus to determine experimental
conditions that allow the formation of a dense siloxane network while efficiently
incorporating the highly reactive amino-groups contained in the precursor. To that
aim, a thorough understanding in the involved mechanisms during the deposition
process is needed.
In this work, the interaction of APTES vapor with an Ar/N2 surfatron microwave
afterglow at reduced pressure (5-10 mbar) is studied. In order to increase the
amino-group retention in the layer the microwave power is pulsed with low repetition
frequency (from 2 to 50 Hz). Both the coatings and the gas phase compositions are
studied. The chemical composition of the deposited layers is defined using FTIR and
XPS analyses and the amino group quantification is performed by chemical
derivatization in a dedicated chamber directly connected to the reactor. To determine
how the precursor fragmentation and recombination occurs in the afterglow,
time-resolved OES, FTIR and MS measurements are performed on the gas phase.
We show how the pulsation of the microwave excitation influences the coating
properties and the amino-groups retention. Correlations between the gas phase
composition and the deposited layer chemical properties are established, allowing us
to go further in the understanding of the deposition mechanisms.
Keywords
plasma deposition
APTES
amines
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Deposition of SiCxNy:H thin films by low pressure ECR plasma enhanced CVD Effect of microwave power and H2 injection
Amanda Thouvenin, Ahmad Ahmad, Robert Hugon, Ludovic de Poucques, Damien
Genève, Jean-Luc Vasseur, Patrice Miska, Mohammed Belmahi
Université de Lorraine - IJL, Vandoeuvre–lès–Nancy, France
amanda.thouvenin@univ-lorraine.fr
This work focuses on the deposition of silicon carbonitrides SiCxNy:H thin film which
are of interest in various fields such as micro and opto-electronics or solar energy.
Structure and composition of silicon carbonitrides materials are very complex and
strongly depend on the chosen synthesis technique and its parameters. Silane (SiH4)
is a commonly used precursor gas in chemical vapour deposition of silicon
carbonitrides, but it is toxic, explosive and it requires a highly secured process. We
use hexamethyldisilazane (HMDSN) because it isn’t dangerous and contains Si, N
and C atoms. Previous studies realised at high pressure (25 mbar) showed the
versatility of HMDSN and the possibility of tuning the film composition as well as its
optical and electronic properties[1,2]. Two parallel works are conducted in continuation
of those previous studies: one examines physical vapour deposition, while the present
work concentrates on chemical vapour deposition (CVD). SiCxNy:H thin films are
deposited by electron cyclotron resonance plasma enhanced CVD with different gas
mixtures including Ar/HMDSN and H2/Ar/HMDSN. The experimental setup consists in
four ECR antennas coupling a 2,45 GHz microwave excitation with a 875 G magnetic
field. We work at a low pressure around 5,0.10-3 mbar. It seems that the microwave
power greatly influences the chemical bonding and composition of the film as well as
its structure. Film thickness is highly dependent on the microwave power and on the
H2 flow rate in the plasma. Film characterisation involves FT-IR, ellipsometric
measurements, SEM images and XPS spectra. Plasma characterisation is mainly
done by optical emission spectroscopy (OES). Our interest goes to explaining the
deposition mechanisms by studying the thin film and the plasma phase. Correlations
between them give us hints about the film deposition.
[1] Bulou, S. et al. Thin Solid Films, 245(2011):520
[2] Bulou, S. et al. Surface and Coatings Technology, 208(2012):46
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Zinc Oxide Thin Film Coating by Plasma Enhanced Chemical Vapor Deposition
of Zn(acac)2 and Study of Optical and Structural Properties
Amirreza Ghassami, Seyed Iman Hosseini, Mojtaba Rajabi, Marzieh Abbasi
Firouzjah, Babak Shokri
Shahid Beheshti University, Tehran, Iran
amir.ghassami@gmail.com
Zinc oxide thin films were deposited on glass and quartz substrates by plasma
enhanced chemical vapor deposition using RF capacitive coupled plasma (CCP)
reactor at different powers. Metal-organic compound of zinc acetylacetonate
[Zn (C5 H7 O2)2, Zn (acac)2] and oxygen gas are used as zinc and oxide precursors,
respectively. Effect of ratio of oxygen to zinc acetylacetonate in vapor phase on the
chemical structure of layers at temperatures below 100 C, was investigated by
UV-Vis, Fourier Transform Infrared (FTIR) analysis and Raman Spectroscopy. Optical
emission spectroscopy is used to study the plasma elements. These analysis
represent quality and transparency of ZnO thin films which optimized by ratio of about
0.30. UV-Visible absorption spectrum represents a peak at the wavelength of 290nm,
which is located in the ultraviolet area and is a characteristic of this compound. Also
Photoluminescence intensity diagram shows that samples are stimulated by UV Laser
and propagate photons in the visible wavelengths of the light. By increasing the power
in the optimized ratio of oxygen to zinc acetylacetonate in vapor phase, we reached
the best performance in deposition rate and quality of layers in about 150 to 200
watts. Powers higher than these has caused the rate of deposition which becomes
lower than ablation rate of substrate by accelerated ions.
Keywords
Zinc Oxide
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Noemi Blanchard, Manfred Heuberger, Dirk Hegemann
Empa, St. Gallen, Switzerland
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Plasma polymerization is widely used to generate functional coatings. As the
deposition of plasma polymers depends on gas phase and surface processes, a
control over both parameters is required in order to adjust the functionality as well as
the porosity of such coatings. For plasma polymers formed from pure
hexamethyldisiloxane (HMDSO) discharges it was found that in a broad parameter
range the density scales with the energy density at the surface highlighting the
importance of surface processes for the densification of these coatings. A minor role
is attributed to the momentum transfer (constant in this range), while gas phase
processes, i.e. fragmentation, seem to be important. The wettability of pp-HMDSO
coatings is found to be directly related to the film density due to the residual carbon
content.
In addition, also the long term stability of the wetting properties of plasma polymerized
HMDSO films has been investigated. The performance of the coatings differed
markedly depending on the applied plasma parameters and the storage conditions
(stored in dry air, humid air or in water). When stored in water all examined coatings
showed a strong decrease of the water contact angle in the first few days of storage
before reaching a constant value. This suggests an effective hydration of the HMDSO
plasma polymers that is enabled by the SiO backbone. Such hydrophobic coatings
thus become interesting as barrier layers for controlled drug release and for their
sorption properties of amphiphilic molecules.
Keywords
functional coatings
plasma polymerization
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hydration
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In the past few decades, the synthesis and characterization of conductive polymers
have become one of the most important research areas in polymer science. The
application of conductive polymer films have been widely explored in transistors, solar
cells, light emitting diodes (LED) and sensors. Various methods are there to
synthesize these polymers such as chemical polymerization, electrochemical
polymerization and plasma polymerization. As reported earlier, the chemical
structures of plasma polymerized conductive polymers are rather different from
chemical and electrochemical polymerized and are dependent on the plasma
polymerization conditions. Plasma polymerization is a room-temperature, solvent-free
and catalyst-free process that polymers can be rapidly deposited on various surfaces.
It could form high degree of cross-linking films and easily control the thickness of
films. In this study, we successfully synthesized conductive polymers of
polythiophene thin films on various substrates by plasma-enhanced chemical vapor
deposition (PECVD). The characterization of the produced films was carried out using
Fourier-transform IR (FT-IR), X-ray photoelectron spectrometry (XPS), atomic force
microscopy (AFM), surface profiler and conductometer. We confirmed that the
thickness of thin films depends on deposition time and applied plasma power by
surface profiler. After doping by iodine vapor, conductivity increase and red-shift on
UV absorption were observed. We produced polythiophene thin films by
plasma-assisted polymerization and believe that this is a technique with great
potential for applications in various fields such as electronic devices, LED and
transistors.
Keywords
PECVD
Polythiophene
Plasma polymerization
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Effect of Relative Inlet Flow Location of Monomer and Oxygen Gases in a
System with a Rotatable Substrate Table for Deposition of Plasma Polymer
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A novel plasma system was investigated for the production of barriers films. Plasma
assisted deposition was combined with plasma oxidation of organosilicon or
hydrocarbon. The objective of the study was to develop a simple reactor with 2 gas
inlet ports located in opposed locations, which could input different gases
simultaneously. The substrate table was rotatable with an RF biased electrode above
it, thus making it possible to deposit multilayer films on an n-type Silicon or a glass
substrate surface (which is naturally hydrophilic) through a plasma polymerization
method followed by a post oxide plasma treatment in the same chamber.
Hexamethyldisilazane (HMDSZ) and Tetramethylsilane(TMS) were employed as the
precursors for polymer deposition, while oxygen was introduced through the gas inlet
port located in the other side of the chamber. The water contact angle of the glass
surface increased from 40 to about 90 degrees after HMDSZ or TMS treatment,
demonstrating a hydrophobic state. After the polymer had been deposited, the sample
was treated in the oxygen inlet zone, the water contact angle decreased, due to the
effects of plasma oxidation. The results suggest the possibility to form multilayers of
plasma polymers, with one layer of silicon-based polymer and another layer of
oxidized silicone, in situ as the substrate rotates on the table, so that the layers can
be repeated.
Keywords
plasma polymerization
hydrophobic
multilayers of polymers
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We present results of a two-dimensional PIC-MCC simulation of plasma-solid
interaction. The self-consistent model is applied to a problem of trench filling during
ionized physical vapour deposition (IPVD). In this process the metal atoms sputtered
from the target are post-ionized by a high-density RF plasma and transported to a
negatively biased substrate where they reach the sheath region. Their transport
through the sheath is crucial for determination of energy and angular distributions of
particles hitting the substrate.
Our model simulates formation of the sheath and transport of ions through it. Our
results contain parameters which are important for an improvement of the deposition
process, e.g. particle fluxes, energy and angular distributions, sheath size and shape,
amount of collisions during the transport through the sheath, etc. Hopwood and Qian
[1] presented a simple global model of the most important processes going on in bulk
of the magnetron chamber. We adopted their approach and computed the input
parameters for our particle model for the case of copper deposition with argon as a
background gas. For various biases of the substrate and various electron densities we
discuss shape of the sheath near a narrow trench (e.g. 0.2×5 mm), local fluxes along
the substrate edge, energy losses of ions, and we also discuss the different behaviour
of argon and copper ions in low-pressure argon gas.
The principles of our particle model are discussed as well. The model was written in C
language and parallelized by OpenMP technique. Despite the generally high time
demands of two-dimensional particle models, it was possible to run our simulation on
a single multi-core commercially available workstation. The efficiency of the model is
also briefly discussed.
[1] Hopwood J, Qian F, J. Appl. Phys. 78 (1995), 758.
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This work concerns the development of methods for deposition of silica (silicon
dioxide) thin films into trenches with rectangular cross section. Background is the
prevention of high-temperature corrosion in metallic micro-structured chemical
reactors by coating with silica. Two coating methods are compared: DC reactive
magnetron sputtering and plasma enhanced chemical vapour deposition (PECVD).
For test purposes, the silica films were deposited on silicon substrates and
characterized by spectroscopic ellipsometry. Model trenches, where one wall
consisted of a silicon sheet, allowed the measurement of thickness profiles of the
coatings along the walls in depth direction of narrow trenches. Sputtering was
performed with a silicon target in oxygen/argon (1:4) atmosphere. For PECVD,
hexamethyldisilazane (HMDS) was used as a precursor in oxygen/argon process gas
mixtures. The silica thickness profiles closely followed an exponential decay function
into the depth of the trench, with a characteristic penetration depth (LP). For the
sputtered films, LP decreased with increasing process pressure. The LP of PECVD
films were higher than for the sputtered films. The refractive index of the silica films
decreased with increasing deposition pressure for the sputtered films. At the PECVD
films, the refractive index was higher, near to the theoretical value, than for sputtered
films. This indicates different porosity of the films. For comparison, surfaces exposed
parallel to the deposition sources were also coated. Differences of refractive indices at
these surfaces and at the walls in the trenches were greater for sputtered films than
for PECVD films. The deposition rates of both methods were similar at the same
deposition power.
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Nitride or carbide thin films, classically grown by Plasma Enhanced Chemical Vapor
Deposition using low (LF) or radio-frequency excitation, are used in photovoltaic
industry due to their antireflective and passivating properties. Problems lie in use of
silane and low deposition rates for costs reduction. This work compares silicon
carbonitride (SiCN:H) thin films deposited by microwave (MW) and LF plasma using
liquid precursor TetraMethylSilane. LF plasma reactor is a conventional batch type
(35kHz pulsed discharge) one. The MW reactor is a cylindrical chamber with four
microwave coaxial applicators connected to a 2,45GHz-1200W generator. Substrate
holder can be biased by using LF generator (50kHz). Correlation between Optical
Emission Spectroscopy on Hα, NH, CH, SiH, C2 and CN lines are related to FTIR and
EDS films characterization to identify films changes from nitride-like to carbide-like
according to the TMS/NH3 gas ratio. Refractive index increases with TMS/NH3 and
main absorption band (600-1300cm-1), corresponding to structural SiN, SiC bonds is
similar between LF and MW deposits. SiH and NHx bonds present same contents.
EDS confirm insertion of carbon when TMS/NH3 increases. However, for low
TMS/NH3 ratio (nitrides), C content remains relatively high. Correlation between FTIR
and optical properties shows that refractive index is determined by Si-C/Si-N bond
ratio. Finally, LF and MW coatings dangling bonds densities are evaluated by Electron
Spin Resonance. Results highlight that dangling bonds are mainly hold by Si-Si bonds
and few by N-H for nitrides, or C-H bonds for carbides. Dangling bonds density for LF
films is similar to MW ones. Regarding passivating properties, LF coatings present
150-to-290µs minority carriers lifetime while MW ones are lower than 10µs :
explanations could be related to first steps of MW films growth.
This work is supported by French National Research Agency (HD-Plasm-A-SiNOC:H
project : PROMES/IMN/ICCF/IJL-France).
Keywords
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Parylene represents a group of dielectric, transparent and hydrophobic polymers.
Outstanding thermal stability and chemical resistivity opens parylene, used as
coating, a wide field of applications on medical devices, electronics or in car
manufacturing as well as in aerospace industry but also gas barriers for protection of
environmental impact are already widespread.
Whereas the chemical vapour deposition (CVD) is well understood and widely in use
to deposit parylene, plasma enhanced chemical vapour deposition (PECVD) has been
pourly studied up to now. Therefore, the feasibility of coating by PECVD using the
precursor dichloro-[2,2]-paracyclophane has been investigated in this study. The
precursor was vaporized and directly injected into the reaction chamber by the carrier
gas argon. During a CVD process the precursor is cracked into a highly reactive
monomer by heat. With the plasma enhanced technique chemical processes are not
initiated by heat but by electron collisions in an asymmetric rf-discharge.
The temporal evolution of the process plasma has been investigated by measuring
the bias voltage and the phase angle between current and voltage. Further on, optical
emission spectroscopy was used as a diagnostic tool. The film thickness has been
measured by profilometry.
Keywords
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Using molecular-beam mass spectrometry the ion-molecular chemistry in the outflow
of an atmospheric pressure plasma jet has been studied with the plasma source
operating in a number of different helium-monomer mixtures. For both heptylamine
and acrylic acid, the mass spectrometric results already show the formation of heavy
oligomers in the plasma. In the future, thin films will be deposited onto glass
substrates from the starting monomers, using the plasma jets operated over a
variation of mixture ratios, flow rates, applied voltages and substrate-jet distances.
XPS and TOF SIMS analysis will be carried out on plasma treated surfaces, allowing
us to examine the relationship between the degree of functional retention in the films
and the amount of heavy ion formation in the jet prior to deposition. Through pulsed
modulation optimal conditions for high yields of heavy oligomers can be found.
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In conventional textile finishing, water and oil repelling properties are obtained by
wet-chemical treatment with perfluorinated organic compounds. This type of finishing
has some disadvantages: perfluorinated acids can be released to the environment
during the process. In particular, perfluorooctane acid is known to have environmental
impact. This compound is acquatoxic, acute toxic, bioaccumulative, and suspected to
cause cancer. However, for some personal protective equipment (PPE), fluorocarbon
finishes are unavoidable. Therefore, the coating process should be as efficient as
possible and free of waste. In addition, coatings should be stably bound to the surface
to avoid permanent refinishing of the fabrics.
Plasma processes are known to allow for efficient chemical usage during coating
processes.In this paper, we present comparative results of two different
plasma-based coating processes based on gaseous as well as liquid monomers. The
coatings were tested by washing in a standardized washing process and tested
according to AATCC 22.
Several coatings from gaseous substances processed in r.f. plasmas show optimum
performance (100 points) before the washing; after washing, a slight loss in
functionality is observed. By thermal treatment, the functionality is partially or fully
recovered.
In case of liquid precursors, the monomer is sprayed on the plasma treated textile
prior to crosslinking. The advantage of this method is the high deposition rate which
can be achieved. The performance of the textiles is not as good as in the case of
gaseous precursor, but improves after thermal treatment to maximum 95 points in
AATCC 22.
Acknowledgments: The Deutsche Bundesstiftung Umwelt DBU is gratefully
acknowledged for funding this work under project no. AZ 30276.
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PEO-like coatings deposited by PECVD are well known for their anti-fouling
properties. In this study tetraglyme precursor has been chosen since is not harmful for
humans and the environment.
The samples have been deposited by pulsed RF capacitive coupled PECVD in a 1m3
chamber at room temperature on silicon and silica substrates. Different PEO-like films
have been deposited as a function of different process parameters as pressure,
power, temperature, precursor and gases fluxes. The samples have been
characterized using different techniques, such as FT-IR, XPS, SEM, AFM,
profilometry, contact angle, to find correlations between process parameters and
physical-chemical characteristics of the film. The coatings that show the best
performances exhibited stability in water and PBS solution up to 10 days and show a
contact angle in the range of 40°-42°. Increasing RF power the PEO character is
reduced and increasing the total pressure the stability of the coating is reduced. In
order to evaluate this relation between plasma parameters and the degree of
polymerization and average molar mass of the polymer, swelling measurements and
Flory theory have been performed. Finally anti-fouling properties have been evaluated
by protein absorption tests in order to highlight the resistance to protein and cell
uptake.
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Plasma polymerization of silicone monomers is capable of creating uniform, functional
and well adhesive organic silicon thin film, which provides lower refractive index and
the structure can be changed from organic to inorganic after oxygen plasma oxidation.
In this study, we compared films deposited from RF plasma (13.56 MHz)
vinyltetramethylsilane gas (VTMS, monomer) or hexamethyldisilazane (HMDSZ) on
silicon wafers, PET, and glass sheet substrates. Substrates were post-treated by
using oxygen plasma to create stable hydrophilic oxide surface. Results show that the
growth rate of film thickness deposited on glass and silicon by VTMS or HMDSZ
under 30W, 100mtorr, is about 14nm/min. The water contact angle of surface
increased from 40 to about 90 degree, indicating the hydrophobic and kept stable for
10 days. However, after oxygen plasma post treatment, the surface turned from
hydrophobic to hydrophilic, as water contact angle changed from 90 to about 15
degrees for HMDSZ (40 mtorr, 3 min, 25 W), and 25 degrees for VTMS(25W,
60mtorr, 5min). The transmittance rate of thin film in UV-VIS spectra modified glass
was increased from 90 to 94%. The refractive index of
deposited films was 1.46~1.50 in HMDSZ or VTMS.
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From several decades the miniaturization appears to be challenges to the
development trends in microdevices, nanoscience and nanotechnology. Plasma
polymerization is an adequate tool for processing thin and very thin films. Also, from
the limited number of specific methods for creating materials with new functionalities
the plasma polymerization is one of key technologies. Functionality is the result of a
control of surface chemistry as well as of the surface topography and structure at
nanoscale level.
In this work we report development of thin films plasma-polymerized aniline prepared
by DC glow discharge from a reactor with asymmetric plan-parallel electrodes.
Polyaniline films were deposited on Si and ITO coated PET. Fourier transform infrared
spectroscopy was used for chemical analyzes of obtained films. Surface morphology
of polyaniline films were achieved by scanning electron microscopy and atomic force
microscopy. A strong dependence of surface topography with the deposition angle
was observed. The electrical measurements of deposited films were performed for
correlation of electrical characteristics with process parameters.
The properties of the deposited structures were greatly influenced by substrate of
deposition, the DC glow discharge parameters and angle between planes of
deposition substrate and electrodes during the discharge.
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Controlling wettability by varying surface chemistry or roughness in order to obtain
from superhydrophilic to superhydrophobic materials is of significant interest for a
wide range of applications including microfluidics, self-cleaning, and anti-fogging,
anti-icing and thermal management. Superhydrophilic surfaces due to their high
surface energy suffer from post oxidation and contamination in order to reach an
energetically more favorable state. This results to a very fast aging of the surfaces,
which in turn limits their applicability. In this direction, the target of this study is the
improvement of wettability and adhesion of Polymer Ethylene Oxide like (PEO –like)
coatings but also the prolongation of the functionality of the films when stored in
atmospheric conditions. We had successfully deposited PEO-like functional thin films
on various substrates (PBT,PEEK, Si) by plasma polymerization of monoglyme, a low
molecular weight monomer. A homemade helical Inductively-Coupled Plasma (ICP)
reactor was fed with the vapors of the monoglyme and Argon was used as the carrier
gas. CW RF glow discharges of different monoglyme - Ar – O2 mixtures at the range
of 5-80 W were used for the deposition. The process was enhanced by employing a
continuous flow of oxygen, in order to control the oxidation process and the number of
ethylene oxide moieties in the surface. In order to improve the adhesion of the films
the substrates were pretreated with Ar – O2 plasma. The effect of post treatment with
Ar and Ar-O2 plasma of the PEO-like films right after the deposition was investigated,
in order to prevent the films aging. Super and highly hydrophilic and adhesive
PEO-like films can be deposited from the low molecular EO monomer providing to the
process additional oxygen. Plasma pretreatment of the substrates, plasma deposition
and plasma post treatment of the deposited films were applied in one step process.
Plasma pretreatment improves the films adhesion and an optimized plasma post
treatment can considerably prolong the films functionality.
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In laser optics applications, typically a stack design of periodically alternating low and
high refractive index dielectric layers of λ/4 optical thickness is used. Silicon dioxide
(SiO2) is the most common low refractive index material in optical coating deposition.
SiO2 film synthesis is most commonly performed by RF magnetron sputtering of pure
Si targets. RF magnetron sputtering has substantial technological disadvantages as
compared with DC or medium frequency processing, such as low deposition rate,
cost, complexity, etc. Furthermore poorly confined RF plasma can affect the sensitive
substrate materials, such as LBO, KDP, DKDP nonlinear laser crystals and growing
film on them as additional heating, resulting microstructure modification of both of
them. In this work we are reporting low absorption SiO2 deposition by reactive
magnetron sputtering from boron-doped silicon target (Si-B) at room temperature.
Deposition rate of SiO2 p was up to 60 % higher, when sputtered reactively from Si-B
using pulse-DC power, as compared to SiO2 deposition in RF mode from pure Si at
the same average power densities. The extinction coefficient of the SiO2 films
deposited by pulse-DC from Si-B was 5×10-5 at 250 nm wavelength (i.e. low
absorption loses), therefore they can be used in optical coatings designed for the UV
range.
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We describe the magnetron sputtering deposition of thin films at oblique angles. A
general relation between the deposition rate of the film and experimental parameters
such as gas pressure or substrate tilt angle is deduced and experimentally tested.
The model also permits the direct determination of the thermalization mean free path
of the sputtered particles in the plasma gas, a key magnitude defining the balance
between ballistic and diffusive flows in the deposition reactor. The good agreement
between experimental and calculated results supports the validity of the description to
explain the main features of the magnetron sputtering deposition of thin films at
oblique angles.
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nc-TiC/a-C:H coatings consist of TiC crystallites embedded in an amorphous
hydrogenated carbon matrix. Depending mainly on the chemical composition (ratio of
Ti/C), the properties of these coatings can be tailored from hard coatings to
tribological coatings, with low coefficients of friction and wear. However none of the
major industrial coating centers offer this coating in their portfolio, probably because
of the lack of the reliable deposition technology. In our research, we employed
industrial PVD device of Platit equipped with a central titanium rotating cylindrical
cathode. Titanium was sputtered in a mixture of argon and acetylene. When the
acetylene supply was gradually increased, deposition process characteristics such as
the cathode voltage and the total pressure in the deposition chamber underwent a
sudden change. At critical acetylene supply, a sudden drop in the cathode voltage
was observed, while before and after the drop, the cathode voltage evolved slowly.
This sudden change in the plasma parameters was mirrored in chemical composition
and mechanical properties of the deposited coatings. Close to critical acetylene
supply, the highest coating hardness of 35 GPa was obtained. The critical acatylene
supply shifts as the target gets eroded. In our work, we suggest the fully automatic,
robust and reliable procedure to deposit hard nc-TiC/a-C:H coatings using the
occurrence of the sudden plasma parameters change at critical acetylene supply to
set the optimal deposition conditions. The procedure automatically controls the
acetylene supply as a function of the cathode voltage and the pressure evolution. The
process control was tested for different states of the target erosion and different
chamber configurations. This research has been supported by the
Z.1.05/2.1.00/03.0086 and GACR P205/12/0407 projects.
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The p-n junctions are the foundation to fabricate electronic devices such as diodes
and photovoltaic cells. However, their performance is restricted because of the
inadequate electrical properties of the p-type transparent conductive oxides (p-TCOs).
Most of the p-TCOs possess the conductivity much far away from the applications in
the p-n junctions. The most important factor is their intrinsic low carrier mobility due to
the bound of positive holes by oxygen ions. In recent years, Cu-based
delafossite-structure oxides attracted increasing attention. In such oxides, the energy
level of Cu3d10 in the proximity to that of O2p leads to the hybridization of these two
orbitals. The covalent bonding with higher energy than Cu3d10 and O2p orbitals is of
benefit to delocalize holes state and further improve the carrier concentration and
carrier mobility.
Among these delafossite structure films, CuCrO2 is one of the potential candidates
due to its bandgap of 3.1 eV and preference of covalent bonding. Up to now, the
preparation of CuCrO2 film has been carried out by various techniques. In
comparison, the direct current (DC) reactive magnetron sputtering is one of the
environmentally friendly technologies for the large-area deposition at low substrate
temperatures. Nevertheless, the as-deposited films exhibit inferior optoelectronic
properties as a result of their amorphous state. Therefore, in-situ and ex-situ
crystallization are added to the deposition process in this work. CuCrO2 thin films with
delafossite structure were obtained by adjusting the in-situ and ex-situ temperature.
Finally optoelectronic properties of the films are compared and the results show that
the impurity phases emerged at different crystallization temperature affects strongly
the optical and electrical performance of the films.
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Oxide layers made by physical vapour deposition offer some benefits in metal cutting
compared to current nitrides. We deposited Al-Ti-based oxide layers by magnetron
sputtering. AlTiN was used as a base layer. By carefully regulating the flow of the
oxygen containing gas a stable deposition can be achieved. We varied the elemental
composition and the thickness of the oxide top layer. The coating properties were also
analyzed by nano-indentation and x-ray diffraction. Milling tests in ductile cast iron
were done using carbide inserts. The resulting wear evolution at the cutting edge was
carefully monitored. Thereby it is possible to differentiate wear mechanisms when
comparing nitride and oxide coatings.
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During the past decade Cr1-xAlxN was successfully used as a wear-resistant coating
for cutting tools due to its excellent mechanical and tribological properties, such as
high hardness, low friction coefficient and good wear resistance. However as the
trend for example in tooling industry directs towards increasing cutting speed, which
results in increased thermal loads on the tool and its protecting coating, growing
demands on even higher thermally stable coatings occur. To shift the decomposition
process, of cubic Cr1-xAlxN into hexagonal AlN, Cr2N and Cr, to even higher
temperatures, alloying concepts by substituting Cr and Al atoms with transition
metals, such as Ta or Y, have already been investigated, demonstrating their
beneficial effect on the thermal stability.
The aim of the current research is to study the influence of Mo on the thermal stability,
mechanical and tribological properties of Cr1-xAlxN. We therefore reactively sputter
deposited Cr-Al-Mo-N in a wide range of chemical composition and investigated the
obtained coatings by X-ray diffraction, nanoindentation, ball on disc sliding testing,
differential scanning calorimetry as well as isothermal oxidation in oxygen-rich
atmosphere. The results indicate that alloying Mo can enhance the mechanical
properties of our Cr-Al-N coatings as well as shifts the onset temperature of
decomposition to higher values. Furthermore, the oxidation performance suggests
Al-Cr-Mo-N to be a good candidate as high temperature protective coating for
tribological applications.
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For most application using vacuum plasma technologies, the stakes are high to
always push the yields and production efficiency. In this context and for some
industries such as semi-conductor, bare plasma equipments do not ensure any more
the best performances. As a consequence and to enhance equipment efficiency,
thermal spray coatings assist in reducing part costs, lowering contamination,
increasing product performance, lifetimes and reducing chamber maintenance.
In the present study, depending on the processes (PVD, CVD, PECVD, physical
etching, chemical etching…) the optimization and comparison of different thermal
spray techniques are exposed, in close relationship with processes performances.
The first part of this investigation has aimed at optimizing parameters of thermal
sprayed metallic coatings for a PVD chamber. The goal has been to achieve highly
adhesive aluminum coating with appropriate surface microstructure. The particles
generation in chamber has been compared and thus maintenance of the chamber has
been significantly decreased.
The second part of the study has been to identify the best plasma sprayed coating for
a physical etching process. The goal was to protect the chamber shielding against
Argon sputtering to reduce residues generation from the equipments and to limit
product contamination.
Finally, a chemical etching equipment has been coated by atmospheric plasma spray
and the contamination on products has been evaluated and compared before and
after protective coating application.
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Heusler compounds havecomposition XYZ (so called half-Heuslers) or X2YZ (so
called full-Heusler). Their tuneability originates from large number of elements. Due to
this they are a suitable material class for development of new materials. This provides
the opportunity to adjust electronic structure and hence material properties in many
desired directions, such as: half-metallic material for spintronic applications, zero-gap
topological semiconductors and etc. The properties of Heusler alloy are very sensitive
to any non-stochiometries and crystalline defect. Due to this the sputtering from alloy
target or laser ablation of materials such as Rh2MnAl and Rh2MnBi is not very suitable
techniques to maintain the structural properties of growth films. Therefore, reliable
methods to grow epitaxial thin films of this family of materials are very important. In
our work epitaxial thin Rh2Mn- Al/Bi thin films were prepared by direct magnetron
co-sputtering from three single elements targets using Ar as the sputtering gas at
UHV vacuum chamber (10-7 Pa). TheMgO and MgAl2O4 substrates were rotated
during film growth and heated up to 873 K. For sputtering single elements one inch
targets were mounted on UHV magnetron toruses with independent powers
supplies.Deviation of composition from stoichiometry becomes a critical problem,
especially due to Bi evaporation from surface of the growing films at high growth
temperature. The films composition was controlled by DC power variedin the range of
13-20 W. The plasma properties was monitored by optical emission and mass
spectroscopies. The relation between plasma properties and films structured was
examined. In order to grow smooth, stoichiometric and epitaxial films was necessary
to used low power it means low deposition rate and low gas p ressure. The
compositions as well as the valence band spectra and ARPES were analysed by
NanoESCA system after transport at UHV conditions. The crystalline structure was
examined by XRD.
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Reactive magnetron sputtering is an attractive technique for the fabrication of
transparent conductive oxide thin films, due to several advantages compared to other
PVD methods. These include the scalability to large substrate areas and the use of
cost-efficient metallic alloy targets as well as (pulsed) DC technology for plasma
excitation. Besides these technological benefits reactive magnetron sputtering
inherently offers great flexibility for the control of the film stoichiometry. In particular
for transparent conductive oxide materials, the precise control of the oxygen
deficiency of the layers is of utmost importance to achieve the desired electrical and
optical properties.
The present work demonstrates that the material-specific shape of the current-voltage
relationship of the reactive discharge may be used to taylor the electrical and optical
properties of transparent conductors by controlling the metal to oxygen flux ratio
towards the growing film.
It is shown that two groups of metals with distincly different reactive behaviour in
Ar/O2 magnetron plasmas exist. Consequently, the reactive process control must be
adapted in order to stabilize the reactive discharge in the transition mode – enabling
control of oxygen deficiency as well as high film growth rates. Model experiments for
the reactive magnetron sputtering of (Al,Ga) doped ZnO and Nb doped TiO2 layers
are presented in detail.
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Transparent films with low resistivity have been intensively investigated for display
device applications, such as at panel displays, solar cells and touch panels. In this
study, polycrystalline transparent conductive aluminium doped zinc oxide (ZnO:Al)
films, have been grown successfully on glass and silicon substrates by rf magnetron
sputtering technique at room temperature. The thickness effect on the structural,
optical and electrical properties of these samples is then studied. The structural
characterization was carried out by X-ray diffraction (XRD) and scanning electron
microscopy (SEM).The dc electrical resistivity measurement is achieved in dark at
room temperature with four-point probes technique. UV-visible spectroscopy was
carried out for the optical characterization. The results show that all the deposited
films present a crystalline wurtzite structure with a strong preferred (002) orientation.
The intrinsic compressive stress was found to decrease with the increase of the film
thickness. The electrical resistivity decreases with the increase of the film thickness
and the smallest measured value was 8x10-4 Ωcm for the 1500 nm thick film. The
obtained ZnO:Al films, not only have an average transmittance greater than 90 % in
the visible region, but also have an optical band gap between 3.32 and 3.49 eV
depending on the film thickness.
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Since the development of flexible electronics, low temperature processes for high
quality TCO films have been highlighted. Among them, FTS (Facing Targets
Sputtering) has been studied intensively because the substrate is positioned
perpendicularly to the target cathode and free from the damages by high energetic
radicals. In the low temperature process for Al-doped ZnO films with magnetron
sputtering method, hydrogen has been known to play a very important role in
resistance and degradation mechanism. In this study, we designed ICP assisted FTS
for this purpose. A one turn ICP coil is installed a few cm above the upper target edge
through which hydrogen was introduced and fully dissociated to the atomic radicals. In
the discharge region between the two facing targets, it is expected that the reactions
of hydrogen atoms with other radicals are significantly enhanced to form hydride by
adopting ICP. In OES (Optical Emission Spectroscopy), the emissions of molecular
peaks from ZnH, OH+, H2O+ were detected and increased with the power of ICP. With
this system, Al-doped ZnO films were synthesized varying the ICP powers. As
increasing the ICP power while fixing RF power at cathode, the resistivity was
observed to decrease below ~5´10-4Ω-cm at the film thickness of 500nm. For thermal
reliability test, these films were stored in the air-based chamber at 200oC. For every 1
hour, the films were taken out and the electrical properties were measured and stored
again. The films synthesized without ICP assist and with ICP of low power showed
rapid decrease of the resistivity, while the films synthesized with ICP of high power
showed little change within 10 hours indicating high quality films were synthesized.
XPS was adopted to analyze the film structure. In O1s spectra, the low binging energy
component located at ~530.3±0.4eV, which is corresponding to O2- ions on wurtzite
structure of hexagonal Zn2+ ion array, increased as increasing ICP power indicating
good crystal quality.
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Conventional balanced dc magnetron usually operates at discharge power density up
to 60 W/cm2 in sputtering region and metal deposition rate 2-3 mcm/min. To increase
deposition rate the increased target voltage is needed following by higher plasma
density and inevitable enhanced target thermal loading. This can lead to the
overheating and melting of sputtering target [1]. Furthermore, since the magnetron
discharge operates in abnormal mode, increased voltage drives it to the border of
instability which results in an uncontrolled arc discharge [2]. Recently developed pulse
sputtering systems with power density ~1000 W/cm2 have deposition rate 25-35% less
than dc magnetrons [3]. Therefore there is a need in developing the conventional
magnetron sputtering processes to increase deposition rate, metal ionization and
minimize discharge instabilities [3]. This task can be solved by the improved cathode
cooling. For this purpose high effective dynamic cooling system with moving water
layer pressed tightly to the cooling surface was created. Such a design suppresses
steam generation, eliminates stagnation areas and scale and provides enhanced heat
exchange. In case of high thermoconductivity targets the cathode surface
temperatures does not exceed 350-400 0C for immovable magnetic system at power
density 500 W/cm2 and 3000 W/cm2 for movable one. As a result, stable function of
sputtering system with deposition rate of 2-15 mcm/min during 6-8 hours continuous
running is secured. At the power densities attained the substantial part of sputtered
atoms are ionized and self-sputtering becomes possible.The main features, electrical
and optical characteristics of high rate dc magnetron discharge along with samples of
obtained coating will be presented.
[1]. Posadowski W.M. Vacuum 47 (1995)1017–20.
[2]. Wiatrowski, W.M. Posadowski et al, Microelectronics Reliability 51 (2011)
1203–1206.
[3]. U. Helmersson et al, Thin Solid Films 513 (2006) 1–24.
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Mechanical and tribological properties of magnetron sputtered (Ti,Al,V)N nitride
films
Jan Prochazka, Radomir Cerstvy, Zbynek Soukup, Jindrich Musil
University of West Bohemia, Plzen, Czech Republic
jprochy@kfy.zcu.cz
The paper reports on structure, mechanical and tribological properties of (Ti,Al,V)N
films prepared by reactive magnetron sputtering. The (Ti,Al,V)N films were sputtered
from a VT6 alloy (90 at.% Ti, 6 at.% Al, 4 at.% V) in an Ar + N2 sputtering gas mixture
on steel and Si (100) substrates biased with DC and pulsed power supplies. The
structure of films, their mechanical and tribological properties were characterized by
X-ray diffraction (XRD) using a PANalytical X’Pert PRO diffractometer, computer
controlled microhardness tester Fischerscope H 100 and ball-on-disk tribometer
(CSM), respectively. The effect of the substrate bias Us and the energy E delivered to
the growing (Ti,Al,V)N film on its structure (crystallographic orientation), mechanical
(hardness H, effective Young’s modulus E*, elastic recovery We and H/E* ratio) and
tribological (coefficient of friction μ, wear rate k) properties were investigated in detail.
This investigation shows (1) under which deposition conditions the (Ti,Al,V)N film with
preferred (111) and (200) crystallographic orientation can be formed and (2) how the
preferred crystallographic orientation of (Ti,Al,V)N film influences on its mechanical
and tribological properties. Interrelationships between mechanical and tribological
properties of the (Ti,Al,V)N film will be also given.
Keywords
Ti based nitride
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SYNTHESIS AND CHARACTERIZATION OF PZT THIN FILMS DEPOSITED BY
REACTIVE MAGNETRON CO-SPUTTERING
Asmae HAMZAOUI1, Sébastien BEGOC2, Philippe NIVET3, Frédéric SANCHETTE4,
Alain BILLARD1
1
IRTES_LERMPS_UTBM, Belfort, France 2CENTRE NATIONAL D'ETUDES
SPATIALES (Cnes), Paris, France 3Snecma (SAFRAN), Vernon, France 4Institut
Charles Delaunay-Laboratoire des Systèmes Mécaniques et d’Ingénierie Simultanée
(LASMIS), Nogent, France

asmae.hamzaoui@utbm.fr
Lead zirconate titanate PbZrxTi1–xO3 (PZT) films are frequently used in various
applications due to their excellent ferroelectric and piezoelectric properties. Indeed
numerous researches show the great potential of PZT thin film in MEMS field. In most
cases, the coatings are synthesized by sputtering a PZT target in Ar-O2 reactive gas
mixtures.
In this study, PZT coatings were deposited by reactive magnetron co-sputtering from
pure metallic Pb, Zr and Ti targets on glass slides and alumina substrates. This
method allows a control of both important parameters owing to the piezoelectric
properties of PZT, i.e. Pb/(Ti+Zr) and Ti/Zr atomic ratios. The operating conditions
such as O2 flow rate and discharge current dissipated on each target were then
investigated in relation with the composition of the films.
As deposited coatings were systematically amorphous or presented a-PbO2 structure.
They were crystallized by heating in air up to 600°C and their resulting structure was
assessed by X-ray diffraction. Energy dispersive X-ray analysis (EDS) was used to
identify the elemental composition of PZT films and the Scanning Electron Microscopy
(SEM) was used to examine their morphology.
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Influence of the post-annealing temperature on optoelectronic properties of
magnesium doped Cu-Cr-O thin films
HUI SUN1, Mohammad ARAB POUR YAZDI1, Pascal BRIOIS1, Frederic
SANCHETTE2, Alain BILLARD1
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Over the last few decades, with the increasing importance of p-n junctions used in thin
film solar energy materials, much research has been done on the n-type transparent
conductive oxides (n-TCOs). They have a transparency of over 90%, and conductivity
up to 104 S×cm-1. This acceptable property permits n-TCOs to be manufactured as
commercial products. However, for another important member of p-n junction, p-type
transparent conductive oxides (p-TCOs), develops slowly. Among various kinds of
p-TCOs, oxides with delafossite structure (ABO2) attracted people’s attention because
their anisotropic special layer structure has great potential for improving the
conductivity. In 2000, chemical modulation of the valence band (CMVB) method was
proposed, and then Cu- and Ag-based delafossites developed rapidly. Today, the
highest conductivity of p-TCOs is about 220 S×cm-1 for CuCr0.95Mg0.05O2 thin film
reported by R. Nagarajan et al. After that, CuCrO2 based film is considered as a
potential p-type semiconductor for fabricating p-n junctions.
In order to research CuCrO2 based films with better optoelectronic properties, CuCrO2
thin films substituted and non-substituted by Mg were prepared by reactive magnetron
co-sputtering. The obtained films were annealed in air and under vacuum with
different temperatures. The influence of post-annealing temperature on the
optoelectronic properties was studied in this work. Films’ morphologies, structures,
transmittance and conductivity were characterized by scanning electron microscope,
energy dispersive spectroscopy, X-ray diffraction, UV-VIS spectrophotometer and four
point probe method.
Keywords
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Long cylindrical magnetron with dynamic magnetic field
Marek Betiuk
Institute of Precision Mechanics, Warszawa, Poland
betiuk@imp.edu.pl
Magnetron sputtering technology is used in a wide area of surface engineering
technology. This process can produce coatings with new tribological properties,
electrical, optical, corrosion This paper presents synthetically the current state of
knowledge on magnetron plasma sources with linear geometry and long cylindrical
used in technologies MS-PVD. Discusses the research , with the aim of producing
films and coatings on the inner surfaces of cylinders, tubes using. Showing areas of
application of plasma technology in confined spaces reaction. A critical parameter in
geometry of the magnetron, input space of the tube, is limited its distance cylindrical
target from the inner cylinder surface. The paper presents a method for determining a
critical distance from the magnetron tube wall. It has been shown that it is
miedzyinnymi a function of magnetic field and the Hall parameter.This distance is the
author's opinion should not be less like double the width of the anomalous cathode
glow discharge. In the experiments used a magnetron with a diameter of 12.5 mm and
a length of 1000 mm by entering it in the space tube with a diameter of 50 mm,
ferromagnetic still . Inter-electrode distance was 20 mm. The induction of the dynamic
magnetic field B with a component parallel to the cathode of the source exceeds the
value of 30 mT.
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Discharge characteristics of metallic targets in reactive magnetron sputtering:
A comparative study of the reactive gases O2, N2, H2S and H2Se
Jonas Schulte, Klaus Ellmer
HZB Berlin, Berlin, Germany
Jonas.Schulte@helmholtz-berlin.de
The discharge voltage of a magnetron discharge operated at constant power or
constant current is inversely proportional to the ion induced secondary electron
emission (ISEE) coefficient. This parameter is a material property of the target
surface. Therefore, the discharge voltage usually changes, when a reactive gas is
added to an argon discharge, since at the target surface a chemical compound
consisting of the target and the reactive gas atoms is formed, the so-called target
poisoning. However, also the changed gas atmosphere has an influence onto the
discharge voltage change. Depla et al. [1] proposed a method to measure the
discharge voltage of a poisoned target shortly (some ms) after reigniting the discharge
in pure Argon. Under these constant conditions, the discharge voltage can be directly
related to the ISEE coefficient of the changed target surface.
Several studies about the discharge voltage behavior of various target materials with
reactive atmospheres containing oxygen or nitrogen have been published. However,
there exist no systematic studies for other reactive gases like H2S or H2Se. Magnetron
sputtering depositions with hydrogen sulfide or selenide as reactive gas are especially
interesting for the deposition of thin films for solar cells, especially for
Cu(In,Ga)(S,Se)2 absorber layers which are studied in detail in our group. First
investigations on the discharge voltage behavior during sputtering from In or CuGa
targets in dependence of the H2S or H2Se content showed a quite complex behavior,
which can be explained by the formation of different phases at the target surfaces in
dependence on the reactive gas content and the time of exposure. This different
phases exhibit different ISEE coefficients, which influences the corresponding
discharge voltage.
For a more fundamental understanding, various metallic targets covering a wide
range of ISEE coefficients of the pure metals, were studied under identical conditions
(same magnetron, discharge voltage, argon pressure and chamber geometry) for the
reactive gases N2, O2, H2S and H2Se.
[1] Depla, D., et al., Journal of Applied Physics, 101(1) (2007): p. 013301
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Feedback control systems are integral to the efficient and stable operation of reactive
sputtering processes. The rapid transition between metallic and poisoned states
necessitates the use of a fast acting control system to maintain operation in the
transition zone between these states, where the deposition rate is still high. The
typical controller design process for reactive sputtering systems is quite “ad-hoc”, in
that design decisions are made whilst the process is running. This can lead to
extended process setup time caused by prolonged manual tuning of controller
parameters or instability caused by inadequate process specifications.
Classical controller design methods, used in fields as diverse as flight control to
chemical engineering, use low order models of the whole system (process actuators,
sensors and controller) to gain an insight into the behavior of the controlled system at
the design stage. Presented is an attempt to bridge the gap between these classical
methods and current practice in reactive sputtering control. The aim being, to estimate
controller parameters and stability issues at the design stage, thus reducing process
setup time.
This work uses a 3rd order mass balance model of the reactive sputtering process,
along with low order models of the MFC valve dynamics, gas delivery pipe lags and
sensor delays. Using readily available parameters in a magnetron sputtering system,
such as target material, current density and pumping speed, the predicted stability
and control performance of a reactive process can be analyzed. The results are
compared with experimental data for an AlOx reactive deposition process.
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Influence of hydrogen injection on the deposited SiCxNy:H films in reactive
magnetron sputtering plasma
Ahmad Ahmad1, Amanda Thouvenin2, robert Hugon2, Ludovic de Poucques2, damien
Genève2, jean luc Vasseur2, Mouhamed Blemahi2
1

Institut Jean Lamour, Nancy, France 2IJL/université de lorraine, VANDOEUVRE LES
NANCY CEDEX, France
ahmad.ahmad@univ-lorraine.fr

Hydrogenated silicon carbonitride thin films (SiCxNy:H) are very interesting materials,
they combine various properties such as high hardness, low friction coefficient, high
moisture barrier properties, important optical bandgap and high refractive index. In
previous work, Bulou et al have studied SiCxNy:H thin films deposition in microwave
plasma assisted chemical vapour deposition (MPACVD) in the gas mixture H2/N2
/Ar/HMDSN and obtained wide variations of optical parameters of the obtained films
from SiC:H to SiN:H thin films. In this work, SiCxNy:H thin films are deposited by PVD
methods using a RF sputtering magnetron with two different targets SiC with gas
mixture N2/C2H2 and Si with gas mixture H2/N2/C2H2. The deposition plasma is
characterized by optical emission spectroscopy and Fourier Transform Infra-Red
Spectroscopy (FTIR). The aim of this work is to control the deposition plasma phase
and correlate this to films properties then compare with MPACVD results. Particularly,
we are interested in studying the deposition plasma phase and the effect of hydrogen
injection on the plasma and films composition. Moreover, the deposited film
composition are analysed by X-rays Photoelectron Spectroscopy, SEM and FTIR
analysis. Refractive indices of SiCxNy:H thin films are measured by Spectroscopic
Ellipsometry.
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A TUBE (InTerconnection under UHV of ChamBers for Elaboration, and
Characterization for Novel Materials) FOR MULTI-MATERIAL GROWTH AND
MULTI-TECHNIC CHARACTERIZATION UNDER ULTRA HIGH VACUUM
Maud JULLIEN, Stéphane MANGIN, Danielle PIERRE
Institut Jean Lamour, VANDOEUVRE LES NANCY CEDEX, France
maud.jullien@univ-lorraine.fr
Le TUBE is a unique tool that combines a wide range of specific thin film
deposition/growth analysis and post-deposition treatment techniques, all connected
under Ultra High Vacuum (UHV).
In a context where fundamental physics, as well as the functionality of the devices,
are no longer driven by the material bulk properties but by surface and interface
properties, materials have to be grown, controlled and characterized in a UHV
environment in order to avoid fatal contamination.
The TUBE is a linear UHV pipeline where samples are transported with 3 motorized
and automated monorail trains (loaded with up to 12 sample holders. By means of
transfer sticks, two inches molybdenum sample holder can be exchanged between
the train and the chambers. In this way 10 growth chambers (MBE, PVD, PLD…) are
connected to 8 analysis chambers where structural as well as functional
characterization can be carried out (XPS, Ellipsometry, AFM...). This means that
as-deposited samples can be transported from the growth chamber to either one of
the analysis chambers in an environment with a base pressure of 1×10-10 Torr, which
protects them from oxidation or other structural or chemical changes related to
atmosphere exposure. Different materials which need different deposition process can
be done in order to create multi-material sample with an atomic scale control. The
TUBE is made of 2 UHV connections, a 40 meters one in the scientific hall and a 30
meters one in the industrial partners hall allowing fundamental and applied projects in
interdisciplinary fields, coupling a multi-material and multi-analysis approach.
In conclusion this tool is not only going to give access to a platform composed of state
of the art deposition, analysis and patterning chambers, but it will also be providing
and developing the skills and competences in thin film growth and characterization.
The TUBE will be a place where industrial and academic experts as well as students
meet, chat and learn from each other.
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Magnetron discharge with liquid metal cathode for high rate film deposition
Alexander Tumarkin, Georgy Khodachenko, Mikhail Zibrov, Andrei Kaziev
NRNU MEPhI, Moscow, Russian Federation
sanyahrustal@mail.ru
Magnetron sputtering is widely used for deposition of coatings of various specific
properties; however, deposition rates in magnetron sputtering systems is usually
rather small. It is expected that use of a melted (instead of solid) cathode will lead to
increase of the deposition rate. A magnetron sputter deposition system with liquid
cathode, plasma parameters of the magnetron system with Si and Cu cathodes, and
features of film deposition in the system are described in this work.
The installation for investigation of liquid cathode magnetron sputtering, which was
used in this work, was a typical magnetron sputter deposition system. The only
feature was that the material for sputtering was placed in a crucible, which was placed
over the water cooled magnetic system in a way to minimize thermal contact between
them.
The rate of cathode material losses is a combination of evaporation and physical
sputtering. One must mention that the rate of physical sputtering of the liquid cathode
is higher than that of the solid cathode due to smaller binding energy of atoms in the
liquid phase. Therefore, it is suggested that the rate of emission from the liquid
cathode is higher than that from the solid cathode. Besides, the mean energy of
atoms emitting from the liquid cathode is expected to be higher than that from the
solid cathode for the same reason.
The initial discharge in the system was ignited in gas (argon as usually). Melting of the
cathode led to emission of metal atoms into the plasma with such a rate, that no gas
was needed for maintaining the discharge, and the gas supply was terminated after
the cathode melting. Plasma properties were characterized by using the Langmuir
probe and optical emission spectroscopy.
Deposition features of the liquid magnetron system were demonstrated using copper
and silicon cathodes. Influence of the deposition parameters (power, gas pressure,
substrate bias, distance between the substrate and the cathode) was investigated.
The deposition rate of copper was as high as 12 µm/min, and that for silicon was of
about 1.5 µm/min.
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SURFACE FUNCTIONALIZATION OF CARBON FIBRES BY MAGNETRON
SPUTTERED THIN FILMS AT DIFFERENT POWER MODES
Pavel Baroch, Jiří Čapek, Jiří Rezek, Petr Zeman
University of West Bohemia, Plzeň, Czech Republic
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Carbon fibres are highly attractive material which is used in new generation of high
performance composites in many applications. However, mechanical properties of
these composites are influenced not only by the intrinsic characteristics of carbon
fibres but depend also on the interfacial interactions between carbon fibre and
composite matrix. This is due to smooth and inertness surface of the carbon fibres
and therefore functionalization of their surface is of the key issue.
In this study we deposited highly dense metallic and protective ceramic coatings onto
carbon fibres in order to improve electrical conductivity, mechanical properties and
also oxidation resistance of carbon fibres at elevated temperatures. For this purpose
we used single and dual magnetron system operated in dc or pulsed dc regime at
different power modes. This system was characterized by very high ion to neutral flux
ratio which led to unique properties of deposited films. By varying input parameters,
such as target composition, target power density, frequency, gas mixture composition
and deposition temperature we were able to tune final properties of the deposited
films.
All samples were analysed by the scanning electron microscopy to observe the
uniformity, the morphology and the structure of the films and also for the qualitative
evaluation of the films adhesion. The mechanical properties were investigated using
the nanoindentation technique and the oxidation behaviour was characterized by the
thermogravimetric analysis.
As a conclusion we tried to show that using magnetron sputtering technique as a
method for the plasma functionalization of carbon fibres we can obtain quicker and
more versatile process compare to the conventional wet chemical functionalization.
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Oxygen impurity related hardening mechanisms of Ti-Al-N thin films
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The mechanical properties, especially the hardness, of thin films are assigned to
different attributes such as crystal structure, morphology, crystallite size or volume
fraction of the grain boundaries. Recent investigations pointed out, that a hardness
maximum can be reached at the “strongest size” of the grains which is related to the
Hall-Petch effect. Impurities, such as oxygen, have a great influence on the grain size
and hence the mechanical properties. Within this study, we investigate the influence
of oxygen impurities on Ti1-xAlxN coatings using a PVD magnetron sputter deposition
system. We used a specially prepared powder metallurgical Ti0.5Al0.5 target to
contain less than 950 ppm oxygen and base pressures of 10-5 or 10-8 mbar.The
deposition temperature was varied between 500 and 800 °C to additionally investigate
the grain size influence independent from the oxygen impurity variation. The very pure
Ti1-xAlxN coatings, deposited at 800 °C and base pressures of 10-8 mbar exhibit only
hardnesses of 21 GPa, although being single-phase cubic structured, due to the very
large grain size of about 100 nm. Their reference coatings, which have been
deposited at 500°C and 10-5 mbar and otherwise identical conditions, have ~35%
higher hardness of 33 GPa due to their smaller grain sizes of ~25nm. The grain
boundaries and the effect of oxygen impurities were studied in detail by TEM and 3D
atom probe tomography. Although starting at low as-deposited hardness, the very
pure Ti1-xAlxN coatings reach 32 GPa upon vacuum annealing to 1200 °C due to the
formation of small cubic Ti- and Al-rich domains. Compared to the reference coating,
the age hardening peak-hardness is shifted from 1000 °C to 1200 °C, due to the
increased grain size and the thereby connected reduction in grain-boundary-diffusion
induced spinodal decomposition as shown earlier. Based on our results we can
conclude that, oxygen impurities influence not only the as-deposited properties of
Ti1-xAlxN but also their thermal stability.
Keywords
Ti-Al-N, Oxygen impurities, Hardening mechanisms, Age-hardening
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Bismuth vanadate (BiVO4), due to its band gap matching to the solar spectrum and its
stability in aqueous solutions under illumination, is a promising semiconducting oxide
for direct water splitting using sun light. Up to now, mostly chemical preparation
methods like spray pyrolysis, spin coating or sol-gel preparation were reported. These
methods lack the possibility to homogenously coat large areas at low costs. Here we
show that the large-area coating method reactive sputtering method from metallic
targets is well suited to deposit highly photoactive BiVO4 photoanodes. We
investigated the effects of the V-to-Bi ratio, the doping by molybdenum and annealing
on the crystallographical and photoelectrochemical (PEC) properties of the BiVO4
films. We found that phase-pure monoclinic BiVO4 films, which are more photoactive
than the tetragonal phase, are formed under vanadium-rich conditions. After
annealing of Mo-doped BiVO4, the photocurrent of BiVO4 films could be increased 2.6
times, reaching ~1mAcm-2. Furthermore, after optimization of the BiVO4 film thickness,
the photocurrent densities exceed 1.2 mAcm-2 at a bias potential of 1.23VRHE under
AM1.5. Our magnetron sputtering preparation route for photoactive BiVO4 films opens
new possibilities for the fabrication of large-scale devices for water splitting.
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Deposition of semiconductor Fe2O3 and WO3 thin films for water splitting
application.
Zdenek Hubicka, Stepan Kment, Martin Cada, Jiri Olejnicek, Michaela Brunclikova
Institute of Physics ASCR, Prague, Czech Republic
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Fe2O3 and WO3 semiconductor thin films were deposited on glass substrate with
FTO electrode and on pure quartz glass by means of high power pulsed reactive
magnetron sputtering. Pure iron and tungsten targets were reactively sputtered in
Ar+O2 working gas mixture. Depositions were done without external heating of the
substrate during the deposition process. Deposited films were characterized as
deposited and after annealing process. Fe2O3 thin films were annealed at the
temperature 650 0C and WO3 films were annealed at 450oC. Crystalline structure of
deposited films were studied by Raman scattering and XRD. Fe2O3 thin films were
usually prepared with a hematite crystalline structure and WO3 with monoclinic
structure. Induced photocurrents under illumination 1 AM were measured by
photoelectrochemical analysis on these films. A surface morphology of deposited
films was studied by AFM and SEM diagnostics. A pulsed modulated RF bias
synchronized with HIPIMS pulses was applied on the substrate during the deposition
process. The frequency of the RF generator used for the bias was 13.56 MHz. This
pulsed modulated RF voltage induced pulsed DC bias around the substrate with
controllable amplitude in the range 30V – 100 V. Synchronization of the modulated RF
voltage was controlled in the way that induced pulsed DC bias was present at the
substrate only at defined time during the HIPIMS pulse when ionized sputtered
particles were present in the plasma. These particles were accelerated by this DC
bias to the substrate. It was found that as deposited Fe2O3 thin films have much
better crystallinity due to this substrate bias. The application of this substrate bias
during the deposition increased induced photocurrents at annealed Fe2O3 thin films.
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Degenerately doped ZnO is a highly promising material for applications as transparent
electrode (TE) in a variety of modern opto-electronic applications. All of them have in
common that the TE material should be highly conductive and transparent at the
same time. However, both properties cannot be improved simultaneously due to the
optical absorption caused by the free charge carriers. Therefore, a well accepted
strategy of materials design is the improvement of the free electron mobility resulting
in both decreased resisitivity and enhanced near-infrared transmittance. The present
work discusses the limitations to the charge carrier mobility in Al and Ga doped ZnO
thin films prepared by reactive magnetron sputtering. The dominant scattering
mechanisms are identified by comparison of experimental data to different charge
transport models. A systematic study covering a wide range of dopant concentrations
and deposition conditions allows to estimate a material limit for the minimum
resisitivity of transparent conductive zinc oxide. It is shown that this limit may be
reached by a proper choice of depositions conditions during reactive magnetron
sputtering – demonstrating the potential of the method for practical applications.
Further, it is shown that electron scattering caused by the incorporation of the Al and
Ga dopant into the ZnO host lattice is one of the main limitations for the electron
mobility.
Therefore, the effective dopant activation in ZnO is quantified by a combination of
electrical, optical and ion-beam analysis characterization methods. Possible
mechanisms leading to the deactivation of the dopant at high growth temperatures are
discussed. It is demonstrated that Ga is a more efficient electron donor than Al,
confirming theoretical predictions on the point defect formation energetics in ZnO.
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Transparent conductive oxide Cd2SnO4 films were prepared by radio frequency
magnetron sputtering from powder targets. In order to achieve the combined optimum
electrical and optical properties of Cd2SnO4, orthogonal experimental arrays on
sputtering parameters, i.e. deposition power, chamber pressure and the separation
between target and substrate, were designed and carried out. The morphological
structures ofCd2SnO4 films were columnar in grain sizes over 100 nm. The average
transmittance of the films within the visible wavelength was about 80 %. The cut-off
wavelengths and the absorbance at 500 nm of the optical spectra varied with the
deposition parameters. The electrical properties also changed with the processes.
The carrier concentrations of Cd2SnO4 films reached the order of 1021 cm-3, average
mobilities, 48 cm2.V-1.s-1, and resistivities about 10-5 Ω·cm, respectively. The optimized
deposition processes of the Cd2SnO4 films presented here was200 W-0.3 Pa-130
mm.
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The iron disulfide (FeS2) pyrite thin films are regarded as suitable candidates for
construction of low cost photovoltaic systems and photoelectrochemical solar cells.
The iron pyrite is a transition metal chalcogenide characterized as an absorbing
semiconductor with band gap of 0.95 eV and with the absorption coefficient
α = 6 x 105 cm-1 for λ = 633 nm. A general strategy for the heterojunction
photoelectrochemical solar cells and/or photovoltaic cells is to fabricate a system of
thin films, in which the high light absorbing FeS2 serves as the absorbing layer of the
visible light and further injects the electrons into the conduction band of the large gap
material (so-called window layer WO3 and/or TiO2). We refer on preparation of FeS2
pyrite thin films via thermal chemical sulfurization of α-Fe2O3 hematite thin films
deposited by means of low temperature pulse modulated high-power magnetron
sputtering method. The influence of several different parameters on the properties of
the pyrite films was studied (e.g. pulse repetition frequency, current in a pulse,
temperature of the chemical sulfurization, time of the sulfurization, etc.). The
structural, morphological, electronic and optical properties of the deposited films were
determined using various methods e.g. XRD, Raman spectroscopy, SEM, AFM, XPS,
UV-Vis and particularly, photoelectrochemical and Hall effect measurements. The
bilayer systems of FeS2/TiO2 and FeS2/WO3 representing the heterojunction
photoelectrochemical cells were assembled using the magnetron sputtering and
tested by photoelectrochemical methods.
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Cu(In,Ga)Se2 deposited by hybrid sputtering process: how plasma study allows
controlling the thin film structure and properties
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Cu(In,Ga)Se2 thin film solar cells are a very promising technology for high energy
conversion efficiency. Magnetron reactive sputtering is an attractive deposition
technique for depositing CIGS absorbers because of its potential for providing uniform
coatings over large areas, thus offering the possibility for more competitive industrial
scale-up. In this work, we have developed a hybrid one-step
co-sputtering/evaporation Cu(InGa)Se2deposition process, where Cu, In and Ga are
sputtered simultaneously with the thermal evaporation of selenium, thus avoiding H2
Se use. On a one hand, an appropriate control of the selenium flux is very important
to prevent the target poisoning. On the other hand, control of the CIGS composition
must be rigorous for solar cell efficiency. In this regard, a study of the correlations
between plasma species and thin film composition, structure and morphology has
been performed by varying pressures, power values and Se evaporation temperature
(in the 170-270 °C range).
We started by studying the plasma with a powerful technique: Optical Emission
Spectroscopy (OES), following light emissions from different plasma species:
sputtered Cu, Ga, In but also evaporated Se. Hence, we determined the Se flow
threshold avoiding target poisoning and the main parameter controlling the CIGSe
composition.
Obviously, we also focused our interest on the material. We showed that the Se flow
has major influence on morphology, composition and formed phases thanks to
scanning electron microscopy, X-ray fluorescence, Raman spectroscopy and X-ray
diffraction respectively.
Finally, this work shows that we are able to control this hybrid process and thus the
structure and composition of CIGSe thin film for industrial transfer in the photovoltaic
field.
Keywords
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State of the art encapsulation of humidity sensitive electronic devices – Organic
photovoltaic encapsulation
Pavel Kudlacek, H. B. Akkerman, W. A. Groen
Holst Centre, Eindhoven, Netherlands
pavel.kudlacek@tno.nl
Holst Centre and its partners strive to investigate a possibility of creation of a
complete technology toolbox for the design, characterization, processing and
integration of Organic photovoltaic (OPV) modules. OPV is mainly interesting for its
lightness, flexibility and potentially low manufacturing costs, nevertheless, there are
several challenges obstructing its industrialization. One of them is very large
sensitivity of OPV to ambient moisture, resulting in a necessity of cells encapsulation.
Holst Centre has developed a flexible barrier coating for encapsulation of OLED
devices that has an overall water vapor transmission rate (WVTR) lower
than 10-6 g/m2 day. This barrier has been used for encapsulation of OPV cells. The
OPV cells retain 95% of the original efficiency after 7000h in accelerated aging
conditions of 85C/85% relative humidity, which is equivalent of an effective lifetime of
the cells more than 60 years. This spectacular result shows that the current Holst’s
barrier is over dimensioned for OPV applications and hence its water permeation
properties can be relaxed in favor of its lower production cost.
In our contribution we will show WVTR performance of the current barrier coating,
OPV cells lifetime testing and a technical roadmap for optimization of
cost/performance of the barrier for OPV application.
Keywords
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Growth of NiO thin films by reactive sputtering: roles of oxygen partial pressure
and total pressure
Yong Wang1, Jaafar Ghanbaja1, Flavio Soldera2, Andre Mezin1, David Horwat1, Frank
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NiO is a p-type semiconductor with a wide range of applications, such as transparent
conductive electronics, electrochromic devices and chemical sensors. These
applications strongly depend on the structure, electrical and optical properties. In this
work, NiO thin films have been grown on glass substrates by reactive magnetron
sputtering at room temperature, and the influence of oxygen partial pressure and total
pressure on the crystallization, resistivity and optical band gap has been investigated.
NiO thin films have been deposited at different total pressure (0.5, 0.6, 0.8 and 1 Pa),
while the films are better crystallized with increasing total pressure due to the
decreasing of stress. Fixing the total pressure at 0.5 Pa, NiO thin films with different
oxygen partial pressure have been grown. At low oxygen partial pressure, the Hall
effect measurements show that films are n-type, but HRTEM images and EELS
spectra indicate that this kind of n-type is just due to the mixture of metallic Ni in NiO
thin film, not the intrinsic n-type NiO. With increasing oxygen partial pressure, the
crystallization becomes worse but all of the films have the columnar growth, the
resistivity first rises up to an extremely high value and then decreases, and the optical
band gap enlarges monotonously.
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In this study, we focused on preparation of nitrogen doped titanium oxides TiO2,
(TiON) layers. The goal of the work is prepare visible light active (VLA) TiO2 by Pulsed
laser deposition in combination with radiofrequency discharge (RF). Used RF power
was up to 300W. There was no additional substrate heating, but the RF discharge
alone heated the substrate up to 200°C. Photocatalytic activity was studied by
4-chlorphenole solution degradation at various wavelengths from UV to VIS. We
observed shift of photocatalytic activity to visible region. Silicon wafers Si(111) were
used as substrates. Crystalline structure was tested by XRD, composition by XPS.
Thickness and roughness were determined by mechanical profilometry.
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Transparent and Conductive ZnO:Al Thin Film Deposited by Spray Pyrolysis
and Magnetron Sputtering methods.
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Djouadi Mohamed Abdou4
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In this work, aluminium-doped zinc oxide thin films (ZnO:Al) have been produced by
spray pyrolysis and magnetron sputtering methods.
All the films prepared by spray pyrolysis were uniform and well adherent to the
substrates, XRD studies showed that the films grow with (002) preferred orientation.
Estimated band gap energy from optical absorption data is from 3.2 to 3.4 eV. The
measured electrical conductivity at room temperature was found in the order of 10-1
(W.cm)-1 for ZnO and it is higher by two order of magnitude for ZnO:Al.
For films prepared by magnetron sputtering, we observed that, with increasing rf
power the growth rate increased, while it decreased with increasing gas pressure. As
mentioned above, the films were polycrystalline in nature with a strong preferred (002)
orientation. The intrinsic compressive stress was found to decrease with both
increasing rf power and gas pressure, and near stress-free film was obtained at 200
W rf power and 2x10-3 mbar gas pressure. The obtained ZnO:Al films, not only have
an average transmittance greater than 90 % in the visible region, but also have an
optical band gap between 3.33 and 3.47 eV depending on the sputtering parameters.
Moreover, a low value of the electrical resistivity (~1.25x10-3 Ωcm) was obtained for
the film deposited at 200 W and 2x10-3 mbar.
From these results it is concluded that the home made spray pyrolysis system is
suitable technique for obtaining thin films of ZnO:Al with good properties compared to
the films obtained by sputtering magnetron technique. Further optimisation of spray
system is still in progress in order to improve the crystalline quality of the films and
increase their electrical conductivity.
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The implementation of a novel deposition system of ZnO thin films by Plasma
Assisted Reactive Evaporation process is present in this work. A LabView Virtual
Instrument (VI) was developed to control the process. PID and PWD Virtual
instruments were designed in order to control Zn source temperature, total pressure
and O2 plasma power. Control of deposition parameters allows to tune microstructural
and electrical properties of ZnO thin films obtaining both n-ZnO and i-ZnO type thin
films growth on glass substrates. The properties n-ZnO type thin film change to be
deposited onto glass and i-ZnO substrates, so that the bilayer iZnO-nZnO presents
best properties, this is used like optic window in the manufacture of solar cells with
technology of thin film type optic window-absorbent layer (CZTS).The effect of
deposition parameters on the structural, optical and electrical properties of both ZnO
samples thin films and bilayer was investigated. The crystal structure and orientation
of the n-ZnO and i-ZnO thin films were evaluated by X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns.
XRD diffraction peaks belonging to [002], and [101] planes were observed in all the
ZnO films. Compared to powder diffraction data of zincite structure (pdf-2
01-080-0074), the XRD patterns of all the samples indicated enhanced intensities for
the peaks corresponding to [002] plane, indicating preferential orientation along the
c-axis, however in the bilayer iZnO-nZnO appear a new preferential orientation in the
[103] plane. The grain size of the samples was calculated using the Scherrer equation
and corroborated with Atomic Force Microscopy. To complement the structural
analysis, experiment of Raman spectroscopy were done using an excitation laser of
780 nm. 1 μm n-ZnO thickness layer and 100nm in the i-ZnO layer were synthetized
and the obtained thin films show good optical, electric and structural properties such
as: adequate thickness in a short time of deposition (15 min for i-ZnO, 120 min for
n-ZnO and 135 min for bilayer), high transmittance (over 90%), high conductivity
(resistance of 10-20 for all samples) and grain sizes around 470 nm for n-ZnO and
296 nm for i-ZnO.
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Copper sulfide-based coatings are widely studied for their use as absorber layer into
photovoltaic devices. Among the various compounds, Cu2ZnSnS4 (CZTS) exhibits a
narrow composition range. A small deviation from this stoichiometry may induce the
formation of binary and/or ternary phases. Since the occurrence of such phase lowers
the conversion efficiency of the cells, a detailed study of the properties of these binary
and ternary phases is required. This communication aims to bring relevant information
about the effect of the chemical composition of copper sulfide thin films on their
structural, optical and electrical properties.
The films were deposited on silicon and glass substrates by magnetron sputtering of a
CuS target. The total pressure in the deposition chamber was adjusted from 0.3 to 2
Pa using a throttle valve. As-deposited films are poorly crystallized as confirmed by
X-ray diffraction. An annealing treatment in air at 200 °C allows improving the
crystallization. However, an oxidation of the samples is evidenced when the annealing
temperature reaches 300 °C. However, no significant change is observed by Raman
spectrometry after such annealing treatments. The increase of the deposition
pressure induces a small variation of the film composition that does not influence the
structure. The film morphology is strongly influenced by the increase of the total
pressure. Optical properties of the films have been studied by UV-visible
spectrophotometry. A maximum of transmittance is observed in the visible range.
Finally using Hall effect measurements, we show that the copper sulfide films exhibits
metallic properties. The electrical and optical properties of CuS films clearly evidence
that the formation of this phase has to be avoided in CZTS-based solar cells.
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PVD and PACVD for the deposition of coatings for flexible electronic devices
Parnia Navabpour1, Joanne Stallard1, Kevin Cooke1, Sue Field1, Alexander Goruppa2,
Katrin Zorn2, Andreas Klug3, Emil List-Kratochvil3, Katrin Koren4
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Flexible electronic devices such as organic light emitting diodes (OLEDs) and organic
photovoltaic (PV) devices require a number of elements including the anode, a hole
injection layer and the cathode. Metal grids are often needed to enhance the
conductivity. In order to preserve the device and prevent damage caused by the
absorption of water, a barrier layer with very low water vapour transmission rate (10-6 10-4 g m-2day-1 depending on the device) is required. PVD and PACVD processes can
be used for the deposition of these critical elements in order to obtain high-efficiency,
transparent devices.
AZO coatings with resistivity in the order of 1 x 10-3 Ω cm with transmission in visible
range of greater than 80% have been deposited on polyethylene naphthalate (PEN)
using Closed Field UnBalanced Magnetron Sputter Ion Plating (CFUBMSIP).
Metal grids have been produced on PEN substrate by magnetron PVD from Ag target.
The grids have honeycomb pattern with line width 100 µm and thickness up to 0.1
µm.
Barrier coatings based on PVD-deposited alumina, PACVD-deposited siloxane and
hybrid PVD/PACVD coatings have been deposited.
Electronic devices have been fabricated using these elements.
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Electrochemical hydrogen insertion in substoechiometric titanium carbide TiCx
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There is nowadays a growing need for the development of cheap and effective energy
storage and conversion materials. That is why more and more recent studies do not
focus on original chemical compositions, but on the tailoring of structures and shapes
of already existing materials. Titanium carbide is ceramic mainly known for its
refractarity (melting point ca. 3067 °C), and its high hardness (HV = 28 GPa) making it
one of the most widely applied hard coating materials. In a recent electrochemical
study [1], it has been shown that hydrogen can be inserted in the substoichiometric
titanium carbide TiC0.6, but not in TiC0.9, this latter being closer to the stoichiometry.
Moreover, in contrast to carbon or nanoporous gold, TiC seems to represent a more
viable, stable, cathode for aprotic Li-O2 cells [2].
Objective of this work is to investigate the electrochemical properties of TiC in the
form thin films. Substoichiometric titanium carbide thin films TiCx were synthesized by
reactive magnetron sputtering using titanium target and a variable flow of gaseous
benzene. Target poisoning evolution was studied by optical emission spectroscopy.
The samples present a dense microstructure composed with columnar grains of 30
nm width. X-Ray Diffraction reveals that the films present a (111) preferred
orientation. In complement to XRD, X-Ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy
measurements suggest that for a low carbon content, a Ti-rich metallic phase is
present while for a high carbon content, nanocrystallites of TiCx could be embedded
by an amorphous carbon matrix. Results show that hydrogen insertion decreases as x
decreases in TiCx thin film. This evolution is the opposite of the evolution observed for
bulk TiCx synthesized by classic sintering.
[1] Nguyen, J., Glandut, N., Jaoul, C., Lefort, P. (2013) Langmuir, 29 (38), pp.
12036-12042
[2] Ottakam Thotiyl, M.M., Freunberger, S.A., Peng, Z., Chen, Y., Liu, Z., Bruce, P.G.
(2013) Nature Materials, 12 (11), pp. 1050-1056
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Binary nitrides are of interest for replacing metallic lithium in thin-film Li-ion
microbatteries as negative electrodes. Binary nitrides have been investigated as
electrode materials, such as Co3N, Fe3N and Ni3N with specific capacities in the range
300–400 mAh g-1. More recently, higher capacity values of the order of 1000 mAh g-1
have been found with another group of transition metal nitrides due to the high
valence (+III) of the metallic atoms in chromium, cobalt or vanadium nitrides.
Therefore it is of interest to examine new binary metal nitrides for their
electrochemical reactivity towards lithium.
Due to the low reactivity of ruthenium atoms with nitrogen ones, the synthesis of RuN
using reactive magnetron sputtering requires the use of high nitrogen pressure and a
low sputtered flux of Ru atoms. As-deposited films crystallize in a NaCl-like structure
with a lattice constant of 0.451 nm. RuN films grow with a preferred orientation in the
[111] direction and exhibit a columnar microstructure. Electrochemical studies of RuN
films deposited on steel substrate were carried out in a two-electrode cell. A
systematic study using XRD and TEM has been performed to explain the decrease of
the capacitance with the cycling of the electrode. During the first lithiation of RuN,
XRD show the progressive decrease of the intensity of RuN diffraction peaks while
low intensity peaks appear at position corresponding to metallic ruthenium. TEM
analyses show that the monocrystalline RuN colums are progressively changed into
metallic nanograins. On the other hand, the delithiation induces the formation of RuN.
However, the grain size of the nitride phase is kept at the nanoscale range. Although
the RuN phase is formed, metallic grains are still observed by TEM. The
non-reversible conversion mechanism induces a progressive decrease of the
capacitance as a function of cycling. For instance, this parameter decrease from
approx. 1000 to 650 mAh g-1 after 5 cycles.
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Thin AlN films deposited by reactive HiPIMS and pulsed DC sputtering – a
comparative study
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High quality wurtzite polycrystalline thin AlN films can be grown at low temperature by
reactive magnetron sputtering provided sufficient energy input. Typically, a suitable
substrate or a seed layer is used to improve the AlN crystallinity. In this study, thin
films grown by pulsed DC (PDCS) and High Power Impulse Magnetron Sputtering
(HiPIMS) from an Al target were studied aiming at both higher film quality as well as
film deposition in cases where a seed layer is impractical. The deposition process was
first characterized with respect to the Ar to N2 gas flow ratio. For selected process
conditions, AlN films were prepared with a thickness of about 200nm. (100) Si and
(110) Mo coated Si substrates were used and no intentional substrate heating was
employed. The crystalline texture of the AlN films was determined with various XRD
techniques.
Although the deposition rates with HiPIMS are generally lower than those with PDCS,
the transition from metal to compound mode spans over a significantly larger range of
N2 gas flow. Therefore, with HiPIMS it is possible to deposit stoichiometric AlN in the
transition region at deposition rates comparable with PDCS. Owing to the increased
energy input in the HiPIMS process, the film texture is improved which is especially
pronounced at low film thicknesses.
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Production of high saturation soft magnetic films is one of the most important fields in
modern microelectronics. The films are demanded for producing of high sensitive
diminutive sensors of magnetic fields. The perspective materials for this application
are Fe-based films with nanocomposite structure which consist of ferromagnetic
phase dispersion strengthened by particles of refractory compounds (ZrN, TiB2 ..).
The aim of the present study is the testing of enhanced deposition technologies and
comprehensive investigation of the Fe-Zr-N and Fe-Ti-B films.
The Fe-Zr-N films were deposited by DC magnetron sputtering of cast FeZrx targets
(x=2.4, 5.3, and 13.4%) with diameter of 115 mm and thickness 0.8 mm. For
stabilization of sputtering process, the targets were heated above the Curie
temperature. Fe-Ti-B films were produced from mosaic Fe-TiB2 targets contained
chips of titanium diboride (occupied areas: 2, 5, 8, 14, 21, 37 cm2). The films were
deposited onto the Si wafers, glass plates, and metallic disks in the Ar+N2 mixtures.
The preliminary Ar+ ion etching was performed before deposition to improve the film
adhesion. The structure and composition of films was studied by means of TEM,
SEM, EDS, XRD, and GDOES. The micromagnetic structure and magnetic properties
were also studied. The evolution of films structure and properties after annealing were
studied using methods listed above.
The obtained results show that all films have dense structure and uniform element
depth distribution. Depending on the deposition parameters the Fe-Zr-N and Fe-B-N
films contain: 2–30 at% Zr, 1–11 at% N and 1-13 at.% Ti, 1-25 at.% B,
correspondingly. The α-Fe, FeZr2, Fe2Zr, γ-Fe4N and ZrN phases were observed in
Fe-Zr-N films. Fe-Ti-B films in the as-deposited state were either X-ray amorphous or
contained crystallites of α-Fe only. Films with optimal structure showed coercive force
Нс < 10 Oe and saturation magnetic induction Вs ≥2.1 T.
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The hard Al-Cr-N coatings were synthesized at various voltages and frequencies of
magnetic coil in the multi-arc ion plating (M-AIP) system with Cr targets and Al-Cr
alloy targets under the mixed Ar and N2 gases at the temperature of 450 °C. The
relationship between the voltage and frequencyof magnetic coil and properties of the
coatings were investigated. Surface morphology, microstructure, hardness, adhesion
strength and tribological performances at room and 773 K temperatures of the
coatings were analyzed by FESEM, AFM, XRD, XPS, TEM, nano-indenter, scratch
tester, and surface profile-meter.
The XRD, XPS and TEM results all indicated the formation of (Al,Cr)N solid-solution
phase. The hardness of the coating deposited at the voltages of magnetic coil of 30 V
was enhanced by solid solution hardening mechanism to 43 GPa, and the coating
demonstrated better wear resistance due to the lower average friction coefficient,
higher hardness and H/E value.
The XRD and TEM results all indicated the appearance of Cr2N phase in the coatings
deposited at magnetic-coil frequencies of 1 Hz and 33.3 Hz. The XPS results revealed
that the coating deposited at magnetic-coil frequency of 33.3 Hz possessed a higher
bonding energy of Al 2p3/2, Cr 2p3/2 and N 1s than that of coatings deposited at
magnetic-coil frequencies of 1 Hz and 11.1 Hz. The hardness of the coating deposited
at magnetic-coil frequency of 33.3 Hz achieved to 4201 HK due to the appearance of
Cr2N phase and a higher bonding energy of Al 2p3/2, Cr 2p3/2 and N 1s in coating, and
the coating demonstrated better wear resistance due to the higher hardness and
lower average friction coefficient. The coating deposited at magnetic-coil frequency of
11.1 Hz exhibited better adhesion strength in spite of a lower hardness.
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The chromium coating was deposited on the γ-TiAl alloy by multi-arc ion plating
(MAIP). The morphology, microstructure and phase composition of coating were
investigated by scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and X-ray diffractometry (XRD).
Oxidation tests indicated that the chromium coating at high temperature can form a
protective film on γ-TiAl alloys at 650-950°C. Oxide film is mainly divided into two
layers. The outer layer of oxide film at 650°C is mainly Cr2O3, at 750°C is mainly
TiO2 and at 950°C is mainly Al2O3. The Inner oxide film are Ti-Al-Cr mixed oxide film.
The Ti-Al-Cr diffusion layer can effectively prevent the diffusion of oxygen into the
substrate, significantly improve the γ -TiAl high temperature oxidation resistance
ability.
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The influence of the Ti-Si cathode grain size on cathodic arc processes and resulting
Ti-Si-N coating synthesis has been studied. 63 mm Ti-Si cathodes containing 20-25 at
% Si with four dedicated grain size of ~8 µm, ~20 µm, ~110 µm, and ~600 µm were
fabricated via spark plasma sintering or hot isostatic pressing. They were evaporated
in 2 Pa nitrogen atmosphere in an industrial-scale arc deposition system and the
Ti-Si-N coatings were grown at 50 A, 70 A, and 90 A arc current. The composition and
microstructure of the virgin and worn cathode surfaces as well as the resulting
coatings were characterized using optical and electron microscopy, x-ray diffraction,
elastic recoil detection analysis, x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy, and
nanoindentation. The results show that the existence of multiple phases with different
work function values directly influences the cathode spot ignition behavior and also
the arc movement and appearance. Specifically, there is a preferential erosion of the
Ti5Si3-phase grains. By increasing the grain size of the virgin cathode, the preferential
erosion is enhanced, such that the cathode surface morphology roughens
substantially after 600 Ah arc discharging. The deposition rate of the Ti-Si-N coating is
increased with decreasing grain size of the evaporated Ti-Si cathodes. The droplet
number density and the droplet shape of the coatings are influenced by the arc
movement, which is also shown to depend on the cathode grain size.
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from Ti-Al, Ti-Si, Ti-C, Ti-W, and Mo-Cu compound cathodes.
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Arc evaporation from compound cathodes is an established method for synthesis of
multi-element films. An important parameter for controlled material synthesis with low
defect concentration is the macroparticle generation. In this work, we present an
overview of macroparticle generation in vacuum, Ar and N2 atmosphere, for DC arc
plasma from Ti-C, Ti-Si, Ti-Al, Ti-W and Mo-Cu cathodes. Each elemental
combination was studied for different cathode compositions, and qualitative and
quantitative analysis of macroparticles were performed by scanning electron
microscopy on deposited films. The results were correlated to plasma generation at
the cathode surface, investigated by variable speed photography, combined with
X-ray diffraction and scanning electron microscopy on used cathodes. In selection,
plasma from Ti-Si cathodes showed a marked reduction in macroparticle generation
with increasing Si concentration and/or nitrogen pressure. Similar trends were
identified for the Ti-Al cathodes, though with increasing number of droplets for
increasing Al content. A correlated formation of high melting point intermetallic phases
and/or impurity phases at the cathode surface could be concluded, which for some
cathode compositions was accompanied by a transformation between type 2 and type
1 arc spots. Based on the diverse cathodes investigated, we discuss selected
properties of the cathode surface influencing the macroparticle generation, such as
phase formation, melting point and spot type.
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PECVD processes are widely used to deposit thin films and particularly thin ceramic
films for different applications. Traditionally, PECVD systems operate under controlled
pressure (usually from 0.1 Pa to 1 kPa). However, because they require expensive
vacuum systems, there has been a growing interest in the last two decades to
develop processes working at atmospheric pressure which are supposedly less
energy consuming. In this context, an open-air PECVD system based on the axial
injection torch patented by Moisan et al. in 1993 was developed. This microwave
plasma torch called “Torche à Injection Axiale” (TIA) is adapted for TiO2 thin film
deposition. Crystallized titanium oxide films are of great interest both for the
photocatalytic activity and their remarkable electrical and optical properties. In
literature, titania powder synthesis has been reported using a similar torch; but to our
knowledge, TiO2 thin film deposition by this technique has not yet been achieved.
The microwave plasma was ignited with Ar (plasma gas). Then, a further quantity of
Ar carrier gas saturated with titanium isopropoxide (TTIP, Ti(OC3H7)4) was mixed in
the plasma gas upstream of the torch. A parametric study was carried out varying the
microwave excitation power, the torch to substrate distance and the precursor flow, in
order to minimise the powder formation in the plasma. For the optimized conditions,
the growth rate is about 250 nm/min. The film was then characterised in terms of
microstructure and chemical composition. SEM-FEG results show that the layer
exhibits a columnar microstructure. The shape of the columns depends on the
crystallization of the TiO2 grains. Raman and XRD investigations reveal the presence
of both anatase and rutile phases in the area situated face to the plasma. However,
TEM analysis shows a high amorphous phase content in the films. Further
investigations by XPS reveal a very low amount of carbon (about 4 at.%). Finally, the
effects of each parameter were investigated and correlated to the characteristics of
the film.
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Due to lack of Helium-3, the widely used standard neutron converter in thermal
neutron detection, boron based thin layers have found their application in this field.
The high conversion crosssection of 10B for thermal neutrons has attracted attention
for developing alternative, cost effective detectors. Especially detector systems for
inelastic neutron scattering require large area (10 to 100 m2) detectors with stacks of
20-30 10B based layers of about 1 µm thickness. Formation of thin films for this
application is associated with strict requirements to quality and uniformity of produced
films, their stoichiometry and long-term stability.
Currently, high quality neutron converters based on B4C solid films can be obtained by
magnetron sputter deposition. However, the main drawback of this method is a
relatively low deposition rate and consequently high total costs of coatings due to the
needed vacuum environment. In the current work atmospheric pressure plasma
deposition is proposed as an alternative method for the production of large area boron
and boron carbide thin film converters. Unlike vacuum plasma technologies,
atmospheric plasma does not need complex vacuum equipment, can be applied to a
wide variety of surfaces and provides high deposition rates.
The work presents first results of atmospheric plasma deposition of boron and B4C
coatings. Two approaches of use of atmospheric plasma are considered. First,
powder spray deposition is combined with microwave atmospheric pressure plasma.
In this case micron size boron or boron carbide particles are injected into the
microwave plasma source and then delivered to the substrate by an atmospheric
plasma torch. In the other approach atmospheric plasma is used to clean and activate
the substrate surface before ink-jet deposition of a boron suspension. Both methods
and experimental results will be presented and discussed.
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The ion beam sputter deposition technique provides intrinsic features which influence
the properties of the growing films. Ion properties and geometrical process conditions
generate different kinetic energy and spatial distributions of the sputtered and the
scattered particles and consequently influence the properties of the resulting thin
films. In order to make a systematic analysis of these correlations the properties of the
film forming particles and the deposited films are investigated under variation of the
ion species, the ion incidence angle, the ion energy and the emission angle.
The kinetic energy distributions of sputtered and scattered ions are measured with an
energy-selective mass spectrometer. Several sets of Ag thin films are deposited and
characterized concerning their thickness, their electrical and optical properties and
their morphology. Systematic influences of the primary process parameters on the
thin film properties are revealed.
The average kinetic energy of the sputtered ions increases with increasing emission
angle and with increasing incidence angle of the primary ions, but is almost
unaffected by the primary particle energy and particle species. In contrast, the energy
of scattered Ar ions differs significantly from the energy of scattered Xe ions.
The film thickness distributions show a tilted, cosine-like shape and a shifting of the
maximum position depending on the energy and incidence angle of the primary ions.
The electrical resistivity increases for all sets with increasing emission angle and is
larger for the Ag films grown by sputtering with Ar ions than for the films grown with
Xe ions. The resistivity of the films also increases with increasing ion energy or
increasing ion incidence angle. The optical properties are strongly correlated with the
electrical properties and follow the same trends due to the free charge carrier
absorption. The observed trends for the optical and electrical properties are mainly
assigned to changes in the morphology of the thin films which are caused by changes
in the energetic distributions of film-forming particles.
Financial support by DFG (BU2625/1-1) is gratefully acknowledged.
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Linear Anode Layer Ion Sources were applied widely in Ion Beam Assisted
Deposition(IBAD) systems because of their high ion beam density, wide ion energy
range, simple structure, low cost, etc. The typical problem of more dispersed ion
energy of Linear Anode Layer Ion Sources may affect the coating quality if the
accuracy control of deposition process is required, so it is very important to measure
the ion energy intensity and distributions of Linear Anode Layer Ion Source. An ion
energy analyzer was designed and implemented, which was composed of a
multi-plate probe. The measuring principle and method was discussed. And the
effects of plasma properties and ion energy rage with the hole size of grids, interval of
grids are emphasized, the measure results are studied.
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Magnetron sputtering technology is the first choice in the deposition of compound
films (such as CIGS) on wide flexible plastics substrate. The RF magnetron sputtering
and reactive magnetron sputtering need to work on combined-state, which result in
low deposition rate and poor quality films. Combined the ion beam assisted reactive
magnetron sputtering and common magnetron sputtering technology could be deposit
fine performance compound films at low temperature. For deposit CIGS film at low
temperature, the linear anode layer ion source assisted deposit and multi-target
sputtering complex deposit were used. Because of dispersed ion energy, the great
difference between different region plasma states, we measured plasma
characteristics on deposit region by ion energy analyzer to accuracy control the
process of CIGS film deposition, which include various working mode, ion energy
distribution on different area, analyzed the working mode and area which would be
damage the substrate, optimized technique of ion beam assisted reactive magnetron
sputtering.
Keywords
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Recently, the demand of neutron detectors for homeland security initiated a severe
depletion of the existing 3He stock and simultaneously a huge cost increase. The
keywords in the field of neutron detection are now “3He alternatives”. Solid converters
with 10B, such as B4C, with a cross-section for thermal neutrons capture of ~3.8
kbarn, are one of the most promising substitutes of 3He. A thermal neutron detector
can be build coating the inner electrodes of Resistive Plate Chamber’s (RPCs) with
B4C. The neutrons will be detected through the ionizing particles from the10B (n,α)7Li
reaction.
Several efforts have been done regarding the production of B4C coatings for large
area detectors (e.g. Linköping University [1]), using a PDV technique. However, these
coatings have been produced mainly on Al-substrates. Metallic substrates are not
suitable for a multi-layer RPC (stack of several resistive electrodes) foreseeing high
neutron detection efficiency.
The aim of this work is to deposit B4C coatings by dc magnetron sputtering on float
glass, mandatory for RPCs electrodes, over large-area glass plates.Knowing that the
films thickness must be in the range 1-2µm and the major drawback of the B4C
coatings is the lower adhesion to substrates, the optimization procedure of the
sputtering production will be displayed. Several parameters were adjusted, such as:
ion etching before deposition, deposition pressure, substrate bias, the use or not of
metallic adhesion interlayer’s.
Preliminary results concern the microstructural characterization and surface resistivity
will be presented. The performance of B4C coated RPCs and uncoated RPCs, made
in Coimbra University, will be compared using cosmic muons and gamma rays. Tests
with neutron beams are also foreseen.
[1] Hoglund. C, et al , Journal of Applied Physics 111, 104908 (2012).
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In recent years, the application of AlCrN-type coatings in processes which involve
attrition, chipping and/or cracking due to the impacts, such as the industrial metal
forming, has increased. The cutting edge of coated tools may exceed 1000°C,
therefore the oxidation resistance is a very important issue. The oxidation resistance
and high temperature mechanical properties of AlCrN are improved comparing with
other ternary nitride such as AlTiN. In order to increase the tribological properties of
the coating, nanolayered coatings containing vanadium are an interesting solution. A
promising approach towards the reduction of friction forces is the application of
self-lubricating coatings for dry machining applications. As a matter of fact, when
vanadium-based coatings are submitted to high loads and temperature conditions, the
formation of the so-called Magnéli-phases is induced. Due to the high number of
crystallographic shear planes and a partially low melting temperature, these
vanadium-based Magnéli-phases allow the reduction of friction coefficient (µ<0.1) at
high temperature (~ 800 °C).In this study, AlCrN/VN nanolayered coatings were
prepared by vacuum cathodic arc deposition (CAD). The mechanical properties were
studied by varying the bilayer period and the deposition temperature. The former is
believed to allow the hardness evolution and the latter to tailor the residual stresses,
respectively.
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Titanium dioxide is a very attractive material for the remediation of environmental
pollutants, either in gas phase or in water, as well as for the development of
anti-fogging and self-cleaning surfaces. The structure, composition and morphology of
the films have a strong influence on the photoactivity of the material. Doping with
metallic and nonmetallic species enables TiO2 to be sensitive to visible light extending
the photoactivity of the material. Cathodic arc deposition (CAD) has demonstrated to
be an efficient technique to produce TiO2 thin films due to its high deposition rate and
high adhesion of the coatings. On the other hand, one method that allows doping
metallic and nonmetallic trace impurity in films is plasma immersion ion implantation
(PIII). In this work, combining CAD and PIII, TiO2 films doped with Cu and N were
prepared on glass substrates with the aim of evaluating their photoactivity. The TiO2
films were grown by CAD with a Ti cathode in an O2 environment (~2 Pa) employing a
100 A DC arc. The substrates were kept at 300ºC and the exposure time was varied
in order to attain different film thicknesses. After deposition, the samples were
submitted to a pulsed glow discharge produced in a N2 atmosphere (~100 Pa) by
applying pulses of 8 kV, at 200 Hz, with duration of 50 μs. Cu and Ti grids were
located in front of the sample in order to enhance the effect of the biasing. The
samples were heated at 300ºC while immersed in the plasma for 120 min. The films
were analyzed by SIMS and AFM. Transmittance measurements in the UV-visible
range were also performed. TiO2 films of ~ 400 nm thicknesses, after being exposed
to the glow discharge with the copper grid, showed the presence of Cu along all their
depth, and the absorbance spectrum presented a shift to the visible range. The
photocatalytic activity was evaluated through the efficiency to degradate phenol and
to reduce Cr(VI) in the presence of EDTA, under both UV-Vis and Vis irradiation.
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Ti(1-x)AlxN hard coatings exhibit beneficial thermal and mechanical properties essential
for protective coatings in milling, cutting, or drilling applications. However,
ever-growing interests to even higher process temperatures result in the need of
further improvement. Therefore, powder metallurgical prepared
Ti0.475Al0.475Zr0.05 and Ti0.375Al0.575Zr0.05 targets were cathodic arc evaporated to
synthesize Ti0.49Al0.44Zr0.07N and Ti0.39Al0.54Zr0.07N coatings, respectively. The applied
bias potential was varied between –40V and –120V. XRD analysis indicate, that
independent of the bias voltage used, all Ti0.49Al0.44Zr0.07N coatings exhibit a single
phase cubic (c) structure, whereas all Al-rich Ti0.39Al0.54Zr0.07N films are composed of a
mixed cubic/wurtzite (w) structure. By increasing the bias potential from –40V to
–120V a significant increase of the cubic phase fraction can be obtained.
Our Ti0.49Al0.44Zr0.07N coatings deposited using low (–40V) and high (–120V) bias
potentials demonstrate no significant hardness maxima upon annealing in vacuum.
Coatings deposited using –80V bias potential exhibit after vacuum annealing at Ta
=800°C a slight increase in hardness (from ~35 up to ~37GPa), which can be
assigned to age-hardening effects. Contrary to these observations, all Al-rich mixed
c/w-structured Ti0.39Al0.54Zr0.07N coatings exhibit enhanced hardness values with
increasing Ta. Oxidation treatments at 850°C for 20h in ambient air show best
performance for the single phased c-Ti0.49Al0.44Zr0.07N coatings deposited at –40V bias.
With increasing bias voltage their oxidation resistance decreases as thereby the
defect density increases providing easier pathways for diffusion.
Based on the results we can conclude that arc evaporated single phase cubic
Ti0.49Al0.44Zr0.07N coatings provide a high potential to be used as protective coatings for
advanced industrial applications with increasing requirements.
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In the film converting industry, often a wet chemical coating processes, subsequently
realized after corona activation, leads to good adhesion performances for printing ink.
Due to ecological aspects, the aim is to reduce this two-step process by substituting
the wet chemical coating with an aerosol-assisted atmospheric pressure dielectric
barrier discharge (aerosol-DBD). The aerosol-DBD allows the creation of ultrathin
functional primer layers with adhesive behavior for a subsequent printing.
In the presented study, the aerosol-DBD was performed on various polyolefin
surfaces using the plasma treatment system CORLAB AS (kalwar GmbH, Germany).
Selected model precursors e.g. ethylene acrylic acid (EAA) were ultrasonically
nebulized and deposited on low density polyethylene foils and
ethylene-tetrafluoroethylene foils. The aerosol is feed either directly into the
filamentary plasma discharge or immediately after the plasma glow. The influence of
the deposition parameters, such as plasma power and deposition time, on the surface
properties was studied. The morphological and chemical properties of the EAA layers
were characterized by profilometry, SEM, and AFM as well as FTIR and XPS. Further,
surface energy and adhesion properties of an ethanol based printing ink were
investigated.
Depending on plasma intensity and film speed, deposition rates of 10-15nm per s
could be gained. The homogeneity of the primer layer is strongly influenced by the
aerosol feeding position. For optimum adhesion results, a minimum primer layer of 60
nm has to be applied.
Particularly, the adhesion tests successfully demonstrate the deposition of functional
primer layers by the aerosol-DBD. Since the material and the economic effort of this
technology are reduced, compared to primer wet coating processes, the technology is
an attractive method for industrial application. In further investigation the
aerosol-assisted DBD has to be examined with focus on roll-to-roll applications.
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Recent developments show that there is a big field of application for silica-like films.
Due to a silica-like layer, an increase of the scratch resistance for plastic substrates or
an improved protection against corrosion for several metals can be reached. Another
material which can be coated with silica-like layers is glass, since it is the most
important material in optical technologies.
A coplanar surface barrier discharge (CSBD) at atmospheric pressure was used to
deposit silica-like layers on glass substrates. As working gas, a mixture of argon and
compressed air was used. HMDSO was added to the argon gas as a precursor.
Microscope slides (N-BK7) were used as substrates for plane layer deposition.
The deposited layers exhibited a polymer-like or a silica-like characteristic depending
on the chosen deposition parameters. A high creation of agglomerates was observed
in polymer-like, so the layers roughness increased. The roughness Ra of the
deposited layers ranged from 5nm to 55nm. Due to the multiple subsequent
deposition processes, the layer thickness was up to 700nm.
Further, UV/VIS measurements were performed. The transmission of the deposited
layer only showed small deviations compared to the reference. On the contrary the
reflectivity was lower than the reference reflectivity. The greatest deviation could be
found in the wavelength range from 400 nm – 500 nm and amounted to about 1.5%.
Also, nano indentation hardness tests were carried out in order to investigate the
material affinity of the substrate and the layer. A microscope slide had a hardness of
6.55GPa±0.05GPa and an E-module of 72.7GPa±0.6GPa. In comparison, the layer
hardness amounted to 2.2GPa±1.0GPa and the E-module was 26GPa±13GPa.
In conclusion, the silica-like layers deposited by a CSBD at atmospheric pressure
feature nearly similar optical properties and a comparable roughness compared to the
N-BK7 glass substrate, however they possess both a lower hardness and E-module.
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For fibre reinforced polymer composites in marine applications, achieving high bond
strength between fibre and polymer is critical regarding performance. This study
focuses at modifying the surface of carbon fibres using atmospheric plasma
treatments, to achieve superior bond performance. The modification is achieved using
two processes; plasma activation of fibres and the application of a plasma
polymerised acrylic acid primer layer, to enhance polymer adhesion of the fibre (6µm
dia), in an epoxy matrix. Atmospheric plasma treatments were initially carried out
using two plasma jet sources; air based PlasmaTreat system and helium based
PlasmaStream system. The jets were evaluated for plasma activation treatment of
unsized fibres. With the air plasma the high rate of gas throughput required (30L/min),
resulted in the distortion of the treated fibre, making this system unsuitable. Whereas
the PlasmaStream system, while lower gas flow rates (15L/min) was used, which did
not distort the fibres, significant arching was observed during the treatment. This
damaged the dielectric housing around the source pin electrodes. To address this
issue, the source was altered preventing the build-up of charge on the virtual cathode
electrode configuration. An optimised frequency using a variable frequency
(10–400kHz) power supply, together with the modified source, fibres were
successfully treated with the plasma without significant arcing. This system was used
for activation and depositing the nm thick plasma polymerised coatings. The coatings'
properties were evaluated on the fibre surface and silicon wafer surfaces. The approx.
100nm thick coatings were examined using ellipsometry, profilometry, XPS, FTIR,
SEM and optical microscopy. The acrylic acid coated fibres, plasma activated, and the
unactivated control fibres were used to fabricate epoxy composites. Water ingress,
salt spray test and mechanical tests were used to compare the performance of the
untreated and treated fibres.
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Bacterias such as E. coli (Escherichia coli) attach to the surface and form colonies.
These colonies then grow up to biofilm by merging each other. Biofilm cause many
problems such as MIC (Microbiologically Influenced Corrosion) and bacterial
infections. However, biofilm is difficult to sterilize because its self-defense mechanism.
Now, we use large quantity of germicide for sterilizing biofilm. But it has high
environmental load, and sterilization effect is not enough. So, it is important for us to
prevent the surface from sticking bacteria and creating biofilm. In this work, we tried to
affect the colonization or the initial process of colony growth of E. coli on nutrient agar
by atmospheric pressure plasma and/or electric field.
Firstly, we prepared nutrient agar in a dish 100 mm in diameter. Next, we radiated
atmospheric pressure plasma with Ar gas flow. In this process, Ar gas flow rate 2.1
L/min from a quartz tube to the dish located 20 mm below the outlet. Radiation
experiences were conducted at applied voltages of 7.5, and 9.0 kV for plasma
generation. After that we applied E. coli to the irradiated nutrient agars and a
controlled nutrient agar, and incubated them for 2 days at 30°C to count the total
number of colony. When we counted the number of colony after 1day incubation, the
plasma radiated dishes at 7.5 and 9.0 kV had colony numbers of 112 - 145 and 78 147, respectively, which were smaller than that of 187 - 257 on the controlled dish.
However, after 2 days incubation, the numbers of colony on these three dishes
reached to almost the same value, 136 - 261. It was considered that nutrient agar was
negative charged by high voltage plasma. But negative charge effect maintained in
short time. So after enough time, E. coli could grow up and count colony.
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Treatment of grains by plasma discharges is one of many promising applications
based on the interaction of plasma with biological materials. At our department the
utilization of this approach is studied in order to reduce the contamination of grains by
fungi and their secondary products – mycotoxins. Unfortunately, plasma treatment
can significantly affect the germination of seeds.
In the technological point of view, the time of the exposition of seeds to plasma
discharge is the fundamental parameter. If the treatment time is too short, the
contamination by mycotoxins may not be sufficiently removed, whereas long-term
treatment may negatively affect the seeds germination. As shown by our previous
results, the processing parameters have to be prescribed also with respect to the type
of the agricultural crop and the amount of liquid contained in seeds.
With regards to these facts, the correct estimation of the treatment time and plasma
parameters is not easy. Moreover, the layer of grains behaves as a porous material,
so reactive particles generated in plasma can penetrate easily through the gaps
between individual grains and interact with the surface of seeds placed deeper in the
layer. By this way, both the seeds exposed directly to the surrounding plasma and the
grains placed deeper in the material are simultaneously treated. The level of
treatment of seeds placed in the given depth depends on the ability of the reactive
particles to penetrate into the material, i.e. it depends ultimately on plasma
parameters and the kind of treated seeds. It is difficult to study this behaviour
experimentally, so the computer simulation was used for this purpose. The theoretical
results were subsequently verified indirectly by comparison with experimental data,
which indicate the dependence of the germination on the depth of the seed in the
layer. Both the theoretical and the experimental results are presented in this
contribution.
Keywords
Treatment of seeds; mycotoxins; computer simulation
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Bacillus atrophaeus spores solution was used in this research. A self designed
plasma reaction device, in which the discharge, afterglow and remote zone were
plotted out in the plasma field. The plasma treatment effects on B. atrophaeus spores
were studied in different zones by changing plasma conditions, exposure time and
support media (glass, paper and PTFE film). B. atrophaeus spore solution droplets on
different media were set on various positions in the plasma field and their growth with
plasma exposure was examined. The colony counting method was used to test the
viability of the spores. Morphological changes of B. atrophaeus spores following
plasma exposure were examined using a scanning election microscope (SEM). A
double Langmuir electron probe was used to measure the volt–ampere characteristics
of the plasmas in order to determine the electron and ion concentrations.Our results
indicate that effective inactivation of the liquid phase B.spores of our device was
dependent upon the distance between the spore samples to the discharge zone, as
well as the contact angle of spore solution droplets on different support media
surface. The higher spore density reduction could be achieved by using materials with
a high contact angle as support media; the plasma exposure time of achieving a
99.9999% reduction of the spores was less than 3, 5 and 8 min, when the samples
were seeded in each of three zones, respectively. It was found that the plasma
inactivation efficiency was also dependent on the plasma input power. With plasma
exposure, significant damages to the spore structured were observed, including
leakage of intracellular proteins and DNA, which was detected by monitoring the
absorbance peaks at wavelengths of 280 and 260 nm, respectively. The results
indicate that atmospheric pressure low-temperature plasmas could be an alternative
way to effectively inactivate B.spores in the liquid phase in different plasma zones.
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Cork taint refers to a common fault in wine, associated with the presence of halogen
anisole compounds (particularly trichloroanisole, TCA, and tetra- chloroanisole, TeCA)
in high enough concentrations, degrading the sensorial attributes of wine. Cork taint
affects as much as 5 % of the bottled wine in Europe where cork stoppers are the
main TCA contamination source. Even though cork stoppers are already treated
during the cork manufacturing process to prevent cork taint, airborne recontamination
occurs unavoidably as a result of the presence of chlorophenolic and other
non-biodegradable chemicals in the ambient air for example at the wineries, which are
trans- formed into anisole compounds by metabolic reactions related to fungi present
in the environment. Currently, there does not exist any effective technology to
guarantee the absence of halogen anisoles on cork stoppers. The presented work
deals with the development of a new halogen anisole decontamination method based
on atmospheric pressure plasma technology that can be easily adapted and
integrated "in-line" into any existing wine bottling line. Experiments with artificial
contaminated cork stoppers were conducted and showed that a worst case airborne
halogen anisole reconta- mination of 5 ng/l TCA can be reduced below the perception
threshold of common wine consumers of 3 ng/l. Furthermore, validation test on bottled
white wine showed that the plasma decontamination process prevents a TCA and
TeCA contamination of wine while preserving the wine and cork quality completely.
This research was partly funded by the 7th Programme for Research and
Technological Development of the European Commission under contract number
FP7-SME-2010-1-262319.
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Non-thermal atmospheric pressure plasma jets are characterized by very reactive
chemistry without the need of elevated temperatures. Also, the plasma jets are
capable of producing plasmas that are not spatially confined by electrodes, which
makes them are very attractive for bio-medical applications. In this work we report
bactericide efficiency of a simple plasma jet device using gas He as plasma source.
The gas flow rate was kept fix at 5.0 L/min, which corresponded to plasma jet length
of about 2.5 cm. The device was driven by an AC power supply operated at 31 kHz,
13 kVp-p with mean power around 1 W. The jet was directed perpendicularly on a
standard Petri dish (90 x 15 mm) keeping a distance of 3.0 cm between the jet nozzle
(diameter of 1.5mm) and the target. In this way, the sample did not have direct
contact with the jet but the highly reactive chemical species produced by the plasma
still can reach the surface and interact with it. The jet anti-microbial efficiency was
tested against Candida albicans reference strains (SC 5314, ATCC 18804) and 5
clinical isolates from lesions of denture stomatitis (Local Ethical Board: CEPh
070/2006). Cultures were kept in Sabouraud Dextrose broth supplemented with 20%
glycerol at -6 oC. Fresh cultures were obtained by streaking Candida albicans cells in
Sabouraud Dextrose (SD) agar and incubating at 37 °C for 24 h. To obtain working
suspensions, the fungal colonies were re-suspended in a 0.9% NaCl solution (106
CFU/mL). These suspensions (100 μl) were distributed in SD agar plates with sterile
swabs. Fifteen minutes later, the plates were exposed to plasma jet at 30, 60, 90,
120, 150, 180 e 240 seconds, in triplicate. As controls, plates were subjected to gas
flow only. After incubation (24 h, 37°C), diameter of the circular inhibition zones of
fungal growth was measured. For reference and clinical strains, there were no
inhibition zones for 30 s of treatment. The lowest diameter inhibition zone was 3 mm
at 60 s for all strains. The largest inhibition zones have diameters of 12.3 mm for
reference strains and 12.7 mm for clinical strains, both at 240 s.
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Foods containing raw or undercooked eggs are still major sources of salmonellosis
infections in humans. In Germany, 18.828 infections were documented in 2013. There
are two routes of contamination of hens eggs. Although the exact mechanism of
transmission has not been defined it is assumed that transovarial contamination is a
result of an infection of the reproductive system or ascending salmonellae. Most
importantly, contamination via shell penetration plays the more significant role. The
shell gets contaminate at the farm or during the sorting and packing process in the
egg packing stations. A reliable and effective egg shell decontamination procedure at
the packing station could significantly reduce the risk for the consumers. Currently,
there are no legally decontamination procedures for table eggs permitted in Germany.
The aim of our project is therefore the development of an efficient and economical
solution for eggshell treatment of table eggs. Several studies show that atmospheric
pressure plasma is able to reduce the bacterial load on food. In a first step, the
effectiveness of different parameters (type of gas, exposure time or plasma-egg
surface distance) on the survival rate of Salmonella Enteritidis by using an already
well described plasma source (plasma-jet kinpen09) was tested. For these
investigations, 1 cm² of the eggshell was artificial contaminated with different doses of
Salmonella Enteritidis. In a second step the plasma source will be adapted to the
matrix egg which implements the treatment of the whole egg and the analysis of the
influence on sensory parameters on table eggs. In a third step the treatment of
hatching eggs will be evaluated to replace or to amend hitherto existing methods.
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A particular type of plasma source, reminding the shape of a Gatling machine gun,
has been recently developed to generate high intensity, high ionization rate plasmas
at atmospheric pressure . Gatling sources are an array of plasma jets, adjacent to one
another, that rely on jet-to-jet coupling to merge plasma plumes in a single combined
intense jet .
The Gatling plasma source adopted in this work is an array of seven PTFE tubes, one
in the center and six surrounding it, having inner-outer diameters of 1-1.6 mm. The
tubes are arranged in an axisymmetric structure. The source is driven by a generator
producing pulses with a rise time of 9 ns and peak voltages in the range 7-20 kV into
a 100-200 Ω load impedance. As working gas, 99.999% pure helium is used.
Gatling sources are known to exhibit both an uncoupled and a coupled mode of
operation. A transition from uncoupled to coupled mode occurs changing gas flow rate
(GFR) from 8 slpm to 2 slpm, with a constant peak voltage (PV) of 28 kV and a 476
Hz pulse repetition frequency (PRF).
In the present work, effects of a Gatling plasma source for biomedical applications,
liquids decontamination and materials treatment are investigated, focusing
respectively on bacterial growth inhibition, reactive species production and material
properties modification. From the achieved results: a 60 s treatment of B. atrophaeus
enables different growth inhibition area for uncoupled and coupled mode; a relevant
production of reactive species is measured after the treatment of water and saline
solutions for both operating modes; a reduction of WCA is evaluated with respect to
pristine (107°) when treating for 1 s silicone films in uncoupled (77°) or coupled (50°)
mode.
Keywords
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Effect of Active Oxygen Species Generated by Low Pressure RF Oxygen
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Excessive active oxygen species cause the aging and diseases. The antioxidative
activity is bio-function which reduces active oxygens in living body and relates to the
cell activity. In this study, the regulation of the antioxidative activity of plants using an
oxygen plasma is observed, and the relationship between the antioxidative activity
and growth enhancement of plants is attempted to be clarified.
RF antenna set inside a vacuum chamber is constructed in a kind of wavy shape for
effective and spatially uniform generation of oxygen radicals. By the low pressure
oxygen plasma generated by RF power of 50 W, seeds of radish sprouts were
irradiated for 30 minutes. After the irradiation, seeds were cultivated by hydroponics
for about 4 days. Antioxidative activities of roots, stems and leaves of radish sprouts
were obtained from the absorbance of the DPPH (1,1-diphenyl-2-picrylhydrazyl)
wavelength of 570 nm using spectrophotometer. Moreover, Also, the relationship
between the antioxidative activity and generation of active oxygen species using the
emission spectrum of oxygen plasma was measured.
Tendencies of the antioxidative activity of each parts of radish sprouts is similar to that
of light emission intensity of excited oxygen molecule at wavelength of 761.9 nm.
From this fact, it is considered that excited oxygen molecule effects on cells of radish
sprouts. The antioxidative activity of leaves of radish sprouts was higher than that of
control, but that of roots and stems was lower than control. This was because leaves
have richer in antioxidative substances than roots and stems and it was revealed that
the antioxidative substances are produced in leaves.
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Recently, the growth enhancement of cell and microorganism by electrical pulses and
plasma irradiations have been investigated. Growth speed of plants is increased by
the plasma irradiation. If the growth enhancement of plant is elucidated, this is able to
help every study of agriculture and medicine drastically.
In this study, the growth enhancement effect of plant by plasma irradiation is
compared with that of the UV irradiation generated by excimer lamp. In plasma
irradiation experiment, two kind of plasma irradiation are employed, atmospheric
pressure plasma and low pressure plasma which produce singlet oxygen atom and
exited oxygen molecule, respectively. The seed of radish sprout is used as sample
plant because of its growth speed and ease of growth. In atmospheric pressure
plasma irradiation, the dielectric barrier discharge (DBD) is adopted. In UV light
irradiation experiment, two types of UV light with wavelength of 172 nm, 222 nm
generated by excimer lamp are utilized. After each irradiation, the seeds are spread
on cultivation pot and cultivated under dark condition using pure water at temperature
of 24 oC. After cultivation for 72 hour, the growth enhancement of radish sprouts was
evaluated by total length of sprouts and low pressure plasma irradiation is found to be
most effective for the growth enhancement. The UV light by excimer lamps is able to
generate large amount of ozone with the concentration of several hundred ppm. In
spite of that, the
total length of radish sprouts could not be brought the enhancement effect of that by
each wavelength.
Above results indicate that the growth enhancement would be arisen from generation
of singlet oxygen molecule by plasma irradiation.
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Thick and soft DLC coatings were deposited by PACVD with a DC pulsed discharge
on nitrided and non nitrided austenitic stainless steel. The films were characterized by
EDS and Raman, hardness was assessed with nanoindenter and the microstructure
was analyzed by Optical Microscopy, SEM and XRD. To evaluate the wear
resistance, pin on disk and abrasive wear tests were carried out. The adhesion was
evaluated using Scratch Test and Rockwell C Indentation test. Corrosion behavior
was evaluated by the Salt Spray Fog Test.
The films had high hydrogen content, over 40%, with a intensity ratio of the D and G
peaks of about 1.26 and a low ratio of C-C sp3 bonds. The film thickness was about
25-27 μm, the hardness was about 6 GPa and the Young’s Modulus was 36 GPa,
though it can be considered a soft a-C:H film.
In the pin on disc test, the friction coefficient under 0.59 GPa hertzian pressure with
alumina as counterpartl was 0.05 for teh only coated samples and 0.076 for the
duplex samples. These values resulted more than one order of magnitude smaller
than the friction coefficient in the only nitrided sample, which was of 0.65. In the
coated samples, the wear loss was impossible to measure.
In the abrasive test, mass loss was undetectable in both duplex and coated samples.
But indeed the wear track showed a bigger damage on the coated sample than on the
duplex one. The relative mass loss for nitrided sample compared with non-treated
material was about 50%.
With respect to adhesion, the critical load was higher in the duplex sample (27.25 N)
than in the only coated sample (16.3 N). Also in the Rockwell C indentation test (150
kg), the coating material surrounding the indentation was detached in both samples,
but in the duplex sample, the detachment area proved to be smaller than in the
coated sample.
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The Tribological Properties of Tungsten-doped Hydrogenated Diamond-like
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Tungsten-doped hydrogenated diamond like carbon film(W-C:H)can be a good
candidate for improving the tribological properties of mechanical components because
of their excellent mechanical, chemical and tribological properties. W-C:H films were
deposited by unbalanced magnetron sputtering (UBM) system using tungsten carbide
targets in Ar/C2H2atmosphere.Thetribologicalproperties of W-C:H films on40Cr steel,
9Cr18 stainless steel, GCr15 steel,titanium alloy Ti6Al4Vandaluminumalloy 2024AA
substratesin dry and PFPE grease lubrication conditionswere studied.
The films were characterized by structure, thickness, hardness, elastic modulus and
adhesion to the substrate with Raman spectrometer, surface profiler, nanoindentation
and nanoscratch tester. The friction and wear tests were carried out using CSM
tribometer instrument in a ball-on-disc configuration with sliding speed of 28.75 cm/s,
normal load of 5 N and limited revolutions of 7.5×104 laps.
The structure and mechanical propertie test result shows the films with 1μm thickness
have the typical DLC structure with a G peak at 1572 cm-1and a D peak at 1393
cm-1. And have high hardness 11.56 GPa, elastic modulus 128.34 GPa, and good
adhesion Lc 645mN. Friction and wear test shows substrate materials effect on the
friction and wear of W-C:H thin films in grease lubrication condition is less that that in
dry sliding condition. The tribological properties of W-C:H films can be improved
effectively in grease lubrication condition, the wear of the films can be reduced by
30%-75%. In this study, W-C:H thin films on 9Cr18 substrate have the lowest wear
rate of 1.71×10-7mm3N-1m-1in dry sliding, and on 40Cr substrate have the lowest
wear rate of 4.55×10-8 mm3 N-1m-1in grease lubrication condition.
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DLC coatings can combine high hardness with low friction. However, they are often
deposited with high levels of intrisic stress and display low adhesion resulting in poor
performance in severe conditions. A key challenge is to develop advanced DLC
coating systems capable of withstanding more demanding applications in the
automotive and cutting tool sectors. Designing coating architecture for enhanced
durability in highly loaded sliding contact relies on optimisation based on
"knowledge-based surface engineering and tribology" coming from the application of
insights from improved experimental techniques in combination with advanced
modelling tools. In this study multilayer DLC coatings were produced by PECVD on
M2 steel and their mechanical and tribological properties determined from
nanoindentation, nano-scratch and nano-fretting tests. The coating yield stress Y and
the coating elastic modulus E, and their ratio Y/E have been evaluated from analysis
of nanoindentation data. Thevalues ofY and E were not affected by the choice of
indentation depth confirming the robustness of the analytical approach. The Y/E ratio
was incorporated into a global increment wear model [1] based on the effective
indenter concept to simulate the experimental nano-fretting data. Lower Y/E coatings
showed reduced wear resistance in the nano-fretting test but higher critical load to
failure in the nano-scratch test. Evaluating the evolution of the stress field during the
tests and extracting the wear parameters can provide key insights into which
properties really control the progression of the damage processes during the
nano-/micro-scale tribological tests and can be used to optimise the coating
architecture to minimise wear.
[1] www.siomec.de/pubs/2013/001
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Hydrogen-free tetrahedral amorphous diamond-like carbon (ta-C) coatings have high
wear resistance, low friction coefficients, good chemical inertness, and good thermal
stability. Many applications of the ta-C coatings have been developed recently,
including engineering components, pressing and forming tools, and cutting tools.
However, low adhesion strength and high surface roughness of the ta-C coatings are
challenging issues for forming and cutting applications of nonferrous materials. For
instance, partial delamination and unevenness of the ta-C coatings cause early
build-up of the work material on the cutting edges during processing of aluminum and
copper. Moreover, adhesion of the ta-C coatings is generally enhanced by introducing
metallic and/or ceramic under layers between the base metal and the coating.
Likewise, surface roughness is improved by the plasma filtering technology or
mechanical post treatments. The purpose of this study is to deposited smooth and
well-adhered ta-C coatings and to study mechanical and surface properties of the
ta-C coatings. In this study, ta-C coatings were deposited using a T-shaped filtered
arc cathodic deposition system and their properties were investigated. Particularly,
nanohardness, surface roughness, adhesion strength, wear resistance, and thermal
stability of the ta-C coatings were evaluated. In addition, Raman spectra, hydrogen
content, and SP2/SP3 ratio of the deposited ta-C coatings were reported. Furthermore,
high adhesion of the coatings was achieved by controlling the deposition parameters
of the coatings. It was found that the T-shaped filtered arc deposition can provide very
smooth and well adhered ta-C coatings.
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Nowadays Diamond-like Carbon films have become one of the most frequently used
way to increase wear resistance and, at the same time, decrease the friction
coefficient of a very large variety of components, not only in the Automotive industry
and for Racing competitions but also in other fields of the industrial manufacturing,
ranging from the mould engineering to several machining applications. The high
surface hardness of this amorphous film together with the very low deposition
temperatures are some of the key factors of the large success of this kind of coating.
These are the basis that have driven Lafer SpA (Italy) to develop its own structure of
DLC coating by investigating the effects of process parameters on mechanical
properties of the film, namely: hardness, elastic modulus and friction coefficient.
The study has been carried out varying the most important PECVD process
parameters: bias current, precursor flow, coil current and table rotation speed.
Coatings have been performed at Lafer’s plant using a standard production PECVD
unit and the physical characteristics of each film have been investigated through
different techniques, directly performed inside Lafer’s laboratory, on HSS coated
samples, providing absolute and comparative results.
The results have revealed that the most influent value consists in the bias current,
which variation induces a significant modification of the hardness and the elastic
indentation module of the amorphous layer, however maintaining similar adhesion
and friction coefficient values. The contribution of other process parameters in
modification of the mechanical properties of the coating can be considered negligible.
Nevertheless an accurate investigation of coating process shows that each parameter
is important for plasma behaviour and deposition rate. These parameters have to be
tuned to find the optimal combination for a specific table loading setup.
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Recently, with increasing demands for energy saving by friction reduction and lifetime
extension by wear reduction, the application of DLC (Diamond-Like Carbon) is
spreading gradually and steadily. Plasma CVD is one of the promising manufacturing
methods of DLC due to its excellent capability for coating 3-dimensional shapes;
however, its coating speed is typically not so high, ~1 μm/h due to the use of
low-density (ne~108−1010 cm−3) DC or RF plasma. For further increase of the coating
speed, we have proposed an ultra-high-speed DLC coating at over 100 μm/h
employing much higher-density plasma (ne~1011−1013 cm−3), which is sustained by
microwave propagation along plasma-sheath interface. In this work, we investigated
the effect of atomic composition of DLC film on the deposition rate and hardness in
such ultra-high-speed DLC coating. Si-containing a-C:H films (one type of DLC) were
deposited on steel substrates by different 2 methods: DC plasma and
microwave-excited high-density near plasma, or our newly proposed method, where
the gas composition of Ar, CH4, C2H2, and TMS, and the duty ratio of microwave and
substrate bias were changed. Note that the substrate bias was fixed to be −500 V. For
example, under the same condition except microwave injection, the deposition rate
and hardness of the DLC deposited by DC plasma were 2.5 μm/h and 11.8 GPa,
respectively; while the deposition rate and hardness of the DLC deposited by
microwave-excited high-density near plasma were 156 μm/h and 20.8 GPa,
respectively. The atomic composition of the films was evaluated by XPS for C, O, and
Si, and RBS-ERDA for H/C ratio. Within the range of our results, the hardness films
were almost linearly decreased from 6 to 22 GPa with decreasing hydrogen content
from 45% to 22%, being independent from the composition of C and Si.
(Acknowledgement: This work was supported partially by a "Grant for Advanced
Industrial Technology Development (No. 11B06004d)" in 2011-2015 from the NEDO
of Japan.)
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The superior tribological behavior of diamond-like carbon (DLC) is responsible for the
increasing use of such coatings. Especially tetrahedral amorphous bonded carbon
(ta-C) films, a hydrogen free type of DLC, become more important during the last
years. Due to the extraordinary high wear resistance and the low friction coefficient
even under dry lubrication conditions ta-C coatings are a perfect answer for
tribological demands. With the progress of coating technology for industrial scale
production of ta-C these coatings increasingly find their way into applications on
sliding components and tools. The laser-arc technology has qualified for the
production of ta-C films in industrial scale with well-adhering films of thicknesses
ranging from a few nanometers up to more than ten microns. Nevertheless, the macro
particle induced coating roughness is a major issue for some tribological applications.
The defect density can be drastically suppressed by using a plasma filtering unit in the
laser-arc deposition system. However, also the deposition rate is reduced by the
plasma filter. In this contribution an adjustable filter installation is described which
allows for high filter transparency accepting a moderate defect density or
extraordinary low defect densities at lower filter transparency. The work concentrated
on the variation of the filter settings to investigate plasma transparency vs. defect
density of the deposited ta-C films. The topography of deposited ta-C films was
measured by white light interferometry (WLI) to get information of specific roughness
parameters. The specific coating topography, depending on different filter settings and
also the influence of the metallic interlayer will be discussed. Besides the defect
density also the hardness and sp3-content of the coatings were varied by different
deposition parameters of the filtered laser-arc process. Very different coatings from
graphite-like a-C up to nearly diamond like ta-C were deposited. The effect on
selected coating characteristics e.g. roughness, Young´s modulus and residual stress
of these coatings will be discussed.
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ta-C
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Dynamic and isothermal oxidation behaviour of HIPIMS deposited Mo-W doped
carbon-based coating
Paranjayee Mandal1, Papken Hovsepian1, Arutiun Ehiasarian1, Ruud Jacobs2, Dave
Doerwald2, Roel Titema2
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Wear resistant, low friction and thermally stable tribological coatings are in high
demand for enhancing the overall tribological performance of the moving engine
parts. A very essential characteristic of such coatings is to retain their stability at high
temperature in both dry and lubricated conditions. The current research addressed
the development ofMo-W doped carbon-based coatings deposited by combined
HIPIMS and UBM technique and their performancein dry atmosphere at high
temperature. Thermo gravimetric tests were carried out on three coatings with
different metal concentrations (10.5%,17.8% and 20%) in order to study the dynamic
oxidation behaviour upto 1000°C. Inthe same experiment, astandard PACVD
deposited hydrogenated DLC coating was used as a benchmark. The Mo-W doped
carbon-based coatings showed relatively high thermal stability (first evidence of
oxidation at ~500°C), whereas the hydrogenated DLC coating deteriorated the
protection properties after 380°C. Based on this behaviour, the Mo-W doped
carbon-based coatings were further subjected to isothermal oxidation tests from
400°C – 800°C depicting the initial stages of oxidation. The phase composition of
oxidised samples was examined using XRD, EDX and Raman spectroscopy. The
XRD and EDX analyses revealed that the coating with high metal content (20%)
initiated oxidation at 400°C, whereas the other coatings showed the beginning of
oxidation at 500°C. The stainless steel substrate was exposed for all coatings when
heated to 600°C.The metal carbides (CrxCy) were formed due to internal diffusion
with further rise in temperature (800°C). The prominent D and G phonon bands were
observedup to 700°C forthe coating with lower metal content (10.5%) due to
availability of free carbon in the coating. However, the ID/IG ratio was reduced at high
temperature indicating a change in the bonding structure of graphitic phase. The
coatings with higher metal content (17.8% and 20%) showed the graphitic bands upto
500°C but they disappeared with further rise in temperature indicating the
transformation to metal oxide phases.
Keywords
HIPIMS deposited Mo-W doped carbon-based coating
Oxidation resistance
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Carbon coatings for particle accelerators.
Wil Vollenberg, Sergio Calatroni, Pedro Costa-Pinto, Mauro Taborelli
CERN, Geneva, Switzerland
wil.vollenberg@cern.ch

Thin carbon films are finding several applications in the
vacuum systems of high energy particle accelerators.
The Electron Cloud (EC) phenomenon, a complex resonant
phenomenon of multipacting electrons inducing surface outgassing which degrades
the vacuum in a particle accelerator, is one of the main limitations of the
beam intensity in accelerators of positively charged particles (e.g. the LHC at
CERN). In order to reduce the EC effects CERN is developing thin carbon films
with low Secondary Electron Yield (SEY) to coat the internal surface of UHV
beampipes. Several deposition techniques have been tested: Direct Current
Cylindrical Magnetron Sputtering (DCCMS) and Direct Current Hollow Cathode
Sputtering (DCHCS). The performances of the carbon coatings of the different
technologies will be presented.
High intensity beams can also induce RF heating of several
accelerator components, which may reach high temperatures leading to instable
conditions for the beam. Heat
dissipation of these components in UHV happens mainly by radiation. Thin carbon
films deposited by Direct Current Magnetron Sputtering (DCMS) with high
emissivity, smooth surfaces and low outgassing are ideally suited to increase
heat exchange in the accelerator environment. Characterization results will be
presented.
Keywords
Magnetron sputtering
carbon thin films
secondary electron yield
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Deposition of DLC layers on steel substrates by mid-frequency PACVD in a roll
to roll process
Florin Duminica, Alain Daniel
CRM Group, Liège, Belgium
Florin.Duminica@crmgroup.be
Diamond-like carbon films (DLC) are suitable coatings for high wear-resistance and
low friction applications. The most common method for the DLC-films deposition is
plasma activated chemical vapour deposition (PACVD) process with radio frequency
(13.56 MHz). This process implementation for large industrial roll to roll applications
on metallic substrates is expensive and technically difficult because it involves
self-bias voltages. We report in this paper the deposition of DLC coatings on steel
substrates by a specific roll to roll dual PACVD process using mid-frequency (40 to
150 KHz) power supplies. The physico-chemical characterization and in use
properties of the DLC layers are presented and discussed in relation with the process
characteristics.
Keywords
PACVD
roll to roll
DLC
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Development of Metal containing DLC film for High Performance of Bipolar
Plates
KWANG HOON CHOI1, Bo Kyung Kim2, Ji Youn Seo2, Woong Pyo Hong2, In Woong
Lyo2
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Recently, the issue of the various researches is to develop the metallic bipolar plate
for PEMFC with low cost and high functionality. These studies were performed on a
metallic plate using stainless steel with excellent corrosion resistance, mechanical
property and ease of manufacture. However, it is dissolved under fuel cell operating
conditions. Dissolved ions contaminate a membrane electrode assembly and metal
oxide on the surface of stainless steel increases the contact resistance in the fuel cell.
To solve this problem, the surface treatment is needed. Therefore In this study, We
have deposited titanium containing diamond like carbon film in order to avoid these
problems and to satisfy the functional characteristics.Deposition of Ti containing DLC
films has been investigated in a RF plasma enhanced CVD process using
metal-organic source on the SUS316L. The film was found to be composed of
amorphous titanium oxide, nano crystalline titanium carbide and titanium nitride
embedded in an amorphous hydrogenated DLC matrix. Each phase ratio in the DLC
matrix was dependent on the process parameter such as gas flow ratios, process
pressure, source power and temperature. The effect of deposition parameters on the
properties of the Ti-DLC films were characterized with respect to their morphology,
microstructure, chemical composition and mechanical properties by scanning electron
microscopy (SEM), atomic force microscopy (AFM), X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy
(XPS) and nano-indentation studies, respectively. Finally high conductivity and
corrosion resistance of the resulting coating is a reasonably possible candidate for
bipolar plate for PEMFC.
Keywords
PECVD
Metal Organic Precusor
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Mechanical and tribologycal properties of Si-DLC coatings deposited by a
combined high power impulse magnetron sputtering/pulsed DC magnetron
sputtering (HIPIMS/PDMS) technology
Teng Fei Zhang, Kwang Ho Kim
Pusan National University, Busan, South Korea
tfzhang@pusan.ac.kr
Diamond like carbon (DLC) has been well known as a material with high hardness,
high wear resistance and low friction coefficients, which makes it excellent coating
candidate in many industrial applications like fuel injection, valvetrain-, and
piston-systems. In this study, silicon-containing DLC coatings (Si-DLC) with
monolayer and nanoscale multilayer structures were deposited by a combined high
power impulse magnetron sputtering and pulsed DC magnetron sputtering
(HIPIMS/PDMS) technology. The Si content was controlled by altering the applied
PDMS power on Si target and the bilayer thickness of Si-DLC/DLC were controlled by
PDMS power on/off time. The effects of Si content in monolayer coating system and
bilayer thickness in nanolayer system on the mechanical and tribologycal properties of
the Si-DLC films were investigated. The behavior of Si-DLC coatings at elevated
temperatures was also characterized.
Keywords
Si-DLC coating
Nanolayer
HIPIMS
Mechanical properties
Tribologycal properties
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The influence of silicon additions and substrate biasing parameters on the
hardness and wear rate of DLC coatings
Susan Field, Joanne Hampshire, Hailin Sun, Kevin Cooke
Teer Coatings Ltd., Miba Coating Group, Droitwich, United Kingdom
skfield@blueyonder.co.uk
Diamond-like Carbon (DLC) coatings have been used for some years within the
motorsport industry to improve the life and performance of components such as piston
pins, tappets, camshafts and crankshafts. A high surface hardness > 2000 GPa and a
low surface roughness Ra ≤0.05 are typically requested in combination with low wear
rates, and low friction coefficients for maximum efficiency. In addition, other factors
may be important such as colour indicators of high wear or ease of stripping to
reclaim expensive parts. Closed field unbalanced magnetron sputtering produces high
quality low friction coatings with good adhesion to a variety of substrate materials.
DLC (a-C:H:Me) coatings were produced by sputtering carbon combined with high
flow rates of hydrocarbon gas to produce hard, electrically insulating coatings on top
of TiN based underlayers in a single process. Substrate bias pulsing conditions (pulse
width and frequency) were used to optimise coating hardness. Silicon is recognised in
the literature as a dopant to improve the thermal characteristics of DLC, hence
co-sputtered silicon was introduced and its relative composition varied to find optimum
wear rates.
Keywords
DLC
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Structural and mechanical properties of organosilicon films deposited on
stainless steel substrates
Marcelo Costa1, Neileth Stand2, Erika Ochoa2, Fernando Freire2
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Some of the properties of diamond like carbon (DLC) such as high hardness, wear
resistance and low friction coefficient makes it a material with a lot of applications as a
protective coating in our society (ex.: protective coating for hard disks, blades, etc).
Despite of the exceptional properties of DLC, the adhesion on stainless steel is poor.
One route to improve the adhesion is the usage of a thin buffer layer film of silicon
using silane as a precursor gas. Silane is an inflammable gas in contact with the air. It
increases the potential of accident if some leakage occurs. Others elements can be
incorporated into the DLC structural matrix to improve some properties, like fluorine to
increase the hydrophobicity and reduce the friction coefficient and silicon to reduce
the internal stress.
In this work we studied thin films of organosilicon deposited by rf-PECVD (radio
frequency plasma enhanced chemical vapor deposition) on stainless steel substrates
(ISO306L) using hexamethyldisiloxane (HMDSO) and hexamethyldisilazane
(HDMSN) as precursors. Both precursors are in liquid state in room temperature and
atmospheric pressure. In low pressure, it is possible to grow films using these liquids.
The films were deposited in several self-bias and two substrate temperature (27ºC
and 300ºC), keeping the deposition pressure constant at 1 Pa and base pressure in
10-4Pa. Atomic force microscopy, Raman spectroscopy, profilometer measurements
and nanoindentation were used to study the mechanical and structural properties. The
results indicate that temperature is an important factor: films grown in low temperature
have low adhesion in stainless steel substrates and they are more polymer like; but
films grown in 300ºC have good adhesion and the hardness obtained was of the order
of 22 GPa. Also a duplex treatment was employed with these films to verify the
possibility to use them as a buffer layer to deposit DLC films.
The results show that HMDSO and HMDSN films deposited by rf-PECVD can be
potential candidates as a protective coating on stainless steel surfaces due to their
mechanical properties.
Keywords
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Electrical Properties of Thin Carbon Films Deposited by Plasma Enhanced CVD
Nasibe Saberi Pirooz1, marzieh Abbasi-Firouzjah2, Nima Arjmandi3, Samane GHafuri4,
Marjan SHahpanah3, Seyed-Iman Hoseini5, Babak SHokri6
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The structure of carbon films is usually mixture of sp2 and sp3 hybridized C–C bonds.
During the film deposition by plasma enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD)
method, the composition of gas mixture and power can be changed and lead to a
change of the ratio between the concentrations of inclusions with sp2 or sp3 of bonds
in carbon films. In this study the thin carbon films were deposited on the silicon
dioxide and p-type silicon substrates. The method of PECVD were used to deposite
films . A mixture of hydrogen and acetylene was used for deposition of films. The films
were deposited in capacitively coupled radio-frequency (13.56 MHz) plasma system
powered between 100-400 W at relatively low temperature. In addition the effects of
applied RF power, gas flow ratio and type of substrate were investigated. The
chemical structure was studied by fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) in
reflectance mode. The composition and intensity of sp2 and sp3 bonds in carbon films
were determined by analyzing laser raman spectroscopy (LRS). The thickness was
measured by elipsometery and four point probe showed electrical properties of the
films. The band gap of the films was calculated by UV-vis spectroscopy .The optical
emission spectroscopy (OES) data showed the correlation between the chemical
species produced in the plasma and the H content of the films. The various films with
thick smaller than 200nm were deposited. The deposited films showed increasing
ratio of sp2/sp3 band that decreased electrical resistivity and band gap. The sheet
resistance of thin carbon films decreased about 10 kΩ/□ by the applied RF power, gas
flow ratio and type of substrate.
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Thermal Degradation of DLC Coatings
Julia Wöckel1, Andreas Benkenstein2, Matthias Müller2, Steffen Rath2, Martin
Keunecke3
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This study investigates the thermal degradation of silicon doped diamond-like carbon
(DLC) coatings in dependence on their silicon content and distribution.
The coatings were deposited onto substrates of stainless steel by PACVD with a
precursor gas mixture of acetylene and tetramethylsilane. The layer properties (i)
thickness, (ii) hardness, (iii) topography and (iv) composition were examined before
and after thermal annealing up to 450°C in ambient air.
The thickness of the non-doped a-C:H coatings decreased with increasing annealing
temperature. This undesired effect, however, was inhibited by silicon doping over the
entire temperature range up to 450°C. Another effect of the silicon doping was an
increase of the micro hardness of the annealed samples.
Nodule-like growth defects of the PVD chromium bond coat were detected via SEM
methods. Those defects were found (as well known) to be the growth origin of larger
nodules surrounded by micro cracks that eventually form cracks through the entire
coating thickness from the interface to the top. The thermal degradation of the a-C:H
coatings starts circularly at those nodules, likely due to the enhanced access of
oxygen via the crack network. This specific appearance of coating degradation was
significantly inhibited in a-C:H:Si coatings.
As a consequence of the positive effect of silicon doping and the negative influence of
chromium nodules on the thermal stability, further coatings were deposited without
metallic PVD bond coat but based on PACVD bond coat made of tetramethylsilane.
The combination of silicon-based bond coat and a-C:H:Si coating further improved the
thermal stability. The possible cause effects of the silicon doping are discussed in the
paper.
Keywords
silicon doped DLC
thermal annealing
PACVD
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Enhanced nitriding mechanism based on nitrogen interaction in austenitic
stainless steels
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The enhanced nitrogen diffusion in the Fe-Cr-Ni austenitic stainless steels at a
moderate process temperature of about 400 oC was modeled using a nonlinear
kinetics theory for interstitial diffusion in nonuniform system, in order to explore a
novel mechanism of enhanced mass transfer during the nitrogen-modified processes,
such as gaseous/plasma nitriding, and nitrogen ion beam implantation and
plasma-based nitrogen ion implantation at higher temperatures. A nonlinear kinetic
model for the nitrogen transport in the γN phases was developed according to the
nonlinear diffusion theory of interstitial atoms in nonuniform system of the interstitial
interaction from Martin’s deterministic expression and Hillert’s sublattice theory. The
nitrogen concentration-depth profiles on the nitrided austenitic stainless steel were
simulated by the nonlinear kinetic model for nitrogen transport, which were in good
agreement with the experimental results. The nitrogen diffusion process in the γN
phases from the different nitrogen-modified processes was well reproduction with a
set of essential parameters, as VNN = 0.041 eV, EA = 1.01 eV, D0 = 4.7´10-9 m2/s, and
cc = 50 at.%. The nitrogen transport in the γN phases was compared between the
various nitrogen-modified Fe-Cr-Ni austenitic stainless steels.
Keywords
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METAL SURFACE MODIFICATION BY THE JOINT IMPACT OF IONIZED
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The report presents the results of studies of changes in the structure, phase
composition, mechanical and operational properties of the surface of metal products
due to the impact of pulsed flow of ionizedgas and pulsed electric discharge. In the
prototype of the industrial installation detonation products of gas mixture of propane,
butane, oxygen, nitrogen are additionally heated up by the discharge of the 1000
microfarad capacity with voltage of up to 3500 V. Pulsed flow of ionized gas having
temperature of up to 12000 K together with the pulsed electric discharge having a
current density of up to 10000 A/cm2 produce a manifold impact on the surface
including the thermal impact with power density of up to 107 W/cm2, chemical impact,
electromagnetic impact (stength of magnetic field up to 4*105A/m) and mechanical
impact. Pulse duration is up to 10-3s, pulse frequency is up to 5 Hz. Modification of the
surface layer takes place at the depth of up to 60 microns and includs the following
processes: (1) recrystallization with the formation of nano-crystalline and submicron
structures; (2) alloyingof the surface with the elements present in the ionized gas flow
(W, Mo, Co, Al, Cu, Ti, N2); and (3) chemical reactions with the formation of metal
carbides (WC, W2C, W3Co3C) and intermetallic compounds (Co7W6, Co3W, Fe7Mo6).
The proposed method of surfaces modifying is higihly effective fortool steels, hard
alloys, high-strength cast iron (the wear resistance of tool steels increases from 2 to 4
times). The metod is energy saving and is characterized by high productivity (the
productivity of the prototype is 0.2 m2/h, electric power 20 kW, propane+butane
consumtion is 0.35 m3/h, total consumtion of gases is 3 m3/h). Experiments with
different metal surfaces (including steels and alloys) have been conducted to produce
relevant statistics for working out industrial technological procedures.
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Atmospheric plasmadynamic system in thermal spraying and hardening
technology
Yuri Chivel
MerPhotonics, Saint Etienne, France
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Progress in the area of thermal spraying requires the use of new methods of particles
acceleration than as modern devices which use a chemical energy.
Electromagnetic plasmadynamic systems (EMAPS) are one of the most promising
systems for a number of applications: thermal spraying, surface modifications. These
systems have advantages - large action spots, up to ten square centimeters and
combined thermal and shock action. These systems are able to accelerate micron
particles to speeds of 2 km/s or more.
A new two-stage electromagnetic plasmadynamic system with the first stage in the
form of a three DC plasma torch with power 7 kW and plasma flow temperature ~
8000 К at atmospheric pressure, and with the second stage in a form of a coaxial
plasma accelerator has been devised. At the exit of the accelerator, a large-diameter
underexpanded plasma flow is formed which is characterized by high velocity as great
as 3 – 5·103 m/s with the diameter of plasma flow up to 2 -3 cm. As working gas of DC
torch nitrogen or air is used with a small amount of argon. The plasma flows with
duration 200-300 µs and plasma temperature recorded by the method of relative
intensities of the spectral lines of Ar ranges up to 1,5·103 K were obtained.
Frequencies up to 1-4 Hz were realized at energy of pulsed flow 6 - 24 kJ.
The results of the use of this source for the acceleration of particles (10-30 μm) and
coating as well as for surface hardening of tooling are presented and discussed.
Keywords
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The Effect of Corona Plasma Discharge Radiation on The Atmospheric
Conditions for The Growth Of Mangrove ((Rhizopora Apiculata) Propagules
which Planted In Mangrove Forests
Zaenul Muhlisin1, Sugeng Sugeng2, Arthur Warhaby2, Sapto Purnomo Putro2
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Growth of mangrove propagules, they have been irradiated with glow corona plasma
discharge, has been observed in the mangrove forests located in the village of Ujung
Alang , District Kampung Laut, Cilacap , Central Java, Indonesia. Irradiation used
electrode that have geometry point-plane. Electrodes made from stainless stainless
and electrode point amount 63. Point electrode is as anode and plane electrod is as
cathode. At the time of irradiation, mangrove propagules placed on the cathode.
Irradiation was performed for a group, where each group contained 10 mangrove
propagules for 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 35, 40, 45, 50 minutes. Mangrove propagules,
that have been irradiated, were planted in mangrove forests. Observations at the age
of 2, 4, and 6 months after implantation were showed that plant height, number of
leaves, leaf area, wet weight and dry weight of plants mangroves that have been
irradiated showed differences when compared with mangrove without irradiation
treatment. Mangrove propagules, which were irradiated for 35 minutes, experienced
the most rapid growth, the number of leaves at most and leaf width is the greatest
than other.
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Ion-ion plasma assisted deposition of nano-pored and semiconductor films in
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Recently it was shown that film deposition in SF6 ion-ion plasma is very sensitive to
the polarity of the incoming ions. The present paper is devoted to the investigation of
the film deposition process when a Cu substrate is bombarded by positive ion,
negative ion or alternate ion-ion fluxes. The research was focused on the investigation
of the films deposition on copper since this is a material commonly used for electrode
systems and different plasma diagnostics manufacturing. A source of almost ideal
ion-ion plasma (known as PEGASES) is used to create pure ion flows (the ratio
between the negative ion and electron density is close to 3000). A special probe is
made for the simultaneous deposition of the films with different structure. The
deposition process is investigated by measuring positive and negative ion currents to
the substrates, and plasma parameters using the Langmuir probe. It is shown that the
current flowing through the electrode affected by positive ion flow does not
significantly changes in time while the current of the electrode bombarded by negative
ions decreases rapidly within the first minutes of the deposition. Fast recovering of the
surface conductivity by changing polarity of the incoming ions is observed. SEM
imaging of the substrate after deposition in ion-ion plasma shows that semiconductor
film with nano-scale pores is created when the substrate is affected by negative ion
flow, besides these pores are transparent for the ions. The explanation for such film
formation is given based on the electrical breakdown processes due to semiconductor
surface charging. Different applications are proposed for the controlled deposition
from ion-ion plasmas varying from Li-sulphur rechargeable batteries manufacturing
and nanofluidics issues to the applications for microelectronics. The problems of the
probe measurements and electrodes cleaning in SF6 ion-ion plasmas are also
discussed.
This work was supported by a Marie Curie International Incoming Fellowships within
the 7th European Community Framework.
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High current metal ion sources are utilized for large surface irradiation and
implantation such as in semiconductor, medical or optical industry. For this purpose, a
new ion source prototype was developed, which combines magnetron sputter
technology with ECR ion source technology – a so called magnetron ECR ion source
- MECRIS. In this an inverted cylindrical magnetron sputter device is acting as a metal
atom source. The MECRIS is working at 2.45 GHz microwave frequency and it is
designed to provide metal ions with energies of up to 30 keV at a beam current of
about 20 mA. MECRIS technology is representing a new approach to produce high
intensity metal ion beams, covering a wide range of elements. In principal, there is no
limitation to the cathode material, and hence to the extractable metal ion species.
Prove of principal experiments were carried out with an Al sputter target. The talk will
give an overview of solutions that had to be found for a proper combination of
magnetron sputter technology and ECR ion source technology as well as first
experimental results concerning magnetron operation at ECR magnetic mirror field
onditions. Optical spectroscopy and Langmuir probe measurements show an increase
in electron density by one order of magnitude, when the magnetron is operated within
the ECR ion source magnetic mirror field. Electron density enhancement is also
indicated by magnetron plasma emission photography with a CCD camera.
Furthermore, photographs visualize the formation of a localized loss-cone-area, when
the magnetron is operated at magnetic mirror field conditions. The magnetron
supplies a metal atom load rate of at least 1E18 atoms/s for Al, which is necessary to
produce a milliamp Al+- ion beam.
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Gas injection mode of plasma process control during the coatings deposition
with the use of pulsed methods
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The article describes the effects of a novel mode of exciting and control plasma during
the coatings deposition [1]. As it was stated before [2] as a consequence of the “gas”
mode of the plasma process control during the IPD [3] surprisingly good results of the
antiabrassive properties of the TiN coatings deposited on tools were found. The
results of the present studies indicate the intense impulse plasma interaction with the
surface of the unheated substrate. As a consequence of the defects generation the
mixing zone of the plasma and substrate atoms is created at the very surface area.
The GIMS [1] has been lately implemented by us to the industry for coatings
deposition on the on the large size panes glass (2000x3000 mm) used next for
windows production and on the floor or wall ceramic tiles. In both cases titanium oxide
coatings were deposited on completely unheated substrates with the use linear
magnetrons with a length of 220 mm. The most important effect of the use of our
novel GIMS technology was a significant improvement coatings adhesion as
compared to standard PMS (Pulse Magnetron Sputtering). Adhesion examination
done in accordance with PN -EN ISO 10545-7:2000 standard showed that the plates
were characterized by abrasion class 2 (out of 4 classes, the higher the better ) which
means that that the tiles can be applied as floor tiles.
1. K.
Zdunek, K. Nowakowska-Langier, R. Chodun, J. Dora: Surf.Coat.Techn,
228(2013)S367;
2. K.
Zdunek, K. Nowakowska-Langier, R. Chodun, M. Kupczyk, P. Siwak:
Vacuum,
(2010)163;
3. K.
Zdunek: Surf. Coat. Techn., 201(2007)4813;
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Plasma processing is widely used technology for etching, coating, activation,
cleaning, removal, sputtering, sterilization etc. in fields such as electronics,
aerospace, automotive, bio-medicine or environmental engineering. The atmospheric
pressure plasma is becoming more and more attractive for obvious reasons related to
flexibility and processing without vacuum leading to new capable plasma sources.
Most of these plasma sources have a DBD (discharges with dielectric barriers)
configuration the others DBE (Discharges with Bare Electrodes) having the electrodes
in contact with plasma. In this work we present two atmospheric plasma sources
developed with the same form factor design and discharge volume, but with different
discharge configuration, one DBD and the other DBE. Both are powered by RF power
(13.56 MHz) and use argon gas for discharge. These two sources were made in order
to make a well comparison of DBD/DBE for efficiency in the production of active
species, the ability for processing (modification of polymers wettability and
decomposition of chemicals in water) and to compare the plasma jets in term of
spatial extension-along flow axis and in the lateral direction. The differences between
the two sources will be highlighted by the operating range according to the RF power
and mass gas flow, on the one hand and on the other hand by breakdown values, I-V
characteristics, discharge impedance, RF power absorbed in discharge, density of
electrons and by the optically emission spectra with spatial resolution. We will also
present the results of efficiency of changing wettability on polymeric materials
(PMMA).
Acknowledgements:The financial support of the Ministry of National Education
National Authority for Scientific Research Financing contract:
PN-II-RU-PD-2012-3-0583 44/30.04.2013 is gratefully acknowledged.
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Implantation of TiN nanoparticles to improve bipolar plate of fuel cells using a
3kJ plasma focus device
Morteza Habibi, Reza Amrollahi, Malihe Omrani
Amirkabir University of Technology, Tehran, Iran
mortezahabibi@gmail.com
In this study we report the results of tithanium nitride ions implantation into the
SS316L samples as bipolar plates by a 4 kJ Plasma Focus facility operated with
nitrogen gas in order to improve the corrosion resistance and electrical conductivity of
samples. X-ray diffraction results reveal the formation of a nanocrystalline titanium
nitride coating on the surface of substrates. The interfacial contact resistance of
samples is measured, and the results show that the conductivity of samples increase
after coating. The electrochemical results show that the corrosion resistances are
significantly improved when TiN films are deposited into SS316L substrate. The
corrosion potential of the TiN coated samples increases compared with that of the
bare SSI316L and corrosion currents decrease in TiN implanted samples. Scanning
Electron Microscopy indicates changes in surface morphology before and after
potentiostatic test. The thickness of coated layer which is obtained by cross sectional
SEM is about 19 mm.
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TiN ion implantation
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Comparison Study on Performance of Vacuum Tribology of Aerospace Bearing
Steel Using PIII with Different Implanted Ion Formulas
zhao jiang1, Hui Zhou2, Jun Zheng2
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As a pivotal moving part of the momentum wheel applying to control the position
accuracy and working life of three-axis stabilized satellite, B7004 bearing is used to
support the main rotating shaft and usually works at quite higher speed from 3000 to
6000 rpm. The tribological performance of surface layer directly affects the service life
of the bearing. Plasma Immersion Ion Implantation (PIII) technology can prepare
uniform wear resistance layer on complex shape surface, so it is a promising method
to improve the service life of the B7004 bearing.
Single and dual ion implantation types with different ion formulas are carried on the
9Cr18Mo steel samples which mainly used as the material to fabricate B7004 bearing.
The performance of vacuum tribology of the samples are evaluated by XPS,
nano-indentation, ball-on-disc and surface profile tester. At the same time, impact
parameter of implantation are simulated by TRIM program. It has been found that: (1)
The modified effect of single N implantation is very significant, and the simulation
results are consistent with test. (2) After 9Cr18Mo samples implanted with 5 different
ion formulas, the hardness and wear resistance have been enhanced, while the effect
of dual implantation is better than single implantation. (3) Compare with other ion
formulas, Ti+N dual implanted sample show the highest hardness 13.97GPa, elastic
modulus 375GPa, and the substrate trace is narrow and shallow. Meanwhile, with a
smooth friction curve, small surface roughness and best wear resistance under
grease lubrication condition, the friction coefficient has a minimum at 0.07. The main
reason is that the implanted layer forms hard and wear-resistant phases, so the
metallicity is weaken and the friction and wear mechanism is changed from
devastating adhesive wear into mild abrasive wear.
Keywords
PIII
9Cr18Mo
bearing steel
vacuum tribology
fiction and wear
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EFFECTS OF THE RADIUS OF CONDUCTING TUBE ON THE IMPLANTED ION
DEPTH DURING PLASMA IMMERSION ION IMPLANTATION IN ExB FIELDS
ELVER JUAN DE DIOS MITMA PILLACA, MARIO UEDA, ATAIDE DA SILVA
JUNIOR
NATIONAL INSTITUTE FOR SPACE RESEARCH, SÃO JOSE DOS CAMPOS, Brazil
elver.mitma@plasma.inpe.br
Plasma immersion ion implantation (PIII) is an efficient method for samples surface
modification. Currently, PIII has received much scientific and industrial interest due to
the fact that it is appropriate to treat components possessing irregular shape (2D or
3D dimensions). However, treatment of work-pieces with concave geometry, such as
conducting tubes, is difficult, not resulting in good implantation. Hence, the PIII
treatment in the inner walls of tubes is a big challenge to date. Theoretical studies
have shown that this problem is caused by the decreasing of the electric potential
which is related to geometrical aspects. Recent work has shown that the incorporation
of a grounded auxiliary electrode (AE) inside the tube maximizes the potential drop,
thereby improving the energy of the accelerated ions for implantation. In this study,
the effect of tube radius on the ion implanted depth during PIII in ExB fields was
investigated. For this goal, tubes with diameters of 0.04-meter and 0.115-meter in two
arrangements: a) tube with AE and b) tube without AE, were used. Silicon samples
were placed in the inner side of the tube surface for the implantation tests. In order to
produce the required magnetic field, the PIII vacuum chamber was equipped with a
magnetic coil system, where a magnetic field of about 60 G in the center of the tube
was generated. A negative voltage of 5 kV, 20µs, 400 Hz was applied to the tube at
nitrogen gas pressure of 2.0 Pa. Finally, silicon samples were analyzed after
implantation by using Auger Electron Spectroscopy. Our results show a slightly larger
ion implanted depth in tubes with AE than that one without AE. These results are
more evident in tubes with smaller diameter where a clear effect of the magnetic field
on plasma was noted.
Keywords
PIII in ExB fields
Plasma immersion ion implantation
PIII in tube
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Optimization of PIII processing using the batch mode treatment in AISI 304
stainless steel to improve surface mechanical properties in aerospace
component applications
Ataide Silva, Mario Ueda, Jose Osvaldo Rossi, Elver J. D. Mitma Pillaca
National Institute for Space Research, sao jose dos campos, Brazil
ataidejr2003@yahoo.com.br
Plastic deformation and cold welding are present in satellite components made of
austenitic stainless steel (AISI304) in aerospace applications. This has been detected
during the vibration tests of some satellite holding components. These ones are used
in the imaging camera (MUX) of the China-Brazil Earth Resources Satellite (CBERS)
for the anti-vibration stopper of the image focusing system. Plasma immersion ion
implantation (PIII) was employed to change the surface mechanical properties and to
mitigate this effect on such components. The geometry of components after PIII
process has no significant changes. A PIII batch process mode was used to treat
several work pieces at the same time and to qualify successfully the treated parts. A
new facility, that includes a large vacuum chamber, was constructed at INPE. In
addition, a solid-state HV pulser with high average power (10 kW) was employed. The
precursor gas utilized to produce the plasma was nitrogen. The PIII process was
applied by using 10 kV/1 kHz/30 µs pulses during 2 hours of treatment, where the
highest temperature reached approximately 400 °C. For the initial tests, we used
several stainless steel samples with 15 mm of diameter and 2 mm of thickness placed
on three sample holders made of the same material and separated by 30 cm from
each other. As conclusions of this work, we will show what surface properties have
changed by using surface diagnostics such as pin-on-disk and nanoindentation tests
as well as x-ray diffraction (XRD). For instance, the friction coefficient decreased three
times and the cold welding, typical on the friction curve of non-treated samples, was
not detected after PIII treatment. Results of XRD show the presence of expanded
austenite, common after successful PIII process. PIII of nitrogen resulted in an
increase of the surface hardness and a decrease of the cold welding effect. Finally,
the real satellite components treated by PIII were submitted to vibration tests with
success and, probably will fly in the CBERS-4 as part of the imaging camera system,
with launching scheduled for late 2014.
Keywords
cold welding
piii aisi 304
plastic deformation
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Investigation of Fe/Si based PVD-Coatings for corrosion protection of steel.
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Fe-Si alloys exhibit very interesting properties such as magnetic properties, electrical
resistivity and mechanical properties due to the addition of Si. They are thus widely
used in automotive industry for induction devices, transformer magnets and magnetic
cores [1]. However the ductility and deformation resistance decrease with the
increasing amount of Si. Consequently, such alloys with high Si content are rather
difficult to machine or manufacture [2].On the one hand, a high concentration of Si
decreases the mechanical properties of the alloy especially at high temperature,
limiting its use. On the other hand the addition of Si gives the Fe-Si alloy a good
oxidation and corrosion resistance by forming protective oxides [3]. However, little
attention has been led on applying such alloy as a protective coating against
corrosion. It is thus very promising to investigate the properties of Fe-Si coatings on
steel, especially at high temperature.However, it is rather difficult to obtain a thin and
homogeneous Si-based coating. Various techniques have been used, resulting in a
fragile coating. In the frame of this work, the Physical Vapor Deposition (PVD)
technique has been used to elaborate several Fe-Si coatings on steel subtracts. This
technique allows obtaining homogeneous and adhesive coatings in different
atmospheres with various Si content. The mechanical properties of the thin coatings
obtained will be discussed. Furthermore Fe-Si coated steel parts submitted to high
temperature corrosion will be studied in order to determine their efficiency as a
protective coating, depending on the Si content.
[1] Choi DY et al. (2014) - Journal of Alloys and Compounds; [2] Mo Y et al. (2014) Materials Science and Engineering; [3] Porcayo-Calderon J et al. (1999) - Materials
Letters
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Reactive Rotatable Cylindrical Magnetron Sputtering for Barrier and
Plasmapolymerization Applications
Victor Bellido-Gonzalez1, Benoit Daniel1, Joseph Brindely1, Alexander Azzopardi1,
Ioritz Sorzabal-Bellido1, Iván Fernández2, Ambiörn Wennberg3, Fernando Briones4
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Since its introduction in the 1980s, Rotatable Magnetron Sputtering has been gaining
ground in the large area coating applications sector. Reactive magnetron sputtering
using medium frequency power supplies and reactive feedback control are now a key
tool for large throughput and high productivity coating lines, which have made
possible a significant price reduction on many applications, such as antireflective
coatings on mobile display devices. One of the current areas of economic growth is
low cost and high performance encapsulation. Applications from electronics, OLED
display, lighting, decorative and special packaging are all on the increase. In that
respect, there is a need for improvement on the encapsulation performance at the
same time as the production costs are being reduced.
The present paper will present data on the application of rotatable cylindrical plasma
sources for barrier encapsulation and plasmapolymerization. Layers of different
composition and mechanical properties are being deposited in order to create the
barrier. A new monomer injection method has been developed which allows large
upscalability. In addition, a new method for barrier performance will also be introduced
in order to assess the basic barrier properties of the coating stack. Results will be
presented.
Keywords
barrier
magnetron sputtering
plasmapolymerization
reactive sputtering
PACVD
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Hydrophobic and mechanical properties of transition-metal based ceramics
Sergei Zenkin, Šimon Kos, Jindřich Musil
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Nd-, Zr-, La- and Y- compound films were prepared by dc reactive magnetron
sputtering in an Ar+O2 (Nd-O, La-O and Zr-O) or Ar+N2 (Nd-N, Zr-N, Y-N) gas
mixture. While the total pressure, temperature and target power were held constant,
the partial pressure of the reactive gas was varied in the range from 20% to 80%. In
this work hydrophobic (Water Droplet Contact Angle (WDCA) and surface free
energy) and mechanical (hardness, effective Young’s modulus and elastic recovery)
properties were studied. Hydrophobicity of the sputtered films was measured by the
sessile drop method with polar and non-polar testing liquids. The most often used van
Oss-Good-Chaudhury approach based on the Lifshitz-van der Waals/acid-base theory
was selected for calculating of surface free energy. Interactions with testing liquids
demonstrate the non-polar nature of all the surfaces tested. We found out that: (1)
Values of WDCA range from 94o (Zr-O) to 106o (Y-N). (2) Nitrides give rise to
systematically higher values of WDCA in comparison with oxides, which we attribute
to a difference in the electronic structure leading to a different number of bonds with
water molecules. (3) Reduced water chemical adsorption by the prepared surfaces
allows to obtain higher values of WDCA in comparison with WDCA for most of
transition metals compounds. (4) Hardness H of the prepared films ranges from 8
GPa (La-N) to 18 GPa (Zr-N). Zr and Nd compounds with values of the effective
Young’s modulus E* in the range 119÷144 GPa show high values of the H/E* ratio =
0.101÷0.124 and of the elastic recovery We = 67÷73%. On the other hand La and Y
compounds with E* in the range 128÷138GPa show low values of the H/E* ratio ≈
0.08 and of We = 43÷57 %.
Keywords
hydrophobic
mechanical properties
reactive sputtering
transition metal
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Protective Titanium Adlayer on Silver Surfaces Using Magnetron Sputtering
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Silver-coated surfaces such as, e.g., foils, membranes, textiles, and fibers, are used
for their electrical, optical and antibacterial properties. Pure silver surfaces react with
hydrogen sulphide in air leading to tarnishing and with oxygen dissolved in aqueous
solutions resulting in Ag ion release. While the latter is responsible for the
antibacterial properties, a high Ag release can also lead to an undesirable cytotoxic
effect. A passivation is thus required that does not change the electrical and optical
properties, but limits Ag sulfidation and its ion release.
As passivating adlayer the deposition of an ultrathin metal titanium film using
magnetron sputtering was examined. The naturally formed titanium oxide as well as
the Ti/Ag interface is investigated for its stability in humid and aqueous environments
using XPS depth profiling. Ion release measurements show an efficient control over
the release properties depending on the thickness of the Ti adlayer. Initial burst
release of the pure metal Ag surface can be avoided by a 3-15 nm thick adlayer that
also prevents tarnishing and maintains the electrical properties.
Such Ti/Ag coatings are used on foils for heat reflection and antistatic properties.
Deposited on textiles and fibers high fashion and smart textiles are enabled.
Electrically conductive fibers are, e.g., used as body electrodes for long-term
electrocardiography (ECG) measurements. By TiOx passivation possible cytotoxic
conditions for moistened electrodes are avoided.
Reel-to-reel plasma coating systems are developed for web and fibrous substrates
enabling the silver and titanium coating in a one-step process. The plasma deposition
of Ti/Ag coatings could thus be transferred to an industrial process.
Keywords
magnetron sputtering
silver release
passivation
contact resistance
diffusion barrier
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The role of ultra-thin SiOxCyHz interlayers in the prevention of polymer surface
degradation during SiOx plasma polymer barrier film deposition
Berkem Ozkaya1, Felix Mitschker2, Ozlem Ozcan1, Peter Awakowicz2, Guido
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Plasma enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PE-CVD) of glass-like ultra-thin barrier
coatings for polymers is a widespread technique used in industrial production lines
due to several advantages such as applicability to complex shapes, low cost and high
deposition rate. One of the shortcommings of SiOx-like barrier coatings is the poor
adhesion to polymer surfaces. Thin interlayers are applied before the barrier coatings
and often referred as adhesion promoting layers. Interlayers are typically deposited in
a plasma fed exclusively with hexamethyldisiloxane (HMDSO) in order to form an
organic film which can bridge the polymer substrate and subsequently deposited
inorganic barrier film. With polymeric substrates, conventional analytical tools fail to
assess the actual interface chemistry and possible changes during the deposition
process. In the present study, we have used self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) on
Au surfaces to mimic a polymer surface. Interfacial oxidation and degradation upon
deposition of plasma polymer coatings was monitored by means of
polarization-modulation infrared reflection absorption spectroscopy and cyclic
voltammetry was employed to evaluate the barrier performance. Combination of both
techniques enabled us to disclose the chemistry and structure of interfacial layer and
the SAM underneath. Our results indicate that ultra-thin SiOxCyHz interlayer prevents
the oxidative degradation of the SAM during the subsequent deposition of barrier film.
Moreover, SiOxCyHz interlayer partially oxidizes, acting as a trap for reactive oxygen
species created during the SiOx barrier film deposition. The results help to clarify the
mechanisms leading to the adhesion promotion effect of interlayers and provide
valuable information for the design of high-performance barrier films on polymers.
Keywords
Plasma polymerization
Barrier coatings
SiOx
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PVD-deposition of Ti2AlN-MAX-phase coatings
Alexander Fromm, Hanna Strecker, Frank Burmeister, Eduard Reisacher, Marco
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Protective coatings in high-temperature processes must combine good heat
resistance, chemical stability and, preferably, good ductility and machinability.
MAX-phase materials have the potential to combine these features: they are
chemically inert, relatively hard, exhibit high thermo shock-resistance and good
thermal and electrical conductivity. In addition, MAX-phase materials are highly ductile
and damage tolerant [1.].
In this work, a reactive magnetron sputter process for deposition of the MAX-phase
Ti2AlN was elaborated. Therefor a metallic Ti2Al-target was used. Correlations
between the deposition parameters - source and bias power, nitrogen flow, deposition
mode and temperature - and the resulting coating composition, hardness and
crystalline structure were identified. Source power and nitrogen content were varied in
order to obtain an elemental composition - close to the theoretically ideal
2:1:1-composition - of (50±1) at% Ti, (21±1) at% Al und (29±1) at% N. The coatings
were then annealed under vacuum condition at temperatures of 700 °C for 15 to 120
minutes. The microstructure before and after annealing was investigated with X-ray
diffraction analysis. The obtained spectra revealed clearly distinguished diffraction
peaks corresponding to Ti2AlN-MAX-Phases. Nanoindentation experiments after
annealing revealed an increase in hardness and elastic modulus of the coatings. We
also varied the substrate temperature and the applied bias power during deposition
and analyzed their influence on coatings’ adhesion and integrity by SEM and
scanning scratch tests.
For a preliminary application test, a glass-contact experiment was carried out: an
optical flint was hot-pressed between two Ti2AlN-coated silicon-plates at a
temperature of 560°C. In contrast to experiments with uncoated silicon, the flint glass
gob could be damage-free demolded.
1. M. W. Barsoum, „The M(N+1)AXN Phases: A New Class of Solids“ Prog. Solid St.
Chem, pp. 201-281, 28, 2000
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Investigation of the corrosion behavior of multilayer coatings in hot salt melts
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Due to their excellent thermodynamic properties, hot melts of nitrate salt melts are
used as thermal storage materials in concentrated solar power plants (CSP).
However, they induce severe corrosive stresses on steel tanks and functional system
components such as pumps and fittings. In order to ensure longterm operability in
such aggressive and hot ambient conditions, critical structural components are
frequently made of low-cost construction steels with large wall thicknesses sufficient
to compensate for strength loss from the development of oxide scales and the
dissolution of corrosion products into the melt. On the other hand, functional
components are not allowed to suffer dimensional changes during operation, thus
necessitating the use of expensive, highly alloyed steel materials.
In this context, corrosion mechanisms acting on bare steel surfaces were
investigated, both for highly alloyed as well as for simple construction steels. In
parallel, a set of metallic multilayer PVD coatings (Al-Cr-Ni-System) was developed
and deposited onto the steel samples. The corrosion behavior of coated and uncoated
steel samples was then investigated in salt melt immersion laboratory tests designed
to reflect typical in-field wear scenarios ranging from continuous operation, shut down,
and re-launch of the plants. Corrosive impact was analyzed in static immersion tests
and in thermal cycling experiments between melt and ambient temperature by optical
and scanning electron microscopy, including investigation of cross-sections. Changes
in composition were measured by energy dispersive x-ray spectroscopy performed on
sample surfaces.
Comparison of the results gained for steel samples of varying composition and coated
samples lead to valuable insights into mechanisms underlying the corrosion in nitrate
salt melts and served to identify coating systems with outstanding thermal and
chemical stabilities.
Keywords
PVD
corrosion
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solar power plant
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metallic bipolar plates in a Redox Flow Battery
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Redox Flow Batteries, (RFB) have been shown to have efficiencies as high as 80%
and with their long life cycles offer a solution to energy storage for large applications.
The principle of RFB’s is that the energy is stored in two fluid electrolytes containing
metal ions which can then be converted into electrical energy. When the energy in the
electrolytes is spent, the tanks can be drained and replaced with a new electrolyte,
and the spent electrolyte re-energised. This is an advantage of RFB over commonly
used Lithium-ion batteries which take hours to recharge. Due to the corrosive
environment present in a RFB the bipolar plates are traditionally made out of graphite.
Although graphite has excellent corrosive resistant properties it has to be
manufactured relatively thick to provide the mechanical stability required in a battery
stack. In order to reduce the size and manufacturing costs of a RFB, new approaches
to this technology must be investigated.
This project aims to find a metallic bipolar plate which can be economically
manufactured, has the required mechanical stability in addition to the necessary
corrosion resistance properties required in a RFB. Selected a-C:H:Me coatings on
metallic substrates will be researched as well as investigation of various coating
thicknesses and metal containing percentages to find the optimum bipolar plate
material and coating combination.
The characterisation of the samples will be ascertained by both, Fraunhofer IST in
Braunschweig and Fraunhofer ICT in Wolfsburg. The samples will need to show long
term stability in the acidic environment present in the fuel cell, in addition to a good
coating adhesion and low defect rate (e.g. pinholes). Also, the coating must be within
the necessary RFB parameters, in a potential range of -0.26 volts to +1 volts. Finally a
prototype will be built to compare the new RFB with the a-C:H:Me coating and
electrode material to the commonly used graphite electrodes.
Keywords
Redox Flow Battery
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Corrosion Resistance
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Experimental and Computational Investigation of Thermal Fatigue in Thermal
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ABSTRACT
Thermal Barrier Coatings (TBCs) are multi-layer protective coatings used in the hot
section components such as combustor and turbine of advanced gas turbine engines
to protect them from degrading affects of hot gases. Understanding the damage
mechanisms of thermal barrier coatings is the key factor to increase durability and
reliability.
In this study, fatigue behavior of a thermal barrier coating system applied to the
turbine blades of gas turbine aero-engines is investigated. An experimental study on
the isothermal high temperature low cycle fatigue properties of a thermal barrier
coating system and the results of this experimental study is presented.
Investigated TBC system consists of a directionally solidified nickel based super alloy
substrate,yttriapartiallystabilizedzirconia(YPSZ)ceramictopcoatandaNiCoCrAlYmetalli
cbondcoat Plasma spray method was used for coatings. Damages on test specimens
are investigated in terms ofmechanical stress, number of cycles, and the effect of
thermal barrier coating and time at high temperature. The macro and microstructural
changes in the specimens are described by means of various characterization
techniques such as Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM), Energy Dispersive X-ray
Analysis (EDX), X-ray Diffraction (XRD), Optical Microscope (OM) and by comparison
of previous studies in the literature. Computer aided thermal (ANSYS) and crack
growth (FCPAS) analyzes were carried out with the help of the taken information.
With the help of experiments, stress analyzes of modeled TBC were performed. The
crack profiles and crack growth rates determined. Finally the coating life was
appointed.
Keywords
Thermal fatigue
finite element method
gas turbine
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The structures and properties of SiOxCy(-H) thin films deposited by
atmospheric pressure dielectric barrier discharge
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A plasmapolymeric coating, SiOxCy(-Hz) thin film, is one of the good barriers to protect
the metals from reacting with oxygen and humid. However, the hardness of the
polymer film is too low to apply it for exterior parts. In this study, we try to deposit SiOx
Cy(-Hz) films with several different microstructures and chemical compositions using
atmospheric pressure dielectric barrier discharge (DBD) generated by 30 kHz AC.
The SiOxCy(-Hz) films were deposited from a mixture of hexamethylcyclotrisiloxane
(HMCTSO), oxygen, and nitrogen. We investigated the microstructure and chemical
bonding of SiOxCy(-Hz) thin layers by Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FT-IR)
and scanning electron microscopy (SEM). Hardness and friction coefficient of SiOxCy
(-Hz) thin film was evaluated by nano-indentor and universal material tester. We will
discuss the effects of the microstructure, chemical bonding, and surface energy of the
plasmapolymeric coating on hardness and friction properties.
Keywords
plasmapolymeric coating
silicon oxide
dielectric barrier discharge
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friction
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Investigation on defects in barrier films deposited on PET foils with atomic
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A widely used plastic for packaging, polyethylene terephtalate (PET) offers limited
barrier properties against gas permeation. For many applications of PET improved
barrier properties are essential. In the field of barrier coatings silicon oxide (SiOx) films
deposited by PECVD are of great interest since they are transparent and offer a
significant increase in barrier performance. The deposition process is performed on
PET foils by means of a PECVD process in a pulsed microwave driven low-pressure
plasma. While the adjustment of the microwave power allows for a control of the ion
production during the plasma pulse, a substrate bias controls the energy of ions
impinging on the substrate. A barrier improvement factor of up to 150 is achieved for
barrier coatings with a thickness of 25 nm. Still a residual oxygen transmission rate
(OTR) through the coating is present. This is lead back to the microscopic defects
existing in PECVD coatings that may arise from particles, surface roughness or
inhomogeneities on the surface of the polymer. A detailed analysis of deposited films
is performed by means of oxygen permeation measurements and detection of
microscopic defects. The visualization of defects is arranged by an established
technique based on the increase of defect diameter by reactive oxygen etching of the
polymer and imaging with SEM. The etching process is performed in a capacitively
coupled oxygen plasma characterized by plasma diagnostics (multipole resonance
probe). The defects are quantified by an image processing software. Defects of
various diameters and distributions are observed leading to the classification of
defects. The defect density is correlated with film thickness, OTR and various film
compositions (different plasma chambers). The effect of an additional substrate bias
and of plasma pre-treatment on the defect density is presented. Support by the
German Research Foundation in the frame of SFB-TR87 is gratefully acknowledged.
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In lighting technology new paths are being forged. A novel idea is the combination of
lightning and textiles. Luminous textiles could generate outstanding ideas in the world
of fashion, advertising and in safety technology. Especially in the visual perception of
people in the traffic sector self-luminous clothing would deliver a great safety feature.
The coating or printing of textiles with self-luminous structures sets special demands
on the layer structures, e.g. only the minimum requirement for flexibility needs special
layer technologies.
The work presents a plasma technological approach for the encapsulation of
electroluminescent (EL) elements or organic light-emitting diode (OLED) structures.
The requirement for the EL consists of the electrical insulation of the layers whereas
the barrier performance against water and oxygen is the biggest challenge for the
OLEDs. The applied low pressure microwave sustained PECVD process is presented.
The plasma source consists of an array of four Duo-Plasmalines which enables the
deposition of oxide and nitride layers of silicon in combination with organic
components.
This work is partly funded by the AiF within the CORNET-programme.
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Rubber seals in ball bearings have recently been coated by PACVD methods with
protective diamond-like carbon (DLC) thin films. DLC films are an optimal solution to
decrease the coefficient of friction of rubber and hence reduce losses due to friction
and damage of the seals. However, these tribological films must have sufficiently low
coefficient of friction (CoF) and must resist large load range.
The present work shows the results of nanotribological tests on thin DLC coatings on
rubber under various applied loads. The outcomes allowed establishing relationships
between friction, adhesion and deformation mechanisms during tribological contact
over a wide range of applied loads.
Two types of ~300 nm thin DLC films on ACM rubber and uncoated ACM rubber
sample were tested against 2 mm diameter stainless steel ball at loads from 1 mN to
1000 mN using pin-on-disk tests. For uncoated rubber the CoF ranged from 0.8 to 1.3
and it varied with the number of rotations indicating irreversible changes in the rubber.
The CoF of the DLC coated samples was much lower (0.04 to 0.5) and it was more
stable during the tests. Still, some variations of CoF were observed due to the
non-recovered deformations of the rubber, especially at higher loads. The lowest
values of CoF were obtained on DLC film with a cracked structure that accommodates
mechanical deformation significantly better than continuous DLC films. A minimum
value of CoF was obtained for 10 mN load whereas at lower and higher loads the CoF
was higher. A sudden increase of the CoF - indicating failure of the protective film was not observed on either of the DLC coated samples, thus confirming their high
wear resistance.
Application of different loads allowed studying of the transition between the adhesive
and hysteresis contributions to CoF, and the effect of the DLC film on frictional
properties of rubber. It was proved that 300 nm thin film coatings substantially reduce
CoF while keeping sufficiently high wear resistance.
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PVD hard coatings are used not only for wear protection but also for reduction of
friction and sticking of tool materials to counter surfaces. Various hard coatings reflect
different tribological properties. Coatings surface topography is one of those
parameters which have an important influence on their tribological properties. Coating
topography strongly depends on both the substrate topography and that induced by
the deposition process (ion etching and deposition). The morphological features of
hard coating are significantly determined by the growth defects (voids, flakes, nodular
defects, pinholes). They originate from surface irregularities (asperities, scratches,
steps) in the substrate and different foreign particles. Part of them remain on the
substrate surface after pretreatment, while others are generated during the deposition
process.
In this work we attempt to explain the relation between growth defects and selected
tribological properties. We found that they have a considerable influence on friction,
wear, pitting corrosion, adhesion, wettability and oxidation resistance. Using different
analytical techniques (3D-profilometry, scanning electron microscopy in combination
with focused ion beam) we followed selected growth defects in the wear track which
form during pin-on-disc test, and those in the scratch track formed during adhesion
test. The relation between growth defects and wettability as well as on the corrosion
and oxidation resistances will be presented.
Keywords
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In this study, ternary tungsten carbonitride (WCN) thin films were deposited on Si
(100) and high-speed steel (HSS) substrates by reactive direct current (DC)
magnetron sputtering of WC(Co 7%) target using N2 as reactive gas. The chemical
composition of the coatings has been modified by the change in the reactive gas flow
ratio from 5% to 50%. Bias voltage was held at a constant value of 50 V during the
deposition processes. Thickness, microstructure and chemical composition of WCN
films have been analyzed by Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) and Electron
Probe Micro Analysis-Wavelength Dispersive Spectrometry (EPMA-WDS)
respectively. X-ray diffraction (XRD) was used to determine the phases in WCN films.
Hardness and tribological properties of the films were determined by nanoindentation
and wear tests respectively. Microstructural investigations revealed a transformation
from non-columnar, featureless structure to columnar structure for WCN films with the
increase in the reactive gas flow. A phase transformation from cubic W to hexagonal
WCN was observed by XRD analyses, and the hardness and modulus of the films
increased according to nanoindentation tests with the increase in N2 flow rate. Friction
coefficients between 0.2 – 0.45 and wear rates between 3.03x10-6 mm3/Nm –
4.55x10-7 mm3/Nm were obtained against alumina balls according to wear tests.
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Thick Al2O3 coating deposited by thermal CVD process is still dominantly used for
wet high speed turning of cast iron, mainly because of superior high temperature
stability. There are some concerns about thermal CVD process, however, such as
safety issue coming from somewhat hazardous gaseous sources. PVD process has
advantages over CVD process in terms of easy operation and variety of coating
material choice. Generally, hard coatings deposited by PVD process with highly
ionized plasma are characterized by high degree of compressive stress and maximum
coating thickness is usually limited less than 10 microns or even 5 microns on the
sharp cutting edge. This has made PVD process not suitable for applications where
thick coating is required. Kobe Steel has developed a new type of arc cathode which
is able to control the residual stress in a wide range and this made it possible to
produce thicker coating without chipping or delamination from the substrate.
Evaluation of cutting performance was done by turning test using WC-Co insert PVD
coated approximately 10microns thick AlTiN and commercially available CVD coated
TiCN/Al2O3 were used as references. Two types of PVD coated AlTiN coatings were
used: monolayer and bias voltage modulated multilayer. Cutting speed is 300 m/min.,
feed is 0.25mm/rev., depth of cut is 2mm, and work-piece is ductile cast iron (AISI
80-55-06), under wet (emulsion) conditions. From the comparison of flank wear, PVD
coatings showed improved tool life by optimizing coating conditions. Especially, bias
multilayered AlTiN showed longer tool life than CVD coating: CVD coating almost
reached the tool life (as defined by 300 microns of flank wear) after 2700 m of cutting
length, whereas flank wear width was much smaller for AlTiN thick coating, which
proves good wear resistance. In order to achieve the further improvement, effect of
surface texture such as roughness on cutting performance was investigated.
Additional cutting tests result will be presented using different coating systems as well
as surface texture and discussion on the effect of coating properties such as
hardness, residual stress of coating, and substrate material on wear mechanism.
Keywords
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Titanium aluminium tantalum nitride coatings have been demonstrated to have high
thermal stability at temperatures up to 950°C. It has been speculated that the high
oxidation resistance promotes their wear resistance specifically for dry machining
applications. In this work, the influence of temperature (up to 900°C) on the wear and
friction behaviour of AlTiTaN hard coatings has been investigated. AlTiTaN coatings
were obtained by DC magnetron sputtering from an Al46Ti42Ta12 target keeping the
substrate bias at -100V and the substrate temperature at 250°C. The coating
exhibited a single-phase cubic TiN structure, as identified by X-ray diffraction (XRD).
Dry sliding tests were performed by keeping the load at 2 N for various durations and
different temperatures (25, 700, 800 and 900°C). At room temperature, abrasion
leading to surface polishing was observed. At temperatures ≥700°C, the tests
revealed abrasion and tribo-oxidation as most prominent wear modes. Along with the
preferred wear modes, ploughing, micro-cutting and fragmentation are also suggested
as possible wear mechanisms. At 700 and 800°C, the oxide scale formed by slow
tribo-oxidation reduced the wear rate of the coatings compared to room temperature.
Further, the increase in temperature up to 900°C increased the wear rate due to
enhanced tribo-oxidation of the coating. The friction coefficient was found to decrease
from 0.9 to 0.5 with temperature increasing from 700 to 900°C due to the formation of
oxide scales, which reduce adhesion of asperity contacts, resulting in lower friction.
In summary, a parallel between oxidation and wear mechanisms was established
using different characterisation techniques such as XRD, stylus surface profiling,
dynamic secondary ion mass spectrometry, scanning electron microscopy,
energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy and optical microscopy for AlTiTaN hard
coatings.
Keywords
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The extrusion of plastics is a growing market. Glass fiber reinforced plastics (GFRP)
are increasingly used for components that require better mechanical stability and
distortion resistance. Due to the incorporation of relatively hard fibers such as glass or
carbon fibers the wear of the extrusion tools increases dramatically. It has been
observed that the wear increases with the amount of glass fiber added to the GFRP
material. Also, the geometry of the glass fibers plays an important role in the
mechanical stability of the resulting component: The longer the glass fiber parts, the
higher the mechanical stability (especially low distortion) of the GFRP-components.
However, longer glass fibers also increase the wear rate of the tool and hence reduce
the tool life. A shorter tool life means that more service time is required to replace the
tools which leads to increasing production costs. Therefore, hard and wear resitstant
coatings are applied to extrusion tools in order to extend their life time. Depending on
the specific wear mechanisms such as abrasion, adhesion or tribochemical attack the
mechanical and chemical properties of the hard coatings have to be adapted for the
specific composition of the GFRP-material such as the polymer matrix material, the
kind of glass fibers, and other chemical additives. While the glass fibers mainly induce
abrasive wear, polymers of the plastic materials could also generate tribochemical
attack. And the combination of the two could lead to specific wear mechanisms for the
different GFRP-materials. The coating has to meet these special requirements. For
the specific combination of glass fiber reinforced PVC a test setup was developed to
compare the wear behavior of the different coatings. Tools that were used in the
industrial production were analyzed to adapt the test setup to the real conditions and
to investigate the wear mechanisms. Several coatings were tested and compared with
each other. The investigation started with reference PVD-CrN-coatings that are
typically used for such applications. The coatings were produced by magnetron
sputtering as well as cathodic arc deposition.
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The tribological properties of CrSiN were investigated under dry and wet conditions.
CrSiN coatings were obtained on XC100 steel by RF dual magnetron sputtering using
chromium and silicon targets with high purity. An underlayer of chromium was
deposited to improve the adhesion of the CrSiN coatings. The morphology and the
microstructure of the CrSiN films were analyzed by SEM, EDS and X-ray Diffraction.
Coatings exhibited excellent dry wear resistance about 1.79 10-6 mm3/Nm when the
amount of Si is about 1.2 % at. in the layer. Tribocorrosion tests were performed using
a linear reciprocating ball-on-flat tribometer. In wet condition, the contact was
immersed in a juice-wood, and the sliding wear tests were performed at open circuit
potential (OCP). The results of tribocorrosion tests showed that the wear resistance
depends on the transformation of the film. The increase of Si amount improves the
tribocorrosion behavior. The Si-bearing CrN containing 10.6 % at. of Si presents the
best tribocorrosion resistance before, during and after the wear test.
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The continuous demand for protective coatings with higher performance has led to
several possible solutions being investigated to further improve the tribological
performance of already well established coatings. Among these solutions, a
combination of layers exhibiting different properties has been found to be a promising
approach. Improved performance can be achieved by varying the mechanical
properties of an interlayer material. It follows that the nature of this interlayer plays an
important role in the response of the system to the complex conditions taking place in
a tribological scenario. Among the possible interlayer candidates a layer with the
capability of accommodating large deformation and improving the adhesion of the top
layer to the substrate, was chosen. A potential candidate material satisfying the above
requirements is a superelastic Ni-Ti thin layer. In this study, sputter-deposited
Ni-Ti-(Cu) thin films (1.5 µm thick), were interposed between a silicon substrate and a
functional top layer. As the outermost layer, a transition metal dichalcogenide (TMD)
coating, i.e. W-S-C (1 µm thick), was deposited by magnetron sputtering. In order to
investigate the influence of the superelastic interlayers on the tribological behaviour of
W-S-C coatings, Ni and Ti were co-sputtered with Cu in different amounts so as to
produce interlayers with different properties. The structure of these layers was
evaluated by grazing-incidence X-ray diffraction and transmission electron microscopy
(TEM). While the mechanical properties these coatings were measured by
nanoindentation at different penetration depths and by scratch tests. Finally, the
tribological performance of the bilayers was evaluated by sliding tests under different
normal load conditions (1, 5 and 18 N). Focus ion beam (FIB) has been employed to
cut a TEM lamella from the wear track of some of the tested samples so as to
examine the subsurface microstructural changes introduced during sliding. The
resulting mechanical and tribological properties were correlated and discussed in
relation to the observed microstructural features.
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Stamping dies in the metal-forming industry are more often very large in size reaching
dimensions up to several meters. Cast iron is the favored material for such huge dies
due to saving of material costs as well as good reparability and machinability. Due to
the lack of sufficient hardness, these tools suffer from die wear especially at corners
and flanks. Additionally adhesive material transfer is a problem to face. Further this
material has unfavorable mechanical properties and is poor to support any type of
tribological hard coating.
This work presents a novel thick a-C:H:Si coating deposited on cast iron substrates
that can withstand highly loaded process conditions. With higher coating thickness
this a-C:H:Si film gets self-sustaining increasing the load carrying capacity. A
pretreatment process (plasma nitriding) can be performed prior to the a-C:H:Si
coating step to further improve the load bearing capacity. The deposition technology
offers the possibility to upscale the system enabling large area coating in one batch.
These a-C:H:Si coatings were deposited in an industrial DC-PACVD-system. The
topography and the chemical composition of the deposited layers were characterized
by SEM and EDX. The hardness was evaluated by a nano-indenter and the adhesion
by means of a scratch tester reaching values up to 48 N. The influence of prenitriding
and the film thickness on the adhesion and on the tribological behavior is shown.The
friction tests were performed using a pin-on-disc tribometer with a friction coefficient
down to 0.06.
Due to the high load carrying capacity of these coatings they can also be applied on
plain carbon and low alloyed steels used in mechanical engineering. Therefore this
plasma process offers the possibility to open completely new fields of applications for
DLC-coatings.
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Transition metal dichalcogenides (TMD) are well known self-lubricant materials.
However, their drawbacks, such us low load-bearing capacity or environmental
sensitivity, makes them inappropriate for most applications. These problems have
been partially overcome by alloying the TMD with metals, carbon, or nitride. Alloying
the TMD coating with another element typically improves the mechanical properties;
however, a good tribological performance with low wear and friction is rarely obtained.
The content of the alloying element and the ratio between the chalcogenide and the
metal have strong influence on the tribological performance. Therefore, the core
objective of the work is to determine the influence of the C content and the S/W ratio
on the tribological performance in humid environment.
W-S-C sputtered coatings were deposited from three individual targets, two WS2 and
one C in an Ar atmosphere at two different distance from the targets 14.7 and 29.7
cm. The carbon content was varied form 0 at. % to 59 at. % by changing the power
ratio P(C)/P(WS2) applied on the targets. S/W ratio depended mainly on the distance
between the substrates and the targets, with S/W=1.0 for 14.7 cm and S/W=1.4 for
29.7cm. On the other hand, the effect of carbon content on S/W ratio was negligible.
The hardness of the coatings was evaluated by nanoindentation: the hardness
increased with the increase of the C content up to 30 at. % and then remained
constant, whereas coating with similar carbon content but higher S/W ratio exhibited
lower hardness.
The structure of the coatings analysed X-ray diffraction was determined as
nanocrystalline to amorphous; the latter was observed for highest carbon content.
Pin on disk testing was used to evaluate tribological behaviour at different levels of
humidity.
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Transition Metal Dichalcogenides (TMD) coatings have become very competitive solid
lubricants beside other commonly available coatings. Their properties are derived
from layered structure, where the adjacent layers with strong covalent bonding
interact through relatively weak van der Waals forces. Although such structure is
excellent for solid lubrication, the hardness and wear resistance of TMD is low;
moreover TMD are sensitive to environmental attacks. To improve mechanical and
tribological properties, several approaches were investigated and doping of TMD with
carbon gained much interest. In our previous work we investigated W-S-C coatings
prepared by r.f. magnetron sputtering and showed their promising tribological
properties. In this work we used semi-industrial chamber to deposit W-S-C coating by
d.c. magnetron sputtering. Three target-to-substrate distances were used in order to
achieve similar carbon content and different S/W ratio. Besides fundamental
characterisation of the chemical composition (EPMA), structure (XRD), chemical
bonding (XPS) and morphology (SEM), we focused our attention on tribological
properties in vacuum and pure gases.
The S/W ratio varied from 1 to 1.4, the hardness was approximately 4.5 GPa. The
friction in humid air was very much below 0.1 and about one order of magnitude lower
in vacuum. The coatings retained typical feature of TMD - the friction coefficient
dramatically decreased with increasing normal load. Investigation of the wear track
and the ball wear scars by electron microscopies and by Raman spectroscopy shed
light on the formation of low-friction tribolayer on the worn surfaces.
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The drive for cutting down the costs of machining operations has made dry high
speed machining an increasingly trendy topic. With this new type of machining,
working temperatures in the range 800°C-1100°C are reached, leading to new
requirements in terms of high temperature wear and especially oxidation resistance.
AlTiN-based coatings have shown promising results for this kind of application, thanks
to their high thermal stability, hardness, toughness and good resistance to oxidation at
high temperatures. Chief among these, AlTiTaN coatings have demonstrated
oxidation resistance and thermal stability up to 950°C and 1100°C respectively,
compared to 800°C and 950°C respectively for Al0.5Ti0.5N. The work presented here
focuses on the effect of yttrium-doping in AlTiTaN, this element having proved
beneficial effects on the oxidation and wear properties, most notably in AlTiYN. To our
knowledge, no work has been published on this material. In an initial stage, AlTiTaYN
coatings were prepared in laboratory by magnetron sputtering. Their hardness was
measured by nanoindentation and the thickness and structure of as-deposited and
oxidized films characterised by cross-section secondary electron microscopy and
X-ray diffraction respectively. The in-depth elemental distribution was analysed by
secondary ion mass spectrometry, particularly suitable for locating doping elements
like Y within ultrathin oxides. In order to better understand the interaction of Y with Ta
and discriminate their individual effect on the coating properties, a comparative study
of AlTiN, AlTiYN, AlTiTaN and AlTiTaYN, deposited by cathodic arc in an industrial
facility, was also undertaken. Finally, the tribological properties of the different
coatings were characterised at high temperature in a ball-on-disk tribometer.
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Highly demanding tribological applications, such as high speed machining without
lubrication, require materials which should be characterized by high hardness, low
friction, high oxidation and thermal stability. In this study, a d.c. magnetron sputtering
technique was utilized to prepare nanostructured CrxAlyN-TiSiN coatings to meet the
challenge.
Coatings were deposited in an industrial unit (CC800/9) equipped with four magnetron
sources (two CrAl and two TiSi). By using segmented CrAl targets, fourteen coatings
were produced, with Cr and Al concentration varying almost linearly from 6 - 50 at.%
and 3 - 35 at%, respectively (the highest Cr concentration corresponds to the lowest
Al concentration). Coating chemical composition was determined by XPS and
GDOES, while crystallinity was evaluated by XRD. Mechanical properties were
measured by nanoindentation technique. Ball-on-disk test (with alumina ball) was
carried out in air to evaluate coating tribological properties. Tribo-tracks were studied
by optical microscopy, stylus profilometry, and SEM.
According to XRD and XPS measurements all coatings consist of fcc-CrxAlyN and
SiNx nitrides. Formation of phases with hexagonal lattice was not observed.
Hardness, elastic modulus and H3/E*2 ratio varied between 23 to 35 GPa, 232 to 329
GPa, and 0.18 to 0.37 GPa, respectively. Decrease in friction coefficient from 0.7 to
0.2 with increase in Cr concentration was observed, with correlation factor of 93%.
Such an improvement if friction coefficient is attributed to formation of
chromium-oxide which acts as a protective tribo-film. Very low wear rates were
measured for all coatings (from 6.5 x 10-8 to 7 x 10-6 mm3/Nm). A highest correlation
of the wear rate was found with the coating hardness and was 70%. The wear rate
first decreased, and then increased with the increase in Cr concentration, i.e.
decrease in Al concentration, with the lowest value measured at the mid-composition
sample (Cr0.33Al0.15Ti0.12Si0.02N).
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Hybrid deposition, consisting of arc ion plating and magnetron sputtering, is employed
to fabricate TiCN films on high speed steel substrates, where a Ti target is evaporated
by arc and a carbon target is sputtered simultaneously. The influence of pulsed bias,
superimposed with a fixed direct-current bias and applied to the substrates, was
investigated in terms of the microstructure and mechanical properties of the
as-deposited films. X-ray diffraction (XRD), scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and
atomic force microscopy (AFM) were adopted to characterize the microstructure and
morphology. Hardness and elastic modulus of the films were measured by a Vickers
tester. A friction and wear tester is used to characterize the tribological properties.
XRD data show that the films are crystalline under different biases. The surface
quality of the films by the hybrid deposition is improved with respect to that of the films
deposited by only arc ion plating. High hardness of TiCN indicates that the
mechanical properties of the films can be enhanced by hybrid ion plating. The effects
of pulsed bias on the structure and mechanical properties of the TiCN films have been
investigated and discussed.
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TiN coatings have frequently been used as protective hard coatings due to their
excellent tribo-mechanical properties. However, the friction coefficient of TiN coatings,
which depends on the process parameters, is relatively high and makes the use of
essential lubricants neccessary. It is possible to incorporate additional lubricants by
adding vanadium and carbon to TiN, thus significantly improving the tribological
properties and thus, the friction coefficient can be reduced at high temperatures. In
this study, TiVN and TiVCN coatings with different carbon contents were deposited
onto high-speed steels. A cathodic-arc evaporation system with a plasma-enhanced
duct equipment was used to deposit the coatings. During the coating process of
TiVCN, TiN was deposited as an interlayer to enhance adhesion strength between the
coatings and substrates. Reactive gases (N2) and C2H2, activated by the titanium
and vanadium plasma in the evaporation process, were used for deposition. The
bonding conditions of the coatings were analyzed by XPS. The microstructure of the
deposited coatings was investigated by a field emission gun high resolution
transmission electron microscope, equipped with an energy-dispersive x-ray analysis
spectrometer (EDX). Mechanical properties, such as the hardness and Young´s
modulus, were measured by means of nanoindention. In order to investigate the
tribological properties of the coatings, ball-on-disk tests were performed at room
temperature, 200 °C, and 450 °C with a relative humidity of 30% by means of a high
temperature tribometer. The design of multicomponent TiVCN coatings is anticipated
to inhibit the grain growth and to lead to grain refinement effects, which are expected
to increase the hardness as well as the tribological resistance of coatings.
Keywords
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Ultrahigh molecular weight polyethylene (UHMWPE) has been used in the
manufacture of orthopedics prosthesis components. However, UHMWPE shows high
material losses in relative motions between friction partners and the wear particles
induce the loosening of the prosthesis.A potential solution for this problem might be to
coat UHMWPE with low friction and wear resistant . Recently, Diamond-like carbon
(DLC) coatings have received much attention as a prosperous wear-resistant coating.
The aim of this work is to show the increase of the wear resistance and hardness of
UHMWPE with DLC and silicon-incorporated diamond-like carbon (DLC:Si). These
coatings were deposited on UHMWPE by RF-PECVD (radio-frequency plasma
enhanced chemical vapor deposition) using a methane and silane gas mixture and
600 V bias voltage.
The coated and uncoated samples were characterized by Raman spectroscopy,
nano-indentation, contact profilometry and wear tests using a ball-on-disc tribometer.
Morphological features of the surfaces were observed by optical microscopy and
scanning electron microscopy. The nano-hardness of the UHMWPE coated with
DLC:Si, measured at an applied maximum load of 1 mN, was increased from 0,042 ±
0,002 GPa (uncoted samples) to 1,7 ± 0,3 GPa. The wear tests were carried out using
a ball (stainless steel 302) on disk tribometer with different load values (3 N, 5 N and
7 N) for 50000 cycles. In spite of the tribological results showed an increase of the
friction coefficient (from 0,16 ± 0,02 in the UHMWPE to 0,34 ± 0,03 in the coated
samples) a significant reduction in the wear rate for coated materials, which one could
be as larger as 80%, was observed for a load of 5 N. Therefore, DLC coatings appear
to be potential candidates to reduce wear of ultrahigh molecular weight polyethylene.
Keywords
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Stainless steels are one of very important materials used in nuclear industry. For
example: parts ofprimary cooling circuit or steam generator can bemade of this kind of
steels. Stainless steels have very good corrosion resistance, but simultaneously they
have low hardness and poor tribological properties. Improvement of the wear
resistance of austenitic stainless steels can be achieved using surface modification as
for example: enrichment of the surface layer with reactive elements or re-solidification
techniques or both.
The aim of the presented work was to improve the wear resistance of AISI 316L
austenitic stainless steel by incorporation cerium to its surface layer with or without
remelting. Following methods were used for steel surface layer modification: (i) Ce ion
implantation up to doses in the range of 1x1015 cm-2 to 5x1017 cm-2, (ii) remelting the
surface layer enriched with Ce by high intensity pulsed plasma beams in pulse
implantation doping (PID) mode and (iii) alloying stainless steel with Ce using high
intensity pulsed plasma beams in deposition by pulse erosion (DPE) mode. In the
case (ii) and (iii) the pulse energy density was high enough for melting near surface
layer with thickness in μm range.
Surface characterisation was carried out with: scanning electron microscopy (SEM) morphology observations, elemental analysis (EDS) – Ce presence confirmation,
X-ray diffraction analysis (XRD) - phase’s identification. Tribological properties were
investigated using Amsler method and scratch tests.
The significant improvement of the wear resistance was observed in all methods
applied as compared with the initial material.
Keywords
alloying
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Titanium Magneli phases (TinO2n-1 (4 ≤ n ≤ 9)) are known to present interesting
tribological properties for low wear applications [1, 2]. The existence domain of
Magneli phases in the Ti-O diagram being limited, it remains difficult to synthesise
such compounds. In most published studies, films composed of these phases are
obtained either by thermal spraying [3], laser chemical vapour deposition, or by
sol-gel route [4]. However, few papers deal with the deposition of Magneli phases
films by physical vapour deposition through controlling the oxygen content in the
chamber of reactor.
In this paper, we investigate the deposition by reactive magnetron sputtering of Ti-O
coatings as a function of the oxygen flow rate at a temperature about 873 K. Then,
titanium Magneli phases’ coatings are synthesized with different thicknesses. The
substrates are AISI M2 high speed steels previously covered with an AlTiN sub-layer
deposited by reactive arc deposition.
The chemical, structural, mechanical and tribological characteristics of the coatings
are presented as a function of the oxygen flow rate and the thickness of Ti-O layer of
the duplex coatings. High load indentation tests are used to characterise the coating’s
brittleness and the pin-on-disc tests at ambient and high temperatures are performed
to assess the fiction and wear resistance of those coatings in particular conditions of
use.
[1] M.N. Gardos, Tribol. Lett. 8 (2000) 65-78.
[2] M. Woydt, Tribol. Lett. 8 (2000) 117-130.
[3] O. Storz, H. Gasthuber, M. Woydt, Surf. Coat. Technol. 140 (2001) 76-81.
[4] C. Langlade, B. Vannes, T. Sarnet, M. Autric, Appl. Surf. Sci. 186 (2002) 145-149.
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Microstructure and Tribological behavior of Cr-Cu-N coatings deposited by
Hybrid PVD systems
Woong-Pyo Hong, Gwang-Hoon Choi, In-Woong Lyo, Bo-Kyung Kim, Ji-Yeon Seo
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Cr–Cu-N nanocomposite coating was deposited by hybrid PVD system combining
both cathodic arc ion plating and magnetron sputtering technique using Cr and Cu
target. Tribological properties of the CrN matrix and Cr-Cu-N coating were optimized
by Design Of Experiment (DOE) method as controlling process variables of coating
system. The surface and cross sectional morphologies of thin films were examined by
scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and transmission electron microscopy (TEM).
The nanoindentation tests were adopted to evaluate the mechanical properties of
Cr–Cu–N coatings. Reciprocating tribological behavior and lubrication characteristics
of the coatings was investigated at room temperature, 90, 120 and 150 °C. Lots of
grains around several tens nm in diameter were uniformly observed. The distributed
grains were generally composed of many small sub-grains. Sufficient mechanical and
tribological properties of Cr–Cu–N coatings are achieved. The maximum average
hardness around 28 GPa and friction coefficient around 0.02 are found in the coatings
with around 5.2 at.% Cu in this work. This result showed that Cr-Cu-N coating
materials was possible to apply on rotating high performance engine parts for
enhanced heat resistance
Keywords
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hybrid PVD
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Metal containing carbon films (a-C:H:Me) have very good tribological properties
especially in reducing the friction coefficient in addition to wear and adhesion
reduction. Typical metals for this kind of coatings are tungsten, titanium or chrom.
Beside these materials other metals, like zirconium, also offer a good option for
reducing the friction coefficient or wear. The main problem of these films is that at
temperatures higher than 300°C the usability is reduced because of degradation of
the coatings due to graphitization and oxidation effects.
The a-C:H:Zr-films were prepared by reactive d.c. magnetron sputtering in an
argon/acetylene atmosphere with two zirconium targets. The tribological film
properties were investigated by nanohardnes, pin on disk, wear and scratch tests. To
identify the film characteristics at higher temperatures, samples were tempered at
normal atmospheric pressure at 150°C to 550 °C for 1.5 hours. A polished 1.3343
steel was used as the substrate. The results were compared with the film properties at
room temerature.
Investigations show that the optimal film properties are by a zirconium content of 20 to
21 at. %. The hardness of that metal content average out at 1260 HV and the wear
4.0*10-15 mm³/Nm. For the pin on disk test a normal force of 3 N was used and a
distance of 170 m at a rotation of 30 rpm. The Zr-DLC coatings exhibit a low friction
coefficient of 0.13 under unlubricated conditions and against a steel ball.
The temper tests were executed in 100°C steps and to identify the exact limit, the
temperature steps were 25°C. The results show that the hardness is stable up to
325°C, but the wear and the friction coefficient are stable until 350°C.
This study confirms that a-C:H:Zr definitely present a good option for the application
as a friction and wear reduced carbon film and should be suitable for all tribological
areas. The temper tests show a temperature stability up to 325°C.
Keywords
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The Features of the Martensitic Transformation in Titanium Nickelide
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Of interest is the search for a new method for the formation of protective coatings.
Having analyzed the channel of martensitic transformations in titanium nickelide by
the group theory methods, Zolotukhin et al. [1] generalized all possible variants of
atomic displacements in the channel. Such an approach is undoubtedly interesting;
however, it is justified for commensurate shear deformations. For the incommensurate
atomic displacements, the martensitic transformation can be compared to the critical
phenomena for which “the structure is a process”. The final stage of this process is
unpredictable, since small fluctuations in nonequilibrium systems can critically affect
the result. In such cases, one should look for the regularities of structure formation in
self_organization laws. The purpose of this study is to reveal the features of the
martensitic transformation in Ni–Ti as a result of the mechanochemical reactions
caused by shear deformations both at the grain boundaries and in the grain bulk. Due
to the metallic bond, martensitic transforma tions have features typical of metals.
However, the covalent bond, characteristic of intermetallides, plays a key role in
martensitic transformations. The transformation rate coincides with the chemical bond
switching rate. Mechanochemistry describes the processes in which mechanical
motion controls the chemical reaction via approaching molecules and provides the
activation energy, i.e., the energy of the chemical reactions initiated by mechanical
impact. 1. Zolotukhin, Yu.S., Surikova, N.S., and Klopotov, A.A., (Fundamental
Problems of Modern Materials Science), Barnaul: AlGTU, 2007, No. 3, p. 85.
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MoS2 is a broadly accepted solid lubricant for space mechanisms. However, a
drawback of MoS2 is its tribo-sensitivity to atmospheric water vapor which renders the
film unsuitable for use under high humidity levels at air conditions. This recommends
precautions during ground qualification testing and storage of solid lubricated space
mechanisms. Recently, coupling a need of extending space mechanisms life with
advances made in PVD technology, efforts have been made in developing more wear
resistant MoS2 and low friction films capable of both: vacuum and atmospheric
application. Alloying the MoS2 films with metals has been reported by several
researchers with varying success. The authors have already reported the tribological
behavior of MoSx solid lubricant film alloyed with WC under different environments.
In this work different MoSx-WC coatings were synthesized by direct magnetron
sputtering on silicon and 440C stainless steel substrates using MoS2 and WC targets
in an argon atmosphere. Different coatings were produced varying the interlayer
(thickness, gradient interlayer, etc.) and total film thickness (from 1.6 to 3.2 microns).
Coating morphology by scanning electron microscopy (SEM), hardness, adhesion and
tribological properties were studied. Pin on disk test under 10% RH. at 0.75 GPa
showed the highest endurance when interlayer was in the range of 0.2 microns with
durability up to 450,000 wear cycles with average friction coefficient as low as 0.07.
When studying total coating thickness, it was observed higher coating endurance in
case of thicker coating.
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MoSx
solid lubricant
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Nanolayer AlTiN/TiN hard coatings are known to have superior performance in
protection of surfaces at hard working conditions due to their properties such as low
thermal conductivity, high wear resistance and high oxidation resistance. In the
present study, the effect of nanolayered design on micro-abrasion behavior of AlTiN
and TiN coatings was investigated. Nanolayer AlTiN/TiN, single layer AlTiN and single
layer TiN coatings were deposited on AISI D2 substrates by CC800/9 sinOx ML
(CemeCon) industrial magnetron sputtering system. Microhardness and adhesion of
the coatings to the substrate were measured by nanoindentation and scratch test,
respectively. The wear tests have been performed using SiC abrasive slurry by
ball-cratering equipment. The friction coefficient between fixed-ball and the coatings
were recorded at different normal loads and rotation speeds. Surface failures were
analyzed by using optical microscope and scanning electron microscopy. The results
obtained from the investigated coatings were compared in order to highlight the effect
of nanolayered design on the micro-abrasion behavior the coatings.
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Plasma processing has been widely used in various applications such as the
deposition of thin films, surface modification, dry etching etc. Despite the steps
forward, there are still open issues especially concerning the design of plasma
systems and the effective control of plasma parameters. A part of these issues is
related to the electrical characterization of the stray impedance of the plasma
electrode and the subsequent measurement and calculation of the real power
consumption during the process. This leads to discrepancies in the experimental
results between different labs around the world which hinders the transfer of
knowledge and in many cases in poor repeatability. In this work, a comparison
between different methods for the measurement and calculation of discharge voltage,
current, impedance and power is presented. The measurements were accomplished
in a laboratory scale cylindrical 13.56 MHz CCP reactor and three different methods
were tested: (a) A two port network based technique (b) An equivalent circuit based
method and (c) A modification of the subtractive method. The results are also
compared with numerical calculations of the RF electromagnetic wave propagation in
the RF electrode. The differences between the results of these techniques are
discussed in terms of the assumptions that are adopted in each of them and of the
source of errors in the RF electrode calibration. Moreover, the effect of electrode
design (materials used, electrode geometry and length) on plasma electrical and
microscopic properties were investigated. Different electrode geometries and external
circuits were tested and changes on the power transfer, plasma current and
impedance were monitored together with variations of spatiotemporal emission in
13.56 MHz Argon discharges. Finally, based on the results of electrical and optical
measurements the basic guidelines for the proper comparison between results of
different RF electrodes and plasma reactors are given.
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Calorimetric probes have been used for energy flux measurements from plasma
towards surface since the 1960’s. A large variety of different designs and techniques
has been developed since that time [1] . However, all existing methods only permit the
measurement of the total or integral energy influx. But for many processes a detailed
knowledge of the different contributions by charge carriers, recombination, neutrals as
well as molecule and film formation is of great importance for the understanding and
improvement of plasma based surface modification processes.
By using a transient calorimetric method which makes simultaneously use of the
calorimetric and electrostatic probe technique we show a versatile method for the
measurement of plasma parameters such as plasma density, electron temperature
and plasma potential as well as energy fluxes. Furthermore, the determination of the
different contributions becomes less error prone due to the use of the same probe for
both, measurement of the electrical signals and the energy flux.
The transient calorimetric method is benchmarked with the conventional method in
two different experiments. The first experiment is carried out in an electron beam used
for calibration of calorimetric probes. The results show a very good agreement
between the conventional and new procedure, which demonstrates the reliability of
the new method while being less time consuming. The second comparison is carried
out in an asymmetric argon rf-discharge. Again, a very good agreement with the
conventional method is obtained. The time needed for the measurements is reduced
by a factor >10 [2].
The main advantages of the transient calorimetric method are the much faster data
acquisition, higher accuracy and the possibility to characterize dynamic processes
which, makes this method also interesting for process monitoring.
[1] S. Bornholdt et al., Calorimetric Probes for Energy Flux Measurements in Process
Plasmas, in Complex Plasmas: Scientific Challenges and Technological Opportunities
, M. Bonitz et al. (eds.), Springer, 2014, in print.
[2] S. Bornholdt and H. Kersten, EPJD 67(8), 1-11, 2013
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Mit dem in unserer Arbeitsgruppe kürzlich entwickelten multifunktionalen Plasma- und
Beschichtungssensor (Ref. [1]) wurden verschiedene Plasmaquellen untersucht: Magnetronsputterquelle, - HF-Ionenquelle und - ECR-Plasmaquelle. Durch die
Kombination einer Schwingquarz- Abscheideratenmessung, einer
Langmuir-Sondenmessung zur Ermittlung der Ladungsträgerdichten, Potenziale und
mittleren Elektronenenergie des Plasmas sowie der Bestimmung des integralen
Energieeinstroms auf die wachsende Schicht durch Messung der Temperatur des
Schwingquarzes, können die Teilchenströme (Ionen, Elektronen, Neutralteilchen)
beim Schichtwachstum oder Schichtabtrag bestimmt werden. Die kompakte Bauweise
des multifunktionalen Plasma- und Beschichtungssensor erlaubte es, in kurzer Zeit
die radialen und axialen Charakteristiken der Plasmaquellen zu vermessen und aus
den Einzelgrößen das Ionen-Neutralteilchen-Verhältnis für die Beschichtungs
bzw.Ätzprozesse zu berechnen.
[1] T. Welzel, M. Kellermeier, K. Harbauer, K. Ellmer, Appl. Phys.
Lett. 102 (2013) 211605.
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Ralf Peter Brinkmann, Jens Oberrath, Martin Lapke, Christian Schulz, Robert Storch,
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Of the many diagnostic techniques available or proposed for low temperature
plasmas, only a few are industry compatible. In order to be useful for supervision and
control of technical plasma processes, a diagnostic must be (i) robust and stable, (ii)
insensitive against perturbation by the process, (iii) itself not perturbing to the process,
(iv) clearly and easily interpretable without the need of calibration, (v) compliant with
the requirements of process integration and, last but not least, (vi) economical in
terms of investment, footprint and maintenance. One very promising approach to
industry compatible plasma diagnostics is plasma resonance spectroscopy, i.e. the
attempt to exploit for diagnostics purposes the natural ability of plasmas to resonate
on or near the electron plasma frequency ωpe.
This approach is especially suited for depositing plasmas. A particular realization of
that concept is the multipole resonance probe (MRP), where the excited resonances
can be mathematically classified using the technique of multipole expansion. The
purpose of this communication is to report recent progress in the modeling of the
probe: A fully kinetic description was established which will allow extending the
validity of the evaluation algorithm into the low pressure range of p<1Pa.
The authors acknowledge the support by the Federal Ministry of Education and
Research (BMBF) in the framework of the project PLUTO.
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Atmospheric microwave plasma devices are used for various applications like the
deposition of coatings and the conversion of waste gases. To understand the complex
processes taking place inside these systems it is desirable to develop numerical
models in addition to empirical studies. The numerical simulation software COMSOL
Multiphysics is used for this purpose.
One objective is the optimisation of the resonator configuration of the investigated
microwave plasma torch to ensure the ignition and a continuous operation of the
plasma. Eigenfrequency analysis of the resonator geometry consisting of a cylindrical
and a coaxial resonator led to an adaption to the applied microwave frequency of 915
MHz.
Another challenge is the handling of gas flows and therefore the optimisation of the
gas management. Simulations of the cold gas flow show that an axial gas inlet has to
be complemented by a tangential one in order to achieve a rotating flow preventing
the hot plasma from touching the confining glass tube.
Since the gas flow in the microwave plasma torch is heated up by the plasma it is also
inevitable to study this influence. For these simulations a constant heat source was
inserted into a gas flow. The heating power was calculated from the microwave power
used in the experiment. The resulting temperature profiles already demonstrate a
good agreement with measured values.
Plasma parameters like the electron density and the collision frequency were
implemented into the simulation model. The theoretical background is provided by the
Drude model which takes the conductivity and the permittivity of the plasma into
account.
This work is partly funded by the DFG within the cluster project OGAPlas (project
number: STR 662/4-1).
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In the High Power Impulse Magnetron Sputtering (HiPIMS) regime the spatial and
temporal evolution of the plasma as well as the neutral gas species is of great
importance. The plasma is highly ionized and the neutral gas no longer behaves as a
constant background for the plasma. Due to the low operating pressures, modeling of
the involved gas dynamic and plasma processes is however challenging. Only a
kinetic description of the plasma and the neutral gas is appropriate. We approach this
scenario by simulating the transport of sputtered aluminum particles through a neutral
gas atmosphere of argon. We use a modified version of the 3D Direct Simulation
Monte Carlo (DSMC) code dsmcFoam [1], which is part of the open source CFD
toolbox OpenFOAM [2]. By imposing a time-varying flux of sputtered particles, the
sputtering wind in a generic geometry of a parallel plate reactor is mimicked. First we
investigate the particle densities and fluxes in a low plasma density sputtering regime
representative of a capacitive sputtering discharge. We then investigate the influence
of different pulse parameters e.g., the pulse duration, the repetition rate, or the
sputtered particle flux of a HiPIMS pulse on the individual particle densities and
fluxes. As expected, only above a certain threshold of the sputtered particle flux we
observe the predominance of the sputtering wind. We further find its influence to be
largest in a well-defined region below the race-track. In this region strong rarefaction
and subsequent recovery of the argon gas is observed, depending on the discharge
parameters used. Finally, their significance is discussed with respect to the inherent
time scales and time delays.
This work is supported by the German Research Foundation (DFG) in the frame of
the transregional collaborative research centre SFB-TR 87.
[1] T.J. Scanlon et al., Computers and Fluids 39, 2078–2089 (2010).
[2] OpenFOAM: The Open Source CFD Toolbox, User Guide 2.2.2, 2013.
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The Simulation of Continuous Se Ion Beam Assisted Deposition of CIS Films
Feng Yudong, Li Xuelei, Wang Zhimin
Lanzhou Institute of Physics, Lanzhou, China
wzm751219@gmail.com
Based on the continuous Se ion beam assisted magnetron sputtering deposition
technology, low temperature deposition of CIS thin-film solar cells in high quality can
be achieved. By comparing with the method of conventional gas phase atomic
deposition, and through simulated analysis from the perspective of diffusion
uniformity, numerical calculation on the depth of ion beam injection effect is
conducted. First, according to the theory of classical collision in molecular dynamics,
the theoretical calculation on the process of ion implantation is done; the
concentration distribution of the Se after ion implantation can be got by TRIM software
simulation analysis. On this basis, the concentration distribution of Se ion after
diffusion can be further obtained. Finally, the calculation model is established; through
comparison and analysis, when the Se diffusion uniformity phase at the same time,
sink temperature T1 needed for ion beam assisted deposition and sink temperature
T2 needed for gas phase atomic deposition are respectively calculated. The
calculation results show that on the premise of merely considering the ion
implantation effect, from the perspective of the diffusion of uniformity, the Se ion beam
assisted deposition technique can obviously reduce the temperature of the basal
values compared with traditional vapor deposition technology.
Keywords
ion beam assisted deposition
CIS
low temperature deposition
simulation
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Diagnosis and analysis of sputtering plasma in different unbalance magnetic
field environment
Chao Yang, Jiang bailing, Cao zheng
xi'an university of technology, xi'an, China
yangchao0107@sina.com
Abstract: The sputtering plasma distributions in the two different unbalance magnetic
fields (K=2.78 and 6.41, espectively) was diagnosed by Langmuir probe, magnetic
induction on the target surface was measured by
Gauss magneto meter, magnetic field distribution on target surface was simulated
with a software package Ansys. The impacts of the characteristics of the plasma in
unbalance magnetic field environment was valuated. It was showed that in the
different unbalance magnetic field , the substrate to target distance significantly
affects the plasma properties , including ion density , electron density and electron
temperature , especially inside the magnetron (over the middle of target surface
place). Many of charged particle transported from magnetron to the areas far away
from the target. In a space 60mm above the etched-ring of the target , the plasma
parameters in the K=2.78 field were found to be markedly higher than those in the
K=6.41 field , where there existed lower magnetic inductions above the target surface
. Besides, the number of the divergent
magnetic lines increases with an increase of K-value.
Keywords
Unbalance magnetic field
Langmuir probe
Plasma density
Magnetic induction
Plasma distribution
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Calorimetric measurements on an atmospheric pressure plasma jet
Thorben Kewitz1, Christoph Regula2, Jörg Ihde2, Holger Kersten1
1

Group Plasma Technology, Kiel University, Kiel, Germany 2Fraunhofer-Institute for
Manufacturing Technology and Advanced Materials IFAM, Bremen, Germany
kewitz@physik.uni-kiel.de

Atmospheric pressure plasma (APP) jets are used for many applications, including
cleaning, activation and thin film deposition [1, 2]. Compared to low pressure plasmas
they are often preferred due to several advantages. APP-jets can be easily integrated
in process lines due to lower space requirements, lower investment costs and
handling times can be reduced. The main advantage of the APP-jet technique is the
appropriate local treatment of substrates e.g. for bond lines or single elements.
For applications where temperature sensitive materials are involved a detailed
knowledge about the thermal load is needed to prevent material deterioration. In order
to predict substrate damage caused by thermal load the energy flux density has to be
measured, which is done here with a calorimetric probe [3].
A parameter study was performed on a commercially available atmospheric pressure
plasma jet [4] with a specifically designed calorimetric probe. Since the energy density
and gas flow generated by this plasma jet are high, the probe has to withstand high
mechanical and thermal load. Consequently, the design was adapted to these
conditions, using a thicker probe and materials which are able to resist higher
temperatures. The probe was embedded in a larger substrate in order to embrace the
large treatment area of the APP-jet and to include the effects of the gas and heat flow
without critical edge effects.
The results show the dependences of the energy flux density on different process
parameters. Those results lead to a better understanding of the plasma jet and the
interaction between the plasma jet and the substrate surface. Finally, they allow a
precise adjustment of the treatment parameters for a given substrate material.
[1] J. Benedikt, et al., Plasma Phys. Control. Fusion 49 (2007) B419
[2] M. Noeske, et al., Int. J. Adhes. Adhes. 24 (2004) 171
[3] M. Stahl, et al., Rev. Sci. Instrm. 81 (2010) 023504
[4] http://www.plasmatreat.de/
Keywords
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Nitrogen Reflex Plasma Diagnostics
Bogdan Butoi1, Marian Bazavan1, Vania Covlea1, Catalin Berlic1, Bogdan Bita2, Mihail
Lungu3, Andrei Avram2, Emil Barna1
1

Faculty of Physics, University of Bucharest, Magurele, Romania 2National Institute for
Research and Development in Microtehnologies, Bucharest, Romania 3National
Institute for Lasers, Plasma and Radiation Physics, Magurele, Romania
bogdan.butoi@g.unibuc.ro

Optical emission spectroscopy and Langmuir probe measurements were performed in
a low pressure nitrogen reflex plasma. The Electron Energy Distribution Function
(EEDF), electrons temperature, plasma density (electron and ions number
density),vibrational and rotational temperatures for nitrogen and nitrogen ion
molecule, were determined. EEDF is obtained by Druyvestein method, using a
custom made software. A model of nitrogen reflex plasma is presented. Discharge
current can be set between 50-200mA, voltage between 400-700 V with a pressure
that can be varied from 10-2 to 1 mbar. For these parameters we found a plasma
density of about 5-7.1018 m-3 and an electron temperature of 3.104 K. The vibrational
and rotational temperatures are measured by fitting the N2+first negative system
(FNS) and N2second positive system (SPS) measured spectrum, with simulated
spectra using a least-square procedure. Some particular aspects of the EEDF in
molecular plasmasare analyzed andinterpretedin correlation with inelasticcollision
processes between electrons and nitrogen vibrational levels. The discrepancies
between the rotational temperatures found from different rovibrational bands of N2and
N2+molecule are commented in connection with thermal coupling between
translational and rotational movements. Also, some applications in plasma processing
are emphasized. Plasma parameters influence to some types of processing materials
in plasma (sterilization, wood treatment, polymerization) are commented.
Keywords
reflex plasma
diagnostics
plasma processing
nitrogen plasma
plasma applications
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On the relationship between the energy flux at the substrate surface and the
phase constitution of reactively magnetron sputtered titanium dioxide thin
films.
Stephanos Konstantinidis1, Pierre-Antoine Cormier1, Anne-Lise Thomann2, Rémy
Dussart3, Nadjib Semmar3, Thomas Lecas3, Rony Snyders1
1

University of Mons, Mons, Belgium 2GREMI/CNRS, Orléans, France 3
GREMI/Université d'Orléans, Orléans, France
stephanos.konstantinidis@gmail.com

In this study, the total energy flux transferred to the substrate was varied in a broad
range by modifying systematically the working conditions. A titanium target was
sputtered in an Ar/O2reactive atmosphere (P= 0.6 Pa) either in DC Magnetron
Sputtering (DCMS) or in the High Power Impulse Magnetron Sputtering (HiPIMS)
mode of operation. Unbalanced (UB) and Balanced (B) magnetron cathodes were
utilized and the time-averaged power delivered to the plasma was set to either 400 or
800W. The total energy flux was measured in situ thanks to a heat flux sensor located
at the substrate position. The normalized energy flux (Fnorm) was calculated by taking
into account the number of Ti atoms deposited per unit time and the discharge
regimes were compared accordingly. Regardless of the sputtering method, the film
phase constitution evolves from pure anatase to rutile rich anatase/rutile phase
mixtures as Fnorm is increased. Fnorm is the highest as the HiPIMS discharge is ignited
with an UB magnetron. A surprising result is that the energy flux related to the
B-DCMS discharge at 800W is higher than the one measured for the UB-DCMS, at
the same power. The enhanced magnetic field confinement for the balanced cathode
intensifies the target ion bombardment, which, in turn, promotes the heating of the
target surface. Consequently the contribution of the IR photon flux emitted by the hot
surface to the total energy flux is significantly augmented. In fine, we show that the
phase constitution depends on the total energy flux supplied during growth.
Keywords
Titanium dioxide
Energy flux
HiPIMS
Magnetron sputtering
Thin films
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Comprehensive diagnostics of inductively coupled radio frequency oxygen
discharges
Thomas Wegner, Christian Küllig, Jürgen Meichsner
University of Greifswald, Greifswald, Germany
physics@thwegner.com
Inductively coupled radio frequency (ICRF) discharges have been widely applied in
plasma processing of material surfaces. Beside the plasma processing parameters,
e.g., pressure and RF power, the most important plasma parameters electron density
and temperature or the electron energy distribution function, respectively, are of great
interest. Furthermore, the density of negative ions and metastable oxygen molecules,
e.g., the O2 (a1Δg), and the gas temperature have to be studied using comprehensive
diagnostic methods. The Langmuir probe technique, the Gaussian beam microwave
interferometry (160 GHz), the optical emission and VUV absorption spectroscopy,
respectively, were applied to study the transition from the capacitive (E-) to the
inductive (H-) mode of a planar ICRF discharge at 13.56 MHz. The phase resolved
optical emission spectroscopy provides information about the electron heating
mechanisms during the mode transition. In particular, the E-mode with low electron
density and high electron temperature is characterized by the heating during sheath
expansion and electric field reversal during sheath collapse. The strong field reversal
reveals high electronegativity in the E-mode. With increasing RF power a continuous
transition into the H-mode with two heating phases within the RF cycle was observed.
In the H-mode the electron density continuously raises over two orders of magnitude
with increasing RF power, whereas the electron temperature drops from about 6 to 3
eV. Simultaneously, the gas temperature and the density of metastable oxygen
molecules increase by a factor of about two. In the early afterglow of the pulsed ICRF
discharge an electron density peak is observed within about 50 µs, which is a result of
the collisional detachment of negative ions by metastable oxygen molecules. Taking
into account the corresponding negative ion density the electronegativity (n-/ne) in the
H-mode is reduced.
Keywords
ICP
oxygen
interferometry
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spectroscopy
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Trace Analysis on Surfaces
Babett Viete-Wünsche1, Dipl.-Ing. Rudolf Huber1, Dr. Bernhard Heisinger2
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Semisol analytik gmbh, Dresden, Germany 2Semisol analytik gmbH, Dresden,
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babett.viete-wuensche@semisol.de

To characterize silicon-surfaces, a high sensitive multi-element analytical method,
known as vapour phase decomposition (VPD) was developed and is used since more
than 20 years to measure the concentration of trace metals on silicon surfaces. It is
an optimized method to analyse the contamination on a sample surface and is
suitable for wafer surfaces or any other coated surfaces.
The method uses hydrogen fluoride vapour to decompose and release metal
contaminants from a surface oxide. These metals are then collected by rolling a small
droplet of diluted acid solution over the wafer surface. This can be done automatically
or manually. Also special segments or any geometrical shape on the surface can be
analysed. The droplet is then dried to increase LoDs. Afterwards the solution is
dissolved again and could be analysed either with TXRF or ICP-MS.
Using the VPD-principle, it is possible to analyse all industrial produced wafer sizes
for semiconductor or solar applications and also textured wafers.
Beside wafers most other surfaces could also be analysed with this method.
With the equipment in our cleanroom-lab (class 100), we are able to detect the
contaminations with two ultra-sensitive techniques TXRF and ICP-MS, using flow
injection (FI) sample introduction.
Potentially, 60 elements can be measured with detection limits ranging from
108 to 1011 atoms/cm2. Typically surface concentrations of trace metals on silicon
wafers with native oxides and dielectric oxides were measured and presented.
Both methods enable a highly accurate ultra-trace analysis over the entire wafer
surface and are also suitable for silicon bulk etching, gallium nitride wafers, silicon
oxide layers and also for silicon nitride layers.
Regular round robins comparing different methods guarantee sustainable and
reproducible quality on the highest level.
Keywords
Deposition Technics and Technologies
VPD/TXRF or VPD/ICP-MS
Plasma Activated Wafer
Surface Characterisation
Layer Analysis
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Ion Energy Measurements in a capacitively coupled multi frequency plasma
Stefan Ries1, Denis Eremin2, Carles Corbella3, Stefan Bienholz4, Dario Grochla5,
Alfred Ludwig5, Achim von Keudell3, Thomas Mussenbrock2, Peter Awakowicz4
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Since 2010 the Institute for Electrical Engineering and Plasma Technology at the
Ruhr-University Bochum has been investigating a large-area, capacitively coupled
multi frequency plasma source (MFCCP) for deposition of ceramic layers.
The main research objective is to understand the coherences between the plasma
process parameters respectively plasma parameters and the properties of the
deposited layers. The MFCCP is powered by three frequencies 13.56 MHz, 27.12
MHz and 60 MHz. The two lower frequencies are driven in a phase locked mode with
an adjustable phase shift. By varying the phase shift the dc self-bias respectively the
ion energy onto the target can be changed very accurate without effect on the ion flux.
The applied voltage at 60 MHz generates a high plasma density.
In recent investigations process parameters (e.g. dc self-bias) respectively plasma
parameters (e.g. electron density, temperature, ion energy distribution) and its
influence to the properties of aluminium nitride layers (e.g. thickness, stress) are
examined by using various plasma diagnostics and coating analytics. Particularly the
impact of the ion energy on the deposited layers is studied by measuring the ion
energy distribution (IED) with a retarded field energy analyser and correlated with the
layer properties (e.g. thickness, stress). Additionally the experimental results are
compared to IED simulations to verify the applied PIC-code, too.
Keywords
CCP
IED
RFEA
diagnostics
deposition
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Characterization of Voltage and Gap Effect On Plasma Temperature And
Electron Density In Argon Pin-to-plate DBD Plasma By Optical Diagnostics
Zeinab Kabar Koohi1, Babak Shokri2
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Gas temperature and electron density are important parameters for plasma
applications specially surface treatment and surface coating, so that different
techniques have been used to evaluate these parameters among which optical
emission spectroscopy (OES) has several advantages. In this study, the temperature
and the density of dielectric barrier discharge (DBD) plasma is diagnosed via OES
technique. The plasma is generated by a pin-to-plate configuration in atmospheric
pressure. The temperature is evaluated using Specair software through
Δν=-1vibrational transition of N22nd positive system spectrum. Rotational temperature
is supposed to be the gas temperature due to fast rotational relaxation in atmospheric
pressure plasmas. Furthermore, vibrational temperature is generally close to electron
temperature (Te)because vibrational state of molecular species is controlled by
electron impacts. Electron density is another parameter derived from Stark
broadening of Hαincluding Van der Waals broadening too. Effect of gap between the
electrodes and applied voltage on temperature and density of plasma are studied.
Electrode gap is varied between 1.5-3 cm and the applied voltage variation is 12-16
kV. All experiments repeated four times to define standard deviation as statistical
error. The results show that gas temperature increases by both voltage and electrode
gap increase in Ar plasma. The gas temperature range is 800-1300 K. Furthermore, it
is found that the electron temperature doesn’t change significantly by increasing
voltage, but had a decreasing behavior by gap increase. Teis found to be around
2000-2200 K. The obtained electron density doesn’t change in the studied voltage
range so that the investigated plasma can be considered in a saturation regime.
Finally, in the considered system electron density is evaluated about
1016-1017cm-3in the studied range of gaps and voltages.
Keywords
OES
Gas temperature
electron density
Pin to plate DBD
Specair
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Computer simulation of the magnetron discharge
Dmitriy Korzhenko, Sergey Yanin
Tomsk Polytechnic University, Tomsk, Russian Federation
dman@tpu.ru
Computer model of the electrical discharge in the crossed electrical and magnetic
fields (magnetron discharge) based on the particle-in-cell and Monte-Carlo methods
was developed. This model considers electrons' motion in the magnetic field along
target's surface and electrons' drift towards the anode and ionization process of the
operating gas. Also model considers motion of the secondary, tertiary etc electrons,
which were born during the motion of the primary electron. Preliminary results of the
dark cathode space, area of the intensive atom ionization were gained. These results
agree well with known experimental data. Calculated redistribution of the electric field
during the discharge corresponds with experiment.
Keywords
magnetron
discharge
plasma
modeling
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Computer modelling of charged particles transport from multicomponent
plasma to immersed solids with complex geometries
Jakub Hromadka, Tomas Ibehej, Rudolf Hrach
Charles University in Prague, Prague, Czech Republic
hromadka.jakub@seznam.cz
Computer simulations in plasma physics became very important tools for investigation
of plasma-surface interaction. Especially in the area of plasma-assisted technologies,
computer models are very useful. The models allow to study transport of charged
particles near complex geometries, their energies and distribution functions. The
obtained results help to interpret experimental data and thoroughly understand
plasma behaviour near surface of solids.
There are several modelling techniques that are suitable for low-temperature plasma
investigation. Particle models give the most detailed information about the modelled
particle ensemble but they lead to extremely time-consuming calculations. On the
other hand, fluid models are efficient enough but their capability to bring sufficient
information about studied particle ensembles is limited. It was proven [1]that hybrid
models which combine fluid and particle techniques can give valuable results. It
concerns especially to their iterative form when the particle and fluid part of the model
exchange energy distribution function of particles and spatial distribution of electric
potential.
The described modelling techniques were used to explore the transport of charged
particles from the bulk of multicomponent plasma through sheath structure around
surfaces of uneven substrates. Mainly, we are interested in the energy and angular
distributions of particles that impinge the surface of a solid immersed in the plasma. It
is obvious that their energies will depend on the bias of the solid as well as on plasma
pressure and composition. These dependencies were studied to qualify their influence
on the corresponding technological process.
[1] Hruby V, Hrach R, IEEE Trans. Plasma Sci. 38 (2010), 2328.
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Investigation of imine formation on PE surfaces treated in ambient-pressure
nitrogen/hydrogen DBD afterglow
Zohreh Khosravi1, Claus-Peter Klages2
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This article reports in situ FTIR-ATR investigations during treatment of PE ultrathin
films in the afterglows of dielectric barrier discharges (DBDs) operating at atmospheric
pressure in mixtures of nitrogen and hydrogen, as well as during subsequent
gas-phase derivatization and H/D isotope exchange reactions.
4-trifluoromethyl-benzaldehyde (TFBA) derivatization showed considerable amounts
of 4-CF3-C6H4- moieties being bonded to the surface while no primary amines could
be detected by H/D exchange experiments. The suggested presence of imines as
major products of the plasma-chemical surface reaction was investigated by
derivatization of PE foils using vapors of strongly nucleophilic 2-mercaptoethanol and
4-(trifluoromethyl)-phenylhydrazine (TFMPH), respectively. XPS spectroscopy was
subsequently applied in order to quantify the amount of sulfur and fluorine,
respectively, introduced to the surface due to the presence of electrophilic moieties
generated by the plasma treatment. Ex situ reduction and acid-catalyzed hydrolysis
experiments were performed on plasma-modified PE in order to corroborate the
formation of imino groups on the surfaces by revealing the typical signatures of
reaction products. Optical emission spectroscopy was performed on N2 + x H2
discharge afterglows in order to gain some insight into the nature of gas phase
species responsible for the introduction of nitrogen into polymer surfaces.
Keywords
Plasma treatment
In situ FTIR-ATR
Nucleophilic derivatization
Optical emission spectroscopy
XPS
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Plasma Cleaning, Activation and Modification of Surfaces for Improved
Adhesive and Bonding Strength
Uwe Beck, Jennifa Baier, Gundula Hidde, Stefan Hielscher, Thorid Lange, Renate Mix
BAM, Berlin, Germany
uwebeck@t-online.de
Plasma technology is a key technology for surface engineering as also processes
beyond the thermo-dynamic equilibrium can be realized for a huge variety of
functional properties almost independent of the material class. Thin film and coating
technology are based on plasma processes, for printing and bonding technology
plasma processes are at least essential. Hence, the determination of adhesive and
bonding strength on stratified interfaces is of general interest.
However, the quantitative determination (in MPa) of adhesive and bonding strength
has been a challenge until the availability of centrifuge technology. This
multiple-sample tensile testing techniques allows the quantitative evaluation of
adhesive and bonding strength on a statistical basis without any sample clamping.
The composite, either a coating/substrate system or an adhesive-bonded joint, is only
inserted and one-sided supported. As a result, a wide range of tensile strength can
investigated from below 1 MPa up to 100 MPa without any effect of shear forces
within a short period of time. This again, is a prerequisite for reliable and reproducible
determination of the effect of plasma cleaning, activation and modification in particular
on polymer and glass surfaces prior to deposition or bonding.
A variety of examples (metallized polymers, coatings for precision and ophthalmic
optics, curing conditions of adhesives, adhesive-bonded joints with low surface
energy materials) is discussed regarding the effect of plasma-treatment, the presence
of functional groups and adhesion promoters. It is shown that the use of centrifuge
technology and the evaluation of failure pattern are pointing the way ahead for
improved adhesive and bonding strength by means of plasma technology.
Keywords
plasma treatment
adhesive strength
bonding strength
adhesion promotors
centrifuge technology
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Introduction of a double DBD system for treating films and textiles
Shouguo Wang
Institue of Plasma Physics, CAS, Hefei, China
wangshouguo@aoe.ac.cn
A commercial double DBD plasma system was developed using roll to roll electrodes
covered with quartz tube. Its discharge width is 1800 mm and its discharge power is
100 kW, which can be changed depending on different films and textiles. Its treating
speed is from 10 to 50 m/min. Additionally, the system including a transmission unit
and a PLC panel, which can be used to replace the traditional cotton fabric desizing
system.
Keywords
roll to roll
DBD
treating
textile
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Anti-reflective, superhydrophobic, superoleophobic nanostructured polymeric
and glass surfaces via plasma etching
George Boulousis, Dimitrios Kontziampasis, Athanasios Smyrnakis, Kosmas Ellinas,
Aggeliki Tserepi, Evangelos Gogolides
N.C.S.R. Demokritos, Athens, Greece
gboul@imel.demokritos.gr
Surface nanotexturing and modification with random plasma nanotexturing is used for
the manufacturing of anti-reflective and superamphiphobic / amphiphobic polymeric
surfaces such as polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) Polyether-ether-ketone (PEEK),
Cyclic-olefin-copolymer (COC) and Polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) substrates. These
substrates show hierarchical roughness and complex high-aspect-ratio morphology
[1,2,3]. These surfaces become anti-reflective and superhydrophobic after a short
etching time and after a deposition of a thin fluorocarbon film or fluorinated monlayer,
but as the etching time increases the surfaces become milky and superoleophobic.
Furthermore we demonstrate O2 plasma etched and simultaneously randomly
roughened PMMA coatings on glass. Here we deposited a pFOTS
(perfluorooctyltrichlorosilane, 1H, 1H, 2H, 2H CF3(CF2)5CH2CH2-SiCl3) monolayer on
the roughened PMMA surface via the gas phase to improve the long term stability of
superhydrophobicity. We show an impressive reduction of total reflectance for short
O2 plasma treatment of samples, with an optimum etching time of 90s and 120s,
where AR improves by 30% and superhydrophobic properties for this surfaces with a
contact angle over 150 degrees and hysteresis less than 5 degrees [4]. The effort
continues in order to transfer these structures directly on glass using the
nanostructured PMMA coating as an etching mask.
[1] A. K. Gnanappa et al, Plasma Process. Polym. 2012, 9 (3) , pp. 304-315.
[2] K. Ellinas et al, Langmuir, 2011, 27 (7), pp 3960–3969.
[3] E. Gogolides et al, International Journal of Nanomanufacturing (IJNM), Vol. 6, No.
1/2/3/4, 2010.
[4] D. Kontziampasis et al, submitted to Microelectron. Eng (2013)
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PLASMA-ASSISTED ELECTROSPINNING: THE MANY FACETS OF A PROCESS
Matteo Gherardi, Laura Calzà, Vittorio Colombo, Luisa Stella Dolci, Davide Fabiani,
Maria Letizia Focarete, Chiara Gualandi, Romolo Laurita, Anna Liguori, Marco
Zaccaria
University of Bologna, Bologna, Italy
matteo.gherardi4@unibo.it
The aim of this work is to present the various overlaps between plasma technology
and electrospinning, an established and versatile process to fabricate continuous
polymeric or inorganic fibers, with dimensions in the range of tens of nanometers to a
few microns, from a molten polymer or a polymeric solution. These polymeric
solutions should fulfill many requirements in terms of rheological properties,
conductivity and surface tension in order to be electrospinnable; typically, mixed
solvents or additives are adopted to improve electrospinnability of polymeric solutions,
however this may induce additional costs and environmental concerns. Due to their
high surface area, electrospun nonwoven mats are suitable materials for many
industrial and biomedical applications, in water and air filtration, as separators in
Li-ion batteries and as scaffold for tissue engineering. Depending on the application,
plasma treatment may be employed to optimize the characteristics of the materials
(hydrophilicity and surface roughness) or the electrospinning process itself (improving
the electrospinnability of polymeric solutions).
In this work plasma pre-treatment of polymeric solutions and post-treatment of
electrospun scaffold are investigated. Plasma pre-treatment is employed to produce
Poly-L-lactic acid (PLLA) scaffolds for biomedical applications without using toxic
solvents; indeed, non-thermal plasma process is used to improve the
electrospinnability of PLLA in a 100% dichloromethane solution without adding the
toxic dimethylformamide to increase conductivity. Plasma post-treatment is focused
on the improvement of electrospun PLLA biocompatibility; results for surface chemical
modification and cell proliferation on plasma treated and untreated PLLA electrospun
scaffolds will be presented and discussed. Finally, results for the use of plasma
treatment in some patent-pending electrospinning processes dealing with Li-ion
batteries and biomedical applications will be summarized.
Keywords
Atmospheric pressure non quilibrium plasmas
Electrospinning
Treatment of polymeric solutions and surface treatment
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Computer simulations of plasma polymerization and plasma-based
functionalization of polymers
Johan Minnebo, Erik Neyts, Annemie Bogaerts
University of Antwerp, Wilrijk-Antwerp, Belgium
johan.minnebo@uantwerpen.be
Plasma technology is routinely used to functionalize polymers and enhance their
surface properties. In order to gain a better understanding of the effects of the plasma
on the polymer surface at the atomic scale, reactive molecular dynamics (MD)
simulations of oxygen and hydroxyl radicals impinging on an amorphous polyethylene
surface were carried out. Furthermore, nudged elastic band (NEB) simulations of
likely reactions between O and OH radicals and a decane molecule were performed
to calculate the potential energy barrier of these reactions, including hydrogen
abstraction, carbon-carbon cleavage and radical addition reactions on the decane
molecule as well as on reaction products of all considered reactions. The combination
of MD and NEB gives a clear insight into how the polyethylene surface becomes
functionalized.
Additionally, to investigate the effect of plasma treatment on the polyethylene surface
properties, MD simulations of water droplets on surfaces with various degrees of
functionalization were carried out as well. In particular, we focused on the influence of
the size of the water droplet, the type of functional groups implanted in the surface
and the functionalization depth.
Finally, MD simulations for the plasma polymerization of propanol were performed.
For this purpose, a zero-dimensional (0D) model was first employed to simulate a
propanol plasma, in order to elucidate which are the growth precursors for the plasma
polymerization, to be used as input in the MD simulations. This model gives key
insights into the types of species that are present in the plasma and which of the
reaction pathways play an important role in their production and loss reactions.
Furthermore, the dependence of the composition of the plasma phase on
experimental parameters, such as power deposition or gas temperature, can be
accurately predicted and validated by experimental results.
Keywords
simulation
polymers
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plasma polymerization
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Plasma Coatings for Textile Applications
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Heuberger
Empa, St.Gallen, Switzerland
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For the sustainable growth of the textile industry in developed countries it is
recognized that a shift toward highly functional and added-value textiles is essential.
The demand for tailored surface modifications for water/stain repellence, long-term
hydrophilicity, enhanced adhesion, electrical, optical, anti-bacterial, and biocompatible
properties is therefore increasing. At the same time, the environmental restrictions
concerning wastewater produced by conventional textile finishing techniques are
becoming more and more severe. In this context, dry plasma processing is seen as
an attractive alternative method to add new functionalities to textiles. Special
requirements such as reel-to-reel processing, plasma penetration into the textile
structure, sizes and water content as well as investment and running costs (i.e. low
pressure vs. atmospheric pressure plasmas) need to be taken into account for a
successful application of plasma technology.
Plasma polymerization based on hydrocarbon and siloxane monomers mixed with
reactive gases enables permanent hydrophilic or hydrophobic textile surfaces, which
is already transferred to industry. Further developments aim in adhesion promoting
plasma polymers for improved fiber matrix adhesion in light-weight composite Plasma
polymers are further used as barrier layers for controlled drug release and as surface
functionalization for tissue engineering.
Sputtering of metals such as Ti, Ag, Au, Pt etc. on fabrics or fibers yields highly
reflective, electrically conductive textiles used for medical and smart textiles as well as
high fashion. In order to achieve a high washing fastness, the initial film growth
conditions need to be controlled. Such processes are also transferred to industry.
Even more advanced plasma coatings are based on nanocomposite structures by
co-sputtering during plasma polymerization. Filling factors of the metal compound
close to the percolation threshold enable sensor fibers due to the rapid change in
resistivity by e.g. water penetration.
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Surface contamination on polycarbonate and the effect on plasma
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The most convenient material for display covers in automobiles is polycarbonate (PC)
because of the high breaking strength, the temperature stability up to 120°C and the
resistance to many chemicals. In most cases, anti-reflection coatings on
polycarbonate do not fulfill the harsh requirements of the automotive industry. In
particular, challenging environmental conditions such as temperature shock cycles
lead to cracks and delamination of such a coating from the polymer. Therefore,
sub-wavelength nanostructures that can provide an anti-reflection effect could be an
alternative. The self-organized formation of stochastically arranged anti-reflective
structures by plasma etching has already been described in many papers from our
group. This nanostructuring process, called ARplas®, has been successfully applied
on many different polymers, but not on polycarbonate until now.
This paper shows results from experiments using this plasma structuring technique on
PC. It could be demonstrated that nanostructure evolution under certain plasma
conditions appears, leading to a satisfying anti-reflection effect. However, from
microscopy investigations of the generated patterns on a PC sample, laterally
distributed irregularities in the structure growth became obvious. A comparison of
several different polycarbonate types showed that these irregularities in the etched
nanostructures change their appearance depending on the PC type. It was assumed,
that surface contamination affects the structure growth and that contaminants are not
equally distributed on the sample surfaces. Pre-cleaning experiments of the samples
only showed success if alcohol was used as the cleaning agent, so probably
long-chained hydrocarbons that diffuse out of the polycarbonate bulk and remain on
the surface could be the source of contamination. To prevent the need of an
additional cleaning procedure, a short plasma treatment that could be conducted
together with the structure etching step in vacuum was successfully applied to reach a
homogenous structured sample surface.
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Polypropylene textile treatment using Ar plasma jet: changes of properties and
silver depositions
Vadym Prysiazhnyi, Thalita M.C. Nishime, Konstantin G. Kostov
Faculty of Engineering, UNESP, Guaratingueta, Brazil
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Atmospheric pressure plasma treatment of textiles and polymers is an important
example of successful development of fundamental and applied research over last
decades. Moreover the research in this area is still active due to continuously growing
trend to ban non-ecofriendly processes. Due to flexibility of atmospheric plasma
systems and their diverse properties the studies of atmospheric pressure plasma jets
still go on and lots of issues remain to be solved.
Polypropylene (PP) textiles are cheap and commonly used in many textile industries.
Due to a recent trend to develop antimicrobial textiles by attaching ions or
nanoparticles with antimicrobial properties, it is necessary to find easy process for
cheap PP textile, which would not increase its cost dramatically. One of such
approaches is to use the plasma pretreatment. In this contribution the surface
properties of PP textile after the plasma treatment and silver nanoparticles deposition
will be described. It was decided to use argon plasma jet powered by AC (from 10
kHz to 40 kHz) signal (from 14 kVp-p to 20 kVp-p) with estimated power of few watts.
The active area of single jet is about 2 cm x 2 cm, but can be increased by using
multiple jets (the pretreatment was also done using two jets in parallel). It has been
shown that it is possible to homogeneously cover the PP textile fibers with silver
nanoparticles after the plasma pretreatment for relatively short times (few tens of
seconds), which was not possible to achieve if PP textile was immersed in silver
solution without pretreatment. The silver incorporation was obtained from aqueous
solution of silver nitrate in water. The influence of treatment parameters on the
deposition process will be also presented.
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Atmospheric pressure modification of polypropylene web using a dielectric
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Efficient plasma modification of polymeric web at atmospheric pressure is of great
industrial interest, due to the environmental benefits and cost savings such a process
route provides. Atmospheric pressure plasma systems used for this purpose are
characterised by high throughputs of polymeric web, and wide electrodes
perpendicular to the direction of web transfer. Opportunities for improvement lie in
improving the uniformity of the treatment of the polymeric web as well as improvement
of key surface properties.
A dielectric barrier discharge reactor has been used as a model system to assess the
effects of key process parameters for surface modification. A low concentration of
acetylene mixed in nitrogen was used as the process gas. Work presented here
examines the effect of process parameters such as acetylene concentration, total flow
rate, power and voltage waveform on the surface properties of the polypropylene web.
Contact angle measurements, FTIR spectroscopy, AFM and SEM were used to
characterise the surface properties of the treated web. Results concerning the
uniformity of the surface properties over the web are also presented. These have
enabled conclusions to be drawn concerning optimum processing conditions for both
quality and uniformity of the treatment.
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Hydrophilic treatment of polyimide by microwave O2-Ar mixture gas flowing
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SHIGERU ONO, Syuichi Suzuki
Tokyo City University, Tokyo, Japan
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Hydrophilization by atomic oxygen seems important in oxygen plasma treatment.
When polyimide sample is merely put in the oxygen plasma, the effect of the collision
of charged particles in the plasma to the polyimide surface is superimposed. It is
important to understand the hydrophilization process by distinguishing the effect of ion
bombardment and oxygen atom irradiation for advanced surface treatments.
Processing characteristics as a result of these two effects is introduced in many
research reports. Number of ion irradiated to the sample can be estimated by electric
current because ion has electric charge, however, it is difficult to measure the amount
of oxygen atom irradiation. So, there are few the reports concerning the oxygen atom
irradiation to the processed sample.
Microwave excited O2-Ar mixture gas flowing plasma has been used in this research.
Polyimide samples have been placed from the upstream region where close to the
microwave cavity to the downstream region where the charged particles of almost are
disappeared. The most downstream position is about 60cm from the microwave
cavity. Typical mixture gas flowing velocity is 4.2 m/s. In the upstream region, plasma
characteristics have been measured using an electrostatic probe, and in the
downstream region, oxygen atom density has been measured using electrical heating
catalytic probe, and the number of oxygen atom irradiated to the sample surface is
deduced. It has been found that in order to obtain a 30 ° water contact angle
considered to be sufficient for practical use, an oxygen atom dose of 1x1018 cm-2 is
needed. The results were compared with the results of hydrophilization treatment
using an atmospheric pressure microwave plasma source and a surface wave plasma
source. It was found that the oxygen atom dose vs water contact angle characteristics
are substantially equal in the case of using any plasma source.
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Treatment of polymeric foils by dielectric barrier discharge in air and its
influence on their subsequent coating with silver
Anna Kuzminova, Artem Shelemin, Jan Hanus, Ondrej Kylian, Andrei Choukourov,
Hynek Biederman
Charles University in Prague, Prague 8, Czech Republic
annakuzminova84@gmail.com
Fabrication of nanostructured metallic films on polymers is the topic of long-term
interest due to wide range of technological applications of such materials. Among
various methods applied for the deposition of metal thin films onto polymeric materials
DC magnetron sputtering is highly attractive, as this technique is easy to implement,
cost effective and environmentally friendly. However, it is well-known that structures of
sputtered metallic coatings are strongly dependent on the surface properties of
polymers to be coated. Therefore, in order to control the growth of metal films on
polymeric surfaces it is crucial to control the surface properties of polymers that are
metalized.
In this study, we investigate influence of pretreatment of polymeric materials (PET,
PTFE, LDPE and nylon foils) by planar dielectric barrier discharge (DBD) on the
properties of subsequently sputter deposited Ag films. The pretreatment was
performed in DBD plasma operated in air at atmospheric pressure and the changes of
morphology, chemical composition, mechanical properties and surface energy of
polymeric foils were determined by wide range of techniques. Ag films were deposited
by DC magnetron sputtering in Ar atmosphere. It was observed that the optical
properties, mainly the shape and the position of the anomalous absorption peak of
Ag, that strongly reflect the size, shape and distances of created Ag nanoclusters, are
significantly influenced by the DBD pretreatment of the foils. In all cases, a red shift
and broadening of the anomalous absorption peak of silver was observed for Ag
deposited on plasma treated foils as compared to the films deposited at otherwise
identical deposition conditions on untreated foils. Comparing these changes with
changes of properties of foils induced by DBD plasma, it may be concluded that
observed differences in the silver growth on DBD treated polymeric foils are
predominantly caused by increased surface density of oxygen containing moieties.
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Plasma treatment of porous materials
Jakob Barz, Hendrik Schikora, Christian Oehr
Fraunhofer IGB, Stuttgart, Germany
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The plasma functionalization of porous materials such as 3D scaffolds is of high
interest for industrial absorbers, selective membranes, and as biomaterial. Up to
know, there are several limitations concerning the penetration depth of the treatment
– in particular when the structures show microporosity.
Low-pressure plasmas often fail to penetrate into the structures as chemically active
species completely react on the outermost surface – this effect is even highly
pronounced when the plasma gas flow is pumped through the material. One reason is
the low concentration of species on the absolute scale.
Atmospheric pressure plasmas locally may offer high densities of radicals, in
particular in the discharge filaments – however, in this case, active species undergo
high volume losses in the gas phase and therefore, a treatment in depth is also hardly
taking place.
In our paper, we investigate from the low- to the atmospheric pressure range in order
to study the pressure dependence of the treatment efficiency. To accomplish this task,
different plasma devices are used. The efficiency of the different treatments is
assessed by measurements of the wettability and the chemical composition. The
results of plasma-treated scaffolds are compared to those of flat, non-porous material.
Keywords
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A novel method for permanent bonding of synthetic textiles to polyurethane by
industrial vacuum plasma
Rubel Alam1, Gaffar Hossain1, Günter Grabher1, Mokbul Hossain2
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Most synthetic textiles such as Polyamide (PA), Polyester (PES) etc. have low surface
free energy and lack of polar functional groups on their surface, resulting in inherently
poor adhesion properties. In this study, an industrial low pressure plasma reactor
(volume: 11 m3 and working width: 1600 mm) have been employed to obtain strong
and permanent adhesion of synthetic textiles to polyurethane (PU) film aiming to
produce high performance composite materials for aerospace applications. The
adhesion strength between PU film and plasma-treated textile surfaces were
measured by assessing fracture tensile strengths using pull-off test [1]. Changes in
surface behavior such as surface free energy, wettability and adhesion with test-ink
were also characterized. The adhesion strength of the laminated composite was
further investigated in different conditions. Depending on the process gas used, a
significant surface modification of textiles was obtained using low pressure plasmas.
The functionalized surface is then reacted with commercial silane coupling agents.
The presence of amino functional groups of the coated surface was traced by dyeing
with acid dyes [2]. Plasma coating was required in order to activate (radical formation)
and to incorporate specific functional groups on the inert textile surfaces. Additionally
post-treatment improves the ageing performance of the plasma coating. A longer
testing period up to 20 months confirmed the permanency and stability of the
laminate. The interlayers of controlled physico-chemical properties such as surface
cleaning, mechanical interlocking, the increase of inter-diffusion and the polar
interaction at the interface may be considered as the mechanisms for the extremely
high adhesion.
Literature:
[1] R. Alam, G. Hossain, G. Grabher, M. Hossain, PSE 2012. [2] M. M. Hossain, A. S.
Herrmann, D. Hegemann, Plasma Process. Polym. 2007, 4, 135.
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Up-scaling of a polymer powder surfaces functionalization
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It was found that surface functionalized polyethylene powder can be used for the
sample preparation in microbial diagnostics. For example, this powder is dispersed in
a large volume of a beverage and captures bacteria. Then the powder is removed by
filtration. The relatively small amount of powder is compatible with the volume of
analytes which are used in microbiological diagnostics. In this way 100 bacterial cells
per liter beer can be detected. In a similar procedure the microbes can by insulated
from e.g. soils samples.
The powder is functionalized in a two-step process including a plasma activation and
the coupling of poly(ethylene imine) in a second wet chemical step. In a first approach
the activation was performed in a 2 mm thick layer of the powder in a low-pressure
MW plasma. Since the batch size of about 2 g resulted in a very low productivity, the
first up-scaling lead to a RF powered fluidized bed reactor. The batch size was about
8 g. In a second up-scaling two commercial reactors with a rotating barrel were used
with a batch size of ca. 100 g and an audio frequency and a radio frequency
excitation, respectively.
In this presentation we will report our results of the comparison of the different
activation approaches. It was found that for obtaining powders with the desired
properties for the bacteria capturing requires a relatively high level of oxidation in the
activation step. This level cannot be obtained by all the equipment. For example, the
fluidized bed setup requires some technical tricks including pressure pulsing to obtain
a powder with a homogeneous oxidation of a sufficient level. With an AF excitation in
a rotating barrel system it is virtually impossible to prepare a product with a sufficient
quality while in a RF powered system it is possible.
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Optical Properties of Al2O3 Thin Films by Oxygen Ion Beam Assisted Pulse
Reactive Magnetron Sputtering
Wang Zhimin, Feng Yudong, Wang JInxiao
Lanzhou Institute of Physics, Lanzhou, China
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The Al2O3 films were deposited on polyimide substrates using oxygen ion beam
assisted pulse reactive magnetron sputtering in which the oxygen ion beam were
produced from anode type linear ion source. The objective of this work is to study and
understand the influence of ion beam current on optical properties of Al2O3 films. The
optical characteristics of films were studied by the transmittance spectroscopy
measurement, the effect of deposition parameters on the refractive index，extinction
coefficient and deposition rate of the films is analyzed. The composition and structure
of the films are measured by X-ray diffraction (XRD) and X-ray photoelectron
spectroscope. The results indicate that the metal phase seriously affects the optical
characteristics of films in the process of oxygen ion beam assisted pulse reactive
magnetron sputtering. Based on the effective medium theory, the content of metal
phase have been calculated which should be less than 5%. The ion energy, ion
source discharge current, oxygen content, sputtering power are major parameters
which affect Al2O3 films deposition rate, composition and optical characteristics. The
Al2O3 films which have maximum refractive index and minimum extinction coefficient
were deposited at 300V ion source discharge voltage, 0.85A ion source discharge
current, more than 86% oxygen content and 600W magnetron target power.
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The effect of different electron beam treatment conditions on physicochemical,
mechanical properties and in vitro behavior of the ultra high molecular weight polymer
(UHMWPE) was investigated. The samples were modified by irradiation of the
polymer with an electron beam at atmospheric pressure at 2, 7, 15 cm from the output
window during 5, 20, 50 min. Material characterization before and after surface
modification was carried out by water contact angle measurements, SEM, EDAX,
IR-spectroscopy, profilometry and in vitro test (HEP-2, NCTC clone L929).
Characterization by FTIR revealed the presence of carbonyl oxidation products which
resulted in the increase of these groups’ intensity as well as O/C ratio and surface
roughness when the distance between the output window of electron beam and
samples decreases.The substitution of polar groups into the surface layers of the
polymer resulted in decrease of the values of water contact angle and an overall
increase in surface energy. UHMWPE, which was modified at 2, 7 cm during 50 min
exhibited a good hydrophilicity with a minimum water contact angle about 10º. All the
samples maintained the adhesion and spreading of epithelial and fibroblast cell
proliferation activity in the absence of cytotoxic effect. The optimal conditions for
surface treatment were achieved in the case of UHMWPE processing by electron
beam with the energy of 160 keV for 50 minutes at 7 cm from the output window of an
electron beam. These treatment conditions led to the formation of the moderately
hydrophobic surfaces (63.6 ± 6.9º). The method of electron beam treatment allowed
us to reduce the contact angle without compromising adhesion, spreading and
proliferative activity of epithelial cells.
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The development of new biocompatible materials with good surface and bulk
properties is a bit problematic. For some time now, the concept that prevails is the
surface modification of materials possessing the required mechanical properties in
order to make them biocompatible. Allylamine polymer film is considered to be a
desirable macromolecular material for its high hydrophilicity enabling adhesion of a
variety of cells or biomolecules in biological environments. In this research, plasma
polymerization, UV polymerization and plasma post-irradiation grafting were used in
order to deposit allylamine polymer films onto the surface of Ultra-High Molecular
Weight Polyethylene (UHMWPE). These techniques permit the modification of the
surface of polymeric implants increasing their biocompatibility without altering their
bulk properties. Different process parameters have been investigated, e.g. treatment
time, power and monomer concentration and their effect on the obtained deposit has
been studied. The physical and chemical properties of the allylamine polymer films
were evaluated by analyzing the elemental composition using X-ray Photoelectron
Spectroscopy (XPS), identifying the chemical structure using InfraRed spectroscopy
(IR), determining the surface wettability using Water Contact Angle measurements
(WCA) and the surface topography and morphology using Atomic Force Microscopy
(AFM) and Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM). In terms of sustainability, the films
stability was investigated by soaking the substrates in different solvents such as
water, ethanol and acetone while agitating and the ageing effect was also investigated
for different times starting from deposition. Eventually, a comparison between the
different methods employed and their effect on the film properties and longevity has
been made.
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Variety of applications utilizes the attachment of biomolecules to polymer surfaces,
which is expected to have a significant impact on bioscience. For providing reliable
attachment strength between substrate and protein covalent coupling is required.
Bilek et al [1] has shown that plasma immersion ion implantation of polymers
generates a reservoir of radical species in the bulk which can migrate to the
outermost layers and covalently bind proteins on the surface when in contact with
biological solutions.
Low temperature plasma treatment can be suitable for creation of free radicals in
polymeric materials as well. In this work, we used physical vapour deposition to
fabricate ultra-thin nano-structured films of poly(ethylene) on silicon which consisted
of compact islands with a mean height of about 7 nm. Roughness of the deposits was
tuned by changing the coverage (the deposition time). The films were subject to
post-deposition plasma treatment using argon plasma from the magnetron discharge.
The magnetron was equipped with a carbon target which resulted in deposition of less
than 1 nm carbonaceous layer over the entire nano-structured surface. Availability of
free radicals capable of binding proteins was confirmed by incubating the plasma
treated samples in a bovine serum albumin (BSA) solution. After the incubation, the
samples were rigorously washed with sodium dodecyl sulfate to leave only the
proteins attached covalently. The appearance of the XPS nitrogen signal proves direct
covalent attachment of BSA to activated hydrocarbon layers. Thus, the method allows
fabrication of organic surfaces with controllable nano-roughness for covalent binding
of proteins. The plasma treated samples were also found to favor adhesion of MG63
human bone cells.
Acknowledgments: the work was supported by the grant SVV-2013-267305.
[1] M. M. Bilek, D. R. McKenzie, Biophys. Rev. (2010) 2:55-60.
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Zeng LIN
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Titanium (Ti) osseointegration is critical for the success of dental implants. Previous
studies have shown that wettability controls are of great importance for their
biomedical application. Only relatively recently have the effects of plasma oxidized
surface on cell response been considered. The aim of the present study was to
develop a simple and scalable surface modification treatment that introduces plasma
oxidation method to the surfaces of Ti substrates without changing the original
morphology of other surface features. The controlled micro/nano-structures surfaces
of Ti substrates are achieved by using sandblast-acid etching (SLA) process. Then,
titanium oxide surfaces are achieved on SLA surfaces by using plasma oxidation base
on radio frequency plasma enhanced chemical vapor deposition (RF-PECVD) system,
while retaining the starting SLA micro/nano-textures topography. The water contact
angle (CA) of this surfaces increase and then decrease with the self-bias voltage.
Superhydrophilic TiO2 (anatase) surface can be achieved when the self-bias voltage
is 360V. Such plasma oxidized surfaces showed crystal structure of anatase (101)
orientation and possessed elemental compositions of TiO2, Ti2O3 and TiO. MG63 cells
were seeded on plasma oxidized Ti disks. The results suggested that the introduction
of such plasma oxidized surfaces in combination with micro/nano-structures improves
osteoblast attaching and spreading, which, in turn, indicates the potential for improved
implant osseointegration in vivo.
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Most of the strategies aiming at developing hemocompatible arterial prostheses target
the recruitment of endothelial cells (EC) to reproduce native artery intima. In practice,
the implantation of arterial prostheses lead to a phenomenon called neointimal
hyperplasia, characterized by the obstruction of the vessel due to the proliferation of
smooth muscle cells (SMC) on the prosthesis wall. In vitro experiments made on
co-cultures containing both EC and SMC already demonstrated the potential of some
drugs to inhibit SMC proliferation while promoting EC potential to proliferate. Plasma
based technologies were used in the past to coat the surface of biomedical devices to
improve their biocompatibility. By selecting the appropriate precursor molecular
structure and plasma experimental conditions, one can build up a plasma polymer
layer with tailored properties. In this context, our research team utilized a dielectric
barrier discharge to build up a biodegradable plasma polymer to be used as a drug
delivery system. Ethyl lactate was used as precursor due to the potential for this
molecule to form a plasma polymer resembling to poly(lactic acid), which is a
biodegradable polymer currently used for biomedical applications. The influence of
plasma power, deposition time, and carrying gas (Ar, N2) was studied and correlated
to the in vitro degradation rate of the coating. The layers were characterized by
ATR-FTIR and XPS spectroscopies, while surface profilometry was used to follow the
plasma polymer degradation kinetics. Finally, in vitro cytotoxicity experiments were
carried out to ascertain the applicability of this plasma based drug delivery system in a
biological environment. To our knowledge, this work is the first to demonstrate the
possibility of using plasma polymers synthesized through dielectric barrier discharge
as drug delivery systems.
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The use of diamond like carbon (DLC) for medical applications has established during
the last few years. Main advantages are its wear and friction behavior, high hardness
as well as the good biocompatibility. Due to its amorphous structure the DLC layers
feature characteristics of diamond as well as graphite. Most important therefore are
the hybridization states of the carbon atoms (sp2 or sp3). The mechanical properties
and biocompatibility of such coatings depend basically on the proportion between sp2and sp3-hybridized atoms, their occurrence (clusters or homogenous mixture) and not
at least on the hydrogen content of the DLC. Variation of these parameters is possible
by using different deposition methods.
A cooperation of the Fraunhofer FEP and the Europ Coating GmbH investigates the
possibility to modify DLC coatings with low energy electron beam treatment (eBeam).
For DLC deposition three methods were used: PA-CVD, PVD-sputtering and PVD-Arc
evaporation. These deposition methods generate DLC with different surface and bulk
characteristics. It is expected that eBeam treatment leads to a change of the sp2/sp3proportion on the surface. Also the hydrogen content can be influenced. Furthermore
the different coatings should react differently to the eBeam treatment. Focus of this
study is the enhancement of the mechanical durability of DLC while maintaining
biocompatibility.
Electron beam modification was done using the Fraunhofer pilot plant “reamode”
applying different energy doses. Surface analysis showed that electron beam
modification leads to a change in surface free energy and significant reduction of
contact angle, with the strongest effect on PVD-sputtered samples. Furthermore the
effects increased with increasing eBeam dose. Principal cell biological studies
revealed that the good biocompatibility of the DLCs is not influenced by eBeam
treatment. Mechanical tests concerning surface morphology, hardness and durability
of the coating will follow.
Keywords
DLC
electron beam
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The local delivery of drugs is of great interest as it can bring about much higher
efficiencies in drug usage compared with traditional oral or intravenous administration
methods, which lead to a large fraction of the drug molecules not reaching the target
before they become eliminated from circulation. We are particularly interested in the
delivery of antibacterial molecules for combatting bacterial biofilm infections on the
surface of implants and biomedical devices. For example, urinary catheters become
infected to almost 100% within 7 days, and the infection rate of hip and knee implants
has, despite stringent practices in hospital theatres, remained at around 3-4 %. Such
device-associated infections are thought to arise from opportunistic bacteria attaching
to the surface of the device while the human body’s immune defense system is
compromised by injury or surgery. Once attached bacteria have multiplied and
converted to a biofilm-forming phenotype, they are much harder to eradicate, usually
requiring revision surgery.Bacterial attachment might be prevented by an antibacterial
coating applied onto the surfaces of biomedical devices; the use of a thin coating
avoids the need for re-engineering of the device itself and affords a way of
value-adding. We have investigated several approaches for antibacterial coatings;
some comprise the covalent grafting of antibiotics, but here we will discuss the
fabrication and testing of plasma polymer coatings that are imbibed with antibacterial
molecules from an aqueous solution. On storage in dry conditions such coated
devices are stable, but on contact with body fluids the antibiotics are released over a
period of a few days. However, when using a thin coating as a release reservoir the
question arises whether sufficient amounts can be released. With the highly active
antibacterial compound levofloxacin, we have been able to achieve effective release
to prevent bacterial colonisation in a demanding in vitro model. Heptylamine plasma
polymer has so far provided the best matrix for release, which is consistent with
chemical solubility considerations.
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Titanium and its alloy are widely used in dentistry or orthopedics as the preferred
metal material for replacement. Dues to the primary problem of their property in
bioinert, corrosion resistance and wear resistance, its need to be improve by surface
modification. In this study, the ceramic layer film prepared by micro-arc oxidation on Ti
surface was investigated for improve the resistance corrosion and micro porous. In
order to improve the biocompatibility, micro-arc oxidation surface’s bioinert need to
introduce reactive group. We use plasma enhanced chemical vapor deposition of
hexamethyldisilazane (HMDSZ) introduced boundary layer for ceramic and organic
films and UV light graft reactive monomer that we can crosslinking EDC/NHS
immobilize biomolecular on surface easily. The surface properties, morphology,
phase, compositions of the coating were measured by scanning electron microscopy
(SEM), Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR), X-ray diffraction (XRD) and
water contact angle.
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Titanium dioxide, in the correct crystalline phase, exhibits photocatalytic activity and
may be used in applications such as self-cleaning surfaces, antimicrobial surfaces,
the removal pollutants from the atmosphere, or the generation of hydrogen by splitting
water. The optical bandgap of the predominant photocatalytic phase, anatase, is 3.2
eV, corresponding to absorption of, and hence activation by UV radiation. A variety of
dopant materials may be used to modify both the degree of photocatalytic activity and
the wavelength for photocatatlytic activation of titania.
In this work, molybdenum and tungsten additions were used to modify titania films
deposited by reactive mid-frequency pulsed-dc magnetron sputtering. The crystalline
structure of the coatings was determined via Raman Spectroscopy and XRD.
Photocatalytic activitywas determined by methylene blue dye degradation, and the
antimicrobial performance by a range of techniques to study thegrowth and retention
of differentpathogen species.
It was found that both dopant materialsproduced an increase in photocatalytic
activity.Doping with tungsten shifts the bandgap toward the visible region and
providesenhanced activity under illumination by conventional fluorescent lighting.
Molybdenum doping also exhibited some increase in “visible” photocatalytic activity,
however, it was also found during field trials of the coatingsthat theyalso have
inherent antimicrobial efficacy that was demonstrated even when the material was in
darkness.
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Carbon nanowalls (CNWs) are self-assembled, free-standing, few-layered graphene
nanostructures. They have the high aspect ratio over 100 and high specific surface
area. In addition to such the characteristic morphologies, they also have unique and
excellent electrical and chemical properties. Therefore, they have attracted much
attention to be applied to various types of devices, such as electrical devices,
electrochemical sensors, biosensors, and so forth. Their application as a scaffold of
cell culturing is also promising as well as carbon nanotubes and graphene sheet. To
realize such the applications, it is important to control not only their morphology but
also chemical modification of their edges and surfaces. In recent years, we have
established a radical injection plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposition
(RI-PECVD) system, and realized highly reproducible growth of CNWs, control of their
morphology and semiconducting properties. In this study, we investigated the surface
wettability of CNWs with emphasis on the chemisorption effect by post-growth surface
modification using plasma treatments.
The surface of as-grown CNWs fabricated employing CH4/H2 mixture was hydrophilic.
After Ar atmospheric pressure plasma treatment for 30 s, the contact angle of water
droplet on the CNWs drastically decreased from 51˚ to 5˚. On the other hand, the
contact angle value drastically increased from 51˚ up to 147˚ by CF4 plasma treatment
at low pressure. According to X-ray photoelectron spectra, it was found oxidation of
CNWs occurred only at their edges and surface defects. The wide-range control of
surface wettability of CNWs was realized by the post-growth plasma treatments.
Surface-modified CNWs were used as electrodes to detect bovine serum albumin.
Furthermore, using the CNWs as a scaffold, its effects on the culturing rate and
morphological control of HeLa cells was also investigated. The results indicate that
the ability of CNWs as a platform for nanobio applications.
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Tantalum (Ta) is a transition metal well known for its goods properties like
biocompability, high corrosion resistance and excellent chemical stability. Ta is a
promising material for dental implants since, comparing with Ti, is bioactive, has an
interesting chemistry, high wettability and surface energy. Another promising
approach for implantology is the development of implants with oxidized surfaces since
bone progenitor cells interact with the oxide layer, forming a diffusion zone which
promotes a stronger bond due to its ability to bind with calcium.In this work Ta based
coatings were deposited by DC magnetron sputtering onto Ti CP substrates in an
Ar+O2 atmosphere. The influence of the oxygen partial pressure on the morphology,
chemical bonding and structure of Ta-based films was analyzed. The chemical
composition of the coatings was evaluated by Electron Probe Microanalysis (EPMA).
Film structure and morphology were assessed by means of X-ray diffraction (XRD)
and scanning electron microscopy (SEM).In addition, characterization by X-ray
photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), and Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy
(FTIR) was performed since these techniques gave information on the chemical
bonding and electronic structure of the Ta based coatings.
The coating´s bioactivity was evaluated by in vitro tests of immersion of the samples
in SBF (Simulated Body Fluid). In-vitro results demonstrate that Ta oxide surface
shows higher wettability and surface energy and consequently an increased affinity
for cell adhesion, compared with CP-Ti substrate.
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Commercial pure titanium (Ti) and Ti alloys are widely used as metallic biomaterials.
However, they still fail to meet some requirements for clinically uses of implant
applications due to its poor wear resistance and a lack of antimicrobial performance.
Tantalum (Ta), tantalum oxides and their coatings have been proved to increase their
applications in the biomedical fields such as orthopedic devices and dental implants
because of good corrosion resistance and biocompatibilities. In this study, tantalum,
doped tantalum oxide coatings containing different proportions of Ag were deposited
on bio-grade pure Ti implant materials. A pulsed magnetron sputtering system was
used for the deposition of the Ta2O5-Ag coatings. The Ag contents in the deposited
coatings were controlled by the magnetron power and bias voltage. The films were
then annealed using rapid thermal annealing (RTA) to induce the nucleation and
growth of Ag particles on the film surface. The crystalline structure and bonding states
of the coatings were analyzed by XRD and XPS. The antibacterial behavior and
cytocompatibility will vary, depending on the amount and size of the Ag particles on
the coated Ti samples. In this study, S. aureus and Actinobacillus
actinomycetemcomitans (A. actinomycetemcomitans) are Gram-positive and
Gram-negative bacteria, respectively, that exhibit physiological commensalism on the
human skin, nares, and mucosal and oral areas. Both bacteria were chosen as the
model for in vitro anti-bacterial analyses by a fluorescence staining method employing
Syto9 and bacterial viability tests. The cytocompatibility and adhesive morphology of
human skin fibroblast cells (CCD-966SK) on the coatings were also determined by
using the MTT assay and SEM. It showed that the nanostructure of Ag on the
tantanum oxide coatings was correlated with the antibacterial performance and
human skin fibroblast cellular biocompatibility.
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Polymer scaffolds are widely used in all fields of medicine and surgery for a range of
tissue engineering applications from long-term implants to short term dressings. The
main goal of this research was to use different physical and chemical processing
techniques to fabricate and modify highly porous implantable biodegradable scaffolds
containing polylactides. More specifically, this involves fabrication of polylactide
scaffolds in supercritical carbon dioxide, followed by their modification in plasmas. In
this study, the scaffolds were either treated in a dielectric barrier discharge at
atmospheric pressure or in low-pressure plasma as demonstrated before [1].
Afterwards, heparin was immobilized on the surface. The distribution of heparin along
the polymer volume was demonstrated by spatial resolution Raman spectroscopy.
Heparin release kinetics from the scaffolds in distilled water was studied using
spectrophotometry measurements. Virtually linear increase of heparin concentration
in solution was shown from the second till 15th day of experiments. In a first step, a
comparative study of cytotoxicity and matrix properties of pure polymer and
heparin-containing scaffolds using NIH 3Т3 mice fibroblast cultures in vitro
demonstrated positive effect of heparin distribution along the polylactide scaffolds
both on cell adhesion and proliferation. In addition to these tests, the proliferation of
mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs) and adipose derived stem cells (ADSCs) on the
surface and in the volume of the scaffolds was examined. In this part of our study,
untreated polymers as well as scaffolds treated in dielectric barrier discharges and
low-pressure plasmas were compared.
[1] C. Kleinhans, J. Barz, T. Schiestel, et al., Ammonia plasma treated
polylactide-hydroxyapatite scaffolds for the use in bone tissue engineering, 4th
International Symposium Interface Biology of Implants, Rostock 2012.
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Titanium oxynitride coatings (TiOxNy) are considered as promising material for
applications in dental implants due to their high corrosion resistance, biocompatibility
and the hardness superior to commercially pure titanium. The sputtering technique
gives a possibility to deposit TiOxNy films with variable chemical composition, namely
oxygen and nitrogen contents, which can be adjusted to a desired value by varying
the process parameters. TiOxNy films were deposited onto commercially pure (ASTM
67) microroughened titanium by reactive magnetron sputtering. The nitrogen gas flow
was kept constant while the oxygen gas flow was different for each deposition run in
order to obtain films with different oxygen and nitrogen contents. The sputtering
process was controlled by Optical Emission Spectroscopy.
The physical and chemical properties of the deposited films were analysed as a
function of oxygen and nitrogen content in the films. The evaluation of a potential
application of the coatings in dental implants was done by assessing the proliferation
and differentiation of human primary osteoblasts.
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This work presents first results of a research project which aims to establish plasma
surface treatment methods (PVD-HF sputtering) for the antibacterial functionalization
of plastic surfaces. Sputter processes are used to deposit different thin
metal/metal-oxide films on to the surface of a wide range of different polymers. The
according biocidal effect is evaluated afterwards by combined microbiological analysis
and fluorescence microscopy.
In contrast to more traditional microbial inhibition methods (like addition of metal oxide
micro- particles during the extrusion process), the presented approach tries to create
metal-oxide based biocidal surface properties directly at the surface by means of
plasma deposition. In particular, a HF-PVD plasma sputter system (13,56 MHz) is
used to deposit the following metals/oxides: Zn, Ag, Cu, etc. In this way, substrate
specific characteristics of a large number of different plastics (e.g. PLA, PA6, PP, PE,
HDPE, PS, ABS, PMA) are investigated. The resulting physical surface properties are
characterized by atomic force microscopy (AFM), electron microscopy (EDX), scratch
tests, contact angle measurements etc. Special focus is also put on the surface
pre-treatment (like cleaning and activation).
The coated and uncoated surfaces are then microbiologically tested, i.e. the survival
rates of bacteria strains (over a defined period of time) are determined by using a
fluorescence spectroscopic assay. The investigated bacteria are Escherichia coli and
Pseudomonas aeruginosa, two very typical representatives of pathogenes (e.g. for
nosocomial infections). The survival rates are monitored by using the LIVE/DEAD
BacLight Bacterial Viability Kit (Molecular Probes) in a commercial fluorescence
microscope, which allows a relatively fast estimation of a potential antimicrobial effect.
Additionally, standard microbiological tests (like ATP luminescence test, Alamar-Blue
method and Agar diffusion test) are conducted for more precise results.
Keywords
antibacterial
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Titanium is typically the biomaterial of choice in medical devices where good
biocompatibility and biomechanical properties are required. Nevertheless, in some
cases, e.g. implants with small diameters, higher mechanical resistance is required. Ti
alloys, such as e.g. TiZr alloys, may then beused, although their higher Young's
modulus may generate stress shielding phenomena and other drawbacks. Besides,
ZrO2 is known in certain conditions (tetragonal phase) to mitigate crack propagation
and thereby enhance the resistance to failure due to cyclic loading.This work aims at
studying the surface alloying of Ti with ZrO2 through Zr ion implantation and its effect
on its mechanical (fatigue) and biocompatibility properties.
TiGr4 was subjected to Zr(and Ar) ion implantation (50 and 100 keV, 1×1017 and
5×1016 ion/cm2) together with pre-, co- and post-oxidation processes at different
temperatures.Surface composition of the resulting surfaces was analyzed by X-Ray
Photoelectron Spectroscopy. Biocompatibility and cell adhesion tests were performed
on selected surfaces. Finally, surface treated samples were subjected to fatigue tests
(1050N at 30o). The fractured areas where examined by Scanning Electron
Microscopy analyses.
Results showed the formation of ZrO2 embedded in Ti in some of the treatments.
Tested surfaces were found to be biocompatible, non-cytotoxic. Fatigue resistance
results failed to show a significant improvement of Zr ion implanted samples in
comparison with the control (untreated) samples, although the resistance was
statistically significantly superior to that of Ar ion implanted samples.
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Silver doped diamond-like carbon (Ag-DLC) were deposited on silicon (Si 100) and
titanium substrates (Ti-6Al-4V) by pulsed laser ablation (PLD) for laser energy density
10 J∙cm -2 using KrF excimer laser and segmented target (graphite : silver - 7:1, 3:1,
5:3).The mechanical and antibacterial properties of Ag-DLC films have been
investigated. The composition was analyzed using wavelength-dependent X-ray
spectroscopy. The topology and surface properties as roughness of films were
studied using scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and atomic force microscopy
(AFM). Mechanical properties of DLC films with various silver content were evaluated.
Hardness (reduced Young's modulus) was determined by nanoindentation. Films
adhesion was studied using scratch test and with concentration of silver decreasing.
In vivo measurement (using gram positive and negative bacteria) of antibacterial
properties of the Ag-DLC films. This result opens further possibility for application of
Ag-DLC films in medicine.
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Titanium is the material of choice for permanent medical implants, due to the
combination of its mechanical properties and biocompatibility. It is also well known
that surface modifications, such as ion implantation, do improve its osseointegration,
by modifying interactions in the implant tissue interface, i.e. absorption of proteins and
recruitment of bone forming cells, differentiation of stem cells towards bone forming
cells, etc. Moreover, human Dental Pulp Stem Cells (hDPSC) are easily accessible
and known to differentiate toward bone forming cells. This work studies the hDPSC
seeding on ion implanted Ti6Al4V surfaces and its effect on hDPSC adhesion,
proliferation and differentiation. In addition, the seeding of commercially shaped
dental implants and the use of such implants in conventional clinical treatment
protocols is studied ex vivo. / Polished and roughened Ti6Al4Vimplants were
subjected to CO ion implantation. Subsequently, hDPSC adhesion, proliferation and
differentiation on ion implanted and control surfaces were studied in vitro. Then,
seeding of dental implants with hDPSC was developed, and resulting surfaces
analyzed by SEM. Finally, hDPSC seeded dental implants were placed and removed
from the femur and tibiae of rabbits ex vivo, following conventional clinical protocols,
and the number of cells, before and after the procedure, was quantified. / Results
showed that different surface features favour hDPSC adhesion and proliferation
(smooth ones) and differentiation (rough ones). SEM images showed that dental
implant shaped geometries can be adequately seeded with hDPSCs. Finally, it was
demonstrated that a conventional clinical protocol for placement of dental implants
can be applied, i.e. there was a significant number of hDPSCs on the implant surface
after the implant bone insertion, being the quantity larger on poor density bone areas,
where the osseointegration happens to be more challenging.
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Fluorocarbon plasma polymerisation was studied for anti-adhesive coatings of
temporary implants. The fluorocarbon films for cell adhesion test were deposited on
planar samples (polished TiAlV, diameter 11 mm, thickness 2 mm) at the powered
electrode of an asymmetric, capacitively coupled radio frequency (CCRF) discharge
at 13.56 MHz. A mixture of perfluoropropane (C3F8) and hydrogen (H2) was applied as
processing gas. The thin film composition and gas phase products were analysed by
FTIR spectroscopy, the film thickness of between 50 and 200 nm was measured by
ellipsometry. Here, Al coated glass and Si wafer served as substrate material,
respectively. The thin film IR spectrum shows a broad absorption between 1400 and
1000 cm-1, typically for cross-linked fluorocarbon plasma polymer film. The
mechanical stability of the thin films was tested using an autoclave (20 min, 121°C).
No reduction in the film thickness was observed after this treatment. The plasma
chemical reactions in the gas phase were analysed by in situ FTIR spectroscopy. In
the closed reactor (without gas flow) a strong degradation of the precursor C3F8 and
the formation of CF4 and C2F6 could be quantified. Furthermore, HF as plasma
chemical stable molecule was found. Anti-adhesive properties were tested by use of
human osteoblast cells MG-63 (ATCC) which were plated onto the coated sample and
cultivated in DMEM supplemented with 10 % FCS at 37°C and 5% CO2. The initial cell
adhesion (10min) was characterized by flow cytometry (FACSCalibur), whereas the
cell shape was analyzed by scanning electron microscopy. After an optimization of the
processing parameters RF power (25-150W), total pressure (20-60Pa) and C3F8/H2
ratio, the lowest cell adhesion and cell size was achieved for low RF power, low total
pressure and a 2:1 mixture of C3F8 and H2.
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CNTs have been utilized in multiple biomedical applications including tissue
engineering, biomedicine, biomaterials, (bio) sensors, catalysts, and so on. However,
raw CNTs are super-hydrophobic and can easily aggregate in aqueous media as well
as in organic solvents, which strictly restricts its application in biomedical fields
because a hydrophilic interface is in favor of enhancing bioactivity. In this work,
multi-wall carbon nanotubes (MWCNTs) which prepared by chemical vapor deposition
(CVD) were bombarded by N ions using ion beam assisted deposition (IBAD) to
improve their hydrophilicity. The advantages of this method are its simplicity, less
impurity and high content of active nitrogen on the surface of MWCNTs. Compared
with chemical grafting, the larger number of active nitrogen on the surface of
MWCNTs which interacted with cells in vitro could act as more sites for the cell
growth. Thus, the modified MWCNTs surface should have better bioactivity and
biocompatibility. Biocompatibility in vitro tests were performed on raw MWCNTs and
N+-bombarded MWCNTs. The cytocompatibility was investigated based on cellular
adhesion by both human endothelial cells (EAHY926) and mouse fibroblast cells
(L929). Results showed that N+-bombarded MWCNTs stimulated cell growth and
proliferation of cell culture, revealing superior cytocompatibility. The hemocompatibility
of both raw and N+-bombarded MWCNTs was evaluated by hemolysis, platelet
conglutination and kinetic-clotting tests. Compared with raw MWCNTs,
N+-bombarded MWCNTs displayed much more perfect platelets and red blood cells
in morphology and longer kinetic blood-clotting time, which increased its
thromboresistance, further hemocompatibility.
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“Delivery on demand” has become a key issue in the development of solutions for
bacterial infection and the evolution of resistance. Antimicrobial bioactive coatings
may be thin layers, scaffolds or hybrid materials with chemically immobilized or
physically embedded antimicrobial substances that act while tethered to a surface or
that are released either passively or upon a stimulus. Examples include
nanocomposite coatings consisting of nanoparticles and nanocarrier systems
attached to functional thin films. The present paper escribes the immobilisation of
biocompatible nanocarriers on typical functional plasma thin films and aspects of
adhesion, stability and functionality for applications in wound healing and infection
control. The anocomposite coatings to be described consist of functional thin plasma
polymer films with surface immobilized nanocarriers that are formulated to respond to
specific changes in the surrounding environment. The work to be described
investigates aspects of surface immobilisation such as adhesion and stability relevant
for strategies to combat microbial infection; it draws expertise from plasma assisted
technologies and wet chemical post plasma attachment of responsive nanocontainers
carrying an antimicrobial payload.
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In order to evaluate the performance of hard coating materials used in aggressive
cutting operations such as high-performance milling or high speed machining, it is
necessary to investigate the materials properties at the high temperatures generated
in service. However, the small length scale of the coatings limits the utility of
conventional high temperature techniques. The recent extension of nanoscale
techniques such as nanoindentation and nanoimpact to elevated temperatures has
recently made this a possibility, while vacuum techniques for high temperature
nanoindentation has also allowed measurement at temperatures where oxidation of
the indenter or sample may be problematic.
Micropillar compression at high temperature offers several attractive advantages over
hardness testing: indentation is highly dependent on tip geometry for accurate
measurements, and indenter geometry variation due to erosion by oxidation and
abrasive wear or plastic deformation of the tip is a serious concern at high
temperatures [1]. The micropillar geometry additionally offers a uniaxial stress state in
contrast to the triaxial stress state of indentation providing a direct measurement of
the yield stress, while in situ micro-pillar compression allows direct visualisation of the
deformation mechanism changes at elevated temperature so that buckling, fracture,
or plastic deformation can be immediately observed [2].
The elevated temperature performance of a wide range of Chromium Nitride-based
PVD hard coatings was evaluated using in situ micro-compression. This allows the
first direct measurement of the uniaxial high temperature yield strength, rather than
the hardness, of such coatings. The microstructure of the coatings was analysed
using X-ray diffraction, Raman spectroscopy and focused ion beam cross sectioning
followed by electron microscopy. Micropillars were examined using electron
microscopy before and after compression. Trends in deformation behaviour and yield
stress with temperature are discussed in relation to microstructure.
[1] J.M. Wheeler et al., Diam. Relat. Mater., 19 (2010) 1348-1353.
[2] J.M. Wheeler et al., Scripta Materialia, 67 (2012) 125-128.
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The influence of the addition of aluminum and zirconium on the mechanical and
crystallographic proprieties of binary Ti-Nb coatings, deposited by
DC-magnetron sputtering.
Achache Sofiane1, salim LAMRI2, mohammed arab pour yazdi3, Alain BILLARD3,
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Titanium alloys are widely used in aerospace engine and biomedical application due
to their light weight, low modulus, high strength, excellent biocompatibility and
corrosion resistance. Recently, β-type titanium alloys composed of nontoxic and
non-allergic elements such as Zr, Nb and Ta, have been developed in an effort to
improve their mechanical biocompatibility in terms of properties such as the Young’s
modulus, fatigue strength, fracture toughness and wear resistance. The aim of this
study is to investigate the influence of the addition of aluminum and zirconium on the
mechanical and crystallographic proprieties of binary Ti-Nb coatings, deposited by
DC-magnetron sputtering from pure metallic targets. Nanoindentation tests were
performed in order to determine hardness and Young modulus. The texture has been
investigated by means of X-ray diffraction pole figures. X-ray diffraction XRD and EDS
electron dispersive spectroscopy were also used to investigate the chemical
composition and structure of coatings.
The authors would like to thank Région Champagne-Ardenne and Accompagnement
Economique du Laboratoire de Bure-Saudron for financial support.
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Nanoscale friction of nitrided and post-oxidized steel
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Friction is a ubiquitous phenomenon in everyday activities spanning from vehicles
where efficient brakes are mandatory up to mechanical devices where its minimum
effects is pursued. Despite of the accumulated knowledge after many decades of
research, the phenomenon of friction is not fully understood. From a tribological point
of view, the friction coefficient depends on parameters such as shear strength,
toughness, hardness, and elastic modulus where all of them are the material
macroscopic properties contributing to the adhesive and ploughing friction
components. From a quantum physical-chemical point of view, friction is explained in
terms of attractive atomic forces, strength and stiffness of chemical bonds, grain
boundary interactions, thermal conductivity (phonons), and electronic band structures.
Even today however, there is a theoretical missing link between the macroscopic and
nanoscopic physical-chemical aspects of the phenomena.
The aim of this paper is to investigate the nanoscale friction behavior due to a fast
plasma post-oxidation process on a previously plasma nitrided steel. Sliding friction
tests were performed at different normal loads in order to probe the friction behavior
between a diamond tip and the nitrided/oxidized steel surfaces. The chemical
structure of the outermost layers was determined by GD-OES. The crystalline phases
and microstructure were analyzed by GA-XRD and SEM, respectively. The results
show that the friction coefficient (CoF) decreases when nitrogen are substituted by
oxygen atoms suggesting that the chemical structure are controlling the sliding
interaction phenomenon. Recent models correlate the friction behavior with vibrations
excitations. Therefore, chemical species on the outermost layers having lower (local)
vibrational frequencies should absorb (dissipate) less energy, decreasing the CoF.
Besides this effect, the friction behavior will be discussed taking into account the
chemical structure and atomic vibrations.
Keywords
friction
phonons
chemical structure
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Effects of thermal annealing on structural relaxation, amorphous stability and
nanoindentation response of Zr-40.36 at.% Cu thin film metallic glass
Apreutesei Mihai1, Philippe Steyer1, Claude Esnouf1, Jean Marc Pelletier1, Sandrine
Cardinal1, Jichao Qiao1, Lucile Joly Pottuz1, Alain Billard2
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Bulk metallic glasses (BMGs) have attracted extensive attention in recent years as a
new class of materials with great potential for engineering applications due to unique
properties, such as large elastic strain limit, excellent corrosion resistance and high
hardness. One of the enduring characteristics of amorphous alloys is their interesting
mechanical properties due to lack of long range atomic ordering in opposite to their
crystalline counterparts. Over the last decade, mechanical properties of metallic
glasses (MGs) have been significantly investigated, mainly in their bulk form. The aim
of our work is to better understand the transformations involved in binary thin film
metallic glasses (TFMG) synthetized by magnetron sputtering. The effects of
isothermal annealing on structural relaxation and crystallization behavior of a Zr-40.36
at.% Cu TFMG were investigated by X-ray diffraction and nanoindentation.
Nanocrystallline grains, mainly consisting of CuZr2 have grown from the matrix when
annealed at certain temperatures for different times in the super cooled region. For an
isothermal annealing below the glass transition temperature Tg (617 K) the XRD
spectra clearly show only the amorphous state. It has been shown that the hardness
increases up to ~ 6.5 GPa and ~7.9 GPa after annealed for 60 min at different
temperatures. The elastic modulus follow almost a linear trend with time obtaining
values up to ~129 GPa and ~138 GPa, respectively. After structural relaxation
(annealing below Tg) the film hardness increase by about 13.5%, while the Young’s
modulus is improved by 16% compared with the as deposited values. Results
indicated that the free volume of Zr-40.36 at.% Cu (TFMG) decreased and
nanocrystals nucleated during annealing. Such structural reorganization is
responsible for the enhancement of the hardness and elastic modulus of TFMG.
Keywords
magnetron sputtering
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Size-dependent deformation mechanisms and strain-rate sensitivity in
irradiated nanostructured metallic multilayers Cu/W coatings.
Emilio Frutos Torres1, Mauro Callisti2, Miroslav Karlik3, Tomas Polcar4
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Prague, Czech Republic 4Department of Control Engineering, Faculty of Electrical
Engineering, Czech Technical University in Prague and nCATS, Faculty of
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Nanoscale metallic multilayer systems (NMMs) attract attention due to their unique
structural applications, including ultrahigh yield, fracture strengths, high tolerance to
radiation damage. These interfaces can accommodate significant amount of
implanted He atoms and prevent formation of helium bubbles, which could change the
plastic deformation characteristics and compromise mechanical properties. The
understanding of plastic deformation characteristics in NMMs metals, i.e. flow stress,
activation volume (V*) and strain rate sensitivity (m), is one of the major objectives in
the investigations of such and shed light on the deformation mechanisms. Main focus
of this work is to study the size-dependent strain-rate sensitivity in non-coherent NMM
coatings by nanoindentation test, to reveal its underlying deformation mechanisms
and to explore the respective contribution of vacancies in plastic behaviour.
Magnetron sputtered NMMs of Cu/W with layer thicknesses (5/5) and a total thickness
1 micron were deposited on silicon wafer. The grain size was significantly lower for
tungsten compared to that of copper. Kurdjumov-Sachs interface <110> Cu // <111>
W was the major interface; however, there were differences between W-Cu and Cu-W
interfaces which will introduce different size dependent. Preliminary nanoindentation
tests showed high hardness and Young’s modulus dependence on layer thicknesses
whose maximum values were around (6; 130 GPa).
Keywords
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Study of the adhesion of nc-TiC/a-C:H coatings on plasma-treated steel
substrates
Lukáš Zábranský1, Vilma Buršíková1, Josef Daniel1, Petr Vašina1, Pavel Souček1, Jiří
Buršík2, Jan Grossman3, Jaroslav Sobota3, Mojmír Jílek4
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Nanocrystalline titanium carbide embedded in an hydrogenated amorphous carbon
matrix (nc-TiC/a-C:H) shows high hardness and Young's modulus together with low
wear and low friction coefficient. The adhesion of nc-TiC/a-C(:H) films to industrially
attractive substrates is often poor, therefore an adhesion promoting interlayer is
routinely introduced to overcome this problem. The aim of the recent work is to study
the adhesion of nc-TiC/a-C:H coatings to high speed steel substrates. The coatings
were deposited by the hybrid PVD-PECVD process using the unbalanced
configuration of the magnetic field. The substrates were treated by several methods
including chemical, mechanical and plasma techniques. The influence of the cleaning
time and bias voltage on the substrate holder on the resulting adhesion was studied.
In addition titanium interlayers with various thicknesses were deposited on the
substrates prior to the coating deposition in order to study its adhesion as a function
of the interlayer thickness. The dynamic impact, Rockwell, scratch and indentation
tests were used to study the effect of the above listed surface processing techniques
on the resistance of the coating/interlayer/substrate system against mechanical
damage. The indentation induced defects were studied using Fisherscope H100 and
Hysitron TI950 nanoindentation equipments. The resistance of the interface against
fracture was studied by comparison of the number of cracks around and/or below the
residual indentation imprints. Details of microstructure in the vicinity of the indentation
print were studied using transmission electron microscopes JEOL 2100F and Philips
CM12 STEM and scanning electron microscope MIRA 3 FEG-SEM. This research
has been supported by GACR contract 205/12/0407 and OP R&DI
CZ.1.05/2.1.00/03.0086.
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High temperature in situ nanoindentation on amorphous and crystalline thin
films
Marcus Hans1, Ude D. Hangen2, Hamid Bolvardi1, Volker Schnabel1, Jochen M.
Schneider1
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The temperature dependence of the elastic and plastic properties of amorphous (Al1-x
Six)1.2O3 thin films, deposited onto Si (100) substrates by reactive pulsed direct current
magnetron sputtering, was investigated. The as deposited samples were heated to
temperatures of up to 873 K and the mechanical properties were determined by in situ
nanoindentation with a Hysitron TI-950 TriboIndenter, equipped with a xSol™ 800
high temperature heating stage.
Young’s modulus and hardness values of the coatings were extracted from CMX
measurements with nanoDMA® III [1]. Averaging 400 individual unloading points for
each measurement, we observe a scatter of < 5% of the measured values for a
confidence interval of 68%, emphasizing the stability of the testing equipment even at
the highest temperature evaluated. The addition of 3 at.% Si resulted in a temperature
independent increase of Young’s modulus by approx. 20% which may be understood
by the increased population of strong Si-O bonds [2].
Furthermore, the temperature dependent elastic modulus of magnetron sputtered
crystalline Cr2AlC has been reported by ab initio molecular dynamics: Bulk modulus
values of 248 and 212 GPa were obtained at 0 and 1200 K, respectively [3]. Cr2AlC
thin films were deposited by direct current magnetron sputtering and the temperature
dependence of the elastic and plastic properties was measured.
[1] S.A. Syed Asif, J.B. Pethica, Mater. Res. Soc. Symp. Proc. 436 (1997) 153-158.
[2] K. Jiang, D. Music, K. Sarakinos, J.M. Schneider, J. Phys.: Condens. Matter 22
(2010) 505502.
[3] J.M. Schneider, D.P. Sigumonrong, D. Music, C. Walter, J. Emmerlich, R.
Iskandar, J. Mayer, Scripta Mater. 57 (2007) 1137-1140.
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Mechanical response of plasma polymer interlayers in polymer composites
Antonin Knob1, Adam Babik1, Vladimir Cech1, Lawrence T. Drzal2
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The study is aimed at preparation and characterization of glass fiber (GF) reinforced
polymer composites with controlled interphase formed by plasma-polymerized
tetravinylsilane and tetravinylsilane/oxygen interlayer (thin film). The plasma polymer
interlayers of specific physicochemical properties and thickness were deposited on
fibers to improve interfacial adhesion in GF/polyester composites. The fiber surface
was modified by using plasma enhanced chemical vapor deposition employing an RF
(13.56 MHz) helical coupling system operated in a pulsed regime at an effective
power of 0.1–10W and different treatment time. The process of plasma polymerization
was preceded by plasma pretreatment, improving the film adhesion using oxygen and
argon gasses or their mixtures. Pretreated surface of glass fibers was modified by
single or bilayer film. Mechanical response of plasma polymer interlayers was
characterized by microindentation test to evaluate the interfacial shear strength. Test
results were related to the interlayer thickness and the interlayer modulus. The
mechanical response (interfacial shear strength) for unsized (35 MPa), industrially
sized (125 MPa), and plasma coated fibers at different polymerization conditions was
compared. The interfacial shear strength for optimized pretreatment and plasma
polymer interlayer (170 MPa) shows an increase by 36% compared to the industrial
sizing.
Keywords
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The paper reports on Ti-Ni-N films which exhibit an enhanced toughness and
resistance to cracking in bending. The Ti-Ni-N films were prepared by reactive
magnetron sputtering using a dual magnetron. Results of reported experiments
demonstrate that (i) a low effective Young’s modulus E*=E/(1-ν2) resulting in a high
ratio H/E*≥0.1, (ii) a high elastic recovery We≥60% and (iii) a compressive macrostress
(σ<0) are necessary conditions which ensure that the Ti-Ni-N films exhibit an
enhanced resistance against cracking in bending; here E is the Young’s modulus and
ν is the Poison’s ratio. The Ti-Ni-N films with these properties belong to a new class of
advanced coatings called flexible coatings. These coatings are simultaneously hard,
tough and resistant to cracking.
Keywords
Resistance to cracking
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Shadow Effects in Nanoindentation - Is It Possible to Extract Information of
Every Point Within a Coating Substrate System by Contact Mechanical Testing?
Nick Bierwisch1, Norbert Schwarzer2
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In principle and for completely homogenous materials it is always possible to extract
measurement information from certain well selected areas within a half space by the
means of normal indentation testing. Within the talk it will be shown how this can be
achieved by properly selected measurement conditions with respect to contact area
and load or tip shape and load.
Unfortunately, this nice possibility of actually “steering” the “Point Of Interest” POI of
any nanoindentation test is not given in the case of layered materials. So, as a mere
byproduct of the development of a measurement optimizing software tool for optimum
parameters for nanoindentation and scratch it was discovered that it is not possible to
select every point in a simple coating substrate system in order to obtain
measurement information dominated by an area around that very point. This is
caused by “Shadow Effects” coming from either the substrate or the coating and
hindering the POI to show the inelastic behavior one is interested in, because
inevitable inelastic behavior at other positions within the compound are shadowing the
process and point of interest.
It will be shown, that these limitations are principle and thus, certain positions within a
coating-substrate compound are inaccessible for ordinary indentation.
Keywords
characterization
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Required coating properties for continuous cutting of Ni-based superalloys
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Ni-based superalloys are typically difficult-to-cut materials. The superalloys have high
strength at elevated temperatures and low thermal conductivity. Therefore, during the
machining of superalloys, the cutting force and cutting temperature are generally
higher than those of other materials. In our past study, the cutting performance of TiN
coated cutting tools deposited by arc ion plating was examined. At the beginning of
the cutting, plastic deformation of the coating was observed at rake face and flank
face edges using TEM. Furthermore, the fracture of the coating near surface defects
(droplets, voids, etc.) was due to the interaction between work material and surface
defects. This work aims to develop a new coated cutting tool that has the coating
properties required to machining of Inconel 718. In this study, the damaging
phenomena of TiN coatings in machining of Inconel 718 were investigated under
continuous turning. To understand the effect of coating defects and deposition
temperature, TiN coatings were deposited by arc ion plating, sputtering, hollow
cathode, and CVD. TiN coatings deposited by sputtering and CVD had lower defects
compared to other methods. The cutting results showed that sputtering and CVD TiN
coated cutting tools had light flank wear without heavy fracture or delimitation of the
coating. Furthermore, the TiN coated tool deposited by CVD showed the best cutting
performance compared to the other PVD coated tools. Characterization of the TiN
coatings were investigated using XRD, Nanoindentation, and EPMA. It was found that
after annealing of the coatings, hardness of the PVD coatings was decreased
compared to the CVD coating. This change in the hardness of PVD coatings was
attributed to the relaxation of the residual stress in the PVD coatings. Based on these
results, it was concluded that coatings with higher strength, good stability at high
temperature, and low defect density may reduce the damage of the cutting tools for
Inconel 718.
Keywords
Ni-based superalloys
coated cutting tools
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Study of hard coatings with the instrumented indentation test
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During the last years the instrumented indentation test (IIT) has been established as a
common analysing technique for determining material properties. Beside the Martens
hardness value these technique provides additional important properties such as
indentation modulus, indentation hardness or indentation creep. Due to the high force
and distance resolution and the ability to apply very low loads, the instrumented
indentation test offers the possibility to measure mechanical charateristics of thin
coatings without an influence of the substrate.
Over the years the thickness of new developed industrial coatings decreased
constantly. A coatings thickness well below one micrometer is standard and coatings
in the order of 100 nanometers are nothing unusual. Hard coatings like PVD or DLC
also following this trend. But those coatings often tend to have an uneven surface with
roughness values in the order of the coating thickness. The combination of a small
coating thickness and a high roughness is a challenge to the instrument and the user.
The poster shows different ways to test such samples. Measuring a cross section of
the sample can improve the results. A high precision of the XY-positioning is the
precondition. Furthermore an increased number of measurements allow the
comparison of average values of different samples. Using a scanning probe
microscope (AFM) can give additional information about the sample which is not
available by standard nanoindentation measurements.
Keywords
Nanoindentation
Instrumented indentation test
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ISO 14577
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The results of the study of the mechanical properties of the surface layers in the
products made out of die steel, high-speed steel, high-strength cast iron and hard
alloy modified by pulse plasma are presented. Processing of products was performed
by a pulse plasma generator with speed and temperature of plasma flow of up to 6
km/s and 12000 K, respectively. Plasma produces a comlex cyclic pulse (ν=2
Hz;time<0.6 ms) impact on the surface:thermal impact (the thermal stream density of
up 106 W/cm2), and electromagnetic impact (current density of up to 10 kA/cm2,
magnetic field strength of up to 4*105 A/m). The research of tool steel 60WCrV7 has
shown that after processing the microstucture of the surface layer up to 60 mcm thick
undergoes further refinement. The average micro-hardness of the layer thus
processed increases up to HV0.025 =9360 MPa, though standard heat treatment
produces hardness of HV0.025=6740 MPa. The wear resistance of the modified tool
steel surface increases 3 times. The wear of the modified surface of high-strength
cast iron against the SiC and ZrO2pins decreases tenfold. Pulsed plasma treatment of
the samples made of high-speed steel HS6-5-2 results in the refinement of the
structure. Micro-hardness goes up to HV0.050=9200 MPa. In the modified layer the
globular shape carbides are formed with particles (diameter from 0.2 to 2 mcm)
having a comlex chemical composition of the Me6C type. The dislocation density in
the martensite increases twofold to up to 2*1011 cm-2. An increase of up to 2050 MPa
in the tensile yield strength of the modified layer is observed, the fracture strength
also increases. Pulsed plasma modification of hard alloys (80% WC+20% Co) gives
rise to complex carbides, and helps to increase the life expectancy of the products.
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Tantalum thin films are of interest for use in microelectronics and nanofabricated
devices because of the wide range of properties available, including high melting
temperature (3287 K), low-resistivity (15-60 μΩ.cm) and resistance to harsh chemical
environments. Depending on the deposition conditions and substrate, Ta films can be
formed with one of two different crystal structures: the equilibrium bcc structure (α-Ta)
and the metastable β-Ta phase, absent in the pressure–temperature diagram of Ta,
but usually observed in thin sputtered films. β-Ta has a higher resistivity (170-210
μΩ.cm) than α-Ta and is more brittle (hardness ~18-20 GPa). Despite its use in a
number of applications, many of the physical properties of the β- phase remain
unknown, especially as far as the elastic properties are concerned.
In this work, we have studied the structural and elastic properties of Ta by combining
ab initio calculations and thin film growth experiments. The lattice parameter and
individual elastic constants Cij were calculated using VASP code for the Im3m and P421
m space groups, corresponding to α- and β-phase, respectively. The transverse (VT)
and longitudinal (VL) sound velocities were measured using Brillouin light scattering
and picosecond acoustics on two series of Ta films, having either the α or β-structure.
These techniques allow a precise determination of the C44 and C33 constants from VT
and VL, respectively, while the mass density, film thickness and crystal orientation
were characterized by X-ray reflectivity and X-ray diffraction. Theoretically, both
phases exhibit a G/B ratio of ~0.37, attesting of their ductile behavior. In thin film form,
a 30% softening of the shear elastic constant is found for β-Ta compared to α-Ta,
while the C33 is only slightly increased. These differences are discussed based on
influence of film texture and presence of growth-induced defects.
Keywords
elastic constants
Ta films
ab initio
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The fracture mechanisms of a TiC/a-C:H coating were investigated by
nanoindentation tests and systematized based on SEM images and EDS analysis.
Further, an alternative method to determine the irreversible work (Wirr) accountable for
the fracture mechanisms is proposed. TheWirris a key parameter for fracture
toughness modeling and it must be adequately solved. Coatings were deposited by
reactive magnetron sputtering technique on Si (110) wafer substrates using a Ti target
(1.7W/cm² power), Ar (190sscm) and CH4(30sccm) precursor gases, -800V substrate
bias voltage and 3.5x10-3mbar working pressure. Coatings are 1.1µm thick and have
TiC nano-crystals embedded in the a-C matrix. Nanoindentation tests were performed
by contact stiffness measurement (CSM) with contact depth control (0.9–2.3µm).
Experiments were carried out using a cube-corner diamond tip at 45Hz frequency.
From a certain load on, the obtained load-displacement (lxd) curves present small
discontinuities (pop-ins) which are usually attributed to the critical fracture load. A
larger discontinuity was often obtained if further loading was applied on the samples,
which is linked to abrupt crack propagation and film detachment. The area under the
discontinuous portion has been questionably used to determine the Wirr. Nevertheless,
this issue is not yet clear, since the formed wide step cannot be interpreted as part of
a continuous curve because the tip is undergoing freefall. Thus, an experimental
procedure and data treatment to obtain theWirrfrom thelxdcurves are suggested. For
depths shallower than1.3µm, neitherpop-insnor cracks are observed, indicating
fracture absence. However, at 1.3µm depth, bright areas around the indents are seen.
Cracks may have been nucleated at film-substrate interface. For depths larger than
2.3µm the coatings detached exposing the substrate to air. Initial crack propagation
may begin at the film-substrate interface moving onwards, causing brittle fracture. The
proposed method improves theWirrdetermination and, therefore, could be a useful tool
to new fracture toughness calculation models.
Keywords
Carbon-based coatings
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air at temperatures of 1100 - 1450 °C
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Amorphous SiCxNy films (~2.5μm) were deposited by reactive DC magnetron
sputtering on Si(111), Al2O3(0001) and a-SiC(0001) substrates at room temperature
and 600°C. The SiC target with small excess of carbon was sputtered at various N2/Ar
gas flow ratios (0-0.48). The nitrogen content of obtained films changes in the range
0-43 at.% while C/Si~1. The as-deposited films were additionally annealed at
temperatures of 1100-1400 °C in Ar and at 1100-1450 °C in air. Hardness and elastic
modulus (nanoindentation), change of film thickness, film composition and structure
(Raman and Infrared spectroscopy) were investigated in dependence on annealing
temperature and content of nitrogen. In addition high temperature nanoindentation of
SiCxNy films deposited at room temperature was performed up to 750 °C in air.
Temperature stability against chemical decomposition in Ar atmosphere was
examined by means of thermogravimetry. All SiCxNy films preserve their amorphous
structure up to 1450 °C. The hardness of all as-deposited and both air and Ar
annealed SiCxNy films decreases with growth of nitrogen content. Annealing in Ar at
temperatures of 1100-1400 °C results in strong hardness increase up to ~40 GPa for
SiC and ~28 GPa for SiCxNy (35 at.% of nitrogen) films. This hardness growth is
observed despite the ordering of graphite-like structure in carbon clusters that present
in all the films. Their quantity increases with nitrogen content. Films deposited at 600
°C show higher hardness and oxidation resistance after annealing at 1100 and 1300
°C in comparison with those deposited at room temperature. The highest hardness of
the SiC films results from their partial crystallization that on the on other hand
introduces a very high internal compressive stresses. The latter leads to pronounced
cracking of the film during indentation. Hardness of the SiCxNy films measured in situ
at elevated temperatures in air exhibits good stability.
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Application of scratch test and calotest for evaluation of PVD coatings structure
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The Recatest examination method allows for accurate evaluation of metallographic
structure of an areological system that illustrates, in both qualitative and quantitative
way, the behaviour of materials subjected to deformation during the scratch test.The
principle of Recatest method is to combine two examination techniques, i.e. scratch
test and spherical microsection test. The method is applicable to areological systems
like coating – substrate, multilayer coating – substrate and coating – diffusion layer –
substrate, obtained using PVD and CVD techniques and thermal, thermo-chemical
and electroplating processes.The essence of the Recatest method is to make the
precise spherical metallographic microsection (calotest) in the area of a scratch
previously made in the coating and substrate material being analysed.The spherical
microsection within the scratch area allows performing precise analysis of selected
structural features of deformed and non-deformed areological system as a function of
distance from the surface. Quantitative data are provided by accurately defined points
and geometry of analysed images of structures.The authors present the methodology
for revealing thin coating structures on spherical microsection surface, particularly in
the scratch area and the method for evaluation of their quality. Based on the example
of TiN and CrN coatings deformed during scratch test, the measuring methodology is
presented along with the analysis of information that can be obtained from the surface
of spherical microsection
Keywords
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High temperature mechanical behaviour of Cu-W nanolaminates
Vipin Chawla, Jeffrey M. Wheeler, Rejin Raghavan, Johannes Zechner, Ivo Utke,
Johann Michler
EMPA, Thun, Switzerland
vipin.chawla@empa.ch
Nanolaminates are a promising new category of materials, which show greatly
enhanced mechanical properties due to dislocation confinement between layers of
dissimilar interfaces [1]. This strengthening can be achieved using metal/amorphous,
metal/ceramic or metal/metal interfaces with differing mechanical benefits. However,
little information is available on the temperature dependence of the behavior of such
laminates, since only a few metal/ceramic systems have been characterized so far [2,
3]. Here, metal/metal nanolaminates of Cu and W with total thicknesses of ~ 4 um
were deposited by magnetron sputtering on Si (100) with a bilayer thickness ratio of
1:1 and individual layer thicknesses of 5, 20 and 100 nm. The mechanical behavior of
the Cu/W multilayers was studied by using elevated temperature micro-compression.
Micropillars were FIB machined within the multilayered film with the Si (100)
substrates forming the base of micro-pillars. Failure in all the multilayers with different
interlayer thicknesses occurs by shearing at ambient temperature, which is consistent
to observations in other FCC/BCC multilayers containing copper. Lateral plastic flow
of the copper layers confined between the harder tungsten layers is observed at lower
stresses with increasing testing temperatures.
References:
[1] A. Misra, J. Hirth, R. Hoagland, Acta Mater 53 (2005) 4817-4824
[2] S. Lotfian, J. Molina-Aldareguia, K. Yazzie, J. Llorca, N. Chawla, Philos Mag Lett
92 (2012) 362-367
[3] S. Lotfian, M. Rodríguez, K. Yazzie, N. Chawla, J. Llorca, J. Molina-Aldareguía,
Acta Mater 61 (2013)
4439-4451
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The paper deals with the quantification of PVD film’s interfacial toughness with the aid
of a critical shear failure stress (SFLS). The film interfacial toughness depends on the
applied substrate pre-treatments and the induced residual stresses in the film
structure during the deposition process. If, due to these stresses, the developed loads
in the film-substrate interface exceed the films’ interfacial toughness, film buckling and
delamination may occur. To predict the associated with these phenomena SFLS in
the coating-substrate region, a 3D-FEM model was developed for the dynamic
simulation of the inclined impact test, using the LS-DYNA software. The 3D-FEM
contact algorithms used for describing the contact failure in the film interface, when
the developed interfacial stresses during the inclined impact test exceed SFLS is
thoroughly explained. This method can be applied even when strain rate effects on
the film mechanical properties are significant. Strain rate effects on the film properties
are relevant, since the durations of the conducted inclined impact tests are very short
and last approximately only 0.3ms. In this way, the film strain rate may influence the
developed film strains at loads higher than a critical magnitude. This model enables
the explicit determination of SFLS and also the developed maximum equivalent stress
in the coating, during the inclined impact test. The occurring SFLS in the
coating-substrate interface affects the stresses resulting in the film during the
operation of a coated component. In this way, SFLS may lead to potential film
material overloading and its cohesive failure.
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Surface roughness plays a vital role in scratch testing. It influences not only the
friction conditions and leads to a split-up of the assumed single contact area into a
number of contact spots caused by many asperities underneath the stylus. But it also
results in a great variety of loads and moments contributing to the final displacement
field. Hence, apart from the external normal and lateral (scratch) load, one has to deal
locally with additional tangential loads in the direction perpendicular to the scratch
axis plus tilting and twisting moments only due to the surface topography or
inclination.
This work will cover how to account completely for such surface roughness when
analyzing contact problems like scratch tests by the means of the effective indenter
concept being generalized to non-axial-symmetric loading and a curved surface
solution applying paraboloid coordinates. It will also be shown how to evaluate the
complete elastic fields and how to extend the approach to layered materials such as
thin films. This universal contact model provides the basis for a physical analysis of
scratch tests which, in turn, allows determination of mechanical material properties
(like the tensile strength, adhesive strength, and critical stresses of fracture modes I,
II, and III) for thin films.
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Synthesis of metallic and oxide nanoparticles in the gas phase by magnetron
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Stephane Lucas1, Jean-François Colomer2
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For the seventies, scientists focused their researches to find techniques to produce
high quality films. One of the ideas, for example, was to generate an ionized cluster
beam (ICB) formed by inert gas condensation (IGC) from evaporation of material. This
method generates non-agglomerated nanoparticles to be deposited onto any
substrate. However, the synthesis of spherical and well-dispersed nanoparticles
remains, today, a major technological issue. Several trials have been, performed with
magnetron sputtering that has the advantage of producing very pure atomic vapour
from a wide variety of solid materials or composites, and therefore in this configuration
offers the possibility to synthesize nanoparticles in a gaz phase with potential
numerous applications.
In this work, we describe several results of our lab and we show how it is possible to
synthesize non-agglomerated nanoparticles with a narrow size distribution in the nm
range. Detailed examples of Ag, TiO2, Au, Y, C, Co and Fe are given. We illustrate
they current use in applications including catalyst to produce aligned Multi-Wall
Carbon Nanotubes, seeding layer to promote anatase TiO2 crystallisation for
photocatalytic material, superhydrophobic material and nanoparticle for
nanomedecine.
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Roth & Rau B.V. has a long tradition in the production of high throughput PECVD
deposition equipment based on the expanding thermal plasma technique (ETP-CVD).
The ETP-CVD technique is able to reach very high deposition rates of materials such
as (amorphous) silicon, silicon carbide/oxide/nitride or carbon. Alternatively, ETP-CVD
can be used to generate a high flux of (amorphous) silicon nanoparticles (Si-NP) that
can be deposited directly onto a substrate e.g. lithium ion battery (LiB) anode foil, or it
can be collected in a batch-type reactor.
The ETP-CVD technology, on the industrial platform, the DEPx, is used to prepare
Si-NP and we studied the influence of process parameters on resulting size of
nanoparticles which can vary from 2 – 100nm. The nanoparticles were analyzed by
several methods such as DLS (dynamic light scattering), SEM/TEM and Raman
spectroscopy in order to quantify the sizes of the NP and the NP agglomerates under
conditions where agglomeration takes place. Such nanoparticles can be used in
sensors, novel light trapping/guiding applications, but also in next generation lithium
ion batteries, where the addition of Si-NP into the anode can boosts the battery
capacity. Especially for battery applications, which require high volume production of
NP at a production cost level competitive with conventional carbon-based anodes, the
ETP-CVD technique is very interesting.
In our contribution, we are going to discuss details of ETP-CVD preparation of Si-NP,
particle size control, effect of NP agglomeration and some aspects of industrialization
and process up-scaling. Additionally, preliminary testing of NP of different sizes on
battery level in order to see their electrochemical properties and cycling stability is
also included.
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Fabrication of nitrogen containing hydrocarbon particles by means of particle
source based on semi-hollow magnetron
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Plasma polymer particles prepared in gas aggregation sources is a topic now
thoroughly studied in our laboratory. This work describes depositions using a
semi-hollow cathode which was developed specifically for depositions of plasma
polymer particles from sputtering target. It is basically a magnetron with cylindrical
extension over the planar section. The inner walls of the cathode were laid with nylon
6,6. While the cathode is not very suitable for depositions of metal particles, it was
successfully used for production of plasma polymer particles formed from the nylon
sputtering target. Depending on the deposition conditions like input RF power,
pressure, orifice diameter and argon flow rate the mean size of the produced particles
was changing in range from 40 to 270 nm.
The particle size distributions were obtained from SEM images, the chemical
composition of the particles was studied with FTIR and XPS. The results were
compared to the structure of the original nylon and to a typical plasma polymer.
The source is capable of very high deposition rates even in comparison to depositions
of metal particles.
Acknowledgement
This research has been supported by the grant GAUK 437411 from the Grant Agency
of Charles University in Prague.
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Numerical Simulation of the Influence of Particle Charging on the Fume
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In order to clarify the influence of electrostatic forces caused by charging of particles
on the coagulation process in fume formation in arc welding, a previously-developed
fume formation model has been modified to consider the influence of charging, for
both local thermodynamic equilibrium (LTE) and non-LTE conditions. The model takes
into account formation of the particles from metal vapour by nucleation, growth of the
particles by condensation of metal vapour, and coagulation of the particles by
collisions to form secondary particles. Results have been obtained for both ballistic
and Brownian motion of the particles. It was found that the growth of secondary
particles is suppressed when the average particle charge becomes significant,
because charging of the particle hinders collisions among secondary particles through
the strong repulsive electrostatic force. Furthermore, deviations from LTE strongly
affect the coagulation process, because the increased electron density at a given gas
temperature increases the charging of particles. Brownian motion leads to larger
secondary particles, since the average particle speed is increased. The influence of
Brownian motion and particle charging cancel each other to a large extent, particularly
when deviations from LTE are considered.
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The purpose of this work was to investigate the magnesium (Mg) and boron nitride
(BN) surface modification and its influence on mechanical properties of metal matrix
composites (MMC) Mg/α-BN. The structure of hexagonal BN is similar to that of
graphite and therefore BN nanostructures have outstanding mechanical properties
like their carbon counterparts. However chemical properties of α-BN and graphite are
quite different. Hexagonal BN is much more chemically stable up to very high
temperatures. For example, α-BN is not reacting with oxygen up to 1000 оС. Such
unique set of properties makes BN a very valuable material for MMC reinforcement. In
making the composites, strong bonding between the Mg matrix and BN phase is
necessary for providing an efficient load transfer from the metal to the reinforcing
phase. BN weakly interacts with metals due to its high chemical inertness. Significant
improvement in the interaction can be achieved by chemical modification of the metal
and the reinforcing phase surfaces. In this work the chlorination of Mg and BN particle
surfaces by sonication in carbon tetrachloride was investigated. The results of this
treatment were studied by Raman and IR spectroscopies. It was found that sonication
treatment of Mg and BN powders in CCl4 had formed the Mg-Cl and B-Cl bonds,
respectively. Composite materials were produced by spark plasma sintering from
modified powders of Mg and α-BN. The effect of surface modification on the
composite mechanical properties was studied and discussed.
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Nano- and micron powders are important in a wide variety of practical applications
from different industries including bulk and specialty chemicals, pharmaceuticals,
minerals, construction, coatings, detergents and foods.Due to the large surface area,
the particle surface chemistry is important for many chemical and physicochemical
properties and key in the processing behavior of the powder (flowability, dispersability,
etc). Surface modification of powders by non-equilibrium plasmas at atmospheric
pressure (AP) offers several advantages: it is a dry technology, cost-effective and it
can be integrated in a continuous process.
This work studies the possibility of grafting specific functional groups on a polymer
particle surface by adding different liquid precursors to an AP plasma process. For
this goal, a cold AP dielectric barrier discharge plasma jet is redesigned to enable the
treatment of powders. Three different dielectric materials (Al2O3, quartz and
borosilicate) are compared for their electrical characteristics and effect on
temperature in the reactor. Control over this temperature is essential for treatment of
heat sensitive materials like polymers. HDPE powder is added to the nitrogen gas
flow of the plasma jet. An aerosol of a liquid precursor is supplied through a central
electrode and is mixed with the powder in the plasma afterglow. This avoids
contamination of the plasma reactor. Four liquid precursors are compared: acrylic
acid, APTES, vinyl phosphonic acid and allylamine. This resulted in respectively
carboxylic, siloxane, phosphonic and amine functionalities grafted on the particle
surface, as confirmed by XPS. The different functionalities have a distinct effect on
the wettability and flowability of the powders. Grafting functionalities on a HDPE
powder surface in an AP plasma process is found to be a highly efficient process and
provides an industrially attractive methodology for modifying the surface
characteristics of powders.
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Nanoparticle formation in plasmas is not only of fundamental interest but also of
practical importance. Formation in plasmas is seen as a new route to prepare
nanoparticles of well defined size and composition. However the processes during the
formation of the nanoparticles are yet to be understood. In particular the early stages
of the particle growth are not well investigated since they are experimentally
inaccessible by standard methods like Mie-Scattering. In order to get a better inside in
the early stages of the particle growth a novel collection method based on neutral
drag was tested. Size-distributions of the nanoparticles at different points of the
growth cycle were determined ex-situ and correlated with in-situ measurements of the
bias voltage of the capacitively coupled discharge plasma. In addition, preliminary
experiments with advanced analytical techniques including tomographic TEM and
synchrotron based x-ray experiments (XPS, NEXAFS, GISAXS) were performed on
the collected carbonaceous nanoparticles ex-situ.
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The gas aggregation technique was used to obtain tungsten clusters with size in the
range 50-120 nm. The particles were generated in a cluster source by condensation
of the metal vapors supplied into argon gas flow by a radiofrequency (RF, 13.56MHz)
magnetron discharge. The cluster source is coupled through a nozzle to a deposition
chamber continuously pumped down by a turbomolecular pump, where a collecting
substrate (glass slide or silicon wafer) is located. The pressure in the source chamber
is around 100 times higher compared to the deposition chamber, so the metallic
clusters are transported across the nozzle to the substrate by the gas flow. We
present the dependence of shape and dimensions of the clusters upon the applied RF
power, the distance nozzle-substrate and the pressure inside the cluster source. The
collected particles were analyzed by Electron Microscopy (SEM and TEM), Energy
Dispersive X-ray Spectroscopy (EDS) and X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS).
SEM and TEM investigations revealed the presence of faceted and rounded particles
in the deposits. At low values of pressure in the source (30 Pa) the faceted particles
are dominant and present an average size of around 80nm. Increasing the pressure in
source (70 Pa) the round shaped particles become dominant and their average size
decreases (50nm). EDS and XPS investigations reveal that tungsten and tungsten
oxide phases were formed in the deposits. These results are relevant for studies
related to dust and fuel retention in fusion technology, and for sensor engineering.
Acknowledgments: We acknowledge the financial support of Romanian Ministry of
Education in the frame of the project Nucleu - 09.39.01.03 of NILPRP.
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The validation of the plasma compatibility of particles is a prerequisite for their
application in plasma dispersion layers. The goal is the realization of functional
add-on features on surfaces, in films and coatings. Although intended applications
primarily address nanoparticles, the compatibility tests were carried out at first with
particles in the lower micrometer range in order to investigate material-, fluorescent
marker- or surface-based degradation effects in a simple manner.
Plasma compatibility implies at least the short-term acceptance of charged species,
plasma-UV radiation, vacuum and elevated temperatures. Otherwise, effects on
geometrical dimensions, chemical bonds, fluorescence efficiency and plastic-elastic
properties are expected. The plasma compatibility of monodisperse
fluorescent-labeled particles to microwave excitation was evaluated by means of
microscopic and spectroscopic investigation methods (light, fluorescence, confocal,
atomic force microscopy and FTIR). This study comprises particles of different
materials (SiO2, PMMA, PS, MF) and sizes (from 0.5 µm to 10 µm).
A special preparation technique ensures that smallest geometry changes of particles
can be measured by atomic force microscopy. For the selected plasma conditions (P
= 600 W, f = 2.46 GHz, d = 10 cm) and an exposure time of 10 minutes, the geometry
of SiO2 particles (approx. 1.7 µm) remains nearly unchanged, whereas PS particles
shrink in diameter by 6% and PMMA particles by 11%. For selected core-particles
(SiO2, MF) with fluorescence-marked (rhodamine) shell-polyelectrolytes no
remarkable plasma degradation of the fluorescence intensity was observed for the
above mentioned plasma conditions, however a doubling of exposure time already
results in a significant decrease in intensity.
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Nanocomposites organic dyes/phylosilicates give a chance to tune the wavelength of
photolominiscence and to enhance the photoluminiscence intensity via the charge of
silicate layers. Layer charge is the key parameter affecting all the properties of
phyllosilicates and their behavior in nanocomposites. Silicate layer charge can be
reduced by intercalation of lithium cations in the interlayer space of phyllosilicate and
subsequent calcination. For many practical applications it is sufficient to modify the
surface charge only, without modification the bulk structure. This could be done by
plasma treatment which represents one-step process and enables more accurate
control of the process. The substitution of two-step process (intercalation and
calcination) by a plasma treatment can significantly simplify the preparation process.
The plasma pretreated phylosilicates with reduced surface and layer charge can be
later modified by organic dyes inside the vacuum chamber directly. Various
applications are possible but we focus on photoluminescence properties of methylene
blue/montmorillonit nanocomposites prepared by plasma processes instead of wet
chemistry. Promising photoluminiscence properties are also reported on wet
chemistry deposited polyaniline on nanoparticles (gold, CdS, …). We will also present
the study of aniline/phylosilicate nanocomposites for photoluminescence applications
and compare it to the methylene blue/montmorillonit nanocomposites. The
nanocomposites are prepared in two different reactors, one uses fluid bed process
with a plasma discharge for treatments of powder phylosilicates. The second reactor
is a capacitive plasma system from treatment of immobilized phylosilicate particles.
The low cost production of the luminescent material without the long calcination
processes and the use of rare elements can significantly improve light production
devices.
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Plasma electrolysis is a method for high-speed electrochemical and thermal treatment
of metals and alloys. Anode saturation of low-carbon steels by light elements from
solutions (e.g. PEC, PEN/C, hardening, etc.) is of particular interest. This study
presents an integrated approach to PEN/C, including heat and mass transfer,
influence of electrolyte composition and processing conditions on the structure of the
modified surface layers, and some of their chemical and physico-mechanical
properties.
Anode PEN/C with aqueous solutions on the base of ammonium chloride reduces to
formation of alternating layers on steel surface: oxide layer with 100 nm pores,
nitrocarburized diffuse layer, and initial perlite-ferrite. The resulting structure is
determined by simultaneous multiple processes on the interface of anode and
gas-vapor envelope (GVE): e.g. anode dissolution of the steel, its oxidation by water
vapor and oxygen, and diffusion of saturating substances. Mass transfer of the latter
was ascribed to various processes into GVE (evaporation, adsorption,
(electro)oxidation, thermodestruction, etc.). Possible mechanisms for the diffusion of
nitrogen and carbon are discussed. The dominance of nitrogen diffusion at
650–800°C was showed, but the diffusion of carbon increases at higher temperatures.
It was found that the diffusion was inhibited at increasing of layer thickness.
The electrolyte composition and the treatment conditions are the great factors
influencing the structure and the properties of the diffuse layers. The surface
characteristics of the steel sample can be significantly improved by varying of the
concentration of saturating and conductive electrolytic components within 5–20 wt%.
The PEN/C betters the strength characteristics of steel (tensile strength,
microhardness). Anode dissolution lowers surface roughness from 1.2 μm to 0.15 μm,
in addition the oxide layer enhances corrosion resistance and running-in ability.
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Due to their excellent corrosion resistance austenitic stainless steels are often used in
chemical or food industries, but their applications are limited because of their weak
mechanical properties. Plasma nitriding generates a diffusion zone (S-phase), which
shows a surface hardness up to eight times as high as the pristine material. Detailed
knowledge on the complex interactions of steel composition, microstructure, surface
properties and the plasma nitriding parameters are essential to understand the
influence on the corrosion properties.
In the present study, the austenitic stainless steels AISI 304L and AISI 316L were
used in different microstructures and surface modifications to investigate plasma
nitriding processes and corrosion properties: Steel plates were used in
solution-annealed and cold-rolled state. The surfaces were polished and shot-peened,
respectively. The specimens were plasma nitrided for 6 h at 420°C or 16 h at 375°C,
respectively. Furthermore, some unnitrided samples were annealed for 6 h at 420°C
in air.
The samples were comprehensively characterized by means of optical microscopy,
SEM, GDOES, XRD and hardness measurements. The corrosion behavior was
examined by salt spray test and by potentio-dynamic polarization tests in 5% NaCl
solution. It will be shown, that the thickness of the S-phase and the corrosion
properties depend on the sample conditions. In the salt spray test, polished samples
showed a good corrosion resistance, while shot-peened surfaces failed within several
days. Plasma nitrided samples exhibited highly corroded surfaces. Potentio-dynamic
polarization tests suggested a good corrosion resistance for the plasma nitrided
samples, while the unnitrided samples suffer from pitting and crevice corrosion. The
annealed samples of both materials show worse corrosion in this test. All in all, the
molybdenum-rich AISI 316L shows a better corrosion resistance than AISI 304L.
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Low temperature (below 420°C) plasma assisted nitriding is currently practiced in
industrial applications to improve the surface properties (hardness, wear and
corrosion resistance) of austenitic stainless steels. During the treatment, a new phase
is created, named expanded austenite, S or γN phase [1,2]. Its structure is not actually
clearly explained. We study annealed nitrided samples with room temperature 57Fe
Mössbauer spectrometry (MS) using both backscattered conversion electron (CEMS)
and X-ray conversion (XCMS) and X-ray diffraction (XRD) in Θ-2Θ mode.
An austenitic steel sample was first nitrided by a multi-dipolar plasma [3] at 400°C
during 2 hours and further annealed for several hours at 400°C in an argon/hydrogen
atmosphere. After nitriding, as shown in many studies, the diffraction peaks are
consistent with a FCC austenite structure but shifted at a lower angle, depending on
the crystallographic orientation. The MS spectra exhibit 2 kinds of magnetic
components superimposed to a paramagnetic contribution attributed to non nitrided
austenite. After annealing, no austenite signal remains and evidences of one or
several cubic structures appear in both MS spectra and X-ray patterns. The decrease
of nitrogen content through thermal diffusion may cause this structural modification.
We also made in-situ XRD measurements during the annealing of AISI 316L samples
previously nitrided with a Kaufmann source (380°C, N2, 600 eV, 1,2 mA.cm-2). We
followed the evolution of lattice parameter and appearance of new phases. In light of
these observations, we think that several phases should coexist in the nitrided layer,
before any annealing treatment. We will discuss this assumption and compare it with
the results of other authors.
[1] T. Czerwiec et al., Surf. and Coat. Tech. 131 (2000) 267-277
[2] E. Menthe et al., Surf. and Coat. Techn. 116-119 (1999) 199-204
[3] A. Lacoste et al., Plasma Sources Sci. Technol. 11 (2002) 407–412
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As is known, currently very promising direction in improving the reliability of cutting
tools is creating technologies that integrate the advantages of chemical-thermal
processing. And in this work perspectivity of application of electrolytic-plasma
technology for cutting tools hardening were shown. The new method of cutting tools
working surfaces hardening made from high speed steels by electrolytic-plasma
nitriding in the cathode mode, which allows for the surface modification of high-speed
steels and provide high-kinetic efficiency of the diffusion saturation process. It is
defined operational parameters for its implementation, which lead to a significant
increase in hardness and wear-resistance of high-speed steels surface layers. The
experimental results of influencing of electrolytic-plasma nitriding mode on the
structure, microhardness and wear-resistance of surface layer of R6M5 high-speed
steel were shown, also microstructure is studied and the nitrided layer thickness is
estimated. It is experimentally established, that after electrolytic-plasma nitriding on
the surface of R6M5 high-speed steel is formed modified layer consisting of diffusion
layer and layer with Fe4N-monophasic nitride. It is shown that microhardness of R6M5
steel samples is increased to 1.5 times and abrasive wear-resistance is increased to
25% as a result of electrolytic-plasma nitriding. It is established, that after nitriding
surface friction coefficient of the sample steel decreases from 0.90 to 0.65. Thus
found that the wear-rate of the nitrided sample is reduced up to 5 times comparing to
original. On the basis of the obtained data, the was made conclusion that
electrolytic-plasma nitriding can be effective for a wide range of high-speed steels.
Thus, studies have demonstrated the feasibility and applicability of electrolytic-plasma
nitriding in order to improve cutting tools work resource, working under friction and
wear conditions.
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Metals have been used as human implants since more than one century. The
austenitic stainless steel ASTM F138, due to its high corrosion resistance and low
cost, is one of the most used metals for orthopedic implants. However, surface
treatments are required to improve its structural properties, wear resistance and
biofunctionalities. An improvement in fatigue life, as well as, in wear resistance can be
obtained by plasma nitriding, a thermochemical treatment that increases surface
hardness and introduces a compressive stress. In this work we investigate the
microstructural properties, the wear and corrosion resistance of plasma nitrided ASTM
F138 stainless steel with different surface morphologies. Such structures were
obtained by milling, sand blasting and acid etching pre-treatments. The samples were
plasma nitrided for 3 h at temperature varying from 425 °C up to 500 °C. After plasma
nitriding, surfaces with hardness of 1100 HV have been obtained. The surface
microstructures were studied using optical and scanning electron microscopy, X-ray
diffraction (XRD) and roughness measurements. The X-ray patterns shown that, for
temperatures up to 475 °C, the nitrogen expanded austenite (S phase) is the
predominant phase, which has a corrosion resistance even better than the base
material. Results from pin-on-disc wear tests on polished samples have shown a
great improvement in wear resistance. Anodic polarization measurements of samples
immersed in simulated body fluid (SBF) shown that the treatments do not significantly
affect the corrosion resistance. The results of these evaluations for the different
surface treatments are presented and discussed.
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D.C. Pulsed Plasma Nitriding (PPN) was carried out on AISI 4340 hardened and
tempered steel, and the effect of pulse repetition on compound layer properties were
studied. In general, the plasma nitriding surface hardening process has been widely
used in automotive industries because of its high process robustness and eco friendly
nature. Also, the process parameters can be easily tailored for the intended
applications.
In this PPN research work, the pulse repetition was ranged from 0 millisec to 500
millisec with an interval of 100 millisec while the pulse duration was kept as constant
(50 millisec). The nitriding temperature and gas ratio (H2:N2) was fixed to be 540°C
and 1:3 respectively. The surface hardness and case depth measurements were done
by Micro Vickers hardness tester. SEM was done to find out the microstructure and
the denseness of the compound layer formation. XRD analysis was carried out to find
the structural changes (crystalline phases) in the compound layer, and also for
residual stress measurements. In addition, Fatigue Crack Growth (FCG) and
Polarization studies were carried out on plasma nitrided and untreated samples to find
out the fracture limit and corrosion potential values, and its relationship were
discussed in detail.
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The tribological conditions between forming tool surface, intermediate media as
coolant or lubricant and work piece material are directly related to the process results
and resulting wear of tool-surfaces. There are different approaches for an optimization
with reference to a modification of the subsurface region with diffusion treatments and
surface coatings with appropriate hard layers. The potential of both treatments solely
and combined in duplex treatments for the wear reduction in the field of hot forming is
a key aspect in various collaborative scientific activities of IST and IFUM. Beside the
material properties in the contact zone, the surface of a forging tool is also determined
by its topography which is defined by the manufacturing method or applied finishing
technology. There do exist several interdependencies between morphology,
topography and microstructure of tools and achievable treatment results concerning
hardness depth, adhesion and so forth. Thus, additional conditioning methods like
abrasive finishing or severe shot peening seem to represent enhanced tools for a
further wear reduction. During analysis of running-in processes the Abbott-Firestone
graph was used in order to obtain suitable describing parameters for the
topographical development such as the roughness-parameter sk. It could be shown,
that the development of sk has a strong influence on the tool life. Thus, a stabilization
of the topographical conditions can enhance the service life of the tools.
The definition of distinct tool topographies in addition with a stabilization of the initial
state of the tool surface achieved with hard coatings and / or additional diffusion
treatment is a very promising approach to enhance the wear resistance of forming
tools. Recent results of research projects accompanied by industrial partners will
show the potential of these combined technologies.
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The nitriding process is widely used to improve the tribological properties and wear
resistance of metal surfaces. The components to be treated are subjected to a high
cathodic potential to produce plasma directly on their surfaces in the plasma nitriding.
An “edge effect” occurs due to distortions of the electric field around the corners and
edges of the components although the components are well heated. This results in
nonuniformity in properties such as the hardness and thickness of the surface layer.
Recently, there has been considerable interest in active-screen plasma nitriding
(ASPN). In this process, the edge effect is completely eliminated because the plasma
is produced on the cage and not directly on the samples, and sputtering of material
from screen is important for ASPN. In this study, austenitic stainless steel SUS 316L
and silicon (Si) were nitrided by ASPN to investigate the effect of surface deposits
from the screen. ASPN experiments were carried out using a DC plasma-nitriding
unit. The sample was placed on the sample stage in a floating potential and isolated
from the cathodic screen and the anode. The screen, which was SUS 316L expanded
metal with 38% open area ratio, was mounted on the cathodic stage around the
sample stage. ASPN was performed in a nitrogen-hydrogen atmosphere with 25% N2
+ 75% H2 for 7.2-90 ks at 673 K under 200 Pa. After nitriding, the nitrided samples
were examined using scanning electron microscopy, X-ray diffraction, Vickers
microhardness and glow discharge optical emission spectroscopy. The
nitrogen-expanded austenite (S phase) was formed on the surface of both samples.
Additionally, Υ’-Fe4N and CrN were also formed on the Si surface. The thickness of
the deposits increased linearly with increasing with nitriding time. That of the nitrided
layer of S phase also increased whereas the deviation from parabolic law was
observed.
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Active screen plasma nitiriding is a novel nitriding technique that has many
advantages over the conventional direct current plasma nitriding for components. In
this work, effects of active-screen plasma nitriding on the mechanical properties of
austenitic stainless steel were investigated. Active screen plasma nitiriding
experiments were carried out using a direct current plasma-nitriding unit. The
austenitic stainless steel screen was mounted on the cathodic stage around the
sample stage. Nitriding treatments were performed in a nitrogen-hydrogen
atmosphere for 7.2-28.8 ks at 673K. After nitriding, the samples were examined by
wear and rotation bending fatigue tests. Surface hardness of the nitrided samples
increased with an increase of nitriding time. The wear resistance and fatigue strength
of austenitic stainless steel were improved by active-screen plasma nitriding.
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γ-TiAl has a density of 4g/cm³ and is 10% lighter than the already available light
Titanium alloys. It is only half as heavy as comparative special steel alloys and can
withstand temperatures of up to 850°C, so it is most suitable for Aero engine.
However, Its poor wear performance is a main constraint in use. In this paper, we
modified the γ-TiAl alloy by plasma chrome-carburizing process. The microstructure,
components distribution and phases composition of the coating were analyzed by
using Optical Microscopy (OM), Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM), Energy
Dispersive Spectroscopy (EDS) and X-ray Diffraction (XRD) respectively. Wear
performance was tested using pin-on-disk sliding wear method. The case depth is
above 20 μm and Cr and C components are distributed gradually from surface to
substrate. Ti8C5, Cr7C2, TiAl2, Cr2Ti phase are observed in the coating. Wear testing
shows that the friction coefficient of modified surface is about 1/4 of substrate. From
the worn morphology(see Fig.1) we can see, before surface modification, wear scar is
deep furrows and after Chrome-Carburizing modification, the furrows change to
non-continues shallow trace, indicates the wear performance is increased
significantly.
Keywords
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The present work deals with the change in surface properties/microstructure of the
AISI420 martensitic stainless steel after low-temperature pulsed-dc plasma
carburizing. The study is focuses on the influence of the following treatment
parameters: treatment temperature (350, 400, 450 and 500°C) and time (4, 8, 12 and
16h), gas mixture (0.25, 0.50, 0.75 and 1.00%CH4) and flow rate (100, 200,
400sccm), pressure (1, 3 and 6Torr) and applied voltage (500, 600, 700V).
Metallurgical characteristics and mechanical properties of the AISI420 carburized
samples were carefully analyzed. The modified surfaces properties/microstructure
were characterized by means of optical microscopy, X-ray diffraction, hardness
measurements (Vickers and nanoindentation test) and microabrasive wear test. The
results of metallurgical characterizations (micrographs and XRD data) indicate that
critical process parameters in the development of the microstructure and phase
composition of the treated layer are the treatment temperature and time. Likewise,
results of mechanical properties characterizations (hardness measurements and
microabrasive wear test) show a considerable increase on hardness and wear
resistance of treated surface. The wear tests also demonstrated that the wear
coefficient at the outer layer is greater than on diffusion layer, and that wear
coefficient on the outer layer of samples carburized at 400, 450 and 500°C are lower
than that for samples treated at 350°C, whereas on the diffusion layer, the wear
coefficient is lower for sample treated at 500°C than those treated at 350, 400 and
450°C.
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Austenitic stainless steels provide excellent electrochemical properties in corrosive
environments due to the capability of forming dense passive oxide layer. The
electrical conductivity of oxide films, however, is relatively poor, so that the interfacial
contact resistance (ICR) is greatly increased. This might be disadvantageous in
applications like fuel cells where the electrical resistance is accumulated by the
arrangement of metallic bipolar plates in stacks.
A possible solution for minimizing the ICR and improving the corrosion resistance may
be provided by plasma nitriding. Using a defined nitrogen atmosphere and by
choosing appropriate plasma and other relevant process parameters the formation of
new phases is possible. Within the expanded austenite, well known as a single phase
S the chromium is also capable of forming a modified protective layer. In addition, the
produced thin films show excellent electrical conductivities.
Besides ‘classical’ processing in hot-wall chamber equipment new innovative
technologies are emerging with a high potential for strip processes due to their
effective treatment. The so called ‘strip hollow cathode plasma nitriding’ is capable to
accomplish quite short processes to generate sufficiently thick nitrided layers within
seconds.
Although both nitriding processes are generating similar results concerning the
characterization of the modified surface, the electrical and electrochemical properties
are found to vary in some aspects.
The presentation will give an overview of the specific process parameter of both
plasma nitriding techniques and the related properties of the modified surfaces.
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Austenitic stainless steel comes with a corrosion-resistant protective film, a so-called
passive layer. Thus, austenitic stainless steel can be applied in many fields of
application, e.g. chemical, pharmaceutical and food industries, where other metals are
not as resistant to corrosive attack. The passivation is effected through chemical or
electrochemical processes, in which the metal exchanges from an active to a passive
potential region. Chrome as an additional alloying element is essentially conducive to
the passivation behavior of stainless steel, because the formation of the passive layer
is encouraged by the high affinity of chrome to oxygen. However, this chrome-oxide
layer exhibits a poor electrical conductivity. Previous investigations show, that passive
layers, which are renewed after plasma nitriding treatment reach much higher
electrical conductivity and a low interfacial contact resistance. This phenomenon
makes nitrided austenitic stainless steel also attractive for the manufacture of bipolar
plates in fuel cells.
In the present study X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) was used to investigate
the formation and the composition of the passive layer of nitrided and for comparison,
oxinitrided AISI 304 austenitic stainless steel. Hardness profiles were recorded as well
as nitrogen/oxygen depth profiles by glow discharge optical spectroscopy (GDOS),
specifying the nitriding effect. Potentiodynamic polarization tests were applied to
evaluate the corrosion behavior of treated samples. Interfacial contact resistance of
the nitrided specimens was also measured. The microstructure and phase
composition of the layers were investigated by using light microscopy and X-ray
diffraction (XRD). The aim of this study is to examine in which way the passive layer is
affected by plasma diffusion treatment and could nitriding/oxinitriding processes have
a favorable effect of its formation.
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Plasma nitriding
Oxinitriding
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Corrosion resistance
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The active screen plasma nitriding (ASPN) is an advanced technology for the plasma
nitriding of steel components which has been proven its industrial applicability [1]. The
admixture of carbon-containing precursors, such as CH4 or CO2, to the H2-N2 feed gas
supports the generation of anti-corrosive layers of high quality [2]. However, the
treatment processes and, in particular, plasma chemical phenomena are far from
being completely understood [3].
This study presents the results of spectroscopic investigations of an N2-H2 containing
pulsed DC plasma with admixtures of carbon-containing species (CH4 and CO2),
combining mid-infrared tuneable diode laser absorption spectroscopy (TDLAS) and
optical emission spectroscopy (OES). The measurements were performed in an
industrial-scale reactor. A special designed model probe was used to simulate the
treated workload.
Using in-situ TDLAS the concentration of the precursors, CH4 and CO2, of the reaction
products, NH3, C2H2, C2H4, CO, HCN and H2O, and of the CH3 radical near the treated
components could be determined. Using OES the trends of atomic hydrogen,
molecular nitrogen and of the nitrogen ion emissions were qualitatively monitored
near the screen plasma. The influences of the process parameters, pressure, screen
and bias power, temperature and the admixture of the precursors on plasma
properties were in the center of interest. From the measured absolute concentrations
of CH4 and CO2 the degree of dissociation of the precursors and the fragmentation
rate were calculated. Using (i) the Doppler broadening of the Q(3,3) absorption line of
the CH3 radical and (ii) the (0‑0) emission band of the first negative system of the N2+
-ion the gas temperature in the plasma near to the model probe and near to the
screen was found to be up to 850K.
[1] C.Zhao, C.X.Li, H.Dong, T.Bell: Surf. Coat. Technol. 201 (2006) 2320
[2] U.Ebersbach, S.Friedrich, T.Nghia, H.-J.Spies: 1991 J. Heat Treat. Mater. 46 339
[3] S.Hamann, K.Börner, I.Burlacov, M.Hübner, H.-J.Spies, J.Röpcke: Plasma
Sources Sci. Technol. 22 (2013) 055022
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Plasma electrolytic oxidation (PEO) of light alloys is a surface treatment process
which features electrochemical oxidation assisted by plasma microdischarges. It runs
with substantial optical and acoustic emissions that evolve with the coating growth
and depend on the applied voltage and electrolyte temperature. The process exhibits
complex electrical properties that can be described using a voltammorgam and a
frequency response. Previous studies of PEO electrical and optical characteristics
showed that they can supply essential information regarding the phenomena and
support the model development for the process. The goal of this research is to
uncover the dependencies among electric, optical, acoustic frequency responses and
the surface properties.
The study was carried out for the process of PEO treatment of aluminium with pulsed
bipolar voltage applied. The pulse frequency was swept in the range from 2 Hz to 20
kHz every 10 s. The electric frequency response has phase angle negative and
decreasing from 0…10 degrees to 60…70 degrees with increasing frequency. The
modulus exhibits a local minimum in the range 10…100 Hz, a maximum at
1000…2000 Hz and further decreases with frequency. The optical emission is formed
by numerous microdischarges that exhibit an intermittent behaviour below 100 Hz and
reach maximum at 1000…2000 Hz, before fading and becoming extinct at higher
frequencies. The acoustic emission exhibits a relatively wide spectral peak following
the generator frequency, with a maximal intensity in the range 1000…2000 Hz.
As a result, the analysis of electric, optical and acoustic frequency responses helps
justifying a diagnostic model for prediction of the coating characteristics during the
PEO treatment.
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Metal foams attract significant interest in both functional and structural applications
due to low density, high specific surface area and mechanical properties. For
open-cell foams, these properties could potentially be enhanced by hard coatings that
can increase material’s strength and stiffness, whereby inhibiting bending of the struts
as the main foam deformation mechanism. Mechanical properties of metal foams
have been previously enhanced by electroplating, although at a penalty to the density
of the composite material. In this work, we show that Plasma Electrolytic Oxidation
(PEO) can be applied to the open-cell aluminium foams, and this can enhance their
mechanical properties without significantly affecting density. The foams made by
replication with an average cell size of 1.6 mm and porosity of 62% have been PEO
coated under different conditions and tested in compression. It is demonstrated that
PEO coatings can penetrate into the porous structure up to few cells deep, with
thickness diminishing with depth to a different extent, depending on the process
parameters. In general, the PEO coatings are shown to be of benefit to uniaxial
mechanical properties as well as foam specific properties, although the incremental
improvement depends on the coating thickness, uniformity and volume fraction of the
metal substrate converted. Estimates of the potential for improvements in mechanical
performance possible, if the coating process can be optimised for porous metals, are
provided.
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Magnesium and its alloys have been considered as promising biomaterials due to
their good biocompatability and mechanical properties. However, their application in
biomedical area has been inhibited by their poor corrosion performance in the
physicological environment. Fortunately, plasma electrolytic oxidation (PEO) provides
an option to solve such problem by applying a protective coating on the sample
surface. PEO treatment can be conducted using various current regimes including
direct current (DC), unipolar pulsed DC and bipolar pulsed DC. Generally, pulsed
current regime proveds a better control over the process and correspondingly the
coating exhibit better corrosion performace compared with those produced under DC
condition. Negative biasing in the bipolar pulsed PEO process significantly affects the
process and resulting coating characteristics. However, it is still unclear how the PEO
process of Mg is affected by the negative biasing. The interdependence of the
electrolyte composition, substrate type and pulsed current parameters (current
density, frequency, duty cycle) makes the situation more complex.
In the present study, PEO coatings are produced on cp magnesium under bipolar
pulsed DC condition with different negative biasing amplitudes in an optimised
biologically friendlly electrolyte (2g/L Ca(OH)2+12g/L Na3PO4.12H2O). The PEO
processes are studied by characterising the corresponding electrical transients. The
coating morphology and phase composition are characterised using scanning electron
microscopy and x-ray diffraction methods, respectively. In vitro corrosion performance
of the coatings is studied using electrochemical methods in a simulated body fluid at
37OC. The influence of the negative biasingon the PEO process and final coating
properties is discussed. Unlike the widely reported benefical effects of the negative
biasing, it is found that detrimental effects are induced to the coating, which may be
attributed to hydrgoen liberation at the coating/substrate interface during the negative
biasing cycles.
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Plasma Electrolytic Oxidation is a promising technique that could advantageously
replace anodizing in order to grow corrosion and wear resistance coatings on the
surface of light alloys. Several studies focused on the influence of process parameters
such as current density, electrolyte composition, substrate composition or
current/voltage waveform.
By using a bipolar pulse current generator, it was shown that a judicious setting of the
cathodic half period parameters (amplitude, duration) with respect to the anodic ones
allows the coating compactness and growth kinetics to be strongly improved [1].
Meanwhile, and though no micro-discharges are observed during the cathodic half
period of the current, the anodic micro-discharge behavior strongly depends on the
cathodic current settings.
The proposed contribution aims at presenting process conditions (electrolyte,
substrate, current waveform) that allow only cathodic micro-discharges to develop.
Time-resolved investigations have revealed a surprising collective oscillating behavior
of those micro-discharges that alternatively switch on and off over the cathodic half
period. The voltage response as well as the plasma composition also differ
significantly from the results obtained for usual anodic micro-discharges.
The oscillating behavior of cathodic micro-discharges is discussed in terms of
successive steps of material oxidation, charge accumulations and opening of pores,
the former resulting in the growth of the insulating layer while the latter makes easier
the accumulated charge relaxation and therefore the decrease in breakdown events.
Finally a comparison between the anodic and cathodic discharge process conditions
will be presented from the point of view of the coating properties.
[1] F. Jaspard-Mecuson, T. Czerwiec, G. Henrion, T. Belmonte, L. Dujardin, A. Viola,
J. Beauvir, Surf. Coat. Technol. 201 (2007) 8677–8682.
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Due to its special characteristics of low density, high dimensional stability and high
specific strength, magnesium and its alloys have long been regarded as promising
materials in a wide range of engineering applications in sectors such as aerospace,
automotive and electronics. However its susceptibility to corrosion has dramatically
restricted its applications, especially in aggressive environments. In this work, the
anti-corrosion performance and self-healing capacity of plasma electrolytic oxidation
(PEO) coatings on magnesium, incorporating inhibitor nanoparticles are investigated.
Halloysite is a nanoclay consisting of a two-layered aluminosilicate structure and is a
suitable corrosion inhibitor. The diameter of halloysite nanoclay particles used in this
research is in the nanometer range and the length is up to several micrometers. A
sequential processing route is explored to load the formed PEO coatings with
inhibitors that provide a self-healing ability to the surface layer during corrosion. The
coating morphology is investigated by scanning electron microscopy (SEM). Both
energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) and X-ray diffraction (XRD) analyses are
applied to characterize the elemental and phase composition of the PEO coatings, as
well as the corrosion products. Potentiodynamic polarization and electrochemical
impedance spectroscopy (EIS) measurements are employed to study the evolution of
the coating-electrolyte interface during the corrosion process. The corrosion behavior
and self-healing capacity of PEO coatings are evaluated by immersion and
electrochemical corrosion tests. The mechanisms of corrosion protection and potential
of self-healing corrosion resistant PEO coatings on Mg in various applications are also
discussed.
Keywords
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Thin oxide films produced by Plasma Electrolytic oxidation (PEO) provide good
biocompatibility to Ti-alloy implants provided that the coating chemistry and
morphology are carefully optimised. Microstructure and surface state of Ti alloys can
influence the PEO coating growth; however the effect is not fully understood. The aim
of the study is to provide a better understanding of the electrochemical response from
commercial pure titanium (cp-Ti) and Ti-6Al-4V alloy substrate during PEO process in
calcium acetate and sodium orthophosphate based electrolyte using cyclic
voltammetry (CV). Typical CV curve can be described in 3 stages according to the
applied voltage. Stage I (0-250V), a small peak at low current response representing
the anodic dissolution reaction of the natural oxide layer. The current response
increases steadily in stage II (250-450V) indicating micro-arcing, and it increases
significantly at stage III (>450V) indicating arcing. Comparison of CV curves indicates
that the electrochemical processes occurring on the surface of cp-Ti at the potentials
of micro-arcing are irreversible while the current over-shooting observed in the
reverse scan for Ti-6Al-4V substrate indicates corresponding process is reversible.
The resulting coatings were characterized by SEM, EDX, XRD and surface
profilometry. Preliminary results suggest calcium acetate based electrolyte is suitable
for the PEO processing of cp-Ti substrate as it provides irreversible changes in the
electrochemical system. Coatings formed in this electrolyte on cp-Ti have desirable
coating properties in terms of HA crystallinity on the coating and uniformly porous
surface morphology. Meanwhile coating formed on Ti-6Al-4V substrate revealed a
dense surface layer with no evidence of crystalline HA phase.
Keywords
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This study focuses on the discharge channel of ceramic coatings prepared by plasma
electrolytic oxidation (PEO). Titanium with a layer of aluminum (aluminized Ti) was
used as the substrate. When PEO process for aluminized Ti substrate developed for a
period of time, discharge channels could be traced by analyzing the distribution of Ti
element in ceramic coatings (called as Ti tracer). A physical model of a single
discharge channel was proposed based on Ti tracer method, which was composed of
three parts: a groove-like oxidation region at the coating-substrate interface, a
cylinder-shaped and a trumpet-shaped region in compact and porous coatings
respectively. Through investigating the microstructure by transmission electron
microscope (TEM) equipped with energy dispersion spectroscopy (EDS), amorphous
phase and mixed polycrystalline phase (aluminum titanate and mullite) were found in
the groove-like oxidation region simultaneously, and β-Al2O3 existed in ceramic
coatings. Micro-discharge channels in nanometer dimension were observed by TEM.
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Magnesium-based resorbable bone reconstruction implants receive ever-increasing
attention, due to the proximity of elastic modulus of Mg to that of natural bone, its high
biocompatibility and capacity of the human body to absorb and metabolize Mg in great
quantities without adverse effects. Major efforts are being made towards control of the
corrosion rate of Mg implant with retention of its mechanical properties during healing
period. Plasma electrolytic oxidation (PEO) is a promising technique that enables
considerable reduction of corrosion rate of Mg alloys due formation of ceramic
coatings of significant thickness and compactness. In the present work 100-110 mm
thick PEO coatings with incorporated bioactive elements, such as P, Ca and F have
been generated and characterized with respect to their composition, morphology,
microstructure and microhardness. The coatings exhibited high Ca/P ratio (2.2-2.9)
and Ca/Mg ratio (0.3-0.6). Three Mg alloys including pure Mg, AZ31 and AM50 with
two different coatings have been screened during short term exposure (up to a week)
in simulated body fluid (SBF) at 37oC. Corrosion rate has been evaluated based on
hydrogen evolution and correlated with corrosion current densities obtained in DC
polarisation experiments. In all alloys, PEO coatings reduce the hydrogen evolution
rate from 5-10 mL cm-2 week-1 for untreated alloys to <0.2 mL cm-2 week-1. The effect
of the coating thickness on hydrogen evolution and mechanical integrity during long
term immersion (up to two month) in simulated body fluid at 37oC has been evaluated
using real size 3D prototypes fabricated using AM50 alloy with Ca-P-F containing
coating. Implant degradation morphology has been monitored and characterized
periodically during immersion. The corrosion rates of ~10 mg cm-2 day-1 during the
studied period of immersion were achieved.
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PEO process is an electrochemical process that might advantageously replace
anodizing processing of light weight metals (Al, Mg, Ti). Researches devoted to
improve the efficiency of the PEO process are abundant and one particular way
consists in adjusting the right chemical composition of the electrolyte. Nevertheless,
the chemical stability of electrolytes with the duration of use is never discussed and
aging phenomena which could occur have been the subject of any systematic
investigation.
The present study reports experimental investigations on the aging of a usual PEO
electrolyte and its effects on the process in terms of micro-discharges behavior and
elaborated oxide coatings. The electrolyte consists of a solution of potassium
hydroxide ([KOH] = 1 g.l-1) and sodium silicate ([Na2SiO3] = 1.65 g.l-1) diluted in
deionized water. It has been deliberately aged during an effective use of 8 h. at 15 °C.
Every hour, an Al2214 alloy sample is processed using a bipolar pulsed current
generator working within the well-reported “soft-regime” electrical conditions.
Results clearly evidence aging of the electrolyte. Time variations of the current and
voltage show that transition from arc to "soft" régime occurs earlier as the electrolyte
gets aged. Decrease in the electrical conductivity of the electrolyte is correlated with
changes in the dissolved ionic species content followed by atomic emission
spectroscopy at different stages of the aging process. Fast video-imaging (125 kfr./s)
performed during PEO treatments revealed changes in the micro-discharges
characteristics with the electrolyte aging, which become less numerous and exhibit
shorter life-time and smaller size. Scanning electron microscope observations of the
elaborated coatings combined with roughness measurements indicate a decrease in
the coating thickness and roughness with the age of the electrolyte. Energy dispersive
x-ray analyses show a progressive accumulation of silicon at the coating surface.
Finally, all the collected results point out that aging phenomenon starts to influence
the process after 2 hours aged.
Keywords
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Plasma electrolytic oxidation enables one to form the multifunctional protective
coatings at the surface of various metals and alloys with a unique complex of
properties, including anticorrosive, antiscale, bioinert, bioactive, wearproof etc.
Heterooxide layers formed by this method have a porous rough surface of outer layer,
good adhesion to the substrate, and therefore can be used as convenient basis for
formation of the composite layers, which contain nanosized inorganic and polymeric
particles in its composition. Thereupon, superdispersed polytetrafluoroethylene and its
low-molecular fractions should be taken into account. It is caused by the varied
properties of this fluoropolymer and its practical relevance. As inorganic materials for
synthesis of the new composite layers improving properties of a surface,
nanostructures powders (particle sizes <100 nm) W, WC, Со and Al2O3 were used.
We have developed a stable electrolytic systems having complex composition, which
can be used for metals and alloys treatment by means of plasma electrolytic oxidation
method. It have been ascertained that coatings possess by complex of practically
useful properties.
The presented research demonstrated the availability of the application of various
fractions of superdispersed polytetrafluoroethylene for the forming of the composite
polymer-containing anticorrosion, bioinert, antifriction layers on metals and alloys.
Application of multiple fluoropolymer spreading followed by heat treatment and
inorganic nanosized compounds allow obtaining defectless composite layers, which
have the optimal protection properties (the charge transfer resistance increases by
5-6 orders of magnitude, microhardness of 8-10 times, friction coefficient reduces by
one order of magnitude compared with unprotected metal/alloy).
This research was supported by the Presidium FEB RAS (Grants No. 12-I-P8-07),
Russian Federation Government (Grant #02.G25.31.0035).
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Over the last decade, thick and thin alumina films have been actively studied and their
fabrication by conventional methods such as tape casting and roll compaction has
grown significantly due to their applications in semiconductors, electronics, energy
storage, substrate and dielectric, piezoelectric and ferromagnetic devices. However
the lower end of thickness for such films is limited to >100 micron because of
appearance of structural defects and discontinuities. Moreover conventional
manufacturing methods display drawbacks such as limited part geometries that can
be produced. The aim of the present work is to develop a new method for
manufacturing thin free standing alumina films with complex geometry by conversion
of pre-formed aluminium foils using a plasma electrolytic oxidation technique. The free
standing alumina created by plasma electrolytic oxidation is characterized in terms of
thickness distribution, porosity and phase composition using scanning electronic
microscopy and x-ray diffraction. The films are compared with ceramic alumina
produced by conventional methods. The effect of the degree of conversion of the
aluminium substrate into oxide is studied and possible limitations to create uniform
alumina layers on the inner surfaces and edges of complex shapes are discussed.
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Electrolytic plasma polishing (EPP) technology is a promising surface treatment for
stainless and low carbon steels, titanium and nickel alloys. Compared to conventional
mechanical and electrochemical polishing, EPP is faster, provides better surface
finish and meets modern environmental requirements. EPP is capable of reducing the
surface roughness down to Ra ~ 0.05 μm. Unlike electrochemical polishing, the EPP
process operates in the voltage range from 200 to 400 V DC. The voltage is applied to
an electrolyser with the cathode having an order of magnitude higher surface area
than the workpiece connected as the anode. With anode current densities ranging
from 20 to 30 A/dm2, the power consumption for the EPP process is high; therefore, it
requires process control systems to increase energy efficiency and reduce excessive
removal of the workpiece material.
The aim of this research is to develop a process control method for electrolytic plasma
polishing of stainless steels. The optimal voltage control program provides a solution
for the problem of minimisation of the power consumption, with constraints imposed
on the final surface roughness and thickness of the removed layer. Methods of linear
mathematical programming and neural network modeling have been applied. The
implementation of the developed EPP voltage control program helps decreasing the
power consumption by 6…11 % and reducing the removed layer thickness by 20…30
% compared to the EPP process operated at a constant quasi-optimal voltage. The
algorithm for calculation of the optimal voltage control program can be used within an
automated EPP process control system.
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optimal control
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Owing to the low thermal conductivity and high thermal resististance, zirconia is
widely used in thermal barrier coatings for aviation and space rocket engineering. The
method of plasma electrolytic oxidation (PEO) is very promising for obtaining
protective oxide coatings. The PEO coatings with a thickness from 60 to 300μm were
produced on zirconium in an aqueous solution of sodium hypophosphite and alkali
silicate. Based on the data of scanning electron microscopy, the coating surface layer
consists of lens shaped regions of zirconia and regions enriched with electrolyte
components. X-ray diffraction analysis revealed m-ZrO2 and c-ZrO2 in the coatings.
Nuclear backscattering spectrometry allows the conclusion that at depths of more
than 5 μm the PEO coatings predominantly consist of zirconia. The total porosity of
the PEO coatings is on the order of tens of percent and it increases with an increase
in the coating thickness. The thermal testing performed using the plasmatron
demonstrated the resistance of the obtained coatings to a high temperature. The low
thermal conductivity and high resistance of PEO coatings to high temperature
treatment point to the possibility of their application as thermal barrier coatings.
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Glow Discharge Spectrometries provide direct measurement of the chemical
composition of materials as a function of depth, with nanometre resolution and the
capability to measure both thin and thick layers.
These techniques rely on the fast sputtering of a representative area of the material of
interest by a high density (1014/cm3) and low energy plasma.
The unique characteristics of this plasma allow very fast erosion (2-10nm/s) with
minimum surface damage (as the incident particles have an average energy of about
50eV) and it has been shown that it can be used advantageously for sample
preparation in SEM.
When coupled to a high resolution optical system, the resulting technique is called
Pulsed RF GDOES, when coupled to ToF MS detection, it is named Plasma Profiling
Time of Flight Ion Mass Spectrometry. Both instruments feature an advanced pulsed
RF source offering automatic matching in pulsed mode and allowing the
measurements of conductive and non conductive layers with excellent depth
resolution.
Various applications will be presented ranging from thin film analysis for composition,
contamination detection, surface area measurements and doping level to the
characterization of diffusion mechanisms. Aspects of analytical performance with
regards to sensitivity, depth resolution, quantification, repeatability and sample
throughput will be presented.
Coupling analytical techniques featuring various lateral resolutions as for instances
performing XPS measurements within the GD craters interrupted at interfaces is a
way to take advantage of the respective strengths of both instrumentations. Possible
issues on sample transfer between instruments, contaminations or compositional
modifications by sputtering must be addressed and will be discussed.
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In the 80s-90s the ability of metals to form glass was studied, and several metallic
systems exhibiting high glass forming ability were evidenced. This kind of alloys
contains one principal element, two or three secondary elements being added to turn
to the requested properties. Such alloys can only be synthesized if atomic diffusion is
at the best hindered, in order to stabilize an amorphous phase. Metallic glasses (MG)
exhibit very interesting properties: high hardness, wear resistance...Since 15 years
many papers were published on the synthesis of MG thin films, mainly dealing with
the study of the features and properties modification when one of the element
concentrations is varied. Considering thin films, the challenge is not to stabilize a low
ordered form, which is quite easy by working at low temperature, but rather to control
the film features. All the reported works point out the complex relationship existing
between chemical composition, structure and morphology of the films. In this work, we
will study thin films composed of chemical elements that are only partially miscible:
Ag:W and Ag:W:Zr mixture for MG thin films. In order to investigate a large chemical
composition range in a single synthesis step, the combinatorial approach is used. A
lot of analyses were performed on these thin films to determine their chemical
composition, structure and morphology. The film features will be discussed and
compared to predictions of the structure established by Y. Zhang [1] and to molecular
dynamic simulation results. We hope to benefit from the bad affinity of Ag with the
other elements to promote the formation of Ag nanocluster. Finally, the complex
relationships between crystalline structure and thin film composition will be tackled as
well as their influence on the wettability, antibacterial and hardness properties.
[1] Y. Zhang, Y.J. Zhou, J.P. Lin, G.I. Chen, P.K. Liaw, Adv. Eng. Mater 10 (2008)
534-538.
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Polymer / metal cluster nanocomposites with tailorable properties are interesting
materials for a growing field of applications [1]. Therefore, the control of basic
parameters like metal filling factor, particle size distribution, and composition of
particles is required. Grazing-incidence small-angle x-ray scattering (GISAXS) is
increasingly used to investigate the structural properties of thin films, layered
materials, nanoparticles and many others. The important advantages of GISAXS are
the ability to probe buried interfaces, like nanoparticles covered by polymer layers,
and that the measurement is averaged over the sample surface, giving the statistical
information over several square millimeters. The latter is especially important for
samples containing nanoclusters produced using DC magnetron-based gas
aggregation sources, because the cluster beam is not uniform [1,2].
To prepare a successful experiment and to analyze the measured data, appropriate
simulations are required. In the present work GISAXS on the HMDSO/Ag/PTFE
nanocomposite films produced in [3] were simulated in the framework of the Distorted
Wave Born Approximation (DWBA). The software developed by authors [4] was used.
The simulation shows how the size and shape of Ag nanoparticles and their
inter-nanoparticle distance influences the GISAXS pattern and can thus be yielded
from the measurement. It is also shown, that the influence of the polymer layers is
noticeable only at scattering angles below 0.3°. At larger angles the GISAXS pattern
is mainly determined by the properties of Ag nanoparticles.
[1] T. Peter et al., Journal of Nanoparticle Research 15:1710 (2013).
[2] M. Ganeva et al., Contrib. Plasm. Phys. 52(10):881–889 (2012).
[3] N. Alissawi et al., Journal of Nanoparticle Research 15:2080 (2013).
[4] http://apps.jcns.fz-juelich.de/doku/sc/bornagain:start
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CrxNy coatings were deposited onto XC100 steel and Si (100) substrates in a N2+Ar
mixed atmosphere using different sputtering methods. A comparison between the DC
and RF magnetron sputtering deposition techniques of these coatings has been
carried out with the aim of determining their influence on the microstructural and
mechanical properties of the end product. Additionally, by means of numerical
simulation (SIMTRA), the differences obtained were explained by considering the
energetic capacity of both processes, which have shown that the DC process is far
more stable. Taking into account these results, a new method called the reactive gas
pulsing process (RGPP) is proposed and its deposition parameters were optimized
when using DC reactive magnetron sputtering mode is used. In this case, argon gas
was injected with a constant mass flow rate, whereas nitrogen was periodically
supplied into the sputtering chamber. A rectangular signal was generated to the
nitrogen mass flow meter with a constant pulsing period T=10 s. Duty cycle was
changed to alternate the process between nitride and metallic sputtering mode. This
approach can prevent the full poisoning of the target surface by nitrogen and reaches
a wide range of chromium nitride compounds. The resulting microstructure,
morphology and mechanical properties were studied and compared with those
obtained with constant injection of the nitrogen gas. It was shown that the best
mechanical properties such as hardness, young’s modulus and resistance to plastic
deformation were obtained with DC magnetron sputtering deposition and RGPP
method.
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Carbon nanowalls (CNWs), three-dimensional carbon nanomaterial consisting of
stacks of graphene sheets vertically standing on substrates, possess a maze-like
architecture and, high-density graphene edges and large-area plane surfaces.
Surface reactions with reactive and energetic species in graphitic structures can
critically modify the crystalline structures with respect to crystallography and chemistry
due to introduction of various defects. Therefore, understanding of the reaction
mechanism and its control are absolutely necessary for various applications of CNWs.
In this study, anisotropic etching and selective morphological modification of CNWs
after the growth has been developed employing oxygen (O) radicals, Ar irradiation,
and hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) solution. It was found that O atoms could preferentially
react with the top edges of CNWs and lead a selective etching from the top edge,
while wall surfaces were hardly changed by such O treatments. We also
demonstrated independently-controlled O atom and Ar ion irradiations to CNWs.
While the Ar ion irradiation to the top edges of CNWs enhanced the etching reaction
and amorphization. The Ar ion irradiation to the wall surface of CNWs enhanced the
oxidative etchings not only on the wall surface itself but also on the top edges due to
formation of defects on the wall surface almost over the top to bottom. H2O2treatment
was also performed to the CNWs. It was found that oxidative radicals in H2O2
solution formed characteristic nanometer-scale asperities on the wall surface without
etchings from the top edges. Photoelectron spectra indicate that hydroxyl adsorption
and subsequent reactions on the edge and plane of graphene contribute to the
selective morphological change on the wall surface of CNWs. These knowledge
obtained in this study will open the way for selective oxidations of the top edges and
wall surfaces with O-related radicals.
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SiCN materials exhibit excellent resistance to oxidation, chemical decomposition and
structural changes even at temperatures above 1300°C. However, the properties of
the SiCN films depend very much on a variety of parameters like synthesis process
and composition as well as on the structure of the amorphous network. So far, the
available data in the literature do not allow a reliable comparison between the different
synthesis methods for SiCN materials, especially using an industrial scale deposition
unit.
SiCN-based thin films were synthesized by DC- and HiPIMS-PVD sputtering and by
PA-CVD process using an industrial scale deposition unit CC 800/9. One unique
feature of the deposition unit is an add-on for the use of liquid precursors for PA-CVD
processes. The add-on is fully integrated in the machine´s control software to enable
full capability for all kinds of PA-CVD processes as well as combined PVD/CVD
processes. In the present study, segmented targets of silicium and carbon and
nitrogen as reactive gas were used for the DC- and the HiPIMS-PVD processes. The
liquid single-source precursors hexamethyldisilazane and tetramethylsilazane were
used for the PA-CVD processes. The coatings as well as the coating-substrate
compounds were subjected to a comprehensive examination of their property profiles.
A special focus was set on the examination of the high-temperature behavior of the
pure SiCN thin film materials.
The presented results allow the description of the relationship between the synthesis
method and the chemical, structural and mechanical properties as well as the
high-temperature behavior of SiCN materials. The correlation between the chemical
and structural properties and the mechanical and thermal properties is shown.
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Boron nitride films were grown by ion-beam-assisted deposition (IBAD) through B
evaporation and concurrent N2+ ion bombardment. Bombardment with nitrogen ions
induces a compressive stress in the films that tend to orient the basal planes
perpendicular to the surface. However, it is known that the orientation of BN can be
controlled through ion bombardment and annealing treatments [1]. By minimizing the
ion energy to reduce the compressive stress and increasing the growth temperature,
we change the preferential perpendicular orientation of the planes. Angle-dependent
measurements of the X-ray absorption near edge structure (XANES) signal were
performed on the films to study the orientation of π*-bonds, taking advantage of the
linearly polarized nature of synchrotron radiation. The selection rules yield a
cosine-squared dependence on the angle between the π* bond and the electrical field
vector, with the maximum for the basal planes parallel to the incident light and zero
intensity when they are perpendicular. Thereby the absorption spectra were recorded
at different incidence directions of the soft X-ray photons with respect to the surface
normal (0º-67º) to elucidate the texture of the layers at different growth conditions.
Using this methodology, we have obtained a map of the textures attained for ion
bombardment energies ranging from 0 to 700 eV, and substrate temperatures ranging
from 25 to 1100 ºC. Three clear regions within this growth parameters map are
distinguished: (i) those yielding a texture with the basal planes perpendicular to the
substrate, (ii) growth conditions providing the basal planes parallel to the substrate,
and (iii) random orientation of basal planes.
[1] I. Jiménez, A. F. Jankowski, L.J. Terminello, J.A. Carlisle, D.G.J. Sutherland, G.LDoll. W.M. Tong, D.K. Shuh and F.J. Himpsel, Phys. Rev. B 18, (1997) 12025-12037
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Biomaterials represent nowadays a new kind of materials with an increasing attention
in particular for medicinal purpose, for example used as drug delivery system. Their
degradation occurs in presence of water or microorganisms and leads to a complete
loss of shape through a so-called hydrolysis. Up to now all this materials were mainly
produced under wet conditions using controlled synthesis pathways, not well-suited
for surface issues. With the new opportunities provided by atmospheric cold plasma
polymerisation processes (absence of harmful solvents, fast deposition rates, easily to
handle and scale up) and the development of new injection system nebulizing a liquid
precursor into the plasma discharge (leading to a better retention of some chemical
functions in the coating) the deposition of hydrolysable coating based plasma polymer
appeared promising and is evaluated in the present study. In addition the recent
works dealing with the use of acrylate functions highlighted an interesting opportunity
to improve the retention of chemical functions. Their high reactivity within the plasma
discharge allows to work at a lower plasma power while leading to the formation of a
crosslinked network. We synthesized our own precursor by grafting two reactive
acrylate groups on a polycaprolactone (PCL) diol backbone, containing ester
functions sensitive towards hydrolysis. Furthermore in order to obtain a wide range of
kinetic of hydrolysis, another precursor containing also two acrylate functions was
investigated, the anhydride methacrylic, as anhydride functions are well-known to
undergo hydrolysis degradation with faster kinetic than PCL. The chemical and
structural characterizations of the coatings were carried out by 13C NMR and IR
spectroscopy, which highlighted a good retention of the hydrolyzable functions during
the plasma polymerization. The kinetic of degradation through hydrolysis under soft
conditions of this material was followed by profilometry and the end products were
studied by mass spectrometry.
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Influence of the target distribution on the nanostructure and oxidation
protection of sputtered CrAlYN coatings
Juan Carlos Sanchez-Lopez1, Teresa Cristina Rojas1, Santiago Dominguez-Meister1,
Marta Brizuela2
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CrAlYN multilayered coatings with variable composition were deposited by direct
current reactive magnetron sputtering on silicon and M2 steel substrates using
metallic targets and Ar/N2 mixtures under different target nature (Al, Cr, Y or mixed
Al/Cr) and configurations. The nanostructure, chemical elemental distribution and
constituting phases were investigated using high resolution transmission electron
microscopy (HRTEM), high angle annular dark field-scanning transmission electron
microscopy (HAADF-STEM), electron energy-loss spectroscopy (EELS),
energy-filtered TEM (EFTEM) and energy dispersive X-ray analysis (EDX). Line scan
analysis and nanoscale chemical mapping through STEM-EELS, EFTEM and EDX
analysis showed the influence of the target distribution in the deposition chamber on
the multilayer nanostructure, phase and chemical composition. These changes led to
different oxidation resistance properties when heating in air to 1000ºC as evidenced
by means of scanning electron microscopy and X-ray diffraction analysis. In particular,
the EDX and EELS elemental mappings and profiles using a probe of less than 1 nm
allow to determine that a good oxidation protection is obtained when aluminum and
yttrium-rich regions are separated by crystalline CrN layers. In addition, nanovoids
filled with molecular nitrogen were found embedded in the amorphous (Al and/or Y)
nitride layers. The presence of this particular periodic architecture may play a
determinant role in the oxidation resistance as they can act as barrier layers to
oxygen and metallic ion diffusion.
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Periodic patterns formation on bombarded metal and non-metal surfaces is a
phenomenon increasingly studied in recent years due to its potential applications to
nanotechnology. The technique of low energy ion bombarding of surfaces has been
attracting considerable interest because it can be used as a tool for tailoring the
surface properties at atomic level.1 However, the effects of ion bombarding on
polycrystalline materials such as steel used to prepare metal surfaces to improve
nitrogen diffusion in nitriding treatments, hard coating adhesion, and modify
tribological properties have not been enough explored. In this work we report the
effects of perpendicular Xe+ ions bombardment on steel (100Cr6, 0.4-1keV). The
presence of bas-relief patterns in the material strongly depends on the
crystallographic orientation of the grains. In order to correlate the formed patterns with
the crystal grains orientation of the bombarded surface, a set of slices from a steel rod
were cut in different directions relatively to the bar main axis, i.e., a variety of
crystallographically textured surfaces are exposed in each sample. The samples, with
different textures, are then sculpted by an ion beam and characterized by X-ray
diffraction and AFM. A rich landscape of bas-relief patterns such as pyramids,
grooves, mounds, and honeycomb blisters structures are revealed in different treated
samples. The influence of the crystalline orientation of the individual exposed grains
on both the sputtering yield and the atoms surface diffusion smoothening processes
prompting the patterning are presented and discussed. 1Valbusa U, Boragno C, and
de Mongeot F B 2002 J. Phys: Condens. Matter 14 8153.
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The phase-structural modification of high-chromium cast iron by surface
plasma treatment
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High-chromium cast irons containing high amount of chromium (12-20 % Cr) are
widely used in industry as tribological materials, operating under abrasive,
impact-abrasive, erosive and adhesive wear. The effectiveness of the application of
high-Cr cast irons is largely dependent on the method of hardening treatments. The
bulk heat treatment is traditionally offered for these alloys. Surface treatment using
concentrated heat sources is almost not applied for strengthening of high-Cr cast iron,
so this treatment remains as an important reserve in improving of their wear
resistance. In this work the plasma jet heating was used to improve the wear
resistance of 15%Cr-Mn-Ni-V-Ti cast iron. The plasmotron of indirect action with
Ar-plasma gas and W-electrode was applied. We varied the initial structural condition
of cast iron and the regimes of plasma processing. The initial structural conditions
were: as-cast, quenched and tempered (200 oC or 700 oC), annealed (650 oC, 6
hours). The plasma treatment modes changed as: amperage – 200…280 A, voltage –
60 V, treatment velocity – 0.25…6.0 m per min, Ar-gas consumption - 12 liters per
min. Abrasive wear test “rubber wheel-sand” was used to evaluate cast iron’s
tribological properties. It was found that surface plasma treatment leads to significant
improving of wear resistance comparing with as-cast state or bulk heat treatment.
This is the result of modification of surface layers of cast iron due to high-speed
heating followed by rapid heat dissipation. The modification features are discussed in
report. They are: a) the austenite grain refinement due to the phase
“alpha-Fe/gamma-Fe” transformation with high overheating degree; b) the
micro-heterogeneity occurrence due to partial dissolution of carbides; c) the
precipitation of nanodisperse secondary carbides in austenitic matrix; d) partial
surface melting accompanied by eutectic carbides dissolution. All these changes lead
to formation of highly adaptable metastable structure which is able for
self-strengthening under the wear conditions.
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Structure engineering of titanium nitride films by oblique angle deposition
together with applied bias
Ji Hoon Yang, Jae-Hun Jung, Min-A Song, Sung-Hwan Kim, Jae-In Jeong
RIST, Pohang-City, South Korea
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By using the oblique angle deposition (OAD) of titanium nitride (TiN) films, various
kinds of film microstructures have been fabricated and the properties of the films have
been investigated. OAD is a physical vapor deposition (PVD) method which utilizes
non-normal angle deposition between the substrate and the vaporizing source. It is
well known that OAD can control the film morphology and therefore result in the
enhancement of the film properties. In this study, OAD has been applied to prepare
single and multi-layer TiN films by cathodic arc deposition. The bias voltage was used
as a means to change the slope of columnar structure. It has been found that the
orientation of the column was always perpendicular to the substrate surface in spite of
the substrate tilting angle. Together with OAD and bias voltage, we tried to engineer
the film structure from the multilayer deposition. The slanted and chevron structure
were clearly seen from single and multi-layer TiN films. The hardness has been found
to increase for multilayer films especially for films terminated with bias voltage
applied, while the modulus is not changed much. This results in the increase of H3/E2
value, which implies the robustness of prepared films.
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Using a varying angle of incidence for x-ray diffraction measurements normally allows
a fast, convenient and non-destructive technique for analysing layered structures.
However, a strong texture or preferential orientation normally precludes analysis of
the GIXRD data as the fraction of grains probed at each incident and scattering angle
changes continuously. At the same time, stress gradients or changes in the
coherence length with depth also lead to large complications in the analysis. Both
effects are normally present when analyzing the expanded phase formation in
austenitic stainless steel and CoCr alloys after nitrogen insertion.
In this presentation we compare GIXRD data with SEM cross sections for steel 304
and CoCr28Mo6 alloy after nitrogen plasma immersion ion implantation at elevated
temperatures between 300 and 550 °C. When looking at the XRD data, for the lower
temperatures, only substrate and expanded austenite can be identified. When
comparing the relative intensities as a function of the incident angle, the ratio of
expanded phase to substrate decreases with smaller angles, which would indicate a
buried expanded phase, in complete disagreement with evidence from SEM and
SIMS data. On the other hand, the onset of decay into CrxN and a Cr-depleted phase
(α-FeNi and γ-CoMo) is directly visible. At smaller incidence angles, the nearly
isotropic distribution of very small precipitates immediately below the surface can be
readily discerned, especially for the broad structures associated with the γ-CoMo
precipitates (in contrast to the large grains of the original CoCrMo substrate). For this
latter phase transformation, GIXRD is actually a powerful instrument.
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Influence of the in-situ Electric Field on Self-polarization Effect in LiNbO3 Thin
Films Grown by RF Magnetron Sputtering Method
Dmitry Kiselev, Roman Zhukov, Sergey Ksenich, Alexander Bykov, Alina Kloos, Anna
Kozlova, Mikhail Malinkovich, Yurii Parkhomenko
NUST "MISiS", Moscow, Russian Federation
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Ferroelectric thin film integration with Si and other integrated device substrates has
the potential to enable new modes of photonics integration as well as a new class of
high work/volume piezoelectric devices for MEMS integration. Thin films of Lithium
Niobate (LiNbO3) posses a number of advantages over bulk material including the
possibilities of producing step index profiles, selectively introducing dopants, and the
fabrication of multilayer structures. The prospect of producing high quality (oriented
and possessing low optical loss) thin films of LiNbO3on silicon substrates is
particularly attractive because the silicon provides a rigid and flat substrate ideal for
large area processing of devices by lithographic techniques and it allows for the
integration of lithium niobate electro-optic and silicon integrated circuit technology.
The studied LiNbO3films were deposited by applying the electric field during
radio-frequencies magnetron sputtering of the single-crystalline target in Ar/O=1
atmosphere (0.6 Pa) on Si(110) substrate at 550 oC. Atomic force microscopy
measurements indicate that the surface roughness of the LiNbO3 thin films was 4-10
nm, which meets the demands for practical waveguiding devices. The ferroelectric
properties have been studied by visualization of the as-growth domain structure,
recording induced ferroelectric states by piezoresponse force microscopy (PFM) using
Scanning probe laboratory NTEGRA-Prima (NT-MDT, Russia). The asymmetry of the
distribution of vertical PFM (VPFM) signal is a manifestation of the so-called
self-polarization effect. The maximum of the VPFM histogram of this distribution is
shifted toward negative (or positive) values of the piezoelectric response, which
implies that the polarization vector in most grains is directed toward the upper (or
lower) interface. In work discusses the possible mechanisms of the origin a
self-polarization in LiNbO3 thin films.
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In the plasma spraying process, the spray material is heated, melted, and accelerated
by a high temperature flame. Low-pressure plasma spraying can produce rapidly
solidified thick materials because alloy droplets accumulate successively on the
substrate, and solidify at a cooling rate in the range of 105-108 Ks-1. Depending on the
cooling conditions of the substrate and on the alloy composition, deposits can be
produced as metastable phases or extremely fine crystalline phases. Plasma spraying
is an attractive method for the production of deposits with in-situ formed fine particles.
In recent years, much attention has been paid to high Cr-Ni cast iron with vanadium
carbide, which is attractive for use in metal molds and pump parts, due to its high
wear resistance and high corrosion resistance. In the present work, high Cr-Ni cast
iron alloy powder is low-pressure plasma sprayed to produce high Cr-Ni cast iron
base alloy deposits with finely dispersed metallic carbide (MC) particles. The
as-sprayed deposit produced on a non-cooled substrate was composed of γFe, αFe
and carbide. The fine precipitates in the as-sprayed deposit were carbide. With
increasing heat treatment temperature up to 1273 K, the carbide particles coarsened.
The as-sprayed deposit produced on a non-cooled substrate had higher hardness
than the heat-treated deposits. The wear resistance of deposit decreased with
increasing heat treatment temperature.
Keywords
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Chromium oxide appears in different phases such as CrO (II), Cr2O3 (III) CrO2 (IV),
and CrO3 (VI); the number in brackets denoting the valence of the Cr atoms. This
structural variety results in a wide range of applications. For example, Cr2O3 is the
most stable oxide under normal conditions and exhibits high hardness and low
friction, being used as protective coating in magnetic recording devices or solar
absorber materials.1 CrO2 is a half-metallic ferromagnet and, therefore, good
candidate for Spintronics.2 Finally, CrO3 is highly toxic, corrosive, and carcinogenic;
but widely used in electroplating.3 Clearly, practical applications demand processing
with a precise control of the phase formation. In this work, CrOx films were grown by
pulsed magnetron sputtering with different Ar/O2 mixtures and substrate temperatures
up to 500ºC. The samples were analyzed by Rutherford backscattering, ellipsometry,
atomic force microscopy, transmission and scanning electron microscopies, X-ray
diffraction and X-ray absorption spectroscopy. On unheated substrates, films exhibit
X-ray amorphous character and a direct correlation between the O2 content in the
gas, [O2], and the growth rate and stoichiometry. Remarkably, a range of
mixed-valence oxides is observed, with higher valence Cr states promoted with [O2].
On the contrary, substrate heating favors Cr2O3 formation and, accordingly,
single-phase nanocrystalline (nc) films are identified. The amorphous films are
compact, displaying a surface morphological transition from granular-like to smooth
with [O2]. Upon heating, the morphology develops into a porous fibrillar-like structure,
as evidenced by empty voids between nc-Cr2O3 grains. These results show a clear
correlation between the bonding structure and the microstructure of the different CrOx
structures. REFs: 1 Hones et al. Surf. Coat. Technol. 120-121 (1999) 277; 2 Stewart et
al. Phys. Rev. B 79 (2009) 144414; 3 Sarto et al. Carcinogenesis 3 (1982) 1011.
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Zirconium nitride (ZrN) thin films were deposited onto plasma nitrided NiTi shape
memory alloy. The plasma nitriding process was made in the 100-500 ºC temperature
range, during 5 hours and after that, the samples were all coated with a ZrN thin film
deposited at 500 ºC during 90 minutes, maintaining fixed all other deposition
parameters. The deposition processes were carried out by direct current reactive
magnetron sputtering using N2/Ar gas mixture. The nanomechanical properties,
electrochemical behavior, roughness, phase composition, and texture were studied,
using nanoindentation techniques, electrochemical analysis, X-ray diffraction,
scanning electron microscopy and X-ray photo-electron spectroscopy. The results
showed that nitriding process leads to the formation of Ni3Ti and TiN on NiTi surface.
Also, the nitriding process influenced indirectly the deposition process, once the
nanomechanical and electrochemical properties of ZrN thin films were influenced by
the nitriding temperature. Furthermore, the color of the ZrN films deposited onto
plasma nitrided NiTi alloy also changed with nitriding temperature. These results are
discussed in terms of the diffusion of nitrogen and oxygen from NiTi nitrided layer to
the ZrN thin film. The roughness of the nitride NiTi surface also seems to play an
important hole on the microstructure of the ZrN deposited films.
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As well known, the direct way to use solar energy is solar thermal conversion method
using solar absorbers which are coated with solar selective absorbing coatings.
Except for the low price, simple structure and convenient manufacture, the main
requirements of the ideal spectrally selective absorbing coating are expected to
process high absorptance (α) in the wavelength range of 300 nm-2500 nm and low
emittance (ε) in the infrared region of 2500 nm–30 μm as well. To our knowledge, the
coating based on transition metal nitrides or oxynitrides hold great potential at high
temperature in solar selective absorbing application because of their excellent thermal
and optical properties. From these findings, we suggest to focus our interest on this
new film. Spectrally selective Al/NbCrNy/NbCrOxNy/SiOxNy coating was deposited on
stainless steel substrate using reactive magnetron sputtering. In this tandem
absorber, NbCrNy acts as the main absorber layer, SiOxNy acts as an antireflection
coating and NbCrOxNy acts as a semi-absorber layer.
In this study, we present the influence of composition and thickness on the optical
properties of the coatings. The layer composition and morphology were investigated
by XPS and SEM, respectively. The results show that the reflectance of the coating is
reduced by gradually increasing the refractive index from the surface to the substrate,
consequently, increasing the absorption. Meanwhile, the thickness of every single
layer was optimized to achieve high solar selectivity 0.93. All the results indicate that
this material is a promising coating for concentrating solar power systems.
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Body-centered cubic (bcc) structured metals such as vanadium, niobium and tantalum
are some of the most promising materials for hydrogen-permeable membranes
because of their lower cost and higher hydrogen permeability than currently used
Pd-based alloys. However, such materials may exhibit a brittle behavior due to their
high hydrogen solubility. Addition of metal atoms (Al, Ni, Fe …) is known to reduce the
hydrogen solubility and to overcome the brittle fracture.
In this work, vanadium-aluminum films have been deposited using magnetron
co-sputtering on silicon substrates. The current applied to the vanadium target was
kept constant while that of the aluminum target varied to control the chemical
composition of the coatings. In the 0 – 40 at. % range, the aluminum concentration
varies linearly as a function of the current. As predicted by the phase diagram, X-ray
diffraction analyses show that the Al-V films crystallize in a bcc structure. Furthermore
a linear variation of the lattice parameter as a function of the Al content has been
evidenced, indicating the formation of a substitutional solid solution. The surface and
the cross-section morphologies have been studied by scanning electron microscopy.
The addition of aluminum into V-based films induces a decrease of the electrical
resistivity at room temperature. Finally, optical measurements in the visible range
have been performed.
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Dendritic structures have raised a great interest due to their large surface area and
adsorption site, resulting in improved catalytic activities. We first synthesized the Ag
dendrites as sacrificial seeds via the plasma discharge in aqueous solution and their
morphologies were controlled by various discharge times. The Ag-Pt bimetallic
dendrites were prepared by galvanic replacement reaction in the presence of H2PtCl6
with Ag dendrite in solution. The elemental composition, morphology and crystalline
structure were investigated by scanning and transmission electron microscopy (SEM
and TEM), energy-dispersive X-ray spectrometry (EDX), and X-ray diffraction (XRD).
With increasing discharge time, Ag nanocrystals were aggregated into dendritic
structure by oriented attachment. High resolution TEM equipped with EDX and
selected area electron diffraction confirmed the replacement of Ag with Pt. The
electrocatalytic activities of Ag-Pt bimetallic dendrites toward the electrochemical
oxidation of methanol exhibits much better than those of commercial Pt black in acid
solution. This significant improvement in catalytic performance could be attributed to
lowered CO coverage on the Pt surface.
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Sealing components are used in different industries. Beside an improved energy
efficiency due to significant reduction of friction there is a demand for enhancing the
durability of sealing components. Tribological tests on flat elastomer plates revealed a
high wear protection due to applied plasmapolymeric coatings. Lifetime tests were
performed as a function of the applied film thickness. Flat elastomer plates were
coated with a plasmapolymeric film (SiOxCyHz) in a plasma enhanced chemical
vapor deposition (PECVD) process. The film thickness was varied from 0.7 µm to 4.0
µm approximately. The investigated elastomeric substrate material was acrylic rubber
(ACM), fluororubber (FKM), and nitrile butadiene rubber (NBR). The friction of
elastomers was investigated using an Universal Material Tester (UMT3) system with
oscillating Pin-on-plate contact geometry. The counterpart in the tribological tests was
a 100Cr6 steel ball with a diameter of 10 mm. The tribological tests were run dry in
ambient conditions with a velocity of 200 mm/s with a stroke length of 11 mm. The
normal force was varied between 2 N and 40 N investigating in the critical load. The
oscillating setup was chosen inducing wear rapidly. It was found that the wear
resistance increased with increasing film thickness. Achieving a significant wear
protection a minimum film thickness is required depending on the applied load and
elastomer type. Film thicknesses in the range of 1 and 2.5µm were recommended.
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